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APPENDIX 1: Disputes Mediated by the United Nations and 
Regional Organisations, 1945-1995 

Dispute 

1. Case 002: Greece - Civil War (1945 - 1949) 
-... ----.-~-.----.. - .. --------.-.-.---.-----------.---

2. Case 004: France/Levant - Independence Crisis (1945 -
December 1946) 

United 
Nations 

1 

1 

._ ........ __ .. _----_.-_ .. _ ..... __ .... _ ... __ ..... _-._--._---------- .. _--_ ... _ .. 
3. Case 005: USSR/Iran - Azerbaijan Crisis (August 1945 - 1 

October 1947) 
_ ...... __ . __ .. - .......... _ .. _-_ ......... _. ............ _ .. _ ... -.. _ ..... _- ...................... _ ... _-_ ...... _----... ...... -....... - . .......... _- ....... _._ ... _-_.-_ .. - -.-.. _ .. _._ ..... _._ ... _ .. -.... 

4. Case 006: The Netherlands/Dutch East Indies - 10 
Indonesian Independence (late 1945 - November 1949) 

5. Case 008: Albania/United Kingdom - Corfu Channel 4 
Dispute (May 1946 - December 1949) 

6. Case 010: Dominican Republic/Haiti and Cuba - Regional 0 
Aggression (Early 1947 - December 1951) 

7. Case 012: Pakistan/India - First Kashmir War (October 25 
1947 - January 1949) 

8. Case 013: USSRlYugoslavia - Ideological Rift 1 
- December 1954) 

9. Case 015: Israel/Arab States - Israeli War of 16 
Independence (May 1948 - January 1949) 

10. Case 016: USSR/UK and Allies - Berlin Airlift Crisis (June 4 
1948 - May 1949) 

11. Case 018: India/Hyderabad - Secession Attempt (July \ 1 
1948 - September 1948) I 

-_. __ ._-_._._-----_._----_._ .. __ ._ .... __ .. _ .. _-- .1---

12. Case 019: Burma/China - Kuomintang Conflict (August I 1 
1948 - 1954) ----------.1--------._._----_._ .. _ .. _-

13. Case 020: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Conflict I 0 
(December 1948 - February 1949) 

14. Case 023: Eritrea/Ethiopia - Independence Attempt (July 2 
1949 - December 1950) 

15. Case 026: USA/USSR - Cold War Air Incidents (April 1 
1950 - October 1950) 

16. Case 028: North Korea/South Korea - Korean Border War 3 
(June 1950 - July 1953) 

, 
17. Case 029: ChinalTibet - Tibetan Autonomy Dispute 1 

(October 1950 - May 1951) 

18. Case 030: Syria/Israel - Lake Tiberias/Huleh Dispute 4 
(April 1951 - May 1951) 

19. Case 031: FrancelTunisia - Tunisian Independence 2 
(January 1952 - March 1956) 

20. Case 032: Egypt/UK - The Suez Canal Zone Dispute 1 
(January 1952 - June 1956) 

21. Case 033: Italy/Yugoslavia - Trieste Dispute (March 1952 - 1 
October 1954) 

22. Case 035: Argentina/Chile - The Beagle Channel Dispute 0 
(July 1952 - November 1984) 

23. Case 036: Oman/Saudi Arabia - Buraimi Oasis Crisis 3 
(August 1952 - October 1955) 

24. Case 038: USSR/USA - Further Cold War Air Incidents 6 
(October 1952 - July 1956) 

25. Case 039: Israel/Jordan - West Bank Border Conflict 5 
(January 1953 - December 1954) 

26. Case 040: Cambodia/Siam (Thailand) - Temple of Preah 8 
Vi hear and Border Conflict (Early 1953 - May 1975) 

Regional Cooperative 
Organisation Mediation 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

9 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

4 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 

i 
0 

0 0 

0 0 

3 0 

0 0 
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27. Case 041: China/USA and Taiwan - Quemoy 1 0 0 
Confrontation (April 1954 - April 1955) 

28. Case 042: Guatemala - Civil War and Insurgency (June 21 
, 

1 0 
1954 - Ongoing) 

29. Case 044: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Invasion Attempt 0 4 0 
(January 1955) 

30. Case 045: Turkey/Syria - Border Incidents (March 1955 - 3 0 0 
November 1957) 

31. Case 047: Syria/Israel - Lake Tiberias Dispute (October 1 0 0 
1955 - December 1955) i . -...... --.-~- .. - ... _---_ .... _-----_ ... __ ._-----_.--_ ... _ .. _._---_ . 

32. Case 049: Dominican Republic/Cuba and Venezuela - 1 9 0 
Dominican Republic Aggression and Exiles Conflict 
(February 1956 - January 1962) 

33. Case 052: Israel/Jordan - Mt. Scopus Conflict (July 1956 - 5 0 0 
January 1958) 

34. Case 054: United Kingdom, France and Israel/Egypt - 5 0 0 
Suez Canal War (October 1956 - November 1956) 

35. Case 055: USSR/Hungary - Hungarian Uprising of 1956 3 0 0 
(October 1956 - December 1956) 

36. Case 057: Hondurns/Nicaragua - Mocoran Seizure (April 0 1 0 
1957· June 1957) 

37. Case 058: Israel/Syria - Golan Heights Conflict (June 1 0 0 
1957 - February 1958) 

38. Case 060: Panama - Revolutionaries Conflict (1958 - May 0 2 0 
1959) 

39. Case 061: Egypt/Sudan - Border Conflict (February 1958) 1 0 0 

40. Case 062: FrancelTunisia - Military Bases Conflict 2 0 0 
(Februarv 1958 • May 1958) 

41. Case 064: Lebanon - First Civil War (May 1958 - June 1 1 0 
1959) 

42. Case 066: Guatemala/Mexico - Mexican Shrimp Boats 1 0 0 
(December 1958 - September 1959) 

43. Case 067: North Vietnam/Laos - First Laotian Civil War 2 0 0 
(December 1958 - 1962) 

44. Case 070: Syria/Iraq - Mosul Revolt (March 1959 - April 0 1 0 
1959) 

45. Case 072: Cuba/Haiti - Haitian Exiles Conflict (August 0 2 0 
1959) 

..... __ ._ .... _ .. _ ... _- . .••............•..• _._ ................ - ---_ ... ._._-_ .... __ .. _----

46. Case 075: - Post Independence Struggle (July 15 0 0 
1960 - mid 1 i) 

47. Case 080: USA/Cuba - Bay of Pigs Dispute (April 1961 - 3 2 0 
May 1961) 

48. Case 081: Iraq/Kuwait - Kuwaiti Independence Crisis 2 2 0 
(June 1961 - February 1962) 

49. Case 083: Tunisia/France - Bizerte Conflict (July 1961 - 2 0 0 
September 1961) 

50. Case 084: India/Portugal- Goa Conflict (December 1961) 2 0 0 

51. Case 085: Indonesia/Malaysia - Borneo Conflict (1962 - 2 0 0 
November 1965) 

52. Case 086: IndonesialThe Netherlands - West Irian (Irian 1 0 0 
Jaya) Administration Dispute (January 1962 - August 
1962) 

53. Case 087: Venezuela/Guyana - Essequibo River Dispute 8 0 0 
(February·1962 - June 1970) 

54. Case 088: Chile/Bolivia - Lauca River Dam Dispute (March 0 3 0 
1962 - September 1964) 

55. Case 091: Syria/Israel - Lake Tiberias Dispute (June 1962 2 0 0 
- August 1963) 
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56. Case 092: USA/USSR - Cuban Missile Crisis (September 1 0 0 
1962 - November 1962) 

57. Case 093: EgyptlYemen and Saudi Arabia - North Yemeni 2 1 0 
Royalist Rebellion (September 1962 - October 1967) , 

58. IL" 

! 1L.,"~UI-"c1 

Expar.",vllisr- (I\.u·,,,,,,,u,,,, 1962 . September 1967) 

59. Case 097: Haiti/Dominican Republic (USA) - Exiles 1 5 0 
Asylum and Invasion Attempt (April 1963 - September 
1963) 

60. Case 099: Algeria/Morocco - Tindouf War (October 1963- 0 6 0 
February 1964) 

61. Case 100: CubalVenezuela - Cuban Subversion Attempt 0 5 0 
(November 1963 - May 1967) 

62. Case 101: Cyprus/UK - Cypriot Civil War (December 1963 11 0 0 
- November 1967) 

63. Case 103: Somalia/Ethiopia - First Ogaden War (January 1 1 0 
1964 - March 1964) 

64. Case 104: Panama/USA - Flag Riots (January 1964 - 4 7 0 
April 1964) 

65. Case 105: Rwanda/B' Jrundi - Hutu and Tutsi Ethnic 2 2 0 
Conflict (January 1964 - January 1965) 

66. Case 107: South Vietnam/Cambodia - Border Conflict 2 0 0 
(March 1964 - December 1964) 

67. Case 109: Ghana/Upper Volta - Ghanaian Border Dispute 0 3 0 
(June 1964 - June 1966) 

68. Case 110: Syria/Israel - Border Incidents (June 1964 - 5 0 0 
July 1966) 

69. Case 111: North Vietnam/USA - Vietnam War (August 6 0 0 
1964 - May 1975) 

70. Case 112: Israel/Jordan - Border Incidents (December 1 0 0 
1964 - April 1966) 

71. Case 113: Eritrea/Ethiopia - War of Secession (1965 - 2 1 0 
May 1993) 

72. Case 119: USA/Dominican Republic - Constitutionalist 2 5 0 
Rebellion (April 1965 - September 1966) 

73. Case 121: India/Pakistan - Second Kashmir War (August 12 0 0 
1965 - September 1965) 

74. Case 125: Namibia -Independence Struggle (1966- 24 0 0 
March 1990) 

75. Case 127: Ghana/Guinea - Nkrumah Tensions (October 1 1 0 
1966 - November 1966) 

76. Case 128: Bolivia - Guerrilla Insurgency and Attempted 0 3 0 
Revolution (November 1966 - July 1970) 

77. Case 129: Rhodesia - Zimbabwean Independence (1967- 1 0 0 
January 1980) 

78. Case 130: Guinea/Ivory Coast - Hostage Crisis (February 1 3 2 
1967 - September 1967) 

79. Case 131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War 18 1 0 
(June 1967) 

80. Case 132: Nigeria/Biafra - Secession Attempt (July 1967 - 0 4 0 
January 1970) 

81. Case 133: Congo (Zaire )/Rwanda - Mercenaries Dispute 0 5 1 
(August 1967 - April 1968) 

82. Case 134: North Korea/USA - USS Pueblo Seizure 1 0 0 
(January 1968 - December 1968) 

83. Case 135: USSR/Czechoslovakia - Prague Spring 1 0 0 
Invasion (August 1968) 

84. Case 138: EI Salvador/Honduras - Football War (July 0 7 0 
1969) 
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85. Case 143: Palestinian Liberation Organisation 0 3 0 
(PLO)/Jordan - Coup Attempt (February 1970 - August 
1971) 

86. Case 144: Guinea/Portugal - Conakry Raids (November 2 1 0 
1970) 

87. Case 146: Uganda/Tanzania - Border Clashes (January 0 2 0 
1971 - October 1972) 

88. Case 148: North Yemen/South Yemen - Border Conflict 0 3 0 
(October 1971 - October 1972) 

89. Case 149: Iceland/United Kingdom, West Germany and 4 I 0 0 
Denmark - Cod War (November 1971 - June 1976) ! 

90. Case 151: Oman/South Yemen - Dhofar Rebellion (1972- 0 3 0 
August 1974) 

91. Case 152: Iran/Iraq - Shalt-al-Arab Waterway Border War 3 0 0 
(January 1972 - February 1975) 

92. Case 153: Syria/Israel and PLO - Golan Heights Conflict 1 0 0 
(March 1972 - January 1973) 

93. Case 154: Equatorial Guinea/Gabon - Corsico Bay Islands 1 1 0 
Dispute (June 1972 - November 1972) 

94. Case 155: Ethiopia/Somalia - Second Ogade;-; Conflict 0 4 0 
(mid 1972 - 1985) 

95. Case 157: Israel/Egypt - Yom Kippur War (October 1973) 12 0 0 

96. Case 158: Israel/Syria - Yom Kippur War (October 1973- 3 0 0 
December 1974) 

-

97. Case 160: Turkey/Cyprus - Cyprus Invasion and Partition 57 0 0 
(January 1974 - June 1978) 

98. Case 161: The Kurds/Iraq - Kurdish Rebellion (March 1 0 0 
1974 - July 1975) 

99. Case 162: Israel/Lebanon - Arab Border Infiltration (April 1 0 0 
1974 - July 1975) 

100. Case 163: Morocco/Mauritania - Western Sahara 33 6 1 
(October 1974 - Ongoing) 

101. Case 164: Mali/Upper Volta (Burkina Faso) - Border 0 2 0 
Conflict (December 1974 - June 1975) 

102. Case 165: Angola/South Africa - Intervention and Civil 40 5 3 
War (1975 - Ongoing) 

103. Case 168: Lebanon - Second Civil War (February 1975- 7 20 0 
late 1992) 

--.... -_._._ ... -._ .. _._-_ .. _--_ .... _ .. _ .... -.-..... __ .. --_ ..... _.-. ---- _ ..... _-------

104. Case 169: Syria/Iraq - Euphrates Dispute (April 1975 - late 0 1 0 
1975) 

105. Case 170: Cambodia (Kampuchea)/USA - "Mayaguez" 1 0 0 
Incident (May 1975) 

106. Case 173: East Timor/Indonesia -Independence Struggle 15 0 0 
(October 1975 - Ongoing) 

107. Case 174: Zaire/Angola - Border War (November 1975 - 4 1 0 
February 1976) 

108. Case 177: Mozambique/South Africa -Intervention and 11 0 1 
Civil War (1976 - October 1992) 

109. Case 178: Uganda/Kenya - Border Incidents (February 1 2 1 
1976 - August 1976) 

110. Case 181: Chad/Libya - Aozou Strip Dispute (June 1976 - 0 3 0 
November 1979) 

111. Case 182: EI Salvador/Honduras - Border Incidents (July 0 2 0 
1976 - October 1980) 

112. Case 184: EI Salvador - Civil War (January 1977 - late 28 1 0 
1992) 

113. Case 186: Zaire/Angola - First Invasion of Shaba (March 0 1 0 
1977 - May 1977) 
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114. Case 189: EgypVLibya - Border War (July 1977 - 0 3 l 0 
September 1977) 

115. Case 190: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents 0 1 0 
(October 1977) 

116. Case 191: Chad - Civil War (January 1978 - June 1982) 0 9 l 0 

117. Case 192: Israel and Lebanon/PLO - Border Conflict 2 0 0 
(March 1978 - June 1978) 

, 

118. Case 194: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents 1 2 i 0 
(September 1978 - December 1978) 

: 
119. Case 195: Tanzania/Uganda - Ouster of the Amin Regime 3 2 1 

(October 1978 - May 1979) 

120. Case 196: USSR/Afghanistan - Intervention and Civil War 24 1 0 
(1979 - Ongoing) 

121. Case 197: Cambodia (Kampuchea}Nietnam - Cambodian 12 2 0 
Civil War (January 1979 - Ongoing) 

122. Case 198: China/Vietnam - Border War (January 1979 - 1 0 0 
June 1982) 

123. Case 199: North Yemen/South Yemen - Border War 0 3 0 
(February 1979 - February 1980) 

-_ .. _---

124. Case 201: Morocco/Algeria - Westem Sahara 1 2 0 
(June 1979 - October 1979) 

125. Case 202: Israel/Syria - Air Incidents (June 1979 - 3 0 0 
February 1980) 

126. Case 204: Iran/USA - Hostage Crisis (November 1979 - 4 0 0 
January 1981) 

127. Case 205: Cambodia (Kampuchea}fThaiiand - Border 0 0 1 
Conflict (December 1979 - October 1980) 

128. Case 206: Honduras/Nicaragua - Contra War (January 6 8 1 
1980 - February 1994) 

129. Case 208: Iraq/Iran -Iraq/Iran War (February 1980- 23 0 0 
1989) 

130. Case 210: Ecuador/Peru - Border War (January 1981 - 0 4 0 
April 1981) 

131. Case 211: Cameroon/Nigeria - Border Incident (May 1981 0 1 0 
- July 1981) 

132. Case 213: Libya/USA - Air Incidents (August 1981) 1 0 0 

133. Case 216: Israel/Lebanon - Israeli Military Invasion of 3 1 0 
Lebanon (early 198? - mid 1983) 

134. Case 218: United Kingdom/Argentina- Falklands War 9 0 0 
(April 1982 - June 1982) 

135. Case 220: Libya/Chad -Intervention and Third Chad Civil 8 8 0 
War (mid 1982 - Ongoing) 

136. Case 222: Sri Lanka - Tamil Conflict (July 1982 - Ongoing) 1 0 0 

137. Case 226: Sudan - Civil War (January 1983 - Ongoing) 1 2 0 

138. Case 245: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (May 0 2 0 
1985 - June 1985) 

--- .- ... 

139. Case 248: India/Pakistan - Siachin Glacier and Kashmir 2 0 0 
Conflicts (1986 - Ongoing) 

140. Case 253: Suriname - Guerrilla Insurgency (July 1986 - 0 1 0 
December 1992) 

141. Case 254: Togo/Ghana-Burkina - Overthrow Attempt 0 1 0 
(September 1986) 

142. Case 259: Uganda/Kenya - Border Incident (December 0 1 0 
1987) 

143. Case 261: Somalia - Civil War (May 1988 - Ongoing) 30 3 6 

144. Case 262: Burundi - Hutu Tribal Conflict (August 1988 - 1 3 0 
Ongoing) 



145. 

146 

147. 

148. 

149. 

Case 263: Bougainville/Papua New Guinea - Secession 
Attempt (October 1988 - Ongoing) 

Case 265' USNLibya - Mediterranean Air Incident 
(January 1989) 

Case 267: Georgia/South Ossetia - Abkhazian Secession 
War (March 1989 - ungolng) 

Case 268: Mauritania/Senegal - Border Incidents (April 
1989 - January 1990) 

Case 269: Yugoslavia - Balkans Civil War (mid 1989-
Ongoing) 

-...... -~-.. ---.. -.-.--- . __ ._ .. _--_._ ... _--_ .. _-----------_ ... _----_ .... _-_. 
150. Case 271: Liberia - Civil War (December 1989 - Ongoing) 

151. Case 278: Iraq/Kuwait and Coalition Forces· Gulf War 
(August 1990 - May 1991) 

152. Case 279: Azerbaijan/Armenia -Nagorno-Karabakh 
Conflict (August 1990 - Ongoing) 

153. Case 280: Uganda/Rwanda - Hutu and Tutsi Tribal 
Conflict and Invasion Attempt (September 1990 - Ongoing) 

154. Case 281: Gagauz-Dnestr/Moldova - Secession Attempt 
(October 1990 - July 1992) 

155. Case 283: Liberia/Sierra Leone - Intervention and the 
Sierra Leone Civil War (March 1991 - Ongoing) 

156. Case 288: - Independence Struggle (May 
Ongoing) 

157. Case 290: Russia/Chechnya - Caucasus Conflict (October 
1992 - Ongoing) 

158. Case 295: Yemen - Civil War (November 1993 - July 
1994) 

159. Case 296: Nigeria/Cameroon - Diamond and Djabane 
Islands Dispute (December 1993 - March 1994) 

160. Case 304: Ecuador/Peru - Border Conflict (January 1995 -
March 1995) 

161. Case 309: EritrealYemen - Hunish Islands Dispute 
(November 1995 - Ongoing) 
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25 1 6 

0 2 0 

69 39 78 

._--_ .. __ . 
8 1 4 

2 1 0 

3 61 0 

23 10 2 

0 6 0 

1 0 0 

29 2 

0 9 0 

0 

0 2 0 

0 1 0 

2 1 0 



APPENDIX 2: Summaries of the United Nations and Regional 
Organisations - Functions and Composition 

UnitE!d Nations·(UN) 
Sphere of Influence: Global 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
The supreme purpose of the UN Charter is stated in the preamble and repeated throughout, it remains the foremost 
obligation of its members: 

7 

To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention 
and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace 
and to bring about by peaceful methods, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, 
adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace. 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful SetUement of Disputes: 
The UN Charter details the organisation's approach to dispute management in Chapter VI: Pacific Settlement of 
Disputes 
a) Article 33: 
The parties to a dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and 
security, shall first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial 
settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice. 
The Security Council shall, when it deems necessary, call upon the parties to settle their dispute by such means. 
b) Article 34: 
The Security Council may investigate any dispute, or any situation which might lead to international friction or give 
rise to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger the 
maintenance of international peace and security. 
c) Article 35: 
Any Member of the United Nations may bring any dispute, or any situation of the nature referred to in Article 34, to 
the attention of the Security Council or of the General Assembly. 
A state which is not a Member of the United Nations may bring to the attention of the Security Council or of the 
General Assembly any dispute to which it is a party if it accepts in advance, for the purposes of the dispute, the 
obligations of pacific settlement provided in the present Charter. 
The proceedings of the General Assembly in respect of matters brought to its attention under this Article will be 
subject to the provisions of Articles 11 and 12. 
d) Art:~:G 36: 
The Security Council may, at any stage of a dispute of the nature referred to in Article 33, or of a situation of like 
nature, recommend appropriate procedures or method of adjustment. 
The Security Council should take into consideration any procedures for the settlement of the dispute which have 
already been adopted by the parties. 
In making recommendations under this Article the security Council should also take into consideration that legal 
disputes should as a general rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of Justice in accordance with 
the provisions of the statute of the Court. 
e) Article 37: 
Should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred to in Article 33 fail to settle it by the means indicated in that 
Article, they shall refer it to the Security Council. 
If the Security Council deems that the continuance of the dispute is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of 
international peace and security, it shall decide whether to take action under Article 36 or to recommend such terms 
of settlement as it may consider appropriate. 
f) Article 38: 
Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 33 to 37, the Security Council may, if all the parties to any disputes 
request, make recommendations to the parties with a view to a pacific settlement of the dispute. 

Founded: 
Established in 1945 at the San Francisco Conference. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
Security Council, Secretary-General, General Assembly, Court on Conciliation and Arbitration. 



Membership: 
185 Members 
With the admission of Palau, there are now 185 Member States of the United Nations. The Member States and the 
dates on which they joined the Organisation are listed below: 

Afghanistan 
Albania 
Algeria 
Andorra 
Angola 
Antigua and Barbuda 
Argentina 
Armenia 
Australia 
Austria 
Azerbaijan 
Bahamas 
Bahrain 
Bangladesh 
Barbados 
Belarus1 

Belgium 
Belize 
Benin 
Bhutan 
Bolivia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Botswana 
Brazil 
Brunei Darussalam 
Bulgaria 
Burkina Faso 
Burundi 
Cambodia 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Cape Verde 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Comoros 
Congo 
Costa Rica 
Cote d'ivoire 
Croatia 
Cuba 
Cyprus 
Czech Republic2 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
Democratic Republic of the Congo 
Denmark 
Djibouti 
Dominica 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
Egypt3 
EI Salvador 
Equatorial Guinea 
Eritrea 
Estonia 

(19 Nov. 1946) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(8 Oct. 1962) 
(28 July 1993) 
(1 Dec. 1976) 
(11 Nov. 1981) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(2 Mar. 1992) 
(1 Nov. 1945) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(9 Mar. 1992) 
(18 Sep. 1973) 
(21 Sep. 1971) 
(17 Sep. 1974) 
(9 Dec. 1966) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(27 Dec. 1945) 
(25 Sep. 1981) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(21 Sep. 1971) 
(14 Nov. 1945) 
(22 May 1992) 
(17 Oct. 1966) 
(24 Oct. 19~5) 
(21 Sep. 1984) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(18 Sep. 1962) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(9 Nov. 1945) 
(16 Sep. 1975) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
:24 Oct. 1945) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(5 Nov. 1945) 
(12 Nov. 1975) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(2 Nov. 1945) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(22 May 1992) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(19 Jan. 1993) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(20 Sep. 1977) 
(18 Dec. 1978) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(21 Dec. 1945) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(12 Nov. 1968) 
(28 May 1993) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
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Ethiopia 
Fiji 
Finland 
France 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Georgia 
Germany 
Ghana 
Greece 
Grenada 
Guatemala 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
Guyana 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Hungary 
Iceland 
India 
Indonesia5 

Iran (Islamic Republic of Iran) 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Israel 
Italy 
Jamaica 
Japan 
Jordan 
Kazakhstan 
Kenya 
Kuwait 
Kyrgyzstan 
Lao People's Democratic Republic 
Latvia 
Lebanon 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
Liechtenstein 
Lithll:mia 
Luxembourg 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
MalaysiaB 

Maldives 
Mali 
Malta 
Marshall Islands 
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Mexico 
Micronesia (Federated States of Micronesia) 
Monaco 
Mongolia 
Morocco 
Mozambique 
Myanmar 
Namibia 
Nepal 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 

(13 Nov. 1945) 
(13 Oct. 1970) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(21 Sep. 1965) 
(31 Jul1992) 
(18 Sep. 1973) 
(08 Mar. 1957) 
(25 Oct. 1945) 
(17 Sep. 1974) 
(21 Nov. 1945) 
(12 Dec. 1958) 
(17 Sep. 1974) 
(20 Sep. 1966) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(17 Dec. 1945) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(19 Nov. 1946) 
(30 Oct. 1945) 
(28 Sep. 1950) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(21 Dec. 1945) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(11 May 1949) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(18 Sep. 1962) 
(18 Dec. 1956) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(2 Mar. 1992) 
(16 Dec. 1963) 
(14 May 1963) 
(2 Mar. 1992) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(17 Oct. 1966) 
(2 Nov. 1945) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(18 Sep. 1990) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(20 Sep. 1960) 
(1 Dec. 1964) 
17 Sep. 1957) 
(21 Sep. 1965) 
(28 Sep. 1960) 
(1 Dec. 1964) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
(7 Oct. 1961) 
(24 Apr. 1968) 
(7 Nov. 1945) 
(17 Sep. 1991) 
(28 May 1993) 
(27 Oct. 1961) 
(12 Nov. 1956) 
(16 Sep. 1975) 
(19 Apr. 1948) 
(23 Apr. 1990) 
(14 Dec. 1955) 
(10 Dec. 1945) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 
(24 Oct. 1945) 

9 
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Niger (20 Sep. 1960) 
Nigeria (07 Oct. 1960) 
Norway (27 Nov. 1945) 
Oman (07 Oct. 1971) 
Pakistan (30 Sep. 1947) 
Palau (15 Dec. 1994) 
Panama (13 Nov. 1945) 
Papua New Guinea (10 Oct. 1975) 
Paraguay (24 Oct. 1945) 
Peru (31 Oct. 1945) 
Philippines (24 Oct. 1945) 
Poland (24 Oct. 1945) 
Portugal (14 Dec. 1955) 
Qatar (21 Sep. 1971) 
Republic of Korea (17 Sep. 1991) 
Republic of Moldova (02 Mar. 1992) 
Romania (14 Dec. 1955) 
Russian Federation? (24 Oct. 1945) 
Rwanda (18 Sep. 1962) 
Saint Kitts and Nevis (23 Sep. 1983) 
Saint Lucia (113 Sep. 1979) 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (16 Sep. 1980) 
Samoa (15 Dec. 1976) 
San Marino (02 Mar. 1992) 
Sao Tome and Principe (16 Sep. 1975) 
Saudi Arabia (24 Oct. 1945) 
Senegal (28 Sep. 1960) 
Seychelles (21 Sep. 1976) 
Sierra Leone (27 Sep. 1961) 
Singapore (21 Sep. 1965) 
SlovakiaB (19 Jan. 1993) 
Slovenia (22 May 1992) 
Solomon Islands (19 Sep. 1978) 
Somalia (20 Sep. 1960) 
South Africa (07 Nov. 1945) 
Spain (14 Dec. 1955) 
Sri Lanka (14 Dec. 1955) 
Sudan (12 Nov. 1956) 
Suriname (4 Dec. 1975) 
Swaziland (24 Sep. 1968) 
Sweden (19 Nov. 1946) 
Syrian Arab Republic9 (24 Oct. 1945) 
Tajikistan (02 Mar. 1992) 
Thailand (16 Dec. 1946) 
The former Yugoslav Republic of MacedonialO (08 Apr. 1993) 
Togo (20 Sep. 1960) 
Trinidad and Tobago (18 Sep. 1962) 
Tunisia (12 Nov. 1956) 
Turkey (24 Oct. 1945) 
Turkmenistan (2 Mar. 1992) 
Uganda (25 Oct. 1962) 
Ukraine (24 Oct. 1945) 
United Arab Emirates (09 Dec. 1971) 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (24 Oct. 1945) 
United Republic ofTanzania11 (14 Dec. 1961) 
United States of America (24 Oct. 1945) 
Uruguay (18 Dec. 1945) 
Uzbekistan (2 Mar. 1992) 
Vanuatu (15 Sep. 1981) 
Venezuela (15 Nov. 1945) 
Viet Nam (20 Sep. 1977) 
Yemen 12 (30 Sep. 1947) 
Yugoslavia (24 Oct. 1945) 



Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

(1 Dec. 1964) 
(25 Aug. 1980) 
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tOn 19 September 1991, Byelorussia informed the United Nations that it had changed its name to Belarus. 
2Czechoslovakia was an original Member of the United Nations from 24 October 1945. In a letter dated 10 December 
1992, its Permanent Representative informed the Secretary-General that the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic 
would cease to exist on 31 December 1992 and that the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, as successor 
States, would apply for membership in the United Nations. Following the receipt of its application, the Security 
Council, on 8 January, recommended to the General Assembly that the Czech Republic be admitted to United 
Nations membership. The Czech Republic was thus admitted on 19 January as a Member State. 
3Egypt and Syria were original Members of the United Nations from 24 October 1945. Following a plebiscite on 21 
February 1958, the United Arab Republic was established by a union of Egypt and Syria and continued as a single 
Member. On 13 October 1961, Syria, having resumed its status as an independent State, resumed its separate 
membership in the United Nations. On 2 September 1971, the United Arab Republic changed its name to the Arab 
Republic of Egypt. 
4 The Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic were admitted to membership in the United 
Nations on 18 September 1973. Through the accession of the German Democratic Republic to the Federal Republic 
of Germany, effective from 3 October 1990, the two German States have united to form one sovereign State. 
SBy letter of 20 January 1965, Indonesia announced its decision to withdraw from the United Nations "at this stage 
and under the present circumstances". By telegram of 19 September 1966, it announced its decision "to resume full 
cooperation with the United Nations and to resume participation in its activities". On 28 September 1966, th$ Ge'1eral 
Assembly took note of this decision and the President invited representatives of Indonesia to take seats in the 
Assembly. 
6The Federation of Malaya joined the United Nations on 17 September 1957. On 16 September 1963, its name was 
changed to Malaysia, following the admission to the new federation of Singapore, Sabah (North Borneo) and 
Sarawak. Singapore became an independent State on 9 August 1965 and a Member of the United Nations on 21 
September 1965. 
7 The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was an original Member of the United Nations from 24 October 1945. In a 
letter dated 24 December 1991, Boris Yeltsin, the President of the Russian Federation, informed the Secretary-

. General that the membership of the Soviet Union in the Security Council and all other United Nations organs was 
being continued by the Russian Federation with the support of the 11 member countries of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States. 
8Czechoslovakia was an original Member of the United Nations from 24 October 1945. In a letter dated 10 December 
1992, its Permanent Representative informed the Secretary-General that the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic 
would cease to exist on 31 December 1992 and that the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, as successor 
States, would apply for membership in the United Nations. Following the receipt of its application, the Security 
Council, on 8 January, recommended to the General Assembly that the Slovak Republic be admitted to United 
Nations membership. The Slovak Republic was thus admitted on 19 January as a Member State. 
9Egypt and Syria were original Members of the United Nations from 24 October 1945. Following a plebiscite on 21 
February 1958, the United Arab Republic was established by a union of Egypt and Syria and continued as a single 
Member. On 13 October 1961, Syria, having resumed its status as an ind;pendentC::~ate, resumed its separate 
membership in the United Nations. 
l0The General Assembly decided on 8 April 1993 to admit to United Nations membership the State being 
provisionally referred to for all purposes within the United Nations as "The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" 
pending settlement of the difference that had arisen over its name. 
11 Tanganyika was a Member of the United Nations from 14 December 1961 and Zanzibar was a Member from 16 
December 1963. Following the ratification on 26 April 1964 of Articles of Union between Tanganyika and Zanzibar, 
the United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar continued as a single Member, changing its name to the United 
Republic of Tanzania on 1 November 1964. 
12Yemen was admitted to membership in the United Nations on 30 September 1947 and Democratic Yemen on 14 
December 1967. On 22 May 1990, the two countries me/ged and have since been represented as one Member with 
the name "Yemen ". 
(Source: UN Press Release ORGI1190 (15 Dec. 1994) - Updated 19 June 1998) 

Observer status is granted to: Holy See, Switzerland, and the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO). 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
Security Council, Secretary-General, General Assembly, Court on Conciliation and Arbitration. The Security Council, 
the main decision-making body, handles dispute referrals and authorises the initiation of UN management. When the 
Security Council is unable to reach a decision, the Secretary-General is able to intervene on his own initiative. On 
rare occasions, when the use of vetoes has hamstrung Security Council action, the General Assembly has voted to 
initiate dispute management (e.g. Case 054). The Court on Conciliation and Arbitration makes recommendations but 
has not been utilised extensively. 



Secretaries-General: 
Trygve Lie (Norway) 
Dag Hammarskjold (Sweden) 
U Thant (Myanmar) (two terms) 
Kurt Waldheim (Austria) 
Javier Perez de Cuellar (Peru) (two terms) 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali (Egypt) 
Kofi Annan (Ghana) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 

Feb 1, 1946 - Apr 10, 1953 
Apr 10,1953 - Sep 17, 1961 
Nov 3, 1961-Dec31, 1971 
Jan 1, 1972 - Dec 31, 1981 
Jan 1, 1982 - Dec 31, 1992 
Jan 1, 1993 - Dec 31, 1996 
Jan 1, 1997-Dec31,2001 
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Strength exists in the organisations enormous resource-base and leverage garnered from the organisation's truly 
'international'status. UN membership lacks homogeneity due to its universal nature - globally and ethnically diverse 
composition. Its membership is disparate and often divided along lines of ideology and economic wealth. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total = 95 (See Appendix 111- Cases 002, 005, 006, 008, 012, 015, 016, 023, 026, 027, 028, 029, 030, 033, 036, 037, 
039,040,041,042,047,052,054,055,058,061,067, 075, 083,084,085,086,087, 091, 092, 093,101,103,104, 
105,107,110,111,112,119,121,125,127,129,130,131, 144, 148, 152, 157, 158, 160, 163, 165, 168, 170, 173, 
174,177,178,184,192,195,196, 197, 198,202,204,205,206,208,216,218,220,222,226,248,261,262,263, 
267,269,271,278,279,280,283,288,295,309) 



ArapLeagqe (AL.) 
Sphere of Influence: Regional - Middle East, North Africa. 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
Regional security; cooperation; economic development. 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: 
The Pact of the League of Arab States specifically refers to the organisation's responsibility to mediate and the 
members' obligations with regards to settlement of disputes. 
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Article 2 states: "The League has as its purpose the strengthening of the relations between the member states; the 
co-ordination of their policies in order to achieve co-operation between them and to safeguard their independence 
and sovereignty; and a general concern with the affairs and interests of the Arab countries ... " 
Article 5 states: "Any resort to force in order to resolve disputes arising between two or more member states of the 
League is prohibited. If there should arise among them a difference which does not concern a state's independence, 
sovereignty or territorial integrity, and if the parties to the dispute have recourse to the Council for the settlement of 
this difference, the decision of the Council shall be enforceable and obligatory .... The Council shall mediate in all 
differences which threaten to lead to war between two member states, or a member state and a third states, with a 
view to bringing about their reconciliation. Decisions of arbitration and mediation shall be taken by majority vote" 
(Macdonald, 1965: 319-321). 

Founded: 
The Arab League, formerly The League of Arab States was established under the Alexandria Protocol, October 7, 
1944. The organisation's purposes and operations were specified later in The Pact of the League of Arab States, 
signed March 22, 1945. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
Political Council, General Secretariat, Secretary-General, Joint Defence Council, Economic Council, Arab League 
Council, Advisory Panel and Permanent Committees. 

Membership: 21 Members 
1945 Egyptl, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Yemen (Aden)2 
1953 Libya 
1956 The Sudan 
1958 Morocco, Tunisia 
1961 Kuwait 
1962 Algeria 
1967 Yemen (Sana)2 
1971 Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emiratec:: 
1973 Mauritania 
1974 Somalia 
1976 Palestine Liberation Organisation 
1977 Djibouti 
1993 Comoros 
ISuspended from 1979 to 1989. 2Yemen (Aden) and Yemen (Sana) united in 1990. 
(http://www.geocities.com/Athens/1058/al.html) 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
Secretary-General; Specially created Committees or Missions to facilitate and mediate the resolution of disputes. 

Secretaries-General: 
Note: Spelling of the names of the Arab League Secretaries-General can be translated into English with slight 
variations. Those variations are listed here to assist in identification. 

Abdel Rahman Azzam OR Abdul-Razzaq Azzam (Egypt) 
Abdel Khaliq Hassuna OR Abdul-Khaleq Hassouna (Egypt) 
Mahmoud Riad OR Mahmoud Riyadh (Egypt) 
Chedli Klebi OR Chedi Klibi (Tunisia) 
Assad ai-Assad (Lebanon) 
Esmat Abdel Meguid OR Dr. Ahmad Esmat Abdul-Maguid (Egypt) 

1945-52(b. 1893 - d. 1976) 
1952-72(b. 1898 - d. 1992) 
1972-79(b. 1917 - d. 1992) 
1979-90(b. 1925) 
1990-91 
1991- (b. 1923) 



(Ed Haynes, http://haynese.winthrop.edu/mlas/Secretaries.html- 6 April 1998 and 
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/1058/al.html) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 
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Territorially concentrated. Although the Arab League is territorially homogeneous, only comprising of States from its 
region, it conspicuously lacks the involvement of three important actors in the area, Iran, Israel and Turkey (Farer, 
1993: 172). Resource-rich membership. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total = 15 (See Appendix III - Cases 039, 070, 081, 093, 099, 143, 148, 151, 168, 169, 189, 199,216, 261, 295) 



As~ociati6p of South East Asian Nations (.o.$E:Af)t) 
Sphere of Influence: Regional - Southeast Asia. 

Concerns of the Organisation: 

15 

Primarily economic, though regional security issues have become more important. Though security was a major 
motivation for the founding states in 1967, it was not addressed as such. "It was contemplated in practical terms as a 
by-product of institutionalised regional reconciliation. To that end, the five founding governments hoped in time to 
attract to their ranks all of the states of South-East Asia" (Leifer, 1989: vii). 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: 
ASEAN's obligations towards the peaceful settlement of disputes are set out in four of the organisation's documents. 
a) The ASEAN DECLARATION or Bangkok Declaration, signed in Thailand on Aug 8,1967, states that the 
aims and purposes of the Association shall be: "(2) To promote regional peace and stability through abiding respect 
for justice and the rule of law in the relationship among countries of the region and adherence to the principles of the 
United Nations Charter" (http://www.asean.or.idl). 
b) Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality Declaration, Signed in Malaysia Nov 27, 1971. Member states are 
"dedicated to the maintenance of peace, freedom and independence unimpaired ... " (http://www.asean.or.idl). 
c) ASEAN's provisions for the peaceful settlement of disputes are contained within the articles of Chapter IV 
in the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, signed in indonesian on Feb 24, 1976: 
Article 13: ''The High Contracting Parties shall have the determination and good faith to prevent disputes from 
arising. In case disputes on matters directly affecting them shall refrain from the threat or use of force and shall at all 
times settle such disputes among themselves through friendly negotiations". 
Article 14: ''To settle disputes through regional processes, the High Contracting Parties shall constitute, as a 
continuing body, a High Council comprising a Representative at ministerial level from each of the High Contracting 
Parties to take cognisance of the existence of disputes or situations likely to disturb regional peace and harmony". 
Article 15: "In the event no solution is reached through direct negotiations, the High Council shall take cognisance of 
the dispute or the situation and shall recommend to the parties in dispute appropriate means of settlement such as 
good offices, mediation, inquiry or conciliation. The High Council may however offer its good offices, or upon 
agreement of the parties in dispute, constitute itself into a committee of mediation, inquiry or conciliation. When 
deemed necessary, the High Council shall recommend appropriate measures for the prevention of a deterioration of 
the dispute or the situation". 
Article 16: ''The foregoing provision of this chapter shall not apply to a dispute unless all the parties to the dispute 
agree to their application to that dispute. However, this shall not preclude the other High Contracting Parties not 
party to the dispute from offering all possible assistance to settle the said dispute. Parties to the dispute should be 
well disposed towards such offers of assistance". 
Article 17: "Nothing in this Treaty shall preclude recourse to the modes of peaceful settlement contained in Article 33 
(1) of the Charter of the United Nations. The High Contracting Parties which are parties to a dispute should be 
encouraged to take initiatives to solve it by friendly negotiations before resorting to the other procedures provided for 
in the Charter of the United Nationfo" (http://www.asean.or.idl). 
d) Declaration of ASEAN Concord, signed in Indonesia on Feb 24,1976. Principle 6, ratified in this document 
states that: "Member states, in the spirit of ASEAN solidarity, shall rely exclusively on peaceful processes in the 
settlement of intra-regional differences". In the stated political goals of the organisation, members are to seek the 
"settlement of intra-regional disputes by peaceful means as soon as possible" (http://www.asean.or.idl). 
e) The Secretary-General of ASEAN commented recently on the organisation's regional objectives at a 
ASEAN-UNESCO Symposium on Co-operative Peace, entitled 'Co-operative Peace in Southeast Asia', held in 
Jakarta, Sep 11, 1998. Rodolfo C. Severino, Jr., Secretary-General of ASEAN, addressed the symposium stating 
that: " ... ASEAN is founded on the universal principles of regional co-operation (in) ASEAN's founding document, the 
Bangkok Declaration of 1967 ... Peareful co-operation does not come about automatically as a function of regional 
organisation. It evolves and flourishes in a certain environment. Toward this end, the ASEAN Concord of 1976 
states that "Member states shall strive, individually and collectively, to create conditions conducive to the promotion 
of peaceful co-operation among the nations of Southeast Asia on the basis of mutual respect and mutual benefit.. .. 
Co-operative peace in Southeast Asia aims to promote regional resilience based on the specific principles embodied 
in the 1976 Treaty of Amity and Co-operation in Southeast Asia. These principles include: (a) mutual respect for the 
independence, sovereignty, equality, territorial integrity and national identity of all nations; (b) the right of every State 
to lead its national existence free from external interference, subversion or coercion; (c) non-interference in the 
internal affairs of one another; (d) settlement of differences or disputes by peaceful means; (e) renunciation of the 
threat or use of force; and (I) effective co-operation among themselves" (http://www.asean.or.idl). 

Founded: 
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On Aug 8, 1967 at the foreign ministers' meeting in Bangkok, involving the ministers of Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand, the Association of South East Asian Nations formed. Brunei was later admitted in 
Jan 1984. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
ASEAN Heads of Government Summit Meetings; ASEAN Ministerial Meeting (AMM); ASEAN Economic Minister 
(AEM); Sectoral Ministers Meeting; Other Non-Economic ASEAN Ministerial Meetings; Joint Ministerial Meeting 
(JMM); Secretary-General; ASEAN Standing Committee (ASC); Senior Officials Meeting (SOM); Senior Economic 
Officials Meeting (SEOM); Other ASEAN Senior Officials Meeting; Joint Consultative Meeting (JCM); ASEAN 
National Secretariats; ASEAN Committees in Third Countries; ASEAN Secretariat. 

Membership: 9 Members 
1967 Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand 
1984 Brunei 
1995 Vietnam 
Laos, Myanmar (Burma) 
Observer status is granted to Cambodia and Papua New Guinea. 
(http://www.geocities.comIAthensI1058Ioas.html and http://www.asean.or.idl) 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
Dispute management is discussed at various ministerial meetings and foreign ministers can_ h& sent to mediate 
disputes as official organisation representatives. The role of ASEAN's Secretary-General has not been utilised in the 
same way as the UN Secretary-General's role. ASEAN is only beginning to take its position as a regional dispute 
manager and will probably evolve more defined role, as it becomes more active. 

Secretaries-General: 
Dato Ajit Singh (Malaysia) 
H.E. Rodolfo Certeza Severino 
(http://www.asean.or.idl) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 

1993-1997 
1997- present 

(b. 1938) 

Some regional solidarity but was only able to act symbolically in the ChinaiVietnam border war as its members were 
divided over how seriously to take Chinese actions (Case 198). Resource-rich membership but lacking strong unity 
in security issues involving member states. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total::: 2 disputes (See Appendix III - Cases 197, 205) 



r:Uf9P_~a.n:Union (EU) 
Sphere of Influence: Regional- Europe 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
Primarily a vehicle for continued economic integration in the European Economic Community (EEC) and European 
Community (EC), the EU has evolved to encompass defence issues and security responsibilities in its regional 
sphere. 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: 
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The EU's obligations to peaceful dispute settlement are stated in the Treaty on European Union, Title V - Provisions 
on a Common Foreign and Security Policy, Article J. 
Article J.1: (2) The objectives of the common foreign and security policy shall be: 
- to safeguard the common values, fundamental interests and independence of the Union; 
- to strengthen the security of the Union and its Member States in all ways; 
- to preserve peace and strengthen international security, in accordance with the principles of the United Nations 
Charter as well as the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the objectives of the Paris Charter; 
- to promote international co-operation; 
- to develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 
(Barber, 1996: 53). 

Founded: 
The European Community became the European Union on Nov 1, 1993 in the Treaty on European Union or 
Maastricht Treaty. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
European Commission, Council of the European Union, European Parliament, Court of Justice. Various other 
organs make decisions on economic matters - Economic and Social Committee, Committee of Regions. 

Membership: 
15 Members - Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The 
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom (Dinan, 1998: 167) 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
European Commission, Court of Justice (Legal disputes only) and specially appointed Committees or Mediators. 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 
Structurally complex organisation but organs have well-defined responsibilities with regards to handling disputes. 
Strong regional homogeneity. Resource-rich membership. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total = 5 (See Appendix III - Cases 196, 261,269,278,279) 



OrgaRjisations of American States (OAS) 
Sphere of Influence: Regional - Central and South America 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
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Regional security - primarily taking diplomatic measures rather than engaging in military enforcement; human rights; 
economic and social development. 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: The Charter of the Organisation of American 
States, Chapter IV - Pacific Settlement of Disputes: 
Article 20 states: "All international disputes that may arise between American States shall be submitted to the 
peaceful procedures set forth in this Charter, before being referred to the Security Council of the United Nations" 
(Claude, 1973: 299). 

Founded: The signing of the Charter of the Organisation of American States and the Inter-American Treaty for the 
Peaceful Settlement of Disputes took place in Bogota, Colombia in April, 1948. Initial conferences had aimed to 
"establish a system of continental security for the American states" with the 1947 Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal 
Assistance (Rio Pact) focusing on a collective security arrangement to deal with internal and external threats (Taylor, 
1984: 143). The eventual Inter-American Treaty for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes established some 
mechanisms for dispute resolution, through arbitration, and a legal framework tor operations. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
General Assembly, The Permanent Council, The Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, four 
specialist Councils/Commissions, General Secretariat, Secretary-General (Administrative role only until 1985), six 
specialised portfolios. 

Membership: 35 Members 
1948 Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba1, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, EI Salvador, 
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela 
1967 Trinidad and Tobago 
1969 Jamaica 
1975 Grenada 
1977 Suriname 
1979 Dominica, Saint Lucia 
1981 Antigua and Barbuda, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 
1982 The Bahamas 
1984 Saint Kitts and Nevis 
1990 Canada 
1991 Belize, Guyana 
1 Suspended since 1962. 
(http://www.geocities.comIAthens/1058/oas.html) 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
The Permanent Council, Secretary General, and the Inter-American Committee on Peaceful Settlement. The original 
role of the Secretary-General, specified in Article 116 of the OAS Charter was limited to administrative duties. The 
Protocol of Cartagena de Indias (1985), Article 116, expanded the role of the Secretary-General. One of the 
position's duties now is to notify the Assembly or Council of "any matter which in his opinion might threaten the peace 
and security of the hemisphere or the development of Member States" (Merrills, 1991: 210). 

Secretaries-General: 
Carlos Guillermo Davila (Chile) 
Jose A. Mora (Uruguay) 
Galo Plaza Lasso (Ecuador) 
Alejandro Orfila (Argentina) 
Joao Baena Soares (Brazil) 
Christopher Thomas (Trinidad and Tobago) 
Cesar Gaviria Trujillo (Colombia) 
(http://www.geocities.com/Athens/1058/oas.html) 

Assistant Secretaries-General: 
Christopher R. Thomas (Trinidad and Tobago) 

1954-55 
1956-68 
1968-75 
1975-84 
1984-94 
1994 

(b. 1887 - d. 1955) 
(b. 1897 • d. 1975) 
(b. 1906 - d. 1987) 
(b. 1925) 
(b. 1931) 

Mar 27,1994- present (b. 1947) 

Nov 1989- Jun 1995 



Christopher R. Thomas (Trinidad and Tobago) 
(http://www.oas.org/EN/secgente.htm) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 

Jun 1995- present 

Resource strength with US support. Active Secretary-General exercising good offices and mediation in dispute 
management. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
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Total = 27 (See Appendix III - Cases 010, 020, 035, 042, 044, 049, 057, 060, 072, 080, 097, 100, 104, 119, 128, 130, 
138,177,182,184,190,194,206,210,245,253,304) 



Org~nlsati9r16f Af"ic~I1LJr'lity(OJ.\U) 
Sphere of Influence: Regional· Pan African 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
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Political, economic, social and cultural development of the region. The political objectives have taken priority though 
and aim: "to support movements to end colonial and white-minority governments in Africa; to provide intra-African 
conflict resolution; to unite in support of common positions in the United Nations, North-South Conferences, and 
other international fora; and to support the ideological concept of Pan Africanism' (Taylor, 1984: 153). 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: 
The preamble of The Charter of the Organisation of African Unity reaffirms the aims and obligations stated in the UN 
Charter regarding the "peaceful and positive co-operation among States". 
Article 3 (4) states that the Member States declare their adherence to the principle of: "peaceful settlement of 
disputes by negotiation, mediation, conciliation or arbitration". 
Article 19 states: "Member States pledge to settle all disputes among themselves by peaceful means and, to this 
end decide to establish a Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration ... " (Andemicael, 1976: 291-295). 

Founded: The OAU finally came into being May 25, 1963 in Addis Ababa, after some six years of maturation 
(Wallerstein, 1966: 774). 

Structural Hierarchy: 
Assembly of Heads of State and Government, Council of Ministers, The Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and 
Arbitration (The Arbitration Commission), General Secretariat, Secretary-General (Administrative role only), 
Specialised Commissions. 

Membership: 53 Members 
1963 Algeria, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville)l, 
Dahomey2, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory CoasP, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, 
Mauritania, Morocc04, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, The Sudan, Tanganyika5, Togo, 
Tunisia, Uganda, Upper Volla6, Zanzibar5 

1964 Malawi, Zambia 
1965 The Gambia 
1966 Botswana, Lesotho 
1968 Equatorial Guinea, Mauritius, Swaziland 
1974 Guinea-Bissau 
1975 Angola, Cape Verde, Comoros, Mozambique, Sao Tome and Principe 
1976 Seychelles 
1977 Djibouti 
1980 Zimbabwe 
1982 Saharan Arab Democratic Republic 
1990 Namibia 
1993 Eritrea 
1994 South Africa 
t 1966-71 and from 1997 Congo (Kinshasa); 1971-97 Zaire. 
2From 1975 Benin. 
3From 1986 Cote d'ivoire. 
4 Withdrew in 1984. 
5Tanganyika and Zanzibar merged in 1964 to form Tanzania. 
6From 1984 Burkina Faso. 
(http://www.geocities.comIAthensI105810au.html) and (http://www.oau-oua.orgl) 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
Assembly of Heads of State and Government, Council of Ministers, The Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and 
Arbitration. The OAU's Secretary-General performs an administrative role in comparison to the more active 
mediation roles of the UN and OAS Secretaries-General (Merrills, 1991: 211). 

Secretaries-General: 
Diallo Telli (Guinea) 
Nzo Ekangaki (Cameroon) 
William Eteki (Cameroon) 

1964-72 (b. 1925 - d. 1977) 
1972·74 (b. 1934) 
1974-78 (b. 1933) 



Edem Kodjo (Togo) 
Peter Onu (Nigeria) 
Ide Oumarou (Niger) 
Salim Ahmed Salim (Tanzania) 

Chairmen: 
Hassan II (Morocco) 
Yakubu Gowon (Nigeria) 
Muhammad Siyad 8arrah (Somalia) 
Idi Amin (Uganda) 
Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam (Mauritius) 
Omar Bongo (Gabon) 
Gaafar Nimeiry (The Sudan) 
William R. Tolbert, Jr. (Liberia) 
Siaka Stevens (Sierra Leone) 
Daniel arap Moi (Kenya) 
Mengistu Haile Mariam (Ethiopia) 
Julius Nyerere (Tanzania) 
Abdou Diouf (Senegal) (1st time) 
Denis Sassou-Nguesso (Congo) 
Kenneth K8unda (Zambia) 
Moussa Traore (Mali) 
Hosni Mubarak (Egypt) (1 st time) 
Yoweri Museveni (Uganda) 
Ibrahim 8abangida (Nigeria) 
/\bdou Diouf (Senegal) (2nd time) 
Hosni Mubarak (Egypt) (2nd time) 
Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali (Tunisia) 
Meles Zenawi (Ethiopia) 
Paul Biya (Cameroon) 
Robert Mugabe (Zimbabwe) 
Blaise Compaore (Burkina Faso) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 

1978-84 (b. 1938) 
1984-85 
1985-89 (b. 1937) 
1989- (b. 1942) 

1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998- present 

(b. 1929) 
(b. 1934) 
(b. 1919 - d. 1995) 
(b. 1924/25) 
(b. 1900 - d. 1985) 
(b. 1935) 
(b. 1930) 
(b. 1913-d.1980) 
(b. 1905 - d. 1988) 
(b. 1924) 
(b. 1937) 
(b. 1922) 
(b. 1935) 
(b. 1943) 
(b. 1924) 
(b. 1936) 
(b. 1928) 
(b. 1944) 
(b. 1941) 
(s.a.) 
(s.a.) 
(b. 1936) 
(b. 1955) 
(b. 1933) 
(b. 1924) 
(b. 1951) 
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The OAU has very loose organisational obligations and ensured that its members placed a greater emphasis on 
moral obligations rather than on the organisation's legal provisos. The Assembly has "no power to enforce decisions 
or to expel members for non-compliance" and in the OAU one of its greatest weaknesses comes from the fact that 
the organisation pays the utmost respect to maintain member state sovereignty (Merrills, 1991: 211). 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total = 35 (See Appendix 111- Cases 095, 099,103,105,109,127,130,13",132,13::1,144,146,154, 155, 163, 164, 
165,174,178,181, 191, 195,201,211,220,226,254,259,261,262,268,271,280,296,309) 
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OrganisCltiqnof· Securitycmd C6-()pera~i9nint;urope (OSeE)· 
Sphere of Influence: Regional - Pan European (from Vancouver to Vladisvostok) - Northern hemisphere. 

Concerns of the Organisation: 
Control and management conflicts; promote co-operation and security; further political and economic development. 

Stated Obligations towards the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes: 
1. "To consolidate common values and build societies; 
2. To prevent local conflicts, restore stability and bring peace to war-torn areas; 
3. To overcome real and perceived security deficits and to avoid the creation of new divisions by promoting a 
co-operative system of security" (OSCE Website, 1997). 

Founded: 
Conference of Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) developed as a forum for consultation over the period 
from Nov 1972 - Aug 1975. The name changed to OSCE at the Budapest Summit in 1994 and the Paris Summit 
(1990) transformed the CSCE from the form of a consultative process to an organisation with permanent structure 
and institutions. 

Structural Hierarchy: 
Secretariat, Secretary-General, Chairman in Office, Heads of State or Government Summits, Ministerial Council, 
Senior Council, Permanent Council, Forum for Security Co-operation, Parliamentary Assembly, Court on Conciliation 
and Arbitration. 

Membership: 
Total = 55 Members - Albania, Germany, United States of America, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Croatia, Denmark, Spain, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, United 
Kingdom, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Monaco, Norway, Uzbekistan, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian 
Federation, San Marino, Holy See, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Czech Republic, 
Turkmenistan, Turkey, Ukraine, Yugoslavia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Andorra. 

Organs Responsible for Handling Disputes: 
Secretary-General, Chairman in Office, Court on Conciliation and Arbitration. The OSCE has established 11 long
term operations and several observer missions to deal with disputes. 

Chairman-in-Office: 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher (Germany) 
Jiri Dienstbier, then Joesf Moravcik (Czechoslovakia) 
~'iargaretha af Ugglas (Sweden) 
Beniamino Andreatta, then Antonio Martino (Italy) 
Laszl6 Kovacs (Hungary) 
Flavio Cotti (Switzerland) 
Niels Helveg Petersen (Denmark) 
Bronislaw Geremek (Poland) 

Composition Strengths and Homogeneity: 

Jun 1991 - Jan 1992 
Jan 1992 - Dec 1992 
Dec 1 992 - Dec 1 993 
Dec 1993 - Dec 1994 
Dec 1994 - Dec 31,1995 
Jan 1,1996 - Dec 31,1996 
Jan 1, 1997 - Dec 31,1997 
Jan 1, 1998 - present 

Resource-rich and relatively homogenous in composition, the OSCE has had few noticeable deficiencies to date. 

Number of Disputes Mediated: 
Total = 6 (See Appendix 111- Cases 267,269,279,281,288,290) 



APPENDIX 3: Dispute Case Summaries - Disputes Involving 
Mediation by the United Nations and Regional Organisations, 
1945-1995 
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This appendix gives a summary of the data collected for this dissertation and of the disputes examined. Initially, 
these disputes were extracted from the Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation data set, based on the presence of 
identified formal mediation attempts by international and regional organisations over the course of the dispute. After 
researching the dispute management efforts of the Arab League, ASEAN, the EU, the OAS, the OAU, the OSCE and 
the UN, the data set has been expanded in three ways: 

1. Nine disputes, previously not included in the data set, have been included and coded. Their 
characteristics now fit the broader criteria for inclusion in that there is the threat or use of force by a 
disputant. 

2. A total of 339 new mediation attempts by international/regional organisations have been coded and, 
date and name details of other attempts have also been clarified. 

3. Three new variables expand knowledge of organisational mediation - Mediator Rank; Combined 
attempts by Organisational Mediators; Delegation by the UN to a Regional Organisation. 

Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation data set contains 309 disputes in total. There is a total of 161 disputes listed 
chronologically here, with general descriptions of the mediation attempts and involvement of the international and 
regional organisations in the dispute's management. The case descriptions follow the course of the dispute and the 
actions taken by the intervening third party organisation, and its representatives. Where possible, an explanation of 
the outcome of the dispute is given. Sources used for the compilation of these case histories have been cited at the 
end of each case. For full bibliographic details refer to the thesis Bibliography in Volume I. 

Four brief facts of each dispute are shown in the table. Some perspective has been given to the picture of 
organisational mediation by also identifying the total number of conflict management efforts. The recorded fatalities 
in the dispute gives an indication as to the intensity of the hostilities and the dispute status shows the final outcome 
of the dispute as far as it can be ascertained. Certain details of each mediator are listed: the identity of the mediator; 
the individual mediator code, in parentheses; the number of mediation attempts by that mediator and then the 
successful outcomes of that mediator. 

Note: "Agreement to further talks" is coded in the data und~rthe category,"partial settlement". 
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CASE 002: GREECE m CIVIL WAR (1945 -1950) 

The UN was involved in this dispute with two primary tasks: to discourage border provocation and 
encroachment onto Greek territory; and secondly, to preserve Greece's territorial Integrity. 

Initially, the USSR brought the presence of British troops in Greece before the Security Council on January 
21, 1946, citing their presence as interference in Greece's internal affairs. The matter was noted and then considered 
closed. 

Later in August 1946, the Ukrainian SSR alleged that Greek policies were a threat to peace. Despite denial of 
this by Greece, Albania charged Greek soldiers in September 1946 for border violations. 

Greece put a request of consideration for aid to Greek guerrillas on the northern borders to the Security 
Council on December 3, 1946. In response, the Security Council set up a Committee of Investigation (December 19, 
1946) to look at border violations and make proposals to prevent their continuation. The Committees recommendations 
failed to be adopted. The General Assembly made calls for the parties of Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Greece to 
resolve their dispute and in doing so established a UN Special Committee on the Balkans (UNSCOB) to assist in the 
process of resolution. There were several General Assembly resolutions aimed to promote dispute settlement in 1948. 
After the failures of two conciliation committees, initiated by the General Assembly First Committee, the General 
Assembly passed a resolution that decreed the active help of Greek guerrillas was contrary to the Charter (November 
18, 1949). UNSCOB recommended that the Balkans be kept under observation so the General Assembly established 
the PeaCE: Oburvation Commission in its place (December 7, 195,). Its task was to report frontier violatione. on 
Greece's northern borders and its mission lasted until 1954. The USSR used their right of veto six times on the Greek 
question. 

UNSCOB reported in 1948 that 25,000 Greek children had crossed the northern borders. The Secretary
General and the General Assembly both tried to remedy the situation by eliciting assistance from the Red Cross. This 
assistance only resulted in the repatriation of a small number into Yugoslavia. 

By 1950 the dispute had all but dissipated after a sequence of events: the defection of Yugoslavia from the 
Soviet bloc, maintained US assistance to Greece and the secured victories of the Greek government forces. 

Allsebrook (1986: 7-8), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997,48), Birigisson in Durch (1993: 77-83), Butterworth (1976: 76-
77), Huth (1996: 205-206), TiIIema (1991: 45-46), Zacher (1979: 222) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS -
1. Dr.EvCitt,YN Assembly Presiclent.and. rir.l'rygvie Lie,UN§~crEltary;(3ElnerCl'-(22'7)1_- lJ!lslJcges,stul 

--
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CAse004:.FRANCE/LEVANT-INDEPENDENCE CRISIS (1945· DECEMBER 1946) 

TotarCoilflict Management Effotts ," 
·-Tbt?TJ5;giJ,.iJisat!ol]a,LM€?di~tion:sa,(]d Referrals ." 
FataifJies(R'tfV:;;c?,icIJ/iitiofl) ""'" . 
CurrentDispute-Stafus '", Full Settlement 

A UN Security Council airing of the disputants' concerns regarding their transition to full 
independence, may have ensured that the colonial powers in the region withdrew their forces promptly. 

Syria and Lebanon were under the control of a French colonial administration at the end of World War I (1914 
- 1918). Previously, Syria had been a part of the Ottoman Empire but the advent of World War I resulted in the collapse 
of the Empire and the defeat of Turkey, Austria and Germany. In 1919, the Treaty of Versailles set out new 
demarcation borders for Europe and the Middle East. France received a mandate to rule the former Turkish territories 
of Levant (Syria and Lebanon). Levant was divided up by the French, creating the areas now known as Lebanon and 
Syria. French rule continued virtually unopposed in both territories until the end of World War II. 

During World War II, the signing of the Franco-German Armistice in 1940 made the territories Vichy French 
colonies. Allied forces feared the possibility of the territories becoming bases for the German army and so set about the 
'liberation' of Syria and Lebanon. Free French leaders recognised the independence of Syria and Lebanon and soon 
after British Commonwealth and Free French forces invaded in June 1941. The Free French consolidated their position 
in the territories, negotiating separate treaties with the authorities in Syria and Lebanon, and in later years were 
reluctant to relinquish their position to the British. Additional Free French troops arrived in the area in 1943. 

Towards the end of World War II, growing Syrian and Lebanese nationalist movements actively sought 
independence from France. French and British troops had remained in Syria and Lebanon after World War II had 
concluded, despitJ call;; [or independence from Syrian and Lebanes~ nationalists. Civil disorder began in 1946 • ., 
protest to the continued French presence and there were reports of attacks on French troops. 

On February 4, 1946, the two territories raised their complaint in the UN Security Council. The resulting 
Security Council resolution, expressed confidence in the imminent withdrawal of French and British troops, was vetoed 
by the USSR as not responsive enough. France and the UK stated however, that they would comply with the intention 
of the resolution and withdraw their forces from Lebanon and Syria. British troops had been stationed in Damascus 
since 1941, in support of Syrian and Lebanese calls for independence and as wary guard against the Vichy French 
government's collaborationist tendencies. The Britain hoped that its presence, a message stronger than words, would 
persuade France to grant independence to the Levant territories. After the French attacked Damascus in an attempt to 
suppress rioting in May 1945, the British forces threatened to occupy Syria if the French did not withdraw immediately. 
By the end of 1946, both the UK and France had completely withdrawn their troops from the area. 

The dispute resulted in approximately 200 fatalities: It was resolved only when French authorities realised the 
consequences of continuing French occupation. Riots, civil disorder, strikes and Anglo-American pressure in the UN 
helped to alter the French policy. The arbitrary division of the Levant into the territories of Syria and Lebanon has 
continued to plague their relations. 

Allsebrook (1986: 3), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 50-51), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 199-200), 
Butterworth (1976: 65-66) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 005: USSR/IRAN - AZERBAIJAN CRISIS (AUGUST 1945-QCTOBER 1947) 

Security Council pressure was instrumental in the USSR's decision to remove its remaining troops 
from Azerbaijan and Kurdistan. 

USSR troops had remained in place after the end of World War II and were believed to be fostering pro
Communist movements in Northem Iran. On January 19, 1946, Iran charged that the USSR was interfering in Ira.nian 
affairs. On January 30, 1946, the UN Security Council passed a resolution endorsing bilateral negotiations between the 
USSR and Iran, as both parties involved expressed a willingness to resolve the issue. The Security Council again 
considered the problem at Iran's request on March 18, 1946, and the USSR claimed that they had reached an 
understanding. A Security Council meeting to discuss the matter was scheduled for March 24, 1946. On March 24, 
1946, before the Security Council meeting took place, the USSR announced that its troops would be withdrawn within 5 
- 6 weeks in exchange for oil concessions. The Security Council unanimously decided on March 29, 1946, that the 
Security Council should be informed of the results of any bilateral negotiation before April 3, 1946. With neither the 
USSR nor Iran present at a meeting on April 4, 1946, the Security Council decided to defer proceedings until May 6, 
1946 and await a progress report from the disputants. A joint communique from the disputants arrived on April 5, 1946, 
stating that the troop withdrawals would meet with the specified deadline. 

On April 15, 1946, Iran withdrew its complaint to the Security Council but the Security Council stated that it 
would keep the matter on its agenda until such time that the withdrawals had been executed and the dispute settled. 
Soviet troop withdrawals were completed by May 9, 1946. 

Allsebrook (1986: 3, 7-8), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 51), Brecher et alia (1988: 202-203), Butterworth (1976: 61· 
65) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 



CASE006: THE NETHERLANDS/DuTCH EAST INDIES -INDONESIAN INDEPENDENCE (LATE 1945. 
NOVEMBER 1949) 
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The UN was instrumental in ending the hostilities between Indonesia and The Netherlands; pressing 
for Indonesia's independence in peaceful circumstances; and arranging the transfer of sovereignty from The 
Netherlands. 

The Ukrainian Republic reported in the Security Council (January 21, 1946) that the remaining British and 
Japanese troops, stationed in Indonesia after the WWII, were taking action against the Indonesian people. They 
proposed that a Commission of Investigation look into the matter but this proposal was rejected and the matter was 
dropped. 

Concem was again raised over continued fighting between Indonesia and The Netherlands. This time, 
Australia and India took the matter before the Security Council (July 30, 1947). The Security Council moved for a 
cease-fire between the states in August 1947. In addition, the Council asked for joint reports to be prepared by the 
consuls of Security Council members in Bavaria. It also established a three-member Good Offices Committee of the 
Security Council, headed by Chairman Frank Graham. The Committee efforts culminated in the Renville Agreements 
that served as the foundations for settlements on January 17 and 19, 1948. A rejection of the agreements by The 
Netherlands on December 18, 1948, saw The Netherlands resume military operations. The Security Council followed 
these actions by urging The Netherlands to cease hostilities and release the Indonesian president and other pOlitical 
prisoners in their custody (December 24, 1948). Two months later The Netherlands complied with these Security 
Council demands. 

January 28, 1949 the Security Council proposed the creation of a federal independent state subject to 
elections and a transfer of sovereignty from The Netherlands to the newly elected governrnent. Meetings of two 
delegations were arranged by the UN Cornrnission for Indonesia, known as the UNCI (formerly the Good Offices 
Committee), over the period from April 14. 1949 - August 1, 1949. The objectives of the meeting was to help establish 
peace, execute the Security Council proposals and to seek agreement to further talks at a Round Table Conference. 
The Netherlands withdrew its forces in the presence of the UN observers. 

The Round Table Conference was scheduled over August 23, 1949 - November 2, 1949 at The Hague and 
preparations involved the UN Commission. The Conference was successful in implementing the transfer of sovereignty 
and consolidating Indonesia's independence, December 27, 1949. In May 1950, the UNCI offered to arrange 
negotiations between the parties but this offer of mediation was not accepted. A formal discussion of the dispute issues 
was held at the UN on October 11, 1950, but no action was taken following the discussion. UNCI military observers 
were withdrawn from the area in March 1951 and, by April 6, 1951, the UN Commission had witnessed the full 
implementation of the conditions agreed to at the Hague meeting. 

Allsebrook (1986: 4-5), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 52), Brecher et alia (1988: 203-204, 207-208, 216), Butterworth 
(1976: 46-50,138-141), Critchley (1994: 243-249) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS -
1. UN Security Council (007) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. UN Good Of':;es Committee (006) 4 - 2 Partial Settlement, 1 Cease-fire. 
3. UN Good Offices Committee/UN Security Council (619) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Mark Cochran, U.S. Representative on UN Indonesia Committee (133) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. UN Commission for Indonesia [UNCI) (1119) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
6. UN General Assembly (1120)J - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 008: ALBANIA/UNITED KINGDOM - CORFU CHANNEL DISPlJTE(MAY 1946 - DECEMBER 1949) 

A referral to the UN Security Council proved ineffective in this dispute because the Security Council's 
proposed involvement was thwarted by Cold War rivalry amongst its members. The International Court of 
Justice (ICJ) passed a judgement on the dispute but it was not implemented. 

The well-used shipping lane, the Corfu Channel, was utilised by many nationalities until May 1946. In May 
1946, Albania made complaints about Greek vessels entering Albanian territorial waters, committing threatening 
actions. On May 15, 1946, two British battle cruisers were fired upon by Albanian shore batteries as they passed 
through Albanian waters. The shots missed and the British troops did not engage fire. The UK lodged a formal protest 
with the Albanian government over the incident, claiming that the right of innocent passage in the Corfu Channel was 
protected under international law as the Channel was used for connecting traffic between two bodies of international 
water. 

The Albanian government acknowledged that the incident was unfortunate and that the British cruisers had 
been mistaken for Greek ships. Albania issued a warning to all vessels planning to pass through the Corfu Channel that 
they should not pass through the Channel without prior notice. The UK declared that it would give no prior notice to its 
vessels passing through the Channel and that if UK cruisers were fired upon again they would retaliate. 

A floating mine in the Corfu Channel on October 22, 1946 heavily damaged a UK destroyer. Forty-four of the 
crew were killed in the explosion and forty-two members were badly injured. The UK informed Albania that the UK navy 
would sweep the Chant ,el for mines. Albania objected to the mine-sweep op",ration and lodged a formal protest with the 
UK and the UN Secretary-General, alleging that any sweeping was a violation of its territorial waters. Albania proposed 
the establishment of a joint commission to determine which area of the Channel would be regarded as 'free' for 
international navigation. Over November 12, 1946 - November 13, 1946, the UK navy completed its unauthorised 
mine-sweep of the Corfu Channel. Again, Albania lodged a formal protest with the UN Secretary-General, claiming that 
the UK had violated its territorial sovereignty. The UK countered by claiming that Albania had laid or allowed another 
party to lay mines in international waters after the International Mine Clearance Board had completed its mine clearance 
programme over 1944 - 1945. 

After this ongoing dialogue, United Kingdom (UK) tabled the dispute in the Security Council on January 10, 
1947. On February 27, 1947, the UN Security Council set up a three-member sub-committee to investigate the matter. 
The sub-committee made its report on March 12, 1947, announcing that its findings were inconclusive. One of the sub
committee members, Poland, did not find that Albania was at faUlt in the laying of mines in the Channel. The USSR 
vetoed the resolution which declared Albania as the responsible party. At the request of the UK, the matter was referred 
to the International Court of Justice on April 9, 1947. 

The ICJ made three decisions on the issue of the Corfu Channel: 
1. that the ICJ had jurisdiction over the Corfu Channel and not Albania (March 25, 1948); 
2. that Albania was responsible for the mine explosion on October 22, 1946, even though the Albanian 

government may have been unaware of the planting of the mines; that the UK had a right to send naval 
vessels through the Channel without first giving prior notice in peacetime; and that the UK mine sweep of 
the Channel had been conducted illegally and was thus a violation of Albania's sovereignty (April 9, 
1949); 

3. that Albania owed the UK £843,947 in reparation for the damage to the UK naval vessel. 
Albania refused to accept the terms of the third and final ICJ decision and, to date, the reparations have remained 
unpaid. 

Allsebrook (1986: 4, 111), Butterworth (19'i6: 70-71), Brecher et alia (1988: 281), Tillema (1991: 45-46) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to the United Nations Secretary-General (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 010: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC/HAITI AND CUBA a REGIONAL AGGRESSION (EARLY 1947 a DECEMBER 
1951) 

.Tota!.Conf/ict ManaaementEfforts ---'~';---,:----~~~-'--':'~~~--'-l 
. Totarorganis~fional Mediations and Referrals '.' 
Fafaffifes(Raw Calculation) .. -.. ' ...... ~ .. ,.... .... ";:-.-c .. ""' .... c.. .... _. --':'''"''-7.~-:,,-~~'''-;*1 

Current Dis' ufe Status' 

The OAS, and its specialist body the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC), were approached on 
numerous occasions by the parties in this dispute. The OAS was relatively successful in dealing with the 
dispute and the parties, although still antagonistic toward each other, agreed to cease hostilities. 

The rule of dictator Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina (1942 - 1952, 1961) in the Dominican Republic became 
the focus of regional tension between the Dominican Republic and Cuba, Haiti and Guatemala. "Generalissimo Rafael 
Le6nidas Trujillo continued ruling as strongman up to his assassination in 1961" (Internet Web Site - Political Leaders). 

There were alleged conspiracies and potential invasions claimed by both sides. The initial phase of this 
dispute began in 1947 and re-emerged in 1949 in another guise. 

Early in 1947, a force of approximately 1,000 men began training in Cuba in readiness for an invasion of the 
Dominican Republic. The Cuban government denied complicity in the subsequent invasion and in its preparations. A 
later OAS investigation by the Special Committee on the Caribbean over the period from April 8, 1950 - May 14, 1951, 
confirmed that Cuban officials had been involved in the invasion preparations. When the Dominican Republic heard of 
the imminent invasion plans from Cuba it lodged a complaint with the Cuban government on July 23, 1947. It was not 
until September 28, 1947, that the Cuban government reacted to the complaint, arresting the conspirators and 
confiscating their arms. The conspirators who remained at large formed the 'Caribbean legion', a group opposed to 
dictators. The Cuban government dealt with the conspiring Cuba officials as did the Dominican Republic with those 
citizens it suspected of involvement in the invasion plot. 

During their invasion preparations, the Cuban conspirators had captured a Dominican ship in international 
waters. The Dominican Republic tried to secure the release of the detained ship but to no avail. After their failed 
attempts to negotiate its release, the Dominican Republic appealed to the IAPC to assist in the return of the vessel 
(August 1948). After initial negotiations with the parties, the IAPC resolved that the parties should settle the dispute 
through bilateral negotiations. Both parties agreed to pursue a settlement via negotiation. This phase of tension abated 
between the Dominican Republic and Cuba. 

It was reported in 1949, that the remaining conspirators from the 1947 invasion attempt had reorganised in 
Guatemala and Nicaragua with the assistance of both governments. Early in February 1949, the Haitian government 
lodged a formal complaint with the OAS, alleging that the Dominican Republic was supporting the rebel Haitian Army 
Colonel Astrel Roland. Colonel Astrel Roland was implicated in an attempt to overthrow the government of Haiti in 
January 1949. The OAS Council merely decided that the matter should be settled by the parties and, recognising a 
potential for the dispute to be settled without outside interference, the OAS decided not to engage any dispute 
management strategy (February 25, 1949). Haiti, dissatisfied with the result of the OAS referral. referred the matter on 
to the IAPC on March 24, 1949. After the IAPC had conducted talks during visits to both countries, a Joint Declaration 
was signed by the Dominican Republic and Haiti on June 10, 1949, in which they agreed to settle future disagreements 
peacefully. Unfortunately, the Joint Declaration only lasted six days. Fighting and antagonistic propaganda between 
Haiti and the Dominican Republic intensified over the period from November 1949 - December 1949. Tension between 
the Dominican Republic and Haiti was to emerge again in January 1950. 

On another front, the Dominican Republic announced on June 20, 1949. that the invasion potential from Cuba 
had been dealt with and was no longer considered a threat. The invasion threat would probably have been far greater if 
Mexico had not confiscated two aircraft carrying considerable arms supplies to the rebels based in Cuba (June 19, 
1949). 

On June 21. 1949, the Dominican Republic publicly objected to Cuba's support for anti-Trujiilo activists. After 
the Dominican Republic complained again about Cuban complicity with the rebel movement, the IAPC was asked to 
investigate the situation by the USA. By September 14, 1949, the IAPC had reiterated a previous OAS Council 
resolution calling for regional states to deal with conspirators in their respective jurisdictions. The Dominican Republic 
continued to protest about Cuba harbouring conspirators, particularly those allegedly planning an invasion from the 
I' Amelie region in east Cuba. A Cuban invitation to the IAPC for further investigation was not accepted with the IAPC 
accepting Cuba's guarantees. At the end of December 1949, the Dominican Republic legislature had officially granted 
Trujillo the power "to declare war on any country supporting conspiraCies against the Dominican government" in the 
special War Power Act (Butterworth, 1976: 85-85). 

Haiti appealed to the OAS Council on January 3, 1950, renewing its complaint against the Dominican 
Republic. At this stage, Haitian fears were aroused again by the discovery of arms supplies making their way to the 
Dominican Republic and the assumption of special War Powers by the Dominican Republic's dictator. Rafael Le6nidas 
Trujillo Molina. The Dominican Republic also made a complaint with the OAS Council over its issues with Haiti and 
Cuba on January 6, 1950. With continuing concerns over the alleged involvement of Guatemala, Cuba and Haiti in 
conspiracies against the Dominican Republic, and concerns over retaliatory Dominican Republic plots. the OAS Council 
met on January 6, 1950. The OAS Council established a SpeCial Committee on the Caribbean to investigate all 
complaints arid allot blame for the various incidents according to their findings (April 8, 1950). The OAS Council called 
for negotiations to begin between Haiti and the Dominican Republic and referred the parties to the terms of their 
previous Joint Declaration of 1949. In addition, the special War Powers assumed by dictator Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo 
Molina were condemned by the OAS Council. 

Problems between Haiti and the Dominican Republic had all but dissipated by the time the Special Committee 
on the Caribbean had come to conduct its investigation. A coup d'etat in Haiti had replaced President de la Republique 
Dumarsais Estime (August 16, 1946 - May 10. 1950) with Franck Lavaud (May 10, 1950 - December 6, 1950). who 
proved to be a more affable ally for Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina. The special War Powers Act was also repealed by 
the Dominican Republic legislature by April 1950. The Special Committee on the Caribbean remained in the region fact
finding until it issued a full report on May 14, 1951. In its final observations, the Special Committee on the Caribbean 
noted that all parties had complied with the OAS resolutions and subsequently the Committee adjourned. Relations 
between the Dominican Republic and Haiti remained relatively stable after April 1950, but the same cannot be said for 
relations between Cuba and the Dominican RepUblic. 
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In July 1951, tensions between Cuba and the Dominican Republic re-ignited. The navy of the Dominican 
Republic detained a Guatemalan vessel, the Quetzal, as the vessel was making its way to Cuba. The Dominican 
Republic accused the crew of 'subversive plotting', alleging that the crew were an invasion force. Of the fourteen 
crewmembers captured and sentenced to 30 years imprisonment, five were Cuban. Cuba lodged a formal protest with 
the IAPC regarding the Cuban prisoners. Guatemala acknowledged that it would act on behalf of the imprisoned 
Guatemalan members of the crew. The IAPC notified the Dominican Republic of the complaints and the Dominican 
Republic responded by requesting the IAPC's assistance in resolving the matter. The foreign ministers of Cuba and the 
Dominican Republic participated in a series of meetings arranged by the IAPC in Washington over 1951. By December 
25, 1951, the IAPC meetings had proved a success with the parties signing a joint declaration to avoid interference in 
others' internal affairs and to refrain from propaganda warfare. As a result of the IAPC mediation, the prisoners were 
pardoned and released. 

For later invasion attempts see Case 049: Cuba and VenezuelaJDominican Republic - Dominican Republic 
Aggression (February 1956 - January 1962), Case 072: CubaJHaiti - Haitian Exiles Conflict (August 1959). 

Brecher et alia (1988: 208-209), Butterworth (1976: 83-86, 115-116, 135-136, 156), Internet Web Site - Political 
Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Zacher (1979: 225, 236, 247-248) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-1-. -Referral to the OAS Inter-American Peace Committee [IAPC] (000) 2 - 2 Agreements to Further Talks 
2. Referral to the OAS Council (000) 2 - 2 Agreements to Further Talks 
3. OAS Inter-American Peace Committee (123) 4 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full 

Settlement 



CASE 012:PAKISTAN/INDIA - FIRST KASHMIR WAR (OCTOBER 1947 .. ~ANUARY 1949) 
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The UN was involved in this dispute in an effort to settle the status of the Indian princedom, Kashmir. 
The matter was referred to the UN Security Council on January 1, 1948 when India alleged that Pakistan was 

aiding an invasion. The accusations were based on a previous Muslim uprising in 1947, when support came from 
tribesmen in Pakistan. Pakistan r:harged India with the unlawful occupation of Kashmir. 

The Security Council established a UN Three-Member Commission for India and Pakistan (UNCIP) on 
January 20, 1948. Its task was to investigate the issues and mediate between the parties. On April 21, 1948, the 
Security Council recommended changes to put an end to hostilities, to promote an environment for a plebiscite and to 
introduce some observers into the area. On the same day, the UN Security Council enlarged UNCIP to a Five-Member 
Commission. By August 13, 1948, the Commission's proposals for a plebiscite and truce had been endorsed by the 
Security Council. After a number of UN mediation attempts, the truce proposal was put into initial effect on January 1, 
1949 in the form of a supervised cease-fire. The cease-fire was supervised by observers of the Commission (later 
called the UN Military Observer Group for India and Pakistan - UNMOGIP). An official plebiscite administrator was 
appointed, Admiral Nimitz. A cease-fire line was agreed to on July 27,1949. 

By December 1949, UNCIP was still having trouble getting either of the parties to agree to the truce and 
plebiscite proposals. The Commission recommended an individual mediator approach. The Security Council first asked 
its President General McNaughton (Canada) to initiate discussions on these proposals. The proposals were still 
declined and the Security Council called on the parties to demilitarise on the basis of the proposals, at least. To ..Issis!, 
the UN appointed Sir Owen Dixon (Australia), who was later replaced by Frank Graham (USA) on February 21, 1951. 

Repeated efforts to arrange the proposed truce, and the plebiscite, were continued by the UN and these 
efforts were detailed in six reports up to 1958. Due to the continued failure of talks the Security Council reconsidered 
the problem, January 1957 - February 1957. Security Council President, Gunnar Jarring (Sweden), re-examined the 
proposals for settlement. He made visits to India and Pakistan from March 14, 1957 - April 11, 1957 and reported back 
on April 29, 1957. He concluded that despite the current impasse in the parties' stances, both still wanted to reach a 
peaceful settlement. The Security Council asked for recommendations on how to resolve the dispute and UN 
Representative reported his findings on March 28, 1958. These recommendations were only accepted by Pakistan in 
1958. Subsequent discussions with the Security Council were unfruitful and the UNMOGIP group of observers 
remained on duty along the cease-fire line. 

The issue re-emerged in the Security Council on January 11, 1962 when Britain and the USA offered to back 
a series of talks between the respective heads of government. The status of Kashmir was left unresolved though when 
full-scale war resumed on August 5, 1965. [See Case 107: India/Pakistan (August 1965 - September 1965)] 

Over the period of this dispute there were a number of UN mediators involved in trying to resolve the dispute 
issues and arrange further talks: Sir Owen Dixon (Australian High Court Judge); Dr. Frank P. Graham (American 
University Professor); General McNaughton (President of the Security Council); and Dr. Gunnar Jarring (later Swedish 
President of the Security Council). Their efforts were not particularly successful. 

Allsebrook (1986: 8-9): Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 55-56), Butterworth (1976: 91-94, 117-120), Brecher et alia 
(1988: 209-210), Huth (1996: 230), TiIIema (1991: 232-234), Zacher (1979: 223). 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Security Council (007) 4 - Unsuccessful 
2. M. van Langenhove, President of UN Security Council UN Kashmir Commission (008) 1 .. 1 Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Alfredo Lozano (Columbia), Member of UN Commission (135) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. UN Kashmir Commission (008) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. Dr. Hernado Sam per (Columbia), Chairman of UN Commission (623) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. UN Kashmir Commission; Mr. Atlee; President Truman (624) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. General MacNaughton, Chairman UN Security Council, UN Mediator (009) 1 .. Unsuccessful 
8. Referral to UN Security Council [K. Noon, Pakistani Foreign Minister; Mr. Menon, Indian Minister of State; Sir 

Khan; Mr. Chandra S. Jha, Indian UN Representative (000) 3 - Unsuccessful 
9. Sir Owen Dixon, UN Mediator (010) 1 - 1 Unsuccessful 
10. Dr. Frank Graham, UN Kashmir Mediator (012) 6 - Unsuccessful 
11. Major General Nimmo, UN Chief Military Observer (625) 1- Unsuccessful 
12. Dr. Frank Graham; General Devers, Dr. Graham's military adviser (627) 2 - Unsuccessful 
13. Gunnar Jarring, President of the UN Security Council and UN Mediator (013) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 013: USSRJYUGOSLAVIA~JDEOLOGICALRIFT(EARLY 1948-DECEMBER 1954) 

Yugoslavia complained to the UN, citing evidence of Soviet aggression after Yugoslavia's departure 
from Communist movement. The UN only acted as a forum for the airing of grievances and did not initiate any 
action of its own to resolve the ideological dispute. 

In 1948, a Cominform resolution expelled Yugoslavia from the world communist movement. This split came 
as a result of growing friction between the approach of the Stalinist inter-state system and Yugoslavia's leader Marshal 
Tito. Marshal Tito was not adhering to the dictates issued by the Communist authorities in Moscow and the ideological 
tensions between the USSR and Yugoslavia reached new levels in 1951. Yugoslavia complained about USSR efforts to 
interfere with its internal politics and in November 1951, Yugoslavia made a formal complaint to the UN, citing USSR 
aggression. Yugoslavia cited a blockade, the severing of communications, the blatant violation of mutual treaties and 
Soviet troop movements along the Yugoslavian border, as evidence of Soviet aggression. 

The UN General Assembly passed a resolution on December 14, 1951, calling for the parties to settle their 
dispute peacefully according to the terms of the UN Charter. 

There were no reports of open hostilities between the disputants but the threat of aggressive action was 
enough to prompt Yugoslavia to call for UN assistance. The ideological rift was never fully resolved and Yugoslavia 
remained on the periphery of the Eastern European communist states, in relative isolation after its expulsion from 
Cominform. 

Allsebrook (1986: 13), Butterworth (1976: 107-108), Brecher et alia (1988: 218) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Re~ern~1 to the LJ.N -Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsucce~~ful. 
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CASE 015: ISRAEL/ARAB STATES -ISRAELI WAR OF INDEPENDENCE (MAY 1948 -JANUARY 1949) 

UN involvement was to resolve the future of Palestine after the league of Nation's mandate for the 
British administration of the territory had run the length of its term. The UN's efforts in resolving the issues 
over the territory of Palestine failed mainly because of the attitudes of both the Arabs and the Israelis. 

The British mandate over the territory since the Balfour Declaration of 1917 had been fraught with controversy 
and dissension and the violence of the situation was escalating. The British mandate was to expire on May 14, 1948. 

A Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) was established after the matter was brought up by the United 
Kingdom during a General Assembly special session April 28, 1947 - May 15, 1947. The Committee made 
recommendations that would see a partition of Arab and Jewish states with an international regime in Jerusalem and a 
functioning economic union between all three. The General Assernbly adopted the recommendations on Novernber 29, 
1947. The General Assernbly established UN Palestine Commission to implement these recommendations and enlisted 
the help of the Security Council's assistance. The Security Council called for a truce on April 17, 1948 and a UN 
Supervisory Truce Commission for Palestine was then established on April 23, 1948. It was comprised of 
representatives of Security Council, who offered consular services in Jerusalem. Following Truce Commission 
recommendations, a mediator replaced the role of UNSCOP on May 14, 1948. The mediator's task was to promote a 
settlement, co-operate with the Supervisory Truce Commission (later renamed the UN Truce Supervision Organisation -
UNTSO) and the military observers it was supplying. The first appointed mediator was Count Bernadotte. 

The British manrlate expired on May 14, 1948 and the new state of Is'ael ",'as established. 
The day after the proclamation, Arab armies attacked from Egypt, Transjordan, Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon 

fighting for a separate Palestinian state. It should be noted that the Arab Higher Committee had rejected the proposed 
partition from the beginning. There was intermittent fighting over the next eight months. The Security Council managed 
to secure a four-week truce from June 11, 1948 but the Arabs rejected the proposed renewal of the truce. The Security 
Council then ordered a cease-fire and this was agreed to. UN mediator, Count Bernadotte was assassinated in an 
Israeli sector on September 17, 1948. He was succeeded by Ralph Bunche. Large scale fighting resumed in October 
1948 despite the Security Council calls for a cease-fire. 

The General Assembly established a Conciliation Committee (December 11, 1948) to try to promote a tailor
designed peaceful settlement. Ralph Bunche's negotiations eventually resulted in the formation of Armistice 
Commissions under the Armistice Agreements between Israel and Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria separately in 
1949. Initially, the signing of the agreements by the Arab nations offir.ially ended hostilities (January 6, 1949 - April 13, 
1949). Despite the Commission being there to oversee the implementation of the armistice agreements, the behaviour 
of the parties ended in the breakdown of the agreements. On August 11, 1949, the Security Council again resumed 
responsibility for urging the continuation of negotiations. 

By June 1950 the Truce Commission had reported that Jordan and Israel disputed the Statute for Jerusalem. 
The UN Palestine Comrnission continued trying to achieve the General Assembly's objectives but the parties made this 
very difficult. Following these events there were frequent incidents between the parties, some eliciting the involvement 
of the Security Council. The work conducted by the observers of the UNTSO continued. 

Complete resolution over the status of Israel remains unresolved. 
This dispute marks the first in a series of eighteen Arab-Israeli disputes where a level of international 

organisational mediation was employed. [See Case 030: Syria/lsrael- Lake Tiberias Dispute (April 1951 - May 1951), 
Case 039: Israel/Jordan - West Bank Border Conflict (January 1953 - December 1954), Case 052: Israel/Jordan - Mt. 
Scopus Conflict (July 1956 - January 1958), Case 054: United Kingdom, France and Israel/Egypt - Suez Canal War 
(October 1956 - November 1956), Case 058: Israel/Syria - Golan Heights Conflict (June 1957 - February 1958), Case 
09,: Syria/Israel - Lake Tiberias Dispute (J •. ,8 1962 - l,ugust 1963), Case 110: Syria/Israel - Border Incidents (June 
1964 - July 1966), Case 112: Israel/Jordan - Border Incidents (December 1964 - April 1966), Case 131: Israel/Egypt 
and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967), Case 153: Syria/Israel - Golan Heights Conflict (March 1972 - January 
1973), Case 157: Israel/Egypt - Yom Kippur War (mid 1973), Case 158: Israel/Syria - Yom Kippur War (October 1973-
December 1974), Case 162: Israel/Lebanon - Arab Border Infiltration (April 1974 - July 1975), Case 192: 
Israel/Lebanon - Border Conflict (March 1978 - June 1978), Case 202: Israel/Syria - Air Incidents (June 1979 -
February 1980), Case 216: Israel/Lebanon - Israeli Military Invasion of Lebanon (early 1982 - mid-1983)]. 

Allsebrook (1986: 5-6), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 57-58), Brecher et alia (1988: 210-213, 216-217), Butterworth 
(1976: 66-68), Durch (1993: 84-103), Tillema (1991: 157-159), United Nations (1990: 15-42,419-420), Zacher (1979: 
223) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. UN Security Council; Count Bernadotte, UN Mediator Palestine (1147) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Count Bernadotte, UN Mediator in Palestine (017) 2 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to UN Security Council: Representatives of all Parties (000) 4 - 3 Cease-fires, 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Colonel Brunsson, UN Chief Observer; Belgium Consul-Chairman UN Truce Commission (644) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
5. Dr. Ralph Bunche, Deputy UN Mediator in Palestine [promoted after Bernadotte's death] (018) 3 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 

Partial Settlement 
6. Henri Vigier, Dr. Bunche's Personal Representative in Tel Aviv (645) 3 - 2 Partial Settlements 
7. UN Palestine Conciliation Commission (646) 1 - Unsuccessful 
8. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 016~ U$SRlUK AND ALLIES· BERLIN AIRLIFT CRISIS(JU~E 1948 m MAY 1949) 

The UN efforts were aimed at ending the Soviet blockade of Berlin. 
At the end of World War II, Berlin, which had been partitioned between the USSR, Britain, France, and the 

USA. was the focus of a Soviet blockade. The blockade began with restrictions to rail transportation on January 6, 1948 
and escalated to include communication and currency restrictions and then a total blockade was enforced on June 23, 
1948 - June 24, 1948. 

The matter was raised at the UN on September 29, 1948. A drafted resolution from the Security Council 
proposing an end to the blockade and talks on the unification of German currency was vetoed by the USSR even 
though their veto was contrary to Article (3) which required the USSR to abstain from the decision. The President of the 
Security Council set up the Technical Committee on Berlin Currency and Trade to try to figure out a reasonable solution, 
but this proved unacceptable to the parties. Amidst appeals from the President of the General Assembly, Dr. Evatt and 
the Secretary-General Trygve Lie, there was an open offer of the services of the UN in a 'good offices' capacity. 
Though this offer was declined, an agreement was reached to remove all restrictions (May 12, 1949). The agreement 
was brokered in informal conversations at the UN by the four occupying powers and the Secretary-General was 
approached to convey the result to the Security Council. The Four Powers signed an agreement that lifted the blockade 
and approved of a later meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers (May 4, 1949). 

Though earlier offers by the UN to mediate in the dispute were declined and the final agreement was the 
result of multilateral negotiations, t"'3 forl1m of the UN and the pressure it exerted for the parties to find a solution was 
instrumental in the continuation of the negotiating process. 

Alisebrook (1986: 7), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 59), Brecher et alia (1988: 213), Butterworth (1976: 98-99), Huth 
(1996: 204-205), Zacher (1979: 224) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. UN Secretary-General Lie (229) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
2. Referral to UN Secu~ity Council: M. Vyshinsky; Dr. Philip Jessup [Soviet and US UN Representatives] (000) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Bramuglia, President of UN Security Council; China; Argentina; Belgium; Canada; Syria; Columbia. (647) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
4. Dr. Bramuglia; Hr. Trygve Lie [UN Secretary-General]; Dr. Evatt, President of General Assembly (648) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
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CASE 018:INDIAlHYDERABAD - SECESSION A TIEMPT (JULY 1948 - SEPTEMBER 1948) 

The status of Hyderabad became an issue referred to the UN in August 1948. The UN Security Council 
only provided for a hearing on the matter and took no action to settle the dispute. 

Over the period when partition of India was being finalised, a number of states were permitted to choose 
whether they would cede to India or Pakistan. The state of Hyderabad, situated in south central India chose not to cede 
to either India or Pakistan. An agreement was reached between the governments of Hyderabad and India that shared 
the responsibility for internal and external affairs of Hyderabad between them. The situation deteriorated in 1948, with 
India threatening to impose an economic blockade and later threatening invasion, alleging that there were communist 
activities in the area. In addition to the rising tension between India and Hyderabad, civil unrest and rebel activities in 
Hyderabad highlighted the inability of Hyderabad's ill-equipped security forces to deal with its internal problems. 
Without the resources to contain civil unrest, Hyderabad sustained heavy fatalities in spates of communal violence. 
Almost 2500 people had been killed in the fighting since 1947. India saw the civil unrest in Hyderabad as a threat to 
India's internal security and it was concerned about the possibility of 'spillover' into neighbouring Indian states, 
specifically Madras, where it was reported that guerrillas were already active. 

Hyderabad made an official complaint to the UN Secretary-General about India's threat of action on August 
21, 1948. The Secretary-General said that it was not his position to determine such a matter and passed on the 
complaint to the UN Security Council for consideration. Mediation to resolve the dispute was attempted over July 1948 
and A"gust 1948, by a former dewan of Hyderabad, Sir Mir7"l Isrn3i1, but proved unsuccessful. 

On September 13, 1948, India invaded Hyderabad claiming that its intervention was only to restore order in 
the state. At the same time, Hyderabad reported the invasion to the UN Security Council (September 13, 1948). India 
held that Hyderabad was not an independent state and was therefore unqualified to submit complaints to the Security 
Council. Nevertheless, the Security Council incorporated Hyderabad's complaint into its provisional agenda. By 
September 18, 1948, India had asserted control over the territory, establishing a military administration and appointing a 
governor. Hyderabad capitulated on September 23, 1948, before the matter was aired in the Security Council. The 
complaint was withdrawn on September 23, 1948 and in 1949, Hyderabad became part of India, officially incorporated 
in January 1950. 

Allsebrook (1986: 6-7), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 61-62), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 213-214), 
Butterworth (1976: 111-112), Tillema (1991: 225) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. RefEll'rEl.It()JheUN SecurityCollnsil(QOO) 1 .~ .. Unsuccessful ... 
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Cj).SE 019: BURMAICHINA - KUOMINTANG CONFLICT (AUGUST 1948 D 1954) 

CtJrreii{DfspLife·Stafiis . ..•.•. • •.••...•..• Partial Settlement 

The referral of this border dispute to the UN may have assisted in speeding up the evacuation of 
Kuomintang troops from Burmese territory. 

Burma gained its independence from the United Kingdom on January 5, 1948. Three days after the granting 
of independence, Nationalist China claimed 40,000 square miles of territory along the Burma-Chinese border, adjacent 
to the Chinese province of Yunnan. Nationalist China's government at this stage was in the hands of the Kuomintang 
and China was in a state of civil war. After the Chinese Civil War, the defeated Kuomintang Army (KMT), also known as 
the Yunnan Anti Communist and National Salvation Army (YACNSA), sought refuge in northern Burma. YACNSA, 
under the command of General Li Mi, totalled approximately 12,000 ex-KMT soldiers and eventually established bases 
In the Shan state on Burma's eastern border. Allegedly, the YACNSA presence in Burma was supported by Taiwan and 
the USA. From these bases, YACNSA launched attacks against the People's Liberation Army (PLA) of China, the new 
legitimate army of the People's Republic of China (PRC). 

In its occupation, YACNSA forcibly resisted the Burmese Army, which tried to restore its control over the area. 
Y ACNSA was also active in supporting Burmese guerrilla movements that were trying to overthrow the Burmese 
Government. Burma was dealing with severe internal disorder at this time, in particular the Karen Revolt. The presence 
of the KMT forces which also fought against the Burmese Government only exacerbated problems in Burma. 

On April 25, 1948, the KMT withdrew its territorial claims but YACNSA's interference and presence continued 
to complicf'lte B' 'rma's internal problems. Burrna broke its ties with the KMT in 1949 and recognised the PRC. This 
change in policy made it difficult to achieve a full resolution on the border issue. Burma repeatedly appealed to the US 
and Taiwan to facilitate the withdrawal of the YACNSA army. With no response from the US and Taiwan, Burma 
eventually lodged an official complaint with the UN on March 25, 1953. The UN General Assembly announced that it 
deplored foreign interference in Burma and the hostile acts of foreign troops in the territory. On April 23, 1953, the 
General Assembly declared that the foreign troops must disarm and must either submit to internrnent or immediate 
evacu9tion. After this referral to the UN, Colonel R. V. Palmer, a US military attache in Siam, attempted to mediate 
between the parties (May 23, 1953 - October 29, 1953). This mediation achieved a full settlement between the parties 
on the troop evacuation issue (June 22, 1953) and talks continued to sort out the modalities of the evacuation. A later 
Four-Power Conference in Rangoon saw the parties decide that the YACNSA troops would be airlifted and removed to 
Taiwan. Representatives from Burma, Thailand, Taiwan and the USA were present at the Four-Power Conference. 

The General Assembly reiterated its earlier statement on December 4, 1953. Progress wae reported on 
October 29, 1954, with the evacuation of 7,000 troops from the area and this was duly noted by the General Assembly. 
Appreciation for US and Thai assistance in supervising the evacuation was expressed by the General Assembly, along 
with a call for any remaining troops to disarm and face internment and evacuation. 

Removal of the foreign troops in Burma helped to resolve part of the issue in this dispute but it was not until 
January 28, 1960, that a solution over the border claims was reached. It was decided by the PRC and Burma, that a 
boundary commission should study the border area via a survey of inhabitants and then suggest a possible solution. A 
boundary treaty was signed on October 1, 1960, and the territorial issue resolved fully. 

Allsebrook (1986: 15), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 62), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 222-223), Butterworth 
(1976: 99-100,125-127), TiIIema (1991: 249) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to th~ UN Security Council (000)1 - U~successful 
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CASE 020:NICARAGUAICOSTA RICA - BORDER CONFLlCr(DECEMBER1948 • FEBRUARY 1949) 

The OAS was called upon to deal with hostile rebel elements on the borders of Nicaragua and Costa 
Rica. 

Approximately 1,000 armed, Costa Rican exiles invaded Costa Rica from Nicaraguan territory on December 
10, 1948. The OAS Council dealt with a Costa Rican appeal that alleged the attacks also involved Nicaraguan forces. 

An investigation commission was established by the OAS Council to begin mediating a resolution (Dece,nber 
14, 1948). Their report cleared Nicaragua of official involvement; however it cited that Nicaragua had displayed 
inadequate control over the revolutionary forces. On December 20, 1948 Costa Rican planes attacked Nicaraguan 
bases. The OAS called for both countries to disperse the revolutionary movements within their territories and end all 
hostilities between them (December 24, 1948). In addition, the Council established a five-man military commission as 
observers in the resolution process. The commission reported that Nicaragua and Costa Rica were both complying with 
the Council's conditions and on February 19, 1949 the OAS declared the dispute settled. 

At the urging of the OAS Council the parties signed a Pact of Amity on February 21, 1949. Its purpose was to 
re-establish good relations between Nicaragua and Costa Rica and to ensure that future disputes between them would 
see the use of peaceful dispute resolution methods utilised. The Pact was only to operate successfully for six years. A 
similar dispute occurred in 1955 [See Case 044: Nicaragua/Costa Rica (January 1955) and subsequent disputes, Case 
190: Nicaragua/Costa Rica (October 1977) and Case 194: Nicaragua/Costa Rica (September 1978 - December 1978)]. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 62-63), Brecher et alia (1988: 215-216), Butterworth (1976: 104·105), Nye (1971: 135), 
Zacher (1979: 224-225) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS (000) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
2. OAS - Unspecified (079) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
3. OAS Investigation Commission (1125) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. O~?Repre~entatives:- ~lnSfJE!~ifieg(979)1-:1~.e~asEl-firEl ____ .•.•..•• _. 
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CASE023:ERITREAlETHIOPIA .~.INDEPENDENCE ATTEMPT (JULY 1949 -DECEMBER 1950) 

The UN role in the settlement was to aid Eritrea in the transition from colonial status to Independent 
statehood. 

At the end of World War II Italy was forced to relinquish its territories in Africa, Eritrea being one of these. 
While Eritreans wanted total independence, Ethiopia and the Sudan wanted to claim sovereign rights over the territorv. 
Nationalist Eritreans began to use violent tactics to assert their independence. By January 1950, Britain intervened with 
a military presence to maintain law and order. The terrorism and attacks had abated by July 1950. 

After an Italian Peace Treaty was signed, the UK, USA, USSR and France were unable to agree on the status 
of Eritrea so the matter was referred to the General Assembly, which in turn established a commission to investigate all 
claims. The UN Commission was to report on its findings on what it found to be the wishes of the people of Eritrea, by 
June 15, 1950. Three proposals came out of the Commission's investigations and one plan, to establish Eritrea as an 
autonomous unit federated with Ethiopia, was accepted by the General Assembly (December 2, 1950). UN 
Commissioner, E. A. Matienzo prepared a constitution. The Commissioner began his consultations with the parties in 
Eritrea in February 1951. Elections for an elected Representative Assembly were held on March 25, 1952 - March 26, 
1952. The Representative Assembly ratified the Federal Act and the Constitution and both became effective on 
September 11, 1952. A UN Tribunal was assigned jurisdiction over the disposal of the old, Italian administration's 
properties (September 1952 - April 1954). In September 1952, the Emperor of Ethiopia added his approval to the 
creation of the new federated state of Eritrpa. 

Allsebrook (1986: 9), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 64), Butterworth (1976: 68-69), Miall (1992: 220-222), Tillema 
(1991: 90) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Five Nation Commission to Eritrea [South Africa, Norway, Pakistan, Burma, Guatemala) (378) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN ad hoc Committee [Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, Greece, Liberia, Mexico, Panama, 

Paraguay, F'erU,T~rk~~, USA) (3I9)1 - 1 Full 
.. 
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CASE 026~USAIUSSR· COLDWAR AIR INCIDENTS (APRIL1950- OCTOBER 1950) 

The United States made a referral to the UN Security Council in this dispute, but no action was taken. 
This Cold War dispute occurred in the aftermath of the Berlin airlift crisis over 1948 - 1949 [See Case 016: 

USSR/UK - Berlin Crisis (August 1948 - May 1949)]. Growing animosity between the US and the USSR was evident in 
the Far East and in Europe, as the two superpowers strategically positioned troops. 

On April 11, 1950, the USSR accused the USA of violating its air space, alleging that the USA had flown a 
plane over the Soviet Republic of Latvia on April 9, 1950. Soviet aircraft had attacked the US plane after it had failed to 
respond to landing requests. As a result the US plane was shot down. After the craft had been shot down, the US 
released a statement saying that an unarmed US reconnaissance plane had been lost somewhere over the Baltic Sea. 
After some investigation, it was found that the incidents were one and the same and that the Soviet actions had violated 
international law. The US issued a diplomatic response, calling for the Soviet Air Force to investigate the incident 
further and to ensure that the incident was not repeated. The Soviets only responded by reiterating their allegations and 
did not acknowledge the US demands. US-USSR relations remained tense. 

A Soviet aircraft was shot down over the western coast of Korea on September 4, 1950, and the USSR held 
the US fighters responsible for the action. Posturing continued with the USSR asserting that their aircraft had been 
within Soviet air space at the time and that the US could expect hostile consequences for hostile actions (September 6, 
1950). 

This !'lecollri incident saw the US refer the matter to the IJN Security Council. The UN took no direct action 
over this referral but another air incident occurred later in October 1950. In this third incident the USSR alleged that two 
US aircraft had strafed and bombed a Soviet airfield at Sukhaya Recha (October 8, 1950). The US claimed 
responsibility for the bombing of the airfield that was situated near the Korean border. An offer of US compensation was 
made on October 19, 1950. 

The significance of these incidents lies in the escalation of tension between the US and the USSR. The 
superpowers were increasingly prepared to flex their military might within their spheres of influence. Fer further 
evidence of escalating Cold War rivalry in Korea, see Case 028: Korean War (June 1950 - July 1953), and further 
USSR/USA air incidents, Case 038: USSR/USA - Air Incidents (October 1952 - July 1956). 

Allsebrook (1986: 16, 22), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 66-67), Butterworth (1976: 159, 182-183,239-240) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TfONS • 
1. ~eferralto the UN Security Coullc,H(0~9L1-cUnsuccessful 



CASE 028: ""ORTH KOR.EAlSOUTH KOREA· KOREAN BORDER WAR (JUNE 1950· JULY 1953) 

Total ConflicJManagement Efforts 
·'[eJ!aiJ51iian(saJioiiii,'''=M::.?':::do.;ia:''t,:::·o:.!:n::':s':::an::''.d-:'. _'=8:-e·f~er~r.~a-:"ls-.~, 
Faiititle?/[RiiWGalculatfon) . . ... .. .. , 

, Current DisputeS(atus " 

144 

Partial Settlement·· 
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The various commissions launched by the UN set about the tasks of unifying North Korea and South 
Korea, observing the withdrawals of foreign troops and establishing demilitarised lones. 

The USA and USSR established a Joint Commission under the auspices of the Moscow Agreement 
(December 1945). The purpose of the Commission was to set up a Provisional Korean Demor.ratic Government but 
when the Commission disagreed on the matter the USA referred the problem to the General Assembly in September 
1947. On November 14, 1947, the General Assembly set up the nine-nation UN Temporary Commission on Korea 
(UNTCOK) to assist with elections and observe the troop withdrawals of the USA from South Korea and the USSR from 
North Korea. Under opposition from the USSR, the UNTCOK mission arrived in Seoul in January 1948, only to be 
refused admission to North Korea by a Soviet commander. UNTCOK referred the matter to the UN General Assembly's 
Interim Committee and the Committee resolved that UNTCOK should be permitted to proceed with its program in as 
much of Korea as was accessible (February 26, 1948). Elections were held in the South on May 10, 1948 but were 
stalled in the North by the USSR's approach to the elections. The Government of the Republic of Korea was endorsed 
by the General Assembly on December 12, 1948. It was recognised as the only such government of Korea. At the 
same time, the UN Temporary Commission on Korea (UNTCOK) was replaced by the UN Commission on Korea 
(UNCOK) and its aims were to assist in the unification of the country and observe the situation. UNCOK witnessed the 
withdrawal of US troops in June 1949, but was only informed of the USSR's troop withdrawal in December 1948. 

Aggression t>; North Korea was noted on June 25, 1950 by UNrOK, ~'Jho informed the Secretary-General. 
North Korea had invaded South Korea on June 24, 1950 and had surrounded Seoul, the southern capital. Calls came 
promptly from the Security Council for an immediate cease-fire and a complete withdrawal of North Korean troops to the 
38th parallel. The calls went unheeded and non-compliance by the USSR is not surprising considering its absence from 
the Security Council from January 13, 1950 - August 1, 1950, and thus its abstention on the matter. The USA were first 
to react, at the request of South Korea, beginning military actions in support of the South Korean troops on June 27, 
1950. The Security Council, shortly after the US announcement of assistance, recommended that other members 
support South Korea, June 27,1950. A number of UN members entered the dispute backing South Korea: Britain (June 
28, 1950); Australia (July 4, 1950); and Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, Turkey, and South Africa (all joining over the period from 
September 1950 - June 1951). The members' military forces were to be under a unified command under US control as 
decided by the Security Council on July 7, 1950. 

The General Assembly replaced UNCOK on October 7, 1950, creating a new Commission for Unification and 
Rehabilitation of Korea (UNCURK). Its objectives were to bring about a democratically independent and unified Korea 
and it operated until November 28,1973. 

Chinese troop involvement came in November 1950 when the Chinese launched a major offensive and 
captured Seoul. After experiencing heavy fighting from September 1950, the UN forces recaptured Seoul. The General 
Assembly was notified of the People's Republic of China aggression in a complaint by UN forces in December 1950. In 
response it set up the Korean Reconstruction Agency for Relief and Rehabilitation (UNKRA, which stayed in operation 
until 1958) and a Cease-fire Group. Two more committees were established to assist the progression to settlement, an 
Additional Measures Committee and a Good Offices Committee (February 1, 1951). UN forces reached the 38th 
parallel in March 1951. The fighting then stalemated and the front-line remained relatively unchanged. 

The General Assembly proposed a goods embargo to the aggressors, China and North Korea (May 18, 
1951). 

Negotiations for an armistice progressed during July 10, 1951 - July 27, 1953. This meeting resulted in an 
agreement for a demarcation line and a dvnilitarisec "cea. In addition, it set up a Military Armistice Commission and a 
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. A UN Repatriation Commission assisted in the exchange of prisoners. The 
formal peace agreement that was signed on July 27, 1953 was initially hindered by the return of prisoners. India's role 
in these negotiations was pivotal. 

Final attempts to resolve the dispute were made by the General Assembly when they called for a conference, 
of the type similar to the meetings outlined in the Armistice Agreement. Only one was held in Geneva (April 1954 - June 
1954) but it achieved no solution. There were subsequent, spasmodic attempts to reach a settlement. 

Allsebrook (1986: 11-12), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 67-68), Brecher et alia (1988: 218-220, 223-224), Butterworth 
(1976: 96-98), Huth (1996: 234-235), Tillema (1991: 210-213), Zacher (1979: 226) 

Thf) Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS· 
1. M. Yakov Malik, Soviet Representative at UN (649) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN: Unspecified (006) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 029: CHINAiTIBET .;;.. TIBETAN AUTONOMY DISPUTE (OCTQBER 1950 - MAY 1951 ) 

The UN was appealed to by Tibet, seeking support for Tibet's right to independence. No further action 
was taken by the UN. 

Tibet had been independent from the Seventh Century until the Eighteenth Century, when the Manchu 
incorporated the territory into greater China. After the fall of the Chinese Qing Dynasty in 1911, Tibet became virtually 
independent again. Over 1913 - 1914 at the Simla Conference, Britain and Tibet agreed on territorial demarcation, with 
Indian frontiers expanding into territory that was previously Tibetan. Nevertheless, Tibet enjoyed virtual independence 
until the Victory of the Chinese Communists in the Chinese Civil War of 1949. Tibet had been govemed by the 
thirteenth Dalai Lama and his successor from 1912 to 1950. Tibetan fears rose after the creation of the People's 
Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. Tibet initiated negotiations with the new Chinese regime, aimed at ensuring Tibet's 
independence but, before an independent status could be affirmed, the PRC's army, the People's Liberation Army 
(PLA), invaded Tibet on October 7, 1950. 

Tibet requested assistance from India to dispel the Chinese forces and then on November 11, 1950, it also 
appealed to the UN. India notified the UN General Assembly that the PRC had expressed a hope that the territorial 
status of Tibet could be settled peacefully and based on this information, the UN General Assembly deferred action on 
the Tibetan appeal. 

There were serious clashes reported in 1951 and by March 1951, the PLA occupied Lhasa. On May 23, 
1 Q51, Tibetan authorities and the PRC negotiE'ted the Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful I iberetion of Tibet 
(Seventeen Articles Agreement). The negotiations were far from fair and the Tibetan delegation was not able to 
communicate with the Tibetan government or the Dalai Lama during the negotiation process. The agreement's main 
provisions allowed Tibet to maintain its autonomy and the status, power and function of the Dalai Lama was to be 
unchanged. The original position in opposition to the Dalai Lama, the Panchen Lama, was to be restored and the PRC 
was to establish a military and administrative presence in Tibet. The Tibetan Army was to be absorbed into the PLA 
and Tibet's external relations were now to be handled by the PRC. 

The reigning Dalai Lama fled Tibet on August 17, 1951, during the invasion, and by September 9, 1951, the 
PLA had deployed several thousand troops in Tibet with approximately 20,000 more to follow. Tibet was under the 
control of the PLA until it was annexed in 1965. A further appeal was made by the Dalai Lama to the UN, and the 
General Assembly passed resolutions regarding human rights concerns in Tibet on October 14, 1959 and October 20, 
1959. Despite the semblance of settlement in this dispute in 1965, controversy over the sta!us of Tibet continues in the 
1990's and the Dalai Lama still remains in exile. 

Allsebrook (1986: 20), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 69), Butterworth (1976: 149-150,261-263), Tillema (1991: 215-
216) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the UN - Unsp§cified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 030~SYFUA!ISRAEL - LAI(EJIBERIAS/HuLE.t-I DISPUTE (APFUL19§1 .. MAY 1951) 

The UN assisted in the resolution of a brief territorial dispute between Syria and Israel by conducting 
a few mediation attempts. 

The situation had developed into full military confrontation when Israel declared that it would reclaim the Hula 
Swamp in 1951. The first fighting was reported in March 1951 and then Syria made an attack on a border town, EI
Hammu (April 4, 1951). Retaliatory attacks were made along the border throughout April until May 5, 1951. The conflict 
abated relatively quickly and ended by May 9, 1951. This dispute was the second in a series of nine disputes between 
Syria and Israel involving international organisational mediation. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 69-70), Brecher et alia (1988: 220), Huth (1996: 215-216) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Colonel de Ridder, UN Chief of Staff in Palestine (230) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. UN Security Council (007) 2 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Full Settlement 
3.LJN.- Unsp~~ified(146)1~LSe,asE3~fire,. 
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CASE 031: FRANcE/TUNlsIA • TUNISIAN INDEPENDENCE (JANUARY 1952 .. MARCH 1956) 

UN referrals in this dispute did not lead to any UN intervention. The airing of the dispute in the 
General Assembly may have facilitated further negotiations between the parties in 1952. 

Tunisia had been a protectorate of France since 1881. Opposition to French rule was first evident in 1934, 
with the growth of the Neo-Destour nationalist party led by Habib Bourguiba. The opposition movement grew rapidly in 
the 1950's and developed into an organised guerrilla resistance by January 1952. Guerrilla activities over January 
1952, prompted France to initiate repressive measures. The Neo-Destour Party was subsequently banned, as were the 
related trade unions, women's groups and youth movements. In April 1952, other African and Asian states became 
concerned over the situation in Tunisia and eleven states made an official complaint to the UN Security Council. The 
complaint was over the repressive measures employed by the French troops in the area. As the complaint was not 
heard in the Security Council, the states referred their concerns to the General Assembly. A General Assembly 
discussion followed, from October 1, 1952 - December 1952, when the General Assembly passed a resolution declaring 
its confidence in the French plans to liberate the colony. 

Negotiations between Tunisian officials and French authorities proved unsuccessful and the violence in 
Tunisia continued through until December 1954. French-Tunisian relations were eased in 1954 with Pierre Mendes
France becoming the new French Premier. Open negotiations were initiated over 1954 - 1955, and France eventually 
conceded independence in September 1955. Tunisia was granted internal autonomy under the leadership of Habib 
Bourguiba and the Neo-Dest0ur Party. By March 1956, Tunisia was granted full irril:lpendence. 

Arms shipments to Tunisia were to provoke another dispute with France in 1957. Tunisia called for military 
supplies from the UK and US, and then Czechoslovakia, Italy and Egypt, in 1957. The request came after France had 
refused to pay Tunisia an aid instalment. Hostilities were reported along the Algerian border, due to the Algerian Civil 
War, and France was informed by the US and UK that if French military aid was not dispatched by November 12,1957, 
then the US and UK would supply arms to Tunisia. With no French consignment on its way, the UK and US supplied 
the military aid. France raised the matter at a NATO meeting later in November 1957, but no action was taken. 
Remaining French military installations in Tunisia caused further problems in Case 062: FrancefTunisia - The Military 
Bases Conflict (February 1958 - May 1958), and post-colonial problems emerged again in Case 083: Tunisia/France -
Bizerte Conflict (July 1961 - September 1961). 

Allsebrook (1986: 27-28), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 71), Brecher et alia (1988: 235, 239-240), Butterworth (1976: 
137-138,226), TiIIema (1991: 133-136), Zacher (1979: 231, 233-234) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2 .. )3eferral\Cl\he UN General Assembly (000) 1- Unsuccessf.ul 
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CASE 032: EGYPT! THE UNITED KINGDOM m SUEZ CANAL ZONE DISPUTE (JANUARY 1952 m JUNE 1956) 

Cuireri{Dispute Status .•• Full Settlemen[< 

This sovereignty dispute was referred to the UN but the matter was not successfully resolved and 
recurred in a more serious dispute in October 1956. 

In 1869, the Suez Canal Company, owned by the Britain and France, was 'granted a 99 year concession to 
construct and operate the Suez Canal' (Bercovitch and Jackson, 1997: 71-72). In 1936, Egypt and Britain signed a treaty 
designating eontrol over the Suez Canal and adjacent territory to Britain - the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty on the Suez Canal. 
British troops peacefully occupied the territory until July 30, 1951, when Britain reaffirmed its Canal rights under the 1936 
Treaty and called for US support on the matter. The Arab League's Political Committee passed a resolution in full support 
of Egypt on September 3, 1951. When a draft proposal to the Egyptian govemment abrogated British occupation rights and 
asserted sovereignty over the area on October 8, 1951, the UK defied the decision. The UK refused to remove its troops 
and, with each Egyptian threat to reclaim the territory, more British troops were brought in to strengthen their position. On 
October 16, 1951, the UK declared a state of emergency for its troops stationed in Egypt and also prohibited the export 
of arms to Egypt. Some guerrilla attacks against British troops and a general state of disorder was reported. On 
January 27, 1952, Egyptian King Farouk appointed a new government and three days later the new Egyptian Prime 
Minister restored relations with the British Ambassador (January 30, 1952). 

The USA expressed its support for the UK's rights to the territory. Egypt appealed to the UN in November 
1951 and as a result an inquiry committee was established. On February 18, 1952, the inquiry committee reported that 
there was no evidence to support Eg~;9!ian allegations of Britain's use of forced labour to construct its Egyptian bases. 
On July 23, 1952, President Gamal Abdel Nasser came to power in Egypt and expressed a strong desire for Egypt to 
lead the way to create a Pan-Arab state. This plan involved ridding Egypt of foreign interference, in particular, ousting 
the British from the Suez Canal Zone. 

Eager to stem Soviet influences in Egypt (it was rumoured that Nasser was procuring weapons from the USSR), 
President Eisenhower (USA) agreed to dispatch a military representative to assist in the Anglo/Egyptian negotiations (March 
and May 1952). Egypt refused US assistance iterating its demand for the removal of British troops. An accord was later 
reached in 1953 committing the UK to withdrawal from areas in the Sudan and surrounding Suez territory. However, the UK 
refused to withdraw troops from the Suez Canal Zone, a strategic area considered vital to European defence. The UK 
wanted to maintain a limited presence and free and open access to the Canal Zone. 'Egypt, however, wanted unconditional 
surrender of the territory and a complete withdrawal of UK personnel' (Butterworth, 1976: 157). 

Tension peaked 01" February 24, 1953, with President Nasser threatening to attack the Canal Zone if British troops 
remained. By February 27, 1953, the British agreed to withdraw on the proviso that military technicians would be allowed to 
stay and that the UK would have free and open access to the Canal Zone. Though the USA was not involved in the 
negotiations acknowledged its support for these conditions (March 7, 1953). From March 15, 1953 - March 19, 1953, the 
USA formally engaged in the negotiations but withdrew recognising the need for an invitation to participate. On March 22, 
1953, the disputants reached an impasse, a situation that led the UK to recall US assistance (April 4, 1953). Talks resumed 
on April 27, 1953 but were abruptly adjourned on May 6, 1953, indefinitely. 

An Arab League resolution supporting Egypt and a US arms shipment to Egypt only increased tension in the 
region. On May ii, 1953, Egypt issued a warning that negotiations were unlikely to resolve the dispute and that force would 
be used to reclaim the territory. Still, the UK refused to withdraw. 

On May 6, 1953, negotiations broke down. The dispute escalated with terrorism and more allegations of violence. 
Egypt claiming that British troops had conducted 43 attacks over April 1953. On May 15, 1953, Egypt severed all trade 
through the Suez Canal Zone and the UK responded by stationing a naval patrol in the area. The rest of 1953 was peppered 
with incidents of terrorism and violence, culminating on February 14,1954 with Egypt announcing a policy of non-cooperation 
with ~;Ie USA anJ the UK. With further US diplomatic pressure, the UK agreement was reached on July 2£.,1954. ThCl UK 
agreed to withdraw on the condition that it had the right to return in within seven years if war occurred. Responsibility for 
installing technical stations for Canal operation and defence were to be shared by Egypt and the UK. The US also provided 
$20 million (US) in aid to Egypt once the Evacuation Agreement had been signed (October 19, 1954). A total of 80,000 UK 
troops withdrew from the Zone by June 13, 1956. 

Approximately 25 British soldiers and 1,000 Egyptians died during the dispute. The central issues of sovereignty 
over the Suez Canal were still not resolved and, only two months after the last British soldier had departed, the matter was 
referred to the UN Security Council. On September 26, 1956 and October 6, 1956, UN referrals were heard with Sir Pierson 
Dixon (UK) and M. Corunt-Geutile (France) present. The referrals failed to engage the UN in any active response. 

Problems surrounding Egypt's continuing policies of nationalism, British and French colonialism and Middle
Eastern territorial tensions all contributed to this dispute and the main catalyst came with Egypt's nationalisation of the 
Suez Canal (July 26, 1956). Britain and France, which had previously had control over the strategic waterway, 
eventually conspired with Israel to invade and occupy the can'll-zone of the Sinai Peninsula on October 26, 1956 -
October 29, 1956. This confrontation was the first clash between Israel and Egypt and was followed by three further 
disputes [See Case 054: United Kingdom, France and Israel/Egypt - Suez Canal War (October 1956 - November 1956), 
Case 131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967) and Case 157: Israel/Egypt - Yom Kippur War 
(October 1973)]. 

Allsebrook (1986: 17-18), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 71-72, 84-85), Brecher et alia (1988: 221-222, 231-234), 
Butterworth (1976: 156-158, 219-221), Huth (1996: 210), Miall (1992: 218-220, 237-241), TiIIema (1991: 162-166), 
United Nations (1990: 43-78,421-422), Zacher (1979: 230-231) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 033: ITALVNuGOSLAVIA • TRIESTE DISPUTE (MARCH 1952· OCTOBER 1954) 

The UN's objective was to seek a peaceful resolution to the status of Trieste. 
The problems surrounding the Trieste dispute were embedded in its splintered identity as a conquered 

territory after World War I and World War II. Italy was first awarded Trieste after World War I and then, after World War 
II, Yugoslavia also laid claim to the region. 

The first moves to find an agreeable solution were made under the auspices of the UN in 1947. The 
responsibility for ensuring the status of the Free Territory of Trieste was accepted by the Security Council on January 
10, 1947. The UN also saw to it that there was an appointment of a Governor for the territory. The Security Council 
later called for nominations for the post of Governor from its permanent mernbers and from Yugoslavia and Italy but no 
agreement on any candidate was forthcoming. 

On October 5, 1954, a memorandum was received in the Security Council from the UK, USA, Italy and 
Yugoslavia explaining their understanding of the territorial 'partition' through an agreement on boundary adjustments. 
The British, US and Yugoslav troops were to withdraw from the region north of the boundary and leave its administration 
to Italy and the area south of the boundary fell under the jurisdiction of Yugoslavia. The port of Trieste was to be 
administered by Italy as a 'free' port. Certain differences arising over the Free Territory of Trieste were settled in the 
Treaty of Osimo. 

The dispute negotiations were mainly conducted in the forum of a Five-Power Conference November 13, 
1953 - nctober 6, 1954. The resolution of sharing tre ter~itory :md governance of the area was a res~lt of thase 
intensive negotiations. On May 27, 1977, the representatives of Yugoslavia and Italy notified the Security Council that 
the matter had been resolved and should no longer be of concern to the UN. 

Allsebrook (1986: 15), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 72-73), Brecher et alia (1988: 225), Butterworth (1976: 81-83), 
Miall (1992: 94-96), TiIIema (1991: 47-48) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. fv1'. yyshinsky .:S~JVietlTlember oft~e Security 90uncil (373) 1 ... : lJnsucces~!LJI 
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CASE 035: ARGENTINA/CHILE-THE BEAGLE CHANNEL DISPUTE (JULY 1952 -1993) 

Towards the end of this longstanding territorial dispute an OAS Panel of Judges mediated resulting in 
a full settlement. 

Argentine and Chilean share a history peppered with border disputes. One such recurring border dispute 
over the nineteenth century is that of the contested ownership of three small islands (Lennox, Nueva and Picton) at the 
eastern entrance of the Beagle Channel and rights to the waterway itself (some 150 miles in length and 3-8 miles wide 
at the southernmost tip of South America). In the 1970's "the islands were inhabited by Chilean shepherds and 
patrolled by Argentinian torpedo boats" (Brecher et alia, 1988: 327). Both the waterway and the islands situated at its 
eastern mouth are regarded as strategically important and provide a vital route to potential resources in the South 
Atlantic and Antarctic regions. 

An 1881 border treaty split Tierra del Fuego awarding half of the territory to Chile and the other half to 
Argentina. The Treaty also awarded the islands south of the Channel, including Cape Horn, to Chile. Problems over 
territorial possession were exacerbated by the fact that treaty "cartographic errors placed the Channel as running north 
of the islands of Lennox, Nueva and Picton; when it was discovered that its actual position was south of those islands, 
Argentina raised a claim to them" (Butterworth, 1976: 236). The Beagle Channel provides Argentina access to the 
Atlantic and its Antarctic bases as well as separating Tierra del Fuego, Argentinian territory, from Navarino Island, 
Chilean territory. Chile was concerned that Argentinian control of the Channel could mean Argentinian control of 
Chilean trade routi"s and strengthened Argentinian claims to joint!y contasted Antarctic territories. 

In July 1952, Argentina ignored a ruling by the ICJ that the Beagle Channel and islands belonged to Chile. 
Levels of civilian and military occupation of the islands continued to be a source of contention over the period from 1952 
- 1972. The UK initiated the issue of the Beagle Channel to the Intemational Court of Justice (ICJ) on May 4, 1955. The 
UK claimed that Argentina and Chile had encroached on its territorial sovereign rights over the area, "relying on Article 36 (1) 
of the ICJ Statue for the Court's jurisdiction" (Allesbrook, 1986: 118). Objection letters were received from both parties: from 
Chile on July 15, 1955 and from Argentina on August 8, 1955, thought Argentina refused to recognise the Court's jurisdiction 
on August 1, 1955. The ICJ reached a contentious decision on March.16, 1956, resulting in the removal of the matter from 
ICJ lists. 

Tension intensified in 1958 when Chile constructed a lighthouse on Snipe Island, an island located in the 
Beagle Channel area. Marines from the Argentinian Navy destroyed the lighthouse. A second lighthouse was built by 
Chile to replace the first. Argentinian forces also destroyed this lighthouse and occupied the island. A diplomatic 
solution was reached whereby the parties agreed to restore the pre-1958 situation on the island. Border conflicts 
continued to occur along the Channel, specifically in the Palena district. Provisional agreements were reached in 1960 
but then were revoked by Chile in 1963, after concerns that Argentina had too much freedom in Chilean waters. There 
were no recorded fatalities in this phase of the dispute and the dispute lapsed until the territorial question was raised 
again in 1964. Over 1964 - December.14, 1966, the British Court of Arbitration ruled that the Palena border region be 
divided between the two states. 

In 1964 both parties agreed that the ICJ should decide possession of the Beagle Channel. In October 1965 
Argentina and Chile took steps to refrain frorn provocative actions in two other inflammatory regions: Palena (an territory 
about 45 miles long on the north-south Andean border) and Laguna del Desierto (an area along the southern side of the 
Andean frontier). After a Chilean police officer died in border skirmishes in the Laguna region, the parties' earlier accord 
ended with each side accusing the other of border violations. Both sides eventually came to some agreement to 
continue diplomatic efforts to resolve rights to the Laguna region. On December 11, 1964, a Joint Border Commission 
was established to set out new border landmarks in the Palena and Laguna del Desierto regions. Despite progress on 
this territorial issue, none was made in resolving the Beagle Channel question and t~,.' Issue flared again in 1967. 

In August 1967, an Argentinian fishing vessel on route in the Channel met with Chilean warships. Though 
there was no military response, the incident had repercussions in Chile fermenting accusations of Argentinian 
expansionism. In late November 1967, a Chilean patrol boat passed within two miles of the Argentinian naval base at 
Ushuaia. This provocation was answered by warning fire from Argentinian air and naval forces. Argentina rejected a 
Chilean proposal to allow UK arbitration on December 23, 1967, citing a UK bias in favour of Chile [UK-Argentinian 
tension over the territorial question of the Falkland Islands, already evident, would not become violent until 1982 - see 
Case 218: United Kingdom/Argentina - Falklands War (April 1982 - June 1982)]. By 1968, the threat of war had 
intensified. Argentina reinforced the military base at Ushuaia with aircraft, an aircraft carrier, a submarine, three cruisers 
and a patrol boat. Chilean bases in the vicinity were also strengthened. Chilean diplomacy over 1969 left Argentina 
quite isolated in terms of continental politics. A rapprochement was reached between Argentina's President Lauusse 
and President Allende's socialist government in Chile. On July 22, 1971, it was decided by the parties that "the Channel 
border would be established by the Queen of England on the bas!s of a technical decision by a five-man arbitration court 
drawn from the ICJ" (Butterworth, 1976: 237), 

Joint diplomatic efforts were made to resolve the matter by Dr. Clodomiro Almeyda (Chilean Foreign Minister) and 
Dr. Luis de Pardo (Argentinian Foreign Minister) on March 21-23, 1972, April 1972 and July 23 - July 25, 1972. Argentinian 
concerns over an UK bias in favour of Chile appeared to fade at this point with the parties agreeing on a ten-year 
arbitration agreement providing for ICJ involvement in deciding the matter (December 1972). President Isabel Martinez 
de Person (Argentina) and General Pinochet (Chile) met at Moron Airbase outside Buenos Aires on April.18, 1975 and 
reached a partial agreement. 

On May 2, 1977, the ICJ awarded the islands to Chile. In July 1977, Chilean and Argentinian naval forces 
clashed in the Channel and both sides strengthened their presence in the area. On December 5, 1977, the Argentinian 
government issued a formal note objecting to the May ruling of the ICJ. Chilean and Argentinian negotiators continued to 
meet over December 28, 1977 but achieved no solution. On January 5, 1978, Chilean President General Pinochet 
announced that Chile would be pursuing a more pragmatic and aggressive foreign policy. Militaries of both states were 
promptly mobilised in preparedness. Argentinian naval vessels moved to the Beagle Channel area on January 8, 1978. 
Unspecified negotiators from the USA offered to mediate on January 10, 1978 but the offer was not accepted. Negotiations 
held in Mendoza (Argentina) between President Videla (Argentina) and General Pinochet (Chile) were unsuccessful (January 
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19, 1978). A President's meeting in Puerto Moutt (Chile) on February 20, 1978, ended with a partial settlement, the Act of 
Puerto Montt. The Act established a negotiating committee and allotted 180 days to resolve the dispute. The US tried to 
persuade the parties to resolve the matter in negotiations. Senior officials from Argentina and Chile were engaged in 
negotiations from March - August 16,1978. A partial agreement was reached over September 13 - November 2,1978. On 
October 16, 1978, minor clashes were reported along the border as Argentinian troops moved into position. This provocation 
drew more concern with Argentina calling in 50,000 reserves. On October 24, 1978, Chile deployed additional border forces 
and withdrew from scheduled naval exercises with the USA and Peru, fearing an Argentinian invasion of the Channel in its 
navy's absence from the area. As the agreement deadline to the 180-day moratorium drew closer, Argentina began to ready 
military forces. With the end of the deadline on November 2, 1978, both states announced that they had reached an 
agreement providing for the joint development of the Beagle Channel region. However, the designation of mari1ime zones 
had not been resolved. Again senior officials from Argentina and Chile engaged in negotiations on December 11, 1978, this 
time deciding to allow the Vatican to assist in mediation. 

On December 16, 1978, the Vatican announced that it would begin mediating between the disputants and the offer 
was accepted by both states. The same day, Chile placed 45,000 troops, stationed on the borders, on full alert. Argentina 
complained about the Chilean deployment of troops to the UN Security Council on December 21, 1978. The UN Security 
Council took no further action. Meanwhile, Chile requested an urgent meeting of the OAS to deter Argentina from any attack 
on the islands (December 21, 1978). Despite further USA and Chilean requests for OAS involvement, the organisation did 
not offer any assistance to the parties. On December 26, 1978, the parties acknowledged their acceptance of mediation by 
the Vatican in the Declaration of Montevideo. Cardinal Antonio Samore, a papal envoy, mediated over the course of four 
years achieving only limited success initially (December 21, 1978 - January 8, 1979; April 23, 1979 - November 1980; 
December 12, 1980 - March 25, 1981; February 1, 1982 - April 1982; December 1983 - January 23, 1984). In early October 
1984, the dispute intensified with Argentinian forces shelled Chilean positions though Argentina claimed that this was the act 
of a dissident officer. Finally, on October 18, 1984, Cardinal Antonio Samore brought about a full settlement between senior 
Chilean and Argentinian negotiators, resulting in the signing of the Treaty of Peace and Friendship in Rome on November 29, 
1984. The Treaty awarded Chile sovereignty over the islands in the Channel but restricted its maritime rights to the Pacific 
waters. Argentina was granted rights over the waters on the Atlantic side of the Beagle Channel. 

After a meeting of foreign ministers in August 1991, both parties resolved almost all of their contentions over 
Palena, leaving ownership of only a small section of Laguna de Desierto undecided. Both countries submitted the question 
of the remaining territory to an OAS Panel of Judges in August 1993. A decision from the Panel was still pending in 1994. 

Allsebrook (1986: 118), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 23, 30, 73-74, 179), Brecher et alia (1988: 327, 335-336), 
Butterworth (1976: 235-237), Huth (1996: 197), Tillema (1991: 37) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
~O~~pa,n~1 ofJLJcjgl3~J113111,,-ElJIISettIElrTlElnt 
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CASE 036: .. 0MANISAUDI ARABIA -BURAIMI OASIS CRISIS (AUGUST 1952 - OCTOBER 1955) 

The UN only had a small role mediating in this territorial dispute. 
The dispute was centred on a small oil-rich region surrounding the Buraimi Oasis. Historically, the borders 

dividing the territories on the Arabian Peninsular were blurred and lacked the usual mapped clarity. Both Oman and 
Saudi Arabia claimed sovereign rights on the prosperous Buraimi land. 

Negotiations began in August 1949 and continued until a standstill agreement ensued between the parties on 
October 26, 1952. Further problems were to erupt over the issue until negotiations resumed again in October 1953. 
The disputants agreed to both withdraw their forces and use arbitration to resolve the territorial problem. Arbitration 
terms were agreed upon by July 1954 and finally, on August 13, Saudi forces withdrew from their occupation of Buraimi; 
they had been stationed there since August 1952. Arbitration hearings proceeded over the period from January 1955 -
September 1955 only to break down completely on October 26, 1955. Reacting to this, the UK announced that Oman 
and Abu Dhabi would resume their sovereignty over the disputed areas and that it was returning the borders to those of 
1937 between Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia. On October 30, 1955, Saudi Arabia inforrned the UN of the dispute. 

The Arab League made a number of recommendations on November 16, 1955. The League urged the 
parties to return to arbitration and withdraw forces from the Buraimi region. It proposed that an international body could 
administer the area during the time of arbitration. It was recognised that the League was firmly in support of Oman 
against foreign elements though, their proposals merely echoed former resolutions and had no effect in furthering the 
dispute's resolution. The Arab League was n(lt engaged in mediation in this dispute. 

Whilst visiting Saudi Arabia in January 1959, the UN Secretary-General was informed of the Saudi dispute 
with the UK over the border arrangement. He proceeded to mediate the issues in dispute between Saudi Arabia and 
the UK, after the Saudi requested it and the UK agreed to it. Meetings were held in New York with representatives from 
both sides beginning in September 1959. In August 1960 both parties agreed to a visitation by the Secretary-General's 
Special Representative, Herbert de Ribbing, so that he could investigate the matter further. No settlement was 
achieved but the UN Secretary-General's intervention was instrumental in preventing further diplomatic escalation. 
Later on January 16, 1963 the UK and Saudi Arabia resumed diplomatic relations and discussions on Buraimi under the 
supervision of the Secretary-General. The dispute persisted but without any military engagements. 

In the spring of 1975, after continued but intermittent negotiations, Saudi Arabia and Oman finally reached 
terms for a full settlement. Buraimi was 'returned' to Oman in exchange for alternative oil-rich land along the coast, land 
that offered Saudi Arabia equal potential and a sea corridor. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 70-71), Butterworth (1976: 127-131), Huth (1996: 215), Miall (1992: 268-269), Tillema 
(1991: 189-190), Zacher (1979: 226) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
2. Dag Hammarskjold, UN Secretary-General (031) 2 - 1 Full Settlement 
3. Mr. Herbert Ribbing, UN observer appointed byUNSecretary-Ge~eral (6~t) 1 - Uns.uccessful . 
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CASE 038: USSR/USA ~ FURTHER COLD WAR AIR INCIDENTS (OCTOBER 1952 ... JULY 1956) 

This dispute was a continuation of the Cold War-related air incidents occurring between the USA and 
USSR. 

In November 1951, Hungarian and Romanian border guards shot down a US Air Force C-47 aircraft and 
detained the crew. In December 1951, the USSR alleged that the C-47 was engaged in the transference of spies. By 
December 28, 1951, the USSR and Hungary had released the crew, upon payment of a $120,000 fine. The US then 
lodged an official complaint against the USSR and Hungary with the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on March 3, 
1954. The ICJ dropped the complaint after the USSR and Hungary refused to recognise ICJ jurisdiction. 

In a similar incident, a US navy plane was shot down off the Siberian coast by Soviet MIG jets on September 
4, 1954. Again, the US protested and the USSR alleged the aircraft had violated its air space and was acting in self
defence when it fired on the US craft. The US denied the allegations and brought the matter to the attention of the UN 
Security Council, despite USSR opposition. While the US pressed for the matter to be taken to the ICJ, the USSR 
stressed that the matter was out of the ICJ's jurisdiction. No resolution was passed in the Security Council regarding 
the complaint at this time. Much later, on August 22, 1958, the US took their complaint of USSR air hostilities to the ICJ, 
including a complaint about the September 4, 1954 incident. The USSR still maintained that the ICJ had no jurisdiction 
in the case and the ICJ took no further action. 

The USSR lodged a further complaint with the UN Security Council over US nuclear-armed, U-2 military 
aircraft flying towards the l'SSR. The Security Council met on Arril 19, 1958 to discuss the complaint. The US 
requested that an international fly-zone be established to guard against surprise attack tactics. Resolutions made by 
both countries were then vetoed by the other and in May 1960 the issue of US/USSR air incidents arose again. The 
USSR lodged another complaint about the presence of US U-2 aircraft after Soviet forces had shot down an American 
aircraft over USSR territory (May 1, 1960). Assurances from the US about a cessation of flights over Soviet territory 
were accepted by the Security Council and the USSR, but the Security Council recommended that the US and USSR 
engage in negotiation to work out the issues both had with the threat of surprise attacks (May 27,1960). 

In July 1960, the USSR reported to the Security Council that its forces had downed another US aircraft, a RB-
47 aircraft that had been approaching its territory from the Barents Sea (July 1, 1960). The US government requested a 
full investigation as the US claimed that the aircraft was over international waters at the time. The UN Security Council 
could not agree on any of the resolutions before it. Eventually, the USSR made its complaint to the General Assembly 
but no discussion was entered into. By this stage, the US government had ended its policy of 'overflights' to for:11ulate 
its Soviet threat perceptions, and the USSR had released two captured fliers in January 1961, in an effort to build more 
favourable relations with the new Kennedy administration in the US. 

The significance of these incidents lies in the escalation of tension between the US and the USSR. The 
superpowers were increasingly prepared to flex their military might within their spheres of influence. For further 
evidence of escalating Cold War rivalry in Korea, see Case 028: North Korea/South Korea - Korean War (June 1950 -
July 1953). 

Allsebrook (1986: 16, 22), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 66-67), Butterworth (1976: 159, 239-240, 278-279, 290) 

The Mediators: 

.uNITED NA TIONS • 
'. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 5 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referraltothe UN General Assembly (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 039:lsRAELlJORDAN-WEST BANK BORDER CQNFLICT (JANUARY 1953 q DECEMBER 1954) 

Five UN mediation attempts centred on resolving an ongoing border dispute between Israel and 
Jordan. The Arab League also tried to facilitate a resolution over Jordan's expansionist claims. 

After the Israel/Arab States Dispute (May 1948 - January 1949), the Jordanian government annexed part of 
the West Bank of the Jordan River, an area that had experienced numerous border incursions (1950). Following the 
unilateral annexation of the territory, Jordan refused to participate in the opening meeting of the Arab League on March 
23, 1950. Later, attendance at the Arab League's meeting by Jordanian representatives was abruptly ended when the 
annexation matter was brought up for discussion. A special meeting of the Arab League was convened in June 1950, to 
decide what action would be taken against Jordan's annexation of the West Bank. After discussion that included 
expelling Jordan from the Arab League, the Arab League decided to follow Iraq's proposal to grant Jordan 'trustee 
status' over the territory of East Palestine. Though the proposal was approved by the Arab League in June 1950, 
Jordan had still not participated in the League's determinations. No formal peace treaty was ever signed with Israel 
regarding the territory. It has been suggested that the possibility of Jordan signing a peace agreement with Israel was 
part of the motivation behind the assassination of King Abdallah (Jordan) in July 1951 (Butterworth, 1976: 142). 

The conflict escalated in October 1953 when one attack incurred 60 casualties. Another sizeable attack at 
Battir in November 1954 ushered in a short period of open warfare in 1956. After this outbreak the dispute abated. This 
was the second of four mediated disputes between Israel and Jordan. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 76), Brecher et alia (1988: 225), Butterworth (1976: 142), Tillema (1991: 160-161) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Major General Riley, Chief of Staff, UN Truce Supervision Organisation (233) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
2. Referral to the Security Council: UN representatives of both parties (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. UN Secretary-General Hammarskjold (031) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. _!\rabLE3f:lglJe_::-~l1se,~c;ifie~~J286) 3-yn~uGGI3~sful ... 
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CASE040: CAMBODIA/SIAM (THAILAND) - TEMPLE OF PREAH VIHEARAND BORDER CONFLICT (EARLY 
1953 -MAY1975) 

The Secretary-General's 'quiet diplomacy' and the mediation by Special Representatives helped to 
resolve the continuing border issues with the parties. The ICJ ruling later in the dispute did not assist the 
disputants in defining their boundaries amicably. 

Historically, relations between Siam (Thailand) and Cambodia have always been tense and relations 
deteriorated further during this dispute. Cambodia gave official recognition to the People's Republic of China (PRC) 
after the Chinese civil war had concluded in 1949. 

As border tensions increased in 1954, Thailand requested that the UN Security Council consider the threat 
posed by the ongoing fighting by Viet Minh forces in neighbouring Laos and Cambodia. The USSR vetoed proposed 
UN Security Council action in this dispute. At the Conference of Foreign Ministers held in Geneva in June 1954, it was 
evident that UN action was directed towards containing the dispute in Indo-China and limiting the spread of communist
based insurgency across the borders. Thailand voiced its concems to the UN Security Council again in June 1954, 
submitting a draft resolution that requested a Peace Observation Commission visit Thailand to assess the situation. 
The USSR vetoed the draft resolution on June 18, 1954. Thai concerns were somewhat alleviated by the Geneva 
Agreement of July 1954. 

In 1956, Cambodia was granted independence from France and Thai fears were further awakened with the 
nei~hbouring communist presence. As a precautionary measure, Thailand moved troops into the border region. Border 
tensions between the two countries re-emerged on November 24, 1958 with Cambodia severing diplomatic relations 
with Thailand. Thailand responded by sealing off the border between them and the situation suddenly became very 
tense. 

On November 29, 1958, Cambodia informed the UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold that Thailand was 
occupying the Temple of Preah Vihear. Both of the governments requested that the Secretary-General send a Special 
Representative to assess the situation. Baron Johan Bech-Friis was appointed as the Secretary-General's Special 
Representative and visited the area over January 20, 1959 - February 23, 1959. Whilst the Special Representative was 
visiting, normal relations between the states were restored with the return of the respective ambassadors to their posts 
(February 6, 1959). Baron Johan Bech-Friis managed to secure the release of thirty-two Siamese prisoners who were 
under arrest in Cambodia on charges of border violation. Cambodia approached the ICJ on October 6, 1959, to resolve 
the issue of ownership over the Temple of Preah Vihear. The ICJ returned a judgement in favour of Cambodia and 
stated that Thailand should cease their occupation. 

On October 19, 1962, Secretary-General U Thant advised the Security Council that the two states were 
accusing each other of aggression and had requested a second visit by a Special Representative. The Secretary
General appointed Nils Gussing to the position and the new Special Representative remained in the region until the 
mission withdrew in December 1964. Similar complaints of border insurgency were lodged by both of the parties in 
1966. After the Secretary-General had consulted with the parties, he appointed a new Special Representative, Herbert 
de Ribbing, to investigate and propose ways of settling the border dispute (August 16, 1966). Special Representative 
Herbert de Ribbing continued in this capacity until February 16, 1968. 

Allsebrook (1986: 15, 30), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 92), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 243), Butterworth 
(1976: 171-172), Tillema (1991: 262-263) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the UN Secretary-General, Dag Hammarskjold (000) 3 - 2 Partial Settlements 
3. Baron Johan Beck-Friis, UN appointed mediator and retired Swedish diplomat (237) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
4. UNSecretary-General, Dag Hammarskjold (031) 2 -1 Partial Settlement 

- , 



CASE 041i CHINA/USA ANDTAIWAN - QUEMOY CONFRONTATION (APRil 1954 -APRil 1955) 
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Though there was little action taken by the UN in this territorial dispute, the international attention 
paid to the matter via the UN forum may have helped minimise aggressive hostilities. The matter was 
eventually tabled before the Security Council by New Zealand on January 2a, 1955. 

The People's Republic of China (PRC), formed on December a, 1949. claimed to have sovereign rights over 
some off-shore islands which were presently under the control of the Kuomintang (KMT) government in Taiwan. 
Though the PRC had laid claim to Formosa, the Pescadores, Quemoy and Matsu, no attempt was made to establish 
control over the islands until 1954. The confusion over the recognition of the legitimate leadership of China, be it the 
exiled KMT leaders on Taiwan, calling themselves the Republic of China (ROC), or the newly installed PRC in Beijing, 
proved to be an ongoing problem. In an announcement of its domestic affairs in 1954, the PRC stated its intentions to 
liberate the islands and Taiwan and stated that it would no longer participate in the Security Council, as it was invited to 
do, unless its representative attended in the name of China. Following the announcement the USA expressed its 
support for the KMT and threatened the use of the Seventh Fleet to thwart any invasion attempts. 

The PRC began heavy bombing attacks on Quemoy September 3, 1954. These continued for several weeks. 
The USA refrained from resorting to force in response. In December 1954, the US had signed a Mutual Defence Treaty 
with the ROC. By January 18, 1955, the PRC had begun to move onto the Tachen Islands. The US and the KMT 
abandoned the islands leaving it to PRC control and evacuating the 11,000 ROC soldiers from one of the captured 
Tache~ islands. The dispute abated after the PRC ceaser' its attacks. A full settlement was not reacheJ and ihe US 
forces remained in the area supervising the situation. New Zealand tabled the matter at the UN Security Council on 
January 28, 1955, a move supported by the US and UK. The US8R proposed that the US end any 'aggressive' action 
and withdraw US forces from Taiwan but their proposal was not accepted. After discussion on both issues raised before 
the Security Council and the refusal of the PRC to participate in the discussions, the Security Council adjourned 
consideration of the New Zealand item. 

Allsebrook (1986: 16), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 76-77), Brecher et alia (1988: 227-228), Butterworth (1976: 183-
184), Tillema (1991: 213-215), Zacher (1979: 228) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS -
1. . UNS~cretCiry~C3eneral Dag~amrnarskjold (()3n1~1PCirtiCi!~~!tI~rT1,~'l! ... 
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CASE 042: GUATEMALA - CIVILWAR AND INSURGENCY (JUNE 1954 -ONGOING) 

.. ]ot~lConflict Mana.!l~'!Jf!!!lgffort~C,,~_._ .. . --.... --"."..~~.-. ___ :-c:..,~~-I 
rota,IQrgal]i~§J,aQf)a/. Mf3cJiations cmcfB?feira/§ .. 22 .. 
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CurrenfDisputii'Status .' Abated 

Though this entrenched dispute was internal in nature, the external influences of the US and USSR 
played a large part in its development and duration. Along with one mediation attempt by the UN, the OAS was 
mobilised to assist the UN, backing a US standpoint. Both organisations only conducted one mediation 
attempt each over the 1954 period. Twenty further mediation attempts by the UN were necessary over the 
period from 1990 -1995: eleven of these achieved a successful outcome. 

UN involvement began on June 19, 1954 when Guatemala appealed to the Security Council. However, the 
dispute already had its roots approximately ten years earlier. 

Before 1944, Guatemalan regimes had co-operated with major US economic interests in Guatemala, primarily 
the United Fruit Company. When Jacobo Arbenz succeeded Arevalo to power in 1951, he too began to institute 
agrarian, economic and social reforms, many of which were adverse to US interests. With US concern mounting over 
the increasing influence of Communist elements in the Arbenz government and a large shiprnent of arms landed frorn 
the Soviet bloc (2,000 tonnes), the US began to covertly support Guatemalan exiles stationed on the 
Honduras/Guatemala border. Under the leadership of Carlos Castillo Armas, the US hoped the anti-Communist exiles 
could execute a successful coup to remove Jacobo Arbenz. 

Initially, at an Inter-American Conference in Caracas (March 1954), the US had tried to front a multilateral 
approach to stern the extent of communist influence in Guatemala. The OAS did not condone any external intervention 
in what it considered to be the domestic affairs of one of its members. A secone' attempt by the US to garner OAS 
support against the Arbenz government came too late as the exiles under Carlos Castillo Armas invaded Guatemala on 
June 18,1954. 

When Guatemala appealed to the UN and the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC) the next day, it 
charged that the aggression was from both Honduras and Nicaragua. It later withdrew the application to the IAPC on 
June 21, 1954, realiSing that the US could impede IAPC proceedings on the matter. Both Honduras and Nicaragua still 
requested IAPC and OAS intervention. 

The USSR vetoed a resolution put forward by Brazil and Colombia to refer the matter to the OAS. But a 
hearing by the Security Council on June 20, 1954 saw the US, supported by Brazil and Colombia as members of the 
Security Council, urge for OAS involvement in the matter. The Security Council adopted a resolution for an immediate 
end to fighting. On June 22, 1954, Guatemala complained that the cease-fire was not being observed but found that its 
attempts to get this matter on the UN Security Council agenda were continually thwarted. 

Guatemala complained about the US conspiring against it and requested that the Security Council send an 
observation commission in addition to a warning for Honduras and Nicaragua. The Security Council, eventually swayed 
by a narrow vote (5 - 4 - 2), agreed to the US contention that the OAS should be granted jurisdiction for an investigation 
before any further involvement by the UN (June 25, 1954). An attempt by Guatemala and the USSR to have the 
Security Council meet again to discuss the matter failed (June 25, 1954). This one decision by the UN to see the matter 
delegated to the OAS was the full extent of its involvement in the 1954 period. 

The military junta under Carlos Castillo Armas assumed power after Jacobo Arbenz's resignation, June 27, 
1954. On July 9, 1954 the new government of Guatemala informed the UN Security Council that peace and order had 
been restored. 

It has been interpreted by Nye (1971) that the involvement of the OAS, early in this case, merely allowed the 
US to remove a communist-oriented government from the US sphere of influence without drawing undue concern from 
the UN. UN involvement was restricted because, it argued, that the case fell under the jurisdiction of the OAS and it did 
not want to appear to undermine the OAS authority in the region. 

A succession of guerrilla insurrections ( : 962, 1982), some supported by similar covert foreign interests, and a 
number of well-orchestrated coups (1960,1963,1982,1983) took place over the period from 1957 to 1995. The rapid 
replacement of Presidents in Guatemala only serves to exemplify the volatile nature of Guatemalan politics: Jacobo 
Arbenz Guzman, Revolutionary Action Party (1951 - 1954, +1971); Carlos Enrique Dfaz de Le6n, military (1954); Jose 
Angel Sanchez/Elfego Monz6n/Carlos Enrique Diaz de Le6n, Military Junta (1954); Carlos Castillo Armas, military (1954 
- 1957); Luis Arturo Gonzalez L6pez, civilian (1957, 1965); Oscar MendizalGonzalo YurritalRoberto Lorenzana, Military 
Junta (1957); Guillermo Flores Avendano, military (1957 - 1958); Miguel Ramon Ydigoras Fuentes, National 
Redemption Party (1958 - 1963, 1982); Enrique Peralta Azurdia, military (1963 - 1966, 1997); Julio Cesar Mendez 
Montenegro, Revolutionary Party (1966 - 1970, 1996); Carlos Manuel Arana Osorio, National Liberation 
Movement/Democratic Institutional Party (1970 - 1974); Kjell Eugenio Laugerud Garcia, National Liberation 
Movement/Democratic Institutional Party (1974 - 1978); Fernando Romeo Lucas Garcia, National Liberation 
Movement/Revolutionary Party (1978 - 1982); Efrain Rios Montt, military (1982 - 1983); Oscar Humberto Mejia 
Victores, military (1983 - 1986); Marco Vinicio Cerezo Arevalo, Christian Democratic Party (1986 - 19!? j); Jorge 
Antonio Serrano Elias, Solidarity Action Movement (1991 - 1993); Ramiro de Le6n Carpio, non-party (1993 - 1996); 
Alvaro Arzu Yrigoyen, National Advancement Party (1996 - ongoing). 

US involvement in Guatemala was evident, overtly and covertly, throughout the period from 1962 - 1995. US 
objectives aimed at promoting democracy in South America and thwarting creeping influence of communism. Intensive 
UN mediation began in May 1990 and continued through to 1995 with Jean Arnault (France), UN Representative, and 
Marrack Goulding (UK), Under Secretary-General for Political Affairs, conducting the majority of the attempts over 1994 
and 1995. Some agreements were reached on minor issues, but a substantial peace agreement has not been achieved 
in Guatemala. Despite intensive mediation by various UN mediators, no full settlement has been achieved and 
Guatemala remains in a state of civil unrest. The civil war fatalities are reported to account for approximately 90,000 
deaths. 

Allsebrook (1986: 15-16), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 77-78), Brecher et alia (1988: 226), Butterworth (1976: 166-
167), Nye (1971: 138-139), Political Leaders 1945 - 1999, Internet Web Site (http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/guatemal.htm). 
Tillema (1991: 33-34), Zacher (1979: 227) 
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The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN [Unspecified] UN Officials (146) 8 - 5 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlements 
3. Jean Amault, UN Mediator (268) 11 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 4 Partial Settlements 
4. Marrack Goulding, UN Under Secretary-General for Political Affairs (561) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS· 
~OAS: President Osorio (EI Salvador), Mr. Peurifoy (US Ambassador to Guatemala), Mr. McDermott (US 

Ambassador to EI Salvador), Mgr. Gennaro Verolino (Papal Nuncio) (396) 1 - 1 Full Settlement (Broken August 2, 
1954) 
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CASE 044:NICARAGUAICOSTA RICA"'; INVASIONATTEMPT(JANUARY 1955) 

The OAS was once again called upon to investigate Nicaraguan incursions on the Costa Rican border 
and to seek a resolution on the matter. This dispute was basically a repeat of the earlier Nicaragua/Costa Rica 
Dispute (December 1948 • February 1949). 

The tension between authoritarian Nicaragua and its leftist neighbour, Costa Rica was still evident in 1954 
and conservative Costa Rican exiles siationed along the Nicaraguan border easily won support from Nicaragua for their 
insurgent objectives. Because it had received joint accusations from both parties in 1954 (inciting the exiles to 
incursion), the OAS referred the parties to the provisions of the Amity Pact 1949, which called for the parties themselves 
to work on a bilateral settlement. 

On January 11, 1955 the Nicaraguan - backed exiles (approximately 500 troops) invaded Costa Rica with 
land and air attacks. On the same day Costa Rica called on the OAS Council for immediate assistance and the OAS 
answered by creating an investigation committee comprised of five member states (Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, Paraguay, 
United States). The investigation committee controlled land and air observation teams and put in place a demilitarised 
border zone that effectively prevented further hostilities. Additional staff was later assigned to assist in the monitoring of 
the demilitarised zone. 

The OAS Investigation Committee validated Costa Rican claims of implicit Nicaraguan involvement In the 
invasion. It also threatened that its recommendations to the Council would include further proposals for collective action 
against Nicaragua if support for the exiles did not cease. Altho' 'gh the Nicaraguan government was heavily Implicated 
in a supporting role, it denied any involvement in the invasion. The OAS Council officially requested Nicaragua to 
respect its legal obligations and authorised the sale of four US fighter planes to Costa Rica, at the US and Costa Rica's 
request, January 16, 1955. The Committee also recommended the use of sanctions against Nicaragua if the exile 
forces did not withdraw to Nicaragua. Following the withdrawal of the exile forces, the Council established two 
committees to mediate between the disputants and resolve differences. With the military balance between the 
disputants altered after the arrival of the aircraft, the border disputes soon dissipated. 

On February 24, 1955, Nicaragua and Costa Rica reaffirmed their commitment to the Amity Agreement of 
1949. On January 9, 1956 a new friendship agreement was signed at the Pan American Union by both parties, it was 
the result of mediation attempts by an OAS Council committee in Washington. The new pact set out agreement on the 
control of exiles and on border surveillance. 

The 1956 agreement was no more effective than the earlier agreement of 1949. There were repeated border 
incursions and hostilities between the two countries in 1959, 1977, 1978, 1985, and 1986. In 1959 an OAS 
Investigation Committee was established, after the insistence of the USA. The Investigation Committee visited 
Nicaragua to assess the level of anti-Somoza rebel activity in Nicaragua. The Investigation Committee confirmed that 
there were some Costa Rican elements aiding the Nicaraguan rebels but concluded that the Costa Rican government 
was not involved. Of these subsequent disputes, only those of 1959, 1977 and 1978 involved the OAS in any mediating 
capacity. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 79-80), Brecher et alia (1988: 228-229), Butterworth (1976: 191-192, 271-272), Nye 
(1971: 139-140), Zacher (1979: 228-229) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-1.-0AS Team - Unspecified (079) 2 - 1 Full Settlement 
2. OAS Council Committee (242) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
3. OAS Investigation Committee (1125) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CAS; 045: TUR.!<EV!SVRIA - BORDER INCIDENTS (MARCH 19.55 .;..NOVEMBER1957) 

The UN proved useful as a forum for the airing of this dispute, helping the parties to dispel the dispute 
expediently. 

A growing Cold War tension between Turkey and Syria escalated after Syria expressed a sympathetic view 
on Nasserism. President Gamal Abdel Nasser's expressed designs for Egypt to lead the way to create a Pan-Arab 
state and, to achieve this end, began to procure arms from the USSR. Worried about neighbouring sentiments and 
recent military interests, Turkey, a US ally, began to build up troop numbers on the Syrian border. In September 1957, 
the USSR accused the USA of prompting threats of Turkish military action. Syria was concerned about Turkish troop 
movements on its border and called on the General Assembly to investigate, alleging border violations by the Turkish 
forces (October 15, 1957). The General Assembly held six meetings over the period from October 22, 1957 - November 
1, 1957. Syria requested that the General Assembly establish an investigatory commission to assess the Turkish threat. 
Turkey acknowledged that it was prepared to allow King Saud ibn Abdul Aziz (Saudi Arabia) to mediate but Syria 
refused the proposal. 

In November 1957, it appeared that the dispute had evaporated and those who had brought their concerns to 
the General Assembly during the earlier meetings did not press the Assembly for a vote or further action. On November 
1, 1957, Turkey withdrew its forces from along the Syrian border and consequently, Syria withdrew its complaint to the 
UN. 

Allsebrook (1986: 19), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 80), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 235-236), Butterworth 
(1976: 204-205), Zacher (1979: 232) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Referralt~~he UN Security Council (000) 
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CASE047~ ~YRIAllsRAEL- LAKE TIBERIASDISPUTE (OCTOBER 1955- DECEMBER 1955) 

Continuing tension between Israel and Syria saw the UN involved in one mediation attempt in the 
territorial dispute for control of Lake Tiberias (Kinneret). 

There were ongoing incidents of fighting along Syrian and Israeli borders, sometimes with different focal 
points. This was the third of nine disputes between Syria and Israel to be mediated by international organisations. The 
matter was mediated unsuccessfully by Major-General Arthur Burns, United Nations Truce Supervision Organisation 
(UNTSO). 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 81), Butterworth (1976: 124-125), Tillema (1991: 166-167) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Major General Burns, UNTSO (231) 1 - Unsuccessful 



CAse Q49: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC/CUBA AND VENEZUELA - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AGGRESSION AND 
EXILES CONFLICT (FEBRUARY 1956 - JANUARY 1962) 
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Referrals to the OAS in this border dispute were on the whole ineffective. The OAS body known as 
the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC) was asked to help resolve a potential threat to Cuban internal 
affairs posed by exiles. OAS investigations and sanctions did help Venezuela to cope better with the presence 
of constant Dominican Republic aggression. 

Cuba charged the Dominican Republic with planning aggressive strategies against Cuba on February 27, 
1956. The Cuban government appealed to the IAPC for assistance in settling the potential threat posed by the 
Dominican Republic's dictator, Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina. In response, the Dominican Republic made counter
charges, accusing the Cuban govemment of sending arms supplies to support an abortive revolution in the Dominican 
Republic. Cuba denied the allegations and requested that the IAPC investigate its claims. Cuba had stated that its 
internal security was threatened in a related incident after it had given sanctuary to an exiled former Dominican Republic 
police chief. It was later revealed that the exiled police chief had returned to the Dominican Republic and had merely 
been sent on a military intelligence gathering mission. Cuba also voiced suspicions about Dominican Republic 
involvement with Cuban dissidents who were plotting to assassinate Cuban dictator, Fulgencio Batista Zaldivar (March 
10, 1952 - January 1, 1959; 1973). It was suspected that the Dominican Republic interference was aimed at wiping out 
anti-Trujillo Cuban residents. 

The IAPC announced its decision on April 20, 1956, requesting that the parties seek a resolution via bilateral 
negotiations. There were no particular findings announced by the Committee. The dispute continued unresolved. 
Cuba renewed charges of Dominican Republic interference in its internal affairs on November 29, 1956, claiming that 
the Dominican Republic was financing and training Cuban rebels. On January 1, 1959, Fulgencio Batista Zaldivar was 
eventually overthrown by Cuban revolutionaries. 

On June 12, 1959, Venezuela broke off diplomatic relations with the Dominican Republic. In February 1960 
the antagonism between Venezuela and the Dominican Republic continued with Venezuela accusing the Dominican 
Republic of human right violations and lodging a complaint with the OAS (February 17, 1960). The Inter-American 
Peace Committee (IAPC) was active in the region investigating claims of human rights violations as well as keeping a 
watchful eye on the potential for inter-state conflict in the region. In November 1959, an aeroplane, registered in the US, 
was preparing to drop revolutionary propaganda over Venezuela. Pilot error resulted in the pamphlets being dropped 
accidentally over the island of Curacao on November 19, 1959, and compounding the pilots' dilemma, the aeroplane ran 
low of fuel was forced to land on Aruba. Venezuela lodged a formal complaint against the Dominican Republic with the 
IAPC on November 25, 1959, alleging Dominican Republic involvement in the fiasco. The IAPC findings confirmed the 
Venezuelan suspicions and the Dominican Republic authorities were charged with 'connivance' in the whole affair 
(Butterworth, 1976: 266) 

In April 1960, an exiled Venezuelan General, Castro Leon, and a number of his followers, invaded Venezuela 
from encampments in Colombia. The invasion mission seized full control of a border town, San Cristobal, and then 
declared over the local radio station that they had overthrown Venezuelan President Betancourt. The Venezuelan 
exiles were dealt by force and the situation was brought under control in a matter of days. 

Relations continued to deteriorate and on June 24, 1960, there was an assassination attempt on Venezuelan 
President Betancourt. Explosives were detonated close to his car; President Betancourt survived the attempt with 
serious burns, but one of his aides was more seroiusly injured. The Venezuelan Government suspected Dominican 
Republic complicity in the incident and discovered that those responsible for the assassination were Venezuelan exiles 
living in the Dominican Republic. The fact that a radio station in the Qominican Republic reported the attempt only 
fifteen minutes after it had occurred did not allay Venezuelan authorities' suspicions. On June 25, 1960, Venezuela 
formally accused Dominican Republican leader, Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina, of initiating the assassination attempt. 
The Dominican Republic denied the allegations and in response, fearing a Venezuelan attack, Dominican Republic 
troops were placed on stand-by alert. 

Venezuela also placed its forces on alert and made another formal accusation against the Dominican 
Republic. On June 30, 1960, Venezuela declared a state of emergency after Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina had 
charged Venezuela with making war preparations. 

On July 1, 1960, the Venezuelan Government called for an emergency meeting of the OAS, requesting the 
implementation of sanctions against the Dominican Republic. Venezuelan President Betancourt issued an ultimatum 
saying that if the OAS took no action against Trujillo's regime then Venezuela would be forced to act unilaterally. The 
OAS then established an OAS Investigation Committee on July 8, 1960 to look into the situation. On August 20, 1960, 
after the OAS Investigation Committee had returned its findings, the OAS passed a resolution condemning the 
Dominican Republic's 'acts of aggression and intervention'. The OAS Investigation Committee found that the earlier 
invasion conspirators, comprising of Castro Leon and his followers, had been furnished with passports by the Dominican 
Republic for the purpose of gaining entry to Colombia. The Committee also found that the assassination conspirators 
had been actively supported by the Dominican Republic, from the supply of the explosives to the instruction on how to 
use them. The OAS called upon its members to break diplomatic relations with the Dominican Republic and to enforce 
a strict arms embargo and partial trade sanctions. 

Over the course of the OAS debate on the matter, the US initially tried to get a more lenient resolution passed 
but eventually the US also complied with the implementation of sanctions and the severing of diplomatic relations. An 
OAS Special Sanctions Committee was established to oversee the implementation of the sanctions. Later in August 
1960, the OAS informed the UN that it was about to impose economic and diplomatic sanctions against the Dominican 
Republic for its hostile acts of aggression and intervention against the Republic of Venezuela. The UN Security Council 
notified the OAS that its approval was not necessary and that the sanctions did not constitute an enforcement action. 
The OAS eventually cancelled the sanctions on January 4, 1962, when it considered that the Dominican Republic no 
longer posed a threat to Venezuela. 

Dominican Republic opposition leaders took refuge in Cuba during the dictatorship of General Rafael Trujillo 
Molina. Cuban interference in the internal affairs of the Dominican Republic can be traced back to this group of political 
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exiles. The exiles, approximately 200 rebels, actively pursued the overthrow of General Rafael Trujillo Molina's regime. 
In June 1959 and July 1959, the exiles began a series of small air and sea invasions against the Dominican Republic 
with the support of Cuba and Venezuela. The Dominican Republic army was able to repel the exiles' small invasion 
attempts. The invasion attempts were not big enough to be completely successful but were instrumental in exposing the 
problems within the Trujillo regime. Some army units sent to repel the exiles defected and joined the exiles in their 
struggle. Though the matter was referred to the OAS by General Rafael Trujillo Molina in July 1959, the OAS took no 
action and there was no other dispute management strategy attempted. 

The OAS was later involved in the Dominican Republic in 1961, active in promoting democratic elections after 
the assassination of the autocratic leader, General Rafael Trujillo Molina. After a coup d'etat overthrew the new 
democratic leader President Balaguer in November 1961, the OAS showed minimal interest with only a brief Council 
debate on the matter. [See Case 119: USA/Dominican Republic - Constitutionalist Rebellion (April 1965 - September 
1966)] 

On September 5, 1960, a UN Security Council meeting was called to discuss the situation and the USSR 
oequested that a resolution be passed to deal with OAS sanctions but this was not passed. This phase of dispute 
dissipated after September 1960, when the threat to Venezuela had been alleviated by OAS action. The OAS Special 
Sanctions Committee reported that the Dominican Republic had not fulfilled any of the OAS demands of August 1960. 
As a result, the OAS Council imposed additional economic sanctions on the Dominican Republic on January 4, 1961. In 
April 1961, the IAPC concluded that there was a direct relationship between the inter-state tensions and the Dominican 
Republican dictator, Rafael Le6nidas Trujillo Molina. 

The OAS cancelled its sanctions on January 4, 1962, once it was perceived that the Dominican Republic no 
longer posed a threat to regional security. 

Allsebrook (1986: 25-26), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 94-95), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 244, 246-247), 
Butterworth (1976: 206, 264-271), Internet Web Site - Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin
re.htm), Zacher (1979: 236). 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

DAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS (000) 4 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the Inter-American Peace Committee (000) 3 - Unsuccessful 
3. OAS Investigation Committee (1125) 1 - Unsuccessful 

I nter-Am~rican ~~~ge C()llllllittElElJQQO)1- _LJnf;ucces!lful 
- - -~ 
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CASE 052:lsFiAELlJoRDAN -Mr. ScoPus CONFLlCT(JULV 1956 -JANuARV1958) 

UN mediation resulted in only partial settlement of this ongoing border dispute. 
This dispute saw Israel and Jordan engaged in small intermittent border attacks and retaliatory raids over the 

period from 1956 - 1958. The territorial issue was focused on the area of Mt. Scopus, close to Jerusalem on the 
Jordanian West Bank. In the wider perspective, it can be viewed as a fraction of the larger Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Over the earlier period from 1949 - 1956, the interstate tension had risen with a series of trade blockages in 
the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba, border attacks and terrorist activities from both sides. The UN Truce 
Supervision Organisation (UNTSO), that had been set up in 1948 to observe and maintain the cease-fire, continued to 
observe violations and reprisals launched by both sides. UN efforts although effectively reducing the possibility of 
escalation, were not able to bring resolution to the problem. In 1949 a Security Council resolution called on the 
disputants to seek a full settlement either in bilateral negotiations or through the Palestine Conciliation Commission 
(PCC) forum. The PCC reported back to the General Assembly in 1951, that the negotiations had been unsuccessful. 
The General Assembly placed the responsibility for seeking a final resolution on the disputants. UNTSO continued to 
monitor the demilitarised zones and the Security Council intervened in a number of specific border violations, 
particularly those involving the areas around the Jordan River, the Suez Canal, Quibya, Gaza, Nahhalin, Patish, 
Nahaloz and Lake Tiberias. 

The dispute continued in its earlier pattern over the 1956 - 1958 period. Retaliations and violations of borders 
showed that the Armistice Agreemen~s of 1949 only had a token effect. The internatlonal -:-rgan:sation's operations did 
however provide a forum for the airing of grievances. This is the third of four disputes between Israel and Jordan. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 83-84), Butterworth (1976: 124-125), Tillema (1991: 167-168), United Nations (1990: 15-
42, 419-420) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Dr. Hammarskjold, UN Secretary-General; Major General Burns, UNTSO (235) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Major General Burns, UNTSO (231) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to the UN Security Council: UN representatives of Jordan, Israel. (000) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Hammarskjold~gr. Urrutia(C?010I11bi1'1IlDiplomat)(23§)1-1. P~rtic:\1 Se:~lem.ent 



CASE054: UNITED KINGDOM,FRANCE AND ISRAEL/EGYPT· SUEZCANAL WAR (OCTOBER 1956. 
NOVEMBER 1956) 
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The UN successfully controlled the dispute and helped restore the situation but no full settlement was 
reached. A UN peacekeeping force had to be mobilised to minimise the violence. 

Problems surrounding Egypt's continuing policies of nationalism, British and French colonialism and Middle
Eastern territorial tensions all contributed to this dispute and the main catalyst came with Egypt's nationalisation of the 
Suez Canal (July 26, 1956). Britain and France, which had previously had control over the strategic waterway, 
eventually conspired with Israel to invade and occupy the canal-zone. After the nationalisation of the canal, the UK and 
France called for a Security Council meeting (September 23, 1956). Egypt followed suit on September 24, 1956. 
During seven open meetings and three closed meetings the problem was discussed (September 26, 1956 - October 13, 
1956). The Security Council adopted six principles of settlement that the parties had agreed to over various meetings 
with the Secretary-General (October 13, 1956). 

Israel began with an invasion of the Sinai Peninsula on October 26, 1956 - October 29, 1956. Talks on 
further arrangements ended on October 31, 1956 and a Security Council resolution calling for a cease-fire and Israeli 
withdrawal was vetoed by France and the UK despite the conditions set out in Article 27 (3) of the UN Charter (October 
30, 1956). 

When the Security Council called for an emergency meeting of the General Assembly under the 'Uniting for 
Peace' resolution 377 (V) of November 2, 1956, the vote called for a cease-fire, a full withdrawal of all foreign troops 
and action to clear to the canal. 

On November 4, 1956, the General Assembly requested that the Secretary-General set up a UN force. The 
General Assembly adopted resolution 1001 (ES-I) setting up the United Nation's Emergency Force (UNEF) on 
November 7, 1956, a special peacekeeping force to supervise the end to hostilities. The force comprised approximately 
6,073 men from ten different countries. The USSR abstention from the UNEF enabling resolution was because the 
USSR felt that only the Security Council could authorise a peacekeeping force. An Advisory Committee was also set 
up, in conjunction with the UNEF, by the General Assembly, to advise the Secretary-General on matters regarding 
UNEF (November 7, 1956). 

UNEF arrived in the region on November 15, 1957 and separated Egyptian and Israeli forces during the 
foreign withdrawals. UNEF was stationed on Egyptian territory in the Sinai with Egyptian consent until Egypt requested 
it to leave (May 16, 1967 - May 18, 1967). Troop withdrawals by the French and British were completed on December 
22, 1956 after the US threatened serious economic sanctions should they continue with the invasion. Israeli troops left 
by March 8, 1957. This confrontation was the second clash between Israel and Egypt, it was followed by two further 
disputes [See Case 131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967) and Case 157: Israel/Egypt - Yom 
Kippur War (October 1973)]. 

UNEF effectively maintained peace in the area for over 10 years, though the root cause of the problems 
between Israel and Egypt was not resolved. Though small border incidents continued to occur, they were infrequent 
and the mere presence of the UNEF helped to minimise any possibility of more serious conflict. UNEF's mandate was 
contingent on Egypt's consent for UNEF to remain posted on Egyptian territory and, as Israel would not accept UNEF 
forces to be stationed on its territory, UNEF was forced to pull out. The UN Secretary-General was not able to persuade 
the parties otherwise and so all UNEF troops were withdrawn from the Sinai by June 17, 1967. 

Allsebrook (1986: 17-18), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 84-85), Brecher et alia (1988: 229-234), Butterworth (1976: 
219-221), TiIIema (1991: H;4" 166), U;,ited Nations (1990: 43-78, 421-422), Zacher (1979: 230-231) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
2. Referral to UN Security Council: UN Representatives of all parties (000) 3 - Unsuccessful 
3. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold; Dr. Ralphe Bunche, UN Under Secretary-General (1012) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
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CASE 055: USSR/HUNGARY - HUNGARIAN UPRISING OF1956 (OCT0I3ER1956 - DECEMBER 1956) 

.' TotalConfliot Ma(1ag!!fnent Ef[~rts ",'. _~.~. _.~~_~_ 4 " 
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Currel1tDiS'puteSlafLis .... ·.··0 ." .'. Victory<.L 

The UN Security Council was deadlocked over taking any action in this dispute and so passed the 
matter on to the General Assembly. A General Assembly resolution called for a withdrawal of Soviet troops 
from Hungary but initiated no UN intervention. 

Premier Imre Nagy relinquished his position in 1955 after a closely fought leadAfship struggle with Stalinist 
Erno Gero. Nagy's continued support became more obvious in October 1956, when riots and violence broke out all 
over Hungary in support of his reinstatement to the premiership. During the fighting, Premier Erno Gero ordered his 
loyal forces to fire on protesters and subsequently, he was forced to resign. Imre Nagy was returned to the premiership 
by popular demand and the protests developed into an anti-Communist revoll. 

Internal unrest and sporadic fighting was reported throughout Hungary in early October 1956. The USSR 
feared that the open dissent in Hungary would spill over into other Soviet-backed countries in the Warsaw Pact group 
(Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Albania, Poland, East Germany, and Romania). Soviet troops present in Hungary had 
joined in the fighting. The intervention of Soviet forces was reported to the UN on October 22, 1956. France, the UK 
and the USA requested that the Security Council consider the problems in Hungary on October 27, 1956. Hungary 
objected to the Security Council becoming involved in any dispute within its domestic jurisdiction. On October 28, 1956, 
Premier Imre Nagy successfully negotiated a cease-fire and Soviet troops began to withdraw from Budapest on October 
29,1956. 

Further Soviet forces arrived in Hungary on Novembsr 1,< 956. Premier Imre Nagy appealed to the L:N 
Security Council on November 2, 1956, asking it to instruct the Soviet forces to withdraw and for the governments of 
both countries to negotiate a solution. USSR opposition in the Security Council made it impossible for the UN body to 
come to a decision on the matter. 

After the Security Council was unable to act on the referral, the matter was passed on to the General 
Assembly on November 4, 1956. On the same day, USSR forces launched a major offensive on Budapest, the attack 
involved approximately 200,000 troops, 2,500 tanks and a substantial number of armoured vehicles. The General 
Assembly issued a resolution calling for the immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary on November 4, 1956, 
but at this stage it was reported that the Soviet forces had successfully defeated the Hungarian revolt and a new 
Hungarian government had assumed control. The new Hungarian government, under former First Secretary Janos 
Kadar, notified the Security Council that order had been restored and that the previous appeal for UN assistance from 
former Premier Imre Nagy was now invalid. 

The Hungarian uprising ceased on November 14, 1956 after it became obvious that outside assistance was 
not forthcoming. Imre Nagy was executed. The General Assembly continued to pursue a means of peaceful resolution 
calling upon the USSR to withdraw several times. The General Assembly also called upon the Secretary-General to 
intervene and undertake some initiatives to seek resolution of the dispute. In addition to these measures, the General 
Assembly established a UN Special Committee on the Problem of Hungary (January 10, 1957). Though it was unable 
to visit Hungary, the three-man Special Committee's investigation reported that the popular uprising had escalated after 
the suppressive measures of the police force and it declared that the matter had been adequately dealt with by the 
General Assembly. The General Assembly appointed the current President of the General Assembly, Prince Wan, as 
its Special Representative (September 1957 - 1958). Sir Leslie Munro continued as the General Assembly's Special 
Representative from 1958 - 1962. A number of General Assembly resolutions were made through until 1962 but no 
further action was taken by the UN. 

Allsebrook (1986: 18), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 85-86), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 233), Butterworth 
(1976: 217-219), Tillema (1991: 49-5,,), Zacher (1979: 231) 

The Mediators: 

United Nations· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the UN General Assembly (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. UN Special Committee on the Problem of Hungary (1122) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 057:HoNDURAS/NICARAGUA- MOCORAN SEIZURE (APRIL 1957 m JUNE 1957) 

The OAS had a large part in brokering a cease-fire and mediating a more permanent solution for both 
parties. 

An attempt was made by Nicaragua to reclaim the Segovia River area along the Nicaragua/Honduras border, 
an area that was controversially awarded to Honduras in 1906 by the King of Spain. On April 18, 1957 Nicarsgua 
invaded Honduras in order to secure the area. After a Honduran counter-attack and some serious fighting the OAS 
became involved. On May 2, 1957 the Council of the OAS met to deal with Honduran accusations and Honduran 
complaints. 

The OAS Council, under US leadership, unanimously agreed to the establishment of an investigating 
committee (Argentina, Bolivia, Mexico, Panama, United States) whose task it was to assist the parties in achieving a ' 
cease-fire and a settlement of the issue. The committee was successful in establishing a cease-fire and the withdrawal 
of troops and its supervision of the area made these incremental steps to a peaceful solution more accessible. An ad 
hoc conciliation committee was initiated and it continued to try to mediate a lasting solution to the territorial problem in a 
month of negotiations whilst still monitoring the truce. With the agreement of the parties, the problem was tabled at the 
Intemational Court of Justice (ICJ) and an interim Joint Honduran Military Commission was established to patrol the 
border area. In November 1960 the ICJ retumed a decision in favour of Honduras and agreed that the transition period 
requested by Nicaragua should be handled by the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC). The IAPC plan for the 
transition period was agreed to by the ,Jarties in March 1961 and consequently th~ OAS assisted in the peaceful 
relocation of border residents, the survey of border territory and the eventual writing of new boundaries. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 87), Brecher et alia (1988: 234), Butterworth (1976: 225), Nye (1971: 140-141), Huth 
(1996: 203), Tillema (1991: 24, 26), Zacher (1979: 230-231) 

The Mediators: 

DAS-
-:r:-aAS Five-Member Commission: US Panama, Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina (143) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 

-- 7_'- • ------- - "------ -- --- -- .'- ...... -;---•• - •• ----=.-.-- .. _- _. --- .---.---. ----------.- .-.-;o---:._~."_ " _,._._ 
,-,-_.-:- -'.- -_.-
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CASE 958:lsRAEllSYRIA-;-GOLAN HEIGHTS CONFLICr(JuNE 19~7·FEBRUARY 1958) 

The UN mediated yet again in this region after renewed attacks by Syrians on Israeli positions along 
the Golan Heights border, July 1957. 

The border attacks continued intermittently through to February 1958 and then abated. Border tensions were 
not fully resolved. This was the fourth dispute between Israel and Syria to elicit international mediation. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 87), Butterworth (1976: 226-227), Tillema (1991: 167-168) 

The Mediators: 

United Nations· 
1. UN- Unspecified(146) 1 -Unsuccessful 
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CASE 060: PANAMA-REVOLUTIONARIES CONFLlCT(1958~MAY1959) 

CurteniDispiJiiiStatus . . ..•. ··Full Settlement 

DAS involvement was instrumental in restoring political control of Panama to the legitimate 
Panamanian government. 

In 1958, tensions between Panama's President Ernesto de la Guardia and the powerful Arias family were 
already very evident. Diplomat Roberto Arias began to plot to oust the President after his unexpected recall to Panama. 
He prepared an invasion force of approximately 100 Cubans and Panamanians and proceeded from Cuba to the 
Caribbean coast of Panama in late April 1959. 

With the support of the USA, Panama called for OAS assistance. Cuba agreed that the revolutionaries had 
come from Cuba but expressed official condemnation and ordered two officers to assist the ~AS. The OAS initiated an 
Investigating Committee (Brazil, Argentina, Costa Rica, Paraguay, United States) and received logistical support from 
Ecuador, Guatemala and Peru. With Cuba's assistance the five-man Investigation Committee settled the dispute, 
extracting a surrender from the revolutionaries. Roberto Arias went into exile in Brazil. 

At the OAS Council's request, the USA gave naval and air support after the surrender because of rumours 
that there would be a second wave to the invasion force. It never eventuated and the situation was resolved with 
Cuba's assistance and without Cuba being condemned. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 88-89), Brecher et alia (1988: 244), Butterworth (1976: 259), Nye (1971: 141-142), 
Tillema (1991: 25), Z2-·her (1979: 230-231) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-1-. -Referral to OAS: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAS Investigation Committee led by Senhor Fernando Lobo (Brazil), with Representatives from USA, Argentina, 

Costa.F!ica'~caraguay (412) 1 - 1 Full settlement 
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CASE 061: EqYPT/SUDAN ~ B()RDER DISPUTE (FEBRUARY 1958) 

CtirrenfDisputifStatus.··· ... ........ . ... c::..... .. ParUalSettlemenfi 

A hearing of the dispute in the UN helped the disputants to reach a partial settlement. 
An Egyptian claim dating back to 1899 to territory in the North Sudan was the root issue in this dispute. 

Egyptian troop movements along the Sudanese border prompted the Sudan to station troops along their border in the 
area (February 8,1958). 

Egypt moved into some of the region and attempted to hold a plebiscite. The situation came to the attention 
of the Arab League Secretary-General, Abdul-Khaleq Hassouna who was also an Egyptian citizen. His suggestion, that 
the matter be dealt with through Arab League channels, was disregarded by the Sudanese, who had opted for a 
Security Council meeting to deal with the Egyptian troop build up on the border (February 20, 1958). It was recognised 
that Egypt claimed two particular areas of the border. After the intervention of Ethiopia's Emperor, Haile Selassie, the 
Sudan and Egypt agreed to negotiate a settlement once the Sudanese elections had been held on February 27, 1958. 
Egypt moved its troops back to the existing border and agreed to postpone the territorial question until after the 
Sudanese elections. The Security Council did not take any further action after Egypt was seen to be in agreement and 
the Security Council put the matter aside on February 21, 1958. Egyptian forces reportedly withdrew on February 25, 
1958. The Security Council was notified of the outcome of the negotiations. Later in 1958, after a coup in Sudan, 
Sudanese and Egyptian relations eased and by October 27, 1958, negotiations had resumed. The dispute was 
resolved fully in an agreement on territorial water rights signed on November 8, 1959. 

Allsebrook (1986: 19), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 89), Brecher et alia (1988: 240), Butterworth (1976: 238-239), 
Miall (1992: 272-275), Zacher (1979: 233) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. UN Security Council (007) 1 - 1 PartiaIS.~Wement 
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CASE 062: FRANcEJTUNIsIA- MILITARY BASES CONFLICT (FEBRUARY 1958 g MAY 1958) 

Ciifren(Dis}JliteBtafus, .....;.; . .... . .. ' .. .... Abated ••.... ".' 

Mediation by the Security Council in this post-colonial dispute attempted to ensure a smooth 
evacuation of French military bases in Tunisia. 

Following independence from France in 1956, Tunisian relations with its former colonial ruler remained tense. 
Anti-French, Algerian nationalists, also seeking independence, were suspected by the French of receiving assistance 
from sympathetic Tunisians on the border. French moves to control the insurgents often encroached on Tunisian soil 
and these retaliatory attacks culminated in the bombing of a Tunisian border town, Sakiet Sidi Youssef, on February 8, 
1958. Tunisia's response was to surround all of the French military bases and put them under virtual 'house arrest' and 
closed all supply lines to the bases. In addition, Tunisia took its complaints about French 'aggressive' actions to the 
Security Council (February 13, 1958). 

Dag Hammarskjold, UN Secretary-General, stepped in and was able to immediately diffuse the threat of 
French retaliation and persuaded Tunisia to allow supplies through to the bases with personal assurances of French 
adherence to maintaining the status quo. The US and the UK then offered their good offices to mediate in the dispute. 
Further progress in the settlement of the dispute was made through the US/UK Good Offices Committee. The French 
created a buffer zone along the Algerian border and there were a number of minor retaliatory incidents up to May 1958. 

After an agreement was reached for French troops to withdraw from all bases, except a naval base at Bizerte, 
their continued presence led to a repeat of the earlier incident. The Tunisian government again cut off supplies to the 
ba~es in May 1958. By June 2, 1958, the UN Security Council had met because of complaints rE'ieived from both 
parties about the situation. The UN discussion of the conflict ended on June 4, 1958, at the request of the French 
government so that bilateral negotiations could resume with assistance from the US and UK. The parties announced an 
agreement on June 18, 1958, which stated that all French bases and troops would be disengaged from Tunisia except 
the base at Bizerte. Though this base would remain with a contingent of 12,000 troops, Tunisia was recognised as its 
sovereign authority. 

Allsebrook (1986: 26), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 89-90), Brecher et alia (1988: 235, 239-240), Butterworth (1976: 
233-234), Miall (1992: 279-280), Tillema (1991: 133-136), Zacher (1979: 233-234) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1.FlEltl3rr?lt().~N. Security. C9u~c:iLlJf\!.REl~res.Elnt?;tivEls Of. both~i9El~ .. (QQO).? .:-:.2 Partial. $.I3t.tI~rT1ents~ 
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CASE 064: LEBANON - FIRST CIVIL WAR (MAY 1958· JUNE 1959) 

CurientDisputeStafu5 ...... ·····L~sed ....••. 

The involvement of the UN played a significant part in preventing further escalation of the dispute and 
the Arab League negotiations conducted in New York also helped the Arab nations to handle the dispute. 

The beginnings of civil war were sown in June 1957, when President Camille Chamoun, a Maronite Christian, 
attempted to retain his office by seeking an amendment to the Constitution, which would allow him a second term, and 
by manipulating the elections. With growing antagonism between the religious factions pro-Western government under 
President Chamoun (supported by the Christian population) and the mostly Moslem, pro-Nasserist rebels, civil war 
broke out in May 1958. Pro-Nasser rebels readily found moral and logistical support from the newly-formed United Arab 
Republic (UAR), a merger of Egypt and Syria, February 1, 1958. 

Chamoun asked for US assistance on May 13, 1958 but the US only offered support reluctantly and on 
adherence to certain conditions. On May 16, 1958 the US declared that it would only send logistical support into 
Lebanon to help restore order. Meanwhile, the Lebanese Army was dogged by Lebanon's religious schisms and did not 
take an active role in suppressing the rebellion. 

Lebanon made a complaint to the Security Council on May 22, 1958 accusing the UAR (Syria in particular) of 
intervening in the internal affairs of Lebanon by assisting the rebels. On May 27, 1958, the Security Council was to 
discuss the matter but, after a late request by Iraq, it was agreed that the debate be postponed allowing the matter to be 
first dealt with by the Arab League. 

In four r:leetings over six days, the Arab League did not reach an agreement. Both the UAR cld tha 
Lebanese agreed that Lebanon would withdraw its appeal to the UN Security Council and the Arab League Council 
would appoint a conciliatory committee to mediate between the disputants in Lebanon. This resolution was accepted by 
all the League members except Lebanon who preferred to see the dispute settled in an international forum. 

The Security Council reintroduced the matter on June 6, 1958 and, on June 11, 1958, it adopted resolution 
128, deciding to dispatch the UN Observation Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL). UNOGIL's mission was to observe the 
sitL!ation to ensure that there was no rebel support in the way of arms or personnel coming across the Lebanese 
borders. UNOGIL's operation was supported by both Lebanon and the UAR. 

The Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold appointed Galo Plaza Lasso (Ecuador), Rajeshwar Dayal (India) 
and Major-General Odd Bull (Norway) as UNOGIL members with Galo Plaza Lasso as Chairman. With 10 other 
observers the group began their duties, which included aerial reconnaissance on June 12, 1958. The number of 
ob~ervers was raised to 100 by June 16, 1958. 

Despite heavy fighting in mid June, another plea for US assistance by Chamoun was not acted upon. It was 
only after the July 14, 1958 coup in Iraq, when the US perceived the region to be more susceptible to communist 
influence and Nasser's intervention, that the US decided to answer a third plea for assistance from Chamoun. On July 
15, 1958 US troops (14,000 approximately) entered Lebanon in an effort to stabilise the situation. About 2,000 British 
troops arrived on July 17, 1958. 

The UN Security Council had met on July 15, 1958 but was able to come up with no agreement in response to 
the US requested discussion on the dispute. The Secretary-General still made the decision to expand the observer 
group (at its peak UNOGIL totalled 591 observers, November 1958). The USSR and the US jointly tabled the issue to 
the General Assembly but by the time the General Assembly discussed the matter on August 8, 1958, the crisis had 
been resolved. 

Once General Chehab succeeded Chamoun as President on July 31, 1958 the dispute tensions subsided. 
Chehab requested the departure of US troops on August 4, 1958 and the foreign troops left later after the General 
Assembly organised for UNOGIL to facilitate the withdrawal of both US (by October 25, 1958) and British troops (by 
November 2,1958). 

On November 21, 1958 the Secretary-General submitted a plan for the withdrawal of UNOGIL. A full 
withdrawal of UNOGIL was completed by December 9,1958. Lebanon and the UAR resumed normal relations and the 
dispute was resolved. 

Allsebrook (1986: 19-20), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 91), Brecher et alia (1988: 241-242), Butterworth (1976: 229-
233), Nye (1971: 161), TiIIema (1991: 169-170), United Nations (1990: 175-185), Zacher (1979: 234-235) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to UN Security Council: UN representatives of Lebanon/UAR (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Referral to the Arab League: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 066: GUATEMALA/MEXICO;';'; MEXICAN SHRIMP BOATS (DECEMBER 1958 -SEPTEMBER 1959) 

A referral of this territorial and. resource dispute to the UN Security Council did not result in any 
further action by the organisation. 

The President of Guatemala spoke about his observations of a Mexican economic threat on December 29, 
195R. At the same time, the Guatemalan president warned Mexican fishermen of the dangers of encroaching into 
Guatemalan territorial waters. On December 31, 1958, Guatemalan airforce planes attacked three Mexican shrimp
fishing boats near the Guatemalan coast close to Champanico on the Pacific Coast. There were three Mexican fatalities 
from the attack and a number of wounded. After the attack the dispute escalated over the course of nine months, as 
growing Mexican nationalisrn and Guatemalan accusations of Mexican-incited subversive activities in Guatemala 
became more frequent. Guatemala also made frequent accusations of Mexican violations of the 12-mile Guatemalan 
territorial limit and issued several warnings to Mexican authorities. Guatemala had ordered Mexican crews to disembark 
and acknowledged that there were incidents of violence only when Mexican shrimp boats refused to comply. 
Guatemala claimed that searching and detaining the shrimp boats and their crews was merely to control arms and drug 
smuggling. 

For it's part, Mexico claimed that the fishing boats had been in its territorial waters and called upon Guatemala 
for a formal apology and reparations for the parties concerned in the incident (January 3, 1959). Under public pressure, 
Mexico broke diplomatic relations with Guatemala on January 23, 1959. Mexico had already made efforts to have the 
matter dealt with by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and the OAS, but in bc:h c<'Jes, Guatemala had refused to 
participate. Guatemala claimed that Mexico had established a strong military presence along Guatemala's borders. 
Guatemala instigated conciliatory measures to prevent a rapid escalation of the crisis and withdrew its border guards 
fifteen kilometres from its borders. Its diplomats remained in Mexico for eight days and the Guatemalan government 
tabled the matter of Mexican military build-up at the UN Security Council, but no action was taken (January 24, 1959). 

On January 26, 1959, it was reported that Mexico had take action against some of its Guatemalan residents 
and frozen their assets. On January 29, 1959, a bridge was destroyed in anti-Mexican demonstrations in a Guatemalan 
border town and threatening aerial manoeuvres were made by Guatemalan aircraft over Mexican territory. It was 
reported that Mexicans had looted a Guatemalan village at gun-point and, on January 30, 1959, Guatemala announced 
that it was considering severing diplomatic relations with Mexico. Further demonstrations occurred but the dispute was 
resolved peacefully on September 15, 1959, after Mexico resumed diplomatic ties with Guatemala. 

Butterworth (1976: 255-256), Brecher et alia (1988: 243) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1..BE!ferr~ltgJ'leUN - UnsPElcified {OQQ)1-
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CASE 067: NORTH VIETNAM/LAOS - FIRST LAOTIAN CIVIL WAR (DECEMBER 1958 m 1962) 

UN involvement in the Indo-China conflict (1958 • 1959) was minimal and the inquiry by the 
investigatory ~ommittee a token gesture. On the whole, the troubles in China, and particularly Vietnam, were 
managed outside of the UN forum. 

Problems arose from the resolution in the Geneva Conventions (1954) which sought to unite two nl.rthem 
provinces in Laos under one government, under Pathet Lao control. This dispute between Pathet Lao and North 
Vietnamese against the pro-Western royal Laotian government was the initial phase in a long civil war. A power 
struggle between various factions (rightist, neutralist and communist) evolved after the break-up of the tripartite 
Neutralist government in July 1958. By the end of 1958 civil war was imminent. 

An incident of violence along the north-eastern LaosNietnamese border soon escalated and it was suspected 
that attacks were evidence of a North Vietnamese invasion (July 1959). Laos asked for the Secretary-General of the 
UN to approve an emergency force to check alleged North Vietnamese aggression in September 1959. The Secretary
General recommended taking the matter to the International Control Commission (ICC). 

The UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold visited Laos and India in November 1959. He had previously 
hoped that the Laos matter could be dealt with by the ICC in February 1959, but further ICC involvement was not to be 
until May 16, 1961. During his visit, the Secretary-General appointed Sakari Tuomioja as his personal representative in 
Laos. While Mr. Tuomioja reviewed the economic needs of Laos, his own special consultant began to implement his 
recommendations. 

Sakari Tuomioja remained in Laos until February 1961, though the impact of the continued discussions was 
generally unproductive. He was officially replaced by Edouard Zellweger in March 1960. 

A renewed request for a UN emergency force came from Laos in September 1961. The Secretary-General 
called for a meeting of the Security Council which, after debate and acknowledgement of USSR disapproval, 
established a four-man investigatory sub-committee. The Sub-committee (Argentina, Italy, Japan, Tunisia) was to 
report on the guerrilla nature of the dispute, determining the extent or existence of North Vietnamese involvement. The 
territorial scope of the Committee's investigation was limited, conducted after the dispute had abated and their report 
was not considered to be very thorough. North Vietnam was implicated in the report but any proposed Security Council 
action could have been vetoed by the USSR. 

After a series of coups, a royally appointed Prime Minister, Prince Souvanna Phouma, joined in a mediation 
attempt by Secretary-General's personal Representative, Zellweger (August 31, 196:). The factional parties (Souvanna 
Phouma; Colonel Phoumi Nosavan, a former nationalist/neutralist leader; and Kong Lae, the new nationalist/neutralist 
leader) agreed on a cease-fire and the formation of a new government, with Phouma as Prime Minister and Colonel 
Phoumi as Vice-Premier and Minister of the Interior. The new government did not last long. A coup, orchestrated by 
Colonel Phoumi, and allegedly assisted by the US military and US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), ousted Phouma 
and installed Prince Boun Oum in power. US involvement in this dispute was a forerunner to continued US intervention 
in the Vietnam War (1962 - 1973). 

The UN barely featured in dispute management efforts after 1960, the parties preferring to refer the matter to 
the ICC. Only in January 1961 did Laos complain again to the UN of Soviet air support for the North Vietnamese rebels 
on the border. In 1962 the three factions and other external powers involved in the situation engaged in a meeting in 
Geneva and decided to back a coalition Laotian government and recognised Laotian neutrality. 

Allsebrook (1986: 20), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 93), Brecher et alia (1988: 223), Butterworth (1976: 240-245), 
TiIIema (1991: 252-257), Zacher (1979: 237, 240) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Edouard Zellweger, UN Secretary-General's Personal Representative toLaos (1028) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
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CASE. 070:~YRlAlIRAQ - MOSULREVQLT (MARCH 1959 • ,APRIL 1959) 

The Arab League's mediation in this dispute over the expansion of Arab nationalism was minimal. It 
did not significantly affect the outcome of the dispute. 

Arab nationalists, who sought Nasser's (Egypt - UAR) goal of creating a pan-Arab future, feared advancing 
communist interest in Iraq. High-ranking military officials, led by Colonel Shawaf find secret police, began to conspire 
against Iraq's leader Kassem and against the Iraqi communists (1958). Kassem had increasingly relied on the 
communists to subdue the nationalist element in Iraq and had also used the issue to assert Iraqi independence away 
from the influence of Nasser, the UAR and the Arab nationalists. Kassem's continued reliance on the communists, with 
military and economic relations secure with the USSR, saw mounting concern amongst the UAR. Syria was concerned 
enough to send large supplies of arms to Shawaf and his Arab nationalists for a planned coup. 

In early March 1959, Shawaf mobilised his troops and successfully seized Mosul, unaware that his comrades 
in Baghdad had not synchronised their attack. Kassem held control of Baghdad and ordered the rebellion in Mosul to 
be put down by direct air attacks. The rebellion was quashed in a violent and brutal way and several of the rebels 
managed to flee to Syria. There were several border clashes on the Syrian border. 

Kassem blamed the incident entirely on the UAR support of the rebels. 
In April 1959, Nasser (Egypt - UAR) called on the Arab League to condemn Iraq's brutal repression of the 

revolt. The Arab League refused to take sides on the matter. 
Relations between Iraq and the UAR did not improvE until February 1963 when Kassem was overt1lrown arId 

subsequently shot. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 94), Butterworth (1976: 253-255), Tillema (1991: 146-147) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE' 
1. ArabLeague Political Committee [Lebanon, Morocco, Saudi Arabia,Sudan,.Yemen] (3'77)1 - Unsuccessful 

~.c ...•... ··-· 
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CASE 072: CUBAlHAITI- HAITIAN EXILES CONFLICT (AUGUST 1959) 

OAS involvement in this dispute was minimal and a full investigation into the matter was seriously 
impeded by Cuba's refusal to allow the Inter-American Peace Committee (IAPC) entry to Cuba for its 
investigation. 

In 1959, Haitian dictator Frangois Duvalier repeatedly reported the presence of Hl'litian exiles engaged in 
guerrilla training in Cuba. The exiles, it was assumed, were in training to invade Haiti and overthrow Haitian dictator 
Fran90is Duvalier, nicknamed 'Papa Doc'. An organised group, called the Revolutionary Front, had based themselves 
in Havana but Cuba restated its policy that it was not aiding rebels based in Cuba (February 1959). In April 1959, an 
invasion attempt into Haiti from Santiago, was blocked by the Cuban Coast Guard. Haiti appealed to the US for 
assistance to deal with the exile problem and the US supported the Haitian Army with military supplies and helped with 
economic aid. The Dominican Republic also supported Haiti and dispatched troops to reinforce Haitian border security. 

Relations between Cuba and Haiti became increasingly tense despite Cuba's policy of indifference toward the 
rebels. As the rebel activity continued to come from Cuba, Haiti began to aim its acts of provocation at Cuban 
diplomatic representatives in Haiti. There were reports of sniping, grenade attacks and bomb threats against Cuba's 
diplomatic corps and in June 1959, Cuba made a formal protest to the Haitian governrnent. 

In mid July 1959, the Haitian government warned its citizens of a possible invasion attempt from Cuba. The 
invasion eventually occurred on August 15, 1959. A group of thirty armed exiles invaded and were promptly repelled. 
Haitian reports of the' rebels recruiting approximately 200 Haitians tc join'l]eir forces were unsubstantiated and only fiv" 
of the original thirty ring-leaders were captured alive. Haiti lodged a formal complaint against Cuba at the OAS 
Conference of Foreign Ministers meeting in Santiago, Chile. "Evidence gathered by a subsequent OAS probe together 
with other sources suggests that the rebels were an autonomous group; although they were based in Cuba, they 
received neither aid nor support from Fidel Castro's government" (Butterworth, 1976: 259). 

On August 31, 1959, Haiti requested an investigation by the IAPC. Haiti made no direct accusations of Cuban 
responsibility for the invasion but the Haitian appeal to the O/'.S implied that Haiti suspected Cuban complicity in the 
whole affair. Cuba refused entry to the IAPC. A seven-man investigating SUb-committee of the IAPC visited Haiti and 
confirmed the circumstances of the invasion but took no further action. 

On September 5, 1959, the Haitian government announced that the invasion force had completely 
surrendered. There were no further invasion attempts launched from Cuba into Haiti. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 95-96), Brecher et alia (1988: 244), Butterworth (1976: 258-259), Intemet Web Site -
Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Zacher (1979: 236-237) 

The Mediators: 

OAS-
-i.-Referral to the OAS Conference of Foreign Ministers (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OA§lnt~r-Ame!ican PeaceCommitt~e(123) ,1 -Unsuccessful 
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The UN sought to re-establish a stable Congolese government after the Congo gained independence 
from Belgium on June 30, 1960 and tried to resolve subsequent issues caused by continued political 
fragmentation. 

Only 12 days into its independence (July 12, 1960) the President of the Republic of the Congo, Joseph Kasa
Vubu and Prime Minister Lumumba called for UN military assistance to deter and control external aggression and to end 
the Belgium-backed secession of the Katanga province. On July 10, 1960 Mo'ise Tshombe, President of the Provincial 
Government of Katanga declared the province was ceding from the Congo. 

The Secretary-General, Dag Hammarskjold, brought the matter to the attention of the Security Council (July 
13, 1960) which in turn called upon Belgium to withdraw its troops and authorised the Secretary-General to organise 
logistical and military support for the new Congolese government (July 14, 1960). In addition, the Secretary-General 
established an operational peace force that was later authorised to use force to prevent civil war (February 21, 1961) 
and to eliminate mercenaries (November 24, 1961). The force, called the Operation des Nations Unies au Congo 
(ONUC) was to: ensure the withdrawal of Belgian forces; provide the government with technical and military assistance; 
maintain law and order and establish the government in a peaceful manner. These functions were rnodified later to 
prevent civil war and control foreign military elements and mercenaries. At maximum strength ONUC's troops 
numbered 19,828 (July 1961). 

UN Special Representative, Ra';:m J. Bunche (US), successfully negotiated the complete withdrawal of 
Belgian troops, all of which had withdrawn in September 1960. 

By Septernber 1960, there were three recognisable centres of power: President Joseph Kasa-Vubu and 
General Mobutu, who controlled the central government; the secessionist regime in Katanga, under Mo'ise Tshombe; 
and the radical forces of Congolese Prime Minister Lumumba and Antoine Gizenga. Prime Minister Lumumba still 
requested ONUC assistance in dealing with the growing Katanga secessionist movement led by Mo'ise Tshombe. The 
Secretary-General explained that ONUC's mandate did not extend to these requests and this was confirmed by the 
Security Council. The Secretary-General went on to negotiate an extension of the ONUC mandate and the UN 
permitted ONUC entry to Katanga on August 12,1960. 

Division amongst the UN members was also beginning to show. While it was Lumumba and his government 
receiving military equipment from the USSR, the ONUC operation received its support from the Western member states. 
During a power struggle between all three power centres, President Kasa-Vubu and his Chief of Staff, Colonel Mobutu 
seized power from Lumumba on September 13, 1960. Over the next eleven months of internal conflict ONUC just tried 
to protect politicians and promote conciliation between the parties. 

From September 17, 1960 - September 20,1960, the Congo referred the matter to a special meeting of the 
General Assembly citing the 'Uniting for Peace' resolution. The General Assembly reiterated the need to seek a 
peaceful solution and in turn established a Conciliation Commission. Members were asked to refrain from military 
assistance in the Congo unless under specific request by the Secretary-General. Special Representative Ralph J. 
Bunche (US), assisted by another UN Representative Andrew Cordier (US), were both replaced in September 1960 by 
Rajeshwar Dayal (Indian Ambassador). 

Lumumba was murdered by the Congolese in Katanga, January 1961. 
There were two areas in which the UN concentrated its involvement, promoting constitutional stability and 

removal of the elements of foreign interference. Following Lumumba's death, the Security Council decided: to take all 
necessary steps to prevent the outbreak of civil war; to investigate the circumstances around Lumurnba's murder and to 
restore the Congolese parliament and National Army to full operation (February 1961). The Conciliation Co~mission, 
which haL Deen set up by the General Assembly on September 20, 1960, found that the parties had uncol1,iJromising 
positions and advised that the parliament should be reconvened to authorise the establishment of a new national unity 
government. The Security Council also urged the parties to reconvene the parliament (February 1961) and at President 
Kasa-Vubu's request ONUC assisted in the re-opening on June 22, 1961. A government of national unity was approved 
on August 2, 1961 under Prime Minister Adoula (Leopoldville). Katanga, under Mo'ise Tshombe, and Stanleyville, led by 
Gizenga, opted not participate. Gizenga was appointed Vice-President of the new government but was later arrested. 

The removal of elements of foreign interference from Katanga, military troops and mercenaries, was 
addressed in the Security Council on February 21, 1961 which requested a universal withdrawal of foreign personnel. 
The Katangese hindered the Secretary-General's efforts to achieve a foreign withdrawal. The National Government 
called for the removal of all mercenaries from Katanga and asked for ONUC assistance in the matter (August 21, 1961). 
In the process of their peaceful supervisory role, of ensuring mercenary deportation, ONUC came under fire from 
Katangese in September 1961. ONUC proposed a cease-fire. After Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold was killed in 
a plane cra~h (September 17,1961) on route to meet with Mo'ise Tsh~mb9 on Septomber 18,1961, the cease-fire was 
concluded on September 21, 1961. UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold was later officially replaced by U Thant 
on November 3, 1961. 

The cease-fire continued to be violated by Tshombe and the Katangese secessionists. The Security Council 
resolved to oppose secessionists in Katanga and authorised ONUC to use force to remove mercenaries who were 
believed to be central to the secessionist movements (November 24, 1961). Fighting ensued and after ONUC's help, 
freedom of movement and some law and order was restored. ONUC also helped to arrange talks between Prime 
Minister Adoula and Tshombe, which produced a declaration from Mo'ise Tshombe recogniSing the central government 
(December 21, 1961). Later negotiations continued under the auspices of the UN but no progress was made and talks 
broke down after four months (March - June 1962). A 'Plan of National Conciliation' was proposed by the acting 
Secretary-General in August 1962 and was accepted by both of the parties. The 'Plan' set out various constitutional 
measures that would help to settle the differences between the central government and Katanga. In November 1962, 
the central government implemented an amnesty for the secessionists, however Katanga failed to implement its part of 
the 'Plan' ". 

On December 13, 1962 the Secretary-General asked for economic sanctions to be implemented against the 
Katanga province. Later in December, 1962 ONUC troops came under attack when they attempted to remove 
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roadblocks. ONUC managed to. peacefully regain authority in the region after a couple of days. Mo'ise Tshombe 
eventually agreed to end the Katangese secession on January 14, 1963. The Secretary-General U Thant reported that 
the secessionist movement had indeed ended by February 4, 1963. But, at the request of the Congolese govemment 
the ONUC force remained behind until June 30, 1964, assisting the govemment in: the training and organisation of the 
National Security Forces; the maintenance of peace and order during the resolution phase; and the supply of famine 
relief for some areas. 

On June 30, 1964 ONUC withdrew from their operation in accordance with their mandate. A total of 234 UN 
personnel died in the ONUC mission, 195 of these as a result of hostile action. 

The OAU was not actively involved in high-level mediation during this dispute, but it did try to promote a 
peaceful settlement. To assist in achieving national reconciliation, the OAU set up an ad hoc Conciliation Commission 
comprising ten member states. In September 1964, the OAU Council appealed to the Congolese govemment to stop all 
hostilities and use of mercenaries, along with a request that all Congolese leaders seek national reconciliation. The 
mediatory efforts of the ad hoc Conciliation Commission were unsuccessful over October 1964 and November 1964. In 
March 1965, the OAU Council did hold two weeks of talks over the accession of Mo'ise Tshombe and his govemment. 
The Council was so deeply divided over the legitimacy of any intervention action that it was incapable of acting at all and 
could not come up with a cease-fire resolution. Even the conciliation commission, which was active for a few months 
over 1964, was not an effective operation because its impartiality was questioned by the Tshombe govemment. Mo'ise 
Tshombe was suspicious of OAU impartiality because of the Commission's friendlier greeting to the rebels and the 
general disapproval for his regime held by other states. 

Stability in the region was only temporary. The Republic of the Congo, renamed Zaire in 1972, was to 
undergo further political upheaval and the issue of Katanga secession was revisited in 1966 - 1967. 

Allsebrook (1986: 23-24), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 97-98), Brecher et alia (1988: 247-248, 272), Butterworth 
(1976: 281-283, 385-386, 387-388), Miall (1992: 289-291), Nye (1971: 156-157), Oluo (1982: 83-97), Tillema (1991: 73-
76), United Nations (1990: 215-259, 435-436), Zacher (1979: 237-239, 255-256) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Referral to UN Security Council [Representatives of Belgium and Congo, Unspecified Congolese representative; 

Mo'ise Tshombe, Premier of Katanga] (000) 6 - 2 Partial Settlements 
2. Dr. Ralph Bunche, UN Special Representative (018) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. Dr. Dag Hammarskjold, UN Secretary-General (031) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. UN Conciliation Commission (189) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. UN Officials (146) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
6. Secretary-General Dr. Dag Hammarskjold; M. Mahmoud Khiari, UN Deputy Chief in Leopoldville ~661) 1 - 1 Cease

fire 
7. Mr Robert K. Gardiner, UN Officer in Charge (Ghana); UN Officials (191) 1 - Unsuccessful 

U Thant,LJf\J_!3E3cretary-General(053)g-} Particll?enl~fl1~nt,1.~uIlSel!I~IT!.El~t 
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CASE080:USAICUBA - BAY OF PIGS DISPUTE (APRIL 1961 - MAY 1961) 

The airing of this dispute in the forum of the UN was not a significant element in the dispute's overall 
management. 

With the overthrow of the US-backed Cuban government, under Fulgencio Batista Zaldivar (March 10, 1952 -
January 1, 1959, 1973) in 1959, the US began to seriously consider ways of encouraging the collapse of the new Cuban 
government and its leader, Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz. The US feared the possibility of Communist expansion in the 
region and consequently, the Kennedy Administration set about ensuring Fidel Castro's downfall. The US Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) began equipping and training anti-Castro, Cuban counter-revolutionaries who had been living 
in exile in Guatemala. 

In July 1960, Cuba lodged a formal complaint with the UN Security Council over US support for Cuban 
counter-revolutionaries operating out of a base in Guatemala. The UN Security Council understood that the matter was 
presently being considered by the OAS and the Security Council only reinforced its support for the OAS to find a 
peaceful solution (July 19, 1960). Cuba made a second accusation on December 31, 1960, alleging that the US was 
making preparations for an armed offensive. 

In October 1961, Colombia and Peru appealed to the OAS to investigate reported civil rights violations in 
Cuba and Cuban subversion in Latin America. No action was taken by the OAS at this stage. There was a further call 
from Colombia in November 1961, requesting OAS action in any violation of international conventions by Cuba. The 
Punta del Est(; Conference took place over December 1961, at wh'::h it '.'las hoped that some general policy Oli r,~w to 
deal with Cuba could be formulated. The Conference ended with four main resolutions passed: Cuba was excluded 
from the OAS; arms supplies to Cuba were placed under an embargo; extension of the embargo would be looked into 
by the OAS Council; and a Special Consultative Committee on Security was set up. The effect of these resolutions was 
minimal. Arms were still reaching Cuba via Soviet channels and the Special Consultative Committee on Security lacked 
a broad enough mandate to be effective. The presence of the Committee continued to be active through 1967 - 1968, 
dealing with problems related to Che Guevara's rebel activities in Bolivia. 

In January 1962, the OAS decided to exclude Cuba from participation in the Inter-American Peace Committee 
(IAPC) and Inter-American system. Cuba appealed to the Security Council to obtain an advisory decision on the matter 
from the International Court of Justice but this request was denied by the UN Security Council (March 1962). 

On April 17, 1962, approximately 1,500 Cuban exiles launched a well-orchestrated invasion, aided by the 
USA. The 'Bay of Pigs' invasion was defeated over the c~urse of several days and eventually the counter-revolutionary 
forces surrendered on April 20, 1962. In the attack, air strikes aimed at immobilising Cuba's air superiority were initiated 
by covert US forces. The covert US air operations failed to wipe out their desired targets and Cuba was able to 
overcome the invasion attempt. A number of the counter-revolutionaries escaped into the hills of Cuba but the majority 
of the invasion force had been captured by May 1962. Cuba referred the matter to the UN General Assembly as it was 
in session at the time. 'While a sufficient number of UN members felt that the Cubans should be allowed to present 
their charges, the Western states had sufficient voting power in the organisation to 'bury' the issue in a committee of the 
General Assembly" (Zacher, 1979: 241). The UN General Assembly's response was a weak resolution that requested 
all UN members act peacefully and resolve the problem without further tension. 

A great embarrassment to the US Kennedy Administration, the Bay of Pigs invasion was the first episode in a 
string of escalating tense altercations between Cuba and the USA. The following dispute involving the USA and Cuba, 
Case 092: USNUSSR - Cuban Missile Crisis (September 1962 - November 1962), was to be one of the tensest stand
offs of the Cold War. Over 1964, there was increasing pressure to remove the OAS embargo. The US position on the 
removal of the embargo did not change until July 1975, when the US finally voted in favour of lifting the trade embargo. 
After this, the OAS permitted its t •• embers to ~ecide on their own policies toward Cuba. 

Allsebrook (1986: 26), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 103), Brecher et alia (1988: 250-251), Butterworth (1976: 280-
281,295-299, 318-319), Internet Web Site - Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). 
Tillema (1991: 16-17), Zacher (1979: 241) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS -
1. Referral UN Security Council (OOO) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referral to the UN General Assembly (OOO) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS (OOO) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAS - Unspecified (079) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 081:IRAoIKuWAiT -KUWAITI INDEPENDENCE CRISIS (JUNE 1961 - FEBRUARY 1962) 

FtJWSettiement' . 

The Arab League and United Nations were both involved in the management of this dispute but only 
the Arab League had a noticeable impact on its settlement. 

Kuwait was originally part of the Ottoman Empire throughout most of the 1800's. In 1899 Kuwait de..;iared its 
independence and sought protection from Britain. In exchange for British protection, Kuwait authorised Britain to take 
care of its foreign policy. Kuwait was granted its independence from the UK on June 19, 1961. On June 25, 1962, 
Iraq's Prime Minister Abdel Karim Kassem announced Iraq's claims over the entire territory of Kuwait. Iraq claimed that 
Kuwait was actually part of Iraq's Basra province and should be 'liberated'. Although there was no clear indication that 
Iraq intended to annex the territory, the claims were enough to mobilise British and Saudi Arabian troops in Kuwait. 

By July 1, 1961, there were 100 Saudi Arabian paratroopers in the area. Kuwait, with the support of Britain, 
complained to the UN Security Council over the Iraqi threat (July 1, 1961). On July 2, 1961, Iraq also lodged a 
complaint, saying that it felt threatened by the presence of British troops on the border. At the Security Council meeting 
held on July 2, 1961, there was no resolution passed. With the inability of the UN to deal with the situation, the USSR in 
firm support of Iraq and the US in support of Kuwait, the opportunity for the Arab League to offer dispute management 
arose. 

Although Kuwait was not a member of the Arab League, many of the other Arab League members felt 
strongly about the potential for serious conflict in this dispute. Arab League Secretary-Gel.aral i-iassounah visited both 
capitals, Baghdad and Kuwait, and tried to resolve the situation (July 1, 1961). The Arab League Council met over July 
12, 1961 - July 13, 1961. After discussion the parties were no closer to resolving their dispute with Iraq, immovable 
over its claims, and Kuwait unwilling to see a complete withdrawal of British forces until Iraqi claims had been 
renounced. Kuwait was in favour of replacing the British forces with an Arab League force. 

Kuwait was duly inducted into the Arab League by resolution over the course of these meetings, even after 
Iraq had made plain its objections. The same resolution also provided for the establishment of an Arab League force, to 
replace the British forces in Kuwait. The Arab League Force arrived in Kuwait on September 10, 1961, and by October 
19, 1961, all of the British forces had withdrawn from Kuwait. After a relaxation of Iraqi claims over the territory, the 
Arab League Force was reduced on December 6,1961. By February 1962, the Arab League Force had also withdrawn 
from Kuwait. 

Allsebrook (1986: 29), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 104), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 252), Butterworth 
(1976: 306-308), TiIIema (1991: 151-152), Zacher (1979: 241) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League Secretary-General Hassounah (034) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Arab League Council (1124) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE083:FRANcE/TUNISIA - BIZERTE CONFLICT (JuLv1961-SEPTEMBER 1961) 

The UN Security Council and Secretary General were called upon again to resolve the dispute over 
remaining French military bases in Tunisia. 

After bilateral negotiations with the US and UK (June 18, 1958) France and Tunisia were in agreement that all 
French bases and troops would be disengaged from Tunisia except the base at Bizerte. This base was to remain with a 
contingent of 12,000 troops, under Tunisian sovereignty [See Case 062: FrancelTunisia - Military Bases Conflict 
(February 1958 - May 1958)]. 

The dispute erupted again when French plans to extend the runway at the Bizerte airport were announced 
1961. Tunisia wanted a complete French withdrawal and placed a blockade around the Bizerte base, July 19, 1961. 
Following the French announcement that reinforcements would arrive, Tunisia threatened to shoot at any aircraft 
attempting to land at the base. A French reconnaissance aircraft was shot at and fire was returned. By July 20, 1961, 
casualties on both sides had mounted (610 reported), diplomatic relations had been severed and Tunisia appealed to 
the UN Security Council for assistance. While the Security Council was meeting on July 21, 1961 - July 22, 1961, 
French troops engaged in heavy fighting (1,021 fatalities) and took control of the town of Bizerte. 

The Security Council (July 22, 1961) called for an immediate cease-fire and a return to pre-July 19th territorial 
positions. France abstained from this decision. The cease-fire was almost immediately applied but the original troop 
positions were not resumed. UN Secretary-General then visited the Tunisian capital, Tunis, on July 24, 1961, at 
Tunisia's request. A meeting with French officii..;s was not forthcoming. Even a personal visi! uy Dag Hammarskjold to 
the Bizerte township (July 26,1961) was not treated by the French as an opportunity to negotiate. 

On July 28, 1961 the French announced that they would only resolve the matter through direct negotiations 
with Tunisia and would not engage in negotiations through UN channels. 

With the Security Council shut out of negotiations and unable to come up with any substantive decisions to 
resolve the dispute, a special session of the General Assembly was called and began on August 21, 1961. The General 
Assembly backed the Security Council resolutions and, in addition, reaffirmed Tunisia's sovereign rights in requesting a 
full French withdrawal. Negotiations were called for but, for the remainder of 1961, the two sides basically hardened 
their positions. All Arab League members and also the USSR made offers of assistance to Tunisia over this period 
(August 30, 1961). 

There were some incremental agreements to come from continuing negotiations between the disputants 
(September 8, 1961; September 29, 1961; October 1, 1961). Agreement over a staggered French withdrawal came in 
January 1962 and then an agreement for a full withdrawal was announced on August 13, 1963. The full evacuation of 
French troops was not finished until October 15, 1963. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 105-106), Brecher et alia (1988: 239-240, 252-253), Butterworth (1976: 233-235, 314-
316), Miall (1992: 279-280), TiIIema (1991: 133-136), Zacher (1979: 233-234, 242) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to UN Security Council: M. Armand Berard, French UN representative; M. Mongi Slim, Tunisian 

representative (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. DagHam;ncHsklold Secretary~C3eneral of UN (031U-Unsucces~flJl 
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CAsl:08.4: INDIAlPORTUGAL ~GOA CONFLICT (DECEMBER 1961} 

The UN proved to be ineffective in handling this dispute, as the USSR and the ex-colonies within the 
UN membership sided with India on the status of Goa and the other Portuguese colonies of Damao and Diu. 

Portugal had occupied several Indian ports since 1505. Over time, many of these territories had been 
returned to Indian control. At the time of India's independence in 1948, Portugal still maintained control over one of the 
most prosperous port colonies, Goa. India requested the return of the protectorates but Portugal refused to concede the 
rights to this territory and several other smaller ones still in Portuguese control. India attempted to force the Portuguese 
to leave in 1955 by promoting a campaign of passive resistance in Goa. The passive resistance agitators were brutally 
suppressed. 

The Indian government passed legislation annexing the territories in 1961 and as a result both states 
reinforced their military presence in the region. Indian Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, again officially requested that 
Portugal relinquish Goa (December 11, 1961). Border skirmishes began to occur on December 15, 1961. Following the 
outbreak of hostilities, the President of the Security Council received letters from India and Portugal regarding the 
territory in December 1961. Portugal alleged that the build-up of Indian military along the border had violated India's 
territorial integrity and airspace. India responded by accusing Portugal of launching attacks on Indian villages. UN 
Secretary-General U Thant cabled both of the disputants advising them to refrain from hostile acts and to begin 
negotiations (December 14, 1961). 

India launched a major invasion of Goa on December ;7, 1961, and after brief hostilities Portugal 
surrendered, relinquishing the territory to India (December 18. 1961). On December 19. 1961. Portugal made an official 
complaint to the Security Council. In the Security Council. a resolution calling for the end to hostilities, India's immediate 
withdrawal and a peaceful settlement, was vetoed by the USSR (December 19, 1961). There remained an element of 
bitterness between the two states over the incident but this dissipated after a new government in Portugal renounced all 
claims to the former territories in 1974. 

Allsebrook (1986: 30). Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 106). Brecher. Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 256), Butterworth 
(1976: 197-198). Zacher (1979: 243-244) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. UN Secretary-General U Thant (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Referraltoth!3 Uf\J§El<2uritygouncii (000)1- UllsLJc;gessful 
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CASE 085~ INDONESIAIMALAYSIA- BORNEO CONFLICT (1962- NOVEMBER 1965) 

The UN mission in this case was to discern the wishes of the people of Sabah and Sarawak with 
regard to their territories joining the Federation of Malaysia. 

In 1961 the initial plans for a federation of Malaysian states was to include Sabah and Sarawak, British 
protectorates. After agreeing to unite the protectorates with Brunei, Bomeo and Malaya on August 1, 1962, the UK and 
Malaya established the federation on August 31, 1963. 

There were anti-federation movements in all of the territories intending to be in the federation but only Brunei 
opted not to join. After a series of revolts in December 1962, Brunei was granted independence and in September 1963 
it remained a British Protectorate. 

With the granting of independence to Sarawak and Sabah (formerly called North Bomeo) on September 16, 
1963 both territories decided to joined the Federation of Malaysia. This decision was not readily accepted by the other 
parties. The inauguration of the Federation, scheduled for August 31, 1963, was postponed by Malaya so that UN 
teams could examine and verify the election results. After a meeting between Malaya, Indonesia and the Philippines in 
Manila, the UN Secretary-General U Thant was asked to appoint a mission to ascertain the general attitudes of the 
people of Sarawak and Sabah towards the Federation (August 5, 1963). Following UK approval for the mission, the 
Secretary-General sent eleven members of the Secretariat to investigate (August 16, 1963 - September 5, 1963) and 
the inquiry teams were also accompanied by Indonesian and Philippine observers. U Thant's final report on September 
14, 1963 concluded that there was majority support for the Federation and that the elections had been properly 
conducted. The Malaysian Federation was finalised on September 16, 1963 despite continuing Indonesian and 
Philippine dissatisfaction. 

Indonesia refused to recognise the federation members and from January 1964 it engaged in military 
operations along its border with Malaysia Bomeo. British troops sought to contain the incursions. When the incursions 
escalated to sea and air attacks in August 1964, New Zealand and Australian troops began to assist British and 
Malaysian forces. Talks between the parties failed and in September 1964 the Security Council met, hearing a 
Malaysian charge that Indonesia had dropped paratroops into South Malaya. Indonesia argued that Malaysia was being 
used by the British in efforts to subvert the Indonesian govemment. A resulting Security Council resolution called for the 
parties to resume talks, refrain from any use of force and respect each other's territorial integrity. This resolution was 
vetoed by the USSR. 

When Malaysia was accepted as a new member of the Security Council in January 1965, Indonesia withdre\'J 
entirely from the UN in protest. Relations between the parties continued to be strained until civil crisis in Indonesia saw 
President Ahmed SUkarno's administration undermined in October 1965. The dispute had completely diSSipated by 
March 1966 when Sukarno was forced to resign. Relations between Indonesia and Malaysia were revived over August, 
1966. Indonesia resumed its participation in the UN on September 19, 1966. 

Allsebrook (1986: 36-37), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 107), Brecher et alia (1988: 261-262), Butterworth (1976: 344-
345,348-351), Huth (1996: 233-234), Tillema (1991: 260-262), Zacher (1979: 252) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS -
1. Mr C. V. Narasimhan; Chef de cabinet for U Thant (164) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. lJ Thant, UN Secretary-General (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 



CASE086:INDONESIAITHE NETHERLANDS - WEST IRIAN(IRIAN JAVA) ADMINISTRATION DISPUTE 
(JANlJA-RY 1962·AuGUST 1962) 
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The UN made mediation efforts to try to resolve this territorial dispute between Indonesia and colonial 
power, the Netherlands, over status of West Irian. 

f)espite Indonesia being granted independence from the Netherlands (December 27, 1949) the control of 
West Irian, a colony of the Netherlands was never settled. When the Netherlands announced it was relinquishing the 
territory it denounced Indonesian claims over the land and stated intentions that West Irian be returned to its residents 
and administered, even if only for a transitional period, by an international authority. Indonesia set about a course of 
action to reclaim the territory. In 1954 Indonesia took its claims to the General Assembly but no action reSUlted. The 
resolution issued by the General Assembly in 1955 only urged the parties to conduct their own negotiations. 

By December 1961, Indonesia had fully mobilised its forces in the area and begun a series of small raids. 
The UN Secretary-General, U Thant, immediately began to mediate in an effort to end clashes and contain the spread 
of the violence. He sent appeals to both parties in December 1961 and January 1962 for them to find a peaceful 
solution and on January 17, 1962 he asked both to send representatives for discussions with him. U Thant was able to 
arrange a session of informal talks between the parties, mediated by his acting representative Ambassador Ellsworth 
Bunker (US). Meetings continued with the Secretary-General urging the Netherlands to release prisoners and see to 
their repatriation (March 11, 1962). 

Complaints of force were still made to the Security Council but the liN Secretary-General Representative 
Bunker managed successfully mediate an initial agreement (July 31, 1962) then an official agreement was signed 
August 15, 1962. The agreement approved the formation of a Temporary Executive Authority (UNTEA) which would 
administer the territory until after May 1, 1963 when Indonesia would be handed sovereign authority. It began its 
mission on October 1, 1962. Self-determination was to be exercised by the inhabitants before 1970. The General 
Assembly approved of the agreement and the Secretary-General's role September 21, 1962. 

The UN supervised a cease-fire and withdrawal with a UN Security Force (UNSF). The UNSF mission began 
on August 18, 1962 under the command of UN Secretary-General's Military Adviser, Brigadier-General Indar Jit Rikhye 
(India) and 21 experienced military observers. UNSF totalled 1,500 personnel and 76 aircraft personnel at maximum 
strength. 

Fernando Ortiz Sanz was appointed as the UN Secretary-General's representative to supervise the process 
of self-deterrnination that was scheduled from July 1969 - August 1969. Self-deterrnination, an 'Act of free choice', was 
implemented by the UN July 14, 1969 - August 2, 1969. The territory voted to remain under Indonesian control. 

Allsebrook (1986: 31), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 108-109), Brecher et alia (1988: 254-255), Butterworth (1976: 
292-293), Huth (1996: 233), TiIIema (1991: 259-260), United Nations (1990: 262-277, 438), Zacher (1979: 244) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. U:rharlt,.LJN§ecr~tary-General (053)1 -1.F'artial§ettl~rnel1t 
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CASE 087: VENEZUELA/GUYANA - ESSEQUIBO RIVER DISPUTE (FEBRUARY 1962 - JUNE 1970) 

,""T21£gLQ2JlfJ!ELManafI~f1J..~nt E!lCL1L,~,_~~~,~~,_~_,~J~L __ ~_,--
Tot[J/,QtgEirJis~tiQn?,IMediationsand Referrals' 5 
Fataliil~sRaw(ja;ci.J!aHonj , . 0 

, Current DiS ute,Stafus 

The UN Secretary-General made efforts to resolve the ongoing dispute between Guyana (British 
Guiana) and Venezuela over a stretch of territory along the Essequibo River. 

An Arbitration Tribunal awarded Great Britain approximately 45,000 miles of border territory between Guyana 
and Venezuela in 1899. In 1905 the boundary was demarcated. However, in 1962, Venezuela restated claims nver the 
territory and also brought the matter before the UN General Assembly (February 1962). It was alleged that Venezuelan 
claims were only raised at the UN at this time to pre-empt territorial settlements before Guyana was granted its 
independence. In 1962, Britain announced that Guyana would soon become independent and initially Venezuela 
acknowledged support for the existing boundaries. Following the Venezuelan appeal to the UN, the parties agreed to 
discuss the documentation relating to the boundary and a meeting was held in London from November 5, 1963 -
November 7,1963. The parties were unable to reach an agreement at this meeting. 

The Essequibo territory dispute abated until May 1965 when Venezuela declared that oil concessions for the 
Essequibo region, granted by British Guiana were invalid. After Guyana's independence was declared in 1966, 
Venezuela began to make claims on territory amounting to approximately sixty-two percent of Guyana's territory. Gold 
had recently been discovered in the disputed territory. By February 17, 1966, a mUlti-party commission of British, 
Venezuelan and Guyanese representatives came together to investigate claims and seek a peaceful solution to the 
border dispute. An accord was signed by the parties and Venezuela seemed content to allow the multi-party 
commission to conduct a four-year bOL'ndary study without pressing its claims further until this precess was completed. 
Venezuelan patience did not last four years. On October 14, 1966, Venezuela took the island of Ankokoin in the Guyuni 
River and occupied this section of territory that was originally awarded to British Guiana. 

Dr. Raul Leoni, President of Venezuela, annexed the territorial waters off the coast of Guyana Essequibo on 
July 9, 1968. The waters claimed extended from three to twelve miles off the coastline. Venezuelan naval vessels were 
reported patrolling the area just outside the three-mile zone. Guyana lodged a complaint with the UN Secretary
General, U Than!. Other UN members also protested over the Venezuelan actions but did not intervene. The US 
appealed to the Venezuelan govemment to retract their annexation policy. Guyana announced that the Venezuelan 
annexation was based on claims that were null and illegal. Guyana's government stated that it would resist Venezuelan 
invasion attempts. It was at this time that Venezuela withdrew its representatives from the multi-party Boundary 
Commission. By August 1968, this particular phase in the dispute had dissipated. Secretary-General U Thant had 
offered his good offices to help the parties come to a peaceful resolution but this ::lffer was not taken up by the parties 
and no UN action was taken at this stage. 

In January 1969, the Essequibo dispute resurfaced during a small rebellion in the Rapununi district, situated 
in the Essequibo region. As the Guyanese government took measures to capture the secessionist rebels, the rebels 
sought refuge in Venezuela. Though Venezuela denied any involvement in the rebellion, Guyana accused Venezuela of 
supplying the rebels with arms and training, The rebellion was quashed by January 12, 1969. Spasmodic clashes 
continued to occur in February 1970 and led to direct mortar attacks between Guyanese and Venezuelan border troops 
on March 22, 1970. Further similar incidents were narrowly avoided. The mUlti-party Boundary Commission ended its 
mandate in 1970. Venezuela and Guyana negotiated between them to defer settlement of the Essequibo border for 
twelve years, as was agreed in the Protocol of Trinidad, signed in Port-au-Prince on June 18, 1970. 

The Protocol of Trinidad expired in June 1982 and Venezuela made it clear that there would be no renewal of 
the Protocol. Both parties, and the UK, were obligated, under the Geneva Agreement of February 17, 1966, to 
negotiate a peaceful settlement to the dispute. Having reached no agreement themselves, the parties approached the 
UN Secretary-General for advice. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar announced that he would fulfil his 
responsibilities under the Geneva Agreement and dis pate. , the Undc~ Secretary-General to assess the situation. Und&r 
Secretary-General Diego Cordovez visited Venezuela and Guyana over the period from August 21, 1983 - August 26, 
1983, to assess the border situation. 

Allsebrook (1986: 46, 84-85), Brecher et alia (1988: 284-285), Butterworth (1976: 329-331), Huth (1996: 204), Internet 
Web Site - Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.je!.es/Ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Tillema (1991: 40-41) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to the UN General Assembly (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to UN Secretary-General, U Thant (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
4. UN Secretary-General U Thant (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Under Secretary-General Diego Cordovez (466) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Dr. Consalvi, UN Special Envoy (505) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 088: CHILE/BoLIVIA - LAUCA RIVER DAM DISPUTE (MARCH 1962 - SEPTEMBER 1964) 

The OAS took no direct action to resolve this dispute. The fact that it only acted as a forum for the 
disputants to air their grievances, frustrated Bolivia to the extent that it temporarily withdrew from the 
organisation in June 1963, and then withdrew again in protest at the lack of OAS action in September 1963. 

Chile made it known that it had drawn plans up for the construction of a dam on the Lauca River in 1962. The 
implications of the Lauca River's diversion would increase water flow to Chile but it was also predicted that the water 
flow would reduce Bolivia's irrigation reserves considerably. Bolivia threatened that the diversion of the river would be 
considered an act of aggression. Bolivia severed diplomatic ties with Chile and called for the OAS Council to consider 
the matter (April 1962). 

The dispute escalated after three people were killed at the Chilean embassy in Bolivia during a student 
demonstration in April 1962. In response the Chilean government authorised the mobilisation of 100 armed police to 
patrol the border region to prevent the entry of Bolivian saboteurs. 

Bolivia reiterated its charges against Chile at an OAS Council meeting on April 20, 1962, stating that Chile 
was acting aggressively and did not have the legal right to disturb the flow of the Lauca River. At this stage there were 
no international legal precedents to determine a ruling on the flow of rivers from a high altitude state to a lower altitude 
state. Chile presented its own arguments for rights to divert the river. Bolivia again presented its case at a following 
OAS meeting on May 24, 1962. Bolivia also suggested that several South American states (Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Ecuador, UruguLj ant:: Venezuela) could act as mediators in reJolving the dispute. Chile rejected Bolivia's proposal :or 
mediation, stating that the dispute was more a matter of legal rights than a political disagreement. Chile proposed that 
the dispute be referred officially to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). This proposal was not initiated. The OAS 
took no direct action on the matter except to pass a resolution calling for the parties to settle the dispute peacefully. The 
OAS also offered its good offices to assist the parties in achieving a settlement (May 24, 1962). 

In 1963 the Lauca Dam was near completion. Bolivia was so frustrated by the lack of action from OAS that it 
tempo(arily withdrew from the organisation on June 12, 1963. Informal negotiation began between the disputants and 
the mediators (US, Brazil, Honduras, Mexico, Venezuela) on August 1, 1963. The talks deadlocked soon after they had 
started because Bolivia extended its territorial claims to now include access to Chilean ports on the Pacific Ocean 
(1964). Bolivia withdrew a second time from the OAS on September 3,1964, alleging that Chile had plans to also divert 
water from the Caquena River. Bolivia resumed participation in the OAS a couple of weeks after it had withdrawn, 
based 0n assurances that the matter would be resolved through OAS action. This dispute dissipated after ~ 964, and by 
1970, relations between Bolivia and Chile had improved after the implementation of a joint economic plan, the Andean 
Development Corporation (1968). 

Butterworth (1976: 335-336), Huth (1996: 199) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS Council (OOO) 3 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 091 :SYFUAlISRAEL -LAKETIBERIAS DISPUTE (JUNE 1962 -AUGUST 1963) 

The UN mediated through channels that had already been established to deal with previous border 
conflicts in the area. 

The continuing border tensions between Israel and Syria resurfaced in this dispute over territory around Lake 
Tiberias (Kinneret). In 1962, Lake Tiberias was controlled by Israel. In February 1962 - March 1962, Syria began to fire 
on Israeli positions along the lakeshore and Israel retaliated against the Syrian artillery positions on the eastern shores 
March 16, 1962 - March 17, 1962. This was the fifth dispute involving organisational mediation between Israel and 
Syria. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 110), Butterworth (1976: 226-227), Huth (1996: 215-216), Tillema (1991: 171-172) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS· 
1. General Odd Bull, Chief of Staff UN Truce Supervision Organisation (072) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Referral to UN Security Council: Israeli and Syrian UN Representatives (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

- - -------
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CASE092:USJVUSSR- CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS (SEPTEMBER 1962- NOVEMBER 1962) 

Full SettlemehtO

/, -

UN and OAS action in the crisis was modest but both applied pressure to urge Cuba and the USSR to 
remove the weapons. The UN Security Council really found itself hamstrung over any decision to take action in 
this dispute because of the polarised positions of the USA and the USSR. 

The Cuban missile 'crisis' occurred when US military intelli[lsnce identified missile sites being built in Cuba 
(October 22, 1962), though the first phase of this dispute occurred a month earlier in 1962 (Sherman, 1987, 1994). US 
President Kennedy called for the removal of the USSR missiles and their launch bases and stated that the US would 
implement a naval blockade of Cuba beginning on October 24, 1962. President Kennedy also called for meetings of the 
OAS and the UN, for these intemational organisations to initiate some progress towards the removal of the missiles and 
missile installations. The Secretary-General reported to the Security Council that he had appealed to President 
Kennedy and First Secretary of the Communist Party, Krushchev (October 24, 1962). He had called for both to stop 
arms shipments, place Cuba under quarantine for 2 - 3 weeks while negotiations could be held. U Thant also offered 
his good offices to Cuban leader Castro. 

At the request of the USA, Cuba, and the USSR, the Security Council met over the period from October 23, 
1962 - October 25, 1962. The UN Security Council was unable to initiate any conflict management action in the 
environment of volatile US-USSR relations in the forum. UN Secretary-General was able to playa moderate role as 
mediator in the dispute. 

The OAS supported the US nav<:'1 blockade. It advised its members in an unusual COUllie of 'collective' action, 
urging all its members to act on an individual basis but to collectively ensure that Cuba received no further military 
support from the USSR, and none of the weapons already in Cuba became an active threat to Westem nations. 

The USSR denied the pOSitioning of nuclear capable warheads in Cuba initially but later came to some 
agreement over the problem with the US on October 26, 1962. Tensions mounted to a critical breakpOint when a US 
spy plane was downed over Cuba on October 27, 1962. UN Secretary-General U Thant arrived in Cuba on October 30, 
1962 to supervise the dismantling of weapons as was agreed to earlier by the USSR. However, when U Thant arrived 
to conduct the inspection, Fidel Castro, Cuban leader and USSR ally, refused to allow U Thant to proceed. He was 
informed that the missiles had been dismantled already. 

Fortunately, the crisis was resolved fully on October 31, 1962 when the USSR agreed to dismantle the missile 
sites and the USA agreed to forego a planned invasion of Cuba and to subsequently remove US Jupiter missiles from 
positions in Turkey (Chayes, 1974: 88-100). The UN Secretary-General received a jOint letter of appreciation from the 
US and USSR leaders for his part in resolving the crisis (January 7,1963). 

Allsebrook (1986: 31-32), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 111), Brecher et alia (1988: 260-261), Butterworth (1976: 340-
341), Chayes (1974: 88-100), Huth (1996: 199), Miall (1992: 207-208), Zacher (1979: 244) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. U Thant, UN Secretary-<3e~eral (053),1 - 1 Full Settlement. 



CASE 093: EGYPTNEMEN AND SAUDI ARABIA - NORTH YEMENI ROYALIST REBELLION (SEPTEMBER 
1962 - OCTOBER 1967) 

3 .. 
112.000 
Full Settlemenf 
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The UN succeeded in arranging a disengagement agreement between Saudi Arabia and the United 
Arab Republic (primarily Egypt· UAR) but its observer force was unable to verify that the agreement had been 
satisfactorily implemented. Neither the UAR nor Saudi Arabia withdrew their external support. There were four 
factors contributing to the failure of the United Nations Yemen Observation Mission (UNYOM): 
1. the limitations of the mandate which authorised UNYOM to be solely an observer mIssion; 
2. the limited number of available personnel; 
3. the rugged and difficult terrain the observers had to tackle; and most importantly, 
4. the failure of the UAR and Saudi Arabia to adhere to the terms of the Disengagement Agreement and 

withdraw. 
Arab League involvement was minimal and ineffective. 
Ruler of Yemen since 1948, Iman Saif al Islam Ahmed died on September 18, 1962 and was succeeded by 

his son Mohammed al-Badr. A coup by republican forces ousted the new ruler on September 26, 1962 and he and his 
family fled north, where he was able to rally royalist forces in his cause to regain his Imamate. 

Civil war began on September 28, 1962 between the Royalists, supported by Saudi Arabia, and the 
Republicans, supported by the UAR. Jordan also ~IJPported the Royalist cause. Early attempts I)y the :\rab League 
and the UN to resolve the dispute were unsuccessful. 

The situation was first raised in the General Assembly by reports from two delegations, both purporting to 
represent Yemen (December 1962). The General Assembly accepted the delegation from the Yemen Arab Republic 
rather than the delegation from the Iman of Yemen. The Secretary-General sent Ralph J. Bunche, Under-Secretary for 
Special Political Affairs, to conduct a fact-finding mission to assess the situation between Saudi Arabia and the UAR 
more fully (February 1963 - March 1963). Simultaneously, but independent from the UN inquiry, Ellsworth Bunker had 
been sent on a similar mission by the US government. The combined efforts Bunche and Bunker resulted in the UAR 
and Saudi Arabia agreeing to end their external support of Yemen's civil war sides and agreeing to the establishment of 
a UN-monitored demilitarised zone. The mission was to be financed by the two parties. 

On June 11, 1963, the USSR called a meeting of the Security Council. The meeting authorised the 
Secretary-General's proposals despite the USSR abstention. UNYOM was initiated on July 4, 1963 and it was only 
authorised to observe the withdrawal of the external troops. At its maximum strength, UNYOM comprised 189 military 
personnel, observers and reconnaissance officers. The mission was headed by the Special Representative of the 
Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Office in Geneva, Pier P. Spinelli (Italy) from November 4, 1963 -
September, 4, 1964. 

The Arab League Council found that it was unable to discuss the dispute in its own forum, such were the 
dichotomic stances amongst its members. The impartiality of the League was seriously doubted by its divided 
membership. The Arab League Secretary-General and the Chairman of the Council did make an effort to formulate a 
resolution by touring the Arab capitals early in 1963. Their attempts were fruitless. 

UNYOM's mandate was extended several times but the lack of commitment shown by the parties to the goal 
of disengagement severely undermined UNYOM's purpose. The mission was retired on September 4, 1964 at the 
request of the parties. A peace agreement was eventually signed on August 24, 1965, although many Egyptian troops 
remained in Yemen. 

Disengagement agreements signed or agreed to in 1964, 1965, 1966 all counted for nothing. The presence 
of foreign troops rE" ~ained in '{.3men and the dispute continued. 

After the end of the Arab-Israeli War in June 1967, the UAR (President Nasser) and Saudi Arabia (King 
Faisal) reached another agreement about the disengagement of troops in Yemen and this time it was also supported at 
an Arab summit conference (August 1967). The conference appointed a three-nation committee (Iraq, Morocco, Sudan) 
to supervise the withdrawals and to assist Yemen factions in constituting a new government. From October 16, 1967 -
December, 1967 all Egyptian troops withdrew and on October 12, 1967, Saudi Arabia announced all assistance to the 
Yemeni Royalists had ceased. 

The civil war ended finally in 1968 when the Republicans defeated the Royalists and established a republican 
government. 

Allsebrook (1986: 32, 35-36), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 111-112), Brecher et alia (1988: 259-260), Butterworth 
(1976: 272-274, 341-344, 351-355), Miall (1992: 286-288), Nye (1971: 162-163), Tillema (1991: 191-194), United 
Nations (1990: 187-197,433), Zacher (1979: 245-246) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Dr Ralph Bunche, UN Under-Secretary for Special Political Affairs (018) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. Signor Pier Spinelli, UN representative to Yemen (666) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE-
1. Abdul-Khaleq Hassouna (Egypt), Arab League Secretary-General; Chairman of the Arab League Council (1029) 1 

- Unsuccessful 
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CASE 095~ SOMALIA Al'JD KENY A1ETHIOPIA - SOMALI EXPANSIONISM {NOVEMBER 1962 a SEPTEMBER 
1967} . 

Somali claims to territory within Kenya saw the OAU initially involved in efforts to seek a settlement 
between the parties in 1964 and later, an OAU representative helped to arrange meetings to further the 
resolution process in 1967. 

Conflict over the territory of the north-eastern province of Kenya, saw Somalia announce claims to the 
province. Somali leadership aimed to reunite the Somali people in one nation even with large numbers of Somalis 
resident in southern Ethiopia and north-eastern Kenya. Somalia had been supporting the Somali ex-patriot Muslims in 
Ethiopia and Kenya. 

The controversy over unification came to a head in 1962 when Somali ex-patriots in Ethiopia began attacking 
Ethiopian authorities. After it was announced that 200,000 Kenyan Somalis wanted to secede and unite in a Somali 
Republic, the dispute escalated (September 1962). Charges were made by both sides regarding attacks and reprisals 
and the violence just kept mounting during 1963. Kenya was granted independence in December 1963 and a large
scale infiltration of Somalis followed. Somalia gained diplomatic support from The People's Republic of China (PRC) 
and various Arab states and accepted military aid from the USSR in November 1963. The prospects of this situation 
prompted Ethiopia and Kenya to resolve their lengthy border dispute and consolidate their relations in an alliance, a 
defensive move against the volatile elements in neighbouring Somalia. 

Fighting intensified along the Ethiopian border and when Ethiop!tt requested OAU action over the Somali 
invasion on February 9, 1964, Kenya also requested the OAU Council of Ministers' assistance in dealing with the 
disruptive Somali elements along the Kenyan border. Somalia then appealed to the UN Security Council. The UN 
Secretary-General U Thant urged both parties to end the fighting and take their dispute to the OAU for consideration 
before approaching the UN. 

Ethiopia called for an emergency session of the OAU on February 9, 1964. Somalia called for OAU 
consideration on February 10, 1964. After a second appeal for ttie UN to consider the matter (February 12, 1964), the 
UN Secretary-General reiterated that the first line of consultation and action was through the OAU channels. The OAU 
Council met between February 12, 1964 - February 14, 1964. On February 15,1964 a special OAU Council meeting at 
Dar-es-Salaam agreed to also discuss Kenya's grievances over Somali actions. It called for a cease-fire more 
negotiations as did a later OAU meeting in Lagos on February 24, 1964. Fighting resumed on February 19, 1964, 
including skirmishes along the Kenyan-Somali border. .. 

A cease-fire and eventually a Joint Supervision Commission, to control the withdrawal of forces, were 
established by the President of Sudan. At the Lagos meeting the request by Somalia for OAU observers was rejected 
by Ethiopia. Hostile actions still continued along the Kenyan border until secessionist Somalis voted to satisfy their 
demands. The OAU called a meeting with Somali and Kenyan representatives in Khartoum, Sudan on March 17, 1964. 
Both parties agreed to a cease-fire and complete troop withdrawal on March 30,1964, at the meeting. 

From August 1965 - October 1965 the Kenyan - Somali hostilities re-erupted. After an unsuccessful summit 
meeting Kenya banned all trade and movement with Somalia (July 1966). The Ethiopian-Kenyan-Somali conflict 
persisted through 1966 - 1967. At an OAU Heads of State Conference in Kinshasa, President Kaunda (Zambia) 
assisted in making arrangements for further meetings between Kenya and Somalia. 

During October 1967 - March 1969 talks were held between all three parties resulting in a normalisation of 
relations between all of them. The Arusha Agreement of October 1967, mediated by the OAU, saw to it that normal 
diplomatic relations were restored between the parties and since the agreement, Somalia has not actively sought to re
Hddress territorial matters with Kenya. Th8 OAU ha!': ~ontinued to support Kenya's claims in the dispute whilst Kenya 
has continued to call on Somalia to renOL!!1ce its terntorial claims. The question of Somalia's territorial claims though 
has not been resolved. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 113-114), Butterworth (1976: 327-329), Brecher et alia (1988: 264), Huth (1996: 223-
224), Nye (1971: 155-156), Tillema (1991: 91-92), Zacher (1979: 253-254) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-1-. -Referral to OAU: Heads of State (OOO) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. President Kaunda at OAU Heads of State Conference (455) 1 -1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 097: HAITI/DoMINICAN REPUBLIC (USA) - EXILES ASYLUM AND INVASION AnEMPT (APRIL 1963 
- SEPTEMBER 1963) 

Tota! Cpnflict Manaaement Efforts .•... 6 ... ., 
TotarorgaiiisEitiQna/~M::':e~d;;';ia~t';:io~n;::s:;:a::"n'::"dc'::R:-e-:fe-"-ra-rs--'-~6"--~~"':""""':"""-·-.. ...cl,. 

,··.FataIHies(8awCafcu(aitonl,_:;..' ·_c··-f'·"_··· -".0'" .. _ .. :.c.' _ ••• _. -~', . __ ' ·-c··..;O:.,;· __ ~--'-...;;,;..""-~ 

ClJrreniDisputeStatus Abated , ...... '. 

The UN was not involved in the mediation of this dispute despite the matter being twice referred to its 
forum. Instead, the UN was content for the OAS to assume the dispute management role and pursue resolution 
with the parties. An OAS Investigation Committee was successful in resolving some of the issues with the 
disputants but the underlying problems, rooted in the dictatorship regime in the Dominican Republic, were not 
taken into consideration. 

The election of a democratic government, under Juan Bosch Gaviiio, in the Dominican Republic in 1962, 
strained relations further between the Dominican Republic and the Haitian dictator, Franc;:ois Duvalier (October 22, 1957 
- April 21, 1971), Growing antagonism between the two countries led to both supporting the others' exiles and their 
revolutionary aims. The Bosch feared that the relatives of ex-dictator, Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina (Dominican 
Republic) would organise a coup against him. Reacting on these fears he escalated what was a minor incident in April 
1963, to a serious attempt to overthrow Haitian dictator Franc;:ois Duvalier, aka 'Papa Doc'. 

On April 26, 1963, Haitian policemen forcibly entered the Dominican Republic Embassy in Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti, and conducted a search of the premises. The embassy was allegedly harbouring a large number of opponents to 
the Haitian regime, who had earlier entered the premises seeking asylum. The Dominican Republic threatened to 
retaliate and appealed to the 0," S for assistance. The US supported the DQminican Republic's referral to the ~AS. 
The OAS voted unanimously to form an OAS Investigation Committee to assess the complaint. Haiti severed diplomatic 
relations with the Dominican Republic on April 28, 1963. On April 29, 1963, the Dominican Republic mobilised troops 
along the Haitian border but this was not considered to be a threat by the OAS Investigation Committee as it has 
received assurances from Haiti that the harassment of embassies would cease, and that there would be measures 
introduced to cope with refugees leaving the country. The OAS Investigation Committee began its mission on April 30, 
1963, and was able to alleviate the crisis a little during its visits to both countries but it did not look to resolve any 
underlying causes for the continued tension. It managed to arrange the evacuation of Dominican Republic diplomats in 
Haiti and the transfer of those seeking asylum, to other embassies. The OAS Investigation Committee left Haiti satisfied 
by these assurances but as soon as they had left the country, Haiti resumed its earlier policies. As a result, the 
Dominican Republic continued to build up its military presence along the Haitian border. Haiti announced that any 
invasion would result ir. heavy fatalities, especially amongst foreigners in Haiti (May 5, 1963 - May 6, 1963). The US 
took a serious view of this threat and dispatched a naval task-force to the region. On May 8, 1963, the OAS authorised 
its Investigation Committee to return to the region to resume its investigation and to offer its good offices to the parties. 

Dispute management in this dispute was left in the hands of the OAS peace mission. Haiti lodged a formal 
complaint with the Security Council on May 8, 1963, alleging that the Dominican Republic had threatened to invade 
Haiti. Haiti felt that many of the OAS member states despised the Haitian regime and so perceived that a more 
balanced decision would come from the UN. In response, the Dominican Republic claimed that Haiti was provoking 
retaliatory action by the Dominican Republic after it had attacked the Dominican Republic embassy. The UN Security 
Council met to discuss the issue over May 8, 1963 - May 9, 1963. The OAS Committee was already investigating the 
matter, and the parties and the Security Council agreed that no further UN action would be taken until it the OAS had 
concluded their investigation. 

The Five-Nation OAS Committee resumed its investigation tasks in both the Dominican Republic and Haiti on 
May 13, 1963 and continued in this capacity until May 23, 1963. On May 13, 1963, the Dominican Republic withdrew its 
troops and Haiti allowed most of the Haitian refugees who sought asylum a safe passage. The (lAS issuerl its final 
,eport on -';jne 3, 1963. The report allotted blame for the incident with both of the parties and no fUl .. ler OAS &~tion was 
recommended. With the OAS taking no further action against Franc;:ois Duvalier, the US gradually re-established 
'normal' diplomatic relations with Haiti and US military forces were withdrawn from the area. 

The tension between the Dominican Republic and Haiti was renewed again on August 5, 1963, when a group 
of Haitian exiles entered and began an occupation of a small area of the Dominican Republic. Haiti accused the 
Dominican Republic of complicity in the invasion and requested that the OAS consider the matter and secure the 
removal of the exile force. The OAS Investigation Committee attempted to get the parties to accept a conciliation plan 
in Washington in August 1963. This mediation attempt was unsuccessful and after a second invasion force was 
reported entering Haiti on August 12, 1963, the OAS ordered that the OAS Investigation Committee return to Haiti to 
further assess the situation. Haiti called for the OAS to arrange an OAS border patrol. In addition, Haiti called for the 
organisation's condemnation of the Dominican Republic's action and requested that there be limits placed on the 
number of Haitian exiles absorbed into the Dominican Republic. The OAS Investigation Committee arrived in Haiti on 
August 23, 1963. After a number of days investigating the matter, the OAS Investigation Committee could find no proof 
of the Dominican Republic's complicity in the exile invasion. "Its judgement on this matter was almost certainly wrong" 
(Zacher, 1979: 248). Despite this ruling, the presence of the OAS Investigation Committee did help to deter further 
interventions and helped to bring the parties to some agreement on the exile problems they were both experiencing 
(September 1963). OAS meditation failed after Haiti withdrew from the talks and took the matter to the UN. The dispute 
seemed to end when a new military junta, under Emilio de los Santos, seized power in the Dominican Republic 
(September 25,1963). 

Allsebrook (1986: 32), Brecher et alia (1988: 262-263), Butterworth (1976: 264-271, 362-363), Intemet Web Site -
Political Leaders (April 9,1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Zacher (1979: 247-248) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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OAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS Council (000) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. OAS Investigation Committee (1125) 4 - 2 Partial Settlements 
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CASE 099:ALGERIAlMoROCCO - TINDOUF WAR (OCTOBER 1963 - FEBRUARY 1964) 

"Tqj§f Conf/ictMana~fJlent~ __ ~ ... _. _. ~.~. _ .. _. ___ l~ .. ' .... 
TQta/Qrgariisa,tio{la(fyffj(ii?tionsaod Referrals ...•..•....•.. 6, •. 
FaiiHltles(RaI,AlCalcUla.fiori[ "'y ••••. • • ··"'i0()0 .. 
CurreflfDispDteStatus·Full Settlement .. 

Arab League offers of mediation were not accepted by the parties. The OAU played a part in 
controlling the border tensions between Algeria and Morocco. OAU channels offered the parties a forum for 
discussion in the form of a Special Committee, conducted a couple of successful mediation attempts and 
helped promote the compliance of the parties to the terms of the Bamako Agreement. 

In the vacuum left by F-rench de·colonisation, the newly independent states of Algeria and Morocco disputed 
the control of the Hassi·Beida and Tindouf regions (1962). Algeria gained control of the area but the matter of territorial 
sovereignty was not resolved. Morocco launched a military attack in September 1963 in an effort to regain the territory. 
The successful re·occupation of the territory by Moroccan troops saw the Algerians respond with attacks over October 
1963. 

After a state of full·scale war had developed (October 14, 1963), Algeria called for OAU intervention. 
Morocco rejected this proposal. An emergency meeting of the Arab League Council called for a cease·fire and a 
resumption of pre·dispute border positions also proposing the setting up of a mediation commission (October 19, 1963). 
Though Morocco also rejected Arab League involvement, Arab League Secretary·General Abdul·Khaleq Hassouna 
made an attempt to mediate on October 20, 1963. Morocco preferred UN Security Council intervention, though France 
and the USA rejected this demand. 

Algeria again called for OAU intervention and an offer of mediation conducted by OAU Assembly President, 
Emperor HaiiA SelF'ssie (Ethiopia) was accepted. Selassie travelled to Algeria and Morocco and persuadedtb-) two 
Heads of Staie to find a resolution for the dispute in further talks. Negotiations were arranged after an invitation for 
representatives to meet in Bamako, Mali. Mediation was conducted in Bamako by President Modibo Keita of Mali and 
Haile Selassie on October 29, 1963 with Ahmed Ben Bella (Algeria) and King Hassan (Morocco). The results of the 
mediation on October 30, 1963 were fourfold: a cease·fire agreement was reached; the withdrawal of troops was agreed 
upon; a commission was set up to monitor the demilitarised zone; and an arbitration commission was set up by the OAU 
to establish a new boundary line. 

In November 1963, the OAU negotiations were deadlocked and the arbitration commission rendered 
ineffectual, with members preferring not to impose a dictatorial boundary decision on the parties. The commission 
basically became a channel for mediation and despite its inability to come up with a decision over the border, the 
commission helped to maintain the cease·fire. The OAU Council that had approved the Bamako Agreement was forced 
to tren set up the Special Seven·Nation Ad Hoc Committee at a meeting in Addis Ababa. Its task was. to mediate and 
seek the compliance of the parties to the terms of the agreement. 

In February 1964 troop withdrawal began and a de·militarised zone was initiated by the parties. By mid· April 
1964 Algeria and Morocco restored diplomatiC relations and the border was finally reopened in May. 

There were several meetings over the period of 5 years but the Committee was unable to fully resolve the 
dispute. The continued operation of the Committee did help to contain and minimise further border skirmishes that 
occurred when a less conCiliatory Boumedienne overthrew Bella in 1966. In 1968 the parties came to an agreement on 
border delimitation at a private meeting during an OAU Summit Conference in Algiers. Later involvement by the OAU 
was more low·key but nevertheless facilitated fruitful negotiations between Algeria and Morocco. A treaty agreement 
was reached by the parties in January 1969. The final agreement, resolving the border in question, was reached in May 
1970. 

Andemicael (1976: 51), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 116), Brecher et alia (1988: 263), Butterworth (1976: 337·339), 
Huth (1996: 221), Meyers (1974: 354), Miall (1992: 197·198), Nye (1971: 154·155), Oluo (1982: 60·64), Taylor (1984: 
155), TiIIema (1991: 136·138), Wallerstein (1966: 780·781), Wild (1966: 18·36), "fild (1971: i89), Zacher (1979: 249) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE' 
1. Arab League Commission of Mediation, Offered by Arab League (033) 1 • Offered Only 
2. Abdul·Khaleq Hassouna (Egypt), Secretary·General of the Arab League (034) 1 • Offered Only 

OAU· 
-1-. -Emperor Haile Selassie (Ethiopia), President of the OAU Assembly (035) 2·1 Cease·fire 
2. Emperor Haile Selassie (Ethiopia), President of the OAU Assembly; President Modibo Keita of Mali (036) 1 - 1 

Cease·fire 
3. Algerian/Moroccan Arbitration Commission [Under OAU auspices] (037) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 100: CUBA/VENEzUELA ';;'CUBAN SUBVERSION AnEMPT (NOVEMBER 1963 - MAY 1967) 

Venezuela requested that the OAS take action against Cuba for its subversive activities. Though an 
OAS Investigatory Committee was involved in establishing the facts of this dispute, the OAS had little effect on 
the outcome of the dispute and its use of sanctions were, on the whole, ineffective. 

Venezuela was on the brink of civil war in 19R3 with increasing Communist guerrilla activity in Caracas. 
Venezuelan President, R6mulo Ernesto Betancourt Bello (February 13, 1959 - March 11, 1964; 1981) ordered a 
crackdown on Communist and left-wing parties operating in Caracas. Many Communists were arrested after there was 
an assassination attempt on Betancourt in November 1963. In his foreign policy, Betancourt made no secret of his 
desire to isolate Cuba and had requested that the OAS impose sanctions against the Cuban regime of Fidel Castro. 
Betancourt had already complained to the OAS about suspected Cuban subversive activities in November 1962 but had 
not requested any action be taken. The Armed Forces for National Liberation (FALN), the National Liberation Front 
(FLN) and the Venezuelan Communist Party wanted to oust Betancourt and install a strong dictatorship. The 
Communist guerrillas intensified their efforts to prevent R6mulo Ernesto Betancourt Bello's re-election in the forthcoming 
December 1963 elections. 

On November 1, 1963, the Venezuelan government laid a serious complaint about a large shipment of arms 
that had been landed on the secluded Paraguana Peninsula. On November 29, 1963, the complicity of the Cuban 
government in the arms shipment was confirmed by an OAS Investigation Committee and Venezuela complained 
officially to the OAS in December 19C3. The planned presidential elections went <'head ul,jmpeded on December 1, 
1963, and concluded this dispute with the successful election of a new president. The OAS Council met to consider the 
matter and decided to allow an Investigation Committee to look further into the allegations (December 3, 1963). It was 
discovered that the arms supplies had been landed with Cuban assistance and a guerrilla plot to capture Caracas and 
halt the planned elections was also revealed. 

An OAS Investigatory Committee verified Venezuelan charges against Cuba and Venezuela requested that 
more severe sanctions be imposed upon Cuba. The OAS did not initiate more substantial sanctions initially after some 
opposition to the proposal was voiced by other Latin American states. By the time the OAS did imposed harsher 
sanctions in July 1964, Cuba was no longer a member of the Organisation of American States. Harsher sanctions were 
only imposed after a military coup d'etat in Brazil in April 1964 aligned Brazil with the anti-Cuban OAS member states 
and further OAS action was then considered feasible. On July 26, 1964, the OAS severed all remaining diplomatic ties 
with Cuba. The effect of the ~rade and diplomatic sanctions was weak. 

The Armed Forces for National Liberation (FALN) and the National Liberation Front (FLN) reorganised and 
regrouped over 1965. The guerrilla movements became distinctly revolutionary and intensified their activities in 1966 
after the Venezuelan government began counteroffensive strategies. The FLN and the FALN initiated 'Operation 
Bolivar' on July 24, 1966, landing a group of trained guerrillas led by Luben Petkoff onto Margarita Island, an island off 
the north coast of Venezuela. The guerrilla commandos attacked the mainland and joined forces with the remaining 
guerrilla forces of the Venezuelan Communist Party, led by Douglas Bravo. The Venezuelan Communist Party had 
previously split with one group pursuing legal lines of political opposition and the other group developing as a guerrilla 
force, pursuing goals through terrorist activities. When the guerrilla forces renewed their attacks, the politically active 
Venezuelan Communist Party started a propaganda attack against the FLN and FALN guerrillas. 

The propaganda attack by the Venezuelan Communist Party prompted condemnation from Cuban dictator, 
Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz and led to direct Cuban intervention on Venezuelan territory. On May 8, 1967, four Cuban 
guerrillas and several Cuban-trained Venezuelan guerrillas landed in Miranda state in northern Venezuela. The 
VenA7.uelan Army dealt with the invasion force, capturing some of the guerrillas alive. 

Venb.::uela lodged a complaint with the OAS in June 1967, and soon afterwards the OAS au.horised a ;act
finding committee to visit Venezuela to assess the situation. The OAS Investigative Committee reported in August 
1967, that the Venezuelan claims of Cuban subversion were SUbstantiated and that Cuba had partiCipated in the training 
and arming of the guerrillas. The OAS condemned the Cuban actions and called on member states to refrain from 
supplying any fuel or port facilities to vessels transporting goods to and from Cuba, reiterating its previous sanctions on 
Cuba. 

Guerrilla activity continued but ineffectively and to a much lesser degree than the events of 1967. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 134), Brecher et alia (1988: 263-264), Butterworth (1976: 264-271, 371-373), Internet 
Web Site - Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Zacher (1979: 250, 263) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-i.-Referral to the OAS Council (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAS Investigation Committee (1125) 3 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 101: CYPRus/UK - CYPRIOT CIVIL WAR (DECEMBER 1963· NOVEMBER 1967) 

.19.!f1L9ontlf.ot MailC!9~!p"!![!.Uf!!E'1~_"" .. ~~ _____ ~c __ · __ 

TQt{fl.IQrganisationalMediations aruj Referrals 11 
Patalities(RawCtllcufation) ••. ·995 ..... 
CurrentDispute Status· Lapsed .•... 

UN efforts centred on three main aims in this dispute intervention: 
1. to maintain peace between the Turkish Cypriot minority and the Greek Cypriot majority on the newly 

independent island of Cyprus. 
2. to prevent the intervention of external parties, mostly Greece and Turkey, in the internal affairs of Cyp~us. 
3. to promote a peaceful environment for the settlement of constitutional issues, in particular the issue of 

equal representation and recognition for the Turkish Cypriot minority. 
The granting of independence to Cyprus (August 16, 1960) developed into a territorial dispute over the island 

between Greece and Turkey. The population of the island was unevenly split between the Greek Cypriots (80 percent) 
and the Turkish Cypriots (18 percent) and the issue of equal representation in the new constitution was the 
underpinning cause of the dispute. 

Hostilities increased rapidly in December 1963 fuelled by the government deadlock over the new constitution 
(November 30, 1963). In the Security Council Cyprus alleged that Turkey had violated its airspace and territorial waters 
and had threatened to use force (December 27, 1963). The Secretary"General, U Thant, reported to the Security 
Council (January 13, 1964) that both of the parties to the dispute and also the external countries concerned over the 
dispute, the UK, Turkey and Greece had called for him to appoint a personal representative to observe the situation. 
Lieutenant-General Gyani was appointed on January 16, 1964 to observe the progress each of the parties was making 
towards peace. At a London Conference, staged in January 1964, none of the four parties cou:J rea<.:h an agreement. 

The Security Council held a meeting to discuss the matter from February 17, 1964 - March 4, 1964. On 
March 4, 1964, the UN Security Council established the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) and assigned a 
mediator. The first mediator appointed was Sakari S. Tuomioja (Finland) until his death in September 1964. 

Another meeting of the Security Council was held to discuss the allegation of Turkish hostility (March 13, 
1964). Lieutenant-General Gyani was appointed Commander of the UNFICYP forces that numbered 6,411 personnel 
by June 1964. UNFICYP mandates were initially extended only for an additional three months, then subsequent 
extensions were granted on a six-monthly basis. The peacekeeping force has been continually extended, trimmed then 
boosted as needs demand and it still operates to the present day. 

Gola Plaza, former President of Ecuador, was appointed UN mediator and Special Representative replacing 
Lieutenant-General Gyani in May 1964, and becoming the new UN mediator later in September 1964. He resigned from 
the position on December 22, 1965 when he realised the parties involved were unre~ponsive to his mediation efforts. It 
was his report to the Secretary-General on March 30, 1965, which indicated their uncompromising and uncooperative 
attitude towards his efforts. The report had drawn criticism from Turkey and consequently, the Turkish Cypriots, for 
exceeding the terms of his mandate. After March 1966 the Secretary-General expanded the duties of the Special 
Representative, including the use of good offices in their role. Mediators following Plaza were C. A. Bernardes 
(September 1964 - January 1967) and Bibiano Orsorio-Tafall (January 1967 - July 1974) but after Orsorio-Tafall there 
were no new mediators appointed. 

The Security Council called·for a cease-fire to the hostilities on August 9, 1964 and this was reaffirmed on 
August 11, 1964. The President of the Security Council himself appealed to the parties to halt all hostilities and shortly 
afterwards, the threat of escalation diminished. Tensions were renewed however in 1965 when Greek Cypriots decided 
go ahead and build fortifications against the advice of the UNFICYP command. UNFICYP's mandate was again 
extended amid violence in November 1965. In 1966 there was some reduction in tension on the island and even some 
joint discussions held between the two sides. 

Intense fighting came later in 1967, the most interse of which occurred on November 15, 1967 in the Ayios 
Theodhoros-Kophinou region. The Secretary-General anu UNFICYP managed to negotiate a cease-fire though the 
situation reached the level of an international crisis. On November 22, 1967 the Secretary-General made a request to 
all three parties that they cease hostilities and he also sent his Personal Representative Jose Rolz-Bennett to each of 
the disputants' capital cities to broker a stronger commitment to a end hostilities. On November 24, 1967, Cyprus once 
again called for a Security Council meeting to assess their renewed allegations that Turkey had 'threatened invasion'. 
The Security Council reinforced the actions taken by the Secretary-General and in turn, repeated the Secretary
General's request that the parties refrain from using force. On December 3, the Secretary-General reduced their forces 
back to the authorised contingent levels. 

Despite the best efforts of the Secretary-General and his Special Representative, Orsorio-Tafall, and their 
utilisation of good offices, their achievements were not substantial advances. The terms for the freedom of movement 
for citizens was unevenly accepted by the parties with the Turkish Cypriots allowed movement in Greek areas, but the 
Greek Cypriots denied movement in the Turkish areas. Inter-communal talks, broke red by Orsorio-Tafall, began in 
Beirut on June 2, ~ 968 - June 5, 1968. The talks were aimed at resolving the constitutional stalemate over two 
controversial proposals: the first, the formal partition of Cyprus with the Turkish minority being granted full autonomy 
within an independent Cyprus; the second, a unification with Greece and concessions regarding representation and 
territory for the Turkish Cypriots. 

The talks were spasmodic over the period from September 1971 to June 1972. The use of good offices by 
Orsorio-Tafall were offered by the Secretary-General on October 18,1971 to try to get the two parties to resume talks 
on the constitutional changes. Initially bogged down by local body politics and questions of independence, the 
constitutional talks resumed on June 8, 1972, with the Secretary-General present. The talks continued from then on, 
conducted in Cyprus from June 24, 1972. In February 1972 there were some concems over the possible importation of 
arms by Cyprus and this was handled UNFICYP, authorised by the Secretary-General to conduct unannounced arms 
inspections (March 15, 1972). 

The troubles in Cyprus continue through into the 1990's, ignited by various catalysts but fuelled by the same 
underlying problems. See Case 160: Turkey/Cyprus - Cyprus Invasion and Partition (January 1974 - June 1978) for the 
next recurrence of the dispute. 
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Allsebrook (1986: 34-35), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 116-117), Brecher et alia (1988: 265-266, 280-281), 
Butterworth (1976: 375-376), Durch (1993: 219-236), Huth (1996: 205-206), Miall (1992: 211-213), Tillema (1991: 51-
53), United Nations (1990: 279-311), Zacher (1979: 251) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Sakari Tuomioja, Finnish Ambassador to Sweden and UN Mediator (049) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. U Thant, UN Secretary-General (053) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. Dr. Gola Plaza, Former President of Ecuador, UN Mediator (051) 3 - Unsuccessful 
4. Jose Rolz-Bennett, Guatemala, UN Mediator (052) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. U Than!, UN Secretary-General; Dr Jose Rolz-Bennett, UN Representative (1025) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. Bibiano Orsorio-Tafall, UN Repre::.entative (512) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. Kurt Waldheim, UNSecrel?ry-General (054)1- Unsuccessful 
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CASE103:S0MAwvETHIOPIA-FIRST OGADEN WAR(JANUARY1964" MARCH 1964) 

The OAU helped to seek a settlement between Somalia and Ethiopia over Somali claims to the 
Ethiopian territory of Ogaden. Ethiopia criticised the OAU for not taking a stronger stand over the Somali 
invasion. The OAU, unwilling to alienate members, refused to make any official criticism of Somali behaviour. 
The UN opted to delegate the handling of the dispute to the OAU, despite repeated requests from Somalia, and 
it was hardly involved. 

This dispute is closely related to the earlier dispute between Somalia and Kenya [See Case 095: Somalia and 
Kenya/Ethiopia - Somali Expansionism (November 1962 - September 1967)]. Somalia began supporting the Somali 
guerrillas fighting for secession in the Ethiopian territory called Ogaden (November 1963). Fighting on the Ethiopian 
border escalated with Ethiopia resorting to major air attacks against the Somalis in January 1964. A larger invasion by 
Somalia was launched on February 7, 1964. Ethiopia called for an emergency session of the OAU on February 9, 1964. 
After a second appeal for the UN to consider the matter (February 12, 1964), the UN Secretary-General reiterated that 
the first line of conSUltation and action was through the OAU channels. 

Somalia made an appeal to the OAU again requesting that the OAU Secretary-General initiate an 
investigation committee to consider their claims. No committee was established mainly because the Somali actions had 
politically distanced Somalia from other OAU members. 

Fighting continued despite occasional agreements and cease-fires. The Ethiopian-Kenyan-Somali conflict 
triangle continued in varying intenSity from 1966 - 1967. The conflict in the .)gaden area flared again later in the 1970's. 
[See Case 155: Ethiopia/Somalia - Second Ogaden Conflict (mid 1972 - 1985)] 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 117), Brecher et alia (1988: 269-270), Butterworth (1976: 327-329), Huth (1996: 222-
223), Miall (1992: 222-223), Nye (1971: 155-156), Oluo (1982: 64-77), Tillema (1991: 91-92), Zacher (1979: 253- 254) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA T/ONS • 
1. U Thant, Secretary-General (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
~~l,I .. F'()r~~g.~_rv1inistElr~ gOl1ference (Q5NJ-1. Cea,sEl:fire .. 
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CASE 104: PANAMA/USA - FLAG RIOTS (JANUARY 1964· APRIL 1964) 

JotalColJflict~9.emf!!2t EffortL_",,;,_"~_~~_.~".11"_.~ __ _ 
Total Organisa(iQnalfyJedlations and Referrals· . J t ... 
Fatalities AiIwQalculatiofl) .. ... . .. - ... 24 . 
Currehi.Dis uieStatus 

The unresolved territorial status of the canal zone in previous Panama incidents recurred as an issue 
in this dispute. [See Case 060: Panama - Revolutionaries Conflict (1958 - May 1959)] Though the UN was 
initially approached for assistance from the parties it bowed out of handling the dispute in favour of OAS 
involvement. Thp OAS was able to handle the dispute well, despite being unable to resolve the underlyinc 
territorial issues. 

A compromise agreed to in 1963 allowed both the Panamanians and the US to fly their flags in the canal 
zone. On January 9, 1964 the US troops stationed in Panama were reported to have fired shots over a hoisted 
Panamanian flag hoisted where a US flag had previously been. The incident rapidly escalated into riots and fighting. 
Panama complained to the Security Council on January 10, 1964. Both Panama and the US appealed to the OAS Inter
American Peace Committee (IAPC) to investigate the matter. In addition, Panama called for a special meeting of the 
Security Council. The Security Council President later issued a consensual Council statement that called for an end to 
fighting and renewed restraint from both sides. The possibility of conflict decreased after Panamanian civil officials 
cleared the border area. 

Even though peace was quickly restored, the USA and Panama still proceeded with mediation under the 
guidance of the IAPC. When these attempts failed to bring any concessions from the US quarter regarding revisions to 
the 1903 Canal Treaty, Panama resorted to invoking the Rio Treaty and asked for a formal investigation into the 
behaviour of the US during January 1964. A:,er the Council had discussed the matter for two day~ (FetJruary 1964), a 
committee of five OAS members (Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico, Uruguay, Paraguay) was sent to Panama to investigate 
and set a course for resolution. Its report acknowledged that the US had used a 'disproportionate' degree of force but 
that Panama's charges of US aggression were not justified. The Committee was responsible for the parties reaching 
agreement on a joint declaration. After the OAS Council Chairman had ironed out some of the finer points of contention 
in the declaration, it was signed on April 3, 1964. By April 1964 both countries had restored diplomatic relations and 
resumed discussions over the terms of a new Canal Treaty. Further appeals for UN engagement were declined in light 
of the OAS involvement. 

Nye (1971) points out that the investigation operation conducted by the IAPC really served as a means of 
conciliation and saving face over the incident. The US managed to allow the OAS the freedom needed to operate 
impartially and independently in this dispute, only acquiescing in a couple of decisions. 

The Panama Canal issue re-emerged in June 1971, with the new US President Richard Milhous Nixon willing 
to re-open negotiations with Panama. Panama Canal, under the leadership of General Omar Torrijos Herrera (1968 -
1981), ordered demonstrations against continued US control over the Panama Canal to take place on October ii, 1971. 
The purpose of the demonstrations was to dissuade the US from continuing its control over the canal zone. Panama 
also distributed a memorandum in the UN condemning the unwillingness of the US to negotiate fairly with the Secretary
General on the matter. The US announced that it was willing to make concessions regarding the placement of troops, 
saying that it would only maintain control over certain defensive positions around the canal zone. Initially, in January 
1972, it appeared as though Panama was easing its position on the continuing occupation. In February 1972, Panama 
compared the US occupation to African colonialism at a UN Security Council meeting in Ethiopia and then refused to 
accept the $1.93 million (US) payment for use of the canal zone. Further US concessions over January 1974 were 
rejected by Panama, because it favoured recourse through the UN Security Council. 

In January 1974,depsite strong US objections, the UN Security Council agreed to hold a session to discuss 
Panama's concems. On February 7, 1974, the US and Panama came to an eight-point agreement, setting out the 
details to be determined through further negotiations. The US \'!as hoping to convince Panama to settle expeditiously 
before the UN Security Council meeting. The UN Security COLif,cil meetin!:! was held in Panama City over March 15, 
1974 - March 21, 1974. Panama, Peru, Yugoslavia and three African states, proposed a resolution calling for the 
continuation of negotiations and the implementation of a new treaty guaranteeing Panama's sovereignty. The draft 
resolution was not passed with the UK abstaining from the vote and the US choosing to veto it. Panama said it would 
pursue recourse through the General Assembly but, by the end of 1974, the immediacy of the dispute had disappeared, 
though no new treaty was ever agreed upon. 

Allsebrook (1986: 35), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 118), Brecher et alia (1988: 268-269), Butterworth (1976: 378-
379, 451-452), Huth (1996: 203), Nye (1971: 144-145), Political Leaders 1945 - 1999 - Internet Web Site (April 24, 
1999 - http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/panama.htm). Tillema (1991: 26-27) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unspecified (000) 3 - Unsuccessful 
2. President of UN Security Council, Sr. Renan Castrillo Justinano of Bolivia (362) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS· 
1. Referral to OAS: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Senor Enrigue Tejera (Venezuela) for the OAS Inter-American Peace Conference (362) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. OAS Peace Committee (365) 2 - Unsuccessful 
4. OAS Council specified (242) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full Settlement 
5. OAS Commission [Dr. Juan I. Plate - Paraguay] (366) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CAse 1 05: RWANDAlBuRUNDI- HUTU AND TUTSI ETHNIC CONFLICT (J,a.NUARY 1964 w JANUARY 1965) 

6 
4 .. • . 
15000 
Abated •. 

The UN and the OAU intervened in this internal ethnic or tribal dispute. The UN efforts aimed initially 
to promote some basis for resolution in the conflict between the Hutu, based mainly In Rwanda, and the Tutsl, 
from Burundi. Later in the dispute, UN endeavours focused only on humanitarian concerns and the welfare of 
the thousands of refugees flooding to safer areas in Rwanda, Tanzania and Zaire. UN efforts from the 
beginning concentrated more on the supply of humanitarian assistance and aid than on the control or 
containment of the disputing parties. The main reason for this restricted action was the UN's adherence to and 
interpretation of Article 2 (7) of the UN Charter, set out in the purposes and prinCiples of Chapter I. It states 
that: 

"Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorise the United Nations to intervene in 
matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the 
Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present Charter; but this principle shall 
not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII." 

The OAU took a more active role in the subsequent ethnic disputes between Rwanda and Burundi over the 1966 
- 1967 period. 

A large number of Tutsi, who had fled from Rwanda, amassed on the border. In November 1963 the 
antagonism between the two sides saw violent clashes when hundreds of Tutsi refugees crossed back int() Rwanda. 

nwanda believed that the refugees had bee,. givcOl free rein to launch their invasions. Attar the third such 
invasion attempt on December 27, 1963, Rwanda appealed to the UN. Rwanda alleged that guerrilla Batutsis had 
invaded from Burundi whilst Burundi claimed that Rwanda had killed Batutsis resident in Rwanda. Burundi too, 
appealed to the UN Secretary-General and also to the OAU Secretary-General. Secretary-General U Thant appointed a 
Personal Representative from the Congo, M. Max Dorsinville, to visit Burundi and Rwanda over December 1963 and 
then again in February 1964 to assess the situation. The OAU Secretary-General's only reaction at this stage was to 
advise the parties to work out their difference::.. 

UN Representative Dorsinville was more active. After a period of investigation he was able to suggest certain 
recommendations which were used as the basis of an agreement between the parties. Later in 1964, Dorsinville was 
instrumental in securing an agreement between the parties on steps to alleviate the present situation. 

The mounting refugee problem and the unresolved ethnic differences between the Hutu and the Tutsi ushered 
in further cause for dispute later in the 1960's. Further UN support for the refugees was arranged through the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees. 

The border incursions by Tutsi exiles continued through September 1966 and at an OAU Council of Ministers 
meeting in early November 1966, Rwandan officials accused Burundi of supporting the exiles. A repeat of their earlier 
counter-claim was made by the Burundi representative. This time the OAU Council of Ministers asked President 
Mobutu (Congo-Kinshasa) to mediate. President Mobutu had already had one previous unsuccessful mediation 
attempt. Not long after the mediation group was formed by the Congo (November 18,1966), the governing monarchy in 
Burundi was deposed. It was not until March 1967 that President Mobutu met members from Burundi and Rwanda for 
the first of three meetings. The meetings led to the parties agreeing on controlling the movement of the refugees and 
allowing their safe return home providing they gave up their weapons. 

The issue was allegedly resolved and announced at an OAU Summit Conference later in 1967. The meetings 
allowed the disputants a forum for discussion and opened the parties to further conciliation. In this dispute management 
attempt, the OAU was seen as an impartial third party and its assistance was accepted by both disputants. OAU 
backing and support f'Jr Mobutu's mediation attempt helped to legitimise his involvement. The Congolese mission 
remained for a short ,,,ne aftervv.:.rds to assist in the resettlement of the refugees. 

Allsebrook (1986: 29, 50), Andemicael (1976: 64-65), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 118-119), Brecher et alia (1988: 
267-268), Butterworth (1976: 373-374, 410), Miall (1992: 281), Merrills (1991: 215), Meyers (1974: 358), Nye (1971: 
157-158), Oluo (1982: 79-83), TiIIema (1991: 103-104), Zacher (1979: 251-252, 262) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. M. Max Dorsinville UN Representative (238) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. U Thant, UN Secretary-General (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU-
-i.-PreSident Mobutu (Congo/Kinshasa) Appointed by the OAU Council of Minister and the OAU Assembly (1030) 2 -

1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 1 07: SOUTH VIETNAM/CAMBODIA ~ BORDER CONFLICT (MARCH 1964· DECEMBER 1964) 

The investigations of a UN fact-finding mission into a residual border dispute between South 
Vietnam/USA and Cambodia was the only UN action take in this dispute. Any further involvement in the dispute 
was made more problematic with South Vietnam not yet being a member of the UN and with Cold War 
undercurrents filtering through all interactions between the parties. 

The border itself was undefined and it did not help the matter that the North Vietnamese sympathisers 
(Vietcong) crossed the border to subvert the South Vietnamese government with terrorist actions (1957). In retaliation, 
South Vietnam crossed the Cambodian border, along with US forces, both using the pretext of pursuing the Vietcong 
rebels (1960). In February 1964 Cambodia asked a second Geneva Conference to look into the violations of its 
territorial boundaries. This never eventuated with US rejection of the proposal. The border raids continued and 
intensified through March 1964 partly because of Cambodia's refusal to heed USA and South Vietnamese warnings, to 
take action against the Vietcong camped along its border. 

Eventually Cambodia reported its complaints, laying charges against the US and South Vietnamese 
aggression, to the UN Security Council in May 1964. Cambodia presented a tally of approximately 261 territorial 
violations occurring over the period from 1963 to May 1964. The Security Council considered the complaint from May 
19, 1964 - June 4, 1964. The US admitted that the South Vietnamese forces had crossed the border on several 
occasions in pursuit of Vietcong rebels but refused to furnish the inquiry with any exact details. 

On June 4, 19r.i3, a resolution proposed by UN members (Mo,occe and lile Ivory Coast) was unanimously 
accepted by the Security Council. The resolution denounced the border incursions, proposed that Cambodia should be 
fairly compensated for its losses and called for preventive measures to be put in place to repel any future rebel attempts 
to cross the border. Additionally, the resolution established a three-rnember investigation mission to examine the 
problerns in Cambodia and make its findings and recommendations to the Security Council. The fact-finding mission 
reported back on July 27, 1964 recommending the use of UN observers in the field and the appointment of a special 
representative to facilitate a resumption of diplomatic relations betwe!:ln Cambodia and South Vietnam (formerly severed 
in February 1964). No action was taken to implement any of these recommendations as Cambodia had asked that the 
proposals be 'placed on file'. Cambodia feared that any involvement of a UN border inspection team might see its 
territory redefined and a new demarcation of its borders would result in a loss of Cambodian territory to South Vietnam. 
After its reaction to the proposals of the fact-finding mission, further complaints by Cambodia to the Security Council 
were not considered. 

Border incidents were reported throughout 1964 and in December 1965 one major incursion from Thai 
territory into Cambodia ended in a Cambodian appeal to the Security Council. In total, the Cambodian government 
appealed to the Security Council with 40 border complaints against South Vietnam and the US in 1967. This string of 
appeals did not prompt the UN to conduct any further action. 

Over the period from January 1968 to mid 1969, Cambodia had lodged over 100 separate incident complaints 
against South Vietnam and the US. There were no denials or counterclaims lodged by the US. As the incursions rose 
in number, so did the number of Cambodian complaints, totalling 1,864 border violations and 5,149 air violations by 
1969. Border incursions persisted during the Vietnam War. 

Allsebrook (1986: 36), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 119-120), Butterworth (1976: 207-210, 322-327), Huth (1996: 
237-238), Tillema (1991: 252-257) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Mission: Dey O. S. Baba, Morocco; Senhar M. P. Carrea, Brazil; M.M. Aka, Ivory Coast (250) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 1 O~: GHANA/UPPER VOLTA- GHANAIAN BORDER DISPUTE (JUNE 1964 - JUNE 1966) 

OAU involvement in this territorial dispute was minimal with only three contacts between the OAU and 
the disputants. The airing of the dispute in an OAU forum appears to have helped the disputants to reach a 
point of resolution. Note: Upper Volta was also called Alto Volta and became known as Burkina Faso in 1984. 

Relations between Upper Volta and Ghana had already become strained over 1963. Ghanaian Prime 
Minister Kwame Nkrumah and his government seemed slighted by Upper Volta's pursuit of closer ties with Ivory Coast. 
It was Upper Volta's suspicion that Ghana had been secretly supporting the subversive activities of rebels within its 
borders. The dispute focused on the border issues but there were other residual antagonisms fuelling the disputants' 
reactions. In 1963, Ghanaian troops were occupying a 50-mile strip of territory previously controlled by Upper Volta. 
Upper Volta formally denounced the occupation in 1963, but it only referred the matter to the OAU in July 1964, at the 
OAU Summit Conference. In addition to the occupation, Ghana had closed its borders with Upper Volta without warning 
in June 1964 and had begun to erect a school in the disputed territory. 

The OAU Assembly Summit Conference was held in Cairo over the period from July 13, 1964 - July 17, 1964, 
and Upper Volta lodged a formal complaint with the OAU Assembly during the Summit meeting. The OAU Assembly 
passed a resolution that approved the maintenance of current border demarcation in Africa. Ghana acknowledged a 
willingness to withdraw its occupation forces and begin negotiations with Upper Volta with a view to settling the border 
issue. The OAU Assembly passed a resolution in favour of immediate negotiations between the two states to settle the 
dispute. Ghana however, did notcAmply with the resolution and the matter was rcintrod:..:::ed at an OAU Council forum 
in June 1965. Discussion at the OAU Council forum centred on complaints of Ghanaian subversion against 
neighbouring states and on the threat of a number of French-speaking West African states boycotting a meeting 
scheduled to be held in Accra in August 1965. 

Upper Volta raised the matter at the Accra OAU meeting in August 1965 and Ghana restated its willingness to 
withdraw from the territory to resolve the dispute. This time, the Ghanaian government adhered to its stated intentions 
and withdrew from the territory. The dispute ended peacefully. 

Butterworth (1976: 381-382), CIA World Factbook 1998 -Internet Web Site 
(http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/uv.html, http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/gh.html), Political 
Leaders, 1945 - 1999 - Internet Web Site (http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/ghana.htm, http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/burkina.htm), 
Zacher (1979: 246-247) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-i.-Referral to the OAU Assembly Summit Conference (000) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. OAU Council (440) 2 -:- 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 11 O:SVRIAllsRAEL. ~ BORDER INCIDENTS (JUNE 1964-JULY1966) 

UN involvement was instrumental in arranging a cease-fire between the disputants. The UNTSO 
remained operational in the area even after this particular outbreak had abated. 

Occasional but minor border skirmishes occurred on the Israel - Syrian border over 1962. In June 1963 
however, Syrian installations began shelling Israeli enclaves from the Golan Heights. In direct retaliation Israel 
launched an air strike on Syrian territory. Shelling and counter-fire from both parties continued into 1964 and then 
abated. 

This dispute was the eighth in a string of eighteen Arab-Israeli disputes in the region. Israel and Syria have 
had four previous encounters in which international organisational mediation occurred. 

Allsebrook (1986: 31), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 121), Huth (1996: 215-216), Tillema (1991: 172), United Nations 
(1990: 15-42), Zacher (1979: 244) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Rderral to the UN Security Council: Representatives of Joth (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

General Odd Bull, Chief of Staff UN Truce Supervision Organisation«()?2)4: 3 CeasE:l:fires 
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CASE 111 : NORTH VIETNAM/USA - VIETNAM WAR (AUGUST 1964· MAY 1975) 

Involvement in this ideological dispute was highly problematic for the UN. The main actors in the 
dispute, North Vietnam, South Vietnam and China were not UN members. Compounding this problem, the 
presence of the Cold War rivalry was already permeating through into Security Council relations and made the 
use of vetoes in UN resolutions /I more likely occurrence. Hence, disagreement from the USSR and US on the 
dispute's management and UN resolutions virtually paralysed any action the UN Secretary-General proposed. 

The details of the US involvement in this dispute had developed earlier and its support militarily and 
logistically was already firmly committed to the South Vietnamese government. [See Case 107: South 
Vietnam/Cambodia - Border Conflict (March 1964 - December 1964)] The focus of US support for South Vietnam 
against the Vietcong rebels along the Cambodian border was broadened in scope and commitment in 1964. 

On August 2, 1964 the US charged that the North Vietnamese had attacked the US destroyer Maddox in the 
Gulf of Tonkin. North Vietnam claimed the attacks were retaliatory, for previous attacks made by South Vietnamese 
vessels as they travelled under covert protection of US destroyers. By August 4, 1964 a second complaint by the US 
alleged North Vietnamese attacks on two US destroyers. In spite of North Vietnamese denials over the attacks the US 
began air strikes as an immediate response. Consequently, the US Congress authorised that the US forces use all 
necessary force to repel any armed attacks. The UN Security Council was notified of the US actions on August 4, 1964, 
the US advising that their vessels had been in territorial waters at the time and that the North Vietnamese attacks were 
unprovoked. T: ,6 Uf" asked both North and South Vietnam ior theil accounts of the incident to be submitted. ,'he 
accounts from each of the parties were pitched along with an accumulation of past grievances and violations of the 1954 
Geneva Agreements. The UN took no action on the complaints as the US had not called for its intervention and neither 
of the parties requested assistance. The US merely used the UN as an international platform for clarifying the 
'defensive' nature of its actions. 

Following the Gulf of Tonkin incidents, the UN Secretary-General U Thant promoted a round of negotiations 
between USA and North Vietnam in Rangoon, Burma. North Vietnam accepted the idea but the US postponed its 
involvement until after the domestic elections had finished. The negotiations never eventuated despite continued 
attempts to get the parties to the table during 1965. A stronger attempt at resolution was made on December 24, 1965 
when the US halted air strikes on North Vietnamese targets in the hope that negotiations could begin. A three-point 
bulletin issued by North Vietnam set out some preconditions for any US negotiations, all of which were unacceptable to 
the US. 

The US finally brought the matter to the attention of the Security Council again on January 31, 1966. Before 
the meeting of the Security Council took place the US tried a number initiatives which included calls for an end to the 
fighting and the international supervision of a cease-fire. The item made it on the Security Council agenda on February 
2, 1966 despite USSR disapproval. Private, informal debates on the issue were held at the request of the President of 
the Security Council though not a lot was achieved by these means. The Security Council also discussed the matter 
openly in session over September 1966 - December 1966, but no further action was taken. 

Over this period the UN Secretary-General U Thant made successive attempts to reconvene the Geneva 
Conference in an effort to draw the parties back into negotiations. His efforts were not fruitful though he was able to 
meet the North Vietnam officials in Burma, March 1967, to restate the conditions of his own three point proposals for 
rekindling the negotiation process. Further meetings for the UN Secretary-General occurred throughout 1968, with the 
Consul-General of North Vietnam whilst at a United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCT AD) 
conference in India, and with other leaders in Delhi, London, Paris, Moscow and Washington. 

Serious and sustained land and air offensives scarred the years from 1966 - 1968. A.fter an announcement by 
US President Johnson detailing a limitation of air strikes zones for US bombers and new utfers of negotiation, North 
Vietnam agreed to begin fresh discussions on April 3, 1968. The UN Secretary-General U Thant twice urged the parties 
to decide on a venue for the talks. North Vietnam agreed to engage in peace talks in Paris and they started in early 
May 1968. In October 1968, the US announced that it would halt all hostilities and this was achieved by November 1, 
1968. 

The inflexibility of the disputants' positions meant that the negotiations dragged on over a three-year period 
and the US, in particular their negotiator Henry Kissinger, and North Vietnam represented by Le Duc Tho, also 
conducted secret bilateral talks before a full settlement could be agreed upon. 

The Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim offered his good offices in April 1972 but none of the parties utilised 
the offer. Later on May 9, 1972, the Secretary-General stated that all the UN machinery should be used to put an end to 
the hostilities and help the parties to come to some settlement. On May 11, 1972, the President of the Security Council 
received a memorandum from the Secretary-General. The report detailed suggestions on how to move the parties to 
further talks on cessation of hostilities. In early 1972 the peace talks in Paris had still not drawn to a satisfactory 
conclusion and frustration saw an outbreak of bombing against the North. The talks were suspended from May 4, 1972 
to July 12, 1972 and the US reported details of its 'collective defence' operation to the UN Secretary-General (May 8, 
1972). Even though UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim supported initiating more active UN partiCipation in resolving 
the dispute, none of the Security Council members however agreed. After this small skirmish abated in June 1972, the 
parties decided to return to negotiations. Extensive negotiations culminated in the signing of "The Final Agreement on 
Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam", Paris, January 27, 1973. Continued peace talks were held at a 
Conference from February 26, 1973 - March 2, 1973. The Secretary-General was in attendance at the Conference. 
Fighting persisted intermittently until 1975, but the UN was not involved in the final peace settlement. 

The UN was more involved in humanitarian concerns during the dispute, becoming involved with the United 
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO). 

Allsebrook (1986: 40), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 99-100), Brecher et alia (1988: 271,273-274), Butterworth (1976: 
322-327), Huth (1996: 235), Tillema (1991: 252-257), Zacher (1979: 240, 269) 

THE 
UNIVUiSITY OF CAI\lTDiI3URY 

N.l. 
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The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. U Thant, UN Secretary General (053) 5 - Unsuccessful 
2. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
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CASE112,: ·ISRAEL/JORDAN - BORDER INCIDENTS (DECEMBER 1964 D APRIL 1966) 

UN mediation was minimal and unsuccessful in this dispute involving Israel and Jordan. It was the 
fourth dispute to take place between the two states over their mutual border and fermenting territorial Issues. 
This incident began with a clash in the Israeli capital of Jerusalem and followed by guerrilla attacks and the 
occasional border incursion. 

There was one mediation attempt in this dispute, conducted by iwo experienced UN mediators. Pier Spinelli 
had held a previous position as UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Yemen and had also been Head of 
Mission to Yemen and Head of the United Nations Office in Geneva [See Case 093 - EgypVYemen and Saudi Arabia
North Yemeni Royalist Rebellion (September 1962 - October 1967)]. Major-General Riley was Chief of Staff of the UN 
Truce Supervision Organisation [See Case 039 • Israel/Jordan - West Bank Border Conflict (January 1953 - December 
1954)]. Their joint attempt was unsuccessful. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 111), Brecher et alia (1988: 267-268, 278), Keesings Contemporary Archives (1964-
1967), Huth (1996: 213) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN,i$l~nS'r PierE>pin~ni, M~JorQe[1erall3i1~y(251)1:.~.rls)Jc2essful ..... 
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CASE 113: ERITREA/ETHIoPIA -WAR OF SECESSION (1965 - MAY 1993) 

This war of independence was referred to both the UN and the OAU, but neither organisation was very 
active in its management. 

In September 1952, the Emperor of Ethiopia added his approval to the creation of the nE:lw federated state of 
Eritrea. [See Case 023: Eritrea/Ethiopia - Independence Attempt (July 1949 - December 1950)] In 1956, Ethiopia had 
temporary control over the federated state of Eritrea via a territorial administration. On November 14, 1962, Ethiopia 
asserted complete control over Eritrea when the Ethiopian Parliament revoked Eritrea's federated status. The Eritrean 
Democratic Front (EDF) which had been campaigning for full Eritrean independence since 1956. After the Ethiopian 
annexation of the territory, the EDF instigated an armed resistance via the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF). 

The resistance struggle continued to escalate and by 1967, it had graduated to a full scale guerrilla war. 
Many residents of Eritrea fled to Sudan and in 1969, the Ethiopian government implemented a partial curfew in Eritrea. 
The ELF forces were given military support and supplies by Cuba, Egypt, and the People's Republic of China. "On 
December 16, 1970, a state of emergency was declared in Eritrea and military rule was imposed" (Butterworth, 1976; 
412). Ethiopia accused Syria, Iraq and South Yemen with aiding the rebellion and foreign infiltration. A number of Arab 
states appealed to the UN Security Council to end the annihilation of the Eritrean people. On December 29, 1970, the 
Security Council dernanderl an end to the hostilities. The ELF wan receiving SUbstantial support from outside Eritrea 
despite the OAU's condemnation of its use of terrorism. The number of active guerrillas was estimated to total 3000 
over 1970. 

Pursuit of the rebels often infringed on Eritrea's territorial neighbours, In particular Sudan. Potential dispute 
escalation in the region increased further in 1974. After the oustering of Emperor Haile Selassie in Ethiopia on 
September 12, 1974, Sudan began to actively support the nationalist rebels and there were frequent clashes between 
the two countries on the border. At this time the ELF acknowledged its willingness to participate in negotiation with the 
new Ethiopian military junta but this was conditional. The ELF wanted the military junta to recognise the ELF as the sole 
representative of the Eritrean people. Ethiopia agreed to mediation by Sudan but also stated that independence for 
Eritrea was an impossibility. After the negotiations broke down, the new military junta purged some of the ranks from 
the old regime and sentence many to execution. Full-scale military operations were launched by the ELF. In January 
1975, they !oined forces with another rebel group and renewed their struggle for independence. On February 13, 1975, 
the ELF appealed to the UN and the OAU to intervene and halt the secessionist war. 

There was no decisive Victory by either side and the war dragged on throughout the 1980's. There were 
territorial gains by the ELF rebels but these gains were soured by severe drought that led to extensive famine in 1985. 
Partly due to the devastating effects of the famine, the effects of another ongoing provincial independence struggle in 
Tigre, and partly due to co-operative rebel offensives, the Ethiopian government collapsed in May 1991. 

A referendum was finally held in the province after May 1991. The result of the referendum showed 
overwhelming support for Eritrean independence. With some stability returned to Ethiopia by 1995, it began to recover 
from years of war, famine and destruction. The war incurred heavy fatalities, approximately 200,000 in total. 

Allsebrook (1986: 9), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 122-123), Butterworth (1976: 411-413), Tillema (1991: 93-95, 97-
98) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Western Government Representatives at the UN (287) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 

OAU· 
-1-. -Referral to the OAU Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 



CASE119: USA/DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - CONSTITUTIONALIST REBELLION (APRIL 1965· SEPTEMBER 
1966) 
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Both the UN and the OAS intervened, trying to restore peace after the staging of a coup d'etat. The 
OAS played an important part in the dispute by 'multilateralising' the USA's unilateral intervention, thereby 
legitim ising the intervention attempt. Mediation efforts by both organisations were, on the whole, ineffective. 

On April 24, 1965, the Dominican Republic Army split and revolted against the ruling junta that was headed by 
Donald Reid Cabral. Four days later the US sent in 1,200 Marines, a unilateral operation which was described as an 
action primarily aimed at securing the safety of US citizens who were resident in the Republic. The US operation 
graduated to a full-scale intervention with 21,000 US marines and army corps landing on April 29, 1965 and another 900 
readied in reserve forces. In a letter to the Security Council that same day, the US reported the arrival of the American 
troops and their mission to protect American lives during the civil unrest in the Republic and also stated that the OAS 
had been advised to consider the matter. 

The OAS had previously been involved in the Dominican Republic in 1961, when it was active in promoting 
democratic elections after the assassination of the autocratic leader, General Rafael Trujillo Molina. After a coup d'etat 
overthrew the new democratic leader President Balaguer in November 1961, the OAS showed minimal interest with only 
a brief Council debate on the matter. 

In this dispute, the OAS Council began its involvement on April 29, 1965 by calling for a cease-fire and 
scheduling a meeting of its Foreign Ministers for May 1, 1965. The OAS Council then authorised its Secretary-General, 
Dr. Mora, to go to the Dominican Republic to promote conciliation (April 30, 1965). On May 1, 1965, the OAS formed a 
Special Committee to offer its good offices to the Dominican factions, to investigate and report on the situation and to 
co-ordinate their efforts with the other mediators working towards a cease-fire, the Papal Nuncio and various diplomatic 
corps. The OAS Special Committee and the Papal Nuncio were jointly successful in arranging a cease-fire, the Act of 
Santo Domingo, signed on May 5, 1965. 

The importance of the OAS role in this dispute was that its backing and participation in international 
intervention effectively legitimised the US intervention. On May 6, 1965 the OAS Meeting of Consultation of Foreign 
Ministers put to the vote the degree of OAS involvement. The ministers voted 14, with the inclusion of the overthrown 
Dominican Republic government, to 5 (Mexico, Uruguay, Peru, Ecuador and Chile) to consent to the creation of an OAS 
Inter-American Peace Force. Venezuela was the only state to abstain from the decision. The US had requested the 
creation of an IAPF to give their intervention attempt a more multilateral semblance. Troops numbering approximately 
2,000 from Brazil, Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua and Paraguay joined the US troops by the end of May 1965. 

The UN membership reacted, the USSR calling for a meeting of the Security Council on May 1, 1965. The 
meeting occurred on May 14, 1965 and the Security Council called for a cease-fire and proposed that Secretary
General U Thant appOinted a representative to send to the Dominican Republic. UN Secretary-General's 
Representative Jose Antonio Mayobre, Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin America, was 
appointed, leaving for Santo Domingo on May 17,1965. Along with Mayobre, an Advance Party, led by Major-General 
I. J. Rikhye as Military Adviser was sent to Santo Domingo on May 15, 1965. Major-General Rikhye had two military 
observers assisting him. Mayobre reported on May 21, 1965 that both factions were ready to agree to a truce. The 
Security Council passed Resolution 205 on May 22, 1965 for the cease-fire to be permanent and for the Secretary
General to monitor the progress of its implementation. Overall, the UN role was limited and had little impact on the 
resolution of the dispute. The extent of further UN Security Council actions only involved debate on the legal 
ramifications posed by the intervention. 

The UN Special Representative :nd the 0.4~ Ad Hoc Committee continued to promote a lasting settlement. 
After the election on June 1, 1966, the UN Secretary-General submitted a few reports regarding the elections and on 
July 1, 1966, he reported that Joaqufn Balaguer and Francisco Augusto Lora had, respectively, been sworn into the 
offices of President and Vice-President of the Dominican Republic. The Ad Hoc Committee arrived in the Dominican 
Republic on June 3, 1965 and began negotiating for a peace plan on June 4, 1965. Their conciliation efforts and those 
of OAS Secretary-General were unsuccessful 

The OAS Inter-American Peace Force was withdrawn on September 21, 1966 and the UN Special 
Representative ended his mission on October 22, 1966. 

Allsebrook (1986: 37), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 126), Brecher et alia (1988: 274-275), Butterworth (1976: 400-
402), Nye (1971: 145-146), Tillema (1991: 17-18), United Nations (1990: 199-212), Zacher (1979: 243, 257-258) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Mgr Emanuele Clarizo, Papal Nuncio in Santo Domingo; UN Observer team (249) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS· 
-:r:--Council of OAS (242) 1 - Offered Only 
2. OAS Peace Mission: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Panama, Uruguay (244) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. Dr. Jose Mayobre, UN Secretary-General Special Representative (246) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Dr. Jose Mora, OAS Secretary-General (247) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. OAS Mediation Committee - Three-man committee including OAS Secretary-General Mora and US Ambassador 

Ellsworth Bunker (248) 2 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 121: INDIA/PAKISTAN - SECOND KASHMIR WAR (AUGUST 1965 • SEPTEMBER 1965) 

]Olal ConflictManag~fJlellt.lgfJQ!1~","_~",~~~~~ __ ' _' ~"5,;;;,.7'-'-'_~~"'-;"'~1 
>Tot£Jf9rg~rii~atiorJ8,l Mediations, and R?fermls ,.,12 , 
lfat-a'lltlesYRaarifa}culatfonf ,-". ... ,-~- -- . '7600'::>. :: ' . 
CurrehtDisputeBtatus '" Full Seftlemenf, 

UN efforts in this dispute over independence and territorial issues concerning the region of Kashmir 
were quite successful in achieving a cease-fire and troop withdrawals. The UN's involvement in the earlier 
Rann of Kutch dispute was minimal and no mediation was attempted. The following Kashmir dispute 
management constituted more extensive mediation attempts and the creation of the UN India-Pakistan 
Observation Mission (UNIPOM). 

, The Rann of Kutch dispute, although minor, was the third in a series of four recurring and escalating disputes 
between India and Pakistan, Complaints were received from both parties regarding the other's hostile behaviour, with 
both engaging in border attacks and clashes during March 1965 and April 1965. Twelve fatalities were reported from an 
incident on March 20, 1965 but the fatality count may have been more during the continuing border clashes. India's 
formal complaint was made in writing to the President of the UN Security Council on April 11, 1965 and Pakistan called 
for an immediate cease-fire and negotiations with India on April 9, 1965 and April 11, 1965. Protests and counter-claims 
were made again in May but the parties finally agreed to the founding of an Ad Hoc Indo-Pakistan Western Boundary 
Case Tribunal (June 30, 1965). The UN Secretary-General nominated a neutral Chairman to control the Tribunal, 
Gunnar Lagergren was appointed on December 14, 1965. By February 19, 1968, the Tribunal had awarded 90 per cent 
of the Rann to India and the remainder to Pakistan. After the borders had been officially demarcated, the Tribunal was 
dissolved on September 22, 1969. 

The preceding disputes between Indie. and Pakistan over the boundaries of the Rann of KL:ch and the earlier 
dispute, Case 012: Pakistan/India - First Kashmir War (October 1947 - January 1949), set the scene for this intense 
dispute and complicated its settlement. 

Complaints oVer border incidents in Kashmir surfaced late in 1963. The Security Council discussed the 
matter during February 1964 - May 1964, with Pakistan complaining about the wholesale integration of Kashmir into 
India's boundaries. India had refused to allow self-determination in the execution of a plebiSCite in the Kashmir area and 
it now insisted that Kashmir was a part of India. It was at this stage that the matter was complicated by the Rann of 
Kutch dispute. 

Hostilities continued to increase along the cease-fire line between Kashmir and India. By September 3,1965, 
the Secretary-General had passed on information which he had received from the United Nations Observer Group in 
India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP), notifying the Security Council that the 1949 border cease-fire had collapsed. Major 
offensives had already begun to occur from August 5, 1965 and escalated with the parties engaged in full scale war by 
late September 1965. 

Neither of the disputants approached the UN for assistance or for the Security Council's consideration of their 
grievances. The Secretary-General met and appealed to both parties and later the Security Council called for a return 
to cease-fire conditions and a withdrawal of troops to a previous cease-fire position (September 4, 1965). A second 
request for a cease-fire was made by the Security Council amidst continued fighting on September 6,1965 and a return 
to the territorial troop positions of August 5, 1965. The Secretary-General worked to try to get the parties to agree to 
these proposals and set about strengthening UNMOGIP at the same time. 

Secretary-General U Thant visited both India and Pakistan requesting that the parties come to some 
agreement about a cease-fire (September 7, 1965 - 15, 1965). India accepted the Secretary-General's proposal on 
September 16, 1965 but only conditionally. Pakistan also accepted the proposed cease-fire arrangements but also 
stated its acceptance was conditional, pending further steps to be taken on the future of Kashmir. Both parties' 
conditional acceptance of the cease-fire arrangements proved difficult to overcome because of the restrictive nature of 
the conditions each disputant imposed on the other. It was because of the conditional acceptance of the terms that 
made the UN Secretary-General's mediation attempt unsuccessflJ.. Thus Pakistan's refusal to comply with cease-fire 
demands forced the Security Council to act with resolve in Resolution 211 (1965) with the implementation of a cease
fire on September 22, 1965. A resolution calling for troop withdrawals was issued on September 20, 1965. The 
Secretary-General was asked to provide adequate supervision for the cease-fire and help the parties seek a lasting 
settlement. 

This phase in the hostilities ended on September 22, 1965 - September 23, 1965. External military aid was a 
contributory factor in the dispute, India receiving aid from the Soviet Union, and Pakistan being supplied arms by the US 
and UK. There were violations of the cease-fire over September 1965. The Security Council called on both parties to 
uphold the cease-fire conditions and ensure the smooth withdrawal of troops on September 27, 1965 and November 5, 
1965, 

UN Secretary-General U Thant appointed Brigadier-General Tulio Marambio (Chile) as his representative and 
adviser on withdrawals (November 5, 1965). General Marambio engaged in two attempts of mediation between the 
parties. He held talks with Indian and Pakistani representatives from January 3,1966 - January 29, 1966 in Lahore and 
Amritsar. The talks were successful, with the parties coming up with a plan for withdrawals and disengagement on 
January 22, 1966 and agreeing to the final details of troop disengagement on January 29, 1966. These talks were held 
simultaneously with rounds of similarly successful, Soviet mediated talks in Tashkent, January 4, 1966 - January 10, 
1966. The UN Representative held a joint meeting with the parties on January 25, 1966 to discuss some ground rules 
for the process of troop disengagement. The parties agreed to the implementation of the withdrawal plan and the 
supervision of the withdrawals by UNMOGIP and UNIPOM. They also agreed that, in the event of their disagreement 
over the implementation of the plan, the decision of General Marambio would be final and binding on both parties. 
Secretary-General's Representative, Brigadier-General Marambio's mission ended on February 28, 1966 and 
UNIPOM's mission was also terminated on March 22, 1966 as planned. 

The existing UNMOGIP mission was enlarged to assist in the initial cease-fire supervision covering the area 
within Kashmir and UNMOGIP personnel increased from 45 to 105 observers. Since the hostilities were continuing 
outside the administrative scope of UNMOGIP, a new United Nations India-Pakistan Observation Mission (UNIPOM) 
was formed to observe the cease-fire and troop withdrawals outside the state of Jammu and Kashmir. UNIPOM's tasks 
were specifically to observe and report any breaches of the cease-fire. Their particular role as observers also allowed 
them negotiate with local commanders to restore cease-fire conditions, though they had no authority to order any 
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cessation of hostilities should any breaches occur. A maximum of 96 observers were assigned to the UNIPOM mission 
in October 1965. The UNIPOM mission was initially jointly co-ordinated by the UNMOGIP commander. General Robert 
H. Nimmo (Australia) had replaced Brigadier H. H. Angle (Canada) on October 28, 1950 as the Chief Military Observer 
of UNMOGIP and was in command of UNMOGIP over this phase of the dispute until January 3, 1966. Major-General B. 
F. Macdonald (Canada) was appointed Chief Officer of the UNIPOM operation from September 23, 1965 - March 22, 
1966. 

Concern over the possibility of a resumption of hostilities was raised in July 1971. The UN Secretary-General 
sent identical messages to the heads of government of both India and Pakistan expressing his concerns over the 
deterioration of the cease-fire situation. He offered his good offices with the hope that a line of preventive diplomacy 
might help ease tensions. In the messages, U Thant emphasised the efforts of the UNMOGIP Chief Military Observer to 
prevent military escalation along the Kashmir cease-fire line. 

In December 1971, hostilities broke out again heedless of the Secretary-General's attempts at prevention. On 
December 4,1971 the Security Council again called for the parties to take all measures to enforce an immediate cease
fire and withdraw their forces to their own territory. Fighting continued until December 17, 1971 until finally both 
Governments announced a cease-fire, by which time territorial positions had changed on both sides. 

In July 1972, the President of Pakistan and the Prime Minister of India agreed to define a Line of Control in 
Kashmir and the new demarcation of the cease-fire line was agreed to in December 1972. The UNMOGIP mission 
continued to supervise the cease-fire line on the border between Pakistan and the State of Jammu and Kashmir. By 
June 30, 1990, the UNMOGIP personnel had been downsized from 44 to 36 observers. Border violations have 
continued to occur, varying in significance: from provocative tit-far-tat missile and nuclear weapons testing in April 1998 
[Pakistan test-fired a medium range-missile Ghauri capable of reaching deep into India's territory, in response to India's 
production of medium-ranged Prithvi missiles - Keesings Archives, 42198-99] to cross-border shelling and air incursions 
between Indian and Pakistan forces [May to September 1999] (Gurr et alia, 2001: 25). 

Allsebrook (1986: 37-38), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 127), Brecher et alia (1988: 274-276), Butterworth (1976: 214, 
390·395), Durch (1993: 273-284), Gurr et alia, (2001: 25), '-luth (1996: 230), Keesing's Archives of World Events (1998: 
42198-99), Tillema (1991: 232-234), United Nations (1990: 153-171, 429-431), Zacher (1979: 259-260) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. U Thant, UN Secretary General (053) 5 - Unsuccessful 
2. U Thant offers mediator Dr Ralph Bunche, UN Under-Secretary Special Political Affairs (018) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to the UN Security Council: UN Representatives of both (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
4. UN Security Council (007) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
5. Arthur Goldberg, US UN representative (071) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. .Bri gadi§r~g~ElI11:1rt:lLTIJIi (). Mararn bio (ghil~e) ,tJN. S ecretary-General'sRepresElI11CltiYEl( 1931)2:2. F't:i.rtial. § ElttlElTll Elnts 

- -,- .----:-----
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CASE 125: NAMIBIA m INDEPENDENCE STRUGGLE (1966· MARCH 1990) 

The UN's efforts in Namibia (formerly South West Africa) saw the organisation mediating to help 
smooth the transition from a colonial territory to an independent state. Initial UN efforts to aid the transition 
towards independence from South Africa were Ineffectual. Sanctions on the South African government were 
ineffective and South Africa's response to calls for independence in 1974 merely saw South Africa establish a 
homeland and an apartheid parliamentary assembly. Five Western members of the Security Council formed a 
Contact Group, under the auspices of the UN, and proceeded to negotiate between the South West African 
People's Organisation (SWAPO) and South African officials for the independence of Namibia. These later 
mediation attempts were to result in a settlement that saw the UN Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) 
supervise the electoral process and the transition towards Namibian independence. 

The Government of South Africa became acting 'mandatory' for the territory of South West Africa in 
December 1920. Implementation of the mandate meant that the territory was administered under the laws of the 
Mandatory and thus was treated as "an integral portion of the Union of South Africa". (United Nations, 1990: 343) 
Complaints about South Africa's administration of the territory became common phenomena during the 1950's with the 
International Court of Justice (ICJ) being called upon in 1950, 1955, and 1956 to give an advisory opinion on the 
territorial status of South West Africa. The UN General Assembly established the Committee on South West Africa in 
November 1953, and it operated as an advisory group to the General Assembly from 1954 - 1961. Later, in 1956, the 
General Assembly establish Ad a Good Offices Committee to negotiate with South Africa about giving official recognition 
to the territory of South West Africa. In 1958, the Good Offices Committee and the South African government met in 
Pretoria but the Committee's proposals were unacceptable to the South African government and the Committee rejected 
the South African proposal for South West Africa to become a partitioned territory. South Africa had wanted to alter the 
trusteeship agreement under which it had administered the territory, aiming to incorporate the territory into South Africa 
as a new, fifth province, adherent to the same apartheid system of ethnic separation as the rest of South Africa. 

On October 27, 1966, the UN General Assembly passed Resolution 2145 (XXI) which revoked the Mandate 
and placed the territory under direct UN control. In May 1967 the General Assembly established a UN Council for South 
West Africa Resolution 2248 (S-V) "to administer South West Africa until independence, with the maximum possible 
participation of the people of the Territory". (United Nations, 1990; 344) UN administration of the territory was severely 
hindered by the South African refusal to accept the UN resolution and their general policy of non-co-operation. The 
General Assembly passed another resolution on December 16, 1967 calling for Security Council action to ensure the 
removal of South Africa and the release of South West African People's Organisation (SWAPO) members awaiting trial. 
SWAPO was to be formally recognised by the General Assembly in Resolution 31/146 (1976) as '~he sole and authentic 
representative of the Namibian people" (United Nations, 1990; 344). The Security Council did not take immediate action 
but it did consider the matter later on January 25, 1968 and also called for the release of the SWAPO detainees. This 
request was reiterated by the Security Council on March 14, 1968. 

It was not until after South Africa had prevented the UN Council for South West Africa from entering the 
territory that the General Assembly proclaimed that the territory be renamed, Namibia (June 12, 1968). The Security 
Council approved of the General Assembly resolution in Resolution 264 (1969) and Resolution 269 (1969). 

On March 20, 1969 the Security Council declared that the presence of South Africa in the territory was illegal, 
a resolution South Africa rejected on August 12, 1969. The Security Council declared that all acts of South Africa in 
Namibia were invalid after the Mandate had ended (January 30, 1970). The Security Council initiated an Ad Hoc 
Committee of Security Council members to set up ways implement its resolutions. Following the reports by the Ad Hoc 
Committee, the Security Council asked its members to refrain from any activity which might imply recognition of South 
Africa's r:laims over the territory. In addition, the Council encouraged its members to halt commercial and financial 
dealings, investments and tourism with Namibia, including emigration to Namibia. A referral to the ICJ saw both the 
revocation of the Mandate by the General Assembly and Security Council, confirmed in an ICJ judgement on June 21, 
1971. Predictably, the South African govemment did not accept the ICJ decisions and was unwilling to accept the UN's 
supervision of South West Africa in this transition stage. South African government of the territory continued amid 
protests and SWAPO-incited violence. 

Several UN administrative positions were created to handle the administration of the territory during its 
transition to independence. The General Assembly urged the Secretary-General to nominate a UN Commissioner for 
Namibia in December 1971 and Agha Abdul Hamid was the first to be appointed to the post. By February 1972 a heavy 
guerrilla war was under-way between the South African forces and the SWAPO independence fighters. The guerrilla 
fighting lasted through until the late 1980's. At a meeting in Addis Ababa in January 1972 - February 1972, the Security 
Council repeated its calls for South Africa to withdraw from Namibia. In March 1972, Secretary-General visited South 
Africa and Namibia, reporting back to the Security Council after the visit (July 17, 1972). With Security Council 
approval, the Secretary-General appointed Dr. Alfred M. Escher, an Ambassador from Switzerland, as his Special 
Representative in Namibia. Dr. Escher then visited South Africa from October 8, 1972 - November 3, 1972. On 
December 11, 1973, the Security Council discontinued contact with South Africa, after following the earlier withdrawal of 
contact by the UN Council for Namibia, the Special Committee of 24 and the OAU. The General Assembly gave official 
recognition to the SWAPO liberation movement as being an organisation truly representative of the people of Namibia. 

In 1974 the post of UN Commissioner for Namibia was established and Mr. Sean MacBride (Ireland) 
appointed (January 1, 1974). He was later succeeded by Mr. Martti Ahtisaari (Finland) from January 1, 1977 - 1982; 
Mr. Brajesh Chandra Mishra (India) from April 1 , 1982 - 1987; and Bernt Carlsson (Sweden) from 1987 - 1988. 

By May 27, 1975, South Africa had acknowledged to the Security Council that it had no claims on Namibia 
and that it was willing to negotiate with the OAU Special Committee, the UN Special Representative and UN Council for 
Namibia. There were more calls for a South African withdrawal and the situation continued more or less unchanged until 
resolutions were passed in 1976. The first, Security Council Resolution (385) on January 30, 1976, called for an official 
transfer of power, via UN supervised elections. The second, on December 20, 1976, saw the General Assembly 
adopting eight resolutions supporting SWAPO's struggle, giving SWAPO official UN observer status, expressing 
condemnation of token South African constitutional reforms and calling for the initiation of a Security Council arms 
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embargo. South Africa continued to refuse to withdraw from Namibia, offering only negotiation on constitutional matters 
excluding SWAPO from the process. ' 

Based on a suggestion by Andrew Young, President Jimmy Carter's Foreign Secretary, five Western Security 
Council members (Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the UK and USA) formed a 'Western Contact 
Group' to conduct a series of negotiations between South Africa and SWAPO in 1977. It maintained close contact with 
the UN Secretary-General and Martti Ahtisaari, the UN Commissioner for Namibia at the time. After almost a whole 
year of bilateral talks between the Western Contact Group and the two parties and a session of 'Proximity talks' held in 
New York, February 1978, the negotiations resulted in a 'Proposal for a settlement of the Namibian situation'. This 
proposal was presented to the President of the Security Council by the Western Contact Group on April 10, 1978. While 
both sides participated voluntarily in the negotiations, the fighting continued. The Western Contact Group proffered a 
number of proposals on furthering the process of Namibian independence, proposals that were based on UN 
resolutions. The Settlement Proposal was a negotiated compromise that was to facilitate the transition toward 
democratic self-determination. On July 27, 1978 the Security Council requested that the Secretary-General appoint a 
Special Representative for Namibia so that the representative could report back progress on the Settlement Proposal, 
Resolution 431 (1978). The Secretary-General appointed Martti Ahtisaari and authorised him to lead a survey mission 
into the territory and, after receiving his advice, the Secretary-General submitted a plan to the Security Council August 
29, 1978. The plan was to implement the Settlement Proposal with the assistance of the Special Representative. 

Martti Ahtisaari, the Secretary-General and the Security Council considered the prospect of a United Nations 
Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) and with SWAPO later giving their approval for the formation of a group, the 
Security Council passed Resolution 435 (1978). In defiance of the UN plan, South Africa ran its own election process in 
Namibia over December 4, 1978 - December 8, 1978, even though the Security Council had already warned them 
against taking such action (November 13, 1978). The General Assembly condemned the South African actions and 
called for sanctions to be implemented (December 21, 1978). However, the very next day, South Africa communicated 
to the Secretary-General that it would co-operate with the UN in the implementation of Resolution 435's 
recommendations. 

During a general strike in Namibia (December 1979), the violence escalated and soon Portuguese troops 
boosted the South African ranks to suppress the rebels. The seriousness of the guernlla struggle became more obvious 
between 1978 and 1980, when the struggle spread to Zambia, where SWAPO had established training bases, and later 
also seeping into Botswana and Angola. In January 1979, the Secretary-General's Representative, Martti Ahtisaari, 
made visits to South Africa, Namibia and the front-line states in an effort to negotiate a cease-fire. The front-line states 
referred to here usually include Mozambique, Angola, Tanzania, Zambia and Botswana (Zartman, 1989: 179). South 
African concern over the interpretation of the Security Council plan in Resolution 435, regarding SWAPO bases, 
lessened the possibility of achieving a cease-fire by March 15, 1979. Negotiations received a real setback when South 
African forces attacked a SWAPO base situated in Angola. The Security Council denounced the attack on March 28, 
1979. Consequently, the General Assembly also made reference to the event and reaffirmed SWAPO's legitimacy and 
its position as sole representative of the Namibian people. 

Over November 12, 1979 - November 16, 1979, the Contact Group, the front-line states, South Africa and 
SWAPO were called to participate in a conference by the Secretary-General. The purpose of the conference was to 
discuss the proposed demilitarised zone along the Namibian-Angolan border. On December 12, 1979, as a result of 
South Africa's limited co-operation, the General Assembly approached the Security Council requesting that 
comprehensive sanctions be imposed on South Africa. A decision later in the Security Council saw the General 
Assembly's calls for a comprehensive sanction denied by vetoes from the USA and the UK (April 30, 1981). 

In 1981 discussion continued with the Contact Group and both sides and also with the Secretary-General. 
The high profile conference over January 7, 1981 - January 14, 1981, with all of the parties in attendance, ended 
without reaching an agreement on a cease-fire. The Contact Group, the OAU, Nigeria, the South African Administrator
General for South West Africa/Namibia and SWAPO were at the conference but it was only the South African 
Administrator-General who did not consent to the implementation of the plan in Resolution 435, citing the questionable 
nature of UN impartiality. In August 1981, Angola had been attacked by South Africa for a second time and Security 
Council resolutions expressing condemnation and urging immediate withdrawal were again thwarted by a Security 
Council member's veto, this time lodged by the USA. From August 1981 to December 10, 1981, the General Assembly 
continued to call for the Security Council to take more decisive action over the situation by imposinr sanctions I'nd 
implementing the plan in Resolution 435. 

On February 4, 1982, Angola and Cuba had mutually agreed that the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola 
would only happen when acts of South African aggression ceased. By July 1982, the Contact Group had formulated 
'The Principles Concerning the Constituent Assembly and The Constitution for an Independent Namibia'. With Angola 
and its Cuban allies increasing their involvement in the 1980's, the Angolan Civil War and Angolan assistance in the 
Namibian resistance were issues linked by the South African government. [See Case 165: Angola/South Africa -
Intervention and Civil War (1975 - Ongoing)] The South African government would not agree to the Western Contact 
Group's implementation of transitional election plans with Cuban troops still remaining in Angola though, equally, no UN
based group wanted to link a Cuban troop withdrawal with the Security Council plan. The implementation of the 
Security Council plan had reached a point of stalemate. 

Virtually no progress was made over 1983. The Secretary-General talked to the front-line states, Kenya and 
Uganda, on a visit in February 1983. On May 31, 1983, the Security Council continued its condemnation of the South 
Africa occupation of Namibia. Again the Secretary-General, Javier Perez de Cuellar, met with high ranking 
representatives of all sides in Angola, Nqmibia and South Africa from August 22, 1983 - August 26, 1983. Mr. Botha 
(South Africa) and Mr. Sam Njumo (SWAPO leader) attended this session of talks. The UN Security Council again 
rejected the implied 'linkage' of the Angolan situation and the Namibian dispute (October 20,1983 - October 28,1983) 
and urged South Africa to indicate which type of electoral system it would prefer. Early in December 1983, France 
withdrew its involvement in the Western Contact Group, citing its impotence as an effective forum. South Africa ended 
1983 with a serious attack, deep into Angolan territory in December 1983. Strangely, South Africa offered a 
disengagement policy at the same time that would start on January 31, 1984. 

By 1984 the Security Council had still not secured indication of an election system preference from South 
Africa, nor had the situation of South African withdrawal from Namibia been settled. By this time the Western Contact 
Group had come to its own demise, unsuccessful in its repeated efforts to mediate a resolution and acceptance for the 
Security Council plan. Of the Contact Group members, only the USA continued to try to seek some resolution through 
'shultle diplomacy'. The Secretary-General acted as a go-between in negotiations over November 1984. He received 
letters and proposals from both South Africa and Angola, though neither of proposal was accepted by the parties. 

In April 1985, the proposal of another South African-imposed solution, a multi-party conference which resulted 
in what amounted to a 'puppet regime', was condemned by the Security Council (June 19, 1985). When the interim 
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government was installed by South Africa in Windhoek it was declared null and void by the Security Council. The UN 
took action against a South African commando unit that threatened Angola's territorial integrity on June 20, 1985. The 
Security Council decided to send in an assessment team to find out the extent of the damage caused in Angola after 
incessant armed attacks by South Africa (September 20, 1985). 

Ironically, as the Angola Civil War situation worsened, the civil war's 'linkage' with the Namibian situation 
aided settlement over Namibian independence. It was not until September 1988 that South African President P. W. 
Botha agreed to resume discussions on the transition process. After holding talks with South Africa, the Secretary
General arrived in Luanda for talks with Angolan President, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, on the situation in South-westem 
Africa. Dr. Chester Crocker, US Assistant Secretary of State, successfully mediated an agreement between Angola, 
Cuba and South Africa in Brazzaville (Congo) proposing a timetable for Cuban withdrawal from Angola. April 1, 1989 
was the proposed date for the implementation of Resolution 432 agreed to in the Brazzaville protocol. With this 
agreement the South African government was prepared to accept terms for an election in Namibia to establish 
independent government. The settlement was signed on December 22,1988, by all three parties in New York at the UN 
Headquarters and it specified that the Cuban troops would withdraw from Angola. The withdrawals were completed on 
November 23, 1989 and UN-supervised elections were conducted in 1990. 

The United Nations Transition Assistance Group (UNTAG) was established to ensure that free and fair 
elections took place in Namibia and to promote an environment conducive to democratic reform. UNTAG mandate was 
specifically, "to assist the Special Representative of the Secretary-General to ensure the early independence of Namibia 
through free and fair elections under the supervision and control of the United Nations" (United Nations, 1990: 445-447). 
Their tasks involved monitoring of the cease-fire and supervision of the withdrawal of South African presence in 
Namibia. UNTAG's mandate began on April 1, 1989 and ended on March 21, 1990. UNTAG was the first mission to be 
responsible for establishing the independence of a state by guiding the parties through an electoral process. The 
success of the mission can be attributed to good management in the execution of the mandate, but the success of the 
operation was greatly enhanced by the soundness of the political resolution mediated by the UN and the Contact Group, 
and the USA. The level of stability that followed the settlement in 1988, allowed the UNTAG mission to proceed 
smoothly and achieve its objectives when the moment for resolution was ripe with the parties. 

Allsebrook (1986: 10-11, 26-27, 47, 62-64, 101-104), Andemicael (1976: 124-133), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 130), 
Butterworth (1976: 78-80), Madden (1994: 255-260), Miall (1992: 255-257), Tillema (1991: 115-120), United Nations 
(1990: 341-388, 445-447), Zartman (1989: 170-254) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Good Offices Committee (006) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary General (054) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Alfred M. Escher, Special Representative to UN Secretary General (198) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Contact Group of five Security Council Members [Britain, Canada, France, West Germany, USA] (199) 11 - 1 

Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
5. Mr. Martli Ahtisaari, UN Special Representative (201) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Contact Group [Britain, Canada, France, West Germany, USA] (200) 1 

- Unsuccessful 
7. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Mr. Cyrus Vance; President Jimmy Carter, USA (613) 1 • Unsuccessful 
8. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Mr. Martli Ahtisaari, UN Secretary General's SpeCial Representative 

(614) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
9. Angola; UN - Unspecified (202) 1 - Unsuccessful 
10. UN Delegation led by Mr Urquhart; UN; Angola (615) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
11. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Brian Urquhart, UN (203) 1 - Unsuccessful 
12. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 2 - 1 Partial Settiement 
13. Chester Crocker,USA 'j UNSponsored Medi<3,tion (005)1.- 1 Full.~EI.ttlerTlel1t 
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CASE 127: GHANA/GUINEA -NKRUMAH TENSIONS (OCTOBER 1966· NOVE..,BER 1966) 

A UN mediation attempt by Secretary-General U Thant successfully arranged the release of diplomats 
in the first phase of this dispute. A further attempt to secure the release of OAU delegates was successfully 
arranged by three heads of state (Egypt, Ethiopia, Liberia) in the wake of a failed attempt by an OAU Special 
Mission. 

In March 1966, Guinea threatened to invade Ghana via the neighbouring territory of the Ivory Coast. 
Precipitating this action the President of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah, was overthrown and replaced by General Ankrah 
whilst the former was overseas on February 24, 1966. General Ankrah's government improved relations with Ghana's 
immediate neighbours but allowed relations with Guinea to deteriorate. Guinea gave refuge to the overthrown 
Nkrumah. 

After the Ghanian coup, Guinea placed a Ghanian ambassador under house arrest when he attempted to 
leave for Accra. Ghana first approached the OAU Secretariat and then the UN for assistance in securing the 
ambassador's release. The OAU did not get involved in the dispute and it was not until the UN Secretary-General U 
Thant became involved, that a negotiated release was secured. This early incident did not see the parties engage in 
open hostilities but the deterioration of relations between Guinea and Ghana was evident before the more serious 
events of 1966. 

On October 29, 1966, Ghanian authorities removed 19 Guineans from a Pan Am jet making a scheduled 
stopover at Accra International Airport, Ghana. Ghana announced that the dAtainees would be released only after 
Guinea had released some 85 Ghanian hostages. The Guinean detainees were on route to the 1966 OAU summit 
meetings. 

Guinea denounced the Ghanian actions and also accused the US of complicity in the detentions, and in turn 
detained the US ambassador and Pan Am representatives in Guinea. 

An Ethiopian Minister of Justice was sent to mediate in the dispute. In response to the detention of its summit 
meeting delegates, the OAU sent a special mission to try to secure the release of the delegates (October 31, 1966). 
The OAU also feared that other delegations could boycott in sympathy with the Guinea representatives. The OAU 
Special Mission was unable to secure the release of the delegates, probably because General Ankrah wanted the entire 
Guinean situation on the agenda. The US ambassador and Pan Am hostages were released on October 31, 1966. 

To prevent the other parties boycotting the summit meeting, private and informal negotiations were arranged 
between General Ankrah and President Nasser (Egypt), President Tubman (Liberia) and Emperor Haile Selassie 
(Ethiopia). This mediation attempt was successful and 19 Guinean hostages were released on November 5, 1966 by 
Ghana. General Ankrah announced that the Guineans wishing to return to Ghana were free to do so. During 1968 
most of Nkrumah's Ghanian party returned to Ghana from Guinea. The two states remained antagonistic towards each 
other especially through the period of military rule in Ghana. 

Allsebrook (1986: 50), Andemicael (1976: 64-65), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 131), Butterworth (1976: 406-407), 
Nye (1971: 157-158), Meyers (1974: 360-361, 366), Zacher (1979: 261-262) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TfONS • 
1. U Thant, UN Secretary-General (053) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
-:r:-aAU Mission [Justin Bomboko, Foreign minister of Congo-Kinshasa; Vice President Murumbi, Kenya; John 

Williams, Minister of Information - Sierra Leone] (254) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CAS~1.28: §QLIVIA - GUERRILLA INSURGENCY AND ATTEMPTEOREVOLUTION (NOVEMBER 1966· JULY 
1970) . . . 

OAS use of sanctions in this dispute was effective in overcoming the Cuban-lead guerrilla movement. 
By late 1966 the revolutionary Cuban leader Che Guevara entered Bolivia. Guevara aimed to establish a 

guerrilla movement capable of instigating a revolution to overlhrow the Bolivian govemment. With the growth of the 
guerrilla movement through various guerrilla-training camps, the USA managed to locate the guerrilla base and set 
about a counter-insurgency operation. The Cuban government supported the guerrilla operation and the Cuban leader 
Fidel Castro maintained close contact with the guerrillas. Supplies were covertly transferred to the rebels via Brazil, 
Paraguay and Argentina. There was also a level of Cuban leadership in the guerrilla forces with about ten of its 
experienced hands being former high-ranking Cuban military officers. 

Clashes between the army and the guerrillas became more frequent in June 1967 and a state of emergency 
was declared. Bolivia appealed to Argentina to send backup troops to assist in the counter-insurgency actions. 
Argentina's contribution though was limited to sending supplies and arms. By August 1967 Guevara's guerrillas took up 
a defensive stance. Captured evidence of the extent of the guerrilla operation was presented to the OAS on September 
22, 1967. Venezuela, also suffering from guerrilla terrorism, joined Bolivia in calling for military action against Cuba. 
The US urged other OAS members to maintain and strengthen their sanctions against Cuba (September 23, 1967). 

Sanctions had the desired effect, the guerrillas running short of supplies over October 1967. Che Guevara 
was captured on October 7,1967 and was later killed. At the end of 1967, the threcll from tne guerrilla movement had 
been eliminated. The remaining guerrillas fled to Chile where they claimed political asylum on February 22, 1968. The 
guerrilla's diplomatic status created tension between Chile and Bolivia, with Bolivia demanding the guerrilla's be 
extradited. A complaint about a delay in the extradition process was made to the OAS by Bolivia on February 27,1968. 
The Bolivian protest became a moot point when it was reported that the guerrillas had been deported to Cuba. Chilean 
reports said that the guerrillas had been in Chile from February 23, 1968 - February 28, 1968 and that the Bolivian 
extradition request had not come until later. The OAS, under the advice of the USA, merely advised its members to 
consult each other more on extradition proceedings. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 113), Brecher et alia (1988: 279), Butterworth (1976: 415-417) 

The Mediators: 

OAS-
-i.-Referral to OAS Foreign Ministers (ODD) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. ()}\~ 99LJ~~il ()f f'J1inisters{2i?}1 -U~~~~cEll)sful 
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CASE 129: RHODESIA • ZIMBABWEAN INDEPENDENCE (1967 -JANUARY 1980) 

Promoting the transition towards independence for the people of Rhodesia was the main emphasis of 
this UN intervention. The UN tried to help the regime transition period by promoting a democratic election 
process though it was hindered by Southern Rhodesia, the United Kingdom, South Africa and Portugal. The 
UN action in this dispute was limited and ineffective. Use of sanctions and mediation did not bring about l1;;y 
early resolution of the dispute and were, on the whole, unsuccessful because they lacked unanimity in their 
application. 

After the 1961 Constitution of Southern Rhodesia came into effect, the General Assembly appointed a 17-
man committee to observe the transition to full self-government. From 1953 - 1963, South Rhodesia was still 
considered a part of the Central African Federation. With the committee's findings the General Assembly affirmed that 
Southern Rhodesia was a self-governing territory and was to be under the United Kingdom's guidance during the 
transition towards full independence (June 28, 1962). 

Following this involvement, the General Assembly and the Security Council passed many resolutions calling 
for an end to the 1961 Constitution, an end to the detention of political prisoners and a broadening of individual pOlitical 
rights. These resolutions came under the severe scrutiny of the UK. In September 1963 the UK vetoed a Security 
Council resolution that called on it to forgo the transfer of sovereignty or military forces to Southern Rhodesia. In 
November 1963 the General Assembly recognised the problematic nature of transitional power and passed a resolution 
urging the UK to refrain from granting full independence until a majority rule could be establisl.3d. To aid conciliation 
processes, the UN Secretary-General approached the OAU and offered his good offices, as was earlier authorised by a 
General Assembly resolution. The UK responded by declaring that it would not accept unilateral independence. In 
anticipation of a unilateral declaration of independence the Security Council urged all states to denounce a declaration 
and for the UK to try to prevent one from occurring. The General Assembly backed these proposals. The UK then 
proposed five principles on which to establish independence though the General Assembly opposed any transition 
towards independence that did not involve adult suffrage. In addition, the General Assembly asked the UK to employ all 
necessary means to implement the resolutions. 

The Rhodesian government under Ian Smith declared Rhodesia's independence from British imperial rule 
November 11, 1965 in a unilateral declaration of independence. The Security Council met on November 12, 1965 and 
condemned the declaration of independence, calling on states not to recognise it and refuse to co-operate with it. 
Britain denounced the move towards independence and placed sanctions on the territo;y. 

The Security Council cautioned the UK to put an end to the rebellion and also called on other states to break 
contacts and arms trading with Rhodesia (November 20, 1965). The Security Council called on the OAU to help 
implement its resolutions. In January 1966 the UK announced a sixth prinCiple and strengthened its enforcement of the 
UN authorised embargoes by becoming involved in stopping oil shipments bound for Rhodesia (April 9, 1966). After 
talks failed between the UK and Rhodesia, the UN Security Council imposed selective mandatory sanctions on 
December 16, 1966. 

The tense situation over 1967 saw the emergence of two nationalist movements, the Zimbabwe African 
People's Organisation (ZAPO) and the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU). Guerrilla warfare became more 
frequently aimed at the white-owned properties. Over this period the bonds between Rhodesia and South Africa 
strengthened and the Zambian borders shared by Rhodesia and South Africa became the focal points of the guerrilla 
conflict. Escalation of the guerrilla conflict in August 1967, saw the African nationalist guerrillas attempt to invade South 
Africa and Namibia from Zambia after traversing the territories of Rhodesia and Botswana. Though the invasion was 
quashed it was evident that the South African government had been boosting Rhodesian anti-guerrilla operations, 
supplying South African police to perform security functions. 

In May 1968 sanctions were extenSively broadened to include all imports and exports except those which 
qualified as being used for humanitarian or educational purposes. The UN also set up a Sanctions Committee to look 
over reports on the situation. After 1968, the General Assembly and a Special Committee of twenty four representatives 
advised the Security Council of the need to impose additional sanctions and extend the sanctions to the countries 
supplying Rhodesia, in particular, South Africa and Portugal. The proposal was to extend the sanctions to also include 
all communications. On June 20, 1969 those entitled to vote in Rhodesia approved a new constitution and later on 
March 1, 1970, a declaration announced that the country had new status as a republic. 

The situation in Zambia ran concurrently with Rhodesian efforts towards decolonisation. In early 1970, the 
level of Zambian rebel activity had risen to such a degree that Rhodesia threatened to retaliate if Zambia did not do 
something to control the guerrillas. South Africa also threatened action and was eventually provoked enough to 
respond, invading Zambia on October 5, 1971. The UN Security Council received a complaint from Zambia over the 
incident though the orily UN action was n call for the South African government to respect the territorial integrity of 
Zambia. The situation between Zambia and South Africa remained relatively calm until a series of incidents in August 
1972 saw intense African nationalist violence renewed. Guerrilla insurgency and counter attacks from Rhodesia 
continued to escalate through to January 1973. Rhodesia took stronger measures on January 9, 1973, by closing off 
the border with Zambia. Zambia called for an immediate meeting of the UN Security Council to discuss the problem. 
The UN Security Council responded by setting up a special mission to visit the area and assess the border situation 
(February 2,1973). The border was reopened by Rhodesia on February 4, 1973 and subsequently was closed entirely 
by Zambia. The UN Special Mission on Zambia examined the border situation from February 12, 1973 - February 16, 
1973. As a result the UN Security Council passed two resolutions on March 10, 1973, one calling on the UK to promote 
majority rule in Rhodesia and another providing some economic assistance for Zambia. [For more information on the 
Zambian incidents see: Allsebrook, 1986: 48-49, 51, 59, 64] 

On March 18, 1970 the Security Council condemned the declaration of a republic and urged member states 
not to recognise or co-operate with Rhodesia. Again, South Africa and Portugal were condemned for their continuation 
of relations with Rhodesia, demanding also the withdrawal of South African police. The UN called for its members to 
give support to those Rhodesians fighting for independence. These requests were frequently spelt out in UN resolutions 
at the time, as were repeated calls for the UK to use force to ease the situation. Sanctions and calls for their stricter 
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enforcement was a common matter of consideration at the UN, especially as some memher states were more resolute 
than others on their implementation. 

Border attacks continued through 1973 - 1974 though the intensity of the attacks diminished and signs of 
abatement were evident by the end of 1974. By December 1974, talks began to make some progress towards finalising 
settlement on a Rhodesian constitution. Complete closure on a constitution however was not achieved and the border 
continued to be the focal point of the dispute. As the dispute escalated in 1976, ZANU and ZAPO were joined by the 
African National Congress of South Africa in a 'patriotic front'. The independence movement gained support from 
neighbouring black African states and united to form the Front-line states in August 1977 with Mozambique, Botswana, 
Tanzania and Zambia. As a result of their support, the terrorists often sought refuge in their surrounding territories when 
Rhodesian authorities were in pursuit. 

Abel Muzorewa was appointed Prime Minister of Rhodesia on May 3, 1979 after an internal settlement 
arranged by Ian Smith (UK). The appointment of Muzorewa did not resolve any of the underlying issues in the dispute 
nor did it stop the fighting which actually intensified afterwards. A mediation attempt by Lord Harrington began in 
September 1979 at Lancaster House, London. The attempt resulted in a cease-fire agreement on December 5, 1979. 
A plan for independent elections to be held in Zimbabwe was also agreed to and came into effect in January 1980. 

Allsebrook (1986: 38-39), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 132-133), Brecher et alia (1988: 276-277, 314-315, 318-319, 
320-321, 323-324, 326-327, 333-334, 338-339, 343-344), Butterworth (1976: 403-404), Miall (1992: 291-293), Tillema 
(1991: 123-124) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Lord Carver, British Resident Com-Designate; Lt. General Pem Chand, UN Special Representative in Rhodesia 

(606) 1 - Unsuccessful 
?. Ivor Richards, British Ambassador to the UN (18.1) 3 - Unsuccessful 
3. David Owen, British Foreign Secretary; Andrew Young, US Ambassador to the UN (185) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. David Owen, British Foreign Secretary; Andrew Young, US Ambassador to the UN; Richard Moose, US Assistant 

.§epr,~!ary()tStatElfor AfricCl(18~L1. ~ UI1~LJcces~flll 
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CAse 13Q:(luINEAllvORY COAST .... HOSTAGE CRISIS {FEBRUARY 1967 ';SEPTEMBER 1967) 

Both the UN Secretary-General, U Thant, and OAU efforts were aimed to foster a settlement in this 
dispute over the detention of nationals by both countries, Guinean statesmen detained by the Ivory Coast and 
an Ivory Coast fishing boat detained by Guinea (February 19,1967). 

In June 1967, Guinea lodged a formal protest to the UN Secretary-General regarding the detention of its 
foreign minister, its representative to the UN and other diplomatic representatives. The OAU and other African states 
appealed to the Secretary-General for assistance. The Ivory Coast claimed that its detainees were held in retaliation for 
the detention of one of its fishing trawlers, which had been taken earlier along with some of its nationals, by Guinean 
authorities (June 26, 1967). 

The UN Secretary-General decided that the two issues were to be treated as two separate issues (July 28, 
1967) and appointed his Personal Representative, Jose Rolz-Bennett, to discuss both of the matters with the 
governments of each country and offer the use of his good offices to assist the resolution process. Based on his 
Representative's summary of the situation, the Secretary-General suggested certain procedures that would aid the 
settlement of the dispute but his advice was not accepted. Following this development the Secretary-General requested 
that the matter be put on the agenda of the General Assembly as per Guinea's request. In a speech to the OAU 
Assembly though he suggested that a more appropriate course of action would be to discuss the dispute in the forum of 
the OAU. The OAU then approached President Tubman of Liberia to continue his mediation attempts with the states. 

r'le OAU also worked on persuading the partk;s to stoWe. Eventually, these earlier interventions Iud to ihe 
peaceful joint intervention of the UN Secretary-General and President Tubman. After their initial mediation attempt, 
President Tubman mediated a final settlement between both countries which saw the release of the Guinean detainees 
by the September 21, 1967 and the release of the Ivory Coast detainees on September 25, 1967. After the release, 
both countries were reminded of the international conventions governing privileges and immunity. Though the initial 
problem had been resolved, the relations between the two countries remained antagonistic and the prospect of future 
intervention by the OAU was affected by a subsequent incident. In September 1973, a number of subversives, who 
were believed to have been trained in the Ivory Coast, were captured by Guinea. The OAU was accused of abetting the 
subversive elements by President Sekou Toure (Guinea) and it was this alleged 'encouragement' that soured any offers 
of peaceful assistance the OAU made in the future. 

A'isebrook (1986: 42), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 133-134), Butterworth (1976: 413-415), Huth (1996: 218), Meyers 
(1974: 361-362) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council and the OAU (000) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Jose Rolz-Bennett, UN Special Representative (052) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
1. President Tubman (Liberia), mediating for the OAU; President Diori (Niger); President Keita (Mali) (240) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
2. UN Secretary-General U Thant; President Tubman (Liberia) mediating fl.. the OAU (·1148) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. PrEl!lid~ntTublll?nof Liberia, Ac:tingas OALJ Mediator(1149) ?~,2I"ull§El,~lell'leDts 
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CASE 131: ISRAEL/EGYPT AND THE ARAB STATES - SIX DAYWAR(JUNE 1967) 

UN mediation efforts involved various UN organs including the SecretarY-General, UNTSO, the 
Secretary-General's Personal Representative and the Security Council. The OAU was also active, sending a 
fact-finding mission to the scene to assess the situation. This dispute between Israel and Egypt was the third 
dispute between these neighbouring states and would be followed by a fourth dispute later In 1973. UN 
mediation success was limited in this dispute mainly due to the inflexibility of the aisputants' stances. 

In the period leading up to this dispute, Israel had again defeated Egypt and the disputants had become 
aligned within the bipolar system of superpower rivalry. Clashes between the Palestinian Liberation Organisation and 
Syrian forces continued to boost the tension in the area over 1966. By May 1967, Israel had positioned troops along the 
border it shared with Syria. Syria was partnered with Egypt in the United Arab Republic over this period and on May 14, 
1967 the partners jointly declared a state of emergency, mobilising their troops in a face-off along the Syrian/Israeli 
border. The UN peacekeeping mission (UNEF), which had been stationed along the Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza 
since the end of the 1956 war, was requested to leave its position, May 16, 1967. [See Case 054: United Kingdom, 
France and Israel/Egypt - Suez Canal War (October 1956 - November 1956)] The UN evacuation was fully complete 
by May 18, 1967, leaving Egypt to seal off Israeli access to the Red Sea via the Straits of Titan on May 22, 1967. With 
the UAR request, the UN Advisory Committee was left undecided about the fate of the force, in that consent for 
deployment was revoked by the host country. Compliance with the UAR's withdrawal request was given reluctantly by 
the Secretary-General. The Secretary-General visited Cairo in May 23, 1967 to promote a peace process for seH:ling 
the dispute. A meeting of the Security Council was called to discuss the situation from May 24, 1967 onwards. 

Israel launched strategic air attacks on June 5, 1967 against Egypt, Iraq, Syria and Jordan. The Sinai, Gaza, 
Western Jordan and the Golan Heights, were all subsequently occupied by Israel. Predictably, the Security Council 
called for a cease-fire on June 6, 1967 and after continued pressure for a cease-fire, Israel, Jordan and the UAR 
accepted. It was not until Israel had secured its position against the Arab forces that it actually complied with the cease
fire arrangements. Egypt agreed to the cease-fire on June 9, 1967. Syria only agreed after it had lost the Golan 
Heights territory to Israel on June 10,1967. 

The UN General Assembly held an emergency session on July 4, 1967 but came to no agreement on 
settlement except to request that Israel revoke the altered status of Jerusalem. A special session of the General 
Assembly was held from June 17, 1967 - July 21, 1967 and although there was no agreement resulting, the debate did 
help to prepare the later Security Council resolution made in November, 1967. Gradually, the resolutions progressed to 
recommendations for an Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories but by this time Israel was content to maintain 
the secured territory and requested recognition be given to Israeli sovereignty before any concessions could be made. 

With minor bouts of fighting continuing to occur between Israel and Syria after the cease-fire agreement, a 
number of UN observers from the UN Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO) were authorised to supervise the 
cease-fire in the Suez Canal area by the Secretary-General (July 9, 1967). UNTSO began to observe the cease-fire on 
July 17, 1967. The Security Council later called for Israel to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the people in the 
invaded areas. The Secretary-General appointed a Special Representative, Nils Gussing, to record information about 
the movement of prisoners-of-war and civilians. U Thant also appointed a Personal Representative, E. Thalmann, to 
monitor the situation in Jerusalem and report relevant information. 

The Security Council condemned violations of the cease-fire agreement in October 1967 and adopted 
Resolution 242 on November 22, 1967. The Resolution was passed as a basis for a peaceful settlement. It deemed 
that: the acquisition of territory during war inadmissible thus resolving that Israel had to withdraw from the captured 
territories; the fighting should end; the states should recognise territorial integrity and recognise that all inhabitants had 
the right to live feeling secure in a :Jaceful en'.'ironrnent; the states agree to guarantee free navigation; and lastly, a fair 
settlement should be found to thl::! refugee problem. The Security Council subsequently approached the Secretary
General asking him to appoint a Special Representative to assist in the promotion of a resolution. U Thant appointed 
Dr. Gunnar Jarring to the position of Special Representative and his mission lasted until 1973. 

Discussions held outside the auspices of the UN were instigated by France and held over a two-year period. 
The progress made by the four-power discussions, involving France, USA, UK, and the USSR, was reported to the UN 
over the period from April 1969 - 1970. 

The situation remained the same over the next six years with no territory being relinquished by Israel and no 
back down on the stance over Israeli sovereignty by the Arab states. 

Allsebrook (1986: 41-42), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 134-135), Brecher et alia (1988: 279-280), Butterworth (1976: 
417-419), Huth (1996: 209-210), Miall (1992: 218-220, 237-241), Tillema (1991: 171-174), Zacher (1979: 263) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. U Thant, UN Secretary General and UN Security Council (519) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. General Odd Bull, Chief of Staff of the UN Truce Supervision Organisation (072) 3 - 2 Cease-fires, 1 Partial 

Settlement 
3. Referral to UN Security Council: UN Representatives of all Parties (000) 5 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
4. UN Observers (146) 2 - 2 Cease-fires 
5. Dr. Gunnar Jarring, UN Secretary-General's Personal Representative (013) 7 - 1 Partial Settlement 
6. Dr. Gunnar Jarring, UN Secretary-General's Personal Representative; Mr. Rogers, US Sec. of State (074) 1 - 1 

Cease-fire 
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1. OAU Fact-Finding Mission; President Senghor, Senegal; President Ahidijo, Cameroon; President Mobutu, Zaire; 
Gefleral Gowan,Nigeria. (O?~) 1~Unsuccessful 
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CASE 132:. NIGERIAIBIAFRA - SECESSION A TIEMPT (JULY 1967· JANUARY 1970) 

During this secessionist conflict, the UN deferred responsibility for management of the dispute in 
favour of the OAU, saying that the problems in Nigeria were, in essence, an 'African' problem which was better 
handled by the African channels of conflict resolution. The OAU's mediation efforts were initially one of only a 
few accepted third party interventions and successfully encouraged the parties to engage in dialogue. The 
effectiveness of the OAU efforts though was minimai. The OAU's stance in supporting Nigeria and its albeit 
limited assistance in trying to preserve Nigeria's territorial integrity, was criticised by the Biafran leaders. It 
was generally perceived that the OAU favoured the Federal Military Government of Nigeria (FMG), internally 
pressured by other African members to discourage secessionist movements because of their own vulnerability 
to similar fates. Coping with internal division, as four member states continued to aid and recognise Biafra, the 
OAU's later attempts at mediating a resolution fell flat. 

The Federation of Nigeria, granted independence on October 1, 1960, was a melting pot of some 50 diverse 
ethnic groups. The first indication that there was to be a redress of the harsh racial discrimination and corruption in the 
government came on January 15, 1966 in the form of a violent coup. After successive coups and a massacre launched 
against the Ibo tribes in the north, Ibo independence was declared, by Ibo leader Ojukwu, in a new state called Biafra on 
May 30, 1967. 

Fighting between the FMG and the rebel Biafrans began on July 6, 1967 and continued until January 1970. 
The then government of Nige;i'~, the F'lderal Military Government of Nigeria (FMG), initially had a moderate response to 
the new secessionist state, implernenting sanctions and blockading ports. Fighting was soon very intense with both 
sides unwilling to compromise on the issue of Biafran self-determination. The full effects of the war were to claim 
fatalities of approximately 2,000,000 people. Intense armed conflict was sustained by the assistance of external 
powers: the FMG receiving arms from the UK and the USSR; and Biafra aided strongly by France and possibly China, 
Portugal, Israel and South Africa. 

The UN was unable to act with the FMG to control the Biafran secession as the Biafran action was deemed to 
be an internal action and therefore excluded from any UN reaction under Article 2 (7). The Secretary-General did 
explore the idea of engaging his good offices but resolved that the matter would be better directed to the OAU to handle. 
The Secretary-General's efforts were focused on humanitarian concerns, leaving the OAU to deal with the challenge of 
dispute resolution. Nigeria later invited the UN Secretary-General's Representative, Nils Gussing, to join an 
International Observer Team in their inspection duties. He reported that there was no evidence of genocide, apart from 
an incident at Okigwi that depended on an interpretation of the facts. The observer team also took note of the Nigerian 
troops moving into Biafra from October 1968 to November, 1968. The Secretary-General urged the FMG to be humane 
in their reclamation of the territory (January 11,1970). The Secretary-General too was invited to Nigeria over January 
18, 1970 - January 19, 1970 and offered advice on humanitarian matters. UN humanitarian assistance increased over 
this period reflecting growing global concerns for human welfare. The Secretary-General appointed a new 
representative, Said-Uddin Khan to oversee the UN assistance in the area (April 1969). He was withdrawn on May 30, 
1970. 

Efforts to resolve the dispute came from all quarters including Pope Paul VI (December 1967, August 1969) 
and the Secretary-General of the British Commonwealth (May 1968). These two mediators were, along with the OAU, 
the only ones to bring the parties together to engage in dialogue. A number of African states were concerned about the 
intensity of the dispute, the bad press received by the rest of Africa over the war, the increasing prospect of external 
involvement and the presence of secessionist movements in general. In the light of their concerns and despite FMG 
disapproval on the matter, these African states decided to involve the OAU. 

The OAU's Assembly of the Heads of ':.'~dte and (-iGvernment tabled the dispute in an internatioPlll forum but 
avoided engaging in a debate on the issue of international intervention by simply expressing support for the FMG's 
position. A special commission comprised of six heads of state was established but its function was only to preserve 
the territorial integrity of Nigeria and in doing so, support the FMG's efforts to reunite Biafra in a unified Nigeria. 
Needless to say, the Biafran leaders condemned the OAU's stance but the OAU continued to acknowledge its support 
for Nigerian unification at meetings in 1968 and 1969. 

The OAU managed to initiate two sets of negotiations between the parties in Niger on July 20, 1968 and in 
Ethiopia on August 5, 1968 but achieved no real success in resolution. Additional mediation attempts in June 1969 
were also ineffective and heavy fighting continued. Only later in October 1969 was the FMG successful in overcoming 
the Biafran forces. The remaining Biafran forces surrendered on January 15,1970. 

Meyers (1974) points out that after the Nigeria/Biafra Conflict, the OAU were reluctant to become entangled in 
the internal affairs of a member state. The OAU was divided in that four of its members approved and supported the 
secessionists in Nigeria ?nd that conflicted with the official stance of the organisation. The OAU was inGapable of 
pulling the four member states into line over the matter as it had no means by which to impose sanctions on them. 

Allsebrook (1986: 44), Bercovitch and Jllckson (1997: 135), Butterworth (1976: 419-421), Meyers (1974: 364-367), Miall 
(1992: 258-260), Nye (1971: 158-159), Oluo (1982: 97-110) 

The Mediators: 

OAU-
~OAU Advisory Mission [H. Selassie, General Aukrah, President Ahidjo, M. D. Telli] (205) 4 - Unsuccessful 

. . 



CASE 133: CONGO (ZAIRE)/RwANDA m MERCENARIES DISPUTE (AUGUST 1967 ~ APRIL 1968) 
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In August 1967 a large number of mercenaries took refuge in Rwanda as a result of their inability to 
maintain their siege stronghold in the town of Bukavu, Congo (Zaire). The OAU and the UN had previously held 
discussions on the subversive activities of the mercenaries in Bukavu, ruling that their activities were to be 
condemned and discouraging any assistance given by other states. Later action by the UN was deferred in 
favour of allow;ng the OAU to deal with the matter. The OAU employed several organisational mechanisms to 
deal with the mercenary presence including the creation of an Ad Hoc Committee, the engagement of a security 
force and mediation attempts conducted by the Committee's Chair, President EI Azhari (Sudan). Four OAU 
mediation attempts occurred over the period from October 1967 - April 1968. 

General Mobutu claimed the presidency of the Congo (Zaire) in November 1965 after a successful military 
coup d'etat. Gradually, he began to restore normal relations with neighbouring African states and continue with the 
proposals of his predecessor, one of these being the expulsion of mercenaries from the country. The majority of the 
mercenaries forces left by Tshombe had enlisted in the Congolese National Army (ANe). In September 1966, the UN 
Security Council heard a complaint from the Congolese government regarding some illegal mercenary activities. It was 
not until July 1967 that President Mobutu responded to repeated pleas from the OAU and the UN Security Council to 
deal with the mercenary threat in the ANC and he did so by dismissing all but two of the army's units. They were 
believed to be a threat to the Congolese government because it was suspected that they were still very loyal to 
Tshombe who was in exile. 

In July 1967 Tshombe was kidnapped and taken to Algeria and this occurred just as Mobutu was disbanding 
the remaining troop units. On July 5, 1967 the soon-to-be de-mobbed mercenary units stationed in Bukavu, revolted 
against the ANC and held the city along with other Congolese army men who had served previously in Tshombe's 
secession attempt in Katanga. Bukavu became a city under siege for almost two months, with more rebels joining the 
mercenaries and more support arriving for the ANC. 

The Congolese government appealed to both the OAU Assembly and the UN Security Council for assistance 
in extinguishing the mercenary problem and containment of the Bukavu situation. The Security Council met on July 6, 
1967 - July 10, 1967 and the problem of support given by other African states to the rebels was discussed. The 
Security Council condemned those states which persisted in aiding the rebels and urged all the governments concerned 
to refrain from allowing their territories, resources and nationals to interfere with the activities in the Congo (Zaire). 

The OAU discussed the matter later in its session at Kinshasa from September 11, 1967 - September 14, 
1967. It too, condemned the subversive activities of the mercenaries and called for their immediate departure, 
threatening the use of specialist international bodies if they failed to do so. It called upon all its member states to give 
every assistance to help the Congolese government in the expulsion of the rebels. The OAU called upon the UN to 
denounce the rebel activities, to take immediate steps to control the mercenary problem and to make all training or 
enlistment of mercenaries within UN member states a punishable offence. The OAU also established an Ad Hoc 
Committee of ten nations, chaired by President EI Azhari (Sudan), to use all measures to ensure the removal of the 
mercenaries. The Ad Hoc Committee was to work in conjunction with the OAU Assembly's Chairman-in-Office and the 
OAU Administrative Secretary-General. 

President Mobutu, also current Chairman-in-Office in the OAU Assembly, enlisted the assistance of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross to arrange a peaceful evacuation of the rebels in Bukavu. The removal of the 
mercenaries was to take the form of a Red Cross escort, joined by an OAU security force, to Kemembe airport in 
Rwanda. After a clash with the Congolese troops in late October 1967, the mercenaries fled into Rwanda and were 
soon captured by the Rwandese authorities. 

On NOY'l",ber 3, 1967, the UN Security Council warned the Congolese government that a sec'. !d group 2( 
mercenaries had invaded the country, with Portugal's assistance, from Angola and to make haste to prevent further 
possible aggression. The UN Security Council condemned Portugal's collusion with the rebel forces and reiterated it's 
earlier plea for states to desist from aiding or receiving mercenaries. 

Now, the removal of the mercenaries from Rwanda became the OAU Ad Hoc Committee's main objective. It 
set up a Five-Nation Committee of Inquiry to identify the rebels in Rwanda and their sources of support. It decided to 
charge the mercenaries and their identified supporters, states or groups, to pay reparations to the Congolese 
government. The Rwandese government decided to detain the mercenaries, with the approval of the OAU Ad Hoc 
Committee until the compensation was received and assurances were given that the mercenaries would not return to 
Africa. A difference over the interpretation of the Commission of Inquiry decision saw Rwanda prevent return of the 
mercenaries. It was only after OAU mediation in April 1968, that these differences were resolved, written assurances 
were given and the mercenaries were finally returned to their original countries. 

Andemicael (1976: 73-77), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 136), Butterworth (1976: 462-463), Keesing's Contemporary 
Archives (1967-68: 22429A: 22583A: 22729A) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-1-. -Referral to the OAU and UN (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU and International Red Cross: Unspecified (406) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. OAU Special Committee on Mercenaries [Burundi, Central African Republic, Congo-Brazzaville, CongO-Kinshasa, 

Ethiopia, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia] (407) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Referral to the OAU Special Committee on Mercenaries (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. President AI Azhari of Sudan, OAU Special Committee representative (408) 1 - 1 Fun settlement 
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CASE 134:N(>IUH KOREA/USA - USS PUEBLO SEIZURE (JANUARY 1968 - DECEMBER 1968) 

The UN was not very successful in moderating this dispute over the detention of a US research vessel 
by North Korea. A referral to the organisation only provided a forum for the airing of the dispute. 

After the signing of a truce in the Korean War, there were continuing border skirmishes between the Republic 
of Korea (South Korea) and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) over the period from 1965 -
1971. North Korea had: tried to infiltrate the UN-policed demilitarised zone over 1962 - 1963; launched cross border 
attacks from 1965 - 1971; and had also tried to launch sea-borne invasions on the South Korean coast, involving naval 
and air support. 

North Korean (PDRK) patrol boats seized and detained a US naval intelligence ship, the USS Pueblo, on 
January 22, 1968. On the same day the USS Enterprise, an aircraft carrier operating in the region, was diverted from its 
patrol around the North Vietnam coast to the Sea of Japan. The US government called for the return of the USS Pueblo 
and its 83-man crew at the Panmunjom Armistice Talks. The PDRK claimed that the vessel was inside North Korean 
waters, in the Wonsan region, though the US authorities denied this. A number of diplomatic efforts were made to 
secure the release of the vessel but these initial efforts were fruitless. On January 25, 1968, the US Ambassador in 
Moscow called on the USSR to use its good offices to broker the release of the vessel. At the same time, the US called 
up its airforce and army reservists. On January 26, 1968, the USSR sent a trawler to watch over the activities of the 
USS Enterprise. After US Ambassador Thompson made a second request for USSR assistance, which was bluntly 
refused, the L'3 government called an urgent meeting of tile UN Security Council on January 28, 1968. ThL US 
accused the North Korean government of seizing the unarmed USS Pueblo in an orchestrated attack. The US 
requested that the UN Security Council secure the return of the vessel and the release of its crew, and resume the 
conditions agreed to in the Korean Armistice accords. 

On February 3, 1968, the US and North Korea reached an agreement, including the seizure of the USS 
Pueblo on the agenda of the continuing the Panmunjom Armistice Talks. Subsequently, the US withdrew the USS 
Enteiprise from the region, diminishing the threat of armed retaliation. The USSR still maintained that the vessel was 
engaged in spying activities within the PDRK's territorial waters. Ethiopia proposed that the Security Council investigate 
the dispute, but no action was taken. The commander of the USS Pueblo admitted to involvement in spying activities on 
December 16, 1968. The admission was broadcast the same day over North Korean airwaves. The US government 
denied that the vessel engaged in espionage, but continued negotiations. 

After ten months of negotiation, the US and North Korean officials reached an agreement on ;)ecember 23, 
1968. Major General Woodward (USA), signed a proclamation apologising for the US vessel's presence in North 
Korean waters. The proclamation acknowledged the statement of the USS Pueblo's commander and some of the crew 
as genuine. Before signing the proclamation though, Major General Woodward read a statement revoking the apology. 
The resulting situation however, secured the release of the USS Pueblo's crew. The PDRK retained the vessel after the 
release of its crew. 

Allsebrook (1986: 43), Butterworth (1976: 424-425), Brecher et alia (1988: 281), Tillema (1991: 218-219) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Referral to the United Nations (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 135: USSR/CZECHOSLOVAKIA - PRAGUE SPRING INVASION (AUGUST 1968) 

UN resolutions were rendered useless in this dispute, with the USSR using its power of veto on 
proposed Security Council resolutions. 

The political situation in Czechoslovakia in 1967 was one of civil unrest and political disarray. Changes in the 
Czechoslovak Communist Party led to the overthrow of First Secretary of the Communist Party, Antonin Novotny, on 
January 5, 1968, with Alexander Dubcek installed as the new First Secretary of the Communist Party. Novotny's 
position as President was taken over by General Ludvik Svoboda on March 23, 1968. New leader of the Czechoslovak 
Communist Party Alexander Dubcek, announced plans for the liberalisation of former Party restrictions on economic and 
social aspects of life in Czechoslovakia (April 9, 1968). Amongst the terms for liberalisation stated in the 'Action 
Program' was the abolition of harsh censorship laws that had been established under the former regime. Fearful of the 
repercussions and possible 'spillover' of the liberalisation reforms into other Communist-bloc nations, the USSR and the 
other Warsaw Pact allies (Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany and Poland) demanded that Alexander Dubcek and his 
party end the reform process immediately. The Polish and East German leaders, Wladyslaw Gomulka and Walter 
Ulbricht respectively, voiced their concerns over continuing liberalisation of Czechoslovakia. The Warsaw Pact 
countries met in Dresden in March 1968, with one of the main topics for discussion being the situation in 
Czechoslovakia. The meeting decided that the Warsaw Pact nations would conduct military exercises in June 1968. 

On June 27. 1968, a letter was released in Prague, called ''Two Thousand Words" and called for an increased 
pace for liberalisfl:ion reform. On July 15, 1968, the Warsaw Pc~t nc.tions issued an Ultimatum to the ne",,' 
Czechoslovak government, recognising that the ''Two Thousand Words" paper was a threat to the whole Communist 
community. After renewed criticism of the Warsaw Pact structure, the USSR called for the dismissal of the 
Czechoslovak Head of Defence and Security. There were intensive negotiations conducted between the USSR 
Politburo and the Czech leaders, resulting in the signing of the Bratislava Declaration on August 3, 1968. On August 12, 
1968, it was reported that the Czech leaders were not willing to adhere to the terms of the Bratislava Declaration. With 
Czechoslovak leaders gaining support from Yugoslav Presiderot Tito and Romanian Party Leader Ceaugescu, the Soviet 
perception of 'spillover' potential reached crisis point. After a meeting between the Warsaw Pact countries over three 
days from August 15, 1968, the decision was made to act on the Czechoslovak situation. 

On August 18, 1968, a combined "Allied Socialist Force" comprising military units from all five of the Warsaw 
Pact countries, invaded Czechoslovakia and took full control of Prague and the rest of the country over a two-day 
period. Alexander Dubcek, General Ludvik Svoboda and the rest of the Czechoslovak government were interned but 
were later returned to office. 

In August 1968, six members of the UN (Canada, Denmark, France, Paraguay, UK and USA) called on the 
Security Council to consider the situation in Czechoslovakia. UN Security Council discussions occurred immediately 
after the invasion, between August 21, 1968 - August 24, 1968. The USSR initiated the discussion claiming that its 
actions and the actions of its Warsaw Pact allies, Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany and Poland, were acts of collective 
self-defence. The Security Council formulated a resolution condemning the invasion and calling for the complete 
withdrawal of a" foreign troops. The USSR vetoed the resolution. A second resolution proposed that the Secretary
General dispatch a Special Representative to Prague to ensure the protection of the detained Czechoslovak leaders 
and negotiate their release. This second resolution was not put to the vote and no further action was taken by the UN. 
The Czechoslovak Representative to the UN requested that the matter be dropped from the UN Security Council 
agenda on August 27, 1968, after talks had been held between the parties in Moscow over August 23,1968 - August 
26,1968. 

By September 1968, the East German troops had withdrawn from Czechoslovakia. Forces from Hungary, 
Poland and Bulgaria had left Czecho&:ovakia by October 18, 1968. Soviet forces also withdrew on October 18, 1968, 
after the Czechoslovak government signed an agreement in Moscow that allowed for a reduced Soviet military presence 
in Czechoslovakia. 

Allsebrook (1986: 43-44), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 136-137), Brecher et alia (1988: 283-284), Butterworth (1976: 
428-430), Internet Web Site - Political Leaders (April 9, 1999: http://web.jet.es/ziaorarr/domin-re.htm). Tillema (1991: 
54), Zacher (1979: 264) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 138: EL SALVADOR/HoNDURAS m FOOTBALL WAR (JuLv1969) 

The OAS had to deal with intense fighting during their efforts to resolve this dispute - at one stage 
there were approximately 2,000 fatalities in just over a two-week period. It utilised a number of organisational 
mechanisms: a military observer team of 33 sent from seven nationsj a special commission of inquiryj a 
mediation commissionj and the OAS Secretary-General. Overall the OAS efforts did stem the extent of the 
hostilities though the conflict ended without the disputants reaching a state of complete resolution. 

Residual antagonism after a long-standing border dispute and ethnic rivalry between EI Salvador and 
Honduras bubbled over into a World Cup soccer riot and escalated the situation further (June 1970). The violence 
began at soccer matches held in Tegucigalpa (Honduras) on June 8, 1969 and in San Salvador (EI Salvador) on June 
15, 1969. The situation escalated rapidly into a major diplomatic incident with EI Salvador first to severe relations on 
June 26,1969 and Honduras following suit on June 27,1969. Earlier in June 1969, EI Salvador had declared a state of 
emergency and requested that the OAS investigate (June 24, 1969) the Honduran treatment of EI Salvadorian workers 
and forced land redistribution in Salvadorian populated areas of Honduras - some 300,000 EI Salvadorians had moved 
to work in Honduras. 

The OAS Council appointed a three-member mediation committee on June 27, 1969 and on the same day the 
OAS Secretary-General sent members of the OAS Human Rights Commission to Honduras and EI Salvador to 
investigate EI Salvador's complaint. After a few border clashes had already occurred, EI Salvador reported the 
skirmishes to the OAS compl".ining that Hondurans had violated their territo::al integiity. An emergency session of the 
OAS resolved to wait for the outcome of the mediation attempts that were already under way before fully considering the 
latest EI Salvadorian complaint. 

Fighting escalated in the meantime though, with hostilities and claims coming from both disputants. The OAS 
called for a cessation of hostilities and instituted a seven-nation peace team to operate in the area (July 4,1969). At the 
same time, in Washington, OAS officials were able to negotiate a cease-fire agreement on July 18, 1969. OAS 
observers were stationed along the border regions to ensure that the disputants adhered to cease-fire principles. 

When the OAS demanded that each side withdraw their troops within 96 hours, EI Salvador refused, 
unconvinced of Honduran guarantees for the safety of their nationals. The OAS reiterated its call for withdrawals on 
July 22, 1969 however, EI Salvador remained resolved, requesting a full investigation into Honduran mistreatment and 
crimes against its nationals. In a effort to coax EI Salvador to comply with the withdrawal resolution, the OAS 
threatened the use of sanctions (July 23, 1969). EI Salvador, continuing to claim mistreatment of its nationals, 
countered the threat by urging that sanctions should be applied to Honduras for human rights violations (July 28, 1969). 
The OAS Council rejected EI Salvador's claims and threatened sanctions a second time. With the peace team having 
no success in its efforts to formulate a resolution, the OAS decided to establish a group of mediators from Paraguay, 
Colombia and Peru to rectify the situation with EI Salvador on the withdrawals. Meanwhile, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and 
Guatemala tried to repair economic relations in Central America. The OAS Secretary-General Galo Plaza Lasso 
(Ecuador), began a mediation attempt on July 31, 1969 and again both parties agreed to the removal of troops and the 
safety of foreign nationals. To supervise the withdrawals and to mediate again should there erupt any more disputes, a 
new OAS Commission was set up. The situation did deteriorate again in November 1969 with Honduras being 
uncooperative over the resumption of trade routes. 

A number of talks were scheduled from November 1969 - 1970, but did not eventuate. At last an agreement 
for a demilitarised zone was signed on June 4, 1970 with OAS guidance. Nicaragua, Guatemala and Costa Rica 
supplied personnel to patrol the border areas. This long-standing dispute has not been fully resolved and continues to 
be affected by the refugee situation, the nature of the countries' political leadership and mutual er.()nomic problems. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 138-139), Brecher et alia (1988: 289-290), Butterworth (1976: 409, 438-441), Nye (1971: 
146-147), TiIIema (1991: 27-28), Zacher (1979: 114,266-267) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
1."""OAS team of foreign ministers; Alberto Fuentes Moher, Guatemala; Fernando Lara, Costa Rica; Lorenzo Guerrero, 

Nicaragua (077) 2 - 1 Full Settlement 
2. OAS Seven Man Peace Team (Led by Dr. Sevilla Sacasa, Nicaraguan representative on the Permanent Council of 

the ~AS); representatives of US, Argentina, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador (078) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. OAS Mediator - Unspecified (079) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Galo Plaza Lasso (Ecuador), OAS Secretary-General (1032) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 



CASE 143: PALESTINIAN LIBERATION ORGANISATION (PLO)/JORDAN - COUP AnEMPT (FEBRUARY 
1970 -AUGUST 1971 ) 
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Arab league involvement in this dispute was instrumental in resolving the central issues between 
Jordan and the Palestinian liberation Organisation (PlO) operating within the Jordanian border. 

After the end of the Six Day War [Case 131: Israel/Egypt and The Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967)], 
Jordan became a base for PLO anti-Israeli activities. Israel retaliated against these PLO incursions with equal force, 
into Jordanian territory. Concerned about increasing PLO activities across the border, Jordan began to take steps to 
suppress the rebel PLO group in the 1970's. Relations between the PLO and Jordan grew uneasy over this Jordanian 
crackdown. 

Arab League members met over June 20, 1970 - June 22, 1970, in Libya. The meeting authorised the 
creation of an Arab League Four-Man Committee [Egypt, Algeria, Libya, Sudan]. The Four-Man Committee was to try 
to mediate between the PLO rebels and the Jordanian government. Mediation by the group was successful in 
facilitating an agreement between King Hussein (Jordan) and PLO leader, Yassir Arafat. Agreement was reached 
allowing the PLO rebels free movement and safe passage in return for PLO assurances to respect Jordanian internal 
security. The Arab League Four-Man Committee decided to form a type of 'appeals court' to assist the parties in 
resolving any future issues. 

In September 1970, the PLO attempted to remove King Hussein (Jordan). Despite reaching a couple of 
cear 3-fire agreements over September 8, 1970 - Septerr,ber 9, 1970, there was heavy fighting r9port-d between the 
PLO and Jordanian forces near Amman on September 17, 1970. Fighting escalated even further after Syrian troops 
joined in, supporting the PLO. Jordan attacked Syria in retaliation (September 20, 1970). By September 23, 1970, the 
Syrian forces had been expelled from Jordan. King Hussein had secured control over strategic positions, including 
Amman, by September 25, 1970. On the same day, King Hussein and Yassir Arafat signed a cease-fire agreement in 
Amman, under the auspices of the Arab League mission. Hostilities ceased and on September 27, 1970, with the two 
sides signing a 14-point agreement under the watchful eye of ten Arab heads of state. Supervision of troop withdrawals 
and demilitarisation was carried out by an Arab Observer Cease-Fire Mission (September 30, 1970). On September 27, 
1970, the PLO had also withdrawn it most of its forces from Jordanian cities. On October 13, 1970, King Hussein and 
Yassir Arafat agreed to a full settlement. In the settlement, Jordan granted amnesty to the PLO rebels and in turn, the 
PLO would recognise King Hussein's legitimate authority and withdraw from Jordan. 

There was still fragmented PLO action in Jordan over 1971, as smaller PLO grou~s operated from smaller 
towns. The Jordanian government tried to halt the PLO activities and eventually the remaining PLO rebels were ousted 
from Jordan by July 1971. Approximately 2000 fatalities were reported over the course of the fighting, including some 
100 Syrians. Efforts at managing this dispute were on the whole unsuccessful, with only partial settlements giving 
temporary relief. The PLO became established in Lebanon, able to attack Israel from pOSitions along Lebanon'S 
southern border. Jordan and Israel continued an association despite intermittent attacks, nonetheless, their relations 
remained very shaky. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 142), Brecher, Wilkenfeld and Moser (1988: 292-293), Butterworth (1976: 444-448), 
Tillema (1991: 181-182), Zacher (1979: 268) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League Four-Man Committee [Egypt, Algeria, Libya, Sudan] (1121) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Arab League Mission (086) 2 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 144: GUINEA/PoRTUGAL m CONAKRY RAIDS (NOVEMBER 1970) 

UN involvement in this longstanding colonial dispute lasted over the period from April 1963 • 
September 1974, though complaints from Senegal and Guinea over territorial violations only persisted until 
October 1972. The independence struggle in the Portuguese colony of Guinea-Bissau began in 1961 and 
became a source of increased tension with neighbouring states, Guinea "'Ind Senegal. Numerous complaints 
about Portuguese territorial Infringements resulted in a number of Security Council resolutions and the 
eventual creation of a fact-finding mission. The mission however was not permitted to conduct its business, 
being refused access to the region, and so lacked the access to information to fulfil its mandate. Although the 
UN involvement in the dispute was restricted, the airing of grievances in an international forum may have aided 
resolution. There can be some credit taken by the UN for Portugal's cessation of hostile actions along the 
Guinean border. 

In the later stages of this dispute, complementary mediation by the OAU was successfully used to 
restore severed diplomatic relations and ease tensions between Guinea and Senegal, both of which had 
occurred as a direct consequence of the Conakry Raid incident. 

The nationalist movement, the Partido Africano da Independencia da Guinea e da Cabo Verde (PAIGC), had 
continued to operate along Guinean and Senegalese borders where they found sanctuary, despite frequent attempts by 
the Portuguese counter-insurgency forces to control their activities. The PAIGC received international f:Upport for its 
cause, in the form of recognition and diplomatic support, 110m Guinea, Senegal, numerous other AfriCan states, the 
OAU, the USSR, the People's Republic of China (PRC) and Cuba. The encroachment of Portuguese counter
insurgency operations into the Guinean and Senegalese borders were the main cause of increased friction between the 
neighbouring territories. 

By April 1963, Senegal had lodged a formal complaint to the UN Security Council and a resolution had 
resulted condemning the Portuguese air attack on a Senegalese village and urging Portugal to halt all further action that 
encroached into Senegalese borders (April 24, 19(3). The Secretary-General said the matter would be under review. 

In May 1965 similar complaints of Portuguese violations were aired by Senegal and the Security Council 
issued another warning for Portugal to respect Senegal's territorial sovereignty (May 19, 1965). Four years later, on 
December 4, 1969, another border incident in Senegalese territory marred relations between Portugal and Senegal. 
Again the Security Council condemned the Portuguese actions and called for Portugal to put a halt to actions that would 
result in further violations. On December 15, 1969, the UN Security Council was also presented with a complaint made 
by Guinea against Portuguese border violations and the Portuguese detention of 24 Guinean nationals charged with 
border attacks against Portuguese Guinea-Bissau. The Security Council resolution sent a message of condemnation 
for Portuguese actions and an order for the immediate release of the hostages (December 22,1969). In 1970, Senegal 
attempted to stem the manoeuvres of guerrillas along its border but to little effect. 

Portugal had also planned a manoeuvre to discourage further Guinean support for the guerrillas along the 
Guinean border and with troops and a group of exiled Guineans, about 350 troops in all, it launched an attack on the 
Guinean capital, Conakry on November 22, 1970. From November 22, 1970 - November 23, 1970, the Security 
Council met to consider Guinea's claim against Portugal and the mercenaries who had executed the Conakry attack. 
Whilst Portugal denied being involved in the attack, Guinea appealed to the UN for airborne assistance. The UN 
demanded that all external forces withdraw from the area and sent in a five-nation mission to investigate the situation on 
November 24, 1970. The mission arrived on November 25, 1970 and made its report on December 3, 1970. It reported 
that it had found evidence of Portuguese involvement. The Security Council, based on evidence of Portugal's complicity 
in the attack, condemned i:::; aggressive actions and demanded compensation be made to Guinea for any damages it 
caused (December 8, 19/0). The Council also requested that the Secretary-General assist with the assessment of 
reparations and that other UN members refrain from assisting Portugal in a fashion that could be used toward their 
military endeavours in Africa. Portugal flatly rejected the resolution. The UN's offer of a mission by the Secretary
General for reparation assessment was refused by President Sekou Tours (Guinea) on December 15, 1970, on the 
grounds that it supported the independence of Portuguese colonies and did not seek financial reparation. 

On December 19, 1970, Guinea communicated to the UN that it was expecting invasion following a build-up 
of military presence along its borders with Senegal and Guinea-Bissau. In December 1970, Guinea requested the 
return of Guinean mercenaries, who had been implicated in the Conakry Raid incident, from Senegal. Senegal refused 
to extradite the exiles. Tensions then escalated between Senegal and Guinea with diplomatic relations being severed 
later in January 1971. 

On August 3, 1971, Guinea repeated its fear that another foreign invasion was imminent saying that the 
Portuguese were preparing an assault to free the mercenaries who had been detained after the Conakry Raid of 
November 1970. The Security Council sent a special investigatory mission to Guinea to investigate the Guinean claims. 
The Mission reported back on September 15, 1971 but were able to make no specific recommendations or conclusions 
as President Tours had supplied the group with information and would not allow the Mission to investigate 
independently. The Security Council could only officially take note of the report and just reaffirm its earlier resolutions, 
that Guinean independence and territorial integrity be honoured. No further attempts to invade Guinea were executed 
by Portugal. 

Complementary action by the OAU was under way in the later stages of this dispute to restore relations 
between Guinea and Senegal, a situation which was a direct by-product of the Conakry Raid incident. The OAU 
Assembly established a seven-member committee to this end. It began its mediation efforts in late June 1971 and 
continued for a number of months without success. It was not until May 1972, that the Committee was able to bring the 
two parties to the table, achieving a seven-point agreement between the parties on May 30, 1972 in Monrovia. It was 
declared that resolution had been reached and both parties had agreed to desist from intervening in each other's 
internal affairs. The refugee issue was not addressed however. 

Future tensions between Senegal and Guinea continued, though these were not directly related to the 
Conakry Raid incident. The matter of independence for the state of Guinea-Bissau was only resolved later in 1974 with 
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a new Portuguese government granting the colony independence on September 10, 1974. On September 17, 1974, 
Guinea-Bissau became a member of the UN. 

Allsebrook (1986: 46, 48, 50-51), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 143), Brecher et alia (1988: 293-294), Butterworth 
(1976: 355-357, 452-455), Meyers (1974: 359, 367), Tillema (1991: 63-64), Zacher (1979: 265, 268-269) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Mission under Major General P. R. Khatri (Nepal); Colombia, Nepal, Finland, Poland, Zambia representatives 

(413) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Special Investigatory Mission - initiated by the UN Security Council (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
-:r:--OAU Seven Member Committee (938) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 146:UGANDAITANZANIA - BORDER CLASHES (JANUARY 1971 m OCTOBER 1972) 

A joint mediation involving the OAU was instrumental in bringing about an initial agreement between 
the parties, though a proper resolution did not occur until two years later [See later dispute, Case 195: 
Tanzania/Uganda - Ouster of the Amin Regime (October 1978 - May 1979)]. 

General Idi Amin lead a military coup in January 1971 and ousted Ugandan President Milton Obote from 
puwer. The ousted Obote and his followers found refuge in neighbouring Tanzania, a state sympathetic to Obote and 
opposed to Amin. 

On September 17, 1972, approximately 1,500 pro-Obote guerrillas invaded Uganda from Tanzania. Amin 
accused the Tanzanian government of complicity in the attack. Retaliation by Uganda followed with attacks on 
Tanzanian border villages and it was not long before military troops on both sides were engaged in fighting. 

Mediation efforts to end the dispute began on September 24, 1972, with Somalia proposing a five-point 
settlement plan and an early attempt by the OAU Secretary-General, Nzo Ekangaki (Cameroon). These efforts paved 
the way for a more successful joint attempt on October 3, 1972, involving President Siyad Barreh of Somalia and Nzo 
Ekangaki, Secretary-General of the OAU. A peace agreement was reached on October 5, 1972 with both parties 
agreeing to a truce, further negotiations, troop withdrawals by both parties and a mutual assurance that neither 
disputant would aid subversive activities. 

After Amin complained to Somalia of Tanzanian complicity in the guerrilla movement (January 1973), a 
Somali General was 'l.ppointed to lead a military observer mission into t~,e arec. (March 26, 1973) and supervise the 
parties' adherence to the conditions of the agreement. Though the atmosphere remained tense between the parties, all
out hostilities were avoided. 

At an OAU Heads of State summit meeting in May 1973 the parties appeared to have resolved the dispute. 
Emperor Selassie (Ethiopia) had conducted a mediation attempt earlier in the month and a four-point agreement had 
been signed on May 28, 1973 as a result. Sy August 1973 relations between Uganda and Tanzania had been fully 
restored. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 144), Brecher et alia (1988: 279), Butterworth (1976: 459-460), Merrills (1991: 215), 
Meyers (1974: 359-360), Miall (1992: 282-283), Tillema (1991: 108), Zacher (1979: 271) 

The Mediators: 

OAU-
-1.-Nzo Ekangaki, OAU Secretary-General [Cameroon] (084) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. PresidentSiyadBarreh of Somalia; Nz0i::kangaki, Secretary~GeneEC\I()ftheOp'LJj501) - 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 148:NORTH YEMENfSOUTHYEMEN - BORDER CONFLICT (OCTOBER1971 - OCTOBER 1972) 

Tot~fConflicf M~n~flementEfforts . . ' ' ... ;.. .<~4 ... ,.; ..•. 
.. ' TQt~IQrg{1nl$a:.lj9n~/MeiJll3.tlb.ns C!f1.dR.eferr:a/s .•. . ..... ';3.·; .....• ..••.. . ,"', 
Fai[jfftiesiRaW·Ciiicu7attonrr.:7.;··.~··";<26o·' .... ; etc 

CtirfelltDispiiteSfaflls' ....... .. 

Three mediation attempts by the Arab league saw the disputants reach a successful resolution on the 
whole. The mediation attempts culminated in the signing of an agreement on cessation of hostilities, 
unification, troop withdrawals, border arrangements and a refugee policy [See Case 151: Oman/South Yemen _ 
Dhofar Rebellion (1972 - August 1974)]. 

Tha National liberation Front (NlF) overcame lile British forces and the Front for the liberation of Occupied 
South Yemen (FlOSY) and established a People's Democratic Republic of Yemen in 1967. The defeated FlOSY 
rebels sought refuge in Saudi Arabia and North Yemen and began insurgency operations along the Saudi/South Yemeni 
border during 1969 - 1971. In addition to the border insurgency activities of FLOSY rebels from North Yemen and Saudi 
Arabia, there were also certain border areas that were under dispute between North and South Yemen, namely 
Kamaran Island. 

Over 1971 - 1972 there were a number of direct minor clashes between North Yemeni troops and South 
Yemeni troops because of alleged South Yemeni encroachment into North Yemen territory. In October 1972 there was 
a more serious invasion attempt which saw both states engage in a short war of several weeks in duration. The Arab 
League Council utilised the good offices of its Secretariat, employing the Secretary-General's Assistant, Dr. Salim al 
Yafi, to mediate between the disputants. Dr. Salim al Yafi achieved an initial cease-fire agreement between the parties 
on October 13, 1972. An Arab League Five-Nation Committee negotiated a second cease-fire on October 19, 1972 and 
a substantial peace agreement was later signed on October 28, 1972. 

The dispute abated rapidly after the final agreement saw the parties agreE:! to conditions on the cessation of 
hostilities, the withdrawal troops, border arrangements and a policy on the retum of refugees. Despite the parties 
adherence to some of the aspects of the dispute, guerrilla activity continued and the parties agreed to postpone their 
scheduled unification process (September 13, 1973). 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 145), Brecher et alia (1988: 298-299), Butterworth (1976: 434-436), Huth (1996: 213-
214), Miall (1992: 286), Tillema (1991: 197-198), Zacher (1979: 268, 271) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Dr. Salim al Vafi, Assistant Secretary-General of Arab League (085) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2, .. Ar?t:l L§ilgu§ Ei"e-Niltion C9rTlrnittee (086)2-JCease-fire, 1 PClrtial?E3.m~rne.llt 
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CASE 149:lcELANO/UNITEOKINGDOM, WeST GERMANY AND DENMARK - COD WAR (NOVEMBER 1971 
-JUNE 1976) 

Tota! ConflictManafl:.:;.e:,:.m:.;:.e,:,-ht,-::E:"-~.;..;.fo.c.;rt,,,"s.---:-:::-::-c---=-,. __ -=4.:;:2._'--_~-:--'-'-1 
Tot~/O(gaTJisfJtlbf)&MedjationsandBeferra/s - . 5 ...•...••.. 
Fats ·aJculatiqn)--······ .0 . .....• 

CurrentDlseuM..Status ..... Victory ....... -

The UN and the International Court of Justice (ICJ) were both involved in managing this dispute over 
territorial waters around Iceland. This was one of a number of disputes between Iceland and other nations 
regarding fislJing rights in Icelandic waters. 

Iceland declared that it would extend its fishing zone from twelve to fifty miles off-shore as of September 1, 
1972 (November 28, 1971). Negotiations between the UK and Iceland were conducted after the declaration in 
November 1971, but no agreement was reached over UK fishing rights in the area. In March 1972, the UK referred the 
matter to the ICJ for a decision. West Germany later lodged a similar case against Iceland's extended territorial waters 
in the ICJ in August, 1972. The ICJ came out with a ruling on August 18, 1972, stating that Iceland should not extend its 
territorial waters. Iceland proceeded to ignore the ICJ ruling, extending its territorial waters by 50 miles on September 2, 
1972. 

Iceland vigorously defended the extended territorial waters with Icelandic armed vessels firing upon fishing 
trawlers that dared to enter the waters. Icelandic gunboats were reported to have fired upon Danish, German and UK 
vessels. In protest, the UK shipping union implemented a boycott of Icelandic ships and, in November 1972, the UK, 
Denmark and West Germany lodged a combined protest to the ICJ over the extension of Icelandic territorial waters. 
Iceland refused to acknowledge that the ICJ had any jurisdiction in the dispute. Iceland did agree to engage in 
negotiations with the UK. 

Clashes continued to occur in the disputed zone over 1972 - 1973. The dispute escalated with the UK 
sending naval vessels into the area to protect the fishing boats. Though there was no armed attack on any vessel, there 
were reports of ships being rammed. Iceland refused to allow UK naval vessels access to their naval bases and Iceland 
also called for NATO to intervene and order the removal of the UK vessels. NATO referred the dispute to the UN 
Secretary-General, but the Secretary-General's actions were limited to the sending a letter of condemnation to both of 
the parties. Further UN discussion of the matter was limited to a meeting of the UN Gommittee on Peaceful Uses of the 
Seabed. The Committee prepared the matter for discussion at a later meeting for the UN Law of the Sea Conference. 

The dispute escalated still further with Iceland threatening to sever diplomatic relations with the UK as the 
number of UK forces in the region increased (October 1973). Iceland and the UK then agreed to enter into negotiations 
to work out a peaceful solution in October 1973, and the negotiations proved successful. In November 1973, the parties 
reached an agreement on the extension of Iceland's territorial waters. It was agreed that Iceland could extend its 
territorial waters fifty miles off-shore so long as certain areas could be set aside for the sole use of UK fishing fleets. 

The dispute resumed along similar lines on July 15, 1975, when Iceland announced that it was going to 
extend its territorial waters a further 200 miles off-shore. Implementation of the Icelandic declaration was to take place 
on October 15, 1975. Over November 1975, Icelandic gunboats threatened any foreign vessels encroaching on the 
new territorial zone. To safeguard the UK vessels in the area, the UK dispatched frigates to the disputed waters. 
Iceland's foreign minister initiated negotiations with the UK in the hope of avoiding a further escalation of the crisis. 
There were meetings held between the two foreign ministers in December 1975 and between the prime ministers in 
January 1975. Neither of the talks made any progress towards a full peaceful settlement and Iceland severed 
diplomatic relations with Britain on February 18, 1976. UK naval vessels remained in the area to protect fishing boats 
during the crisis. 

On June 1, 1976, an interim agreement between Iceland and the UK was reached in Oslo, granting British 
vessels fishing rights within the 200 miles zone, but limiting the number of trawlers operating in a day to twenty-four. 

The matter was discussed further in the UN S8~'lrity Council from June 2, 1975 - December ii, 1975. 
Another round of talks between the disputants was held over the same period under the auspices of the UN. NATO and 
the Nordic Council also conducted talks on the economic and military impact of Icelandic territorial expansion. 

Allsebrook (1986: 58, 127), Butterworth (1976: 460-462), Brecher et alia (1988: 302, 311-312) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA T/ONS • 
1. Referral to the United Nations Secretary-General (000) 4 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 151: OMAN/SOUTH YEMEN';;' DHOFAR REBELLION (1972 m AUGUST 1974) 

Arab League involvement in this dispute was minimal though a number of its members were involved 
in a more sUbstantial way, supplying troops and arms to assist the Omanl sUltanate. The Arab League 
Conciliation Commission conducted an unsuccessful mediation attempt and made another offer of mediation 
towards the end of the dispute in 1975, an offer that was not taken up by the parties. 

Early in 1963, the radical People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), also known as South Yemen, 
began to assist the rebel group called the Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf (PFLOAG). The 
area around the mountainous province of Dhofar became a PFLOAG stronghold in the 1970. 

In July 1970, Sultan Qabus claimed power over the sultanate, deposing his father the former Sultan of Oman, 
Sultan Said. The new Sultan began to assert his power in the pursuit of modernisation policies and in a campaign 
against the PFLOAG rebels. Over the course of the struggle against the rebels, the Sultanate of Oman was aided by a 
number of Arab states: Jordan (approximately 650 troops briefly in 1975); Saudi Arabia (supplied weapons and financial 
aid), the United Kingdom (approximately 300 officers) and Iran (approximately 2,000 troops after 1972). 

By 1972, the PFLOAG had lost considerable territory in the struggle. The growing strength of the Omani 
forces, bolstered by foreign support, saw them take control of the situation by June 1974, leaving only a small group of 
insurgents remaining in the Dhofar region. 

The Arab League established a Conciliation Commission in May 1974 to mediate between the PDRY and 
Omani representatives in Oman. This attempt w&.s unsucGessful in forging a resolution. The Arab LeC'']ue s'Jggested 
that the creation of an international force should replace the Arab forces fighting with the Sultan's troops but the Sultan 
was unenthusiastic about the proposal preferring Arab involvement. 

The Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf (PFLOAG) became the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Oman (PFLO) in August 1974, as an indication of its reduction in political goals. 

Allsebrook (1986: 33-34), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 146-147), Brecher et alia (1988: 304-305), Butterworth (1976: 
367-369), Miall (1992: 286), Tillema (1991: 195-197), Zacher (1979: 196,269-270) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Conference of Arab League Foreign Ministers (088) 1 - Offered Only 
2. Arab League Commission of Conciliation (033) 2 - 1 Offered Only 
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CASE 152: IRANIIRAQ ~ SHA IT -AL ·ARAB WATERWAY BORDER WAR (JANUARY 1972 - FEBRUARY 
1975) 
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The UN had to deal with the seizure and occupation of the strategic Tunb Islands by Iran (November 
30, 1971) and the later territorial conflict over the Shatt-al-Arab waterway (January 1972 - 1975). Minimal 
involvement by the UN was s.uccessful in achieving a cease-fire ana arranging conditions for further 
negotiation between the parties. A referral to the UN Security Council in 1974 resulted in a cease-fire between 
Iran and Iraq and mediation by the Secretary-General's Special Representative. The territorial dispute over the 
Shatt-al-Arab waterway, the vital estuary portal to the Persian Gulf, had been continuing consecutively with the 
Tunb Islands dispute and despite numerous suggestions from the parties on how the UN could assist in the 
settlement, there was never any agreement made on a particular management initiative (1969 -1973). 

Tension between Iran and Iraq had escalated over two main issues: a border dispute over the territorial 
jurisdiction of Abadan Island in the Shalt-al-Arab River (1961 - 1969); and the continued Iranian support given to 
Kurdish rebels within Iraqi territory (from 1969 onwards). 

The UK's jurisdiction over the protectorates of Greater and Lesser Tunb, Bahrain and Abu Musa expired 
under the terms of a treaty on December 1, 1971, and anticipating this, Iran decided to exercise its claims to three of the 
islands in the Persian Gulf area on November 30, 1971. Bahrain had previously asserted its independence in 1970 after 
a UN 'nission, appointed by the Secretary-General, had assessed the will of the people of Bahrain regardir'G their future 
status. It is not clear as to whether an agreement was hatched between the UK and Iran to prompt Iran to quickly assert 
claims over the Greater and Lesser Tunb Islands and Abu Musa. An agreement over Iran's occupancy of Abu Musa 
was allegedly made beforehand with the controlling ruler, the United Arab Emirate sheikhdom of Sharjah. Iran however, 
had failed to reach an agreement with the sheikhdom of Ras al Khaima regarding its take-over of the Greater and 
Lesser Tunb Islands. The UK was suspected of some complicity in Iran's timely installation on the islands before the 
expiration of the UK's jurisdiction on December 1, 1971. 

Earlier, Iraq had hoped to discourage Iranian territorial claims by pressuring the Iranians to withdraw. To this 
end, Iraq forced 11,000 Iranians to leave Iraqi territory in October 1971. After Iranian territorial claims were recognised, 
thousands of Iranians were expelled by the Iraqis (December 1971 - June 1972). 

From December 1973 - February 1974, hostilities had escalated into armed border attacks and the campaign 
of Iranian expulsions had also escalated, culminating in an official complaint by Iran to the Security Council in February 
1974. The Security Council urged the disputants to halt hostilities and called for an investigation of the problem by a 
special representative. In response, the Secretary-General appointed Special Representative Luis Weckmann-Munoz 
(Mexico) to conduct investigations. Weckmann-Mufioz managed to get the parties to agree to a cease-fire initially on 
March 7, 1974 and later was successful in bringing the parties to a four point agreement detailing troop withdrawals, a 
cessation to hostilities, continued bilateral negotiations and observance of the current cease-fire (March 19, 1974). 

It was not until May 1974, after Weckmann-Munoz's mediation, that the UN was able to report some progress 
on the Shatt-al-Arab waterway dispute. The UN Secretary-General reported to the Security Council that the parties had 
mutually agreed to a 'simultaneous withdrawal' of troops and had agreed to continue to respect the cease-fire 
conditions. With the parties' approval, a decision over the navigational waters, including the Shatt-al-Arab waterway, 
would be decided upon by a joint-border delineation team. The team's decision, it was agreed, would settle the 
disagreement and would be adhered to by both parties. The progress met with approval in the Security Council on May 
28,1974. 

Minor, intermittent border skirmishes occurred over the months until March 1975. Persistent negotiation by 
the parties eventually led t- a compror.,ise agreement over the legal jurisdiction of Irdn's claim to a portion of the Shatt
ai-Arab waterway in exchetnge for Iran's termination of aid and support to the Kurdish rebels. On March 13, 1975 a 
cease-fire was established and a treaty between Iran and Iraq was signed on June 13, 1975. 

Hostilities between these two states were to arise again in a later dispute, see Case 208: Iraq/Iran - Iraq/Iran 
War (February 1980 - 1989). 

Allsebrook (1986: 49, 55-56), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 143, 147), Brecher et alia (1988: 288-289), Butterworth 
(1976: 436-438), Huth (1996: 211-212), Miall (1992: 235-236), Tillema (1991: 149-150) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS -
1. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. Senor Luis Weckmann-Munoz, Mexican Ambassador in Bonn and UN Secretary-General's Special Representative 

(080) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 153: SYRIA/IsRAEL AND PLO m GOLAN HEIGHTS CONFLICT (MARCH 1972· JANUARY 1973) 

A referral to the UN Security Council on September 10, 1972, was the only formal mediation technique 
used in this phase of the ongoing conflict between Syria and Israel over the disputed territory of the Golan 
Heights. This is the eighth in a series of ten territorial disputes involving Israel and Syria. 

In 1972 Palestinian guerrillas attacked Israeli's along the Golan Heights territot:' from the relative safety of 
Syria. Israel retaliated in March 1972 with air strikes on targets and this prompted Syria to respond returning defensive 
fire. Skirmishes continued throughout the rest of the year until January 1973 when fighting in this phase in the territorial 
dispute abated. 

The extent of UN involvement over this period had been made plain in UN Security Council Resolution (242) 
passed earlier on November 22, 1967. The UN Security Council had called for Israel to withdraw from the areas it 
occupied after the June 1967 war, it also stressed its objectives to free the shipping routes and seek a solution to the 
refugee problem, and expressed its intentions of establishing some demilitarised zones in the territory. A UN Special 
Representative, Dr. Gunnar Jarring (Sweden), was appointed to assist the parties in their compliance with the 
resolution'S conditions. Despite Dr. Jarring's efforts from 1967 - 1969, the UN had failed to bring the parties to comply 
with the terms of the resolution. Negotiations had been made more difficult with Egypt completely refusing to engage in 
dialogue with Israel, until Israel had withdrawn from the occupied territories. Fighting resumed in July 1969. The UN's 
failure to encourage agreement between the Arab states saw both the USA and the USSR increase their level of 
intervention in the jisput&'S management. 

A series of Egyptian territorial power plays following a successful cease-fire negotiation by the US, saw Israel 
refuse to participate in scheduled talks with Dr. Jarring (June 1970). Further calls for a resumption to UN mediated talks 
were never realised. Two subsequent disputes were to follow, involving Israel and Syria in continuing hostilities - Case 
158: Israel/Syria (October 1973 - December 1974) and Case 202: Israel/Syria (June 1979 - February 1980). 

[See earlier incidents: Case 015: Israel/Arab States (May 1948 - January 1949); Case 030: Syria/Israel (April 
1951 - May 1951); Case 058: Israel/Syria (June 1957 - February 1958); Case 091: Syria/Israel (June 1962 - August 
1963); Case 110: Syria/Israel (June 1964 - July 1966); Case 131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States (June 1967)) 

Allsebrook (1986: 52-54), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 147-148), Brecher et alia (1988: 301-302), Butterworth (1976: 
422-424), Huth (1996: 215-216), Miall (1992: 237-241), Tillema (1991: 184), United Nations (1990: 28-30), Zacher 
(1979: 271) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. __ .Refer~altothe. LJI\J§ElcurilyCounsil:lJnspecified (000) 1. - Unsuccessful 
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CASEi54:EoUATORIAL GUINEA/GABON ... CORSICO BAY ISLANDS DISPUTE (JUNE 1972 q NOVEMBER 
1972) 

This dispute involved both territorial and resource issues for the parties. The islands in Corisco Bay 
were the focal point of disputed sovereignty issues between Equatorial Guinea and Gabon. The matter was 
referred to the UN in September 1972. The 0AU assisted in bringing the parties to a partial settlement where 
they accepted the creation of an OAU Border Commission, a body created to define the border arrangements 
between the parties. 

The border between Gabon and Equatorial Guinea, specifically the definition regarding the Corsico Bay 
Islands, had not been explicitly defined by the two departing colonial powers, France and Spain. The discovery of 
petroleum reserves by the Gulf Oil Corporation ignited claims to the islands and sovereignty over the prospective oil 
fields became a new source of tension between the two countries. In September 1972, Guinean troops began an 
assault on Gabonese fishing camps on the Mbanie Islands. Gabon claimed the islands were part of its territory and 
established a police outpost on two of the islands (August 1972). 

Equatorial Guinea requested the matter be brought before the UN Security Council for urgent consideration. 
It alleged that Gabon had extended its territorial waters by 170 miles on August 23, 1972, and had simply invaded 
Guinean territory and occupied the islands. The UN took no action on the matter. 

President Mobutu (Zaire) and President Ngouabi (Congo) medi!:l.ted bE'tween the parties during September 
16, 1972 - September 17, 1972, and managed to bring the parties to the table. In November 1972, the four heads of 
state of Congo, Zaire, Gabon and Equatorial Guinea met together with the OAU Administrative Secretary-General. The 
meeting was successful with the parties agreeing to the neutralisation of the islands until a newly created OAU 
Commission could define the maritime borders between the two countries. Meyers (1974) notes that even though the 
matter of territorial settlement has not been completely resolved, there have been no further incidents arising from this 
situation. A satisfactory agreement between the parties was reached in 1974. 

Allsebrook (1986: 44-45), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 148), Butterworth (1976: 463-464), Meyers (1974: 356-357), 
Zacher (1979: 270) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
:r:-GAU Administrative Secretary-General; President Ngouabi (Congo); President Mobutu (Zaire) (1035) 1 - Full 

Settlement 
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CASE 155: ETHIoPIA/SOMALIA - SECOND OGADEN CONFLICT (MID 1973 -1985) 

This dispute was a repeat of the initial Ogaden War in 1964, a resumption of fighting between the 
Somali and Ethiopia over Somali claims to the Ethiopian territory of Ogaden [See earlier incident, Case 103: 
Somalia/Ethiopia - First Ogaden Conflict (January 1964 - March 1964)]. The OAU offered the parties a forum for 
discussion and facilitated continued dialogue between the parties. The UN delegated responsibility for 
managemen~ of this dispute to the OAU, emphasising an earlier sentiment that the African nations should 'try 
the OAU first' before appealing to the UN. The UN membership and the Secretary-General supported "the view 
that all possible regional means must first be tried. Whether or not the dispute would be appealed to the United 
Nations would depend upon the effectiveness of the efforts of the OAU" (An demi cae I, 1976: 57). 

Previous agreements between the two governments over the Ogaden territory started to dissolve after 
October 1969, when a new military government came to power in Somalia. The presence of a new government 
boasting radically different views and the recent discovery of oil on Ethiopia's side of Ogaden, merely increased tension 
in the region once again. 

The Somalia/Ethiopia dispute over Ogaden returned to the fore just before the Tenth Anniversary OAU 
Summit Meeting in 1973. The OAU referred the matter to a special committee to enable the parties to seek, to some 
extent, a resolution to the problem before the Summit Meeting began. The special committee was unable to bring the 
parties any closer to a point of resolution. 

An OAU Good Offices Committee consisting of eight member states (Camsroon, Lesotho, Liberia, Mauritania, 
Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan, Tanzania), was established by the OAU organ, The Assembly of Heads of State and 
Government, in 1973. The Committee was to be chaired by General Gowon (Nigeria). Over 1973, the Good Offices 
Committee visited both countries in its efforts to resolve the dispute, but its efforts were unsuccessful. 

The dispute escalated seriously in June 1977, when Somalia began full military operations in the area. By 
October 1977, Somalia had invaded and had complete control over the Ogaden area. 

Other joint attempts to mediate a dispute were conducted by the USA, West Germany, France and Britain in 
Washington, but also proved unsuccessful (January 21, 1978). Unfortunately, only Somalia showed signs of being 
amenable to further discussions, in a statement issued shortly after this attempt (January 23, 1978). 

Supplied by the Soviets and with the aid of troops from Cuba and The People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen, Ethiopia launched a major offensive in March 1978. By the end of March 1978, Ethiopia had resumed control 
over the region. Border clashes continued intermittently but on a comparatively minor scale. It is interesting to note 
that, in the early stages of this dispute the USA had supplied arms to aid Ethiopia and the USSR was supporting 
Somalia whilst at the same time, both of the superpowers advised the parties to seek a solution through the OAU forum. 
Later, in this 1973 - 1980 phase of the dispute, the USA had withdrawn its arms support and the USSR had switched to 
supporting Ethiopia, through Yemeni and Cuban channels. 

Somalia declared that it was prepared to withdraw its troops from the Ogaden area and proposed that 
Ethiopia act similarly, withdrawing its foreign support, Yemeni and Cuban troops, from the area (March 9, 1978). 

A meeting of an OAU Commission dealing with the dispute, began in August 1980. The meeting, held in 
Lagos, Nigeria, urged the parties to uphold the principles in Article III (3) of the OAU Charter, to have "respect for 
sovereignty and territorial integrity". The Commission's six-point recommendations were Significantly pro-Ethiopian. 

The OAU recommendations have been consistently favourable towards Ethiopia's position. Somalia's 
requests too, for a more direct OAU approach using peacekeepers or an observer mission to supervise any cease-fire 
agreement, were never implemented. This is evidence that the OAU has been reluctant to become directly involved in 
dispute management, preferring to act indirectly in the initialisation of talks or mediation attempts rather than in dispute 
man-';jement strr.tcgies which could mean a more substantial level of commitment from its members. 

Fighting again occurred between rebels and Ethiopian forces between 1982 - 1983. Italy tried to mediate a 
resolution in the dispute in the late 1980's but the impasse remained. In 1988 an agreement was reached in which the 
parties agreed to demilitarise the Ogaden area and both agreed to retract support from rebel movements. Overt 
hostilities between the parties have not occurred again since the Somalian Civil War, 1988 - 1991. [See Case 261: 
Somalia - Civil War (May 1988 - Ongoing)] 

The potential for the situation to flare again has remained, as the border demarcation has not been fully 
resolved. The dispute issue remains, although the fighting has abated. 

Andemicael (1976: 53-58), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 148-149), Brecher et alia (1988: 323), Butterworth (1976: 
327-329), Huth (1996: 222-223), Meyers (1974: 354-355, 366), Miall (1992: 222-223), Nye (1971: 155-156), Oluo (1982: 
64-77), Tillema (1991: 95-97), Zacher (1979: 279), Zartman (1989: 82-133) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-1-. -OAU Commission (110) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. OAU 8-member Mediation Committee (107) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 157: ISRAEL/EGYPT m YOM KIPPUR WAR (OCTOBER 1973) 

Tota/C6nf/ict Managt~£!!..~'2!~!!grts _'-_" .~.~'--~~_~"~" _~~_ .. "" __ .:. __ " _ 
Idt(iJQrgaf]ls.ationa{MediaUonsandBeferrals 12 "." 

" Fafalities(Raw Calculatioll) " " """ " 7000 • ". 
Current Dispute Status " • " Full Settlement 

This dispute saw the UN heavily committed, engaging the second UN Emergency Force (UNEF II) in 
continuing Sinai peacekeeping operations on October 25, 1973. UNEF II provided logistical and technical 
assistance throughout the dispute, acting as a buffer zone and an observer team, as well as a facilitator in 
troop redeployment. Mediation attempts by the UN, aided greatly by the 'shuttle dip:omacy exercised by US 
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, were on the whole very sllccessful. The creation and maintenance of a 
buffer zone by the UN and UNEF II in this dispute provides proof of the beneficial nature of buffer zones in the 
peace process. Unlike Cyprus, the Suez buffer zone allowed the parties to address the dispute issues without 
the pressure of dispute escalation and, the peacekeeping presence did not act as a excuse for disputant 
acquiescence in the dispute's resolution. 

This was the fourth dispute between Israel and Egypt and was the thirteenth territorial dispute between Israel 
and the Arab states out of eighteen to occur over the period from 1945 - 1995. It was significant because the surprise 
attack occurred simultaneously with an attack launched by Syria on the same day, the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur. 
Morocco, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Jordan, also supplied contingents in the orchestrated assault. 

On October 6, 1973, the UNTSO's Golan Heights buffer zone was the target of serious attacks. UNTSO had 
been established in June 1948 to supervise a truce between Egyptian troops and Israeli forces positioned along the 
cease-fire zone. An Egyptian offensive occurred with forces crossing the Suez Canal and it was launched 
pimultaneously with Syrian attacks alon9 t'le buff9r zone. 

A meeting of the UN Security Council from October 8, 1973 - October 11, 1973, was rendered incapable of 
deciding on a course of action because of the opposing stances of the major powers. An initial referral to the Security 
Council resulted in the adoption of Resolution 338 on October 22, 1973. It called for a cease-fire and reiterated an 
earlier resolution (242) for Israel to withdraw from the lands it had occupied since the 1967 war. Hostilities resumed on 
October 23, 1973, prompting the Security Council to urge the disputants to adhere to the conditions set out in 
Resolution 338 and it also requested that the Secretary-General, Kurt Waldheim, send observers to the area to 
supervise the Resolution 338 cease-fire (Resolution 339). The Security Council met again on October 24, 1973 at the 
request of the Egyptian government. Discussions led to a Resolution (340) calling for an increased observer presence 
in the UNTSO and the establishment of a new peacekeeping force on October 25, 1973. 

Without the UN or the parties engaging in direct negotiation over any of the cease-fire arrangements, the 
cease-fire, stipulated in Resolution 338 took effect on October 25,1973. The UNTS(I buffer zone operations were then 
resumed by the UN observers. As a result of the 1973 hostilities, the UN Security Council strengthened its presence 
with the creation of the UNEF II peacekeeping force and with an additional 13 observers (Finland - 3, Sweden - 10). 
Observer numbers were again boosted in November 1973 by another 64 personnel (USA - 28, USSR - 36) thus 
increasing UNTSO to a total of 289 observers. 

Specifications for the new peacekeeping force were set out by the Secretary-General on October 26, 1973. 
The force was to operate on the basis that force would only be used in self-defence or if there was hindrance 
encountered in the course of their duties. The Secretary-General called for a group of 7,000 personnel over a period of 
six months and appointed Major-General Ensio P. H. Siilasvuo (Finland), the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, as the Interim 
Commander of UNEF II. The first of the UNEF II team arrived in the area 30 hours later. The Secretary-General's 
proposals were accepted by the Security Council on October 27,1973. On the same day, a meeting occurred between 
UNEF II representatives and high-level Egyptian and Israeli representatives. The meeting held at 'kilometre-marker 
109' on the Cairo-Suez road saw the parties discuss cease-fire terms and humanitarian concerns. As a result, 
agreement was reached on the transportation of some non-military supplies to the town of Suez. Meetings continued to 
be held at 'kilometre-marker 109' to discuss future UNEF II bJiTer zones &f1d possible disengagement. 

Cease-fire violations continued and Israel remained in the occupied territory. In November 1973, Henry A. 
Kissinger (US Secretary of State), mediated a preliminary agreement between the parties detailing: the adherence to 
cease-fire conditions; the supply of non-military provisions; the evacuation of the wounded; and the continuation of 
discussion process regarding Israel's disengagement from the occupied territory (Resolutions 338 and 339). On 
November 9, 1973, Kissinger notified the UN Secretary-General of the progress made, prompting the Secretary-General 
to order General Siilasvuo to take all necessary steps to provide his good offices to the parties. At the new meeting 
place, at 'kilometre-marker 101' on the Cairo-Suez road, Major-General Mohamed EI-Gamasy (Egypt), General 
Siilasvuo (UNEF II) and Major-General Aharon Yaariv (Israel) signed a six point agreement based on the points in the 
earlier preliminary agreement. By November 15, 1973 though, only a few of the agreement conditions had been 
achieved and the refusal by Israel, to withdraw Israeli troops from the occupied territory, meant the situation was still 
unresolved. 

Discussions continued between the parties under the guidance of General Siilasvuo after this agreement was 
signed over the period until January 1974. The Israeli refusal to withdraw to the October 22,1973 positions remained 
an obstacle to full resolution. A tense break in dialogue occurred on November 29, 1973 after Egypt left the talks. 
Fortunately, over this period of increased tension the UNEF II was able to maintain the cease-fire arrangements. 

Negotiations between the parties resumed on December 21, 1973 at a Geneva Conference opened by the 
UN Secretary-General as convenor of the Conference. The Syrian foreign minister was the only party not to join foreign 
ministers of Israel, Egypt, Jordan, the US and the USSR in discussions at the Conference. The Palestine Liberation 
Organisation (PLO) was not invited to attend the Conference. The Secretary-General's Personal Representative, R. 
Guyer, was in attendance at the Conference. The Conference adjourned on December 22, 1973 after the parties had 
met three times. Over those meetings they had decided to establish the Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace 
Conference, a forum through which they could continue resolving the question of troop disengagement. The Working 
Group consisted of General Siilasvuo, as Chairman, and military representatives from both Israel and Egypt. Israel and 
Egypt met together with General Siilasvuo, who chaired the Conference, later on December 26, 1973. 

Due in a large part to the 'shuttle diplomacy' employed by US Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, an 
agreement was reached by the parties in the Military Working Group and signed on January 18, 1974 at 'kilometre
marker 101' on the Cairo-Suez road. There were further Military Working Group meetings at 'kilometre-marker 101' until 
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January 25, 1974 when the disengagement process began. From February 1974 - May 1974, the number of UNEF II 
personnel decreased to about 6,645 due to the reduction in contingents from Finland, Sweden and Peru. UNEF II was 
then decreased to 5,079 in June 1974 when contingents were reassigned to the new United Nations Disengagement 
Observer Force (UNDOF), stationed in the Golan Heights area, which had been established under Resolution 350 on 
May 31, 1974. 

In 1975 the parties came to an agreement, via indirect negotiations by US Secretary of State, Henry 
Kissinger. The newest agreement set up a joint commission, under the guidance of the UN Chief Co-ordinator of UN 
Peacekeeping Missions in the Middle East, with the task of problem-solving any matters arising in the disengagement 
process and to give assistance to UNEF II in completion of its mandate. The UN Secretary-General reported to the UN 
Security Council in September 1975, that both Israel and Egypt had initialled the agreement on September 1, 1975 and 
would sign it officially on September 4, 1975, at Geneva. Protocol previously detailed in the Military Working Group of 
the Geneva Peace Conference agreement (January 18, 1974) was to provide the basis for the new arrangements. 

On September 22, 1975 a full agreement was reached by the parties clarifying the procedures necessary to 
implement a disengagement process. The agreement was reached during a mssting of the Military Working Group, 
again under the chairmanship of General Siilasvuo. This final mediation attempt by the UN facilitated full agreement by 
the parties on the implementation of disengagement procedures. In November 1975, the parties began to re-deploy 
their troops in accordance with the agreement and with the logistical and technical assistance of UNEF II. Throughout 
the process, UNEF II continued to act as a buffer zone and observer team, as well as a facilitator in troop redeployment. 

A US-brokered peace treaty was signed in March 1979 after UNEF II had supervised the completion of the 
disengagement process. The treaty came into effect on April 25, 1979. As a result of the full resolution between Israel 
and Egypt, the Security Council allowed the mandate of the UNEF II to lapse on July 24, 1979 and UNEF II personnel 
were withdrawn in July 1979. 

[See earlier incidents: Case 015: Israel/Arab States - Israeli War of Independence (May 1948 - January 
1949); Case 054: United Kingdom, France and Israel/Egypt - Suez Canal War (October 1956 - November 1956); Case 
131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967)] 

Allsebrook (1986: 52-54), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 150), Brecher et alia (1988: 302-304), Butterworth (1976: 468-
470), Durch (1993: 131-162), Huth (1996: 209-210), Miall (1992: 218-220), TiIIema (1991: 184-187), United Nations 
(1990: 35-37, 73-110, 419-426) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council - Unspecified (000) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. UNEF II Representatives (146) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. General Ensio P. H. Siilasvuo (Finland), UN Interim Commander of UNEF II (1039) 1- Partiol Settlement 
4. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary General (054) 2 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks. 
5. General Ensio P. H. Siilasvuo (Finland), UN Interim Commander of UNEF II and Chair of the Military Working 

Group of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East; UN Secretary-General's Personal Representative, R. 
Guyer (1038) 1 - Unsuccessful 

6. General Ensio P. H. Siilasvuo (Finland), UN Interim Commander of UNEF II; Unspecified UN members of the 
Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East; Henry KiSSinger, US Secretary of 
State (1037) 3 - 2 Partial Settlement, 1 Full Settlement 

7. Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East, chaired by General Ensio P. H. 
Siilasvuo (Finland), UN Interim Commander of UNEF II (1039) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full Settlement 

8. Cairo Preparatory Conference - Israel, Egypt, UN and US Representatives 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 158: ISRAEL/SYRIA - YOM KIPPUR WAR (OCTOBER 1973 .. DECEMBER 1974) 

Though the UN created a new peacekeeping operation to deal with the IsraellEgypt border situation in 
the Suez, there was no peacekeeping operation established to cope with the Israel/Syria hotspot along the 
Golan Heights border. Instead, the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) was initiated to observe 
inspect and supervise the cease-fire in the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights territory (May 31,1974). The UN did 
not achieve full resolution in this dispute but it did playa major role in the cessation of hostilities by employing 
a UN observer team along a buffer zone. Another dispute engaging Israel and Syria in hostilities was yet to 
follow, see Case 202: Israel/Syria - Air Incidents (June 1979 - February 1980). 

On October 6, 1973, the UNTSO's Golan Heights buffer zone was the target of serious attacks. Syrian troops 
attacked Israeli forces pOSitioned along the cease-fire zone. The Syrian offensive was launched simultaneously with 
Egyptian forces that had crossed the Suez Canal. It was a significant offensive in that the attacks were co-ordinated by 
Egypt and Syria to surprise Israel in a joint offensive. The other Arabs states of Morocco, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and 
Jordan, also supplied contingents in the assault. 

Over October 8, 1973 - October 11, 1973, the UN Security Council met to consider the situation but was 
hamstrung by the opinions of the major powers. The seriousness and intensity of the fighting forced the UN to close 
down all its observation posts down by Oelober 9, 1973 and withdraw its observers to the Cairo area. On October 11, 
1973, Israel had engaged a counterattack Violating other areas along the UN - monitored buffer zone. The Security 
Counc;: passed Resolution 338 on October 22, 1973. It calld for a cease-fire and which was to be establi~hed by the 
parties on October 24, 1973. The UN sent observers to the Golan Heights area to resume its supervision of the Israeli 
and Syrian observance of the cease-fire. The cease-fire was short-lived. The Syrian government initially refused to 
participate in the Geneva Peace Conference in December 1973. 

During the period from March 1974 to May 1974 the hostilities in the area escalated, with the heaviest fighting 
reported in April 1974. A US initiative led by Henry A. Kissinger (US Secretary of State), successfully mediated an 
agreement providing for the parties' joint disengagement from the occupied territory. The Agreement on 
Disengagement, between Israel and Syria, was scheduled to be signed on May 31, 1974 in the Military Working Group 
of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East. Within the Agreement on Disengagement was the provision for 
the creation of a new UN observer mission. The proposed UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) was to 
maintain, observe and supervise the cease-fire between the parties. On May 31, 1974, in the presence of UNEF 
Commander, Lieutenant-General Ensio P. H. Siilas'Juo and under the aegis of the UN, military representatives of Israel 
and Syria signed the Agreement on Disengagement at Geneva. Following the signing, on the same day, the Security 
Council adopted Resolution 350 thereby officially establishing UNDOF. Further details of its operation were to be 
worked out over a period of five days by the military representatives of Israel and Syria and the Military Working Group, 
which was presided over by Lieutenant-General Siilasvuo. 

Brigadier-General Gonzalo Briceno Zevallos (Peru) was appointed by the Secretary-General as the Interim 
Commander of UNDOF (June 3, 1974 - December 14, 1974). The UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) 
replaced UNTSO on May 31, 1974, utilising a total of approximately 1450 observers in inspection, observation and 
patrolling duties along the buffer zone. 

From May 31, 1974 to June 5,1974, the Military Working Group convened in Geneva. The meetings were 
chaired by (now) General Siilasvuo and pieced together a detailed disengagement plan and agreed also on matters of 
repatriation of prisoners, supply of information and co-operation with the International Committee of the Red Cross. 

After some reluctance earlier in November 1975, Syria was persuaded by the UN Secretary-General to agree 
to the extension of UNDOF's mandate. Security Council Resolution 381 (November 30, 1975) saw the renewal of the 
mandate until January 12, : 876. Anc~lIer six-month extension was negotiated with Syria by the Secretary-General in 
May 1976. The unchanged territorial situation between Israel and Syria over the Golan Heights area has meant that the 
UNDOF mandate has been continually extended in six monthly increments since 1974. UNDOF's long-term 
involvement in the region has aided stability by maintaining peace in the Golan Heights region. A complete resolution to 
the territorial problem remains illusive. 

[See earlier incidents: Case 015: Israel/Arab States (May 1948 - January 1949); Case 030: Syria/Israel (April 
1951 - May 1951); Case 047: Syria/Israel (October 1955 - December 1955); Case 058: Israel/Syria (June 1957 -
February 1958); Case 091: Syria/Israel (June 1962 - August 1963); Case 110: Syria/Israel (June 1964 - July 1966); 
Case 131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967); Case 153: Syria/Israel and PLO - Golan Heights 
Conflict (March 1972 - January 1973)] 

Allsebrook (1986: 52-54), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 147-148), Brecher et alia (1988: 302-304), Butterworth (1976: 
422-424,468-470), Durch (1993: 152-162), Huth (1996: 215-216), Tillema (1991: 184-187), United Nations (1980: 35-
38, 419-420), Zacher (1979: 273) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East, presided over by UNEF II, 

Lieutenant-General Siilasvuo (1039) 1 - Full Settlement 
2. Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East, presided over by UNEF II, (now) 

General Siilasvuo; US Representatives; USSR Representatives (1040) 1 • Full Settlement 
3. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary General (054) 1 -Unsuccessful 
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CASE 160: TURKEY/CYPRUS - CYPRUS INVASION AND PARTITION (JANUARY 1974· JUNE 1978) 

Total COrlfik;t Manaaement E@IJ~"_. ____ .~~~~~..._~2~L_~ __ ~ 
: ToJaJOrganisational Mediations and Referrals 56 . ....:.....~'--c-l, 
Fatalities (RaW Galculation) . ... 5000 ..•...•..•.....•• 
ClirreniDfsputeStatus Partial Settlement 

The Cypriot National Guard staged a coup and deposed President Makarios on July 15, 1974. His 
successor Nicos Giogiades Sampson was an advocate of unifying Cyprus with Greece. The efforts of the UN at 
this stage of the Cyprus situation was not to see a Cypriot unification with Greece (,enosls') but to see the 
reunification of Cyprus itself through a series of co-operative-operative initiatives l>nd inter-communal talks. 
The mere presence of the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) was enough to reduce the 
possibility of hostilities but its presence also acted as a buffer zone between the parties. Its mandate was 
seemingly indefinite and its presence provided the parties with a convenient respite from 'having' to make 
committed resolutions. [See earlier incidents, Case 002: Greece - Civil War (1945 • 1949), Case 101: CypruslUK 
- Cypriot Civil War (December 1963 - November 1967)] 

Earlier on April 2, 1974, President Makarios (Cyprus) had suspended talks between the Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots because it was evident to him that the Turkish Prime Minister wanted Cyprus' status to be resolved through the 
creation of a federation. Some time later on June 11, 1974, the talks were able to resume. Luis Weckmann-Munoz was 
appointed the Secretary-General's Special Representative in Cyprus (July 11, 1974). 

The terrorist activities of the Greek National Organisation of Cypriot Fighters (EOKA-B) guerrillas in June 
1974, was assumed by Makarios, to have been orchestrated from Athens, with 650 Greek officers in the Cypriot 
National Guard supnorting the guerrilla activities. On July 2, 1974, Makarios urged the Greek government to withdraw 
the officers but it ",.3.S too late. A well-planned coup d'etat was carried cut or, July 15, 1974, allegedly with support frc~', 
Athens, installing Nicos Giogiades Sampson as President. 

Serious fighting broke out after the coup on July 15, 1974 and the Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim appealed 
to Turkey and Greece to exercise restraint. The exiled Makarios, from the safety of Britain, called for a Security Council 
meeting on July 16,1974 and was then able to appeal to the UN Security Council for assistance in person on July 19, 
1974. 

On July 20, 1974, Turkey launched a major offensive on the island, landing 6,000 soldiers and additional 
auxiliary forces, as well as initiating strategic air strikes. Turkey was successful in its invasion of Cyprus and claimed 
legitimacy for the manoeuvre under the 1960 Treaty of Guarantee. Whilst UNFICYP tried to negotiate a cease-fire in 
Nicosia to contain the area of hostilities to one concentrated region, the UN Security Council called for both parties to 
respect the territorial integrity and independence of Cyprus (Resolution 353). It also called for an immediate cease-fire, 
a reopening to negotiations and the removal of all unauthorbed foreign military aid (July 20, 1974). UNFICYP were 
unable to come up with an agreement between the parties and it was limited by its mandate that did now allow it to 
oppose more than one military force. From July 20, 1974 - July 21, 1974, the USA and the UK combined efforts in 
negotiations over a cease-fire and constitutional issues with the parties. 

On July 22, 1974, the UK declared that Greece and Turkey had consented to start a round of peace talks in 
Geneva. The same day, a cease-fire was announced under the auspices of the UN, though it had little effect on the 
continuation of hostilities. 

In Greece, a coup d'etat replaced the acting junta with a civilian govemment under Prime Minister Karamanlis 
(July 23, 1974). Meanwhile, in Cyprus, the effects of the change in Greek govemment resulted in President Nicos 
Sampson's resignation and Glafkos Clerides' promotion to become Acting President on July 23, 1974. The UN 
Secretary-General sent messages to all the parties, the Acting President of Cyprus and the Greek and Turkish Prime 
Ministers, urging them to uphold the cease-fire conditions after the talks broke down on July 23,1974. 

The Geneva talks began on July 25, 1974 with foreign ministers from Greece, Turkey, and the UK, along with 
UN Observer, R. Guyer, in attendancp On July 80, 1974, the parties reached an agreement that the Security Council 
Resolution (353) should be upheld a, ,j a security zone, to be controlled by UNFICYP, would be established between 
the Greek and Turkish troop positions. The security zone was to be decided upon by the representatives and UNFICYP 
and a further meeting was scheduled for all of the partiCipants at Geneva on August 8,1974. To cope with the enlarged 
patrol area, UNFICYP personnel were increased to 3,484 on July 31, 1974. The Security Council approved of the 
Geneva Agreement terms and authorised the Secretary-General to see to the arrangements (August 1, 1974). 

On August 8, 1974, the meeting was convened again in Geneva, this time with Greek and Turkish Cypriots 
represented and the Secretary-General also joined the meeting whilst he was on a two day visit. The Geneva talks 
broke down on August 14, 1974, after which the Turkish troops engaged in an immediate attack. 

In the Secretary-General's report dated August 10, 1974, it was noted that the military representatives of 
Turkey, Greece and the UK had continued with meetings since August 2, 1974 to try to decide on the size of the 
proposed security zone. A Representative of UNFICYP was also involved in the meetings but the extent of UNFICYP's 
participation was limited, allowing the initiatives to come from the parties. 

Talks were held ovemight on August 14, 1974 - August 15, 1974 and on August 15, 1974 - August 1 b, 1974 
involving UNFICYP and probably representatives from both sides. The meeting resulted in a partial cease-fire in the 
Nicosia region, thus allowing all non-combatants to leave the region safely. The Security Council met on August 14, 
1974, the same day that saw heavy fighting resume in Cyprus, and reiterated its earlier calls for a cease-fire (Resolution 
353). Again on August 16, 1974, the Security Council called for compliance with Resolution (353) and after further 
negotiations, Turkey announced a cease-fire at 6pm, August 16, 1974. 

Further UN involvement, beyond UNFICYP's continuing mandate to supervise the cease-fire zone, 
concentrated on humanitarian concerns and the welfare of the some 200,000 refugees on the island. The Secretary
General met with Glafkos Clerides, Acting President of Cyprus, and Turkish Cypriot leader, Raul Denktash, during the 
course of his visits to Greece, Turkey and Cyprus over August 25, 1974 - August 26, 1974. Their discussions centred 
on relief matters and it was agreed that these consultations should continue on a weekly basis. 

On November 1, 1974 the General Assembly unanimously urged all the parties to honour the prinCiples laid 
down in Resolution (353). UNFICYP's mandate was extended for a further six months on December 13,1974. 

A resolution to the constitutional situation in Cyprus was left in the hands of the Cypriots and despite talks 
between the Turkish and Greek Cypriots on January 14, 1975, there was no agreement reached. Later, on February 
13, 1975, the Turkish Cypriot zone was declared an autonomous region, a Turkish Cypriot Federated State, by Turkish 
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Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash. A statement by the Security Council stated its dismay over the new developments 
(February 20, 1975). On March 12, 1975, the Security Council appealed to the parties to resume the inter-communal 
negotiations and offered the good offices of the Secretary-General to aid the facilitation of a resolution. 

In response, the Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim arranged a series of inter-communal talks between the 
two parties over 1975 (April 28, 1975 - May 3,1975; July 31,1975 - August 2,1975; September 8,1975 - September 
10,1975). The Secretary-General later added a fifth round of talks to the series, held on February 17,1976 - February 
21, 1976. A new series of mediation attempts were then conducted by Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Special 
Representative in Cyprus, starting on March 5, 1976 - March 31, 1976 with another seven meetings held over the rest 
of 1976. The results of these talks is not specified but it can be concluded that these consecutive talks maintained a 
continual level of open dialogue between the parties and that they agreed to participate in further talks at the conclusion 
of each session. No substantive decisions resulted however, it is obvious that the UN hoped that any agreement on 
less substantive issues might have an incremental effect in reaching a full settlement. 

Makarios and Denktash agreed to meet under the auspices of the UN Secretary-General on February 12, 
1977 where they agreed to some points on the jJrogress of inter-communal talks. Another two sessions were held with 
the Secretary-General and the leaders over March 31,1977 - April 7, 1997 and on May 20,1977 - June 3,1977. The 
Secretary-General urged the Cypriots, in general, not to refrain from activities that might affect the progress of the talks. 

In January 1978, an attempt was made by the Secretary-General to reactivate the talks between the parties, 
with visits to Greece, Turkey and Cyprus. Negotiations held from May 18, 1979 - May 19, 1979, saw President S. 
Kyprianou (Cyprus) and Rauf Denktash (Turkish Cypriot) agree on a 10-point plan, forming the basis of future talks. An 
inter-communal meeting was held on June 15, 1979 - June 22, 1979 but marked the end of inter-communal talks until 
August 9, 1980. No negotiations were held over 1980, though the Secretary-General did reproach Denktash on 
November 18, 1980, for announcing a Unilateral Declaration of Independence on November 15, 1980. The Secretary
General declared the announcement as invalid. 

In January 1984, the President of Cyprus presented the Secretary-General, now Javier Perez de Cuellar, with 
a settlement 'framework'. By March 16, 1984, the Secretary-General had presented a 5-point plan to Denktash but with 
no success. The Secretary-General resumed mediation attempts with the> partie~ in a new series of 'proximity' talks 
held on: August 6, 1984 - August 7, 1984; September 1984; October 1984; November 1984; and December 1984. The 
talks culminated in the Secretary-General organising a Summit meeting between President Kyprianou and Turkish 
Cypriot leader, Rauf Denktash on January 17, 1985 - January 20, 1985. 

The initial draft agreement tabled at the Summit meeting was not fully acceptable to Greek President 
Kyprianou and the second draft, tabled in April 1985, proved unacceptable to the Turkish Cypriots and Turkey. 

A full settlement to the Cyprus problem has not been achieved. UNFICYP continues to operate as a bufff!r 
zone between the parties but whilst their position has gradually become a less temporary fixture, the positions of the 
parties have also become more entrenched. The presence of UNFICYP has resulted in the abatement of hostilities and 
the successful maintenance of the cease-fire but it has also sheltered the disputants, allowing them to become 
complacent about finding to a long-term solution to their problems. 

Allsebrook (1986: 56-57, 79-81), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 151-152), Brecher et alia (1988: 305-306), Butterworth 
(1976: 474-476), Durch (1993: 219-236), Miall (1992: 211-213), Morris (1994: 273-279), Tillema (1991: 55-56), United 
Nations (1990: 279-311,439-440), Zacher (1979: 251,264,274) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. R. Guyer, UN Observer and UK Foreign Minister (1042) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Referral to the UN Security Council - Unspecified (000) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. UNFICYP - Mediators Unspecified (1043) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. UNFICYP and UK Military Representative (1044) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Dr. KurtWaldheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 13 - 6 Partial Settlements 
6. -'<.>vier Perez de Cuellar, UN Special Representative in Cyprus and later UN Secretal. -General (i 13) 28 - 11 

Partial Settlements 
7. Dr. Hugo Gobbi, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Cyprus (1014) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
8. Oscar Camilion, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Cyprus (1016) 1 - Unsuccessful 
9. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
10. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General; UN Security Council (1017) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
11. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General; UN Security Council; Joe Clark, UN Secretary-General's Special 

Representative to Cyprus (1018) 1 - Unsuccessful 
12. Joe Clark, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Cyprus (1020) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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This autonomy struggle was referred to the UN by the Kurdish rebels. The UN took no further action. 
The Kurds inhabit the mountainous plateau regions to the north of Iraq and bordering areas of Turkey and 

Iran. Since the end of World War I, the Kurds have been fighting for an independent state based on the autonomous 
status granted to them under the terms of the Treaty of Savres, 1920. The Treaty terms had never been implemented. 

Secession attempts made by the Kurds over 1961 - 1966 and 1968 - 1970 were unsuccessful. Eallier in 
March 1974, the Kurdish independence struggle was further fuelled by disagreements over the implementation of the 
1970 Agreement, an agreement setting out conditions for an armistice and almost complete Kurdish autonomy. 
Dissatisfaction surfaced again between the Kurds and the Iraqi govemment after a relatively peaceful four years since 
the signing of the 1970 Agreement. Also, as a precursor to the fresh outbreak of hostilities, the tension was increased 
by the Iraqi government's nationalisation of the Kirkuk oil fields in 1973 and its announcement that an autonomous 
Kurdish zone would be established (December 1973). Kurds who had traditionally lived in the Kirkuk region were 
evacuated and replaced by Arabs. The Iraqi government and the Democratic Party of Kurdistan (DPK) began 
negotiations over the demarcation of the autonomous Kurdish region in January 1974. The DPK called for the inclusion 
of the Kirkuk region. In response, Iraq accused the DPK of secessionist objectives and on March 11, 1974, the Iraqi 
government announced an ultimatum, that the Kurds would be allowed 15 days to accept the government's proposals 
for the region. The proposals were to come into effect on March 26,1974. 

On March 12, 1974, fighting 8;upted between the armed Kurds in the Pe~h Merga and the Iraqi army. The 
Pesh Merga forces were funded and supported by Iran and allegedly also from Israel. The Kurdish forces believed that, 
with the Iraqi army resources stretched and occupied repelling Iranian forces on the border, they could withstand 
government attacks and eventually force the government to renegotiate its stance. The Iraqi forces were well-equipped 
with weapons, tanks and aircraft supplied by the USSR. 

Leader of the Kurdish secessionists and Barzani nationalist leader, Mullah Mustafa, appealed to UN 
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (Austria) on June 7, 1974, requesting that the UN assist the Kurds and investigate 
charges of Iraqi genocide and atrocities. The UN took no action on these charges. Fighting continued throughout 1974 
and resulted in widespread damage. Many Kurds fled the destruction and crossed the borders into Iran and Turkey. 
Kurdish forces had been forced to retreat closer to the Iranian border by the end of 1974. Iraqi forces often made 
border incursions into Iranian territory to chase the Kurdish rebels and as the incursions increased in size and 
frequency, Iran became more directly involved in the fighting. 

Fighting continued until March 1975 when Iran and Iraq reached an agreement at a meeting of the 
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in Algiers (March 6, 1975). In the agreement, Iran agreed to 
cease its assistance to the Iraqi Kurds under guarantees that Iraq would make some territorial concessions. Straight 
after the announcement of the agreement, Iraqi launched a major attack on the Kurdish rebels. Without continued 
Iranian backing, the Kurdish rebellion was easily suppressed. Iraq offered the Kurds a general amnesty for their 
surrender by April 1, 1975. Following the surprisingly quick suppression of the Kurds, the Shah of Iran requested that 
the Iraqi government begin a cease-fire on April 13, 1975. The cease-fire began on April 13, 1975, as requested and 
many Kurds crossed the Iranian border seeking refuge during the amnesty period. There were several minor cease-fire 
violations as the Iraqi forces pressed on towards the Kurdish rebel stronghold. On March 30, 1975, Mullah Mustafa 
ordered the surrender of the Kurdish rebels and then also fled to Iran. 

Several thousand people were left homeless in Iraq after the destructive struggle had finished and there were 
reported to be over 130,000 in refugee camps in Iran. 

Allse~~ook (1980: 55-56), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 137, 15?, 170-171), Butterworth (1978: 472-47<". Zacher 
(197&: 271-272) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (Austria) (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 162: ISRAEUlEBANON -.ARAB BORDER INFILTRATION (APflIL1 ~74 m JULY 1975) 

This dispute was only referred to the UN and no further action was taken by the organisation to 
mediate between the parties. 

When Arab guerrillas attacked an Israeli town in April 1974, Israel retaliated by raiding townships in Southem 
Lebanon. It was believed that the Arab guerrillas were stationed in Southem Lebanon. Both parties referred the matter 
to the Security Council in April 1974. 

Israel threatened further action if Lebanon continued to permit guerrilla groups to flourish within it borders. As 
the guerrilla attacks persisted, the retaliatory attacks escalated to bombing campaigns on Palestinian camps along the 
Lebanese border and even to naval attacks in Lebanese ports. 

The dispute continued on a similar basis through 1974 until July 1975, when Israel became preoccupied with 
the Lebanese Civil War. 

Allsebrook (1986: 62, 90-93), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 153) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Referral t()the UNSecuritYc;ounc;iI: UN Representatives of B~!h (000) 1.~ Un~uc;c~ssfUI. 
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CASE 163: MORocco/MAURITANIA - WESTERN SAHARA CONFLICT (OCTOBER 1974 m ONGOING) 

_Tota/·ConflicLMan<!.9.f!!12.ent EfforJL_ ..... _.~_, ... ,._ .. ,,_ .. 6g,_~,_,." .. ~._· _ 
.Total ()(ga:n~atiof]a.1Mediations and Referrals. 40. 

• Fat<'llitfes(RawCalculatfon) ..' . 15,000 
Current Dispute Status Onqainq 

The UN initially delegated the management of this post-colanial dispute to the OAU. The OAU's 
handling of the dispute however, was camplicated by the fact that the two main protagonists were also two of 
the majar powers in the OAU membership. The arganisation became hamstrung in its actions because of Its 
support for the Western Saharan nationalist group, Frente Popular para la Liberaci6n de Saguia el-Hamra y de 
Rio de Oro (Polisariu). Although the 'Saharan Arab Democratic Republic' (SADR) was supported 
overwhelmingly by other members, the OAU did not want to outrage one of its larger members and so the 
situation festered to a point of political deadlock. The UN Secretariat played a vital role in modifying the 
parties' perceptions, allowing them to consider the practicality and potentiality of a UN-administered 
referendum without accentuating the existing political divergence of the parties. It is interesting to note that 
the Arab League refrained from any involvement in this dispute and had clearly shown its support for Moroccan 
claims in a 1974 official speech (Zartman, 1989: 45). The implementation of the UN Mission for the Referendum 
in Western Sahara (MINURSO) operation was impeded by the fact that Morocco was not willing to withdraw 
from Western Sahara. Unlike the earlier Namibian case, where South Africa had been willing to withdraw before 
the initiation of the UNT AG mission, Morocco had already expressed its reluctance for the implementation of a 
referendum process. 

Fram 1969 - 1974, Marocca, Mauritania and Algeria continued to. call for the decalanisation af the territary. 
Morocco expressed claims to. a partion of Westerr Sahara and Mauritania maintained claim on the territo;y of Rio de 
Oro. An armed struggle for independence was launched by the Polisario, Western Sahara's nationalist liberation front, 
in 1973. Palisario attacks initially began on Maroccan and Mauritanian troaps. From 1965 - 1974, the UN had passed 
repeated resolutions, urging Spain to begin a decalanisation process and grant independence to Western Sahara. On 
August 21, 1974, Spain announced that the future of Spanish Sahara (Western Sahara) would be decided by a 
referendurn. The proposed referendum was to be held in the first half of 1975 and under the auspices of the UN. The 
prospect of self-determination triggered a series of disputes involving the nationalists within Western Sahara, Spain, 
Morocco., Mauritania, and Algeria. Both Mauritania and Morocco perceived the right to self-determination as tokenism, 
expecting the referendum to produce a government more akin to. a puppet state than a representative democracy. 

On December 13, 1974, the UN General Assembly acknowledged their support for the pracess of self
determinatian to be exercised in the territory. It also saught an advisory apinian from the International Caurt of Justice 
(lCJ) on the histarical claims fram the neighbauring states and asked Spain to refrain fram canducting the referendum 
until the advisary opinian had been given. During the time that the ICJ was still deliberating aver the status af the 
territorial claims, Spain invited a UN Special Cammittee an Decalonisatian to. conduct a fact-finding missian in Westem 
Sahara (May 1975 - June 1975). Spain again, expressed its wish to. withdraw from the territory (May 23, 1975) and 
called for a conference to be held under UN auspices to. smaath the process towards a peaceful resolutian. Spain also. 
requested that Secretary-General, Kurt Waldheim, send observers to the area, a propasal which only Morocco 
disapproved. The Secretary-General conducted visits to Maracca and Mauritania aver June 9, 1975 - June 13, 1975. 
The returned UN fact-finding mission reported that the general populace had expressed a desire for self-detennination 
and independence. 

The ICJ decisian, released an October 16, 1975, ruled that neither of the claims from Morocco. or Mauritania 
bare enaugh weight to. aHect the right of self-determination by the people's of Western Sahara. In protest of the 
decision, King Hassan of Morocco and some 350,000 Moroccans, marched, unarmed and peacefully into the territary 
(Octaber 16, 1975). The peaceful invasion af the 'Green March' was still cause for concern. Spain requested a Security 
Cauncil meeting (Octaber 22, 1975), during which the Secretary-General was again asked to approach the parties. The 
Secretary-General met with the parties aver the period from Octot';; 25, 1fll::; - October 28, 1975, continUing 
consultatian further int.o Navember 1975 in an effart to. ease tensian Gller the situatian. Meanwhile, Maroccan troops 
had gathered along the barder and, at several paints alang the barder during the march, Moroccan troops had engaged 
in hostilities with the Polisario. The Security Council President requested to King Hassan that the marchers withdraw 
(Navember 5, 1975) and by Navember 9, 1975, the march had been called aH. 

This brief phase of hostilities cancluded with same finality on Navember 14, 1975, when Spain, Marocca and 
Mauritania signed the Madrid Declaratian. The agreement allawed Spain to withdraw from Western Sahara, leaving the 
territory to. be administered temporarily by Marocca and Mauritania, in collabaratian with the Jemma, representatives of 
the Western Saharan papulatian. This tripartite arrangement wauld last until February 26, 1976, after which the two 
states wauld partitian the territary between them. 

The UN General Assembly urged Spain to prepare measures ensuring Western Sahara's right to. self
determinatian under UN auspices wauld not be fargatten in the transitian. The responsibility to ensure the right to. self
determinatian was placed in the hands af the transitionary tripartite administratian. To. this end, the UN Secretary
General appainted a Special Representative, Olaf Rydbeck (Sweden), to oversee the progress made towards self
determinatian far the peaple of Western Sahara (January 31, 1976). 

By the time Spain had fully withdrawn fram the territary an February 26, 1976, the right of self-detennination 
had still not been exercised. Governance was transferred to Marocco and Mauritania and supparted by the Jemma. 
The Polisaria disagreed with this undemacratic salutian and proclaimed a 'Saharan Arab Demacratic Republic' (SADR) 
an February 27,1976. 

A partitian agreement was signed by Morocco. and Mauritania on April 14, 1976. Factions continued to. 
engage in fighting. On June 8, 1976, six to seven hundred Palisaria traops attacked Nauakchatt, the Mauritanian 
capital. The one-day attack ended with the Palisario withdrawing after retaliatory fire came fram the Mauritanians. 
Palisario leader, EI-Ouali was killed in the attacks. It was not until July 1976, that the OAU considered entering into the 
management af the dispute but the propased extraordinary sessian to discuss the matter was later postpaned. Marocco 
and Mauritania had threatened to withdraw fram the OAU if the arganisatian gave clear recognitian to. the Polisaria in 
the 1976 annual summit meeting. Their eHart to. keep the problem aH the agenda was denied when the preliminary 
Cauncil of Ministers decided to. submit the problem. The extraardinary summit meeting sessian was scheduled for two 
meetings, ane in Lusaka and the ather in Libreville in 1976, but neither eventuated. OAU sentiment at the time 
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appeared to be one of reluctance, a reluctance to choose between supporting Morocco or Algeria as both were 
important OAU members. 

On July 3, 1977, Polisario forces attacked Nouakchott in a second offensive. The Mauritanian Permanent 
Representative to the UN protested to the President of the UN Security Council, claiming that Algeria was involved in 
the attack on Nouakchott and on an separate attack on the Mauritanian Ambassador stationed in Paris. Mauritania 
urged the Security Council to meet and discuss the claims but the UN took no direct action on the matter. On July 16, 
1977, the Polisario attacked Zouerate, prompting Morocco to boost the Mauritanian troops by airlifting 600 of its troops 
to the area. A meeting of the OAU was held between July 2, 1977 - July 5, 1977 in Gabon. The meeting scheduled a 
special meeting in October 1977 to discuss the Western Saharan situation. On November 28, 1977, the UN General 
Assembly announced its support for the principle of self-determination and called on the OAU to keep the Secretary
General fully advised of its actions. The General Assembly hoped the OAU would have more success in coming to a 
point of resolution at the next OAU session. The expectations of success never eventuated at the OAU session of July 
19, 1978 - July 22, 1978. The OAU set up an Ad Hoc Committee of 'Wise Men' to formulate a settlement plan. 

In December 13, 1978, the General Assembly again called for the process of self-determination to proceed, 
acknowledged the UN's responsibility to ensure that decolonisation occurred and officially invited the OAU to seek a fair 
resolution, keeping the Secretary-General appraised of any progress. 

Over the period from 1977 - 1978, there were several contacts between the Polisario and Mauritania 
proposing a separate peace deal with Mauritania, first offered in September 1977 and renewed again a couple of times 
in 1978. Mauritania declared its willingness to withdraw from the fighting on January 1, 1979 and thereafter evacuated 
its troops. A Security Council meeting on June 20, 1979 - June 25, 1979, was held at the request of Morocco, to 
discuss Moroccan complaints regarding Algerian aggression on Moroccan soil. On presentation of the complaint, the 
OAU President interceded and requested that the Security Council postpone any action it was considering. There was 
a general lack of evidence to support the complaint. With Mauritania's acceptance of a peaceful settlement with the 
Polisario on August 5, 1979, Morocco immediately expanded its claim to include the whole area of Western Sahara 
rather than just the segment previously allotted under the 1976 partition. 

By 1979, fourteen of the African states had expreBsed their support for the 'Saharan Arab Democratic 
Republic;, (SADR) at the OAU summit. The OAU Summit meeting In July 1980, saw another twelve African states offer 
their recognition of the SADR. With Morocco sorely outnumbered in its rejection of the SADR, Morocco's withdrawal 
from the OAU became even more of a possibility as the prospect of the SADR's admission to the organisation became a 
reality. The OAU made a delicate move, suspending the admission of the SADR until the Ad Hoc Committee of 'Wise 
Men' had had another opportunity to mediate an acceptable resolution. The OAU Council of Ministers approved of this 
course of action at a meeting in later February 1981. 

In July 1980 and April 1981, Moroccan troops pursued Polisario rebels across the Algerian border in 
retaliatory attacks. The Polisario attacks went against an agreement made between the Polisario and Algeria in which 
the Polisario agreed to refrain from attacks launched from Algerian soil (September 1980). An OAU Committee meeting 
over September 9, 1980 - September 12, 1980 suggested the implementation of a cease-fire, a referendum and UN 
troops assistance in the region but Morocco rejected the proposal claiming a bias in the OAU Committee. Once again 
the UN General Assembly reaffirmed the right to sell-determination for Western Sahara, backing the Polisario's struggle, 
and called for the withdrawal of Morocco from the territory (November 11, 1980). The UN General Assembly also 
endorsed the assistance and efforts of the OAU and expressed the UN's desire to maintain a good level of co-operation 
with the OAU. 

The OAU Summit at Nairobi on June 24, 1981 - July 27, 1981 showed the first glimpse of real progress. 
OAU President, Siaka Stevens (Sierra Leone) conveyed to the Summit that the SADR had secured the necessary votes 
to gain admittance as an OAU member. King Hassan (Morocco) took the initiative and suggested that the referendum 
proposal, approved by the Ad Hoc Committee of 'Wise Men', finally be implemented. Progress on the implementation 
plan was then stalled by another Polisario attack. The UN General Assembly appealed to the Polisario and Morocco to 
develop a cease-fire and allow the process of self-determination to proceed. A diplomatic resolution though, was not 
inevitable, and the surprise seating of SADR/Polisario representatives at an OAU Council of Ministers meeting in Addis 
Ababa was considered highly premature (February 1982). The decision of OAU Secretary-General Edem Kodji, to allow 
the SADR a place at the meeting was to haunt OAU proceedings until 1984. Subsequent meetings of the OAU were 
boycotted by both sides, d8llending co> the presence or absence of the SADR representatives. The boycotts were 
enough to leave the OAU hs.mstrung on several occasions and at the 1982 Summit in Libya the OAU was left without a 
Secretary-General and a President. 

On June 7, 1983 - June 10, 1983, at a Summit meeting in Addis Ababa, Morocco led nineteen other states in 
the threat of a mass boycott of the organisation. Subsequently, the SADR's OAU membership was temporarily 
suspended as the Polisario's supporters in the OAU were brought to heel. The meeting discussed King Hassan's 
acceptance of the proposed referendum and called on the parties to determine the details of a referendum held under 
the auspices of the UN and the OAU, with possible peacekeeping support. The General Assembly passed a resolution 
in acceptance of the requests made at the OAU meeting and asked the Secretary-General to assist with the necessary 
arrangements (December 7, 1983). 

The next OAU Summit on November 12, 1984, allowed Mauritania, Nigeria and Chad to voice their support 
for SADR recognition, which was now officially seated as the OAU's 51st member. As a result, Morocco held to its 
earlier threat and withdrew from the OAU. The General Assembly issued a declaration in support of the OAU's 
resolution tor a cease-fire, further negotiations and a referendum (December 5, 1984). With the withdrawal of Morocco 
from the OAU, the emphasis for continued management of the dispute fell heavily on the UN agenda. Intermittent 
hostilities continued throughout this period, though no major escalation in the fighting was evident. There was only one 
heavy attack in 1984 and it occurred just prior to the OAU Summit meeting, in October 1984. 

On October 23, 1985, the Moroccan Prime Minister delivered a defence for Morocco's territorial claim and 
announced a conditional immediate cease-fire, so long as there were no further attacks on the territory under its 
jurisdiction. Morocco offered to host neutral observers to witness the cease-fire was being implemented and adhered 
to. The UN also pledged an offer of assistance in the preparations for a referendum and the General Assembly called 
for more negotiations (October 1985). It also agreed to schedule a referendum for January 1986, under the auspices of 
the UN. 

In March 1986 a series of 'proximity talks' was planned in Dakar. The talks were to be set up Javier Perez de 
Cuellar, UN Secretary General, and Medoune Fall (Senegalese Defence Minister) aSSisting the efforts. President 
Abdou Diouf (Senegal), the OAU President, conferred with Javier Perez de Cuellar on developing a proposal for a 
referendum. As soon as the UN Secretary General returned to New York, he engaged in talks with the Polisario and 
Moroccan representatives to secure their participation in a round of 'proximity talks' and gain their approval of Algerian 
and Mauritanian observer status at the talks. The 'proximity talks' were conducted over April 9, 1986 - April 14, 1986, 
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and May 5, 1986 - May 9, 1986, and neither made great progress. After this dialogue, led by Abderrahim Farah, the 
UN Under Secretary-General for Special Political and Decolonisation Affairs, there arose the question of increased UN 
involvement, the possibility of a UN Fact-finding mission to ascertain if the desired conditions for a cease-fire and a 
referendum were present. 

By May 4, 1987, Algeria's President Bendjedid began to engage in dialogue with Morocco and later talks were 
held in Jeddah, involving the Polisario representative and Morocco. The talks only provided a partial agreement in 
which the parties agreed to refrain from direct war with each other [Also see later dispute - Case 201: Algeria/Morocco _ 
Western Saharan Nationalism (June 1979 - October 1979)]. 

Finally, in September 1987, SADR representatives conditionally accepted the idea of a UN rnission. The UN 
Mission, 15 UN representatives and 2 OAU representatives, under the leadership of Abderrahim Farah, first met with 
the King of Morocco on November 20, 1987, in Rabat. The mission then travelled to the Sahara, Mauritania and Algeria 
(November 21, 1987 - December 9, 1987). On January 19, 1988 a report was produced and a copy given to the OAU 
President, President Kenneth Kaunda (Zambia). The matter had been handed to the OAU for action and in February 
1988, the OAU President made the OAU's final attAmpt as an intermediary, pressing the Morocco to withdraw its troops. 
The UN released a technical report about detailing the costs and arrangements necessary for a UN-administered 
referendum. A copy of the report was given to the Polisario and Morocco in May 1988. The presentation of facts and 
the practical possibilities of a referendum, moved the disputants away from their stalemate to consider the real 
possibility of a well-orchestrated, practical solution. In this manner, the UN Secretariat played a vital role in modifying 
the perspectives of the parties, allowing them to consider the practicality and potentiality of the UN suggestions without 
making the political divergence of the parties the focus of the equation (Zartman 1989: 67). The disputants had not 
engaged in dialogue since January 1985 and the political deadlock had taken on physical dimensions with Morocco's 
construction of a protective wall along the Mauritanian border. 

By the end of 1988, the UN Secretary-General had broken the impasse between the parties by proposing a 
referendum and a cease-fire. The UN Secretary-General made another visit to Morocco and then to Mauritania and 
Algeria where he met with Polisario leaders in May 1988. King Fahd (Tunisia) invited the parties to meet in Ta'if, Saudi 
Arabia in July 198e. This ifldependent mediation attempt appears to have brokAn considerable ground and thus allowe':l 
the UN to proceed with more direct mediation attempts (Durch, 1993: 410). In July 1988, the Secretary General met 
with parties of both sides in Geneva and on August 11, 1988, in New York, Javier Perez de Cuellar presented Morocco 
and Polisario representatives with a UN/OAU proposal for a referendum. The proposal detailed the withdrawal of troops 
by both parties and also explained the role of the UN in the supervision of the withdrawals and in the administration of 
the referendum. Morocco and the Polisario considered the proposal and indicated that they would now be prepared to 
discuss its implementation (August 1988). On August 30, 1988 the parties accepted the basic implementation plan and 
on September 20, 1988 the UN Security Council requested that the finer details of implementation be sorted out. Also 
on September 20, 1988, the Security Council passed Resolution 621 (1988) which authorised the Secretary-General's 
appointment of a Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Western Sahara. The first appointee, Hector Gros 
Espiell (Uruguay) took up the post in October 1988 and remained in service until he resigned in late 1989. Johannes 
Manz (Switzerland) assumed the position as Espiell's replacement in 1989. A mediation attempt was made by Espiell in 
January 1989 - March 1989. Neither of the appointees had any documented impact on the early mediation attempts. 
Special Representative Manz resigned on January 1, 1992 and was replaced, after much discussion with Morocco and 
the Polisario, by Sahabzada Yaqub-Khan (Pakistan) in March 1992. 

Polisario meetings with the Moroccan representatives took place over September 1988 and in a meeting over 
January 4, 1989 - January 5, 1989, the Polisario announced a unilateral truce. The referendum discussions began in 
January 1989, under the auspices of King Fahd (Tunisia) and Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary General. The 
Polisario supported the UN referendum plan though Morocco was a little less committed. The UN General Assembly 
tried to resume the talks between the parties in December 1989 but was unsuccessful in bringing the parties to the 
table. On February 21, 1990, King Hassan announced a unilateral truce. This announcement was in direct response to 
calls from the UN Secretary-General and from the first visit to the region by the Secretary-General's Special 
Representative, Johannes Manz. 

Morocco though, still did not relish losing control over a large portion of the 'greater' Morocco region and there 
was no doubt that Morocco was disappointed to discover, in 1990, that the UN was planning a genuine 'open vote' 
referendum. Morocco enlisted the va":", of som8 120,000 Sahrawis (Western Saharans) liviny in southern Morocco 
who were eligible to vote, having been included in the Spanish census in 1974. The inclusion of these voters could 
easily sway the election in Morocco's favour and the acceptance of these voters' registrations came under some severe 
scrutiny by the UN and held up the implementation of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara 
(MINURSO) operation. "Morocco both expected to win and took unsubtle steps to insure it.. .. Morocco used the 
eligibility of issue to guarantee a favourable outcome. If the UN accepted the proposed new names, Morocco would be 
assured of winning the vote; if it did not, then Morocco could use its sovereign powers to throw MINURSO into stasis 
and wait until the UN ran out of patience, money, or both" (Durch, 1993: 418). 

The MINURSO mission had a very long gestation period. From the first agreement to the basic principles of 
an implementation plan in August 1988, it took until June 1990 for a more detailed description of the plan to be 
presented to the Security Council. The costs of deploying a full mission to implement the referendum plan were to be 
the next stumbling block. After UN experiences in Namibia, the MINURSO mission was given a tight budget and a 
tighter timetable for thE' completion of its tasks (April 1991). MINURSO was formally set up by the Security Couflcil 011 
April 29, 1991. 

MINURSO was to comprise of approximately 3,295 personnel with almost equal proportions of civilians and 
UN military personnel. The mission set about the task of verification of voter eligibility and the referendum was 
scheduled to occur twenty weeks after the cease-fire, in January 1992. An earlier Identification Commission had been 
operating in 1989, preparing a list of eligible voters. Another two fact-finding missions were sent into the area to assess 
the terrain and situation in July 1990, and again in December 1990. One of the UN assessment missions in 1990, a 32-
member technical mission, also included some representatives of the OAU, a sign that there was continued co
operation between the two organisations for the resolution of this dispute. Durch points out that the pre-planning for the 
MINURSO mission was muddled in that there was a very serious lack of communication between the mission planners 
and the political mediators acting in the field. The lack of communication between the two roles meant that neither was 
working effectively and a Secretariat decision to make the Executive Office of the Secretary-General solely responsible 
for 'peacemaking' function compounded the problem in 1988 (Durch 1993: 421). 

The issue of voter eligibility was used by Morocco as a successful means to stall the referendum whilst 
verification of eligibility presented MINURSO with a painstaking task. In February 1992, the UN Secretary-General 
reported to the Security Council that the co-operation of all parties was not always willingly offered, referring mainly to 
Morocco, and that full co-operation was needed. In May 1992, he made a second report and pointed out that the 
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presence of the MINURSO military observers was not completely conducive to the environment needed for a 
referendum, despite the fact that they were periorming a vital function in maintaining a cease-fire between the parties. 
By July 1992, it looked like MINURSO was not going to be successful in the execution of its mandate. 

The UN Special Representative, Sahabzada Yaqub-Khan (Pakistan) conducted a number of mediation 
attempts between 1993 and 1994, but none was successful. 

Allsebrook (1986: 25-26, 106-108), Andemicael (1976: 59, 61), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 153-154), Brecher et alia 
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(1993: 406-434), Huth (1996: 220-221), Miall (1992: 284-285), Oluo (1982: 140-151), Tillema (1991: 138-140), United 
Nations (1990: 279-311), Zacher (1979: 275, 278-279), Zartman (1989: 19-81) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS -
1. UN Fact-Finding Sub-Committee: Representatives from Cuba, Iran, Ivory Coast (575) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 2 - Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General and Mr. M. Lewin, UN Secretary-General's Personal Representative; 

UN Security Council (576) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Olof Rydbeck, Swedish Permanent UN Representative, appOinted UN Special Envoy (104) 2 - Unsuccessful 
5. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary General (113) 7 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full 

Settlement 
7. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary General; Algerian and Mauritanian Observers (1045) 2 - 1 Agreement to 

Further Talks 
8. UN - Unspecified (146) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
9. Three-man UN Delegati0n led by Under-Secretary General for Spe:::;al Political and Decolonisation Affairs, Mr. 

Abderrahim Farah (585) 1 - Unsuccessful 
10. is-member multi-national technical commission of OAUlUN, under Abderrahim Farah [Under Secretary-General 

for Special Political and Decolonisation Affairs] (148) 1 - Unsuccessful 
11. Hector Gro Espiell, UN Special Representative (171) 1 - Unsuccessful 
12. Sahabzada Yaqub-Khan, UN Special Envoy for Western Sahara (741) 3 - Unsuccessful 
13. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
14. UN Officials; Sahabzada Yaqub-Khan, Eric Jensen (742) 1 - Unsuccessful 
15. Sahabzada Yaqub-Khan, UN Special Representative; USA, France, Britain, Cape Verde, Venezuela, Spain (743) 1 

- Unsuccessful 
16. Erik Jensen, Head of MINURSO [UN Mission for Referendum in Western Sahara] (744) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
17. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General; Erik Jensen, Head of MINURSO (745) 1 - 1 Unsuccessful 
18. Security Council Team led by Lewwaila J. Legwaila [Botswana] (895) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
~Mahmoud Riad, OAU Secretary-General (103) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Heads of State Mediation (057) 1 - Offered Only 
3. OAU Committee of Wise Men [Comprising of the Heads of State of Sudan; Mali; Nigeria; Guinea; Ivory Coast] 

(106) 1 - Offered Only 
4. OAU Implementation Committee [Presidents of Kenya, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, Guinea, and Ministers from Mail 

and Sierra Leone] (584) 3 - Unsuccessful 
5. OAU/UN - Unspecified Mediators (289) 1 - Offered Only 
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CASE 164: MALI/UPPER VOLTA(BuRKINA FASO) - BORDER CONFLICT (DECEMBER 1974 - JUNE 1975) 

TotalConfliotMana[lernentEfforts ....•. .... 4 .. < 
i[QitUQrgijfJ.is.atioflE!,lMedia,tions 8,nd8?ierra/s, • 2.. c ~. 
F8tafjti~s:lRawpa/ciJ/attonjr .. .... ..... ..... .- }.2 
CurrentDrspUteStatus' . ..... ...... . ..•. i Full Settlement '" 

This border dispute was over territorial sovereign rights to the Burkina Faso region, also known as 
Upper Volta, which was situated along the Beli River. The OAU was instrumental in providing a forum for the 
disputants and in directing the parties through a process of reconciliation. 

Minor confrontations had occurred along the border since Mali and Upper Volta had both been granted 
independence by France in 1960. The dispute in the Beli-Agacher region began to escalate in 1974. This region was 
populated by an ethnic Mali majority but came under the jurisdiction and administration of Upper Volta. Hostilities 
occurred in December 1974, with direct fighting between border patrol units from both each side (December 14, 1974). 
Intermittent clashes continued and the tension intensified with an increased military presence evident in the region over 
December 1974 to June 1975. 

With hostilities abating in December 1974, after a mediation attempt by President Senghor (Senegal) and 
President Eyadema (Togo), a more final peace settlement was attempted by the parties with the assistance of the Ivory 
Coast, Guinea, Togo and Senegal. A referral to the OAU President saw the OAU agree to establish a Mediation 
Commission to supervise troop withdrawals from the region and 'guarantee' the safety of the disputed territory. The 
Mediation Commission was to be comprised of representatives from Guinea, Niger, Senegal and Togo. 

Violence occurred again in June 1975, with Upper Volta attacking the villages of Batou and Domo. There was 
no continuation of the hostilities after this attack. 

A final agreement over the b"ider dispute issues was reached in Lome 001 June 13, 1975. This agreement 
was the result of a mediation attempt by the Presidents of the Mediation Commission member countries and the OAU. 
This agreement proposed that an independent assessment of the border should be undertaken before demarcation 
couid be finalised. A further mediation attempt by President Sekou Toura (Guinea) produced an agreement on July 11, 
1975, under which the disputants agreed to refrain from the use of force to settle the border question. 

In 1983, the matter was referred to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). After another brief militarised 
confrontation delayed the ICJ's ruling in December 1985. On December 25, 1985, Mali troops made a large scale 
attack on townships in Burkina Faso. Retaliation by Burkina Faso forces was swift, with an aerial attack on site within 
Mali territory and ground raids along the border. Algeria managed to arrange a cease-fire between the parties on 
December 28, 1985 and the matter was then retumed to the ICJ for consideration. 

A ruling was finally issued in December 1986. The territory, it was ruled, would be divided equally between 
the disputants. It was not until 1987, that the parties announced their acceptance of the ICJ ruling and a full resolution 
of the dispute resulted. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 154-155), Huth (1996: 220), Tillema (1991: 66-67, 69) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-:;-:--Referral to the OAU President (000) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
2. OAUMediatiOTlCommission - GuineCl, Niger, Senegal, Togo rElpresentatives(1046) 1·FuliSettlement 
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CASE 165: ANGOLA/SOUTH AFRICA -INTERVENTION AND CIVIL WAR (1975 m ONGOING) 

" Tot"!J.J2.Q!1l1ict Man'!.[J,f}[I1ent Eff0r}§_,_> _> • __ >_».,;". ___ "J..Q!L._" ___ ~ 
TotaIQrganis.Ciltion?lMediation!>.9Gg Referrals 48. _. . 

.> FatalifiesJRawGalculation) 380,000 
CUrrent Dispute Status • > »> Ong_oing_ 

The UN and the OAU were involved to varying degrees in this dispute. The preconditions of this 
dispute are described in Case 125: Namibia - Independence Struggle (1966 - March 1990). The United Nations 
Angola Verification Mission I (UNAVEM I) successfully completed its mandate to ensure the total withdrawal of 
Cuban troops from the territory of Angola. After the complete withdrawal of Cuban troops had been achieved, 
the UN extenaed the UNAVEM mission, now UNAVEM II, to mcnitor the cease-fire, to monitor the peaceful 
transition to an elected government, and to supervise the integration of the Union for the Total Independence of 
Angola (UNITA) and Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) armed forces. 

The dispute between South Africa and Angola began to surface after Angola showed its support for Namibian 
independence. Angola was also experiencing the pitfalls of decolonisation and finding its feet in its new-found 
independence, when Portugal withdrew from the colony in 1975. Three nationalist organisations that had been at the 
forefront of the struggle for independence, were now vying for power, and in the transition Angola ended up in civil war. 
Firstly, there was the Union for the Total Independence of Angola or Unifio Nacional para a Independencia Total de 
Angola (UNITA), which controlled most of Southern Angola, and drew the majority of its support from South Africa and 
the USA. The second organisation, the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola or Movimento Popular de 
Libertar;fio de Angola (MPLA) was backed by the Soviets and had control of the Angolan capital, Luanda, and small 
pockets in the South. The third, was the National Front for the Liberation of Angola or Frente Nacional de Libertar;fio de 
Angola (FNLA), Zairian-backed and in cC;ltrol of most of the northern region of Angola. In 197f. d mBjor offensive was 
synchronised by UNITA and the FNLA on the capital of Luanda in an effort to gain control of the city. The Soviet
backed MPLA in Luanda was assisted by Cuban troops in October 1975. Neither of the two attacking groups was 
strong enough to take the city and the MPLA was able to declare itself the sole government. 

Direct confrontation between Angola and South Africa occurred in 1976, after Angola came out publicly with 
Zambia in support of the nationalist movement, the South West African People's Organisation, in Namibia's struggle for 
independence. 

From 1976 - 1988, Angola and South Africa were regularly engaged in hostilities. South Africa was either in 
opposition by supporting UNITA in Angola or by pursuing the SWAPO guerrillas over the border into Angola. Though 
the South African hostilities towards SWAPO were not the sole reason for hostilities between South Africa and Angola, 
the Namibian situation did playa large part in the disputants' perception of the dispute issues. UN insistence that there 
was no 'linkage' between the two disputes certainly aided the earlier settlement of thA Namibian dispute. In the South 
African/Angolan Civil War, resolution or partial settlement, could not have been achieved without the disputants also 
having come to a resolution over Namibian Independence. 

The connection between South Africa's involvement in Angola and the Namibian situation became quite 
evident as the question of Namibian independence went through the process continued negotiation. South African 
concern over the interpretation of the Security Council plan in Resolution 435, regarding SWAPO bases, lessened the 
possibility of achieving a cease-fire between Namibia and the front-line states by March 15, 1979. Negotiations 
received a harsh setback when South African forces attacked SWAPO base situated in Angola. The Security Council 
denounced the attack on March 28, 1979. Consequently, the General Assembly also made reference to the event and 
reaffirmed SWAPO's legitimacy and their position as sole representatives of the Namibian people. 

Over November 12, 1979 - November 16, 1979 the Contact Group, the front-line states, South Africa and 
SWAPO were called to partiCipate in a conference by the Secretary-General. The purpose of the conference was to 
discuss the proposed demilitarised zone along the Namibian-Angolan border. On December 12, 1979, as a result of 
South Africa's limited co-operation, the General Assembly approached the Security Council requesting that 
comprehensive sanctions be irnposed on South Africa. A ~ecision l!lter in the Security Council saw the Genera; 
Assembly's calls for a comprehensive sanction denied by vetoes from the USA and the UK (April 30, 1981). 

In 1981 discussion continued between both sides with the Contact Group and the Secretary-General also 
present. The high profile conference over January 7,1981 - January 14,1981, with all of the parties in attendance, 
ended without reaching an agreement on a cease-fire. The Contact Group, the OAU, Nigeria, the South African 
Administrator-General for South West Africa/Namibia and SWAPO were at the conference but it was only the South 
African Administrator-General who did not consent to the implementation of the plan in Resolution 435, citing the 
questionable nature of UN impartiality. In August 1981, Angola had been attacked by South Africa for a second time 
and Security Council resolutions expressing condemnation and urging immediate withdrawal were again thwarted by a 
Security Council member's veto, this time lodged by the USA. From August 1981 to December 10,1981, the General 
Assembly continued to call for the Security Council to take more decisive action over the situation by imposing sanctions 
and implementing the plan in Resolution 435. 

On Februarv 4, 1982, Angola and Cuba had mutually agreed that the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola 
would only happen when acts of South African aggression ceased. By July 1982, the Contact Group had formulated 
'The PrinCiples Concerning the Constituent Assembly and The Constitution for an Independent Namibia'. With Angola 
and its Cuban allies increasing their involvement in the 1980's, the Angolan Civil War and Angolan assistance in the 
Namibian resistance were linked by the South African government. The South African government would not agree to 
the Western Contact Group's implementation of transitional election plans with Cuban troops still remaining in Angola 
though, equally, no UN-based group wanted to link a Cuban troop withdrawal with the Security Council plan. The 
implementation of the Security Council plan had reached a point of stalemate. 

Virtually no progress was made over 1983. The Secretary-General talked to the front-line states, Kenya and 
Uganda, on a visit in February 1983. On May 31, 1983, the Security Council continued its condemnation of the South 
Africa occupation of Namibia. Again the Secretary-General, Javier Perez de Cuellar, met with high ranking 
representatives of all sides in Angola, Namibia and South Africa from August 22, 1983 - August 26, 1983. Mr. Botha 
(South Africa) and Mr. Sam Njumo (SWAPO leader) attended this session of talks. The UN Security Council again 
rejected the implied 'linkage of the Angolan situation and the Namibian dispute (October 20, 1983 - October 28, 1983) 
and urged South Africa to indicate which type of electoral system it would prefer. Early in December 1983, France 
withdrew its involvement in the Western Contact Group, citing its impotence as an effective forum. South Africa ended 
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1983 with a serious attack, deep into Angolan territory in December 1983. Strangely, at the same time, South Africa 
offered to begin a disengagement policy or, January 31, 1984. 

By 1984 the Security Council had still not secured indication of an election system preference from South 
Africa, nor had the situation of South African withdrawal from Namibia been settled. By this time the Western Contact 
Group had come to its own demise, unsuccessful in its repeated efforts to mediate a resolution and acceptance for the 
Security Council plan. Of the Contact Group members, only the USA continued to try to seek some resolution through 
'shuttle diplomacy'. The Secretary-General acted as a go-between in negotiations over November 1984, receiving 
letters and proposals from both South Africa and Angola. However, neither of the proposals was acceptable to the 
parties. 

In April 1985, the proposal of another South African imposed solution, a multi-party conference which resulted 
in what amounted to a 'puppet regime', was condemned by the Security Council (June 19, 1985). When the interim 
government was installed by South Africa in Windhoek it was declared null and void by the Security Council. The UN 
took action against a South African commando unit that had threatened Angola's territorial integrity on June 20, 1985. 
The Security Council decided to send in an assessment team to find out the extent of the damage caused in Angola 
after incessant armed attacks by South Africa (September 20, 1985). 

The South African attacks graduated to full-scale incursions into Angolan territory over 1987 - 1988. Angolan 
retaliations escalated in scale with the support of Cuban troops. Ironically, as the Angola Civil War situation worsened, 
the Angolan civil war's 'linkage' with the Namibian situation aided settlement over Namibian independence. It was not 
until September 1988 that South African President P. W. Botha agreed to resume discussions on the transitionary 
process. 

After holding talks with South Africa, the Secretary-General arrived in Luanda for talks with Angolan 
President, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, on the situation in south-western Africa. Dr. Chester Crocker, US Assistant 
Secretary of State, successfully mediated an agreement between Angola, Cuba and South Africa in Brazzaville (Congo) 
proposing a timetable for Cuban withdrawal from Angola. April 1, 1989 was the proposed date for the implementation of 
Resolution 432 agreed to in the Brazzaville protocol. With this agreement the South African government was prepared 
to accept terms for an election in Namibia to establish independent government. The settlement was signed on 
Oecer'lber <::2, 1988 by all three parties in New York at the UN Headquarters. It clearly specified that the ·";uban troops 
would withdraw from Angola. The withdrawals were completed on November 23, 1989 and UN-supervised elections 
were conducted in 1990. The mandate of the UN Transition Assistance Group (UNT AG) began on April 1, 1989 and 
ended on March 21, 1990. Its tasks involved monitoring of the cease-fire and the eventual removal of South African 
presence in Namibia. 

After the 1988 agreement had ended South African attacks against SWAPO and South African incursions into 
Namibian territory, there only remained the situation in Angola to resolve. Cuban withdrawal in Angola had to be 
guaranteed before South Africa would allow Namibian independence to proceed. Cuban withdrawal was to be 
supervised and verified by a UN verification mission. 

The United Nations Angola Verification Mission I (UNAVEM I) was established under Security Council 
Resolution 626, on December 20, 1988, and placed under the command of Chief Military Observer, Brigadier General 
Pericles Ferreira Gomes (Brazil). The UNAVEM I mandate was to verify the complete withdrawal of Cuban troops from 
Angola by July 22, 1991. The Cuban troops had completed their withdrawal by May 25, 1991. UNAVEM I was "to verify 
the redeployment northwards and the phased and total withdrawal of Cuban troops from the territory of Angola in 
accordance with the timetable agreed between Angola and Cuba" (United Nations, 1990; 444). Foreign observers from 
the USSR, the USA, Portugal and UNITA, were also in the area making up the Joint Verification and Monitoring 
Commission (CMVF). Part of UNAVEM I's job was to ensure that these observers were doing their job properly. A 
useful by-product of UNAVEM I involvement was the development of a direct telephone link between the headquarters 
of the Angolans, Cubans and the UN, a link which greatly improved communications between the parties. 

With Cuban withdrawals completed by May 25,1991, and the Namibian situation removed from the Angolan 
equation, the UN sought to reinforce peaceful developments made by Portugal's mediation attempts between Angola, 
the MPLA representatives, and UNITA in May 1991. In a peacebuilding move, the UN extended the UNAVEM I 
mission, now UNAVEM II, to ensure the transition to independence remained a peaceful process. The UNAVEM II 
mission was deployed in June 1991 with a seventeen-month mandate to expire on November 1992. UNAVEM II 
observers were to monitor the new cease-fire between the MPLA and UNITA. !: was also to monitor the elections 
scheduled for September 1992 - November 1992, and supervise the integration of the UNITA and MPLA armed forces 
into one national army. The Mission was commanded by Major General Edward Us hie Unimna (Nigeria) and also 
included the first UN woman appointed to a peacekeeping mission, Secretary-General's Special Representative, 
Margaret Joan Anstee (UK). 

Progress in the implementation of the peace plan was slow because of the continued mistrust between the 
UNITA and MPLA representatives. The UN was not involved in the plan's implementation, only in the monitoring of its 
progress. Despite sporadic fighting, UNAVEM II's monitoring of the cease-fire was, on the whole, a success, at least 
until August 1992. 

In December 1991, the Angolan Government requested that there be international observers present during 
the election process. In response, the Security Council enlarged UNAVEM II via Resolution 747 (1991), and broadened 
its operating parameters to include election verification and observation. Over the course of the elections, from 
September 29, 1992 - Septernber 30, 1992, other international groups assisted in the monitoring tasks, this Included 
observers from the OAU. The process went smoothly and Margaret Joan Anstee, UN Secretary-General's Special 
Representative to Angola, announced the elections to be a free and fair undertaking. The incumbent MPLA party won 
the elections with a clear majority in the National Assembly, and although the presidential race was not such an 
overwhelming victory, MPLA leader, Jose Eduardo Dos Santos, took the vote. 

After UNITA lost the election, the UNITA forces resumed fighting, withdrawing from the 'unified' army and 
attacking government positions (October 1992). The UN managed to broker a cease-fire in Lobito on November 1, 
1992, but the cease-fire was soon broken by UNITA forces. The UN Under Secretary-General, Marrack Goulding, 
arrived in Angola to promote dialogue between the two leaders, Dr. Jonas Savimbi (UNITA) and new President Jose 
Eduardo Dos Santos. Marrack Goulding had mediated once before in Case 042: Guatemala - Civil War and Insurgency 
(June 1954 - Ongoing), and assisted Margaret Joan Anstee, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Angola 
in this dispute. Facilitation efforts were not able to bring the parties into a face-to-face negotiating situation. Alioune 
Blondin Beye took over the position of Secretary-General's Special Representative to Angola on June 28, 1993, when 
Margaret Anslee resigned. 

President Robert Mugabe (Zimbabwe) led an OAU mediation team, accompanied by Pik Botha (South African 
Foreign Minister), to try 10 negotiate a cease-fire and encourage the parties to engage in talks. The combined mediation 
effort was unsuccessful (late November 1992). 
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As a result of the escalating violence, the UNAVEM II mission was downsized accordinq to Security Council 
Resolutions S04 (January 29, 1993) and S23 (April 30, 1993), and again in Resolution S34 (June 1, 1993). The Security 
Council also took measures, in Resolution S64, to impose an arms embargo on UNITA because of its unwillingness to 
adhere to a cease-fire and resume talks (September 25, 1993). The OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim 
offered his mediation services to the parties in August 1993 but the offer was not accepted by the parties. The Security 
Council used the threat of extending the embargo, to include general trade and travel services, to force UNITA to 
reconsider the cease-fire proposals. The comprehensive embargo was to take effect by November 1, 1993 but was 
suspended until December 1, 1993, after the two parties resumed talks. 

Despite UN mediation attempts over 1994, fighting continued. Govemment forces captured Huambo in 
November 1994, and consequently, UNITA's headquarters and support base. Ironically, both parties had just signed a 
peace accord at Lusaka, Zambia. 

Further mediation efforts by the UN continued through to December 1995, with S partial settlements, several 
agreements to further talks and only one full settlement setting out a particular agenda. The intensive UN efforts were 
aimed at strengthening the Lusaka Accord. Facilitating dialogue between the two ieaders, Jonas Savimbi (UNITA) and 
President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, was only a small step towards a peaceful solution. Fighting continues, as have the 
attempts to mediate a settlement. The current situation in Angola remains unstable and unresolved. 

Allsebrook (1 9S6: 65-66, 101-104). Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 155-156). Brecher et alia (1 9SS: 307-309, 331-332, 
337,340,344-345), Butterworth (1976: 476-47S), Durch (1993: 376-405), Holt (1994: 302-310), Miall (1992: 201-203), 
Oluo (1 9S2: 111-130), TiIIema (1991: 115-120), United Nations (1990: 335-340), Zacher (1979: 276-277), Zartman 
(19S9: 134-169) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Dr. J. Callaghan, UK Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary; N. Lunkov, 

Soviet Ambassador [London] (673) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Referral to the Security Council: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Soviet, US, Portuguese, UN Officials (675) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
6. Marrack Goulding, Head US Peacekeeping [Angola]; Margaret Joan Anstee, Head UN Mission [Angola] (67S) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
7. UN: Unspecified (146) 6 - 2 Partial Settlement 
S. Margaret Joan Anstee, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Angola (764) 3 - 2 Agreements to 

Further Talks 
9. Margaret Joan Anstee, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Angola; USA, Russia, Portugal, OAU 

(765) 1 - Unsuccessful 
10. Margaret Joan Anstee, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Angola; USA, Russia, Portugal (765) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
11. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Special Representative to Angola (767) 16·2 Agreement to Further Talks, 5 Partial 

Settlements, 1 Full Settlement. 
12. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Representative; General Chris Garuba, UN Military Observer Mission Head; USA (770) 

1 - Unsuccessful 
13. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Representative; USA, Russia, Portugal (772) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
14. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Representative; US Envoys E. De Jamette, L. Stack, Department of African Affairs 

Adviser (776) 1 • Unsuccessful 
15. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Special Representative to Angola; Paul Hare, US Special Representative to Angola. 

(S96) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
16. General Chris Garuba;' Ii\! Chief fV1;;aary Observer to Angola-Nigeria. (S97) 1 • Unsuccessful 
17. Alioune Blondin Beye, lJN Representative; President Mobutu of Zaire; Amara Essy [Ivory Coast Foreign Minister] 

(S9S) 1 - Unsuccessful 
18. Alioune Blondin Beye, UN Representative; President Frank Chiluba [Zambia] (S99) 1 - Unsuccessful 
19. Yasir Khalid, Beye's UN Deputy (900) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
1. OAU Conciliation Committee (671) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Political Bureau and Defence Commission (672) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. Referral to the OAU: Heads of 2 Factions (000) 1 • Unsuccessful 
4. Salim Ahmed Salim, OAU Secretary-General (422) 1 - Offered Only' 
5. OAU Mediating Group led by Robert Mugabe (Zimbabwe); South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha (1047) 1 • 

Unsuccessful 
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CASE 168: LEBANON· SeCOND CIVIL WAR (FEBRUARY 1975 • LATE 1992) 

",Iotal Conflict Manag~!p~ffo!1§_~~"_. __ 11?~~~~··~"-'----1 
TQtc# Qrganiqafional MediaticJ.nsandReferrals 27 ....... . 
Fataliti~s(RawCal(J111atfonrc .. ..... ...... .. . . .. 140,O()0 ." 

Current Dispute Status •..... Partial Settlement 

The Arab League was more actively engaged in mediation attempts in this dispute than the UN even 
though the UN's involvement was, and still is, extensive. UN involvement was often stymied by US vetoes on 
Security Council resolutions, those that proposed tougher measures for dealing with continued the Israeli 
occupation. The intensity of this dispute was the culmination of internal Lebanese sectarian violence and 
territorial struggles between Lebanon and its neighbours. The UN was heavily cummitted in this dispute 
though, establishing the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to oversee the removal of Israeli forces from the 
area and to assist tile Lebanese government in re-establishing its authority and safeguarding the territorial 
integrity of Lebanon. UNIFIL's presence helped to diminish the hostilities in some phases of the dispute but 
the mission was unable to achieve its mandated objectives because of Israeli non-co-operation and because of 
the limitations placed on its use of force. It was powerless to prevent the Israeli invasion and powerless to 
force an Israeli withdrawal. UNIFIL was assisted by 57 UNTSO observers. This dispute follows two earlier 
disputes involving the UN, see Case 064: Lebanon - First Civil War (May 1958 - June 1959) and Case 162: 
Israel/Lebanon - Arab Border Infiltration (April 1974 - July 1975). 

The UN Observation Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL) observed the situation regarding Lebanese borders over 
1958 and its mission was supported by both Lebanon and the UAR. A full withdrawal of UNOGIL was completed by 
December 9, 1958 and Lebanon and the UAR resumed normal relations with the dispute resolved by June 1959. The 
second dispute only saw the matter of Israeli attacks on Lebanese territo'y referred to the organisation but no furthf" 
action eventuated. 

The earlier Lebanese civil war had abated after 1959 but the situation in Lebanon remained tense and issues 
were still unresolved. The ebb in hostilities only lasted until early 1975, when fighting again broke out between the 
Phalange party militia and the Palestinians. Sectarian violence continued between Moslem and Christian communities 
throughout 1975, with a number of cease-fires proving ineffective. 

Over this time Syria had become involved in the dispute as a mediator and protector, trying to bring the 
disputing Lebanese parties to some resolution and sending in Palestinian groups, the 'AI Saiqa guerrillas and the 
Palestinian Liberation Army (PLA), to protect the Moslems in the area. This peacekeeping role did not last, with the PLA 
joining forces with the Lebanese Moslems by the end of 1975. Syria's involvement in the dispute broadened the scope 
of the dispute immensely. The carving up of colonial territories by France had seen Lebanon and Syria artificially 
separated. Syria still perceived Lebanon as an integral part of Greater Syria and was not in favour of a possible Israeli 
occupation of Southern Lebanon. Christian take-over in the region increased the possibility of partition in Lebanon, a 
prospect not favoured by Syria. 

On January 7, 1976, Syria threatened to intervene with a show of military force against the Christians who 
had begun to purge the region of 'alien elements'. The conflict escalated on January 18, 1976, when Lebanese 
Christian forces began to expel Muslim residents from the Christian areas around al-Karantina and al-Maslakh. A 
Syrian-controlled division of the PLA arrived in Lebanon later the same day to offer support to the Muslim leaders. On 
January 19, 1976, Syria also sent a delegation of 50 officers to assist in the supervision of a cease-fire. 

After a short break in hostilities the fighting resumed in March 1976. This time the Moslem Lebanese in the 
Lebanese Army were urging the resignation of Sulaiman Franjia, the Christian President. This action prompted Syria's 
second intervention, an intervention backing the Lebanese Christians this time. Syrian views had changed and they 
now regarded the Muslim leftists and their Palestinian and Lebanese allies as the threat. With the assistance of AI 
Saiqa and PLA operatives, Syria intervened to try to save President Franjia's hold on power. On March 28,1976 Syria 
placed an arms embargo on supplies to the leftists. Syrian troops in Lebanon totalled about 15,000 by June 1976. 

Over June 8, 1976 - June 9, '1976, the A''lb League held an emergency meeting and, with Syria's approval, it 
set up a 'symbolic' Arab League peac:::keeping force and a Mediation Commission. The Arab League peacekeeping 
force comprised mostly Syrian troops, with several units from the Sudan, Saudi Arabia and Libya. The Mediation 
Commission was unable to secure a peaceful solution and, without the parties adhering to cease-fire conditions, the 
peacekeeping force was left with the unenviable task of maintaining some line of partition between the hostile parties. 

The UN Secretary-General offered his good offices to the parties during September 1976 but the offer was not 
accepted. By October 18, 1976, the Arab League had approved the formation of a 'deterrent' force under a new 
comprehensive peace plan. The plan was signed by the Heads of State of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Syria, Lebanon and 
Egypt, in Riyadh. About 20,000 to 30,000 Syrian troops were assigned to serve in the Arab League Deterrence Force. 
A later Arab League Summit Meeting saw the Riyadh Plan accepted by 19 of the Arab League members, with only Iraq 
and Libya voicing their opposition (October 25, 1976 - October 26, 1976). In November 1976, the Deterrence Force 
moved to Beirut and consolidated positions throughout Lebanon. The Syrian occupation of many strategic sites in 
Lebanon helped to force a cessation of h0stilities. 

After Israel had made advances into Southern Lebanon on March 14, 1978 - March 15, 1978, the Security 
Council set up the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to oversee the withdrawal of Israeli forces. UNIFIL operated 
from March 19, 1978 and still continues in its role. Its mandate is "to confirm the withdrawal of Israeli Forces from 
southem Lebanon, to restore international peace and security and to assist the Government of Lebanon in ensuring the 
return of its effective authority in the area" (United Nations, 1990: 427). The first withdrawal of the Israeli Defence Force 
(IDF) was completed by April 11, 1978 as its territorial control was gradually transferred to UNIFIL. The second 
withdrawal move took place in the area around the Litani River on April 14, 1978. The last withdrawal was made by 
Israeli troops on June 13, 1978 and UNIFIL 's deployment was complete. UNIFIL was not authorised to use force 
unless in self-defence. The force was increased from 4,000 to 6,000 on May 3, 1978, after the Secretary-General had 
visited the area and recommended the increased presence. Israel confirmed its full withdrawal on June 13, 1978 and 
returned the control of the border area over to an irregular Christian group that had secured Israeli approval. On 
October 6, 1978 the Security Council called for a cease-fire to move the situation closer towards full reconciliation. 
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan set out to Beirut and Damascus on October 7, 1978, on a good offices mission for the UN 
Secretary-General. The mission aimed to establish a cease-fire but the results were only spasmodic stays in the 
fighting. 
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Israel gave little support or co-operation to UNIFIL and its efforts to fulfil its mandate. The Security Council 
persisted in warning Israel to desist in continued interference in the area throughout 1979. Over 1979 there were 
several cease-fires arranged but none of them lasted long. On August 30, 1979, the Security Council called for a 
permanent cease-fire to be implemented. Over January 1980 - February 1980, the fighting escalated, most of the 
attacks provoked by Israeli forces on Lebanese positions and even into UNIFIL protected zones. The fighting was 
particularly heavy over August 18, 1980 - August 19, 1980 and escalated again in another attack on July 10, 1981 -
July 24, 1981. Just in these two brief attacks there were some 31 fatalities and 85 reported wounded. 

On April 24, 1980, a Security Council resolution condemned the violation of Lebanese territorial integrity and 
the hostile actions directed towards its UNIFIL and UNTSO personnel (Resolution 467). It called upon the UN 
Secretary-General to convene a meeting of the Israel-Lebanon Mixed Armistice Commission (ILMAC), which had been 
established under the General Armistice Agreement 1949 signed by Israel and Lebanon. The ILMAC's objectives were 
to restore Lebanon's authority and sovereignty over its territory. On November 18, 1980, the UNTSO Chief of Staff, 
General Emmanuel A. Erskine (Ghana), proposed that Israeli and Lebanese representatives meet under the auspices of 
the ILMAC on December 1, 1980. The reactivation of the ILMAC was rejected by Israel on the basis that the Mixed 
Armistice Agreement was no longer valid. The meeting did take place though, via a UN forum. Senior military officials 
from both parties met at UNI FIL headquarters in Naqoura on December 1, 1980 under the chairmanship of General 
Erskine. The meeting allowed the parties to air their views on the reactivation of the General Armistice Agreement but 
with neither side willing to agree to its reactivation, the mediation attempt was unsuccessful. UNTSO Chief of Staff, 
General Erskine, was not able to get the parties to commit to further talks but was able to keep in contact with both 
sides after the meeting. 

In July 1981, after the latest bout of intense fighting, there was a joint attempt to secure a cease-fire. Joint 
efforts by the US and the UN resulted in the agreement to a cease-fire on July 24, 1981. After the Security Council had 
unanimously adopted Resolution 490 that called for 'an immediate cease-fire of all armed attacks' (July 21, 1981), the 
US and the UN began efforts to ensure that a cease-fire was implemented. Ambassador Philip Habib, the Personal 
Representative of the President of the United States, was the US representative involved in the attempt. This cease-fire 
lasted until April 1982, giving eight months of relative peace until fighting resumed. 

UNIFIL was streng"lened on February 25, 1982, to a total force size 01 about 7,000 personnel (Resolution 
501). There were a few minor hostile incidents in April 1982 that culminated in full-scale air strikes by Israel against 
Palestinian sites in southern Lebanon (April 21, 1982). Even after two appeals by the Security Council to cease the 
hostilities, Israel launched another aerial assault on PLO positions on May 9, 1982. Israeli attacks continued to occur 
until June 5,1982, when they launched a full invasion attack on Lebanon and advanced into UNIFIL border areas. The 
attack occurred just after the Security Council cease-fire was to have come into force. UNIFIL was powerless to assist 
or defend Lebanon. And, after calling again for a cease-fire on June 6, 1982, the Security Council extended UNIFIL's 
mandate for an eighth time since September 1978. It was rumoured that a second major attack would follow Israel's 
initial invasion on June 5, 1982. Even a pre-emptive call for a cease-fire by the Security Council (Resolution 508) did 
not deter further invasion manoeuvres by Israel on June 6, 1982. UNIFIL troops were not authorised to stop the 
advance of Israeli troops by force and so only posed an obstacle of annoyance value to the invaders. As the tanks 
rolled in, UNIFIL personnel could only stand by and watch, bound by the basic principle of all UN peacekeeping forces, 
the non-use of force except in situations of self-defence. On the same day, Security Council unanimously passed 
Resolution 509, calling for an immediate Israeli withdrawal and recognition of Lebanese territorial integrity. 

On June 19, 1982, the UN Security Council called for all of the parties to supply humanitarian aid and reduce 
human suffering. On June 26, 1982, the US acted contrary to the rest of the Security Council and a later General 
Assembly resolution. The US vetoed a draft resolution that proposed an immediate cease-fire, Israeli withdrawal from 
Beirut, leading to a complete withdrawal, and increased UN support for Lebanon from observers and possibly a UN 
force. Again the General Assembly called for a complete withdrawal of Israeli forces. 

Despite continuing calls for a complete Israeli withdrawal, Israeli forces had complete control over West Beirut 
by July 29, 1982. On August 1, 1982, the Security Council called for an immediate cease-fire and established a new 
observer group to monitor the situation. The observers in the Observer Group Beirut (OGB) were hindered by the Israeli 
troops in the area. As the PLO moved their forces out of Beirut, the Security Council called again for Israel to withdraw 
from its positions on August 4, 1982. While Israelis were still bombing parts of Beirut, a Security Council draft resolution 
calling for an end to military aid for the Israelis was vetoed by the US (August 6, 1982). On /\ugust 12. ~ 982, a new 
resolution calling for a cease-fire was unanimously passed by the Security Council. 

By September 1, 1982, the PLO had fully evacuated its position in West Beirut. Israeli forces moved in on 
September 15, 1982. This action was condemned by the UN and the Security Council called for them to return to their 
previous positions (September 17, 1982). A massacre of Palestinians by Phalangists was reported on September 17, 
1982. As a consequence the Security Council approved the expansion of the UN observer force from 10 to 50 and also 
requested that the Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar consult with Lebanon on the possible enlargement of the 
UN contingent and was also asked to assess how the mission intended to fulfil its original objective, to restore 
Lebanon'S territorial authority. UNIFIL's mandate was extended a twelfth time on December 16, 1982. UNIFIL was 
authorised at this stage to help protect the inhabitants of Beirut. Protection by UNIFIL was not applied to the entire area 
of Lebanon though, it remained a localised operation in Beirut. 

The PLO engaged in hostilities within its various factions in Northern Lebanon (November 1983). The 
Security Council called for a cease-fire to this latest bout of fighting and appealed to the parties for a settlement on 
November 23, 1983. The UN organised a humanitarian evacuation of PLO personnel from Tripoli, with the aid of Greek 
ships, on December 20, 1983. 

The Secretary-General went to Lebanon in his tour of five Arab nations over June 9, 1984 - June 10, 1984. 
On October 12, 1984, the Security Council asked the Secretary-General to continue to encourage the parties to resolve 
dispute issues through further consultationand also approved an extension to UNIFIL's mandate. After some 
negotiation between both governments, the Secretary-General convened a conference at UNIFIL headquarters at 
Naqoura on November 8, 1984. The meeting involved military officials from both sides and was held intermittently over 
the following months until January 24, 1985. The positions were basically deadlocked with the Lebanese wanting a 
complete Israeli withdrawal, while the Israeli representative set out more limited terms of withdrawal. 

The parties talked about the extended role of UNIFIL in South Lebanon. The Secretary-General eventually 
managed to get the parties to the table in a conference between the Israeli and Lebanese military officials at UNIFIL 
headquarters from November 8, 1984 to January 24, 1985. The talks ended with neither agreement nor compromise 
being reached on security arrangements for an Israeli withdrawal. Hostilities escalated over February 1985 and the US 
government issued another veto over a draft Security Council resolution that offered UN condemnation for Israeli 
actions (March 12, 1985). The problems associated with the limited capabilities of UNIFIL were recognised again by the 
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Security Council, but no action was taken to enhance the UNIFIL role when the mandate was extended for a fifteenth 
time on March 12, 1985. 

In summary, 1982 had concluded with 19,000 deaths, of which 84 per cent were civilian casualties. By 1984, 
approximately half a million people were displaced because of the fighting. In Lebanon, there were 255,685 Palestinian 
refugees by June 1984 and the hostilities continued. 

From 1982 to 1985, the incidents of violence were sporadic and exceptions in a relatively incident-free period. 
In the latter half of 1985, fighting increasingly resulted in high civilian casualties and attacks on Palestinian refugee 
camps. After another extension of UNIFIL's mandate in April 1985, the Secretary-General instituted a new process of 
consultation with the representatives of Lebanon and Israel, aiming to secure an agreement on the modalities of an 
Israeli withdrawal. The consultations were not successful. On May 31, 1985, the Security Council unanimously 
resolved that all parties should refrain from hostilities towards civilians and refugees though Lebanon later declared that 
this resolution was an interference in its internal affairs. The violent attacks of the Southem Lebanese Army (SLA) 
continued into June 1985 and hindered the effectiveness of UNIFIL. In the Secretary-General's report, detailing events 
over the April 1985- October 1985 period, it was pointed out that the transfer of the Israeli-occupied border region to the 
Southern Lebanese Army, itself a surrogate militia unit of Israel, was not going to stem the violence in the area or aid 
the efforts of the UNIFIL team. UNIFIL suffered major casualties by September 1985, with 111 UNIFIL personnel killed 
in the line of duty. On October 17, 1985 the UNIFIL presence was extended again despite some UN members 
expressing reservations about the effectiveness of UNIFIL to fulfil its mandate. 

By 1991, the militia forces in Lebanon numbered some 114,000 and these included Lebanese and non
Lebanese militias. These militia forces were sponsored separately by a host of Arab nations, as well as the 
Government of Lebanon. Iraq, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Iran were all contributing to the militia presence. The 
involvement of these other nations in the Lebanese Civil War expanded the conflict from a localised level of intrastate 
conflict to one of regional proportions. Thus, the complexity of the civil war was complicated on a new front by the 
vested interests of the regional actors. This added regional dimension to the dispute made the situation even more 
intractable. Israel was still in control of much of southern Lebanon in 1991, through the presence of the SLA and the 
IDF. 

From 1985 to 1995 the situation remained basically the same. Israel was happy to maintain its occupation of 
the area to make sure that the Lebanese government could not exercise any degree of effective government and its 
continued occupation also protected Israel's northern border regions from possible Lebanese attack. The IDF was 
consolidating its position along the border, fortifying its territorial positions. It also set about establishing a firm grip on 
the civilian administration and civilian infra-structures in the territory under its control. 

Documented attacks over 1992 usually involved heavy shelling and artillery fire but were generally short in 
duration. Retaliatory fire was increasingly indiscriminate, displacing civilians and killing others. There were two 
incidents on February 16, 1992 and February 20, 1992, the latter involving UNIFIL in the erection of blockades to stop 
advancing Israeli troops. Their efforts at maintaining a buffer-zone were demolished by IDF bulldozers and the IDF 
continued on towards Kafra. Another violent incident occurred on October 25, 1992 between the IDF/SLA and 
Lebanese forces, resulting in ~even deaths. An intense attack by Israeli air forces was launched on November 8, 1992 
and retaliatory attacks ensued. 

What had begun as a spate of minor incidents in 1993 had escalated rapidly by July 1993. Heavy bombing of 
civilian targets and Israeli air attacks occurred from July 25, 1993 - July 31, 1993. The fighting was intense and there 
were reports of heavy fatalities, 130 killed and upward of 500 injured. There was an abatement of hostilities for a period 
but fighting returned to earlier levels again in September 1993. On Norwegian UNIFIL soldier was killed on December 
27, 1993 and another was wounded in the same attack. 

Over 1994 - 1995, fighting continued with some intense incidents reported. Civilian targets again suffered 
from indiscriminate attacks. UNIFIL just tried to prevent the attacks from escalating and maintained contact with the 
parties, urging them to exercise some restraint and consideration for the civilian population. An incident on June 3, 
1994 resulted in the death of one UNIFIL patrol member whilst five others received serious injuries. UNIFIL lodged a 
complaint to Israel about the blatant IDF/SLA demolition of civilian villages in Bay! Yahun and Rshaf (November 1995). 
On December 10,1995 three UNIFIL soldiers were injured in an attack. 

The irregular forces operating in Lebanon have defied governmental efforts to halt their attacks against Israel 
and It -del has ret ... liated to each attack. UNIFIL has had som,~ effect in the area, if only to contain the: vslilities er,J 
decrease the possibility of escalation. UNIFIL was not mandated to use force to protect the Lebanese civilians or 
Lebanese interests, nor did it have the right to stop Lebanese acts of self-defence and resistance against the Israeli 
occupying forces. In addition, UN representatives have engaged in numerous negotiation efforts with each party over 
the entire period documented above and their efforts to resolve the dispute continues. In 1996 the Secretary-General 
reported that it had still not been possible for UNIFIL to fulfil its mandate. He stated that its continued presence in the 
area contributed to the stability of the region and its efforts to protect the civilian population were important roles for the 
UN force. Consequently, the Security Council voted to extend UNIFIL's mandate once again on January 29, 1996 
(Resolution 1039). 

Tense relations between. Lebanon and Israel were to surface again in Case 192: Israel and Lebanon/PLO
Border Conflict (March 1978 - June 1978) and Case 216: Israel/Lebanon - Israeli Military Invasion of Lebanon (early 
1982 - mid 1983). 

Allsebrook (1986: 62, 90-93), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 157-158), Brecher et alia (1988: 313-314, 328-329), 
Butterworth (1976: 229-233), Durch (1993: 163-205), Lennane and Newton (1994: 280-287), Tillema (1991: 177-181), 
United Nations (1990: 111-152), Zacher (1979: 277-278) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (054) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Security Council (007) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. UN Liaison Officers - Unspecified (321) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. UN Representatives - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
5. UNTSO Chief of Staff, General Emmanuel A. Erskine [Ghana] (1048) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. UNIFIL Representative and Ambassador Philip Habib (Personal Representative to the US President) - Unspecified 

(1049) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
7. UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar (Peru) (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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ARAB LEAGUE-
1. Mr. Mahmoud Riad, Secretary General of the Arab League (303) 2 - 2 Cease-fires 
2. Referral to Arab League: Unspecified Foreign Minister's (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Hassan Sabry el-Kholy, Arab League Special Envoy (316) 3 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. Arab League - Unspecified (086) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Dr. Hassan Sabry el-Kholy, Arab League Special Envoy; Major General Muhammed Hassan Ghoneim, Arab 

League Representative (564) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
6. General Hassan Ghoniem, Arab League Representative (565) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. Dr. Hassan Sabry el-Kholy, Arab League Special Envoy; Arab League Unspecified (567) 1 - Unsuccessful 
8. Arab League Mediation Committee (318) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
9. Arab League - Unspecified; USA (569) 1 - Unsuccessful 
10. Arab League Committee (335) 1 - Unsuccessful 
11. Six Member Arab League Committee on Lebanon (337) 1 - 1 CeaBe-fire 
12. Arab League Foreign Ministers (088) 1 - Cease-fire 
13. Arab League Delegation (338) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
14. Arab League "troika" Committee on Lebanon (339) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
15. Lakhdar Ibrahimi, Arab League Envoy (342) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CAsi:1Ei9:$YRIAlIRAQ· EUPHRATESDISPUTE (APRIL 1975 -LATE 1979) 

A mediation attempt by the Arab League 'Technical Committee' was unsuccessful in this dispute over 
resources. One of the disputants, Syria, withdrew from the talks before real progress could be made. 

In early April 1975, tension developed between Syria and Iraq over the use of water from the Euphrates River. 
Water usage had been previously governed by a 1975 agreement between the Soviet Union and Syria. Relations were 
already tense between the two countries prior to this incident due to the conflicting policies of each govemment. 

An emergency meeting of Arab League Foreign Ministers was requested by the Iraqis. They alleged that 
Syria was endangering Iraqi farmers by diverting vast amounts of water from the dam on the Euphrates River. The 
dispute escalated with Syria denying Iraq access to its airspace, severing diplomatic relations with Iraq and threatening 
to bomb the Tabqa Dam. 

On April 22, 1975, the Arab League Committee established a 'technical committee' to try to mediate a 
resolution to the dispute. The mediation attempt failed after Syria withdrew from the talks. Saudi Arabia followed this 
attempt and tried an independent attempt to mediate on May 3,1975, but this was also unsuccessful. On June 3, 1975, 
another attempt by Saudi Arabia resulted in a partial agreement on the allocation of water. The central issue in the 
dispute was still not fully resolved. Though this particular issue did not resurface it was followed by a later incident in 
1976. 

The situation of hostilities flared again between Iraq and Syria from June 9, 1976 - June 17, 1976. On June 
9, 197C, Iraqi troops were moved into positions along the Syrian border. The Syrian forces were alr:ady heavily 
committed to an offensive against Israel at the time and the crisis was only averted when Syria managed to transfer 
troops to cover the border area. This later incident abated though on June 17, 1976, when President Assad (Syria) 
travelled to France on a three-day visit, his departure served as an indication that placement of Iraqi troops along the 
Syrian border were no longer considered a major threat. Consequently, the troops of both parties withdrew from their 
border positions. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 159), Brecher et alia (1988: 316) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE-
1. Arab LeCigue "Technical ComiTlittee" (404) 1 - Unsuccessful 

Y·._, - -----C-" .• :'. ___ .. __ • __ ,_..... ______ •• _. ., ___ .,-. 
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CASE170:CAMBODIA(KAMPUCHEA)/USA - "MAYAGUEZ" INCIDENT (MAY 1975) 

The UN Secretary-General, Dr. Kurt Waldheim, offered the use of his good offices to the parties but 
the offer was not utilised. 

The US cargo ship, Mayaguez, was seized and boarded in Cambodian coastal waters by the Cambodian 
nationalist force, the Khmer Rouge, on May 12, 1975. The crew was detained, held with the ship, without any indication 
of their possible release. They undef'vent questioning on charges of espionage. 

The US response was swift. Calling the seizure an act of piracy, the US demanded the immediate release of 
ship and crew on May 12, 1975. A US threat of a retaliatory use of force was issued on May 13, 1975. Cambodia 
accused the US of trying to interfere with its internal affairs but by May 14, 1975, the US was prepared to take action to 
recover its vessel. 

The US engaged aerial strategies against the vessel now detaining the Mayaguez crew and US Marines 
landed along the Cambodian coast. In addition, the US launched bombing raids on Cambodian soil from nearby 
Thailand. The use of a Thai military base was allegedly an operation conducted without Thai permission. Dr. Kurt 
Waldheim, UN Secretary-General, offered his good offices to the parties to assist in their settlement of the dispute (May 
14, 1975). Neither of the parties accepted the offer. 

As the fighting began, Cambodia promptly released the Mayaguez and its crew. Despite this Cambodian 
acquiescence, US retaliation for the detention of the vessel and crew was heavy, in particular clashes between the 
Khmer RQuge and US Marines around Koh Tong. The US ceased its attack on May 15,1975 and the disputf' Flnued. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 159-160), Brecher et alia (1988: 306-307) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Dr.l<urtl/V~l~heim, UN Secret~ry=General (054)1- Offered Only 
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CASE 173: EAST TIMOR/INDONESIA -INDEPENDENCE STRUGGLE (OCTOBER 1975 - ONGOING) 

Tota/Conflict Manag!!!!Jent?!.tc2!J.~""":":,~~--:-,~"_~_~,~""._._.~ __ _ 
TQt~1 prga.hisa,tiona.rMEidiations~ncJRe(errals 15 
Fatalities{8aw,CalcufaHon) .. , ...... , .. , 200,000 
Curi'entDfsputeStafus .. ' Onqoing 

UN mediation in this decolonisation dispute has continued but with little success. The independent 
status of the territory of East Timor is still an issue in dispute, despite its incorporation as the twenty-seventh 
province of Indonesia in July 1976. 

In 1974, Portugal announced that its 450 years of colonial rule over East Timor wOilld cease after the people 
of East Timor had exercised their right to self-determination. Portuguese plans for a transitional governrnent to take the 
reins during the self-deterrnination process ended abruptly when a state of civil war began in August 20, 1975. 

The civil war was between the Frente Revolucionario de Este Timor Independente (FRETILlN) group and the 
two smaller parties who were vying for power. Unlike the FRETILIN who sought absolute independence for East Timor, 
the Partido Democratico Unido (PDU, and also UDT) sought federation with Portugal, and the Associacao da Populaca 
Democratica de Timor (APODETI) wanted East Timor to be fully integrated into Indonesia. On August 11, 1975, the 
PDU staged a coup and after August 20, 1975, the two smaller parties, backed by Indonesia, were engaged in civil war 
against the independence group, FRETILIN. 

The UN Secretary-General called for an end to hostilities on August 26, 1975. A declaration of independence, 
claiming East Timor as a democratic republic, was issued by the FRETILIN on November 28, 1975 whilst the other 
parties were advocating integration with Indonesia, 

On December 7, 1975, Portugal reported to the Security Council that Indonesia had launched an attack. The 
General Assembly dunounced Indonesia's action and called for its imme,~;ate withdrawal (December 12, 1975). After 
this the pro-integration parties set up a provisional government on December 17, 1975. The Provisional Government 
was led by Sir Arnaldo dos Reis Aracijo. The Security Council reiterated its call for Indonesia's withdrawal on December 
22, 1975. It also called for Portugal's full co-operation with UN's efforts to ensure East Timor's right to self
determination and asked the Secretary-General to establish a post of Special Representative, so that some assessment 
of the situation could be given. 

The Provisional Government invited the government of Indonesia to claim sovereignty over East Timor on 
January 13, 1976. The Special Representative set up a process of consultation to deterrnine the situation because of 
the diversity of views expressed by the parties (January 1976). Australia also called on Indonesia to withdraw and end 
its occupation and military support in East Timor. On February 14,1976, the Provisional Government asked Australia to 
lodge a protest with the UN about Indonesia's actions, and alleged 'genocide' conducted by Indonesian troops. 

On April 22, 1976, the Secretary-General again cal:ed for Indonesia's withdrawal and asked the Special 
Representative to begin with the process of consultations. The UN acknowledged its support for East Timor's right to 
self-determination but Indonesia insisted that East Timor had already expressed its will, and had already integrated with 
Indonesia. The General Assembly denounced Indonesia's claim and called again for Indonesia's complete withdrawal 
(December 1, 1976). 

Hostilities continued and, even so, the Peoples' Representative Council in East Timor authorised integration 
with Indonesia. On July 17, 1976, East Timor was officially incorporated into Indonesia as its twenty-seventh province. 
Meanwhile, Portugal had not yet released its sovereignty on the territory of East Timor. Since 1976, the hostilities have 
continued in East Timor. 

The General Assembly called on the Secretary-General to initiate, with the approval of the Special Committee 
on Decolonisation, an investigatory mission by a Special Representative. The Representative's task was a preparatory 
mission that would be followed by a visit by a Special Committee. On December 13, 1978, the General Assembly again 
called for a Special Committee to be sent to investigate and that the Security Council should begin to implement its 
decisions on East Timor. Indonesia denounced the General Assembly's suggestions as interference in their internal 
affairs. On November 21, 1979, the Gb,1eral Ass&il1bly passed another resolution calling for self-determination in East 
Timor under the auspices of the UN. It also appealed for humanitarian aid to be initiated by specific UN organs, The 
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). 

Portugal offered to mediate between the two parties to break the stalemate and open channels of 
communication. The General Assembly showed its approval for the move on November 11, 1980 and reiterated its 
desire to see the parties agree to a process of self-determination by the East Timorese. The same resolutions were 
repeated again by the General Assembly on November 24, 1981. 

On November 23, 1982, the General Assembly urged the Secretary-General to set in motion a series of 
discussions on a comprehensive settlement and this motion was passed with a vote of 50 to 46 with 50 abstentions. 
The support for UN involvement in East Timor within the UN had diminished considerably by the 1980's. This 1982 
decision was a far cry from the General Assembly resolution of December 12, 1975, calling for Indonesia withdrawal. 
This earlier resolution was passed with an overwhelming majority, 72 to 10, with 43 abstentions. In 1983, 1984 and in 
1985, the Ger."ral A.:;sembly opted to defer its consideration of the matter altogether, even after thE. Secretary-Ga"eral 
had delivered his report on the situation in July 1984. 

Fighting had resumed in the latter half of 1983, when an Indonesian offensive was launched in August 1983. 
This attack lasted until 1984. In the meanwhile the international community tried to resolve the situation. 

The FRETILIN and UDT announced that they were engaged in dialogue over jOint military and diplomatic 
initiatives in Lisbon (March 1986). The two factions were trying to figure out details on their demands for self
determination. By December 1988 the FRETILIN were no longer considered a major threat to the security of East 
Timor. In the same year, Indonesia revoked a thirteen year-Old policy which had closed East Timor off to the outside 
world. As inforrnation filtered out in 1990, reports of civil unrest began to surface, reports of student-led demonstrations 
being suppressed by armed forces and general incidents of unrest. The government refused to negotiate with the 
FRETILIN officials and it was reported that there were continuing human rights abuses being exacted on those involved 
in pro-independence activities. Leaks about a rumoured 200,000 Timorese dying from starvation and incidents of 
violence came to light in early 1991. Indonesian troops fired upon demonstrators in Dili on November 21, 199i, and 
killed approximately 180 people. The incident renewed international concern over the situation in Indonesia and those 
responsible for ordering the Dili massacre were punished as a result of international pressure. Hostilities continued to 
occur between the pro-independence movements and the government throughout 1991. 
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In 1995, the UN facilitated several high-level talks between the Portuguese and Indonesian authorities. Little 
was achieved by the talks though and the pro-independence movements continued hostilities. In December 1995, 
FRETILIN leader, Xanana, was caught by the authorities, tried and imprisoned. The death rate continues to rise in 
reprisals, disease and starvation as a result of the ongoing violence and instability. 

Allsebrook (1986: 81-82), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 162-163), Brecher et alia (1988: 312-313), Tillema (1991: 265-
266), Zacher (1979: 276) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Vittorio Winspeare Guicciardi, UN Special Envoy (102) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; Mr. Fraser; Mr. Peacock; Signor Waispeare (682) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. UN Representatives - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Soutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 6 - 2 Agreement to Further Talks 
6. Amos Wako, UN Envoy of Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (241) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. Boutros Boutros-Ghali and UN Representatives - Unspecified (697) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
8. Mr. Francesco Vendrell, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to East Timor (921) 1 - Unsuccessful 
9. Tamrat Samuel [UN Political Affairs Officer] (923) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
10. Mr. Francesco Vendrell, UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General; Tamrat Samuel, UN Political Affairs 

Officer (922) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 174: ZAIREIANGOLA- BORDER WAR (NOVEMBER 1975· FEBRUARY 1976) 

TotalConflictManagement Efforts,7 ' 
TQlal Qrg~':;TSiiiiO~1 Mediationsaf}dR~ferrais-~~·§~ . ...... . ..•. .. 
Faie,llttes(RawCaf(:ulation)·m ,. ....... ... 500· 

CurrentDfspufeStatlls ... '.. Full Settlement 

The dispute was one based on issues of decolonisation and independence, brought about through 
Portugal's inability to finalise Angola's transition towards independence and see it furnished with a legitimate 
government to fill the colonial vacuum [See earlier dispute, Case 165: Angola/South Africa - Intervention and 
Civil War (1975 - Ongoing)]. The OAU almost suffered a major collapse because of the instability this dispute 
caused within the organisation. 

After a coup in Portugal on April 24, 1974, the new Portuguese govemment declared that it would withdraw 
from its Angolan colony in 1975. Three nationalist organisations that had been at the forefront of the struggle for 
independence, were now vying for power, and in the transition Angola ended up in civil war. Firstly, there was the Union 
for the Total Independence of Angola or Uniao Nacional para a Independencia Total de Angola (UNITA), controlling 
most of South em Angola, and drawing the majority of its support from South Africa, Zambia and the USA. The second 
organisation, the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola or Movimento Popular de Libertat;ao de Angola 
(MPLA) was backed by the Soviets and Cuba and had control of the Angolan capital Luanda and small pockets in the 
South. The MPLA was led by Agostinho Neto. The third, was the National Front for the Liberation of Angola or Frente 
Nacional de Libertat;ao de Angola (FNLA), Zairian-backed and in control of most of the northem region of Angola. The 
FNLA was also backed by the People's Republic of China and the USA. 

OAU involvement in the region had begun as early as July 1974 when, under the auspices of the OAU, the 
presidents of Zaire, Congo, Tanzania and Zambia began a joint mediation attempt aiming [0 hring the MPLA and the 
FLNA positions closer together. The OAU efforts were successful and saw the MPLA and FLNA present a united front 
in a joint communique on July 29, 1974. It was proposed that a MPLA congress meeting would be held later in Zaire but 
by the time the meeting was called in August 1974, the pro-Neto faction of the MPLA had withdrawn and the meeting 
was adjourned. A later conference offered the East and Central African leaders a forum to come to some agreement 
over the transitional arrangements. The conference was held over the period from August 31, 1974 - September 2, 
1974 at Brazzaville and it was announced afterwards that the three parties had restored unity to the MPLA party, with 
Neto as its leader. Neto was also appOinted as the head of a provisional committee to enter negotiations with Portugal 
over issues of Angolan independence. 

A common front between the groups was announced on January 1, 1975, after several negotiation efforts 
held earlier in Kenya. Negotiations on the independence of Angola were held in Portugal during January 10, 1975 -
January 15, 1975. The Alvor Agreement, granting formal independence to Angola, was signed on January 15, 1975, 
and was to come into effect on November 10, 1975 after a scheduled election had been conducted. A transitional 
government was to comprise representation from the three main nationalist parties. Following the installation of the 
transitional coalition government on January 31, 1975, violence erupted. The hostilities stemmed from racial tensions 
as well as the friction between the factions and the parties. The hostilities were controlled initially by a truce agreement 
between the parties in March 1975, but then continued and escalated later that month. 

The Alvor Agreement was completely broken in March 1975 when a major offensive was synchronised by 
UNITA and the FNLA on the capital of Luanda in an effort to gain control of the city. On April 9, 1975 another truce was 
agreed to and the three parties established a joint commission to oversee and intervene in the disputes between their 
parties. Over the transitional period a Portuguese High Commissioner was placed in control of a unified security force. 
After increasing outbreaks of violence in March 1975 - April 1975, Portugal declared martial law in Angola on May 15, 
1975. On June 21, 1975, President Kenyatta (Kenya) mediated a cease-fire but it was broken three weeks later. Over 
the period from January 1975 - August 1975, fatalities reached an estimated 4,000 showing just how intense the 
fighting had become. 

Zairian S'Jpport for FNLA and UNITA was seen as a contributory factor to the outbreak and conti, .:"dtion of !7Iv 
civil Wdr in Angola. Besides the Zairian government channelling aid to the FNLA and UNITA to assist {hem in their 
struggle against the MPLA, the US were also channelling aid through Zaire for the FNLA. The Soviet-backed MPLA in 
Luanda was assisted by Cuban troops in October 1975. After more South African troops arrived to support the UNITA 
on August 21, 1975 - August 22,1975, UNITA and the FNLA declared war on the MPLA. The USSR and Cuba both 
increased their aid to the MPLA in response to the South African move (August 31, 1975). On September 1, 1975, the 
MPLA, now recognised as the official government of Angola, launched a major offensive. By September 11, 1975, two 
battalions of Zairian troops were in full support of FNLA troops which were advancing on Luanda. After being 
approached by President Mobutu, the US increased its covert aid to UNITA and FNLA, via Zaire, on September 25, 
1975. 

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim provided his good offices to transfer the proposals between the South 
African government and the MPLA. The UN also provided an Inquiry and Conciliation Commission on October 14, 
1975. 

On October 23, 1975, South Africa responded to the escalating hostilities by sending in a dispatch force into 
Angola to aid the FNLA and UNITA troops. In an area near Cabinda, which had declared independence on November 1, 
1975, fighting still continued between opposition troops. Zairian troops began to take up positions along the 
Zaire/Angola border. The dispute took on new proportions in November 1975 with aid increasing for the FNLA and 
UNITA movements, including foreign arms supplies, South African military personnel, finance from the US, and 
mercenary forces from Western Europe. Support for the MPLA came from Cuba in the form of 10,000 military 
personnel and an increased supply of Soviet arms. The two rival nationalist forces were both proclaimed to be Angola's 
government on November 11, 1975, when Angola became an independent state. The MPLA was first to announce its 
new pOSition, with Agostinho Neto as its leader, in Luanda. The coalition of UNITA and the FNLA was launched in 
Huambo, under the presidency of Jonas Savimbi. On November 23, 1975, a coalition government was formed between 
the FNLA and UNITA. The MPLA government was recognised by the Soviet Union, Soviet allies such as Cuba, and 
some South African nations. The coalition government never received official recognition. Despite the formation of a 
government the hostilities continued unabated. 
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The US withdrew its funding and support for the FNLA and UNITA on December 19, 1975. UNITA 
announced its withdrawal from military combat on February 12, 1976, reverting to guerrilla-type warfare. The FNLA 
followed suit and made a similar announcement on February 24, 1976. 

A meeting was called on January 1, 1976 in light of the mounting international involvernent in the area and 
because of the increase in tension between the parties. In attendance were President Bokassa (Central African 
Republic), President Amin (Uganda), and President Mobutu (Zaire). The meeting urged the parties to form a 
government of national unity in Angola. In doing this they believed that the passage of foreign troops through Angola 
would cease and the international involvernent in the Angolan civil war would also cease. 

From January 10, 1976 - January 13, 1976, the OAU held an extraordinary summit meeting at Addis Ababa. 
Two resolutions were passed with the backing of twenty-one states. Abstentions came from Ethiopia, which was 
hosting the meeting, and Uganda, whose President, Idi Amin, who was current Chairman of the OAU. There was a total 
of forty-six mernber states in attendance to discuss the state of the Angolan situation. The resulting resolutions 
condemned the continuation of external interference in the internal affairs of Angola, in particular 'imperialist' advances 
from South Africa, and condemned the continuation of hostilities betwe'3n the rival independence movements and tlleir 
backers. Twenty two member states affirmed the role of the OAU in the resolution of the dispute, saying that the 
Angolan question should be resolved in an OAU forum. 

The Summit meeting was resolutely split between those member states which wanted to recognise the MPLA 
government and those states which still sought the creation of a Government of National Unity. Some mernbers 
recognised the MPLA government as the legitirnate government. And, while other states had recognised the legitimacy 
of the FNLA and UNITA coalition, they had also realised their own issues with the relationship these parties had with 
South Africa. 

In comparison to the question of governmental recognition, there was an almost unanimous vote on the 
resolution condemning South Africa's interventionist policies and requesting its complete withdrawal from Angola. A 
blanket condemnation of external intervention was not as forthcorning though. Many states saw the intervention of 
Russia and Cuba in a positive light, in a defensive role against an irnperialist South African aggressor. 

By February 2, 1976 a majority r;f OAU rnembers had expressed their recognition of tho MPLA government 
and consequently, the MPLA received official recognition from the OAU organisation. On February 11, 1976, Angola 
was admitted to the OAU membership, reaffirming its new international status. A total of 70 countries had formally 
recognised Angola by February 22, 1976. Zaire recognised the Angolan Government on February 28, 1976 after 
President Mobutu (Zaire) had conducted talks with the MPLA leadership, President Neto. 

Kenya called for an emergency meeting of the UN Security Council on March 10, 1976, protesting allFlged 
acts of South African aggression. The Security Council meeting took place from March 26, 1976 - March 31, 1976. 
The resulting Security Council resolution (Resolution 387) condemned South African aggression, demanded that it 
respect territorial integrity of Angola and its neighbours, and called on South Africa to compensate Angola for the 
damage it had caused. 

In March 1976, after a series of seven Security Council meetings, South Africa confirmed the withdrawal of its 
troops from Angola (March 27, 1976). Angola became a member of the UN on December 1, 1976. 

Allsebrook (1986: 54-55, 58), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 164), Brecher et alia (1988: 307-309), Butterworth (1976: 
476-478), Oluo (1982: 111-130), Zacher (1979: 276-277, 280), Zartman (1989: 134-169) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (054) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Inquiry and Conciliation Commission (1050) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Full Settlement 
4. UN Security Council (007) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 

OAU· 
~OI\U Heads of State (057) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 177: MOZAMBIQUElSoUTHAFRICA -INTERVENTION AND CIVIL WAR (1976 • OCTOBER 1992) 

. Total Conf/ie/Management Efforts . ___ .-,:5::,4;-'-~_~-:';:'-"-·····_1 
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CurrehfDispufeStafus •. ••.. .. Partial Settlement 

UN mediators became involved in this post-colonial dispute, mainly in the role of cease-fire monitor. 
The UN initiated several mediation attempts over the period in its efforts to maintain the cease-fire and bring 
about a full resolution between the parties. The UN Operation in Mozambique (ONUMOZ) was initiated by the 
Security Council on December 16,1992, to supervise the modalities of the cease-fire arrangements. The OAU 
was involved in this dispute but only in a small way, as one of the representative bodies on the Supervisory 
and Monitoring Commission (CSC). 

After Mozambique was granted independence from Portugal on June 25, 1975, a civil conflict erupted 
between various factions vying for power in the post-colonial vacuum. The main two factions involved in the conflict 
were: the Frente da Liberta9fio de M09ambique (FRELlMO), the liberation front, was the current government in control 
of Maputo, the capital and most of the northern regions of Mozambique; and the Resistencia Naeional M09ambieiana 
(RENAMO), the resistance movement, operated in southern Mozambique. In an agreement reached before the 
declaration of independence, the Portuguese government appointed a transitional government, to be headed by 
Joaquim Chissano. 

The FRELIMO movement, which came to power after 1975, received backing from the USSR and Cuba in 
1977 when it announced that it had become a Marxist-Leninist party. The FRELIMO government then proceeded to 
implement Marxist economic reforms by nationalising and collectivising the agricultural industry. Disgruntled 
Portugusse fsttlers and disassociated FRELIMO guer'llias joined forces to establish the national resistancE' movoment, 
Resisteneia Nacional M09ambiciana (RENAMO). The RENAMO movement was covertly supported by Rhodesia and 
South Africa in its campaign against the Marxist led government. 

Despite being covert in its support for the RENAMO movement in the 1980's, South Africa overtly acted 
against the African National Congress (ANC) guerrillas who were operating within the Mozambique border, often 
launching bombing campaigns on guerrilla camps along the border. Border incursions by South Africa increased and 
continued even after the signing of the Nkomati Accord, a non-aggression pact agreed to by South Africa and 
Mozambique in 1984. With increasing damage occurring because of RENAMO activities, the governments of 
Zimbabwe and Malawi offered their assistance to the Government of Mozambique, in an effort to halt the violence and 
disruption to their trading routes. In November 1982, Zimbabwe sent approximately 10,000 troops into Mozambique to 
aid the Mozambique government and protect the important Beira trading route. Similarly, Tanzania also sent in a small 
contingent of troops to protect the northern trading route of Nacala. 

From 1982 to 1990, a stalemate had occurred between the positions of the Government of Mozambique and 
the RENAMO movement. With the efforts of numerous other third parties from 1988 to 1991, the two parties both 
resumed a level of dialogue and began to make steps towards resolution. Paving the way for increased communication 
between the parties was the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The pressure from external intervention in Mozambique 
was alleviated somewhat by the USSR's collapse and the clearer atmosphere in Mozambique provided third party 
mediators with more opportunity bring the parties together for talks. In March 1991, a ground-breaking protocol was 
signed by the parties which provided for future multi-party elections 

Finally, on October 4, 1992, Joaquim Chissano, the President of the Republic of Mozambique since 1986 
(FRELIMO leader), and Afonso Dhlakama (RENAMO leader) signed a General Peace Agreement in Rome, Italy. Four 
former agreements between the two parties were incorporated into the General Peace Agreement. Principles on 
humanitarian assistance were incorporated from the earlier Government of Mozambique and RENAMO Declaration on 
July 16, 1992. A Joint Declaration (August 7, (992), a Joint Communique (July 10, 1990) and a partial cease-fire 
agreement (December 1, 1990) were also embodied in the General Peace Agreement. 

The UN role after the agreement was mainly one of indepen_ ent moniter, to supervise the cease-fire and 
assist in humanitarian relief and in proposed elections. The implementation of the General Peace Agreement was to be 
supervised by a Supervisory and Monitoring Commission (CSC), chaired by the UN Interim Special Representative to 
Mozambique (November 4, 1992). Also involved in the CSC were the representatives from the Government of 
Mozambique and RENAMO, delegates from Italy, Portugal, France, UK, USA, and the OAU. 

The Security Council reports on October 27, 1992, indicated growing concerns over the continuing cease-fire 
violations and urged the parties to adhere to the cease-fire agreement and cooperate fully with the UN Interim Special 
Representative. The position of Interim Special Representative was created by the Security Council on October 13, 
1992 in Resolution 782. The UN Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, appointed Aida Ajello (Italy) as the Interim 
Special Representative to Mozambique. The Special Representative's responsibilities included: offering political 
guidance to the parties in the peace process; facilitating the implementation of the General Peace Agreement of 1992; 
and acting as chairman for the Supervisory and Monitoring Commission and its sub-commissions. The Special 
Representative conducted several meetings with representatives of the two parties 

The first meeting of the CSC was held on November 4, 1992 and a number of sub-committees were 
established to deal with different areas of the cease-fire implementation. 

On December 3, 1992, the Secretary-General proposed a plan for the creation of a UN monitoring operation 
in Mozambique. The UN Operation in Mozambique (ONUMOZ) was initiated by the Security Council on December 16, 
1992, under Resolution 797. Its mandate was to continue until October 31, 1993. ONUMOZ was to verify the 
implementation of cease-fire arrangements, supervise the demobilisation of the forces of both parties, observe the full 
withdrawal of foreign troops in the area, and lastly, assist UN humanitarian efforts by providing protection and security 
for the humanitarian personnel. The ONUMOZ force was to be guided in its operation by the UN Special 
Representative. The element of South African intervention in Mozambique's civil war was really dealt with by the 
implementation of the 1992 General Peace Agreement. Continuing efforts by the UN were in an effort to resolve the 
civil war in Mozambique. 

Major-General Lelia Gon<;alves Rodrigues da Silva (Brazil) was appointed a commander of the ONUMOZ 
mission (February 12, 1993). On March 23, 1994, Major-General Mohammad Abdus Salam (Bangladesh) succeeded 
Major-General Rodrigues da Silva as ONUMOZ Commander. By April 2, 1993, it was evident that the timetable for 
troop demobilisation was not going to be met. The cease-fire had been maintained but there were complications 
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developing in the implementation of all of the provisions of the General Peace Agreement. The Security Council urged 
the parties to give ONUMOZ their fullest co-operation in Resolution 818 (April 14, 1993), and it was reported that 
ONUMOZ deployment and operations were in full swing by May 1993. 

Over much of 1993, there were only minor violations of the cease-fire agreement and even these 
infringements posed relatively no threat to the continuation of the peace process. Efforts to define and establish a 
process for national elections got underway on March 23, 1993. There were numerous consultative meetings held 
between the two parties and the UN over the course of 1993. The first was held on April 27, 1993; then another on 
August 2, 1993; a third involving the UN Secretary-General was held from October 17, 1993 - October 20, 1993; a 
fourth was held on November 26, 1993, with the UN Special Representative; and a final agreement on an electoral 
process was approved by the Mozambican General Assembly on December 9, 1993. Earlier on July 22, 1993, the 
process of establishing a unified defence force had been undertaken by the Joint Commission for the Formation of the 
Mozambican Defence Force (CCFADM), a commission chaired by the UN. 

On September 3, 1993, the two parties signed their first major agreements since the 1992 General Peace 
Agreement. The two resulting agreerr;ents set out conditions regarding the integration of administrative areas controlled 
by each party and also reaffirmed the UN role in the monitoring of police activities. Reports of progress towards a final 
resolution of the problems in Mozambique received a boost when talks between President Chissano and RENAMO 
leader, Afonso Dhlakama, occurred on August 23, 1993. Little progress eventuated after these agreements and so the 
UN Secretary-General visited Mozambique himself from October 17, 1993 - October 20, 1993. After formal meetings 
with both of the leaders, the Secretary-General announced that the stalemate had been broken and that the parties had 
come to some agreement over troop demobilisation and a new timetable for electoral reforms. Consequently, 
ONUMOZ's mandate was extended for a further six months by Security Council Resolution 882 (November 5, 1993). 

On April 11, 1994, President Joaquim Chissano announced that general elections would be held on October 
27, 1994 - October 28, 1994. The potential for disruptive violence around the time of the election prompted the UN to 
engage a special mission to Mozambique. The mission, comprising of nine Security Council members, visited 
Mozambique from August 7, 1994 - August 12, 1994 and assessed the situation. The Commission reported that the 
environrr;ant was positive and urged parties to stick to the election timetable. The Secretary-General repc;1",d to the 
Security Council on October 21, 1994, that Mozambique was prepared to hold free and fair elections. A final hitch 
occurred on October 26, 1994, when the RENAMO leader announced his withdrawal from the elections because of his 
dissatisfaction with the election process. The Special Representative immediately began intensive mediation to restore 
Afonso Dhlakama's confidence in the process and urge him to reconsider his withdrawal (October 26, 1994 - October 
28, 1994). By October 28, 1994, Dhlakama had reversed his decision and participated in the election. 

Joaquim Chissano retained his office as President, winning with a 53.3 per cent majority over Afonso 
Dhlakama (33.7 percent). In the new parliament, FRELIMO maintained a majority with 129 seats, RENAMO won 109 
seats and Uniao Democratica won 12 seats. On November 21, 1994, the Security Council announced UN endorsement 
of the election results (Resolution 960). The ONUMOZ mission formally ended on December 9, 1994, and the 
Secretary-General's Special Representative left Mozambique on December 13, 1994. 

Allsebrook (1986: 58, 61), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 167-168), Brecher et alia (1988: 314-315, 318-319, 320-321), 
Miall (1992: 253-255), TiIIema (1991: 120-122, 125-127), United Nations (1996: 319-338), Zacher (1979: 266) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. UN: Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Aldo Ajello, UN Mission Leader (723) 6 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlement 
3. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Aldo Ajello, UN; R. Edis, British Ambassador; D. Jett, US Ambassador; President Mugabe (Zimbabwe); Roman 

Catholic Church Officials (727) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. Joint Commission for the Formation of the Mozambican Defence Force (CCFADM), chaired by the UN (1052) 1 - 1 

Partial Settlement 
6. Supervisory and Monitoring Commission (CSC) chaired by Aldo Ajello (Italy) the Interim Special Representative to 

Mozambique (1051) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
7. UN Special Mission: Brazil, China, Czech Republic, Djibouti, New Zealand, Nigeria, Oman, Russian Federation, 

USA - Security Council members (1053) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 178: UGANDA/KENYA - BORDER INCIDENTS (FEBRUARY 1976 - AUGUST 1976) 

The OAU Secretary-General made one, timely mediation in this territorial dispute between Uganda and 
Kenya. The parties had shown their initial willingness to resolve their dispute and resume normal relations 
prior to the finalisation of a settlement under the guidance of the OAU Secretary-General. [See later dispute, 
Case 259: Uganda/Kenya - Border Incident (December 1987)] 

President Idi Amin (Uganda) reclaimed part of Kenya and the Sudan, an area that had historically been 
considered part of Uganda. The territory had been separated earlier by the United Kingdom in a number of 
decolonisation decisions from 1902 - 1926. President Idi Amin made claims to the territory in a radio speech on 
February is, 1976. More provocative statements from Amin followed: the recovery of the territory was extended to a 
distance of 20 miles from Kenya's capital; a threat of war was issued against Tanzania and Kenya if either state tried to 
prevent Ugandan access to the sea; and finally, a statement withdrawing the earlier claim to the territories but offering 
support to those Ugandans in the area who sought to gain independence from Kenya. 

President Jomo Kenyatta (Kenya) demanded an apology and expressed Kenya's readiness to defend its 
territorial integrity with force (February 17, 1976). Kenyan dock-workers in Mombassa started to boycott Ugandan trade 
on February 19, 1976. President Amin lodged an official claim over the territory with the OAU Secretary-General. The 
OAU did not meet to discuss the matter. The UN also took no action when President Amin lodged Uganda's territorial 
claim. On February 24, 1976, dialogue between President Amin and President Kenyatta appeared to have resolved the 
question of territori",1 r:laims. President Amin initiated the resumption in cO"linun;r;ations with a message that renouncec.: 
Ugandan claims to the territories now occupied by Kenya and the Sudan. 

The Entebbe airport raid was the another related incident that increased the tension between Kenya and 
Uganda. Over June 27, 1976 - June 28, 1976, an Air France plane on its way to Paris was hijacked en route in Uganda 
by pro-Palestinian terrorists. President Amin alleged that Kenya had conspired with the terrorists in the hijacking 
incident and refused to press for the release of the hostages. UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim attempted to 
secure the release of the hostages and in the process met with President Amin at an OAU meeting in Mauritius on July 
2, 1976 - July 3, 1976. Israeli commandos freed the hostages at Entebbe on July 3, 1976 - July 4, 1976, engaging 
Ugandan soldiers in a short battle before the hostages were rescued. OAU involvement at this stage was only to 
condemn the Israeli act of 'aggression'. In the aftermath of the hostage raid, President Amin denounced Kenya's 
involvement in the Israeli rescue operation and took some economic action against Kenya. The UN Security Council 
met five times over the Israeli Entebbe raid but came to no decisirln on the incident (July 9, 1976 - July 14, 1976). 

The dispute between Kenya and Uganda escalated on July 8, 1976, when Kenya announced that new 
currency restrictions in Mombassa would take effect from July 22, 1976, restrictions that effectively hindered Ugandan 
trade in the area. In retaliation, Uganda imposed economic restraints, cutting off electriCity supplies to Kenya. On July 
21, 1976, Uganda urged Kenya to forget past actions and resume normal relations. President Amin appealed to both 
the UN and OAU Secretaries-General to initiate an investigatory mission to assess the situation and also stated that it 
was prepared to take further action if the situation was not resolved. 

Kuwait offered its assistance in mediating between the parties but the offer was rejected by the Kenyan 
Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs (July 22, 1976). On July 27, 1976, the Kenyan Foreign Minister, Dr. Waiyaki, 
issued a set of terms Kenya would agree to in resolution of the dispute. President Amin and President Kenyatta met 
with OAU Secretary-General Eteki Mboumosa to negotiate a solution (August 6, 1976). The mediated meeting was a 
success with the parties officially announcing a resolution on August 7, 1976. 

Allsebrook (1986: 58-59), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 168-169), Brecher et alia (1988: 314, 316-317), Tillema (1991: 
111 ) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (054) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAV-
1. Referral to the OAU - Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Eteki Mboumosa, OAU Secretary-General (260) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CASE 181 : CHAD/LIBYA - Aozou STRIP DISPUTE (JUNE 1976 m NOVEMBER 1979) 

Rebel activities in northern Chad over the period from June 1976 - November 1979, were the focal 
point of this particular dispute. Many of the incidents in this dispute relate directly to the later situation of civil 
war in Chad and were also exacerbated by the territorial claims made by both countries on the border region, 
the Aouzou Strip [See subsequent disputes involving these parties, Case 191: Chad - Civil War (January 1978 -
June 1982); Case 220: Libya/Chad -Intervention and Third Chad Civil War (mid 1982 - Ongoing)]. 

On October 10, 1976, Chad closed its borders with Libya. The Aouzou Strip extends along the entire northern 
Chadian border and had been in dispute between Libya and Chad since the 1950's. The region is believed to hold large 
and valuable mineral deposits. After Colonel Qaddhafi came to power in Libya In 1969, Libyan claims to the territory 
were more vigorously pursued. The Aouzou Strip had been controlled and claimed by Libya since 1973 and based on 
this, Chad alleged that Libya had been interfering in its internal affairs. The territory was annexed by Libya in 
September 1976 and thus augmented the territorial dispute between Chad and Libya. 

The Front de Liberation Nationale de Tchad (FROLlNAT), a rebel organisation operating in northern Chad, 
under the leadership of Dr. Abba Sidlck, was receiving support from Moslem and Arabic-speaking peoples, mostly in the 
north, and from Libya. Libyan assistance to FROLINAT came in the form of arms and financial support. These rebels 
were In opposition with the present Chadian government, under President Francois Tombolbaye, and the president's 
southern supporters. In April 1975, after a Chadian military coup, President Tombolbaye was killed and subsequently 
replaced by Felix Malloum. 

President Malloum contested Libya's sovereignty claims to the Aouzou Strip and consequently, Libya was a 
willing sponsor to a coup attempt against Malloum in April 1976. Clashes between Libyan and Chadian forces were 
reported in northern Chad in June 1977. It was rumoured that Libyan support to the rebels was indicative of Libyan 
plans for promoting a puppet governrnent. Chad made an appeal to the OAU for a ruling on the sovereignty issue of the 
Aouzou Strip (July 20, 1978). 

With continued rebel activity and an unsuccessful cease-fire attempt in early 1978, Chad and Libya stopped 
diplomatic relations in February 1978. Libya continued to deny its part in the ongoing Chadian civil war at an OAU 
meeting (February 13, 1978). Later the same month, after mediation attempts by Sudan, a cease-fire was reached and 
relations resumed between the two countries. Libyan assistance to the rebels only helped to perpetuate the Chadian 
civil war and by February 1978, Hissene Habra had joined the Malloum government and had relocated himself with his 
anti-libyan guerrilla fl.rmy to N'Djamena. 

On February 24, 1978, the first Sheba Conference was held, bringing together the parties within Chad: 
Qaddhafi; Malloum; the President of Niger; The Vice-President of the Sudan; Chad; and Libya. At the conference it was 
agreed that all the parties should settle their differences in a 'new fraternal spirit', all parties should resume diplomatic 
relations, and lastly, that the FROLINAT movement and the Chadian government hold a peace conference on March 21, 
1978. It was also agreed that a joint Libya-Niger military committee be established to monitor events in Chad over the 
transitional period, and with this decision the Libyan role In Chad was crystallised. 

Further cease-fire talks in Sheba on March 23, 1978, also proved unsuccessful in stemming the violence 
between the rebel forces and the government. By the time the second Sheba Conference was held on March 27, 1978, 
Chad and Libya had reached an agreement that same day in Benghazi. The Benghazi Accords provided for the 
removal of French troops from Chad's territory and a cease-fire to be implemented by both sides immediately. The 
Accords also announced official Chadian recognition for FROLINAT and allowed the group to have free movement 
around Chad. The last provision in the Benghazi Accords committed Chad to assist the joint Libya-Niger military 
committee in its supervision of the Accord agreements. 

Foreign intervention in Chad was rife. In March 1978, about 1,000 French troops arriv,.j in ChaG tv deter full
scale invasion plans by Libya. By June 1978, Chad alleged that Libya had already invaded most of northern Chad, 
including some central provinces: Batha, Kanem and Ouaddi. Further reports of Libyan offensives occurred in April 
1979 and June 1979 but it was reported that the Libyan troops had been repelled after intense fighting. Following this 
series of Libyan attacks, the Chadian rebels retaliated against Libya and made a bid for control of the Aouzou Strip. 

Several meetings were held from March 1979 - April 1979, to arrange an agreement between the rival 
Chadian factions. After, the signing of the Kano Accord brought about a situation of national reconciliation and a 
Chadian National Unity Government was forrned in April 1979. On August 21, 1979, a second conference was held at 
Lagos with all eleven factions present and with ministerial representation from Benin, Liberia, Congo, and Senegal. 
After a new transitional Governrnent of National Unity was established on November 10, 1979, this incident involving 
Libya and Chad ended. . 

Serious factional fighting broke out again in 1980, with Libya now supporting the government side with arms 
and personnel. Libya's support to parties in Chad has continued to cOfT'plicate the continuing civil war. 

Allsebrook (1986: 61-62, 70), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 171-172), Brecher et alia (1988: 327-328, 331,340-341), 
Huth (1996: 219), Oluo (1982: 130-140), TiIIema (1991: 78-84, 85-88), United Nations (1996: 401-403) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
1. Referral to the OAU (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Heads of State (057) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Abu Bakr Utham, Special Envoy to President Gaafar Nimelry the OAU Chairrnan [The Sudan] (417) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlernent 
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CASE 182 i EL SALVADOR/HoNDURAS - BORDER INCIDENTS ( JULY 1 ~76 .. QCTOI3ER 1980) 

4 
2 ";. 

nf/ict Manafl.ement Efforts 
. . li()ilf),1Me(j.:':':i§J.:":;Uo:::'n;;::s;:"': .. l'I;;'n'"dC:R;:Ce-:fe'"'"rr.~,a7rs-..• • " 
''Vita/cula/ion) '150< ",j 

uti! StatuS'; ,'. Full Settlement 

This dispute was caused by the re-emergence of some of the issues that had caused an earlier 
dispute between Honduras and EI Salvador, the 1969 'Football War'. An OAS observer team was sent to 
investigate continuing border incidents. OAS involvement preventing skirmishes along the border allowed the 
peace process to progress smoothly without further incidents disrupting negotiations. [See earlier dispute, 
Case 138: EI Salvndor/Honduras - Football War (July 1969)] 

The conditions of the earlier dispute remained, with large numbers of EI Salvadoran immigrants in Honduras 
along the border region. After the Football War in 1969, EI Salvador had withdrawn most of its forces from the border 
regions it had occupied (July 1969). On June 14,1976, an agreement was signed by the EI Salvadoran and Honduran 
presidents setting out the demilitarisation of the border regions. Even with the agreement in place, fighting resumed on 
July 13, 1976 between the withdrawing troops in Sazalapa region. High-ranking military staff from both sides agreed to 
a cease-fire on July 25, 1976. At the same time, the volatile border regions were placed in the direct control of military 
forces. On August 9, 1976, both states agreed to the assigning of an OAS observer mission along the border. The 
team was to investigate and report on border incidents whilst representatives from Nicaragua, Costa Rica and 
Guatemala conducted a round of talks with the EI Salvadoran and Honduran presidents. 

Border incidents continued to occur despite agreements reached by the parties. By October 6, 1976 the 
disputed border area was placed in the hands of a mediator. 

A final peace treaty was accerted on October 30, 1980. The agreement came afte; mediation by Dr. Jose 
Luis Bustamante y Rivero, the former president of Peru, and after the International Court of Justice had considered the 
rnatter. The treaty provided for the continued supervision of the border by an OAS monitoring team and committed the 
parties to further talks on the disputed areas. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 173-174), Brecher et alia (1988: 289-290), Butterworth (1976: 438-441), Nye (1971: 146-
147), TiIIema (1991: 27-28), Zacher (1979: 114,266-267) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
~()A~,IeCl;rTI(lJn~pecified);. Foreign Mi.nisters of Costa Rica; Guatem~la;Nic:arC'lguC'l,J6.B,Q)g::.2 'pa.rtial.~Elttlell1E3l1ts_ 
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CASE 184: EtSALVADOR-CIVIL WAR (JANUARY 1977 - LATE 1992) 

••. CurrentDisputeStatas Partial Settlement 

The UN became heavily involved in this civil war, engaging two missions to aid the restoration of 
peace in the area, the United Nations Observer Mission in EI Salvador (ONUSAL) and the United Nations 
Mission in EI Salvador (MINUSAL). UN mediation was only used after 1990 and was very successful in bringing 
the dispute to a peaceful conclusion through free democratic elections. 

The imernal problems in EI Salvador stemmed from years of governance by a landed Oligarchy and then 
successive military dictatorships. The 1970's saw the emergence of numerous leftist guerrilla movements and a 
stronger presence by the right-wing military death squads. Extensive fighting, especially after 1976, had caused a large 
refugee problem displacing much of the border population. Many of the refugees fled to Honduras only to be faced by 
Honduran military blockades and prevented from crossing over into Honduran territory. A massacre of 600 refugees 
occurred on May 14, 1980, when Honduran soldiers refused them entry and sent them back to face the EI Salvadorian 
forces on the other side of the Surnpul River boundary. 

By October 1980 a number of left-wing paramilitary groups had combined their organisations to form the 
Frente Faribundo Marti para la Liberaci6n Nacional (FMLN). The FMLN organised a general strike in January 1981 and 
began to increase its control on territory in the north and east of EI Salvador. EI Salvadorian troops retaliated and 
launched counter offensive measures, often engaging in aerial attacks on Honduran soil (March 1981 - July 1981). The 
Honduran govemment lodged several complaints about the cross-border activity of the EI Salvadorian troops. 

Co-operation between the EI Scilladorian and Honduran governments in July 1982, "las evident in a jOint 
operation against the border-based guerrillas. The number of cross-border confrontations diminished rapidly, and by 
December 1982, EI Salvadorian military operations along the border had ceased. The situation of the Honduran-EI 
Salvadorian border conflict had ceased by 1983, but the civil war in EI Salvador continued until 1993. 

By 1985 there were numerous mediation attempts by other states from the region. The basis for the ONUSAL 
mission was established after a lengthy mediation process between the new EI Salvadorian govemment, under 
President Alfredo Cristiani, and the FMLN in September 1989. The talks were held under the auspices of the UN 
Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar (Peru) when both parties announced that they were prepared to end armed 
conflict in EI Salvador by political means (October 31, 1990). 

In November 1989 the FMLN attacked San Salvador, hoping to incite a popular riSing but failed to attract the 
support they would have needed for it to be successful. The government's handling of the situation also received harsh 
criticism. In its efforts to suppress the rebellion, the government bombed civilian areac; where it suspected the FMLN 
were in hiding. The government's killing of six Jesuit scholar$, who were advocates for a peaceful settlement, was also 
highly controversial. 

Over 1990, the UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar conducted a series of consultations with the 
parties on the process of settlement. In October 1990, both parties in the civil war acknowledged their acceptance of a 
UN mediation role. The UN's involvement saw the signing of a number of agreements that were incremental steps 
towards a peaceful resolution: 
1. the 'San Jose' Agreement on Human Rights was signed at San Jose, Costa Rica on July 26, 1990; 
2. the Constitutional Reform Agreement, setting in motion legislative changes, was signed in Mexico City on April 27, 

1991 ; 
3. the New York Agreement, setting out the modalities of peace agreements and the purification of the armed forces 

was signed at UN Headquarters in New York on September 25, 1991; 
4. The Act of New York, an agreement combining all three earlier agreements, was signed in New York on December 

31,1991; 
5. the Peace Agreement, establishing a cease-fire and '~e separ8t:on of the parties' forces was signed at 

Chapultepec Castle in Mexico City on January 16, 1992; and, 
6. an election declaration, in which the parties agreed to comply with the results of the electoral process, was signed 

at ONUSAL Headquarters on March 10, 1994. 
Before ONUSAL was initiated, a preliminary mission was sent in to assist the Secretary-General in asseSSing 

the implementation of a UN observer mission, in conditions prior to the finalisation of a cease-fire (March 1991). It was 
decided that the human rights component of ONUSAL be activated even though a cease-fire was not yet in place. 

On May 20, 1991, ONUSAL was approved by the Security Council in Resolution 693. It was to be "an 
integrated peacekeeping operation, to monitor all agreements concluded between the Government of EI Salvador and 
FMLN .... tasks of the mission included actively monitoring the human rights situation in EI Salvador; investigating 
specific cases of alleged human rights violations; promoting human rights in the country; making recommendations for 
the elimination of violations; and reporting on these matters to the Secretary-General and, through him, to the United 
Nations General Assembly and Security Council" (United Nations 1996: 427). The ONUSAL mission began on July 26, 
1991 and was headed by a member of the United Nations Secretariat, Chief of Mission and Assistant Secretary
General, Iqbal Riza (Pakistan). 

The UN intervention was able to bring the parties to agree on a cease-fire and assist the parties in building a 
stronger base for free elections. Elections were eventually held on March 20, 1994 but, as no candidate was able to 
obtain the majority of the votes needed to confirm the presidential candidacy, a second ballot had to be run for the 
presidential position. On April 24, 1994, Armando Calder6n Sol was announced President-elect of EI Salvador, winning 
the presidency from Ruben Zamora. 

The continued activities of ONUSAL and the persistent effort of the UN Secretary-General and his 
representatives really saw the EI Salvadorian process of peaceful resolution through to a state of closure. Mediation 
activities and assistance from the UN, even after the election had been held, continued into 1994, to ensure the new 
government was strong enough to cope and stable enough to work with opposition groups in its infancy. 

ONUSAL at its peak, had been staffed by a total of 1,583 military observers, civilian police, and election 
observers. On April 30, 1995, ONUSAL's mandate ended. The Secretary-General advised the Security Council that the 
termination of the ONUSAL mission should not end the UN's role in seeing that peace be maintained in EI Salvador. 
Considering the newness of the government and the residual problems of resolving issues of human rights in EI 
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Salvador, the Security Council approved the creation of a much smaller UN mission to oversee the situation. The 
United Nations Mission in EI Salvador (MINUSAL) began its mandate on May 1, 1995 under the command of Enrique 
ter Horst (Venezuela). Chief of Mission, Enrique ter Horst, was succeeded by Ricardo Virgil (Peru) in September 1995. 
MINUSAL's mission was to finish any remaining verification tasks and to provide the good offices of the UN to the 
parties. 

Sercovitch and Jackson (1997: 173-174), Durch (1993: 21, 463-465), Stuart (1994: 261-272), Tillema (1991: 32-33), 
United Nations (1996: 425-444, 737-738) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN - Unspecified (146) 9 - 5 Partial Settlements 
2. Alvaro de Soto, UN Envoy (226) 4 - 1 Cease-fire, 3 Partial Settlements 
3. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 3 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General; Alvaro de Soto, Secretary-General Personal Representative (560) 

2 - 2 Full Settlements 
5. Marrack Goulding, UN Under Secretary-General (561) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full Settlement 
6. UN Observer Mission in EI Salvador [ONUSALj (562) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
7. Marrack Goulding, UN Under Secretary-General; Alvaro de Soto, UN Assistant Secretary-General (593)1 - 1 Full 

Settlement 
8. ONUSAL Representative - Unspecified (1056) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full Settlement 
9. Soutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General and ONUSAL Representative - Unspecified (1055) 2 - 2 Partial 

Settlements 
10 Joint Group Investigating POlitically-Motivated IlieClal Armed Groups, including ONUSAL Representativ~ (1057) 1 -

1 Partial Settlement 

OAS· 
~OAS (President Carazo Odio of Costa Rica) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
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CASE 186: ZAIRE/ANGOLA -FIRST INVASION OF SHABA (MARCH 1977 - MAY 1977) 

OAU involvement was minimal after the dispute was referred to the organisation. The OAU was 
helpful in facilitating the establishment of an international force that assisted Zaire. 

Angola was plagued by civil war as soon as it had been granted independence in 1975. Factions vied for 
power in the new political environment and the Soviet-backed Movimento Popular de Liberta9'iio de Angola (MPLA) 
which had received assistance from Cuba, assumed power. Consequently, the right-wing Zairean regime began to 
provide support for the Angolan opposition groups because it feared Angola's new communist government. Relations 
between the two countries deteriorated considerably and armed hostilities had already begun by 1975 - 1976. 

Diplomatic relations resumed at a relatively normal level after Zaire formally recognised the government of 
President Antonio Agostinho Neto. Both countries came to an agreement that cross-border military activity would 
cease. Angola continued to make allegations that Zaire was colluding with the Frente Nacional de Liberta9'iio de Angola 
(FNLA) rebels. Zaire denied the claims saying that the rebels were refugees and not supported by the Zaire 
government. 

Hostilities were ignited again on March 8, 1977, when Lieutenant-General Nathanael Mbumba launched a full
scale invasion from Angola into Shaba (formerly Katanga). Lieutenant-General Nathanael Mbumba (Katanga) claimed 
that the objective of the invasion was to depose President Mobutu Sese Seko (Zaire) and establish a new government 
of national unity. Others interpreted the invasion in terms of territorial gain, as the area of Shaba was rich with copper 
and cobalt mines. Zaire made allegations of Cuban and Soviet involvement in Angola and in forming the inva$ion force 
but Angola denied any such collusion. 

The Congolese National Liberation Front (FLNC), comprised of Shaba rebels who had fled the war in Zaire, 
declared responsibility for the invasion. They claimed that the invasion was the beginning of a popular national uprising. 
To ensure that the rumoured 'popular uprising' was suppressed, President Mobutu Sese Seko (Zaire) called for other 
African states, the USA and Belgium to lend their support. The result of his plea was the stationing of 1,500 Moroccan 
troops in Zaire. Nigeria attempted to mediate a resolution between the parties over March 1977 and early April 1977. 
Further accusations of Soviet and Cuban involvement in the invasion continued. 

President Mobutu Sese Seko referred the border dispute to the OAU in April 1977. The complaint directly 
alluded to threat of socialist forces invading Zaire. The OAU had some success achieving a partial settlement in which 
a joint Zairean-Moroccan force was established. The force was set up with the approval of Egypt, Uganda, Saudi 
Arabia, Togo and Sudan. The force gradually repelled the rebels with only a few fatalities. 

By May 1977, the remaining rebel forces had retreated into Angola and Zaire regained the territory it had lost 
during the invasion. All of the foreign forces withdrew from Zaire (June 1977). Small rebel incursions, by exiled 
Zaireans, resumed in 1978. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 175-176), Brecher et alia (1988: 320), Butterworth (1976: 363-364) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
~Fleferral to the OAU(OOO) 1 -1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 189:EGYPT/LlSYA- BORDER WAR (JULv1977· SEPTEMBER 1977) 

FuliSefifement -

The Arab League was the only organisation mediating in this border dispute. The border area had 
long been disputed between the parties because it had remained undefined. The situation was also 
exacerbated by the existence of poor personal relations between President Anwar Sadat (Egypt) and Colonel 
Muammar Qaddhafi (Libya). 

Both Egypt and Libya complained to the Arab League in April 1977. with similar complaints about the 
subversive attempts committed by the other over the period trom January 1977 - April 10. 1977. The Arab League did 
not consider the dispute at first. The leader ot the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO). Yassir Aratat. and 
President Eyadema (Togo) attempted to mediate a settlement between the parties. 

On July 14. 1977. Egyptian armed forces attacked a Libyan position on the border. Libya exchanged 
retaliatory fire on July 19. 1977. By July 21. 1977. Egypt sent aerial and ground reinforcements to the area and crossed 
the Libyan border. Generally. attacks were initiated by Egypt. The matter was tabled by both parties at an Arab League 
meeting. The President of Algeria and Shaikh as Sabah. the Kuwait Foreign Minister. joined Arafat and Eyadema in 
mediating the dispute. A cease-fire was agreed to initially on July 24. 1977. and a final resolution between the parties 
was reached on August 28. 1977. After the cease-fire was established. Egyptian and Libyan troops withdrew from the 
border area by September 10. 1977. 

Extemal involvement in the dispute came in the form of arms supplies from the USA to Egypt and from the 
USSR to Libya. The matter was brought before the UN. the OAU and the Arab League. via complaints lodged by Libya. 
No action was taken by the UN or the OAU. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 178-179). Brecher et alia (1988: 322). Tillema (1991: 140-141). Zacher (1979: 281) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League. Yassir Arafat [Palestinian Liberation Organisation]. Shaikh as Sabah [Kuwait Foreign Minister] (265) 

.~_ -=1Ceas~:firE!.J£'13.rtiC!I_SE!ttlelTlE!nt.1Full § E3ttle l11e_nt __ 
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CA~Et90:NIPARAGUA!COSTA RICA - BORDER INCIDENTS (OCTOBER 1977) 

.1 
40 
Full Settlement' 

Nicaragua made frequent incursions into Costa Rican territory and airspace in an effort to hunt down 
the Nicaraguan Frente Sandinista de Liberation Nacional (FSLN), otherwise known as the Sandinista guerrillas, 
who had taken refuge along the Costa Rican border. In this dispute the OAS mediated only once achieving a 
full settlement between the parties. 

Nicaraguan rebels took control of the Nicaraguan National Guard barracks at San Carlos on the Costa Rican 
border. The rebels were then driven back across the Costa Rican border, withdrawing further into Costa Rican territory 
when Nicaraguan aerial strikes tried to attack their new positions on October 14, 1977. Along with these attacks, the 
Nicaraguan aircraft fired upon a 3 river craft on the Frio River, one of the craft had the Costa Rican Minister of Public 
Security on board. The Minister was detained on Nicaraguan territory for a few hours and then released. After the 
Minister was released, President Oduber (Costa Rica) told his troops to disregard the attack as one of mistaken identity 
and ordered Costa Rican troops to refrain from engaging with Nicaraguan troops. 

On October 15, 1977, Gauzalo Facio, the Costa Rican Foreign Minister, protested to the Nicaraguan 
govemment about the incident and urged Nicaragua to cease its incursions into Costa Rican airspace. Also on October 
15, 1977, an OAS team mediated between the parties in Nicaragua. The mediation achieved a full settlement with OAS 
observers being stationed along the border as a precautionary measure. After this intervention the dispute abated. 

The presence of the guerrillas along the border increased tension between Nicaragua and Costa Rica and the 
tension was to escalate again in 1978. [See earlier disputes, Case 020: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Conflict 
(December 1948 - February 1949) and Case 044: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Invasion Attempt (January 1955), and 
subsequent dispute, Case 194: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (September 1978 - December 1978») 

Allsebrook (1986: 65, 104-106), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 179-180), Brecher et alia (1988: 334-335), Tillema 
(1991: 28-32) 

The Mediators: 

DAS· 
~OJ\~: Urls~ecified (079) .1-tF'ull C;.ettlement 
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CASE 191: CHAD· CIVIL WAR (JANUARY 1978 • JUNE 1982) 

:."Tot~@"!!!!!"'lltE!l2~~"_,~~".:~._"."." .. " .... ""!L"_.~". .. . .... 
" Tp(a/Organis.fjtiQlJaIMe.c!iEltiol]siql)cJ /3eferrals .. 9. . .•... 
Faialitiei(RaWCalculafionj· ...... . ... . 900() 
Current DisputeSfafus .. Victory 

The OAU mediated several times during this dispute and even authorised an OAU peacekeeping 
force. The peacekeeping force did not materialise though, mainly due to a lack of organisational resources and 
to the lack of commitment shown by the disputants to the peace process. This dispute directly relates to the 
situations in the earlier Case 181: Chad/Libya - Aozou Strip Dispute (June 1976 - November 1979) and 
continues in Case 220: Libya/Chad -Intervention and Third Chad Civil War (mid 1982 - Ongoing). 

The Front de Uberation Nationale de Tchad (FROLlNAT), a rebel organisation operating in northern Chad, 
and supported by Libya, launched a massive attack on government positions around Faya-Largeau on January 28, 
1978 - January 29, 1978. The FROLINAT movement later accepted a partial cease-fire that had been agreed to by 
Libya, Chad and the Sudan after talks on February 19, 1978. Despite the agreement though, fighting still continued. On 
February 24, 1978, the first Sheba Conference was held, bringing together the parties within Chad: Qaddhafi; Malloum; 
the President of Niger; The Vice-President of the Sudan; Chad; and Libya. At the conference it was agreed that all the 
parties should settle their differences in a 'new fraternal spirit', all parties should resume diplomatic relations, and lastly, 
that the FROLINAT movement and the Chadian government hold a peace conference on March 21, 1978. It was also 
agreed that a joint Libya-Niger military committee would be established to monitor events in Chad over the transitional 
period, and with this decision the Libyan role in Chad was crystallised. 

Further cease-fire talks in Sheba on March 23, 1978, also proved unsuccessful in stemming the violence 
between the rebel forces and the government. By the time the second Sheba Conference was held on March 27, 1978, 
Chad and Libya had reached an agreement that same day in Benghazi. The Benghazi Accords provided for the 
removal of French troops from Chad's territory and a cease-fire to be implemented by both sides immediately. The 
Accords also announced official Chadian recognition for FROLINAT and allowed the group to have free movement 
around Chad. The last provision in the Benghazi Accords committed Chad to assist the joint Libya-Niger military 
committee in its supervision of the Accord agreements. 

By February 1978, Hissene Habra had joined the Malloum government, up-rooted himself from his northern 
roots, and with his anti-Libyan guerrilla army, had relocated to N'Djamena. In August 1979, Habra's designs on 
government were made perfectly clear when his army attacked the Malloum administration. After this incident, Nigeria 
organised several mediation efforts on behalf of the OAU. Conferences between the parties and the Nigerian 
representative were held on two occasions in Kano and then Lagos, Nigeria, in March and April 1979. The result of the 
conferences was an accord, the Kano Accord, which set up a provisional government that included Hissene Habra and 
General Djogo, under the leadership of Goukhani Woddeye. The accord also authorised Nigeria's offer of supervision 
for the process of demilitarising the area in and around N'Djamena. For a short time a peace was reached between the 
parties and the diplomatic means of conflict management had worked successfully. Unfortunately, the diplomatic 
measures did not withstand new factional disruption at the second Kano conference in April 1979. Fighting resumed in 
N'Djamena after April 1979, between the forces of Woddeye and Habra over the issue of Libyan involvement and again 
over the Aouzou Strip. The FROLINAT movement, under leader Goukhani Woddeye, was still receiving arms and 
assistance from Libyan forces. 

The Chairman of the OAU, President Eyadema (Togo), and Edem Kodjo, the OAU Secretary-General and his 
aides, met with the parties on April 6, 1980 in N'Djamena. The meeting was held to try to get the parties to agree to a 
cease-fire and future peace process. On April 7, 1980, the parties came to an agreement on a cease-fire. Terms were 
also discussed regarding the presence of a committee of neutral observers and the continuation of an inquiry by the 
President of the OAU, who was examining the prospect of engaging an OAU peacekeeping force. After the breakdown 
of the cease-fire, some 18 hours after it had come into effect, the OAU decided to send a peacekeeping force into Chad 
(April 9, 1980). 

In June 1980, Libya declared a merger with Chad and the new coalition government was formed in Chad, 
joining together Hissene Habra and Goukhani Woddeye. After the 'Shawa' government assumed power, the Nigerian 
peacekeepers, who had already been working in the region, were asked to leave. Fighting resumed in Chad despite 
continuing efforts by President Gaafar Nimeiry (The Sudan) to mediate a solution over July 1980. President Gaafar 
Nimeiry was the OAU Chairman over the period 1978 - 79. Through his efforts in July 1980, another conference was 
finally convened in Lagos on August 21, 1980. 

The Lagos Accord was signed on August 21, 1980 and established a new cease-fire. The Accord also called 
for a new transitional government to be formed and for the removal of all external forces from Chad. A monitoring 
commission was set up by the Accord under the auspices of the OAU and headed by OAU Secretary-General, Edem 
Kodjo (Togo). An OAU peacekeeping force was also initiated by the Accord. The OAU peacekeeping mission was to 
be staffed by personnel from Brazzaville, Guinea and the Republic of Benin. 

The decision of the OAU to send a peacekeeping force to Chad was indicative of its concerns for the region 
and its aim to stem any further possible escalation. The implementation of the Pan-African peacekeeping force though 
was fraught with problems. Despite the organisation's commitment to the peacekeeping plan: the parties to the dispute 
were not so committed; the logistics of running a peacekeeping operation via OAU channels was not as easily 
orchestrated as a peacekeeping operation run under the auspices of the UN; and the means and resources needed to 
run such an operation were not readily available to OAU members. 

After the Lagos Accord the situation escalated again with heavy fighting reported. On October 18, 1980 and 
October 19, 1980, under the auspices of the OAU's Ad Hoc Subcommittee, a meeting was held in Lome, Togo. The 
aim of the meeting was to try to force the parties to put a halt to the fighting. The Subcommittee involved 
representatives from Guinea, Togo, Congo and the Republic of Benin. 

Proposals made by the Subcommittee were not accepted by the parties and so the Subcommittee's efforts 
ended unsuccessfully. Even further debate over the proposals in a Subcommittee meeting of foreign ministers, chaired 
by President Eyadema, did not end with a resolution. 

Allsebrook (1986: 61-62, 70), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 180-181), Brecher et alia (1988: 327-328, 331,340-341), 
Huth (1996: 219), Oluo (1982: 130-140), TiIIema (1991: 78-84, 85-88), United Nations (1996: 401-403) 
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The Mediators: 

OAU· 
-1.-Referral to OAU: Heads of State; Unspecified other (000) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. OAU Ad Hoc Committee on Chad chaired by President Eyadema (395) 4 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. OAU - Unspecified (110) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
4. President Eyadema. Chairman of the OAU [Togo). Edem Kodjio. OAU Secretary-General and his OAU aides 

(1059) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
5. President Gaafar Nimeiry. OAU Chairman [The Sudan] (1058) 1 - Partial Settlement 



CASE 192:lsRAELAN01EBANON/PALESTINIAN LIBERATION ORGANISATION (PLO) - BORDER 
CONFLlCr(MARCH1978 m JUNE 1978) 
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UN involvement in this phase of Lebanese-Israeli hostilities was a continuation of Its concentrated 
involvement in three earlier disputes. For the background to this phase of the Israel/Lebanon conflict see 
earlier disputes, Case 064: Lebanon - First Civil War (May 1958 - June 1959), Case 162: Israel/Lebanon - Arab 
Border Infiltration (April 1974 - July 1975) and Case 168: Lebanon - Second Civil War (February 1975 - late 
1992). A subsequent dispute, Case 216: Israel/Lebanon -Israeli Military Invasion of Lebanon (early 1982 - mid 
1983) saw Israel and Lebanon again engaged in hostilities against each other. During this phase of the dispute 
the UN saw fit to establish the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), to oversee the complete withdrawal of 
Israeli forces from Lebanon. 

After Israel had made advances into Southern Lebanon on March 14, 1978 - March 15, 1978, the Security 
Council set up UNIFIL to oversee the withdrawal of Israeli forces. UNIFIL operated from March 19, 1978 and is still 
continues in its role. Its mandate is "to confirm the withdrawal of Israeli Forces from southern Lebanon, to restore 
international peace and security and to assist the Government of Lebanon in ensuring the return of its effective authority 
in the area." (United Nations, 1990: 427) The first withdrawal of the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) was completed by April 
11,1978 as its territorial control was gradually transferred to UNIFIL. The second withdrawal move took place in the 
area around the Litani River on April 14, 1978. The last withdrawal was made by Israeli troops on June 12, 1970 and 
UNIFIL 's deployment was complete. UNIFIL was not authorised to use force unless in self-defence. The UNIFIL 
mission was increased from 4,000 to 6,000 on May 3, 1978, after the Secretary-General had visited the area and 
recommended the increased presence. Israel confirmed its full withdrawal on June 13, 1978 and retumed the control of 
the border area over to an irregular Christian group which had secured Israeli approval. On October 6, 1978 the 
Security Council called for a cease-fire to move the situation closer towards full reconciliation. Prince Sadruddin Aga 
Khan set out to Beirut and Damascus on October 7, 1978, on a good offices mission for the UN Secretary-General. The 
mission aimed to establish a cease-fire but the result was only spasmodic stays in the fighting. 

Israel gave little support or co-operation to UNIFIL and its efforts to fulfil its mandate. The Security Council 
persisted in warning Israel to desist in continued interference in the area throughout 1979. Over 1979 there were 
several cease-fires arranged but none of them lasted long. Fighting between Israeli troops and Lebanese forces was to 
break out again in January 1980. 

Allsebrook (1986: 62, 90-93), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 182-183), Brecher et alia (1988: 313-314, 328-329), 
Clements and Ward (1994: 280-287), Durch (1993: 163-205), Tillema (1991: 177-181), United Nations (1990: 111-152), 
Zacher (1979: 277-278) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unpsecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. . UNSecurity Council (007) 1 -1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 194: NICARAGUA/CoSTA RICA - BORDER INCIDENTS (SEPTEMBER 1978· DECEMBER 1978) 
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• Current DisputeStatus Abated .-.. 

A multi-party mediation team sponsored by the Organisation of American States (OAS), mediated 
several times during this dispute. The UN allowed the matter to be aired in a UN forum but did not actively seek 
to resolve the dispute, leaving this task mainly to the OAS. 

Nicaragua had made frequent incursions into Costa Rican territory and airspace in an effort to hunt down the 
Nicaraguan Frente Sandinista de Liberation Nacional (FSi..N), otherwise known as the Sandinista guerrillas, who had 
taken refuge along the Costa Rican border [See Case 190: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (October 1977)). 
In 1937 General Anastasio Somoza Garcia, commander of the Nicaraguan military, was made President of Nicaragua. 
After his assassination in 1956, the Somoza family retained power until General Anastasio Somoza Debayle, became 
President in 1967. He was re-elected for a second term in 1974, but opposition to the Somoza dynasty was already 
gaining momentum in the Frente Sandinista de Liberation Nacional (FSLN) movement. 

Opposition mounted in Nicaragua against General Anastasio Somoza Debayle in 1978 and on August 22, 
1978 Somoza's National Palace was seized by Sandanistas. In September 1978, the Somoza regime increased its 
suppression of opposition elements and on September 9, 1978, heavy fighting erupted between the National Guard and 
the Sandinista rebels. A major offensive was launched on Nicaragua by the Sandinista rebels based along the Costa 
Rican border near Penas Blancas. It was alleged by Somoza that Costa Rica was a strong supporter of the 
Sandanistas and their opposition activities against the Nicaraguan government. 

On September 12, 1978, Nicaragua retaliated, bombing suspected guerrilla cl'lrnps in Costa Rican territory. 
Costa Rica, which had no national defence force to speak of, signed an aid and co-operation agreement with Venezuela 
on September 15, 1978. The agreement provided for the delivery of four jet bombers to Costa Rica. Panama also sent 
arms aid to Costa Rica to help with its defence. On September 16, 1978, diplomatic relations between Costa Rica and 
Nicaragua were all but severed, with Nicaragua recalling its ambassador from Costa Rica and fellow ambassadors from 
Costa Rica's allying countries, later also including Colombia. 

The Permanent Council of the OAS was invited to convene a meeting of Foreign Ministers to discuss the 
Nicaraguan problem. The meeting was held in Washington from September 21, 1978 - September 23, 1978, and it was 
decided that the parties would respect Nicaragua's sovereignty in its internal affairs and would not intervene. Instead 
the OAS ministers decided to send an investigatory mission to assess the situation. The mission comprised OAS 
representatives from the USA, Guatemala and the Dominican Republic. The negotiations held between the OAS, 
President Somoza and the Broad Opposition Front (FAO), from September 25, 1978 - January 1979, were unsuccessful 
in resolving the dispute. On November 21, 1978, Costa Rica officially severed all relations with Nicaragua and called for 
its dismissal from the OAS after the most recent clash between the Costa Rican Civil Guards and the Nicaraguan 
National Guards the same day. 

The UN General Assembly urged Nicaragua to desist from activities that encroached on neighbouring 
territories and threatened their neighbours' territorial integrity. The case of Nicaraguan actions in Costa Rica was 
mentioned specifically in the resolution on December 15, 1978. Also of concern to the UN was the treatment of 
Nicaraguan governmental opposition. The General Assembly urged the Nicaraguan government to have respect for 
human rights and to seek a peaceful resolution to the civil conflict. Action by the General Assembly was welcomed by 
Costa Rica but Nicaragua preferred the matter to be dealt with by the OAS. The last UN involvement was an 
announcement by the UN Secretary-General saying that he was disturbed by the number of fatalities continuing in 
Nicaragua and that he was being informed of OAS progress (June 21, 1979). 

Condemnation of the Somoza regime's repressive activities placed the regime in a virtual state of international 
isolation. On December 27, 1978, President Somoza threatened to invade Costa Rica if the Sandinista guerrillas 
continued to receive support from that quarter. P: ,,:;ident Sc;>"na met with his allies, representatives from EI Salvador, 
Guatemala and Honduras (December 3D, 1978). 

Intermittent clashes on the border continued until May 27, 1979 when a sizeable attack was launched by the 
Sandinistas, again from positions in Costa Rica. Nicaragua ejected the guerrillas the same day. Nicaragua called upon 
the OAS Permanent Council to invoke the Rio Treaty in reaction to the Costa Rican attack. Costa Rica lodged a 
counter-request to the OAS Permanent Council on June 3, 1979. On June 4, 1979, the OAS Permanent Council 
resolved to replace President Somoza's regime with a democratically elected government. The US proposed that a 
peacekeeping force be sent to Nicaragua but this suggestion was rejected by the OAS. Even though there was an arms 
embargo in place, military equipment and supplies still arrived and helped sustain the heavy fighting over June 1979. 
By mid July 1979, the OAS was prepared to support a proposal that would draw a resignation from President Somoza, 
install a new junta to take charge and bring about a cease-fire agreement from both parties. 

There was no resolution between President Somoza and the FSLN and Somoza fled Nicaragua on July 17, 
1979. The Sandinistas 8ssumed pcwer in a coalitior, with a Liberal Democrat party and the dispute between Cr)sta Rica 
and Nicaragua ceased with the installation of the new government. [See earlier disputes, Case 020: Nicaragua/Costa 
Rica - Border Conflict (December 1948 - February 1949); Case 044: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Invasion Attempt (January 
1955), and Case 190: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (October 1977)] 

Allsebrook (1986: 65, 104-106), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 184-185), Brecher et alia (1988: 334-335), Tillema 
(1991: 28-32) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Unpsecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS· 
-1.-0AS Team [USA, Guatemala, Dominican Republic] (271) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 195: TANzANIA/UGANDA- OUSTER OFTHE AMIN REGIME (OCTOBER 1978· MAY 1979) 

The initial proposal of UN involvement in this border dispute found disfavour with the African nations 
which preferred the dispute to be handled by the OAU. This was eventually the case, with the OAU mediating 
twice between the parties over the course of the dispute. 

Relations between Tanzania and Uganda had been tense for a number of years, with numerous border 
incursions and alleged invasion attempts coming from both sides. Ugandan President Idi Amin made several claims 
that the Tanzanians were planning to reinstate his predecessor, Milton Obote, to power in Uganda and that Tanzania 
was planning an invasion by encouraging subversive activities in Uganda. Obote had been deposed in 1971 and was 
now residing in Tanzania. 

Tanzania and Uganda had been engaged in an earlier dispute over January 1971 - October 1972. This 
earlier dispute had occurred after the coup that had overthrown Obote in January 1971. Obote and his supporters found 
refuge in Tanzania and were aided by Tanzania in their efforts to undermine the new Ugandan regime under Idi Amin. 
After border raids and retaliatory action by the parties, Kenya and the OAU intervened and conducted a series of 
meditation attempts. Due to these efforts of mediation, diplomatic relations between Uganda and Tanzania were 
restored in November 1971 and the dispute was considered to be resolved. [See Case 146: UgandalTanzania - Border 
Clashes (January 1971 - October 1972)] 

In October 1978, Uganda began a series of border raids. By October 30, 1978, Uganda had gained control 
over the Kagera Salient, anrj Idi ,lImin announced that the area had been annevdd by Uganda. Complete Ugandan 
occupation of the area followed and Tanzania retaliated on October 31, 1978, and again on November 11, 1978, with 
major counter-offensive measures. President Amin appealed to the UN Secretary-General twice in November 1978, 
urging the UN to take some action against the aggression of Tanzania. On November 4, 1978, President Amin 
appealed to the OAU, the Arab League and the UN for action against Tanzanian aggression. 

Ugandan President Idi Amin appealed to the UN in January 1979, sending messages to the UN Secretary
General. The appeal messages which were forwarded to the Security Council for consideration by the Secretary
General did not request an urgent meeting of the Security Council to discuss the matter. 

Heavy border fighting and bombing raids ensued until late January 1979 when Tanzania launched a full-scale 
invasion into Uganda. After making some serious advances into Ugandan territory by February 1979, Libya offered to 
mediate between the parties. Over this time, Kenya, Nigeria and Zambia had also attempted to mediate a cease-fire 
between the parties. The Libyan mediation efforts were unsuccessful mqinly because Libya was seen to be a close ally 
of President Amin. As the Ugandan situation deteriorated, Amin appealed for international assistance (February 25, 
1979). Libya sent in reinforcement troops to assist the Ugandan defences in Kampala, mainly because it was perceived 
that the downfall of the Amin regime would create instability in the region. Discussions of the OAU ad hoc Committee 
on the situation provided no solution. After the OAU notified the UN that its efforts to mediate a cease-fire had ended 
unsuccessfully on March 2, 1979, the UN Secretary-General urged the two countries to agree to a cease-fire and 
offered his good offices to assist the parties to resolve the dispute. Ugandan forces suffered a series of major defeats 
and by March 25, 1979, Tanzania was in a position to attack Kampala and Entebbe. 

Amin again appealed to the UN Secretary-General, asking him to utilise his good offices and address 
Tanzanian aggression. The Secretary-General called a meeting of the Security Council to consider the matter on March 
30, 1979. On the advice of the Africa Group, a group representing the OAU, the Security Council decided not to take 
any action. On April 6, 1979, Tanzanian troops, assisted by anti-Amin rebels, captured Entebbe. On April 9, 1979, 
Libya opted to withdraw its forces from the dispute and paid the Ugandan National Liberation Forces (UNLF) and the 
anti-Amin rebels $20 million to allow Libya to withdraw without threat of attack. 

Idi Amin fled on April 10, 1979, and If . situation Ijatween Uganda and Tanzania eased. 

Allsebrook (1986: 65), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 185-186), Brecher et alia (1988: 298, 336-337), Butterworth 
(1976: 459-460), Huth (1996: 224-225), Meyers (1974: 359-360), Miall (1992: 282-283), TiIIema (1991: 108, 112-113), 
Zacher (1979: 271) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE, OAU AND UN-
1. Referral to the Arab League, UN, OAU: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

UNITED NA TlONS -
1. Referral to the U~4 Sec'-lritf Council: Unspeciried (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 

OAU-
-1-. -Referral to the OAU: Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Representatives - Unspecified (110) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 196: USSR/AFGHANISTAN -INTERVENTION AND CIVIL WAR (1979· ONGOING) 
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C{JrrentDisptlte Status -Partial Settlement 

This was the first dispute which saw the UN and the European Community (EC), later the European 
Union (EU), both involved in mediation attempts. The UN engaged the parties in 24 mediation attempts, whilst 
the EC was only involved in one attempt early in the course of the dispute. 

The UN had four basic objectives in this dispute: 
1. initiate a complete withdrawal 0\ foreign troops from the territory; 
2. ensure Afghanistan's full independence, free from external intervention; 
3. guide Afghanistan to a state of non-alignment; and lastly, 
4. secure the return of refugees from the area. 

To these ends, the UN eventually established the United Nations Good Offices Mission in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan (UNGOMAP) on May 15,1988. Another innovation in peacebuilding came with the creation of the 
Office of the Secretary-General in Afghanistan and Pakistan (OS GAP). OSGAP's mission was to maintain a 
good level of dialogue with the parties, performing a semi-diplomatic function after the main UN force had 
withdrawn. It was one of the first UN missions of this type and also provided the Secretary-General with direct 
information about the situation. 

Afghanistan was in a state of civil war by 1978. A second coup d'etat in April 1978 saw Nur Mohammad 
Taraki installed as Afghanistan's new Head of State and Prime Minister, overthrowing the regime of President Sardar 
Mohammc.,~ Daoue, former crown prince of Afghanistan. The nsw T8raki regime received Soviet support fer its new 
centralisation policies but came under heavy criticism from opposition elements within Afghanistan and those who had 
taken refuge from the reforms in neighbouring Pakistan. Civil war erupted in Afghanistan by March 1979 and 
Afghanistan began to bomb the resistance refugees along the Pakistan border. Despite Hafizullah Amin replacing 
Taraki as Prime Minister on March 27, 1979, the state of civil war worsened. 

Soviet interest in Afghanistan had been evident since the 1920's and it had more recently expressed its 
support for Taraki and the Khalq movement, signing a co-operation and friendship treaty in December 1978. The civil 
war continued in Afghanistan with Prime Minister Amin unable to quash the opposition. In September 1979, it was 
alleged that the Soviets had backed a coup attempt to overthrow Amin but the attempt went seriously wrong ending with 
the death of President Taraki. Other versions of events write Amin as the conspirator in a plot to kill President Taraki. 
Whichever version of the event is true, the consequence saw Prime Minister Amin assume the role of President on 
September 16, 1979. Over November 1979, there was a greater Soviet presence in Afghanistan. 

President Amin was killed a presidential struggle on December 27, 1979. Babrak Karmal, leader of a 
People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) faction in opposition to Amin, declared himself President and with 
Soviet backing. Soviet forces began to move into Afghanistan over December 26, 1979 - December 27,1979, airlifting 
troops into Kabul, the capital. Rebel opposition to the new Soviet-backed government continued. The resistance efforts 
of the rebels, otherwise known as mujahideen, being supported by the USA, via Pakistan. The Afghan-Pakistani border 
was where the concentration of hostilities occurred, these included cross-border incursions, distance bornbing raids and 
aerial attacks. 

On January 5, 1980, the Security Council met to debate the situation in Afghanistan. But, with the USSR 
using its veto on January 7, 1980, no agreernent was reached in the Security Council on a resolution that condemned 
intervention, demanded immediate foreign withdrawal from Afghanistan and adherence to a policy of non-interference in 
Afghanistan. Instead, the issue was shifted to the General Assembly forum under the 'Uniting for Peace' protocol. In an 
emergency session of the General Assernbly on January 14, 1980, a similar resolution to that proposed in the Security 
Council was passed with a vote of 104 to 18, with 18 members abstaining. 

The Afghanistan gOl .cnrnent is''usd a statement directed to the governrnents of Iran and Pakistan on May 14, 
1980. The statement set out a four-point agenda for a political solution to the dispute, reiterating the conditions in the 
earlier UN resolution and adding that refugees should be returned voluntarily to Afghanistan and that guarantees of 
international non-interference should be sought. On November 20, 1980, the General Assembly issued a second 
resolution urging the parties to withdraw troops from Afghanistan and supporting the right of the Afghan people to 
decide on their own system of government. The Resolution also requested that Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim 
(Austria) appoint a special representative to assess the situation and advise on the possibilities of a solution and 
guarantees. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim appointed Javier Perez de Cuellar (Peru) as his Special Envoy in 
Afghanistan. Javier Perez de Cuellar made his first visit to Pakistan and Kabul over April 1981 - August 1981. Over the 
course of the meetings he managed to bring the parties to agree on a four-point agenda for continUing dialogue. The 
four-point agreement echoed the objectives of the statement issued earlier by the government to Iran and Pakistan in 
1980. The meetings did not include the mujahideen or representation from the government of Iran. On November 18, 
1981. the Gencial Assembly rep8ated its earlier resolution and again urged the parties to cnmply. 

After Javier Perez de Cuellar was appointed UN Secretary-General on January 1, 1982, he appointed Diego 
Cordovez (Ecuador) as his Special Representative in Afghanistan (June 1982). Diego Cordovez conducted separate 
talks with the foreign ministers of Afghanistan and Pakistan, in June 1982. Iran, Russia and the UN were kept informed 
of the progress made by Cordovez's negotiations. Over the period from June 1982 - April 1988, Cordovez held 
numerous talks with the parties, both at his headquarters in Geneva and on visits to their respective countries. 
Cordovez acted most often as an intermediary in his mediating and facilitated a series of 'proximity talks' in August 1984 
and June 1985 - August 1985. In total, Cordovez conducted nineteen of the thirty-three UN mediation atternpts. His 
efforts were finally rewarded on April 14, 1988 with the signing of the Geneva Accords, in Geneva. 

The Geneva Accords set out four principles for the peaceful resolution of the dispute. The Accords, which 
involved the agreement of the Soviet Union, Afghanistan and Pakistan, were probably precipitated by the Soviet Union's 
desire to initiate troop withdrawals from Afghanistan. In February 1988, the Soviet Union announced that its troops 
would begin the process of withdrawal in May 1988. 

The Geneva Accords, more formally known as the Agreement on the Settlement of the Situation Relating to 
Afghanistan, detailed four provisions for settlement of the current Afghanistan situation. The four provisions were: 
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1. a bilateral agreement between Afghanistan and Pakistan giving assurances of non-intervention and non
interference in each other's internal affairs; 

2. a declaration of international guarantees signed by the USSR and the USA also giving assurance that they would 
adhere to a policy of non-intervention and non-interference in the affairs of Afghanistan; 

3. a bilateral agreement between Afghanistan and Pakistan on the voluntary return of refugees; and, 
4. an agreement between Afghanistan and Pakistan, witnessed by the USSR and the USA, setting out the modalities 

of the settlement process, including a timetable for Soviet troop withdrawal and a method of dealing with violations 
to the Accords. 

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar was asked to appoint a representative to continue to liase with the 
parties and provide good offices to assist in the settlement process. Diego Cordovez was retained as the Secretary
General's Representative in Afghanistan and was assisted in his tasks by the newly created United Nations Good 
Offices Mission in Afghanistan and Pakistan (UNGOMAP), established on May 15, 1988. UNGOMAP consisted of 50 
military observers stationed between two headquarters, one at Kabul and the other at Islamabad. The first party of 
observers moved into their positions on April 25, 1988. 

By May 14, 1988, there was a total of 100,300 Soviet troops stationed in Afghanistan. Three months later it 
was reported that 50,183 Soviet troops had been withdrawn. Troop withdrawals slowed considerably over the period 
from August 15, 1988 to January 1, 1989, and it was not until January 25, 1989, that the Soviet Union informed 
UNGOMAP of its plans to withdraw the remaining troops. 

In accordance with the terms of the Geneva agreement, the parties began a series of bilateral meetings in 
March 1989, held at the UNGOMAP headquarters. The refugee problem and continued troop withdrawal were both of 
major concern to UNGOMAP and the parties. There were an estimated five million refugees in Iran and Pakistan. 
Throughout this period the fighting continued across the border. 

The Kabul regime continued to receive support from the USSR, sometimes overtly in the form of aerial attacks 
on the rebel positions. By 1990, the Kabul regime had become weaker and less able to suppress the rebels and 
collapsed completely under the opposition. The mujahideen movement split into opposing factions, both fighting for 
control Of the Afghanistan's capital, Kabul. In March 1990 the Secretary-General held talks to obtain the parties' 
approval for an extension to UNGOMAP's mission. After the \alks lhe Secretary-General initiated a downsi:<.ed mission, 
deploying only ten military observers to assist the continuing efforts of his Personal Representative in Afghanistan. The 
position of Personal Representative was created in May 1989 and Assistant Secretary-General Benon Sevan (Cyprus) 
was appointed to the post. Mahmoud Mestiri (Tunisia) was later appointed to replace Benon Sevan in August 1992. 

UNGOMAP's mandate expired on March 15, 1990. In its place, the Secretary-General initiated the Office of 
the Secretary-General in Afghanistan and Pakistan (OS GAP). This mission, under the command of Benon Sevan, had 
only ten military observers. OSGAP's mission was to maintain a level of dialogue with the parties after the main UN 
force had withdrawn, it was one of the first UN missions of this type. OSGAP served as a source of direct information 
on the situation for the Secretary-General and also performed a semi-diplomatic function, maintaining good channels of 
communication and rapport with the disputants. 

Over 1991, the conditions for achieving a peaceful solution improved due to changes in some external factors. 
The Soviet Union officially halted its aid to the Afghan rebels on January 1, 1992. The United States declared that its 
aid would cease by mid October 1992. Pakistan was also withdrawing its military aid to the Afghanistan problem. This 
general withdrawal from the situation by the external powers, coupled with the increasing inability of either side to win a 
definite military victory, presented OSGAP with a dispute ripe for resolution. OSGAP was able to bring all but three of 
the factions to agree to participate in a meeting at Vienna, scheduled for April 1992. At a point when breakthroughs 
were being made for discussion on prospective nation-wide elections, the Afghan Army began to split up into ethnic 
factions. Assistant Secretary-General Benon Sevan continued to try to meet with the leaders of the main factions to 
promote a peaceful process but his efforts were unsuccessful. By the end of 1992, Afghanistan's civil war had 
escalated with hostilities more intense than before. Fatalities in Kabul itself, where the factional fighting had been most 
concentrated, were estimated at around one hundred victims a day. 

In mid April 1992, President Najibullah had unsuccessfully attempted to flee Afghanistan and had ended up 
seeking asylum at the UN headquarters in Kabul. He had earlier announced his intention to reSign from office in March 
1992. In June 1992, Burnhanuddin Rabbani, leader of Ahmad Shah Massoud's Jamiat-Hslami faction assumed the 
position of Prime Minister. A,t this stat:8, the flows of returning refugees reached peaks of 80,000 refugees a week, 
returning to Afghanistan from Pakistan and Iran. 

On December 23, 1993, the General Assembly asked the Secretary-General to send a Special Mission to 
Afghanistan to assess the need for resuming a greater level of UN assistance in "facilitating national rapprochement and 
reconstruction" (United Nations, 1996: 666). Ambassador Mahmoud Mestiri (Tunisia) was appointed Head of the 
Special Mission. In support of the Special Mission and to increase the channels of communication between the factional 
leaders, the government and the UN, the Secretary-General created the new agency, the Office of the Secretary
General in Afghanistan (OSGA). OSGA assumed the diplomatic and political contact role that had previously been the 
task of OS GAP. 

For now, the process of finding a lasting resolution to the civil problems in Afghanistan has become the 
responsibility of the new government in Kabul. 

Allsebrook (1986: 75-76), Berr:ovitch and Jackson (1997: 186-187), Brecher et alia (1988: 342-343), Durch (1993: 299-
313), Maley (1994: 250-254), TiIIema (1991: 205-207), United Nations (1996: 661-666, 703-704) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS -
1. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General's Special UN Envoy in Afghanistan (113) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. Diego Cordovez, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative in Afghanistan, Ecuador; UN Under Secretary-

General (151) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Diego Cordovez, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative (466) 8 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. Soviet Union and UN Officials - Unspecified (402) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. Benon Sevan [Cyprus], UN Special Representative for Afghanistan (549) 2 - Unsuccessful 
8. Five-Member UN Peace Mission headed by Mahmoud Mestiri and including Sotirios Mousouri, UN Special 

Representative to Afghanistan (689) 3 - 1 Cease-fire 
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9. Mahmoud Mestiri [Tunisia], UN Envoy to Afghanistan (901) 5 - Unsuccessful 
10. Charles Santos (adviser to UN Envoy to Afghanistan, Mahmoud Mestiri) as part of 4-man UN Team (903) 1 -

Unsuccessful 

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY· 
1. European Council of EC (546) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 197: CAMBODIA (KAMPUCHEA)NIETNAM - CAMBODIAN CIVIL WAR (JANUARY 1979· ONGOING) 

]otal Conflict.Managemf!.f1t Efll?'1~~""""m"" .. ""m .. ~_5,.L" .. ""."." __ ~~".~_ 
TQte,l9rgan/sational Mediations and Referrals· 14 
Fate/flies (Raw Calculatfon) . "_""_~O=-O:::.c' O.::,O~;OO __ -'-.-:-'--I 
·CutientDfsputeBtatus Onqoinq 

The UN became heavily involved in this dispute but its actions were often hindered by the use of the 
veto in the Security Council. The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) made its first appearance 
in the arena of international dispute mediation during this dispute. Though ASEAN offered to mediate between 
the parties the offer was not accepted. This dispute was very intense, resulting in approximately 500,000 
fatalities. The resolution of the dispute was made more difficult by the presence of competing foreign interests 
in South East Asia and its potential to cause serious regional instability. 

After the government take-over of Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia in 1975, violent repressive 
actions ensued. It is estimated that approximately one million Cambodian's died under the new government's 
repressive measures. Cambodia, formerly Kampuchea, had a sizeable population of ethnic Vietnamese inhabitants and 
often these Vietnamese residents were the target of the Khmer Rouge regime. The Republic of Kampuchea officially 
became Cambodia on October 9, 1970. External involvement in this otherwise internal Cambodian dispute could have 
had more serious consequences for the South East Asia region had the UN and ASEAN not interceded, isolating the 
dispute, mediating to help the parties find some common ground and facilitating a settlement process. The People's 
Republic of China (PRC) was backing the Khmer Rouge, which was Maoist-Communist in character, as was Prince 
Sihanouk. The State of Cambodia, a party of pro-Vietnamese communists, received backing from the Soviet Union. 
The US and its allies were in support of the two non-communist factions, the Khmer People's National Liberation Front 
(KPNLF) and the United Front for an IrrJependent, Neutral, Peaceful and Co-opera,ive Cambodia (FUNCINPEC), 
headed by Prince Sihanouk. 

A brutal policy of ethnic cleansing in Eastern Cambodia in the late 1970's resulted in border incursions into 
Vietnam, by fleeing refugees who were being pursued by the Khmer Rouge forces. On December 15, 1978, 
Cambodian government forces entered Vietnamese territory in pursuit of the refugees. Cambodian refugees organised 
themselves in Vietnam to retaliate against the Khmer Rouge. Vietnam retaliated with a full-scale offensive into 
Cambodian territory on DecembAr 25, 1978. Cambodia complained to the UN Security Council and urged the Security 
Council to condemn Vietnamese actions and demand that Soviet military aid to Vietnam cease. ASEAN members, 
Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia all condemned the Vietnamese invasion in December 1978. 
Hostilities between the Soviet-backed Vietnamese inhabitants and Pol Pot's Democratic Kampuchean Government, saw 
the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh fall to the Vietnamese on January 7,1979. A Vietnamese puppet government was 
established under the leadership of Heng Samrin and Hun Sen and then the newly installed government in Phnom Penh 
set about expunging the Khmer Rouge from Cambodia. 

The UN Security Council drafted a resolution on January is, 1979, urging the parties to establish a cease-fire, 
withdraw their forces and engage a policy of non-interference. This resolution was vetoed by the USSR. There were 
another two resolutions drafted on the dispute issues in South East Asia in February 1979, but neither of the proposed 
resolutions were agreed upon and so neither were put to a vote. The draft resolutions condemned Vietnam for 
aggression and hostilities in Cambodia and also condemned the PRC aggressive actions on Vietnam. 

On February 17, 1979, the PRC retaliated against the Vietnamese attack on Phnom Penh, sending troops In 
to occupy border villages. On the same day, Vietnam urged the Secretary-General to condemn the aggressive tactics 
of the PRC. On February 22, 1979, the US, Britain, Portugal and Norway all asked for an emergency meeting of the 
Security Council to consider the situation. ASEAN had also drafted a resolution formulising the cessation of hostilities in 
South East Asia. The ASEAN resolution was rejected by the USSR. A clash of Vietnamese troop and the advancing 
Chinese forces, stalled the advance of the Chinese troops until February 23, 1979. Once the Chinese forces had been 
boosted to 200,000 troops, the Chinese resumed their attack. Vietnam launched two counter-attacks into China on 
Februar. 23, 1979. After the capture of a provincial town by the PRC forces, the fighting abated. Chinese C" 'JOpS were 
withdrawn from Vietnamese territory on March is, 1979, after the PRC had announced that it had achieved its 
objectives. The Government of Vietnam announced that it would begin general mobilisation (March 15, 1979). In 
March 1979, draft resolutions were combined to produce one resolution that specifically condemned aggression and 
hostiie activities by any party in South East Asia. Again the draft resolution was vetoed by the USSR. The USSR had 
been supplying arms to Vietnam via Hanoi since 1977, and similarly, the PRC had been airlifting equipment and military 
supplies to Cambodia over the same period. The PRC was concerned about Soviet expansionism in Vietnam and even 
more so about its advances into Cambodia, a territory previously presumed to be a client of the PRC. 

The UN General Assembly called for the foreign parties to withdraw from Cambodia and allow the process of 
democratic choice to reign (November 14, 1979). The General Assembly also requested that the Secretary-General 
explore the possibility of organising an international conference to discuss the matter and offer some humanitarian aid to 
the region. The legitimacy of the credentials of the Democratic Kampuchean representative was challenged in the 
General A8sembly in late 1979. 

On October 22, 1980, the General Assembly proposed that an international conference be organised to 
facilitate discussions on solving the Cambodian problem. It also suggested that UN observers be engaged at certain 
positions along the Thai border to provide safe areas. Ninety-three UN member states attended a conference over July 
13,1981 - July 17,1981. Unfortunately the USSR and Vietnam refused to attend. The meeting passed a resolution 
promoting a comprehensive settlement, implementation of a cease-fire, withdrawal of troops from the area and setting 
out provisions for a UN-supervised free election. The conference members established an Ad Hoc Committee to advise 
the Secretary-General and consequently, the General Assembly requested that the Secretary-General prepare a report 
on the parameters of further UN involvement. One of the central issues the conference dealt with was Cambodia's 
policy of non-alignment and the need for international assurances of non-intervention in the future. 

The General Assembly went on to repeat its earlier resolutions on October 21, 1981 and also adopted the 
Declaration of the International Conference and asked the Secretary-General to appraise a possible UN role in the 
dispute's management. Humanitarian assistance for the Cambodians and financial assistance for the rebuilding of the 
Cambodian infrastructure was also requested by the General Assembly. Subsequent resolutions passed by the 
General Assembly on October 28, 1982, October 27, 1983, and October 30, 1984, all reiterated previous resolutions. 
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During this time, Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar and his Special Representative, Rafeeuddin Ahmed, had 
continued to provide the parties with good offices. 

After successive attacks on the Thai-Kampuchean border around May 1984, the Secretary-General, officers 
of the Intemational Conference of Kampuchea and the Ad Hoc Committee members all expressed their growing 
concems over the increasing level of hostilities. In a repetition of its concerns, the Ad Hoc Committee asked the parties 
to engage in constructive dialogue to promote a peaceful settlement (January 17, 1985). In January 1985, the 
Secretary-General visited Thailand, Vietnam, and Laos to break some common ground with the parties. The Ad Hoc 
Committee denounced the continuing border attacks. Thailand accused Vietnam of using chemical weapons on 
February 19,1985, sending a complaint to the Secretary-General. Vietnam denied the allegation. On March 13, 1985, 
the Secretary-General repeated his concerns over the continuing hostilities between the parties on the border. 
Members of the Ad Hoc Committee convened with the ASEAN foreign ministers for discussions at Kuala Lumpur over 
July 6, 1985 - July 8, 1985. 

The Secretary-General reported some progress had been made in October 1985. Javier Perez de Cuellar 
reported that the parties had found some corr,mon ground through their dialogue and that the found&iions of agreement 
on a settlement process were emerging. 

Over 1985, the Human Rights Commission deemed that human rights violations were evident mainly in the 
denial of each Cambodian's right to self-determination. The continued foreign presence in the region was a serious 
hindrance to the initiation of a process of self-determination. The UN continued to provided humanitarian aid to 
Cambodia and there were repeated calls, from all UN organs, for a withdrawal of foreign troops and the implementation 
of a policy of international non-intervention in the area. 

Allsebrook (1986: 87-89), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 187-188), Brecher et alia (1988: 324-325, 329-330), Lithgow 
(1994: 27-57), TiIIema (1991: 267-271), Zacher (1979: 281) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General; UN Officials - Unspecified (054) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. is-Member UN Fact-Finding Mission led by Lt. General Martin Vadset (541) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. France/Indonesia Representative of the UN Secretary-General (358) 3 - 1 Cease-fire, 2 Partial Settlement 
6. 4-Member UN Fact-Finding Mission led by Major General T. Dibuama, Ghana (543) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. UN Security Council; Representative of UN Secretary-General; Indonesia (359) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
8. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 1 - Unsuccessful 
9. UNTAC Officials - Unspecified (801) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ASEAN· 
1."""""AsEAN Foreign _~inisters Unspecified (116) 2 - Offered Only 
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CASE 198:CHINAiVIETNAM - BORDER WAR (JANUARY 1979 - JUNE 1982) 

TotaIConflictMan~Fl!!.ment Effl;!!1~_;;;__ ... ~~ __ ~ ............ tQ ....... __ . ___ . 
T;ot~(Qrga[1is?,tiSmaIM(;Jdiations and Referrals 1 .. . 
Faiali{ies'(AaWCalculafron)· ... . ..... ... 50,000 .. 
CiiftentDisputeStafUs ., '.. Lapsed ..... . .. 

UN involvement in this territorial dispute was minimal with one mediation attempt made by the UN 
Secretary-General, Javier Perez de Cuellar. The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) offered 
assistance to the two parties in the settlement of their dispute but generally its response was to maintain an air 
of neutrality. 

The dispute was exacerbated by other regional issues: territorial claims on two strategic territories in the 
South China Sea, the SpraUy Islands and the Paracel Islands; antagonism between the Soviet Union and Vietnam; 
continuing Chinese support for the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia; and there were also rising tensions between the 
indigenous peoples and the large Chinese population inhabiting the area along the South Vietnam border. 

Border incidents increased between the Chinese and Vietnamese inhabiting the border region in January 
1979. The UN Security Council decided to convene a meeting of the disputants on January 11, 1979, despite 
disapproval for the move from the USSR and Czechoslovakia. USSR suggestions were rejected and Prince Sinhanouk 
was asked to address the disputants. The USSR rejected the proposed resolution on January 15, 1979. Chinese 
forces attacked Vietnamese positions on February 17, 1979. The UN Secretary-General was urged by Vietnam to take 
steps to halt Chinese aggression but no formal action was taken. On January 22, 1979, the situation on the border was 
referred to the Security Council by the UK, the USA, Norway and Portugal. Following the Chinese invasion of 
Vietnamese territory, Soviet military presence was increased in Vietnam. Soviet military and logistical support for the 
Vietnamese forces incl'Jded the availability of ships, aircraft, submLl .. 'nes and military equipment. Soviet naval forces 
began to use the Vietnamese ports in April 1979 but the Vietnamese govemment denied that foreign forces had 
established bases on Vietnamese territory. 

ASEAN issued official condemnation of the action and called for the removal of all foreign forces in South 
East Asia. A proposed resolution circulated by ASEAN was also not accepted by the USSR. ASEAN appeared to be 
split over the Chinese action, Malaysia and Indonesia seeing the action in more serious terms than did Thailand and 
Singapore. The neutral response from ASEAN was symbolic of its unwillingness to take sides on the matter. It 
appeared that regional actors feared Vietnamese supremacy in the region as much as they feared the growth of 
Chinese Communist influence. After the Chinese seventeen-day invasion, ASEAN leaders engaged in a number of 
visits and talks. In March 4, 1979, after they had met in Jogjakarta, the heads of govemment of Indonesia and Malaysia 
decided to open communications with Vietnam and China. The offer of mediator assistance by Indonesia and Malaysia 
was not initif'ted, with Vietnam pointing out that ASEAN states were better to refrain from intervention in the dispute 
between China and Vietnam. 

Eventually China was forced to retreat from its invasionary tactics following heavy defeats in early March 
1979. Fighting continued intermittently in the border areas and there was growing concem over the number of refugees. 
On March 5, 1979, China captured a provincial Vietnamese capital and then announced that it had achieved its main 
objectives and began to withdraw the same day. Also on March 5, 1979, the Vietnamese government mobilised its 
forces. Chinese troops withdrew from Vietnam by March 15, 1979. In an official statement made in Bali in June 1979, 
ASEAN denounced the lack of Vietnamese control over the refugee situation. 

The foreign ministers of Vietnam, Laos, and Kampuchea met on January 5, 1980 and issued a joint 
communique that effectively told ASEAN to make a choice between support for China and support for Vietnam. The 
communique referred to a UN resolution and an earlier meeting of ASEAN foreign ministers that was held over 
December 14, 1979 - December 15, 1979. ASEAN continued to apply some pressure on Vietnam in a statement given 
in Kuala Lumpur, March 1980 after a meeting of ASEAN foreign ministers and representatives from the European 
Community. ASEAN's approach to Vietnam was decided on June 23, 1980 when Vietnam violated Thai territory. On 
·;,.me 25, 1980, ASEAN foreign ministers deciarod their concern over the latest sign 0; \'ietnamesl:i aggression. The 
fighting was intense with heavy casualties on both sides, continuing right through until 1982. Repatriation of prisoners 
was a term agreed to by both sides in 1982 and subsequently, fighting abated. 

Bilateral negotiations over the period from 1980 - 1982, and mediation by the UN, did not fully resolve the 
issues at the centre of this dispute. Consequently, this dispute served as a precursor to later disputes between China 
and Vietnam in 1983, 1984 - 1987, 1988 - 1992. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 188-189), Brecher et alia (1988: 329-330), Kemish (1994: 222-228), Nair (1984: 120-
208), Tillema (1991: 267-271) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 199: NORTH YEMEN/SOUTH YEMEN - BORDER WAR (FEBRUARY 1979 -FEBRUARY 1980) 

;;, Tota/Confllct Mana!le"2?!Jlg!f211s,.~"~ ..........,." .... .41 
.IqtaLQrgfl.nltiatiQna/MediationsarciFfeferra/s ·"--:3-~···········-~-" 
Fata/ifje'S(RawCalcuiation) ". . ·150 
Current Dlspilte Status •.•.. Full Settlement 

The Arab League mediated between the parties in this conflict with a reasonable degree of success. 
This dispute is preceded by earlier hostilities between the parties. See earlier dispute, Case 148: North 
Yemen/South Yemen - Border Conflict (October 1971 - October 1972). 

There were number of evolving issues in the dispute: alleged South Yemenese involvement in the 
assassination of North Yemen's President, Ahmad al-Ghashmi (June 1978); new accusations about South Yemeni 
complicity in the plot to overthrow North Yemenese President Ali Abdallah Salih; and lastly, South Yemeni support for 
the insurgent elements of the National Democratic Front (NDF) who were in operation in North Yemen. All of these 
issues increased the level of suspicion and antagonism between the parties throughout 1978, and consequently, the 
level of border clashes also intensified. 

PLO leader Yasser Arafat attempted to mediate between the disputants in September 1978 but did not 
achieve a settlement and fighting continued along the border regions. Open hostilities began in December 1978 
involving troops from both sides in heavy fighting. North Yemen accused South Yemen of enlisting troop assistance 
from the USSR, Cuba and Ethiopia, for the purpose of a more serious invasion plan. North Yemen denied the claims 
and countered the argument by saying that South Yemen had made open declarations of war. Other regional states 
attempted to ease the situation but even efforts by Kuwait, Iraq, Syria and the PLO had little effect over February 1979. 

The tensions culminated in a serious retaliatory attack by North Yemen on February 24, 1979. North Yemen 
claimer! that South Yemeni forces had launched a thne-pronged border attack, though South Yemen denil'd this saying 
that the incident was an effort to repulse a North Yemeni attack. North Yemen appealed to the Arab League for 
assistance on the matter of South Yemeni aggression and also appealed to the USA for arms and eqUipment. Regional 
states braced themselves for the worst scenario, Saudi Arabia placing its armed forces on a state of alert on February 
28, 1979. Saudi Arabia supported North Yemen and wanted to maintain the regional military balance and deny the 
USSR another foothold in the region. 

A cease-fire came into force after mediation efforts by Syria, Jordan and Iraq (March 2, 1979). Hostilities still 
continued even after the agreement was initiated on March 3, 1979. The Arab League resolved to arrange a cease-fire 
and form a special follow-up committee to supervise the proceedings, the implementation of the cease-fire and the 
repair of relations between the disputants. On March 16, 1979, the disputants' Chiefs of Staff met in San'a and 
arranged a second cease-fire agreement. Troop withdrawals by both sides began on March 18, 1979 and were 
completed by March 19, 1979. The Presidents of North Yemen and South Yemen met in KuwaitDn March 28,1979 and 
later, on March 30, 1979, they announced a provisional reunification agreement. Further talks were arranged to discuss 
the modalities of reunification and the allegations and hostilities on both sides ceased as a result of the ongoing process 
of settlement. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 189), Brecher et alia (1988: 298-299, 339-340), Butterworth (1976: 434-436), Huth 
(1996: 213-214), Miall (1992: 286), Tillema (1991: 197-198, 199-200), Zacher (1979: 268, 271) 

The Mediators: 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League Foreign Ministers (088) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. Arab League follow-up Committee; Mr. Khaddam, Syrian Foreign Minister (535) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. Major General Ibrahim Yunis, Syrian Head of the Arab League MUiL)' Commbslon (28,4) 1 -1qease-fire 
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CASE 201 : ALGERIA/MoRoccO - WESTERN SAHARAN NATIONALISM (JUNE 1919 • OCTOBER 1919) 

_ Total ConfliotManafle"!ent Eff0'1~.~ ..... ..;.......... .... _.5 ..... ... - ........ ~ .. ----,-l 
TQtarO!f!.eni~Etti9DqlMediatio[1sand Referrals 3 
Faialilliis(Raw"'Ca/culation) .' ..' 1000 

'CurrenlDispute status~ ...... Abated ". . 

OAU mediation had little impact on the overall outcome of this dispute though Its attempts were more 
successful than the one attempt by the UN [See earlier disputes involving the parties • Case 099: 
Algeria/Morocco - Tindouf War (October 1963 - February 1964), Case 163: MoroccolMauritanla - Western Sahara 
Conflict (October 1974 - Ongoing)]. 

In the earlier dispute over Western Sahara, Algeria had supported the Western Saharan nationalist 
movements, in particular, the active liberation movement, the Polisario. The Polisario was fighting against Moroccan 
and Mauritanian troops for the right of self-determination for Western Sahara. 

On June 1, 1979, Polisario forces and Moroccan troops engaged in a large battle in the south of Morocco. As 
a result, King Hassan of Morocco voiced complaints about the aggression to the OAU President and to the 
ambassadors of the Permanent Members of the Security Council. While Morocco threatened retaliation, a warning was 
issued by Algerian President, Chadli, for Morocco to respect Algeria's territorial integrity. A Security Council meeting on 
June 20, 1979 - June 25, 1979, was held at the request of Morocco, to discuss Moroccan complaints regarding Algerian 
aggression on Moroccan soil. On presentation of the complaint, the OAU President interceded and requested that the 
Security Council postpone any action it was considering. 

The OAU Committee of 'Wise Men' met on June 23, 1979 to formulate a settlement proposal for Western 
Sahara. The main purpose of the plan was to initiate a cease-fire and allow a referendum to proceed to decide on the 
regioll's independent government. Talks contim!E'd but Morocco rejected all peace proposals. Mauritania accepted a 
peaceful settlement with the Polisario on August 5, 1979, which immediately led Morocco to expand its claim to include 
the whole area of Western Sahara rather than just the segment previously allotted under the 1976 partition. 

Fighting continued, escalating with a Polisario attack on August 24, 1979 which killed 972 Moroccan soldiers. 
In September 1979, small incursions by retaliating Moroccan troops occurred along the Algerian border. By September 
1979, Algeria was stil! supporting the Polisario nationalists, but Egypt had also joined the struggle, giving full military aid 
and armaments to Morocco. 

Tunisia offered to sponsor a summit meeting to discuss the Western Saharan situation but Algeria rejected 
the idea. This dispute involving Morocco and Algeria eventually dissipated but the question of self-determination for 
Western Sahara continued to cause problems for Morocco until 1992. [See Case 163: Morocco/Mauritania - Western 
Sahara (October 1974 - 1992)] 

By 1988, the UN Secretary-General had broken the impasse between the parties bv proposing a referendum 
and a cease-fire. Algeria's President Bendjedid began to engage in dialogue with Morocco and later talks were held in 
Jeddah, involving the Polisario representative and Morocco. 

Allsebrook (1986: 106-108), Andemicael (1976: 59, 61), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 190-191), Miall (1992: 197-198, 
284-285), Oluo (1982: 51-64,140-151), Zacher (1979: 275, 278-279), Zartman (1989: 19-81) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: Moroccan Ambassador; US Ambassador; Polisario; UN Representative; 

Others Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
~OAU Team [Representatives from Sudan, Mali, Nigeria, Guinea, Ivory Coast] (267) 2 • 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial 

Settlement 
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CASE202:I§RAEUSVRIA - AIR INCIDENTS (JUNE 1979 - FEBRUARV1980) 

. Total ConfJ/ctMal1aflf!]1ent EffoH~m_~.~"_mm 'c_::'mc" ___ 1"_~~_c._'~_~""-1 
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F~fJ.fit(E/i'(f{awdarcl.Jl81tonrm". . .... ........ .. . 37 ...... . .. 
CiJifeiifDispllfeSlafus·· •... Abated 

The UN was able to arrange a cease-fire in the initial part of this dispute but was unable to bring the 
parties to a point of full settlement or to commit to a process of formulating a resolution. The continued 
presence of UNIFIL performed a vital function as a buffer between the parties. 

In 1979, the Syrian government was suffering heavy criticism for its inability to halt Israeli raids and ensure 
protection of Palestinian and Lebanese Moslem civilians. Within Syria, challenges to President Assad's leadership were 
growing. These conditions provided the motivations behind the initiation of Syrian air strikes on Israeli aircraft over 
Southern Lebanon (June 27, 1979). Israeli raids were explained as legitimate acts of self-defence and it was 
announced that the Syrian retaliatory clash would not alter its pre-emptive policy. 

Israeli attacks intensified over July and August 1979. The UN managed to arrange a cease-fire to take effect 
on August 26, 1979, however, the cease-fire was immediately broken by both sides. US military aid to Israel was 
reassessed as a result of these new attacks as the aid had been approved on the basis that it was used for defensive 
purposes only, not offensive measures. 

The situation appeared to have abated in the first few weeks of September 1979 but on September 24, 1979, 
Israeli air forces clashed with Syrian fighters over the' south of Beirut. Border clashes resumed in South Lebanon on 
September 21, 1979. On September 25, 1979, the US began a diplomatic initiative to seek a resolution to the Lebanon 
situation. The diplomatic initiatives were to involve talks with countries from Europe, the Middle East and the eight 
nations contributing to the UNIF!L mission. It was hoped that the talks would givE' (ise to agreement on a broad
spectrum truce. The PLO announced a unilateral cease-fire in Lebanon on October 4, 1979 but the Israelis refused to 
open communications with the PLO, and so the cease-fire announcement failed to be upheld by either side. Further 
hostilities occurred over the later months of 1979 and early 1980. Israel had amassed troops along the border region of 
South Lebanon to deter future attacks (February 8, 1980). 

Eventually, this phase of hostile Israeli-Syrian relations abated with no further action taken by the intemational 
community to mediate a full resolution. 

This incident was preceded by a number of earlier disputes, see: Case 015: Israel/Arab States - Israeli War of 
Independence (May 1948 - January 1949); Case 030: Syria/Israel - Lake Tiberias/Huleh Dispute (April 1951 - May 
1951); Case 058: Israel/Syria - Golan Heights Conflict (June 1957 - February 1958); Case 091: Syria/Israel - Lake 
Tiberias Dispute (June 1962 - August 1963); Case 110: Syria/Israel - Border Conflict (June 1964 - July 1966); Case 
131: Israel/Egypt and the Arab States - Six Day War (June 1967); Case 153: Syria/Israel and PLO- Golan Heights 
Conflict (March 1972 - January 1973); Case 158: Israel/Syria - Yom Kippur War (October 1973 - December 1974)] 

Allsebrook (1986: 52-54, 90-93, 95-101), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 191), Brecher et alia (1988: 302-304, 328-329), 
Butterworth (1976: 422-424, 468-470), Durch (1993: 152-162), Huth (1996: 215-216), Tillema (1991: 184-187), United 
Nations (1990: 35-38, 419-420), Zacher (1979: 273) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 2 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 204: IRAN/USA - HOSTAGE CRISIS (NOVEMBER 1979 m JANUARY 1981) 

TotalCo~ement Effo.rJ~~~ ____ '"-.-'"~----tI-
. Totalq!!JanisaHoDa!Mediations and Referrals 4 -. 
Fa{alities(RawCa.!culafion) _uu - _____________ .9 _________ _ 
CLiiientDfspiJfe Status .. Full Settlement 

Mediation by the UN in this tense hostage situation was unsuccessful in bringing about a resolution. 
Following an Islamic revolution in Iran over February 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini forced out the 

reigning Shah, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi of Iran. The US had given support to the Shah in 1953 and after being 
overthrown, the Shah sought asylum in the USA. On October 22, 1979, the Shah was allowed to enter the US for 
medical treatment even though he was to be charged and tried as a criminal in Iran. The US actions on this matter only 
fuelled an already growing anti-US sentiment in Iran. 

On November 4, 1979, armed Iranian demonstrators, allegedly students, seized control of the US Embassy in 
Tehran and took several of the Embassy staff hostage. The demonstrators demanded the return of the Shah for trial in 
Iran. In November 1979, the President of the Security Council urged the demonstrators to release the hostages. This 
request was presented on behalf of the Security Council and was also presented with the support of the President of the 
General Assembly. The US government said that it was not going to give in to the demands of the demonstrators even 
though it recognised that the Iranian government supported the hostage situation (November 6,1979). 

After some efforts by the US to resolve the dispute, the Secretary-General called for a Security Council 
meeting because the crisis had the potential to erupt into a major international incident. After meeting for the fifth time, 
the Security Council made a unanimous call for the release of the hostages and appealed to the US and Iran to settle 
the matter peacefully. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim was asked to provide his good offices to assist the parties in 
coming to some peaceful res0lution. Though some hostages were released in "lovernber 1979, Iran accused the 
remaining Embassy staff of espionage and did nothing to aid their release. The Shah left the US after receiving medical 
treatment and went to Panama on December 15, 1979. 

By December 31, 1979, the Security Council had added its condemnation to the international clamour over 
the continuing detention of the Embassy staff. The detention continued despite an International Court of Justice Order 
for the release of the hostages and the return of the Embassy premises to US control (Decembei 15, 1979). The 
Security Council made it known that it was ready to consider the situation under the measures in Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter if non-compliance continued. 

Article 40 states: 
"In order to prevent an aggravation of the situation, the Security Council may, before making the 
recommendations or deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39, call upon the parties concerned to 
comply with such provisional measures as it deems necessary or .desirable. Such provisional measures shall be 
without prejudice to the rights, claims, or position of the parties concerned. The Security Council shall duly take 
account of the failure to comply with such provisional measures." 
Article 41 states: 
"The Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are to be employed to 
give effect to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of the United Nations to apply such measures. 
These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, 
radio, and other means of communications, and the severance of diplomatic relations." 

From January 1, 1980 - January 4, 1980, the Secretary-General visited Iran and attempted to mediate a 
settlement. A US resolution tabled in the Security Council, proposing economic sanctions be imposed on Iran, was 
vetoed by the USSR (January 13, 1980). In the meanwhile, the US began imposing its own economic pressure on Iran, 
had expelled Iranian students from US colleges and had initiated a series of warship manoeuvres in the Arabian South 
Sea of Iran with the UK. A UN Commission of Inquiry was appointed by the Secretary-General on February 20, 1980. 
The Commission was to conduct a fact-finding visit to Iran and hear Iran's grievances to help facilitate a resolution with 
the US government. The five-member Commis_ ion arrived in Iran on February 23, 1980 and left after discussions 
reached a stalemate on March 10, 1980. The Commission notified the Secretary-General that it had not been able to 
visit the hostages and assess their circumstances. 

Over April 24, 1980 - April 25, 1980, the US launched an military rescue operation to extract the hostages 
from Iran by helicopter. The operation failed after a mid-air collision between two of the helicopters. The abortive 
mission was perceived as a hostile intervention by the Iranian government. In another attempt to initiate a meditated 
resolution, the Secretary-General sent the Syrian member of the Commission back to Iran from May 24, 1980 - June 15, 
1980. This effort to see the Commission's work resumed was unsuccessful. 

The death of the former Shah, on July 27, 1980 in Egypt, did not resolve the crisis situation at all. The 
hostages were released finally on January 20, 1981, but only after intensive mediation by Algerian representatives, 
particularly by the Algerian Foreign Minister Mohammed Ben Yahia. The final agreement was signed in Algiers on 
January 20, 1981. US President Jimmy Carter gave official acknowledgement to the efforts of the Secretary-General, 
the Security Council and the Commission of Inquiry. The President of the General Assembly officially paid tribute to the 
intense mediation efforts of Algeria. 

Allsebrook (1986: 66), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 192-193), Brecher et alia (1988: 345-346), Tillema (1991: 153-
154) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Mr. Sean MacBride [UNESCO] (276) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Dr. Kurt Waldheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Referral to UN Commission of Inquiry (established by UN Security Council (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Dr. Doioudy, Representative of the UN Secretary-General (437) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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UN resolutions were given moral support by the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
but no direct military intervention was taken by either organisation. The UN only mediated in this dispute once, 
though its main involvement was to come later in the KampucheanNietnam dispute. Third party Intervention In 
this dispute was aimed more at providing humanitarian aid to the refugees in hostile border areas and ridding 
Kampuchea of foreign forces. In Kampuchea, the Peoples Republic of Kampuchea (PRK), the Khmer Rouge 
and the government continued the state of civil strife over 1979 and 1980. The conditions of the dispute were 
much the same as those represented in the earlier incident, Case 197: Cambodia (Kampuchea)Nietnam -
Cambodian Civil War (January 1979 - Ongoing). Note that Cambodia became the People's Republic of 
Kampuchea (PRK) on October 9, 1970. 

Despite a security agreement signed between Thailand and Kampuchea on February 2, 1978, Kampuchean 
troops, sometimes aided by Thai-Kampuchean guerrillas, continued to make border assaults into Thai territory. 
Kampuchean raids over the Thai border increased on February 9, 1978, and eventually prompted more serious 
retaliatory measures from the Thai government (April 10, 1978). As early as November 14, 1979, the UN General 
Assembly called for the complete removal of foreign troops from Kampuchea. The Thai foreign minister appealed to the 
UN Secretary-General on February 21, 1980, claiming that foreign forces had been entering Thai territory and airspace 
since Decemuer 22, 1979. The PRK denied making any such violations despite its allegations that the Thai govemment 
had been actively harbouring and assisting the Khmer Rouge and Khmer Serei rebels. Border skirmishes also occurred 
along the Thai-Kampuchean border resulting in approximately 200 fatalities. 

Thai refugee repatriation added further tension to the situation, prompting PRK fears of a strengthened Khmer 
Rouge force (June 10, 1980). Renewed border fighting occurred on the Thai-Kampuchean front over June 23 - 24, 
1980. The Thai government appealed to the UN over the outbreaks of border violence after complaining to the 
Vietnamese government about the incidents. ASEAN held meetings in late June 1980. ASEAN's position reflected the 
UN's concern over the incidents and the UN's appeals to the parties to restore peace and security in the region under 
the legitimate governance of the PRK government. 

The US reaffirmed its military position in support of Thailand. Over the period from July 1980 to December 
1980, there were continued accusations of border violations made by both sides. 

The UN General Assembly called for an international conference to address the Kampuchean situation and 
for UN observers on the Thai-Kampuchean border to set up safe areas (October 22, 1980). ASEAN suggested a set of 
peace proposals that resulted in the parties agreeing to a partial settlement and a cessation of hostilities. UN Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim conducted mediation between the parties in early August 1980 and the parties agreed to 
conduct further talks in September 1980 and October 1980 under the auspices of the UN. The continuing discussions 
brought about further resolution between the parties on certain issues. 

Overall there were about 300 fatalities during the course of this dispute. The dispute abated after some 
agreement was reached but the decision to discontinue this dispute is connected in part to Kampuchea's focus on its 
hostile relations with Vietnam. 

Allsebrook (1986: 87-89), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 193-194), Brecher et alia (1988: 329-330), Nair (1984: 25-31) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1 .. Df.Kurt VValdheim, UN Secretary-General (054) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASI:~06: IiONDURASINICARAGUA - CONTRA WAR (JANUARY 1980- FE8RUARVJ 994) 
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GurrentDispute Status ,', Partial Settlement 

Mediation in this dispute was applied mainly by the Organisation of American States (OAS), with the 
UN only co-operating in one joint attempt with the OAS. The OAS had mediated successfully between Costa 
Rica and Nicaragua in four earlier disputes, and between Honduras and Nicaragua in one previous dispute. 
Both of the parties were then familiar with the process of OAS mediation and had already established a basic 
relationship with the organisation. Here, OAS mediation was successfully conducted and saw the parties agree 
to a full settlement. UN and OAS objectives in this dispute were twofold: to halt the destabilisation of Central 
America that could occur as a result of events in Nicaragua; and to promote a peace resolution via the 
Contadora Group, a group comprising OAS member states. 

Nicaraguan aircraft bombed Honduran territory over November 1980 and carried out small raids into 
Honduras in December 1981. Nicaraguan troops occupied a small portion of Honduran territory from March 1986 to 
December 1986 when Honduran forces pushed them out. Honduras launched air and ground attacks into Nicaraguan 
territory from May 1981 - March 1988, 

The Somoza government was defeated by the Frenle Sandinisla de Liberation Nacional (FSLN) in July 1979. 
The FSLN established the Junta of National reconstruction on July 19, 1979, and former President Anastasio Somoza 
Debayle fled Nicaragua after a period of bloody civil war. It was estimated that the civil war had caused a total of 30,000 
fatalities, mostly civilians. Jose Daniel Ortega acted as leader of the junta and eventually became president of the new 
republic in 1985. The FSLN regime received military and economic assistance from Cuba and imposed policies of 
social and economic reform. The new FSLN Nicaraguan government faced opposition from the remaining Somoza 
supporters and former members of the National Guard who had taken refuge in Honduras. Opposition groups stationed 
in Honduras became more active over 1981 after they had secured US military and economic support. The exiled 
Nicaraguans became known as the 'Contras' or 'Contra-Sandinistas' and formed a guerrilla army based in Honduras. 
The Contras set about the task of destabilising the FSLN regime by launching frequent invasions over the Nicaraguan 
border. 

The prospect of escalating US military involvement in Nicaragua was brought to the attention of the Security 
Council in March 1982, The US claimed that Nicaragua was promoting a civil war in EI Salvador by shipping arms to 
the EI Salvadorian rebels. A draft resolution banning the 'overt and covert use of force in Central America and the 
Caribbean' was vetoed by the USA on April 2, 1982. 

Over January 8, 1983 - January 9, 1983, Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela met and formed the 
Contadora Group. The Contadora Group's aim was to promote a dialogue between the parties that would lead to the 
peaceful resolution of the dispute. The Group met twelve times in the following year, five meetings of which involved 
govemment representatives from EI Salvador, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Honduras. On May 19,1983, the 
UN Security Council unanimously urged the Contadora Group to seek an acceptable solution to the dispute. The 
Security Council also asked the Secretary-General to inform them of the Group's progress. 

A meeting of the presidents of Contadora Group member states was held in Cancdn on July 17, 1983 and it 
inspired further Contadora Group efforts, The President's meeting resulted in Cancdn Declaration, a general plan for 
Central America. The Contadora Group met over September 7, 1983 - September 9, 1983 with foreign ministers of five 
Central American states' and "formulated The Document of Objectives (21 basic points for peace) which included: 
promoting detente, respect for human rights, democratic system and international security; stopping the arms race and 
trade; excluding military bases, advisers and destabilisation; and undertaking economic and social development' 
(Allsebrook, 1986: 105). 

At a Security Council meeting on September 13, 1983, Nicaragua informed the Security Council of blatant 
acts of aggression conducted in its territcry on September 8, 1983 - September 9, 1983. The situation in Nicaragua 
remained an issue on the Security Council agenda. On November ii, 1983, the UN General Assembly officially 
condemned the continuing foreign attacks on Nicaragua's strategic installations. Nicaraguan retaliatory attacks 
encroached on Costa Rican territory in September 1983 and culminated in a commando raid into Costa Rica in May 
1985. After Costa Rica took steps to limit rebel activities in its territory, the level of Nicaraguan attacks decreased after 
1985. 

The Contadora Group met again with foreign ministers of the five Central American states in January 1984. 
The Group achieved a degree of agreement on the previously formulated Document of Objectives. The parties made 
some commitment to: restrict military activities in the region; initiate elections and political reconciliation; and resolve 
trade and refugee problems. Agreement did not last long with Nicaragua renewing complaints about foreign air and sea 
incursions on February 3, 1984, March 30, 1984 and April 2, 1984 - April 4; 1984. After the US vetoed UN resolutions to 
respect Nicaraguan t€rritorial integrity, Nicaragua took its case to the International Court of Justice on April 9, 1984. 
The ICJ ruled in favour of Nicaragua, despite US protestations. 

Jose Daniel Ortega, FSLN leader, announced to the General Assembly that Nicaragua would sign the 
Contadora Act for Peace and Co-operation in Central America on October 2, 1984. Following this the General 
Assembly adopted, without a vote, a resolution that urged all five Central American states to sign the Contadora peace 
agreement (October 26, 1984). The Security Council met on September 7, 1984 after a Honduran aerial attack in 
Nicaraguan territory was reported. On November 9, 1984, the Security Council was again called to meet over reports of 
arms shipments being sent to Nicaragua, These reports were found to be incorrect. 

In 1985, a radical faction of the Contras formed the Union Nicaraguense de Opposition (UNO). This group 
joined with a smaller band of FSLN rebels, the Bloque Opposition del Sur (BOS), who were based in Costa Rica in 
1987. This new group also challenged the FSLN regime in Nicaragua. In May 1985, the UN Security Council met to 
consider the US embargo on Nicaraguan trade and export. The US vetoed resolutions to normalise trade relations with 
Nicaragua, abstaining on the basis that Nicaragua and the US should resume dialogue first before initialising further 
normalisation steps. In October 1985, the UN Secretary-General reported to the General Assembly that the situation in 
Central America was again deteriorating and there were increasing reports of bilateral hostilities between Nicaragua and 
its neighbours. The report reiterated the need for UN support for the efforts of the Contadora Group in resolving the 
dispute peacefully. 
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Later, a peace plan known as the 'Arias Peace Plan', was formulated by Costa Rican President Oscar Arias 
Sanchez and the Contadora Group of Latin America (August 7, 1987). Talks were held between the Contra leaders and 
the Nicaraguan FSLN government in January 1988. Following negotiations Nicaragua ceased attacks in Honduran 
territory after March 20, 1988. A cease-fire came into effect on April 1, 1988. The FSLN government eventually allowed 
free elections to take place, elections it subsequently lost. By 1992, the war was effectively over but still conflict was 
evident. The process of Contra demobilisation was one element of continued conflict and the factional split of the FSLN 
after its election loss also provided a source of further friction in Nicaragua. 

Over the course of the dispute, 25,000 fatalities were listed, mostly civilian. The Nicaraguan economy 
suffered with the effects of war, particularly as the Contras and US operatives had set out to undermine the Nicaraguan 
government by targeting economic facilities. 

Allsebrook (1986: 65, 104-106), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 194-195), Brecher et alia (1988: 334-335), Tillema 
(1991: 31-32) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 6 - 1 Partial Settlement 
2. UN/OAS - International Commission for Support and Verification (CIAV); Cardinal Obando (290) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAS-
-i.-0AS-affiliated Contadora Group [Colombia, Mexico, Panama, Venezuela] (140) 5 - 4 Partial Settlements 
2. Joao Baena Soares, OAS Secretary-General; Foreign Ministers of Mexico, Columbia, Venezuela, and 5 Central 

American States (793) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Dr. Sergio Caramagna, OAS International Commission of Support and Verification (CIAV-OAS) Representative 

(795) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. OAS CIAV Mission led by Sergio Caramagna; Mgr. Eddy Montenegro (Vicar of Managua); Church Officials (796) 1 

. :J. FuU §>etUement 
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CASE 208: IRAa/IRAN -IRAa/IRAN WAR (FEBRUARY 1980 • 1989) 
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CummtDis ateStatus Partial Settlement 

After an earlier border dispute in 1971 and a dispute over the Shatt-al-Arab waterway from 1972 - 1975, 
Iran and Iraq renewed hostilities in February 1980, when Iraq invaded the Shatt-al-Arab region. The UN 
engaged nineteen attempts to mediate the dispute to a peaceful conclusion and succeeded in bringing the 
disputants to agree to a cease-fire and partial settlement. To supervise and verify the parties' adherence to the 
cease-fire agreement, the UN established the United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group (UNIIMOG) on 
August 20,1988. 

The resumption of hostilities between Iran and Iraq had been intermittent until September 1980. Iraqi forces 
had begun bombing Iran in the south and along the Shalt,al,Arab waterway over December 1979. Iraq continued its 
raids on Iranian territory over March 1980. On, September 17,1980, Iraq denounced the Algiers Agreement of March 6, 
1975, and entered Iran by force on September 22, 1980, Immediately, the Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim (Austria) 
urged the parties to desist from further hostilities. The Secretary-General also called for a Security Council meeting on 
the matter. The Security Council met on September 28, 1980 and unanimously called for a cease-fire and the peaceful 
settlement of the dispute, Iraq acknowledged that it was prepared to negotiate but Iran refused to negotiate whilst Iraq 
was still violating its territorial sovereignty, 

After the Secretary-General appealed to the parties to allow safe shipping passage on the Shatt-al-Arab 
waterway for vessels sailing under the UN flag, Iran agreed to the compromise but Iraq insisted on using its own flag 
and on its sovereignty claim over the waterway, 

From October 15, 1980 - October 29, 1980 the Security Council met five times to consider the situation. The 
President of the Security Council expressed the level of concern within the Security Council's membership and stated 
that the membership supported the continuing efforts of the Secretary-General and his use of the good offices. 

The Secretary-General appointed Olof Palme, a former Prime Minister of Sweden, to the position of 
Secretary-General's Special Representative (November 11, 1980), Olof Palme visited both countries in November 1980 
and he reported that the parties had agreed, in principle, to the free passage of approximately 60 commercial vessels on 
the waterway. Olof Palrne made follow-up visits to both countries in January, February and June 1981. 

In January 1982, the parties reached an agreement about families visiting prisoners of war. The agreement 
was reached by both parties and assisted by the Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar (Peru). Olof Palme visited 
the parties again at the end of February 1982, and reported that a large visit of 30,000 was being organised and had 
already been given approval. By July 12, 1982, the Security Council had unanimously passed another resolution, 
calling for a cease-fire and withdrawal of troops to internationally recognised boundaries observed by UN officials. Iraq 
told the Security Council that it had already withdrawn from Iran but Iran was of doubtful of Iraqi claims and dismissed 
itself from following the requests of the Security Council. The Security Council repeated its earlier resolution on October 
4, 1982, and was also joined in similar calls from the General Assembly on October 22, 1982. Both UN organs asked 
the Secretary-General to continue his efforts in finding a peaceful solution. 

The Secretary-General maintained a good level of communications with the parties over the next few months 
trying to identify an opportune moment to act to resolve the situation. Olof Palme agreed to continue his mediation 
efforts after he was re-elected to the position of Prime Minister in Sweden. The President of the Security Council, on 
behalf of the Security Council, renewed calls for a cease-fire, a withdrawal to internationally recognised boundaries and 
asked the Secretary-General to persist with his efforts (February 21, 1983). 

Iran requested that the Secretary-General send a special mission to assess the damage to the region, which 
was especially heavy in Iran. Iraq agreed to the proposal and the UN team carried out their mission in May 1983. The 
Security Council called for an end to hostilities October 31, 1983 and re-affirmed the freedom of passage on the Shatt
ai-Arab watc'Nay and thJ Gulf. The Security Council asked the Secretary-General to verify the end to hostilitL:;::; and 
possibly engage UN observers for this task, Iraq supported the decision but again Iran was reluctant to agree tv it and 
so dissociated itself from the resolution. 

The Secretary-General decided to engage an exploratory mission to investigate what would be an effective 
means of holding consultations (December 1983). This decision still came under criticism from Iran. When the 
Secretary-General announced that the UN team would begin its investigations of attacks on civilian targets, there was 
disagreement between the parties, Iran wanting only an up-dated report and Iraq wanting a new comprehensive 
investigation (February 1984). The decision to send a UN investigatory team was cancelled. Iran expressed its 
concerns about possible chemical weapon use to the Secretary-General. A small team of chemical experts confirmed 
the use of mustard gas against Iranian targets on March 21, 1984, After receiving their report, the Secretary-General 
condemned the use of chemical weapons on March 30, 1984. Though not mentioned by name in the statement of 
condemnation, Iraq denied use of chemical weapons. The Secretary-General warned both parties to observe their 
responsibilities to international agreements, 

After another series of attacks on vessels, unrelated to the conflict, in the Persian Gulf, the Security Council 
renewed its condemnation of the hostile actions of the disputants (June 1, 1984). Forty-two incidents involving attacks 
on merchant shipping in the Persian Gulf were reported by the Secretary-General over the period from June 1, 1984 -
December 31, 1984. After another appeal by the Secretary-General for the parties to stop attacks on civilian targets, 
the parties agreed to an inspection by two UN teams (June 12, 1984). The inspection teams, each with three members, 
were to be stationed in Baghdad and Teheran by early July 1984. Again the Secretary-General appealed to the parties 
to cease attacks on civilian areas and to refrain from the use of chemical weapons, The inspection teams conducted 
their investigations over January 1985, 

A UN humanitarian mission was proposed by the Secretary-General to investigate the state of prisoner of war 
camps in both countries after it was reported that six Iraqi prisoners had died in Iran. The proposed mission was 
postponed until the parties agreed about the timing of the visits and it eventually took place over January 1985. The 
teams reported to the Secretary-General on February 22, 1985, that the use of force in Iraq, and ideological pressure in 
Iran were unacceptable. 

More reports of attacks on civilians brought further appeals from the Secretary-General and Security Council 
President on March 5, 1985 - March 6, 1985. On March 15, 1985, the Security Council President and the Secretary-
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General recognised a need for a moratorium against attacks on civilians. Iraq was more concerned about continuing 
UN assistance in the process of bringing about a full settlement, whilst Iran was preoccupied with the need to 
investigate the use of chemical weapons. 

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar visited Teheran on April 7, 1985 and Baghdad on April 8, 1985, 
gaining support from the parties for his continuing efforts and getting their assurances that they still desired to bring the 
dispute to a peaceful conclusion. The Secretary-General and the Security Council President acknowledged that they 
were prepared to invite comprehensive discussions between the parties on all of the matters in dispute (April 25, 1985). 
Attacks on civilian sites resumed and the Secretary-General expressed his regret over the continuing hostilities on May 
28, 1985. Iraq announced that it would cease its attacks until the end of June 1985 (June 17, 1985). The 
announcement was followed by a resumption of hostilities on July 2, 1985. The same day the Secretary-General 
offered to continue to assist the parties towards the resolution of their dispute. 

Over 1986 and 1987 the hostilities on the Shatt-al-Arab waterway and the Persian Gulf escalated and there 
were more frequent attacks on commercial shipping. Starting in January 1987, the Secretary-General Javier Perez de 
Cuellar began a new diplomatic initiative to bri:lg Iran and Iraq to agreement on a cease-fire and conditions of 
settlement. After enlisting the help of other members of the Security Council on January 23, 1987, a fresh round of 
conSUltations in the Security Council began. The Secretary-General brought the five permanent members of the 
Security Council to agree on the implementation of Resolution 598 and prepared them to work together to seek a 
conclusion to the long Iran - Iraq conflict (July 20, 1987). The Secretary-General later visited Teheran and Baghdad in 
September 1987 and initiated a series of follow-up talks that were to be held at UN Headquarters in New York. A 
number of consultations were conducted by the Secretary-General over October 1987 to February 1988, in an attempt 
to get the parties to agree to the implementation of a cease-fire, a withdrawal of forces to the internationally recognised 
boundaries, and a repatriation of prisoners (Resolution 598). In March 1988 both parties were invited by the Secretary
General, to send representatives to New York for a new series of consultations to begin in April 1988. 

The potential for the situation to become a broader international dispute was made even more evident when 
the USS Vincennes mistakenly shot down an Iranian commercial airliner on July 3, 1988. The crew and passengers, 
290 in total, were all killed in the incident. 

Over the period frcm July 26, 1988 - August 7, 1988, the S8L,retary-General conducted nine mediation 
attempts, meeting with the Iranian foreign minister and six attempts spent in discussions with the Iraqi representatives. 
On August 6, 1988, the Iraqi President announced his readiness to accept a cease-fire and a series of follow-up talks 
with Iran. The Secretary-General wrote to both of the Permanent UN Representatives of Iran and Iraq detailing a plan 
for further direct talks in the Secretary-General's presence after the establishment of a cease-fire (August 8, 1988). 
After intensive mediation by Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar in August 1988, Iran and Iraq agreed to a 
cease-fire and further talks to be conducted between the foreign ministers of both parties, under the auspices of the UN 
Secretary-General. The cease-fire officially came into force officially on August 20, 1988 after direct talks between the 
parties and the Secretary-General in Geneva. 

The UN established the United Nations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group (UNIIMOG) on August 20, 1988, to 
supervise and verify the adherence to the cease-fire agreement. UNIIMOG personnel numbered 400 at its peak and the 
observers were stationed at a number of positions on both sides of the border, covering a cease-fire line of 
approximately 1400 kilometres in length. On August 10, 1988, a smaller, advance observer mission was sent into the 
region to liase with Iranian and Iraqi authorities and determine appropriate sites for UNIIMOG deployment. A technical 
mission had been sent earlier to Iran and Iraq, holding conSUltations about the modalities of the full-scale observer 
mission with the political and military personnel in both capitals (July 25, 1988 - August 2, 1988). The UNIIMOG mission 
was headed by Chief Military Observer, Major-General Slavko Jovic (Yugoslavia) until November 1990 and then 
Brigadier-General S. Anam Khan (Bangladesh) took over the role until February 1991. 

Over the first nine weeks of the cease-fire's implementation there were 1,072 violations reported to the UN 
mission. There were a couple of serious breaches of the cease-fire. The first breach on August 23, 1988 - August 24, 
1988, involved the imprisonment of several hundred Iranian soldiers after an incident near Eyn-e Khowsh. The second 
serious incident occurred on September 13, 1988, after Iran flooded an area of the Khusk region. The water created a 
problem for the Iraqi forces stationed in the area, until their withdrawal from the area in 1990. 

The state of the withdrawals and the effectiveness of negotiations between the parties ironically improved 
when Ir",'1 invaded Kuwait in August 1990. The invasion prompted Iraq to settle issues on its oH'~r border wi'h Iran. By 
September 1990, the sides had almost completed their withdrawals to the internationally recogl~;sed boundaries. Over 
September 1990, the Secretary-General continued a process of conSUltations with the parties and assessed the future 
of the UNIIMOG mission. It was decided that once the withdrawal was completed, UNIIMOG would be down-sized and 
would maintain a presence in the area to assist in resolving residual problems and continue to facilitate negotiations 
between the parties. Though the UN was able to achieve a cease-fire and a partial settlement to this dispute, the 
central issues in dispute remained unsolved. 

By January 1991, the parties had agreed to convene a meeting of technical military experts to reassess the 
role of UNIIMOG and the completion of its mandate. Though this meeting was held outside the organisation of the UN 
initiated Mixed Military Working Group previously proposed, the Acting Chief Military Observer from UNIIMOG was in 
attendance. The meeting ended with an agreement by the parties to share information on mined territory and to 
maintain separation along the internationally recognised borders. The parties were to withdraw a kilometre from the 
boundaries for the length of the border. The agreement was to take effect, with UNIIMOG supervision, from January 10, 
1991 to January 27,1991. 

The UN Secretary-General visited Baghdad on January 12, 1991 and January 13, 1991, and the decision was 
made to relocate UNIIMOG closer to the border. On January 14, 1991, the command unit was relocated to Teheran. 
With an increase in hostilities in the region and with the Iraqi attack on Kuwait on January 15, 1991, the remaining 
UNIIMOG personnel in Iraq were transferred to Cyprus or Iran on January 16, 1991. 

With Iraq's focus shifting to the newer situation in Kuwait, the problems with the Iran - Iraq border abated. 
The withdrawals by both sides alleviated the pressure from the situation considerably, and on February 26, 1991, the 
Secretary-General reported to the Security Council that the situation along the border was 'very calm', (United Nations 
1996; 677) UNIIMOG had successfully fulfilled its mandate, monitoring the cease-fire and engaging the parties in 
diplomatic initiatives to allow the parties to build a more comprehensive settlement. UNIIMOG's mandate ended on 
February 28, 1991. 

Allsebrook (1986: 49, 55-56, 85-87), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 195), Butterworth (1976: 436-438), Brecher et alia 
(1988: 288-289), Durch (1993: 237-257), Huth (1996: 211 -212), Miall (1992: 235-236), TiIIema (1991: 149-150, 152-
153), United Nations (1996: 669-678, 773-774) 
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The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS -
1. Olof Palme, Sweden appointed UN Special Envoy (117) 3 - Unsuccessful 
2. Javier Perez de Cuellar - Peru, UN Secretary-General (113) 15 - 7 Partial Settlement 
3. UN Officials; Jan Eliasson, Swedish Delegate to UN (146) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. Jan Eliasson, Swedish Delegate to UN as UN official (811) 2 - Unsuccessful 
5. UN Technical Mission led by Lieutenant-General Martin Vadset [Norway] (1060) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
6. Acting Chief Military Observer of UNIIMOG - Brigadier-General S. Anam Khan, Bangladesh (1061) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
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CASE 21 0:. ECUADORIPERU ~ BORDER WAR (JANUARY 1981 - APRIL 1981) 

.. ·TotalC;pnfliotMEl[!E,FE!f!2f!JJLE![qrJ§!........................ 10 
Tot '.. ·naf.Mediations .and Referrals 6 

Filt . Raw'CafcufatiofJ} .. -------JJ-~----c----I 
CtirrentDis uteStatus- Full Settlement 

This territorial dispute was mediated successfully by the Organisation of American States (OAS). 
After the attempts of the OAS the border was reopened and normal relations resumed between the two parties. 

Fighting began between Ecuador and Peru on January 22, 1981, and centred on the border area along the 
Condor mountain range, Cordillera del Condor at Machinaza, Paqhisha and Mayaycu. The border area had already 
been the centre of a previous dispute between Ecuador and Peru over 1976 - 1978 which had not been fully resolved. 
The area of Loretto in northern Peru had been claimed by Ecuador for over 150 years and provided Ecuador with a 
corridor to the Amazon River and the Maranon waterway. After the signing of the 1942 Protocol of Rio de Janeiro, Peru 
considered the matter to be settled and the territory to be Peruvian. 

By January 28, 1981, Peru had launched an aerial attack on three Ecuadorian border encampments. 
Ecuador condemned Peru's violations of its airspace and the attack. President Jamie Roldo (Ecuador) announced a 
state of emergency in Ecuador and censored news from the border region. Both parties closed the border and 
strengthened troop deployments along the border. Mediation was offered by the OAS, Venezuela and Colombia but 
was not accepted by Peru. The hostilities were continuing at this stage and military posts along the border were being 
retaken by Peruvian troops. Ecuador had withdrawn its troops from its three most advanced positions and Peru 
occupied these areas within the following two days. Peru occupied Paquisha without serious resistance but the fighting 
was more intense in the areas around Machinaza and Mayaycu. The Guarantor Nations, comprising Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile. and the USA, mediated a cease-fire between the ~)'1rties in Brasilia. The parties also agreed to the prese~lce I)f a 
number of observers to perform the supervision of the cease-fire, which took effect on February 1, 1981. 

In the OAS a resolution was passed in February 1981, urging the parties to seek a peaceful solution. The 
four Guarantor Nations supported this resolution. Hostilities sparked again in late February 1981, with Peru threatening 
retaliation should Ecuador continue to attempt infiltration into Peruvian territory. Both parties sealed the border region 
on February 23, 1981. The parties announced that they were prepared to withdraw their troops from the border as a 
result of mediation conducted by the Guarantor Nations. 

After several meetings with the OAS countries and the Guarantor Nations over February 26, 1981 - March 5, 
1981, the parties had agreed to a withdrawal of their troops from the border region and requested that the Guarantor 
Nations offer a solution to the situation. On April 2, 1981 the border was re-opened. 

The settlement of this dispute did not last long. There were still minor border incidents after the agreement by 
Peru and Ecuador and on January 15, 1984, another Ecuadorian incursion into Peruvian territory wee; reported to have 
occurred near the Corrientes River. In this incident there was no attempt made at conflict management. 

More intense hostilities between Peru and Ecuador were to resurface in 1995. [See Case 304: Peru/Ecuador 
- Border Conflict (January 1995 - March 1995)] 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 196-197), Huth (1996: 199-200), TiIIema (1991: 42) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-:r:-oAS Permanent Council in Washington (242) 1 - Offered Only 
2. Guarantor Nations supported by the OAS (270) 3 - 2 Partial Settlements, 1 Full Settlement 
3. Referral To OAS: Foreign Ministers of Both (000) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. OAS - Unspecified (079) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 211 ~CAMEROON/NIGERIA - BORDER INCIDENT (MAY 1981 • JULY 1981) 

In a joint attempt, OAU President and the President of Kenya successfully mediated a resolution to 
this border dispute. 

Relations between Cameroon and Nigeria had become strained and on May 15, 1981 a border incident 
brought the situation to a head. Five Nigerian soldiers were killed in this incident and three left wounded. after a clash 
with a Cameroon border pairol boat along the Akpa Yafi River. Nigeria was debating on an immediate retaliatory action. 
and both a formal apology and a peace proposal made by Cameroon were rebuffed. 

Nigeria demanded full compensation and preferred the matter be handled via channels of intemational 
arbitration rather than engaging in a joint commission of inquiry. There were continuing calls for military retaliation from 
elements in Nigeria. Over mid July 1981. the Secretary-General of the OAU. Edem Kodjo (Togo) and the President Dr. 
Ouko (Kenya). mediated an agreement between the governments of Cameroon and Nigeria. The agreement provided 
for Cameroon to pay full compensation to the families of the dead soldiers and those wounded in the incident. The 
agreement also went further and provided for the establishment of an international arbitration panel to assess the border 
situation and help the parties to avoid another dispute over the border issues. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 197-198). Keesing's Contemporary Archives (1981: 31132B). Miall (1992: 209-210) 

The Mediators: 

DAU· 
~OAU Team - Dr. Ouko (Kenya); Mr. Kodjo (Togo). OAU Secretary-General (262) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
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CAS1:213~ LIByA/USA - AIR INCIDENTS (AUGUST 1981) 

Total COnnictMal1ag!!fJ2§!]L~!!()~1~.-:~ __ ""_~ __ ""__" _ 1 ___ "" __ "~"""~"_"""" ___ _ 
T9JfJIQrfJ~{ljsfJti{)na1.Mecjia1iqf]spnd Referrals 1 
.f;;jiaJftieslRaV.(C~Hula.ii6n)· .. - .. ... _~ _________ _ 
, CuffenfDlsplitiiSfafLJs .... Abated 

Diplomatic relations between the Libya and USA deteriorated in mid 1981 and at one stage resulted in 
a referral to the UN Security Council. [See later dispute, Case 265: USA/Libya - Mediterranean Air Incident 
(January 1989)] 

By mid 1981, Libyan and US relations had deteriorated to a level where mutual allegations of espionage, 
terrorism and covert support for subversive activities, was the norm. The first in a series of US naval manoeuvres off 
the coast of Libya, this time in the Gulf of Sirte, was considered provocative by Libya. This action was followed by the 
downing of two Libyan SU-22 jet fighters on August 19, 1981. Accusations continued to occur but this dispute abated 
with only one referral to the UN Security Council in August 1981. No further action was taken by the UN on the matter. 

Allsebrook (1986: 70-71), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 199), TiIIema (1991: 142) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS -
1. Referral to the UN Security Council - Unspecified (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CAse 216: ISRAELiLEBANON -ISRAELI MILITARY INVASION OF LEBANON (EARLY 1982 m MID 1983) 

The United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) and other UN representatives continued to 
mediate between Israel and Lebanon. The presence of UNIFIL helped to contain the level of hostilities but it 
was unable to fulfil its mandated objective, the supervision of Israeli withdrawal, because of Israel's 
unwillingness to co-operate. For a complete overview of the Lebanese situation and the continuation of Israeli 
and UN involvement, see Case 168: Lebanon - Second Civil War (February 1975 -late 1992). 

Over January 1980 - February 1980, the fighting escalated, most of the attacks provoked by Israeli forces on 
Lebanese positions and even into UNIFIL protected zones. The fighting was particularly heavy over August 18,1980-
August 19, 1980 and escalated again in another attack on July 10, 1981 - July 24, 1981. Just in these two brief attacks 
there were some 31 fatalities and 85 reported wounded. In July 1981, there was a joint attempt to secure a cease-fire 
occurred after the latest bout of intense fighting. Joint efforts by the US and the UN resulted in the agreement to a 
cease-fire on July 24, 1981. This cease-fire lasted until April 1982, eight months of relative peace until fighting 
resumed. 

There were a few minor hostile incidents in April 1982 that culminated in full-scale air strikes by Israel against 
Palestinian sites in southern Lebanon (April 21, 1982). Even after two appeals by the Security Council to cease the 
hostilities, Israel launched another aerial assault on PLO positions on May 9, 1982. Israeli attacks continued to occur 
until June 5, 1982, when Israel launched a full invasion attack on Lebanon and advanced into UNIFIL border areas. The 
attack occurred just after the Security Council cease-fire was supposed to have come into force. UNIFIL was powerless 
to assist or defend Lebanon. And, after calling again for a cease-fire on June 6, 1982, the Security Council extended 
UNIFIL's mandate for an eighth time since September 1978. It was rumoured that a second major attack would follow 
Israel's initial invasion on June 5, 1982. Even a pre-emptive call for a cease-fire by the Security Council (Resolution 
508) did not deter a further invasion manoeuvres by Israel on June 6, 1982. UNIFIL troops were not authorised to stop 
the advance of Israeli troops by force and so only posed an obstacle of annoyance value to the invaders. As the tanks 
rolled in UNIFIL personnel could only stand by and watch, bound by the basic principle of all UN peacekeeping forces, 
the non-use of force except in situations of self-defence. On the same day, Security Council unanimously passed 
Resolution 509, calling for an immediate Israeli withdrawal and recognition of Lebanese territorial integrity. 

On June 26, 1982, the US acted contrary to the rest of the Security Council and a later General Assembly 
resolution. The US vetoed a draft resolution that proposed an immediate cease-fire, Israeli withdrawal from Beirut, 
leading to a complete withdrawal, and increased UN support for Lebanon from observers and possibly a UN force. 
Again the General Assembly called for a complete withdrawal of Israeli forces. Despite continuing calls for a complete 
Israeli withdrawal, Israeli forces had complete control over West Beirut by July 29, 1982. On August 1, 1982, the 
Security Council called for an immediate cease-fire and established a new observer group to monitor the situation. The 
observers in the Observer Group Beirut (OGB) were hindered by the Israeli troops in the area. As the PLO moved their 
forces out of Beirut, the Security Council called again for Israel to withdraw from its positions on August 4, 1982. While 
Israelis were still bombing parts of Beirut, the US vetoed a draft Security Council resolution calling for an end to military 
aid for the Israelis (August 6, 1982). On August 12, 1982, the Security Council unanimously passed a new resolution 
calling for a cease-fire. 

By September 1, 1982, the PLO had fully evacuated its position in West Beirut. Israeli forces moved in on 
September 15, 1982. The UN condemned this action and the Security Council called for them to return to their previous 
positions (September 17,1982). A massacre of Palestinians by Phalangists was reported on September 17,1982. As 
a consequence the Security Council approved the expansion of the UN observer force from 10 to 50 and also requested 
that the Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar consult with Lebanon on the possible enlargement of the UN 
contingent and was also asked to assess how the m'36ion interor.:ad to fulfil its original objective, to restore Leuanon's 
territorial authority. UNIFIL's mandate was extended a twelfth time on December 16,1982. UNIFIL was authorised at 
this stage to help protect the inhabitants of Beirut. Protection by UNIFIL was not applied to the entire area of Lebanon 
though, it remained a localised operation in Beirut. 

The PLO engaged in hostilities within its various factions in Northern Lebanon (November 1983). The 
Security Council called for a cease-fire to this latest bout of fighting and appealed to the parties for a settlement 
(November 23, 1983). 

For the background to this phase of the Israel/Lebanon conflict see earlier disputes, Case 064: Lebanon -
First Civil War (May 1958 - June 1959), Case 162: Israel/Lebanon - Arab Border Infiltration (April 1974 - July 1975) and 
Case 168: Lebanon - Second Civil War (February 1975 - late 1992). 

Allsebrook (1986: 62, 90-93), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 201-202), Brecher et alia (1988: 313-314, 328-329), 
Clements and Ward (1994: 280-287), Durch (1993: 163-205), Tillema (1991: 177-181), United Nations (1990: 111-152), 
Zacher (1979: 277-278) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TIONS • 
1. Mr. R. Murphy, US Assistant Secretary of State-Near East; Mr. Casper Weinberger; UN Officials (414) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
2. UNIFIL - Unspecified (159) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. UNIFIL; UN Officials; Mr. Brian Urquhart (415) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League Committee Meeting - Foreign Ministers of Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Syria, Kuwait, Algeria (496) 1 • 1 

Partial Settlement 
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The UN Secret~ry-Ge.ner~1 J~vier Perez de Cuellar made intensive efforts to assist the parties in the 
peacefu~ settlement ?f thIs t~rntor.lal ?ISput~. T~e Sec.retary-Gener.al use~ several mediation strategies to bring 
the partIes to negotIate thelf territorial claIms including good offIces, dIrective strategies and the facilitation 
and planning of meetings. The UN efforts were unable to bring the parties to renegot:ale the sovereignty of the 
islands nor were they able to obtain agreement from the parties on a process of self-determination for the 
islanders. 

The issue of sovereignty over the Falkland Islands, also known as the Malvinas, has been in contention 
between United Kingdom and Argentina since the United Kingdom laid claim to them in 1833. Argentina began 
pressing for recognition of its claim to the territory in 1965. It stated that consideration should be given to its 
geographical proximity to Argentina (it is situated approximately 300 miles off the Argentine coast in the South Atlantic), 
and also pointed to the Argentine occupation of the territory prior to the United Kingdom claim of 1833. The United 
Kingdom claim was based on its occupation of the territory since 1833. 

A Special Committee on Decolonisation, an organ of the General Assembly, and the UN General Assembly 
itself considered the matter in 1964. By 1965, the General Assembly had invited the two parties to try to negotiate a 
peaceful settlement to their dispute. The negotiations began in July 1966 and were conducted intermittently. The 
General Assembly reported to the Secretary-General twice on the negotiations. It reported that Argentina and the UK 
had only agreed (,rI the continuation of the safe air and sea links witt. the ;)K (1969, 1971). In December 1973, t:XI 
General Assembly recognised the need to advance the negotiation process and seek a quicker resolution. Talks 
continued just as intermittently until February 1982. The UK said that transfer of sovereignty could only be executed 
with the agreement of the island inhabitants. After February 1982, negotiations came to a standstill. 

On March 21, 1982, after Argentina had expressed an aggressive stance towards the UK, a group of 60 
alleged scrap merchants raised the Argentinean flag at Leth Harbour in South Georgia. Repeated claims on the islands 
by Argentina and a build-up of Argentine military presence unly intensified tension between the two powers. The UK 
and the UN issued warnings about any continuation of Argentine policies but they were not able to dissolve the tension. 

Argentina invaded the Falklands on April 2, 1982, outnumbering the 70 British Royal Marines stationed on the 
Islands and setting up an Argentinean administration almost immediately. On April 3, 1982, the Security Council passed 
Resolution 502 calling for an immediate end to the hostilities, a withdrawal of Argentinean troops and urging the parties 
to resolve the dispute peacefully. On AprilS, 1982, the UK Geployed a counter-invasion naval force including seventy 
destroyers, aircraft carriers, frigates and submarines. Both the UK and Argentina announced that maritime exclusion 
zones were now in place around the Falkland Islands and the Argentine coast. Ten thousand Argentinean troops were 
deployed in the Falkland Islands by April 12, 1982. 

Over April 1982, the UN Secretary-General called for the parties to adhere to Resolution 502 several times 
but this had little effect. The US Secretary of State, Alexander Haig, was making efforts to engage the parties in a 
diplomatic solution and so the UN Secretary-General only prepared contingency plans for UN involvement. Peru also 
attempted to mediate a peace proposal between the parties but had no success. On April 19, 1982 the Javier Perez de 
Cuellar, UN Secretary-General, clarified UN proposal to Argentina, the UK and the US. The proposals included a 
possible UN observer mission and temporary administration. The UK announced its aim to retake the islands by force 
on April 24, 1982, and on the next day British marines landed and recaptured South Georgia. The UK issued a Total 
Exclusion Zone (TEZ) declaration on April 30, 1982, placing the area within 200 miles of the Falkland Islands a 'no go' 
zone for Argentinean forces. Tension increased because of the announcement of the UK TEZ. The parties were in the 
throes of a full-scale war by May 1, 1982 whirh involved the parties in air strikes, naval engagements and heavy 
bombardment of the strategic positior,,'; on the island. 

The UN Secretary-General gave the two parties an 'aide-memoire' on May 2, 1982, proposing a number of 
steps towards a peaceful settlement. The Argentine battle cruiser, General Belgrano, was sunk by a British submarine 
on May 2, 1982, and later, on May 4, 1982, the British destroyer Sheffield was destroyed by Argentina. On May 5, 1982 
- May 6, 1982, steps suggested by the UN Secretary-General earlier, were accepted by both of the parties as a basic 
framework for discussions. Thirty separate meetings were held by the Secretary-General with the parties to assist them 
in reaching a settlement. Drafts of an interim agreement were delivered to the Secretary-General over May 17, 1982 -
May 19, 1982 but the agreement did not go the distance expected by the Secretary-General. 

Javier Perez de Cuellar contacted Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (UK) and President Gallieri (Argentina) 
on the telephone and gave suggestions on a possible peace plan (May 19, 1982). The same day that the Secretary
General informed the Security Council of his initiative, the British landed 5,000 more troops on East Falkland, around 
Port San Carlos and established a bridgehead (May 21, 1982). Heavy fighting occurred at sea, on land and in the air 
allowing Briti,sh fOlce" to slowly advance over the island. On May 26, 1982, the Secretary-Gener:.,,1 was asked to (enew 
the availability of his good offices to the parties and obtain agreement on a cease-fire and gain acceptance from the 
parties for a UN observer mission. On June 2, 1982, the Secretary-General noted that the parties were not yet prepared 
to end the hostilities with a cease-fire. Proof of this came on June 4, 1982, when the UK vetoed a draft Security Council 
resolution that supported the two earlier resolutions (Resolution 502 and Resolution 505). 

A breakthrough came on June 14, 1982 - June 15, 1982 when Argentina conceded defeat and surrendered 
the Falkland Islands to the UK. 

The General Assembly called on Argentina and the UK to resume negotiations over their sovereignty issues 
on November 4, 1982. The General Assembly also asked the Secretary-General to use his good offices to assist the 
parties in resolving the situation. The parties were urged to settle the matter devoid of colonial claims and history and 
settle the sovereignty issue with the best interests of the Falkland Islanders in mind. The UK wanted the islanders to 
exercise their right to self-determination and the General Assembly was in agreement on November 16, 1983. The 
Secretary-General had held discussions with both of the parties and told the General Assembly that both of the parties 
needed to come to some agreement on the self-determination issue before negotiations could begin again. The parties' 
next attempt at negotiating a settlement plan, held in Berne in July 1984, was unsuccessful. On November 1, 1984, the 
General Assembly resolved again that the two parties should settle their dispute through diplomatic channels and on 
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August 9, 1985 the UN Special Committee on Decolonisation called for the parties to resume negotiations and settle the 
sovereignty issue. 

The intensity of this dispute resulted in a high number of fatalities, approximately 1,200 in total. The fact that 
the Falkland Islands remains under British sovereignty at present because of this military victory, has not resolved the 
real issue of competing sovereignty claims over the territory. 

Allsebrook (1986: 82-83), Bendahmane and McDonald (eds., 1986: 56-57): Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 203-204), 
TiIIema (1991: 42-44), Wyndham (1994: 229-242) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 8 • 2 Partial Settlement 
2. Referraltothe General Assembly (000) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 220: LIBY AlCHAD -INTERVENTION AND THIRD CHAD CIVIL WAR (MID 1982 m ONGOING) 

Total Conflict Ma!l'!.ge.'!)~'!LEf!p_rt~~, ..... ..' "._ ........ 40......... """"'" ........ '.1 
ToJ~LPrganisatlgflal Mediations and Referrals 16 
F;if61fties(RawCalculation) ........ ". 25,000 
CurrentDisputeStatus •..... Onqc:..(0=-=inC1-q----

There were two issues at the centre of this dispute between the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Libya) and 
Chad. The first issue was one of foreign intervention in the internal affairs of Chad and the second was a 
territorial issue over the Aouzou Strip [See previous disputes involving these parties, Case 181: ChacllLibya _ 
Aozou Strip Dispute (June 1976· November 1979); Case 191: Ch3d • Civil War (January 1978 • June 1982)]. 
Although the earlier dispute, had abated after 1979, animosity between Chad and Libya surfaced again in 1983. 
Chad alleged that Libya had ulterior motives in the Chad Civil War and was making aggressive moves in Chad's 
territory. In this later episode, the UN provided the parties with a forum to air their views but also urged the 
parties to consider engaging the OAU to assist in the settlement process. 

The issue of Libyan intervention in Chad resurfaced in June 1982 after the defeat of President Goukouni 
Oueddei and his Transitional Government of National Unity (GUNT), by the new president, Hissene Habre who made an 
attempt to reconcile with other Chadian factions. His attempt was unsuccessful and loW-level, inter-factional hostilities 
continued. In October 1982, Oueddei set up a rival government in the northern town of Bardai. Libya was known to be 
assisting the Oueddei regime. By 1983, Oueddei's forces and government forces were engaged in combat, with 
Oueddei's forces boosted by Libyan aerial assistance and troop support. France and Zaire assisted the govemment 
forces and Habre in repelling the rebel attacks. The escalation of foreign intervention in the civil war was evident in 
1984, with more troops and logistical assistance arriving in Chad from France, Zaire and Libya. An agreement was 
hatchsd on September 14, 1984, which provided fc. the dithdrawal of French and Libyan forces: Other foreign forces 
subsequently withdrew from Chad in November 10, 1984. Libyan forces did not comply with this and clashes between 
the Libyan troops and the Chadian govemment forces continued. 

With Libya still consolidating a position in northern Chad over 1985, it was not long before France and Zaire 
resumed a strong role supporting the Chadian government with aerial and logistical aid (February 1986). Over 1986 
fighting was heavy between the Libyan-backed GUNT forces and the government positions in the north of Chad. 

In October 1986, Oueddei and the rebel GUNT forces did an about-face and began to attack the Libyan 
troops. France assisted the rebels in their reversed actions and government forces launched renewed attacks against 
Libyan positions in January 1987. After heavy fighting the govemment troops regained control of the northem regions in 
Chad and forced the Libyan forces to retreat back to the border, the Aouzou Strip. Chadian bombardment of the 
Aouzou Strip region in August 1987 ended with a cease-fire agreement on September 11, 1987. The final positions 
after this cease-fire agreement had placed Chad in control of most of its territory and the Aouzou Strip. 

Over 1988 the fighting continued despite an agreement reached between the Chadian govemment and a 
couple of the factions. In April 1989, the Chadian government withstood a coup attempt but by December 1, 1990, the 
rebel Patriotic Salvation Movement (MPS) had replaced the Habre leadership. Colonel Idriss Deby, who was in exile 
after the 1989 coup attempt, took over the leadership position for the newly installed MPS regime. Attempts were made 
by Habre and his supporters to regain control over 1991. Control of the Chad and its govemment remained contested 
throughout 1992 despite several agreements between the factions. Rebel attacks continue and the state of civil war in 
Chad remains unresolved. 

The border area called the Aouzou Strip extends along the entire Chadian border and has been another point 
of dispute between Libya and Chad since the 1950's. Though much of it is barren and under-populated, it is believed to 
hold large and valuable mineral deposits. After Colonel Qaddhafi came to power in Libya in 1969, Libyan claims to the 
territory were more vigorously pursued. [See Case 181: Chad/Libya - Aozou Strip Dispute (June 1976 - November 
1979)] 

Chad lodged a complaint to the UN Security Council on March 22, 1983 and then again on March 31, 1983. 
Chad complained tnat Libya ,'Jas still occupying a part of its territory, the Aouzou Strip that had been controlled by Liby.-t 
since 1973 and that, from this position, Libya had been interfering in its internal affairs. The Aouzou Strip had been 
claimed by Libya as part of its territory. On April 6, 1983 the President of the Security Council urged the parties to settle 
their dispute peacefully and to use the OAU to assist in the settlement process. Chad complained again to the Security 
Council about Libyan aggreSSion, after which, the Security Council met on five different occasions to consider the matter 
of Libyan aggression and bombing attacks (August 3, 11, 12, 16, and 31, 1983). Libya denied the accusations. On 
January 30, 1985, Chad again alleged that Libya was interfering in its internal affairs, maintaining its control over the 
Aouzou Strip, and had conspired in a plot to attack members of the Chad government. Libya denied the claims and 
then claimed legitimacy for the Goukouni Oueddei regime. 

In 1987 the hostilities escalated again with the Libyan presence in the Aouzou Strip challenged by Chadian 
forces. Amid heavy fighting the two governments held five rounds of talks but no decision on the status of the territory 
was reached. 

In 1988, Libya and Chad both expressed a willingness to try to suttle their dispute over the Aouzou Strip 
peacefully after both countries resumed diplomatic relations on October 3, 1988. On August 31, 1989, the two 
governments signed an agreement setting out their commitment to the resolution process, the Framework Agreement 
on the Peaceful Settlement of the Territorial Dispute. Finally, because of their inability to come up with a solution, both 
Libya and Chad resolved to submit the dispute to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in September 1990. 

The ICJ ruling that resulted on February 3, 1994, was in favour of Chadian claims to the Aouzou Strip. In 
March 1994, the two governments acknowledged their commitment to the decision and set about defining and applying 
the modalities needed to implement the decision (April 4, 1994). It was agreed that observers from both sides and from 
the UN would supervise the withdrawal of troops from the area from April 14, 1994. A UN operation was authorised 
under Security Council Resolution 910 on April 14. 1994. On May 4, 1994, after requests by the Secretary-General 
(April 27, 1994), the United Nations Aouzou Strip Observer Group (UNASOG) was established by Security Council 
Resolution 915. Its mission was "to verify the withdrawal of the Libyan administration and forces from the Aouzou Strip 
in accordance with the decision of the International Court of Justice." (United Nations, 1996: 734) By May 30, 1994, 
Mohamed Mahmud AI Haijazi (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) and Abderrahrnan Izzo Miskine (Chad) had signed a Joint 
Declaration that acknowledged that the withdrawal had been completed to both parties' satisfaction. UNASOG's Chief 
Military Observer, Colonel Mzlan Bahamuddin (Malaysia) was present at the signing of the Declaration as a witness. 
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Also in 1994, Colonel Idriss Deby's regime, which had resumed control of the govemment in 1989, agreed to 
begin a process of national reconciliation with a view to formal democratic elections. Main rebel factions signed 
agreements in 1995 but still continued fighting. 

Allsebrook (1986: 61-62, 70), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 205-206), Brecher et alia (1988: 327-328, 331,340-341), 
Huth (1996: 219), Oluo (1982: 130-140), TiIIema (1991: 78-84, 85-88), United Nations (1996: 401-403, 734) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council (000) 7 - Unsuccessful 
2. President of the Security Council (1062) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
-1-. -France/OAU - M. Roland Dumas, French Lawyer and personal friend of President Mitterrand; Peter Onu, Acting 

Secretary-General of OAU (125) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Mission led by Mr. Peter Onu, the OAU Secretary-General, and including Lt. Colonel Goshu Wolde, Ethiopian 

Foreign Minister (488) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. OAU Officials - Unspecified (110) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. President Diouf of Senegal, OAU Chairman (493) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. President Sassou-Nguesso of the Congo, Current Chairman of the OAU (494) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. OAU Ad Hoc Committee: Algeria, Cameroon, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal. The Chairman was President Bongo 

of Gabon (157) 2 - Unsuccessful 
7. President Moussa Traore, Acting Secretary-General of OAU, Mali; President Omsr Bongo, OAU Mission 

Chairman, Gabon;PresidentBabangida, Nigeria; President Bendjedid, Algeria(351) 1 -
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CASE 222: SRI LANKA - TAMIL CONFLICT (JULY 1982· ONGOING) 

~T£{al C2'!fIi(2LIy1~I]Cigerl1fJnJEft,Qrt~_ ..... . ~ ... 
To.tal..Org"!n/sational Mediations and Referrals 1 
Fatalities (Raw Calculation) _______ ________ 10(),9Q() ________ _ 
CurrentDls ute Status On oin 

One mediation attempt was made by the UN in this civil war dispute. India offered its services in a 
peacekeeping capacity for approximately two years but was unable to resolve the dispute fully, but acted as a 
buffer between the parties. However, India eventually withdrew from this position after suffering heavy 
casualties and fearing that it may also be drawn into the dispute. 

Sri Lanka, formerly called Ceylon, gained independence from the United Kingdom in 1948. T;,!s post-de
colonisation dispute stemmed from the ethnic diversity of the Sri Lankan population, with a Sinhalese majority 
controlling the government institutions and the Tamil minority struggling for equal representation. The Tamils 
maintained close ties with the Indian Tamil population based in Tamil Nadu. Over the 1970's the Tamils began to 
express separatist sentiments and formed political parties, such as the Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF), a party 
committed to a separate Tamil state (1977). There were outbreaks of inter-communal violence and the Tamil 
movements generally advocated strong opposition to repressive government measures. In July 1982, a guerrilla 
movement called the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (L TTE) began to execute a policy of low-level political violence to 
air its opposition to the repressive Sri Lankan government. Other Tamil guerrilla movements formed around this time 
included the People's Revolutionary Liberation Front and the Eelam Revolutionary Organisation and Supporters. 

Serious incidents of violence began occurring in July 1983 and a pattern of hostilities and reprisals saw the 
fighting escalate rapidly. Tamil guerrillas killed 13 soldiers in an ambush in the Jaffa district. Reprisal attacks by 
government forces followed leavin~ 400 fatalities as a result. The excess of t~,i'; incidpnt gave renewed significance to 
the quest for Tamil recognition. A state of emergency was declared by the government and all matter expressing 
separatist ideas was banned. TULF parliamentary representatives were expelled from the parliament and 
subsequently, tens of thousands of Tamils fled the country, seeking refuge in India. A full-scale uprising ensued and the 
Sri Lankan army and police force were unable to control the situation. The Indian government tried to mediate in August 
1983 without success. Later in January 1984, the Sri Lankan government called for an all-party round-table conference 
to discuss the problefTls and possible solutions. The conference was on the whole unsuccessful and was eventually 
abandoned in December 1984. 

As the violence continued intermittently, it was evident that the Sri Lankan Tamils were receiving more and 
more support from the Tamil population in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Negotiation attempts, mediation, further all
party conferences could not abate the hostilities and the violence continued until July 1987. The intenSity of the 
violence increased over the years culminating in bombing raids, cruel revenge attacks and continual clashes between 
the government forces and the Tamil rebels. Civilians were often pawns in the dispute, suffering attacks by both the 
rebels and reprisals from the government. Throughout the fighting, the province of Jaffna remained a loyal Tamil 
stronghold. 

In July 1987, India and Sri Lanka formalised an agreement that would apparently settle the Tamil issue. As 
part of the agreement had specified, and at the express request of the Sri Lankan government, India mobilised a 
peacekeeping force to contain the violence in Sri Lanka. By 1988, the deployment of 70,000 Indian troops in Sri Lanka 
greatly outnumbered the Sri Lankan army. The Indian/Sri Lankan peace plan ran smoothly to begin with, even receiving 
some initial support from the L TIE. The situation soured again though when 12 Tamil 'Tigers', members of the L TIE, 
committed suicide whilst in Indian peacekeeper custody. The incident spurred bitter reprisals and a major Indian attack 
on Tamil strongholds. More attacks and Tamils retaliations followed and the Tamils survived undefeated despite earlier 
Indian successes. Indian losses were heavy in the course of these incidents. 

Also, the resurgence of a previously outlawed Sinhalese group, called the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna 
(People's Liberation Front - JVP), a leftist terrorist movement, further complicated the violence. This movement 
I esumed :" campaign of terrorist violence against both the government and the Tamils. Approximc, diy 1,000 f",talities a 
month were caused by the JVP terrorist campaign in 1989. Indian troops began to withdraw from Sri Lanka in 1989, 
after new Sri Lankan President, Ranasinghe Premadasa, started to apply pressure on India to remove its forces. The 
fatalities numbered approximately 10,000 by 1989, including about 1,000 Indian soldiers. Tension between India and 
Sri Lanka mounted as accusations were made by both over the imminent withdrawal of Indian forces. Diplomatic 
initiatives helped to eliminate the actual threat of hostilities and the withdrawal of Indian forces continued. The last of 
the Indian forces to leave Sri Lanka departed in March 1990. After the Indian forces had withdrawn, the Sri Lankan 
government abandoned its peace initiatives and the state of civil war with the Tamil separatists resumed. 

Civil unrest peppered the Sri Lankan landscape from 1990 to 1994, with attacks, counter-attacks, reprisals 
and retaliation. A Tamil activist assassinated President Premadasa on May 1, 1993. Deterioration of the situation 
looked set to continue until promising peace talks resumed in 1995. The renewed dialogue between the government 
and the L TTE eased tensions for a period. This period of calmness was shattered in May 1995, as Tamil inflexibility 
lishered in a new phase of violence. After Tamil bomb attacks on C010mho, Sri Lanka's capitnl, the government 
launched a full offensive, killing approximately 2,500 and wounding about 6,000 people (July 1995). In December 1995, 
the government captured the long-time stronghold of Tamil support, Jaffna. The civil war continues, but after the fall of 
Jaffna to the government forces, the rebels have taken their fight to the jungles and use guerrilla warfare tactics to 
continue their struggle. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 207-208), TiIIema (1991: 238) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Roland Hodson, UN Development Programme Humanitarian Adviser (911) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 226: SUDAN" CIVIL WAR (JANUARY 1983" ONGOING) 

. TotaI2!2f1!!L~:l?[[efI2f!!7_L§fforJs...~~_____ ______________ .45 .. 
- !ofE1LQrgl:ln/s§l.liofHlUv1ediations and Referrals _ 3 __ . __ _ 
Fatatrfies(RawCaiculatfon) . _-_. _-_____ ~02-'QQ9 __ _ 
CurienfDis ute Status 

Both the OAU and the UN attempted to mediate in this dispute but neither was particularly successful 
in achieving faster progress towards a resolution. 

Elements of the residual ethnic rivalry experienced in the Sudan over 1960 and 1972 resurfaced in this 
dispute. The tension in the Sudan centred on the rivalry between the northern Arab Moslems and the southern Negroid 
Sudanese. In January 1983, the South Sudarl Liberation Movement, a group of organised Southern Sudanese, 
attacked police stations and military positions. At the same time the Southern Army suffered mutinies in its ranks. 
When President Nemery announced the comprehensive introduction of Islamic law and the territorial division of 
Southern Sudan into three distinct regions, the conflict escalated. The main group of rebels formed the Sudan People's 
Liberation Army (SPLA) led by Colonel John Garang. The SPLA launched a series of attacks on government positions 
and towns, and carried on a variety of other terrorist activities. 

Over this time there were hints of Libyan collusion with the SPLA and alleged links between the Sudanese 
government and its backers, Egypt and the USA. In addition to its immediate intemal problems, Sudan faced 
deteriorating relations with neighbouring Ethiopia in 1983. The deterioration in relations was linked to mutual 
accusations that each government was assisting the rebel movements in the other state. There were intermittent 
attacks from both sides and these continued to occur through into 1985. In 1986, Libya switched its support from the 
SPLA to the Sudanese government. Ethiopia now overtly supported the SPLA with arms supplies and logistical aid. A 
new pro-government militia, known as Any-Nya II, began operating over 19('5 - 1986 and undermined SPLA successes. 

The attempts to settle the dispute peacefully were continually hampered by the government's policy to 
introduce Sharia law into Sudan. This issue caused a split in the coalition government and the resulting situation was 
not conducive to successful dispute resolution. Despite a number of peaceful resolutions being Signed by the parties, 
none was successfully upheld. Hostilities continued throughout 1987 - 1989. Prime Minister Sadiq el-Mahdi was 
overthrown by the SPLA forces on June 30, 1989 in a bloody military coup. Negotiations with the SPLA were initiated 
but were unsuccesBful in reaching a resolution. Former US President Jimmy Carter engaged in a private mediation 
attempt in December 1989 but was also unsuccessful because of the effect the planned introduction of the Sharia law 
had on the disputant positions. Heavy fighting broke out again in January 1990 and was relentless over the course of 
the year. Neither side was able to achieve overall command of the situation, though both claimed to have made 
substantial victories. Meanwhile the civilian population suffered severe famine and the country was highly politically 
unstable with a string of further coups attempted. 

The SPLA leadership finally split in 1991. Division in the SPLA was over the issue of South Sudan secession. 
The divided SPLA began to experience inter-factional fighting and this impeded any efforts made to revive lagging 
peace initiatives. The Sudanese government launched major offensives in February 1992 and was able to achieve 
initial success but there were also reports of Ethiopia and Kenya supporting the rebel's struggle and the fighting 
continued through to the end of 1992. Fighting continued throughout 1995. There were heavy fatalities recorded in the 
course of this dispute, as many as 1.5 million has been estimated overall. The situation, exacerbated by a harsh 
economic embargo, caused serious famine and disease and almost 3 million southern Sudanese have been displaced. 

Allsebrook (1986: 71), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 210-211) 

The Mediators: 

UN/TIED f.-A TlONS • 
1. UN - Unspecified (146) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 

OAU· 
1. OAU - Unspecified; Herman Cohen (471) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
2. President Ibrahim Babangida of Nigeria - OAU Chair (473) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 245: NICARAGUA/CosTA RICA - BORDER INCIDENTS (MAY 1985 - JUNE 1985) 

. TotalConfJfctMana,g_~me'11pforts~,_~._,_.~~. ~~.~ ... ~ __ . ___ ~ __ ~ __ 
':TQlw:Prganisational Mediationsa,ncjReferrafs 2 
Fdta({ties(RawCa/cUJat!on) - - - 2 
CurrentDispLiteStatus- '.. Abated 

Mediation by a group of the Organisation of American States (OAS) member states, known as the 
Contadora Group, was successful in brokering some agreement between the parties. The OAS had mediated 
successfully between Costa Rica and Nicaragua in five earlier disputes, and between Honduras and Nicaragua 
in one previous dispute. Both of the parties were then familiar with the process of OAS mediation and had 
already established a basic reiationship with the organisation [See earlier disputes· Case 020: Nicaragua/Costa 
Rica - Border Conflict (December 1948 - February 1949); Case 044: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Invasion Attempt 
(January 1955), and Case 190: Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (October 1977), Case 194: 
Nicaragua/Costa Rica - Border Incidents (September 1978 - December 1978), Case 206: Honduras/Nicaragua -
Contra War (January 1980 • February 1994)]. 

In October 1985, the UN Secretary-General reported to the General Assembly that the situation in Central 
America was again deteriorating and there were increasing reports of bilateral hostilities between Nicaragua and its 
neighbours. The report reiterated the need for UN support for the efforts of the Contadora Group in resolving the 
dispute peacefully. 

This incident of border hostilities arose after a Nicaraguan student had fled Nicaragua and taken refuge in the 
Costa Rican embassy in Managua. The student had then been arrested by Costa Rican authorities and it was this 
action that reignited tensions between the two countries. There were a number of serious border incidents reported and 
violations of airspace perpetrated by both countries. Nicanqua claimed responsibility for the deaths of two CostE' !lican 
civil guards on May 31, 1985. After threatening diplomatic posturing by both sides, the Contadora Group intervened. 
The Contadora Group, comprised of the foreign ministers of Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela, set about 
mediating a solution to the recent border incidents. On February 24, 1986, Costa Rica rejected the proposal of 
establishing a demilitarised zone between the two countries. The dispute remained only partially resolved and border 
tensions flared again in April 1986 with armed clashes near the border post of Los Chiles. This later incident was not 
considered potentially destructive, and so no conflict management was engaged. 

Allsebrook (1986: 65, 104-106), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 223), Brecher et alia (1988: 334-335), Tillema (1991: 
31-32) 

The Mediators: 

OAS-
~OJl.S __ Contadora Group of OA,~memberstates (140) 2 - 2 Partial Settlements 
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UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali mediated twice during this dispute but was not able to 
successfully bring the parties to resolve the territorial claims on the Siachin Glacier region. 

Hostilities in this dispute followed an earlier territorial conflict between the parties, over an undefined area 
near the Siachin Glacier. In April 1984, Indian troops occupying the northern part of the glacier fired upon a Pakistani 
helicopter. Pakistani retaliation tried to oust the Indian forces but did not succeed, even after several attempts. This 
bout of territorial hostilities had dissipated by September 1985 even though the matter had not been fully resolved 
between the parties. 

In the initial stages of this dispute there were several border clashes reported and allegations of Pakistani 
support for the Sikh extremist movement made by India. Border incidents re-occurred near the Siachin Glacier. Soon 
troops from both sides amassed on both sides of the border region in December 1986. Serious clashes on the border 
occurred in September 1987 and again in May 1989. A period of deep civil unrest in Kashmir in 1990 exacerbated the 
tense border situation. By December 1990 the border tension had eased and hostilities abated. 

Negotiations between the two countries took place but there were no substantial agreements reached on a full 
resolution of the dispute issues. 

Allsebrook (1986: 85), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 224-225), Volk (1994: 288-301) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427)2-Unsuccessful 
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CASE 253: SURINAME m GUERRILLA INSURGENCY (JULY 1986 - DECEMBER 1992) 

Total ConflictMa.f)Eig'!.r71f~.f)L g!f2f1!3 ____ ... _ .. _"_.--' .. " ....... ,,_,_,_. __ _ 
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CfJrrent.Dis . ute Status 

The OAS engaged in one mediation attempt during the course of this dispute. A full settlement was 
reached by the disputants in the form of a Draft Peace Treaty. The disputants agreed to the surrender of 
weapons and this agreement was partially implemented by December 1992, after which the rebels co-operated 
with the disarming process. 

SUriname was granted its independence from the Netherlands in 1975 and had subsequently undergone 
varying degrees of political upheaval and leadership coups. Government plans to relocate thousands of boschneggers, 
or bush Negroes, into urban areas, was the root cause of this particular dispute. Resistance by the boschneggers 
resulted in a broader anti-government rebellion with mounting public opposition to Suriname's military regime. 

In July 1986, the Suriname Liberation Army, an anti-government opposition group formed by the 
boschneggers, launched attacks on military bases in eastern Suriname. It was not long before the SLA, led by Ronnie 
Brunswijk, began a full-scale campaign of guerrilla warfare. Early in the dispute there were a number of army 
desertions which boosted guerrilla successes. Over the period from July 1986 - 1992, the Suriname Army forces made 
considerable gains and rebel successes were fewer. 

The SLA rebels received funding and supplies from an Amsterdam-based group, the Movement for the 
Liberation of Suriname. It was reported that this group was paying for British mercenaries to fight alongside the rebels. 
By July 1986, it had also become obvious that neighbouring French Guyana was allowing the rebels freedom of 
movement across the French Guyanar. horder. The dispute escalated in July 1987, attAr Frene;h trnops were deployed 
along the French Guyanan border to deter Suriname Army forces pursuing rebels into French Guyanan territory. 

By April 1987, former president and new SLA leader, Hendrick R. Chin A Sen, announced the formation of a 
rival government in the SLA-held territory of Suriname. Army actions and human rights violations over this time only 
served to exacerbate the dispute. In August 1989, a peace accord was signed with the SLA and the immediate dispute 
diminished. The dispute, however, was continued by a smaller Tucayana tribal group led by the Tucayana Amazonican 
leader, Thomas Sabajo. This tribal group opposed the SLA's peace accord and cOfltinued an armed struggle until May 
1992, when both the rebels and the army forces suspended their activities. A peace agreement was signed in July 
1992, but the agreement was not implemented as the rebels refused to disarm. Finally fighting ceased in December 
1992, and this allowed the peace process to progress. 

There were a number of attempts at peaceful dispute management but none of these were able to make 
substantial resolutions on the underlying causes of the dispute. Several hundred p80ple died during the course of the 
dispute and despite the peaceful progress made in December 1992, the civil unrest continued in this South American 
state. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 228) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-i.-0AS - Unspecified (079) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 254: TOGO/GHANA-BuRKINA· OVERTHROW ATTEMPT (SEPTEMBER 1986) 

The Secretary-General of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) was only involved in one 
unsuccessful mediation attempt in this dispute. 

Sixty armed soldiers from Ghana entered Togo on September 23, 1986. The commando unit was to 
overthrow Togo's President Eyadema and his regime. The attempted coup was defeated on September 28, 1986 with 
the assist['llce of 150 French paratroopers, a French minesweepqr and Jaguar jet fighter, and 350 more troopl> supplied 
by Zaire. Ghana and Burkina closed their borders. 

Togo accused the Ghana's govemment of complicity in the training and support of the guerrilla group. It also 
claimed that Ghana and Burkina had deployed troops along the border in preparation for the coup to give the insurgents 
support in their efforts. Both Ghana and Burkina denied the claims. A similar dispute had occurred prior to this one, 
over August 1982 - October 1982, in which six people died in border skirmishes. In this earlier conflict there were no 
attempts at conflict management. 

There were continuing minor border incidents and clashes, resulting in approximately 30 fatalities. The OAU 
Secretary-General Ide Oumarou (Niger) attempted to mediate on November 26, 1986 but this attempt was 
unsuccessful. A second attempt at mediating a settlement was made by President Houphouet-Boigny (Ivory Coast) in 
January 1987. The dispute eventually abated. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 229), Hutil (1996: 224), Keesings Contemporary Archives (1886 - 1987: 34657, 35110-
35111) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
1."id"e, Ournar9u!, QAU§;E3crE3t~ry-~eDeral 
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CASE ?59:UGANDAlKENYA -BORDER INCIDENT (DECEMBER 1987) 
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Mediation by the OAU Chairman was offered to the parties in this border dispute but it was not 
accepted [See earlier dispute, Case 178: Uganda/Kenya - Border Incidents (February 1976 - August 1976)]. 

Refugees fleeing the civil war in Uganda, took refuge along the Kenyan/Ugandan border over October 1987 -
November 1987. Accusation from both sides about the harbouring of rebels increased tension, as did the deployment of 
Ugandan troops along the Ugandan/Kenyan border in November 1987. The Ugandan troop build-up along the border 
led Kenya to threaten retaliation if border incursions occurred. 

Minor skirmishes were reported in early December 1987. Another more serious incident occurred near Busia, 
on the Kenyan border resulting in 15 fatalities (December 14,1987 - December 16,1987). There was speculation that 
Libya also had some involvement in supporting the Ugandan actions. The OAU Chairman, President Kenneth Kaunda 
(Zambia) offered to mediate between the disputants but the parties did not take up the offer. Instead, President Moi 
(Kenya) and President Museveni (Uganda) fully resolved the dispute themselves in negotiations held on December 28, 
1987. 

More intense hostilities over the border region were to break out again from March 2,1989 to March 7,1989. 
Though the number of fatalities totalled 77, and there were allegations of collusion by Libya and the Sudan in the 
attacks, the conflict abated without any conflict management strategies being utilised. 

Bercovitch and JaCv.Fon (1997: 233) 

The Mediators: 

OAU· 
~Presidentl<ennethKaunda of Zambia,OAU Chairman (455)1-Medi(3,ti()11 9ffE>.reci Only 
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CASE 261: SOMALIA - CIVil WAR (MAY 1988 • ONGOING) 
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United Nations Operation in Somalia I (UNOSOM I), United Nations Task Force (UNITAF) and United 
Nations Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II), all assisted in giving humanitarian relief to many Somali's 
suffering in the wake of a civil war, and severe droughts. The failure of the UN mechanisms to achieve full 
national reconciliation in Somalia can be attributed mainly to the lack of co-operation and conciliation between 
the Somali factions. UNITAF, dubbed 'Operation Restore Hope', was later deemed to be the most successful of 
all international interventions in Somalia because its objectives were more specific and its US commander 
(Lipsey, 1997: 136, 146). UNOSOM II's mandate was extremely broad and this mission did not have the 
logistical backing nor the co-ordination to perform as well as the US-led UNITAF mission. The Arab League, 
the Organisation of the Islamic Conference, and the Organisation of African Unity co-operated with the UN on 
four occasions in addition to conducting attempts of their own. None of the regional organisations were 
adequately equipped to deal with the dispute. 

The roots of the problems in Somalia relate both to its ethnic diversity and its colonial heritage. Firstly, the 
population of Somalia is divided along six distinct clan lineages: the Darod, Hawiye, Isaaq, Dir, Rahanweyn and Digil. 
These clans are also divided into smaller clans, including the Marehan and the Ogaden. Intra-clan disputes had not 
previously reached a level of serious warfare but alliances were made and broken in the course of clan relations. 
Secondly, Somalia became a democracy after the British had de-colonised the territory. Democracy lasted from 1960-
1969 and then Mohamed SiRU Barre seized power in a military coup in 1908. The :::Icting Army Chief of Staff at the time 
of Barre's take-over was General Mohamed Farah Aidid. 

Barre's clan, the Marehan, took the political reins and ushered in Somali expansionist policies, which clearly 
illustrated Somalia's designs on northern parts of Kenya and eastern Ethiopia. The expansionist policies of this regime 
became even more evident in October 1977, when the Somali government launched a war on Ethiopia. The border 
conflict with Ethiopia involved the super powers in a military support role, the USSR supporting Ethiopia and the USA 
supporting Somalia. Both super powers gave their clients enough military supplies for both sides to stockpile weapons 
and equipment. By the time the civil war in Somalia began, the country had already accumulated a large arsenal. 
General Aidid soon fell out of favour with Barre and was incarcerated for six years until he was eventually released to 
help in the 1977 - 1978 Somali war against Ethiopia. 

In May and June 1988, the Somali National Movement (SNM) organised a rebellion against the Barre regime. 
The SNM was cfmtred in the northern part of Somalia called Northern Issaq. The SNM attack happened aftN 
Somali/Ethiopian agreement effectively isolated the SNM. The SNM took control of several major towns temporarily 
until government forces retaliated. The towns were returned to government control but through 1988 and 1989 the SNM 
continued to maintain a fairly solid control of the countryside using its guerrilla activities to maintain its position. Over 
the first few months of hostilities the intense fighting resulted in 50,000 fatalities. Mohamed Farah Aidid returned to 
Somalia in 1989 after serving as Somalia's ambassador to India. Aidid had returned to Somalia to join in the armed 
opposition to Barre's regime. Aidid's involvement in the oppOSition movement was credited with driving Barre from 
power in early 1991. 

Over 1989 the Somali army split after a number of mutinies and it was reported that approximately 400 had 
died as a result of anti-government activities in the Somali capital of Mogadishu in July 1989. In December 1989, the 
SNM made territorial gains and the government continued its policy of harsh repression. The SNM was joined by other 
guerrilla groups in August 1990 and intensified their insurgent activities. The Somali Salvation Democratic Front, the 
Somali Patriotic Movement and the United Somali Congress joined the SNM in opposition to the Barre government. 
Though the clan groups had joined together in opposition to Barre, they were still divided by clan affiliation, cultural 
differc1ces, ideologies and geographic identity. Inler-clan rivalry was heightened in Decem~.;r 1990 wht:m the United 
Somali Congress (USC), a body dominated by the Hawiye clan, began a campaign of violence against the Barre 
regime. Mohamed Siad Barre fled from the region by the end of January 1991 and when Mogadishu fell the USC 
installed an interim government, taking control of the central part of Somalia. Meanwhile, in the north, the SNM had 
taken control of the regional capital. 

The SNM strengthened its hold on the south, fighting against other southern-based clans and securing defeat 
of the remaining Barre supporters. At the sarne time, the SNM established an opposition administration in the north in 
April 1991 and seceded in May 1991. By November 1991 the factional fighting in the USC in Mogadishu, between 
President Ali Mahdi Mohamed and General Farah Aydid resulted in a heavy loss of life. This fighting continued through 
to 1992 and a state of general civil unrest only served to exacerbate the severe famine already suffered by Somalis. In 
January 1992 the USC appOinted Ali Mahdi Mohamed of the Hawiye clan, 'interim President' of Somalia. At an earlier 
conference on reconciliation, convened by the President of Djibouti in July 1991, it had been decided that Ali Mahdi 
Mohamed would retain the position of 'interim President' of Somalia for t~"o years. The conference's decision did not 
find agreement with General Aidid and Aidid's supporters. The contest between the two over this issue was a precursor 
to later political competition between General Aidid and Ali Mahdi Mohamed and their respective clans. Just before the 
end of his term in office, Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar advised the President of the Security Council of his 
intention to do something to help the parties in Somalia to reach a resolution (December 27, 1991). Secretary-General 
Javier Perez de Cuellar and incoming Secretary-General appointee, Boutros Boutros-Ghali (Egypt), agreed to send 
James Jonah, the Under Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs, on an investigatory mission to Somalia. James 
Jonah led a small team of senior UN officials to Somalia for talks in January 1992. It was hoped that the team would be 
able to engage the parties in a process of further reconciliation talks and achieve a cease-fire between the clans. A 
major drawback for the UN-initiated talks was the fact that General Aidid would not agree to participate. The 
participating parties expressed unanimous approval for broader UN involvement and as a result the UN Security Council 
placed the Somalia problem on its agenda (January 23, 1992). UN Security Council Resolution 773 made it known that 
the UN was concerned about the extreme loss of life in Somalia and the escalation of events there (January 23, 1992). 
The Security Council was then asked to approach all the parties to the dispute and enlist the co-operation of the Heads 
of the OAU and the Arab League. The Secretary-General's objective was to assist the parties to find a political solution 
to the dispute and to necessitate the immediate deployment of humanitarian aid. By March 11, 1992, Ali Mahdi 
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Mohamed had accepted the terms of Resolution 773 but General Aidid still expressed some vague reservations about 
the resolution. Both parties sent delegates to New York to continue discussions under the auspices of the UN. The 
Secretary-General reported that the cease-fire discussions would be held in New York whilst an arms embargo was 
enforced by UN members. 

On February 12, 1992, the Secretary-General invited both Ali Mahdi Mohamed and General Aidid to begin 
discussions in New York. It was hoped that the discussions would result in a cease-fire and a process for political 
reconciliation. On the same day the Secretary-General also met with representatives of the OAU, the Arab League and 
the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC), invited them to the discussions and stressed the co-operative role of 
the regional organisations in the peace process. In New York, on February 13, 1992, the UN Secretary-General met 
separately with the parties and then a joint meeting was held under the direction of UN Under Secretary-General James 
Jonah with UN representatives and a delegation made up of members from the OAU, the Arab League and the OIC. At 
the end of this meeting, Ali Mahdi Mohamed said that any cease-fire agreement would not hold without international 
monitoring and assistance. 

The jOiilt UN, Arab League, and OIC delegation held meetings in Mogadishu with the two faction leaders over 
the course of four days from February 29, 1992 - March 4, 1992. On March 3, 1992, the two faction leaders signed an 
agreement detailing the implementation of a cease-fire. A suggested UN peacekeeping force was not initiated because 
General Aidid only agreed to allow UN rnonitoring of the cease-fire and escort supervision of humanitarian aid convoys. 
Along with the provision of UN humanitarian services agreed to by the parties, the factions agreed to begin to withdraw 
troops from strategic positions and to the presence of a UN Technical team to oversee the cease-fire and monitor the 
parties' compliance. The UN technical team, headed by the UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General, also 
involved representatives from the OAU, Arab League and OIC, who were to assist in a co-operative role. The Technical 
Team would also appoint a Joint Monitoring Commission (JMC) from within its ranks to supervise the military observers 
assigned to the Technical Team. On March 17, 1992, the UN Security Council approved the continuation of the UN 
humanitarian aid and supported the proposed Technical Team's observer role in Somalia. On March 20, 1992, the 
Secretary-General announced the establishment of the 15-rnember Technical Tearn to Somalia. It was to be headed by 
Robert Gallagher. 

Agreements on UN cease-fire observation and deployment of humanitarian personnel were signed by the 
parties on March 27, 1992 and March 28, 1992, after further Technical Team consultations with both parties in 
Mogadishu. It was after these agreements that the UN Secretary-General proposed the establishment of the first UN 
Mission in Somalia. The United Nations established the United Nations Operation in Somalia I (UNOSOM I) on April 24, 
1992, under Resolution 751, and the mission lasted until March 26, 1993. The mission's objective was "to monitor the 
cease-fire in Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia, and to provide protection and security for United Nations personnel, 
equipment and supplies at the seaports and airports in Mogadishu and escort deliveries of humanitarian supplies from 
there to distribution centres in the city and its immediate environs... In December 1992, after the situation in Somalia 
had further deteriorated, the Security Council authorised Member States to form the United Task Force (UNITAF) to 
establish a safe environment for the delivery of humanitarian assistance" (United Nations, 1996: 721). UNOSOM I 
began its mission utilising 3,500 security personnel, 50 military observers and 719 logistic staff. Troop numbers were 
increased slightly on February 28, 1993 to assist in the mission's objectives. 

In March 1992, Mohamed Sahnoun (Algeria) was appointed as the Special Representative to the UN 
Secretary-General. Sahnoun was later replaced by Ismat Kittani (Iraq) in November 1992, who then served in the 
position until March 1993. In March 1993, Jonathan T. Howe (USA) assumed the position of Special Representative, 
serving within the bounds of the second UN mission, UNOSOM II. Lansana Kouyate (Guinea) filled the position from 
February 1994 - June 1994, and by James Victor GBeho (Ghana), from July 1994 - April 1995. 

In Somalia over 1991 ·1992, the country experienced a harsh drought that reduced harvest production to as 
little as ten percent of the normal production level. Armed groups were stealing the food aid that was being distributed 
by world organisations, and so the level of deaths caused by starvation increased rapidly. In a UN report in August 
1992, it was reported that 2,000 people were starving to death every day and that 4.5 million people were threatened by 
starvation and malnutrition. In addition to this fatality rate, there were still people dying as a result of widespread 
factional fighting. 

Mohamed Sahnoun's first task as the Special Representative to the UN Secretary-General in Somalia was to 
hold a series of consultations with Somali leaders and most C'::01 officials_ .:liter taking up his residence in Mogadishu 
(May 4, 1992). He was assisted by members of the OAU, Arab League and OIC, who would accompany him to 
meetings around the country. The results of these consultations were not specified. On July 27, 1992, the UN Security 
Council passed Resolution 767 that approved a further technical team visit to assess the situation. Former Assistant 
Secretary-General, Peter Hansen headed a UN team which visited parts of Somalia from August 6, 1992 - August 15, 
1992. This team secured the agreement of the regional clan officials to deploy UN security units in two different 
locations. UN Security Council Resolution 775 later increased the number of UNOSOM I personnel to a total of 4,219 
troops and 50 military observers (August 28,1992). 

The effectiveness of UNOSOM I was very restricted because of the continuing disagreement amongst the 
Somali factions. On October 28,1992, General Aidid's forces took action against the UN troops in Mogadishu, a section 
of UNOSOM drawn from Pakistani forces. General Aidid ordered the expUlsion of the UN personnel in Mogadishu and 
threatened violent consequences should the order not be carried out within 48 hours. UN positions in Mogadishu, 
particularly around the port, came under heavy fire from General Aidid's forces in early November 1992 and finally, on 
November 13, 1992, the UN-Pakistani forces in control of the airport fought back. The UN forces managed to maintain 
their control over Mogadishu Airport. By this time in the dispute, the factional fighting had become a 'free for all' with 
each group competing viciously for control of strategic positions, vehicles and humanitarian supplies. ConSidering the 
rapid escalation of disorder and hostile actions aimed at the UN supply convoys, the Security Council issued a review of 
the UN position in these more threatening circumstances. The Security Council declared its strong support for the 
Secretary-General's proposal to consider invoking the powers of Chapter VII of the UN Charter, powers that would allow 
the UN forces to use force to ensure the delivery of humanitarian supplies in Somalia. On December 3, 1992, the 
Security Council unanimously decided that the UN forces should be authorised to "use all necessary means" to ensure 
that there was a secure environment for the supply and delivery of humanitarian aid in Somalia (Resolution 794). 

UNITAF, the United Nations Task Force, was to operate under this expanded mandate and the first UNITAF 
forces landed along the Mogadishu coast on December 9, 1992. UNITAF was to secure main airports and seaports 
used in the distribution of humanitarian supplies. Full-scale UN military intervention had began in July 1992 and this UN 
effort was later supported by a major US invasion in December 1992. Approximately 28,000 US forces entered Somalia 
with the aim of restoring law and order and protecting the supply and distribution of food. Initial US forces were then 
strengthened by about 17,000 UNITAF forces supplied by over 20 UN member states. UNOSOM I and UNITAF worked 
closely together, and UN Special Representative in Somalia, Ismat Kittani (Iraq) kept close contact with UNITAF 
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Commander Lieutenant-General Robert Johnson and Ambassador Robert Oakley, the US President's Special Envoy to 
Somalia. Progress was not forthcoming despite the intervention of the UN and the US. The factional fighting continued, 
hindering attempts to negotiate a peaceful settlement. With the persistence of inter-clan tension the clan parties were 
still unwilling to negotiate any settlement. The US military objectives were also unclear and confused the issue of 
further US intervention. A situation of severe famine and civil war continued. 

UN Special Representatives continued to maintain contact with the parties and, after a technical team 
meeting with Somali parties in Addis Ababa over December 3, 1992 - December 5, 1992, the UN Secretary-General 
initiated process of national reconciliation. The proposed plan for national reconciliation was cleverly introduced at the 
same time UNITAF was making its first impact in peace enforcement. The UN Secretary-General proposed a multi
party conference be held to discuss arrangements for the formation of a new government. A preliminary informal 
meeting established the framework for the following reconciliation conference held over the period from January 4, 1993 
- January 15, 1993. Fourteen Somali political groups, the Secretaries-Generals of the Arab League, the OAU, and the 
OIC, the Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Countries of the Horn and the Chairman of the Movement of Non
Aligned Countries, all attended the national reconciliation conference. As a result of the conference, the parties signed 
a General Agreement on January 8, 1993, which put into effect a cease-fire and established an ad hoc committee to 
continue with the process of national reconciliation. The parties agreed to hold another conference on reconciliation in 
Addis Ababa on March 15, 1993. 

UNITAF, the only UN force in Somalia so far authorised to use force if necessary, was to be replaced by the 
United Nations Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II), a UN mission with a more expanded mandate than its 
predecessor. UNOSOM II was mandated "to take appropriate action, including enforcement measures, to establish 
throughout Somalia a secure environment for humanitarian assistance .... Its main responsibility included monitoring the 
cessation of hostilities, preventing resumption of violence, seizing unauthorised small arms, maintaining security at 
ports, airports and lines of communication required for delivery of humanitarian assistance, continuing mine-clearing, 
and assisting in repatriation of refugees in Somalia" (United Nations, 1990: 722). UNOSOM II was established on 
March 26, 1993, under resolution 814, and remained in operation until March 2, 1995. Lieutenant-General Cevik Bir 
(Turkey) was appointed as UNOSOM II Force Commander from April 1993 - January 1994, and was replaced by 
Lieutenant-General Aboo Samah Bin Aboo Bakar (Malaysia), who served from January 1994 - March 1995. UNOSOM 
II therefore replaced UNITAF and was endowed with the broader powers of enforcement stipulated in Chapter VII of the 
UN Charter. Retired Admiral Jonathan T. Howe (USA) was appointed to the position of UN Special Representative for 
Somalia and took on the task of overseeing the UNITAF transition to UNOSOM II. The UNOSOM II force was to 
comprise approximately 20,000 troops to conduct assigned tasks, 8,000 additional staff for logistical support and the US 
agreed to furnish the mission with a tactical rapid response force. 

Under the chairmanship of the United Nations Under Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, a 
conference was held in Addis Ababa with Somali representatives and representatives from United Nations agencies, 
and other humanitarian relief agencies (March 11, 1993 - March 13, 1993). The meeting was to discuss the restoration 
of civilian security, welfare, health and education services in Somalia. In addition to these issues, the meeting 
discussed the repatriation of some 300,000 refugees and approximately one million displaced Somali nationals. 

The second mUlti-party conference on national reconciliation was held in Addis Ababa from March 15, 1993 -
March 28, 1993 as scheduled. The Secretary-General's Deputy Special Representative for Somalia, Lansana Kouyate 
(Guinea), chaired the meeting of fifteen Somali pOlitical leaders. Also in attendance were representatives from the Arab 
League, OAU, OIC and the Standing Committee of the Countries of the Horn and the Movement of Non-Aligned 
Countries. At the conclusion of the meeting the parties had agreed to put into effect some transitional mechanisms so 
that reconciliation could move forward. The Conference agreed on a two-year transitional period over which legislative 
and administrative mechanisms were to be established. District elections were also proposed for the 92 districts in the 
country. The UN was invited to assist in the compliance of all of the measures detailed in the agreement. 

Even after the transition from UNITAF to UNOSOM II was complete, it was evident that General Aidid and his 
supporters were unwilling to co-operate with the UN and comply with the terms of the March 1993 Agreement. Further 
efforts by UNOSOM II to implement disarmament procedures led to escalation of tension between the factions and the 
UN and on June 5, 1993, to a resumption of hostilities. Violence, allegedly led by General Aidid's forces, resulted in 25 
fatalities and about 64 wounded. The UN Secretary-General denounced the hostile actions against the UN forces, as 
did the UN Security Council in Resolution 837 (June 6, 1993). Eleven p~!'ties in Sor::alia also came out and officially 
condemned the renewed hostilities on June 8, 1993. In response, UNOSOM II initiated military action on June 12, 1993 
in a series of ground and aerial attacks in south Mogadishu. The main objective of the UN action was to restore peace 
to Mogadishu. On June 15, 1993, the Security Council officially condemned the actions of some Somali factions that 
had taken to the practice of using civilian women and children as human shields. In resolution 865 the Security Council 
reiterated the need for UNOSOM II to succeed in its mandate to bring about full reconciliation in a free and democratic 
Somalia by March 1995 (September 22, 1993). Over June 1993, UNOSOM II employed a policy of 'coercive 
disarmament' around south Mogadishu, actively patrolling the area, aiming to reduce General Aidid's arms caches. At 
the same time in June 1993, General Aidid's USC/SNA forces launched attacks on UNOSOM II and hostilities were 
ongoing. Coercive disarmament was taken to new levels on October 3, 1993 when the US Rangers engaged in a major 
offensive with the rapid response force. A number of General Aidid's supporters were captured in the raids but the 
UN/US forces also suffered a number of casualties in the process, with 18 US soldiers killed and 75 wounded. As a 
result of the US fatalities incurred in the October 1993 raids, US President William Clinton announced that the US would 
withdraw from operations in Sorr,alia (March 31,1994). On October 9,1993, General Aidid's USC/SNA supporters 
announced a unilateral cessation of hostilities against UNOSOM II forces. 

After holding a series of consultations with regional actors and other contributors to the UNOSOM II mission, 
the UN Secretary-General met with Somali elders, OAU Chairman President Mubarak and the Secretaries-General of 
the OAU, the Arab League and the OIC (October 1993). UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali recommended to 
the Security Council that UNOSOM II's mandate be extended on October 28, 1993. The UN Security Council extended 
UNOSOM II's mandate to expire on November 18, 1993, as per Resolution 878 (October 29, 1993). The Security 
Council then reaffirmed that the UN's priority in Somalia was one of humanitarian relief (November 12, 1993). 

UNOSOM II set about re-establishing the Somali infra-structure and by November 1993 six regional councils 
had been established. UNOSOM II began to initiate conflict resolution processes on a regional basis, convening 
conferences of regional heads in the different regions throughout 1993. A peace conference was convened by the 
UNOSOM II personnel in Kismayo and involved 152 Somali elders. The conference resulted in the signing of the 
Jubaland Peace Agreement on August 6, 1993. The Deputy Special Representative and UNOSOM II political affairs 
officers performed a successful facilitative role between factional leaders of the Somali Salvation Democratic Front 
(SSDF) and achieved reconciliation between northern clans over August 1993. UNOSOM II arranged several meetings 
in Mogadishu culminating in a 600-delegate all-Somali conference from September 30, 1993 - October 1, 1993. 
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Following this conference another was held involving the Hawiye clan and the Habr Gedir, a sub-clan of the Hawiye to 
which General Aidid belonged (October 14, 1993 - October 16, 1993). 

A Commission of Inquiry was set up by the Security Council on November 16, 1993, to investigate the 
continuing armed attacks on UNOSOM II personnel (refer Resolutions 814, 837, 885). The Secretary-General proposed 
a three-member Commission of Inquiry comprising S. W. Ngulube (Zambia), General Emmanuel Erskine (Ghana) and 
General Gustav Hagglund (Finland). The Commission was to be led by UN representative, Winston Tubman (Liberia). 
UNOSOM II's mandate was again extended by the Security Council on November 18, 1993 (Resolution 886). A 
mediation attempt over December 2, 1993 - December 11, 1993 was conducted at the invitation of the Ethiopian 
Government and with the full support of the UNOSOM II mission. The efforts attempted to bring together the two main 
factions, the Group of 12 allied clans and the SNA, but neither of the groups was able to come to any agreement on a 
plan for future talks. From November 29, 1993 to December 1, 1993, a group of Somali representatives met with 
humanitarian and political interest groups in the Fourth Co-ordination Meeting on Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia 
held in Addis Ababa. The meeting concluded with the humanitarian role of UNOSOM II, commitment to its role in the 
humanitarian restoration of Somalia, reaffirmed. 

In 1994, the Security Council also voiced its concerns over the continuing flow of arms coming across 
Somalia's borders and condemned persistent attacks on UNOSOM II personnel engaged in the supplying and 
distributing aid. The Secretary-General reported to the Security Council on January 6, 1994, explaining the two main 
impediments to reconciliation on a political level: 
• the irreconcilable differences between the two main factional groups, General Aidid's SNA and Ali Mahdi's Group 

of 12 allied factions. 
+ the constant rejection of UNOSOM II political reconciliation initiatives by the USC/SNA faction. 

Over 1994, UNOSOM II's priorities were to achieve full national reconciliation, renew its commitment to 
humanitarian assistance programmes and resettle those displaced by the civil war. Though the intensity of hostilities 
had diminished by 1994, bandit raids were a frequent occurrence in parts of the countryside and there were still the 
occasional clan clashes to deal with. UNOSOM II's mandate was extended again on February 4, 1994 (Security 
Council Resolution 879). Meanwhile, the Security Council prompted the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the 
OAU and the Arab League, to continue efforts to put in place a timetable for trle full implementation of the Addis Ababa 
Agreement of March 1993. Considerable progress was made towards agreement between the SNM and the Somali 
Patriotic Movement (SPM) over March 1994. The two factions agreed to sign a preliminary cease-fire arrangement on 
March 27, 1994, and agree to participate in a series of further talks beginning at a Juba Reconciliation Conference in 
Kismayo on April 8, 1994. A third meeting was held at Kismayo from May 24, 1994 to June 18, 1994. The meetings 
culminated in the Signing of a cease-fire agreement on June 19, 1994, to take effect on June 24, 1994. On May 31, 
1994, the Security Council voted to extend UNOSOM II's mandate to September 30, 1994 (Resolution 923). The 
Secretary-General initiated a UN Special Mission in an effort to re-appraise the Somali situation and the position of the 
UNOSOM II role. The Mission was sent to Somalia from July 28,1994 to August 4,1994, and came out recommending 
that the overall UNOSOM II troop numbers be reduced from 18,761 to about 17,200 by the end of September 1994. 
UNOSOM II forces were still sustaining losses in the field due to bandit raids and after September 17, 1994, the 
Secretary-General informed the Security Council that UNOSOM II was being concentrated to four regions to reduce the 
exposure of smaller personnel teams. Previously, on July 29, 1994, a militia force in Belet Weyne had overcome a 
small UNOSOM II contingent. 

The Security Council wamed the Secretary-General of the impending UNOSOM II deadline, March 31, 1995, 
when it extended the UNOSOM II mandate on September 30, 1994 (Resolution 946). On September 30, 1994, the 
Security Council proposed a mission to Somalia to put the UN position directly to the Somali factions. Mediation was 
attempted by the Under Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations, Kofi Annan (Ghana), in a meeting with the 
factions in Mogadishu over October 1994. The Secretary-General's report, incorporating information passed on by Kofi 
Annan, was presented to the Security Council on October 14, 1994. The report stated that the process of national 
reconciliation was not keeping up with the humanitarian aspect of the mission and that, in fact, the security element 
needed for the process to continue had since regressed. The need for reconciliation between the two factional leaders 
had become the major stumbling block to any progress in building a peaceful Somalia. On October 20, 1994, a seven
member mission, headed by Permanent Representative of New Zealand, Colin Keating, visited Somalia over October 
26, 1994 - October 27, 1994. The mission rr~mbers mtlt with Somali leaders and UN agency and non·govemmental aid 
organisations' representatives. The mission reconfirmed that the final date for UNOSOM II deployment should be 
March 31, 1995. None of the parties active in Somalia had requested that the UNOSOM II operation be extended over 
this expiry date. On November 4, 1994, the Security Council extended the UNOSOM II mandate to its fullest term, 
March 31,1995 (Resolution 954). 

Overall, there was little progress to boast about in 1994. The reconciliation process had stalled due to the 
dichotomous nature of the two main factions and their leadership, Ali Mahdi and General Aidid. Only with the co
operation of the main parties could UNOSOM II fully complete its mandate and achieve national reconciliation. 
Fatalities amongst the UN forces stationed in Somalia had increased and the US forces of UNOSOM II had sustained 
heavy losses. The Security Council urged the Secretary-General to continue efforts to facilitate or mediate national 
reconciliation in Somalia after March 1995, if the parties in Somalia requested further assistance and were willing to co
operate with the UN. UN mediation did not achieve any significant success and eventually, by 1994, it was evident that 
the UN mission had failed. As a consequence, the UN planned to withdraw its mission in Somalia and the last of its 
forces left Somali territory by March 1995. 

Under Secretary-General Kofi Annan visited Somalia from February 8, 1995 - February 10, 1995, to oversee 
the final preparations for UNOSOM II's withdrawal. A multi-lateral task force, known as the 'United Shield' helped to 
support the withdrawal of the operation. The combined task force comprised forces from India, Italy, France, Pakistan, 
Malaysia, the UK and the USA. 

Political developments were made on February 19, 1995, when Ali Mahdi and Osman Ali Atto, an SNA high
ranking official, met to discuss the situation and UNOSOM II's withdrawal. A peace agreement was signed by Ali Mahdi, 
on behalf of the SNA and the SSA, and the new agreement was another step on the path toward national reconciliation. 
Some provisions were made to move forward with diplomatic progress and usher in democratic elections to resolve the 
issue of presidency. The parties agreed that they would seek resolution of their problems via a peaceful means of 
settlement in the future and on February 23, 1995, the parties established two joint committees to oversee the operation 
of the air and sea ports. On February 28, 1995, the seaport at Mogadishu was handed over to the combined forces, 
which were assigned to supervise the area during the transition. The UN Secretary-General's Special Representative, 
James Victor Gbeho (Ghana), his staff and UNOSOM II Force Commander, Lieutenant-General Aboo Samah Bin Aboo 
Bakar (Malaysia), withdrew from their pOSitions in Mogadishu on February 28, 1995. The complete withdrawal of 
UNOSOM II was completed by March 2,1995. The combined task force remained in place to provide adequate cover in 
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the transitional period. Ali Mahdi and General Aidid endorsed the February 1995 agreement and the two leaders signed 
a further agreement on March 8, 1995. This agreement was to set up a security committee to ensure the exclusion of 
unauthorised personnel from the airport and seaport zones and ensure that these vital facilities were adequately secure. 
Following this, on March 9, 1995, the seaport opened to resume normal activities. 

Criticism about the UN's handling of the dispute focused on a number of factors: 
+ The weight of global commitment to deal with the predicted internal situation in Somalia was low and little support 

was officially given to back early resolution attempts. "At grave risk, in May 1990, 144 well-known Somali leaders 
signed a manifesto was mostly ignored by the outside world. There was no response from the UN, the United 
States orthe USSR" (Lipsey, 1997: 125). 

+ The personal aspects of the mediators and the mediation attempt. "The personalisation of the conflict, including 
long-standing animosity between UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali and the warlord General Mohamed 
Farrah Aidid, marred mediation" (Lipsey, 1997: 121, 128). 

+ The UN organs were already overloaded with issues and did not act responsively enough to prevent or contain the 
situation when its potential as a crisis situation was initially recognised. "The lack of real efforts to mitigate or 
prevent conflict only widened it" (Lipsey, 1997: 126). 

+ Regional organisations such as the OAU and the Arab League also "lacked the capacity, will and focus" to be 
heavily involved in the dispute's management (Lipsey, 1997: 125). 

After 1995, situation in Somalia has remained much the same, with heavy clan-based fighting directly killing 
large numbers of civilians and causing widespread famine. "The Secretary-General observed that there were important 
lessons to be learned about the 'theory and practice of multifunctional peacekeeping operations in conditions of civil war 
and chaos and especially about the clear line that needs to be drawn between peacekeeping and enforcement action'. 
The world had changed and so had the nature of the conflict situation that the United Nations was asked to deal with. 
There was a need for careful and creative rethinking about peacemaking, peacekeeping and peace-building in the 
context of the Somali operation" (United Nations, 1990: 315-316). The fighting resumed between General Mohamed 
Said Hirsi, son-in-law of former dictator, General Mohamed Siad Barre, and Mohamed Haji Aden. General Mohamed 
Farrah Aidid was killed in 1996. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 234-235), Durch (1993: 472-474), Lendon (1994: 104-139), Oliver in Lipsey (1997: 119-
148), United Nations (1990: 285-318, 721-724) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA nONS· 
1. James O. C. Jonah, UN Under Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs (423) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN, OAU, Arab League and Islamic Conference Organisation [ICO]- delegation headed by James Jonah (424) 3-

1 Cease-fire, 2 Partial Settlements 
3. Mohamed Sahnoun, UN Special Envoy to Somalia (425) 3 - 2 Partial Settlements 
4. 15-member Technical Team - Headed by Robert Gallagher and assisted representatives from the OAU, Arab 

League and ICO (1064) 1 -1 Partial Settlement 
5. Mohamed Sahnoun, UN Special Envoy to Somalia and members of the 15-member Technical Team - Headed by 

Robert Gallagher and assisted representatives from the OAU, Arab League and ICO (1065) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 3 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
7. UN Technical Team - headed by Peter Hansen, former Assistant Secretary-General (428) 1 - Partial Settlement 
8. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General, UN Officials (697) 1 - Unsuccessful 
9. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General; President Zenawi (699) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
10. UN Team - Unspecified (146) 4 - 2 Full Settlements 
11. UN Agencies; International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC); and NGO's (1066) 1 - Partial Settlement 
12. Ambassador L. Kouyate, UN Special Representative to Somalia; L. Kapungo, Director UN National Reconciliation; 

UN Representatives Unspecified (700) 1 - Unsuccessful 
13. Lansana Kouyate, Acting UN Special Envoy to Sc oIalia; ICO; nrab League and OAU (700) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
14. Deputy Special Representative of UNOSOM 11- Unspecified (1068) 1 -1 Full Settlement 
15. UNOSOM II Representatives - Unspecified (1069) 4 - 3 Partial Settlements 
16. UNOSOM II Representatives; Ethiopian Government Representatives - Unspecified (1070) 1 - Unsuccessful 
17. J. Eliasson, UN Under Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs; R. Oakley; President Z. Zenawi (704) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
18. Lansana Kouyate, Acting UN Special Envoy to Somalia (706) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
19. Victor Ghebo, UN Special Representative to Somalia (709) 1 - Unsuccessful 
20. Victor Ghebo, UN Special Representative to Somalia; UNOSOM Officials; Imam of Hirab (710) 1 - Unsuccessful 
21. Kofi Annan, Chief of UN Peacekeeping (711) 1 - Unsuccessful 
22. UN Security Council Mission under Colin Keating, Permanent Representative of New Zealand. The Mission 

included USA, Russia, China, France, Nigeria and Pakistan Representatives (712) 1 - Unsuccessful 

ARAB LEAGUE· 
1. Arab League Delegation led by Ahmad Bin Hala, Arab League Director of Arab Affairs Public Administration (714) 

1 - Unsuccessful 

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY· 
1. EC Delegation headed by Baroness Chalker (429) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
-1.--Salim Ahmed Salim, OAU Secretary-General (422) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 262: BURUNDI';;" HUTU JRIBACCONFLICT (AUGUST 1988· ONGOING) 

J2~/Ij1;;magi3ment~·· .. :....-:;:: ... .... L~~.> . ..... . 
TptaIQrganisatiQr)a.IM§cJia.tiQl]s I'l[lq R~t?rrafs .. L<'- .•• 

Fatafmes(Aawcaicuiatfon). .• .. •. .. , .. ·']60,000 ..._ 
Current DisptJteStatus ' ..... ~ ... ... Ongoing· ..... . 

Overall, only three mediation attempts by international organisations were made during the course of 
this ethnic conflict. Neither the UN nor the OAU were successful in mediating a resolution to the dispute. 

Characteristically an ethnic conflict, the causes of this dispute between the Tutsi and the Hutu tribes were 
ingrained in the nature of the Burundian society and past. The Tutsi minority, comprising approximately 15 per cent of 
the population, controlled the political, social and economic institutions. The Tutsi and Hutu had a history of hostility 
between them. In 1972, the dispute between the tribes resulted in approximately 100,000 fatalities. The earlier Rwanda 
conflict in 1964 also involved serious clashes between the Hutu and Tutsi [See Case 105: Rwanda/Burundi - Hutu and 
Tutsi Ethnic Conflict (January 1964 - January 1965)]. 

Hutu attacks against Tutsi inhabitants in the northern regions began in August 1988. Approximately 2,000 
fatalities were reported as a result of these incidents. Tutsi retaliation was exacted by the Tutsi-dominated arrny and 
resulted in the killing of about 3,000 more villagers, rnainly Hutu. The severity of the Tutsi-Ied reprisals led rnore than 
50,000 Hutus to flee to southern Rwanda to seek refuge. It was rumoured that the original Hutu attacks originated from 
Rwanda. In the afterrnath of these two incidents, the government tried its best to repair relations between the Hutu and 
Tutsi cornmunities but was unsuccessful in its efforts. Several killings and police operations occurred throughout 1991 
and then hostilities escalated in November and December 1991 amounting to a rnajor rebellion. Fatalities over this 
incident were estimated between 500 - 3,000 people. 

In 1992 - 1993, another coup was attempted nnd there was a general period of civil unr"ct, resu:ting in 
approximately 100,000 fatalities as a consequence of the Tutsi-Ied military and Hutu fighting. 

Over 1994 the dispute escalated again and the international community were left antiCipating it to explode to 
the disastrous proportions exhibited in the earlier Rwandan dispute, also recognised as an ethnic dispute. The OAU 
suggested the deployrnent of a peacekeeping force but, over the course of the dispute, no dispute management force 
was ever initiated. The dispute, being ethnic in nature, was left alone by the international community, after having 
recently experienced discouraging results in ethnic dispute management efforts [See Case 261: Sornalia - Civil War 
(May 1988 - Ongoing)]. 

Progress was not easy to achieve as the Hutu majority only had a few leaders with whom the Tutsi-dominated 
government would negotiate. Ethnic violence flared again in 1995, causing apprOXimately 10,000 - 15,000 deaths and 
displacing more of the population. At this stage the UN increased efforts to resolve the differences between the parties 
and the OAU threatened rnilitary intervention. I> complete division of the two ethnic groups, into two separate states, 
'Hutuland' and 'Tutsiland', was rejected by both parties. 

The dispute remains unresolved. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 235-236) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali (427) 1 - Unsuccessful 

OAU· 
T:"'4-Man OAU Peace Mission - Led by OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim (937) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAU Team - Unspbcified (938j 2 - Cease-fire 
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CASE 263: BOUGAINvlLLElPAPUA NEW GUINEA - SECESSION AnEMPT (OCTOBER 1988 m ONGOING) 

.1g1al qQiJ!!!E~nagf!!!lept EffortL::..~_~~.~ __ ~~_HL~~~~· __ _ 
. Total Qrganisatio[lalMediations and Refi3rra/s .2··· .. 
Fatalities(RawCalclllatrol1) ...... ...... .... . 300 

Current Dispute Status ..... ..:c Ongoing 

UN involvement in this conflict was minimal although a hearing in the UN forum did allow the parties 
to continue a process of mediation conducted by various state mediators. 

There were three issues at the centre of this dispute. The first of the issues has its origins in a private land 
dispute between some Bougainville landowners and the owners of an Australian copper mine. The landowners wanted 
to be awarded some compensation from the mining company. The disgruntled landowner:.;, led by former miner Francis 
Ona, began a campaign of sabotage which resulted in several deaths. The Papua New Guinea (PNG) army had to be 
deployed to deal with the situation. The second dispute issue was based on beliefs of ethnic origin. Many Bougainville 
islanders believed that they were ethnically related to the Solomon Islanders and so sought closer relations with the 
Solomon Islands. The UN had helped to foster self-government, and eventually independence, in the Australian
administered Trust Territory of New Guinea. Two members of a UN Special Committee of 24 went to New Guinea on a 
combined mission (January 24, 1971 - March 6, 1971) and another UN Special Mission was sent later in 1972, to 
observe elections to the House of Assembly (February 19, 1972 - March 11, 1972). Self-government was achieved in 
December 1973. PNG became a UN member on October 10, 1975. In 1975, there was an unsuccessful bid for 
secession from PNG, just before independence from Australia was granted to PNG (September 16, 1975). The third 
issue of independence was to resurface in the 1980's. 

The Panguna mine was closed in May 1989 due to continuing sabotage and violence and later in July 1989, 
the PNG government declared a state of emergency over the whole isl?nd. The government campaign to suppress the 
rebels was nothing short of brutal and only helped to boost support TOr the rebels. The rebels, now organised as lhe 
Bougainville Revolutionary Army (BRA), had specific secessionist objectives in mind. By March 1990, the government 
troops had failed to halt the rebellion and were forced to withdraw from the island in March 1990 as a peace process 
was initiated. 

The BRA declared independence for Bougainville in May 1990, but the PNG government only replied by 
imposing a full blockade of the island. There was no recognition from the international community for Bougainville's 
claim of independence. Despite several attempts to negotiate a full settlement and even after the signing of some 
agreements, the issue of independence always re-emerged as a major stumbling block for any complete resolution. In 
September 1990, April 1991, and May 1992, government troops returned to the island. A major offensive was launched 
by the PNG troops in October 1992, and they were able to make significant territorial gains. Australia supplied the PNG 
government forces with supplies and helicopters in 1990. By late 1991, it was evident that the BRA rebels were 
receiving aid from the Solomon Islands as well as using the Solomon Islands as a base. To counter this, the PNG 
forces launched attacks on Solomon Islands territory in March 1992 and September 1992. In response the Solomon 
Islands government protested at the violations of its territorial integrity and deployed troops to secure its territory. The 
conflict continued over 1993 and 1994 in much the same manner. 

While approximately three hundred people had died as a direct result of the violence, many more inhabitants 
were dead as a consequence of the blockade. Neither side was able to command a significant advantage over the 
other because of the inhospitable terrain of the region. In 1994 and 1995, a number of face-to-face peace talks were 
conducted but still the parties became deadlocked over the problem of Bougainville independence. Renewed hostilities 
in late 1995, saw the peace talks abandoned amid fresh violence. 

Allsebrook (1986: 57), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 236-237) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 
1. UN Representatives - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN and Commonwealth Secretariat Officials (984) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
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CASE 265: USA/LIBYA - MEDITERRANEAN AIR INCIDENT (JANUARY 1989) 

"rQt8,:LQqI!11jg!JY1§1I]§g~,!!2~nt Etfor1s-,-.. ~~~~~ __ 1_. _~ ___ '~ .. ~~ 
TotalQrganisatiQnallll1ediationsandBeferrals ... .1 
Falalities(Raw Calculation) ..... .... .... ..... ... . .. ........ 0 

. Current Dis ute Status .. Abat9d . 

A referral to the UN Security Council by both of the parties proved unsuccessful in promoting a faster 
resolution between them [See previous relations between the disputants in the earlier dispute, Case 213: 
Libya/USA - Air Incidents (August 1981)]. 

Antagonism between the US and Libya had continued to occur after the dispute in August 1981. In 1983 
Libya complained twice to the UN Security Council about perceived provocation from the US. One instance in February 
1983, the USS Nimitz, an aircraft carrier stationed nearby, was sending aircraft to one of Libya's neighbours. The action 
was seen as a provocation, though the US stated that the exercise was only to discourage Libyan intentions towards the 
Sudan. Over February 22, 1983 - February 23, 1983, the Security Council met four times to discuss the matter. The 
second instance was over Libyan concerns about US military manoeuvres in the Middle EasVAfrica region. Libya made 
complaints about these actions on August ii, 12 and 16, 1983. 

US activity in the area was also noticed in its aerial assistance to Chad and another Libyan neighbour. The 
US dismissed claims of provocation and laid counterclaims against Libya and its role in Chad. On March 22, 1984, 
Libya called for a Security Council meeting to discuss the threatening actions of the US which had sent two AWAC 
planes to the Sudan on March 18, 1984. The AWAC spy planes and the claims of US provocation were discussed 
when the Security Council met on March 28, 1984 and April 2, 1984. No further UN action was taken on the matter. 

Another series of incidents occurred over January 1986 - April 1986 to increase the tension between Libya 
and the US. In November 1985 there were allegations of the US Central Intelligpnce Agency (CIA) involvement in 
promoting subversive activities against Colonel Qaddhafi's regime in Libya. The US accused Libya of complicity with 
the perpetrators of terrorist killings in Rome and Vienna on December 27,1985. As a consequence of these killings, the 
US assumed strategic naval positions off the coast of Libya and initiated economic sanctions simultaneously (January 
1986). Libyan forces were put on alert as the crisis escalated. There were a few clashes between the forces over 
January 1986 - March 1986 but there were no fatalities until major attacks on ships, aircraft and land positions occurred 
on March 24, 1986. About 50 - 100 fatalities were recorded in these clashes. On April 2, 1986 and April 5, 1986, two 
more terrorist actions on a TWA aircraft and a West Berlin night-club, allegedly with Libyan connections, increased 
concern over a possible US offensive. The US attacked Tripoli and Benghazi, bombing by air on April 15, 1986. Libya 
retaliated by attacking US shoreline positions. There was generally little international action taken over the dispute, with 
only a hostile reaction from the Arab nations. There was no conflict management attempted in this dispute and situation 
abated slowly. 

The 1989 hostilities were the worst between Libya and the US since the 1986 bombing raids on Tripoli and 
Benghazi. The US had suspicions that Libya was constructing a chemical weapons plant at Rabta, south of Tripoli. 
Two Libyan jets were shot down by US fighter planes over the Mediterranean on January 4, 1989. The incident was 
referred to the UN Security Council from January 6, 1989 - January 11, 1989, but no resolution was reached and no 
action taken. 

Allsebrook (1986: 70-71), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 238), Tillema (1991: 142) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Referral to the UN Security Council: US/Libyan UN Representatives (000)1- Unsuccessful 
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CASE 267: GEORGIA/SoUTH OSSETIA - ASKHAZIAN SECESSION WAR (MARCH 1989 m ONGOING) 

IoJ?!J2Q!1!lLqU)-:!?J2EJgI}J!J€I]L~!!9J!~ ..... ~ .... "._.. ..... __ . ~~ ... _ ... _ .. ~.~ .... ~_. __ 
Total Organisational Mediations and Referrals 

_Fatalities (Raw Calculation}· .. -'--_._. _ . .c..-:..-. --,---,-~::=-:=:,,,--,-:-",-c;=.~C:-1 
Current Dis ute Status -

The United Nations and the Conference on Security and Co-operation (CSCE) were both involved in 
managing this dispute over the status of Abkhazia. 

Abkhazia, a northern region of the Georgia, is strategically placed on the Black Sea. After the disintegration 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in 1989, Georgia became an independent republic. In March 1989, 
ethnic Abkhazians began to act on its intentions to secede from Georgia. The ethnic Abkhazians wanted to return their 
territory to a state of full union in a separate republic, a status previously enjoyed by the territory in the 1920's. 
Meanwhile, those ethnic Georgians in the territory were demanding closer ties to Georgia and the conflict between the 
two parties' positions led to violent clashes. The government of Georgia maintained that Abzhazian separatism was 
unconstitutional. The Georgians themselves were pursuing full independence and suffering harsh repressive measures 
from the Soviets in the process. The violence in Abkhazia intensified over July 1989 and eventually Russian troops 
were brought in to restore order to the region. 

The disproportionate ethnic make-up of Abkhazia made equal representation in administrative and authority 
positions difficult to achieve. Georgians held the majority at forty-seven percent of the population, Armenians totalled 
approximately eighteen percent, and Russians equalled about thirteen percent. From 540,000 population, Abkhazians 
numbered only eighteen percent. 

Another region ethnically close to Russia, South Ossetia, was also making separatist murmurings. The 
secessionists in South Ossetia formed the Popular Pront of South Ossetia and demonstrations ended in more violent 
clashes with the police. By September 1990, South Ossetia had declared itself a fully independent repuiJlic. Georgia 
objected to the declaration. Violence increased so substantially from December 1990 - January 1991, that a state of 
emergency was declared and Georgian militants imposed an economic blockade on the entire region. Georgia was in a 
state of civil war by March 1991. Russia and Georgia both agreed to help restore civil order in Georgia. 

By December 1991, the dispute in Tbilisi had escalated into armed combat. In the course of the violence 
President Zviad Gamsakhurdia fled and a military government took over. Former Soviet foreign minister, Eduard 
Shevardnadze, agreed to head the interim government in March 1992 and later went on to become the new elected 
president. Gamsakhurdia supporters continued to defend positions in Abkhazia and violent clashes between the 
supporters and the government forces continued until 1994. 

Abkhazia declared its independence from Georgia in July 1992, resulting in serious hostilities over August 
1992. At a summit meeting of the CSCE in Helsinki on July 3, 1992, the organisation decided to send a fact-finding 
mission to Georgia to assess the situation and level of hostilities in the area (Reuters, July 3, 1992). The Georgian 
govemment had requested the assistance of the CSCE in bringing peace to breakaway regions inside its boundaries, 
South Ossetia and Abkhazia. 

The parties agreed to a cease-fire on September 3, 1992, in Moscow. The cease-fire agreed to by the 
Republic of Georgia, the Russian Federation and the leadership of Abkhazia, stated that "the territorial integrity of the 
Republic of Georgia shall be ensured" (United Nations, 1990: 571). The cease-fire was to be implemented on 
September 5, 1992, along with the setting up of a Monitoring and Inspection Commission, comprising representatives 
from Abkhazia, Georgia and the Russian Federation to oversee compliance with the cease-fire agreement. The 
exchange of hostages, detainees and prisoners was to take place by September 10, 1992, and the free movement of 
persons and goods was guaranteed, allowing thousands of refugees to return to their homes. The agreement appealed 
to the CSCE and the UN to assist in the implementation of the peace agreement. The agreement was never completely 
implemented and cease-fire violations continued to occur in the region. A UN fact-finding mission was sent to assess 
the situation over September 12, 1992 - September 20, 1992. Fighting was intense and some 30,000 Abkhazian 
residents fled the violence finding refuge in the neighbouring Russian Frjeration ter~itory. The fact-finding mission left 
before the cease-fire agreement had collapsed entirely. 

In mid October 1992, UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali sent a second UN fact-finding mission into 
the area, after co-ordinating this effort with the CSCE operation. This mission sought to examine ways in which the UN 
could support the implementation of the agreement reached on September 3, 1992. Over October 1992, two members 
of this fact-finding mission remained in the area to maintain a UN presence. By November 1992, the UN had opened an 
office in Tbilisi to help the co-ordination of further UN peace initiatives (United Nations, 1990: 572). The next step in UN 
involvement did not occur until May 1993 when a Special Envoy was sent to the area. 

The CSCE approved a long-term mission to the area on November 6, 1992. "Compared with United Nations 
missions to countries such as EI Salvador, Cambodia, Rwanda and Haiti, the CSCE/OSCE long-term missions are 
normally quite small, usually being composed of less than ten members. The mission to Georgia is somewhat larger, as 
it has tasks in relation to two conflict areas and to the country at large" (Rosas and Lahelma in Bothe, Ronzitti and 
Rosas, 1997: 173). The mission's objective was originally "to promote negotiations in Georgia which are aimed at 
reaching a peaceful political settlement" (OSCE, 1998). The CSCE's mandate in Georgia was expanded later on March 
29, 1994, to include objectives to: "promote respect for human rights and assist in democratic institution building 
throughout the country; monitor and promote free media principles; facilitate co-operation with and among the parties 
concerned and, with their consent, monitor the joint peacekeeping forces established under the Sochi Agreement of 
June 24, 1992, in order to assess whether their activities are carried out in conformity with CSCE principles, in particular 
those mentioned in Chapter 11/3 of the Decisions of the Rome Council Meeting" (OSCE, 1998). The mandate also 
specifically ensured that CSCE officials would liaise with the UN operations in Abkhazia. The Georgia-Ossetia Mission 
was to be controlled through the CSCE headquarters in Tbilisi. 

The CSCE mission was to comprise eight members, including the Personal Representative of the Chairman
in-Office. The Mission's strength was increased several times over the course of its mandate and ended with a total of 
nineteen representatives, under the leadership of Ambassador Michael Libal (Germany) from November 1, 1996. 

Edouard Brunner (Switzerland) was appointed as the UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy in Georgia on 
May 11, 1993. It was Brunner's task to obtain a new cease-fire agreement, revive negotiations for a political solution 
between the parties, and encourage the support for a resolution amongst the neighbouring states. In addition to these 
tasks, the Special Envoy was to maintain a close association with the CSCE Chairman-in-Office. Liviu Bota (Romania) 
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was appointed as Deputy to the UN Special Representative to reside in Abkhazia and provide ongoing assistance to the 
peace negotiations. Liviu Bota was also to serve as Head of Mission to United Nations Observer Mission in Georgia 
(UNOMIG). A cease-fire was agreed to on May 14, 1993 but it is not clear as to what part the UN had, if any, in 
brokering the new agreement (United Nations, 1990: 572). Over May 20, 1993 - May 31, 1993, the Special Envoy 
visited Abkhazia and presented the parties with the Secretary-General's plan for the deployment of military observers 
and a proposal for a multi-party conference. The Republic of Georgia was in favour of all aspects of the Special Envoy's 
proposals. While the Abkhaz side agreed to participate in a conference, it did not approve of the deployment of military 
observers. The Russian Federation agreed to the deployment of military observers but did not look upon the proposal 
for a conference favourably. The cease-fire of May 14, 1993 came into effect on May 20, 1993 but only lasted a total of 
two weeks. Fighting over July 1993 was intense, resulting in a total of 83 fatalities and 521 wounded. On July 9, 1993, 
the Security Council approved the deployment of military observers to supervise the situation when a new cease-fire 
could be arranged (Resolution 849). 

It was announced on July 19, 1993, that the Secretary-General would approve an advance technical mission 
to the area to plan the deployment of a later mission of military observers. The technical mission was in Georgia from 
July 19, 1993 - July 26, 1893. After the Russian Federation had successfully mediated a new cease-fire between the 
Republic of Georgia and Abkhazia representatives in Gudauta (July 27, 1993), the Secretary-General approved the 
deployment of an advance team of ten observers to assess the situation. An Advance Team of 17 UN military 
observers set up headquarters in Sukhumi, Abkhazia on August 8, 1993, remaining there until being absorbed into the 
UNOMIG mission later on August 24, 1993. The Advance Team maintained a liaison with the tripartite Georgian
Abkhaz-Russian interim monitoring groups, which were also entrusted to monitor the cease-fire. The leader of the UN's 
Advance Team also participated as an observer in the tripartite 'Joint Commission' (United Nations, 1990: 573). 

UNOMIG was originally set up to observe the parties' compliance to the cease-fire agreement signed on July 
27, 1993. The Security Council established UNOMIG on August 24, 1993 under Resolution 858. The agreement, 
between the Government of Georgia and the Abkhazia representatives in Georgia, saw the parties agree to the 
investigation of any cease-fire violations, agree to attempt resolution of any cease-fire violations through negotiation and 
agree to maintain regular communication with the UN Secretary-General on their resolution progress. UNOMIG ceased 
to function in its full mandated capacity after the ceasG-fire agreement collapsed with fresh ftJstilities reported in 
Abkhazia on September 16, 1993. Serious fighting provoked by Abkhaz attacks continued over September 1993 and 
this was duly condemned by the Security Council on October 19, 1993 (Resolution 876). After allegations of 'ethnic 
cleansing' were made the Secretary-General decided to send a fact-finding mission to Georgia to investigate. The fact
finding mission observed numerous human rights violations over the period of its visit from October 22, 1993 - October 
30, 1993. The mission had had the co-operation of the Georgian government, the Abkhazian forces and civilians in the 
area. On November 4, 1993, the UN Security Council decided that the UNOMIG mission should continue to operate in 
Georgia until January 31, 1994 (Resolution 881). Four UN military observers had remained in Sukhumi, Georgia over 
this intermission for UNOMIG. 

Edouard Brunner, UN Special Envoy of Georgia, met with Abkhaza representatives in Geneva on October 6, 
1993 - October 7, 1993 and later met with Georgian representatives in Geneva on October 17, 1993 - October 18, 1993. 
In early November 1993, the Special Er.voy met with the Deputy Russian Foreign Minister, Boris Pastukhov, and 
brought together all the parties in a first round of talks under the auspices of the UN. The Russian Federation acted as 
a facilitator at the meeting and the CSCE also had representatives present. As a result of the meeting, the parties 
signed the 'Memorandum of Understanding' on December 1, 1993. The Memorandum set up a continuing process of 
peace talks, a cease-fire during the continuing negotiations, an agreement to exchange prisoners and to return 
refugees. The second round of talks, chaired by Edouard Brunner, took place in Geneva from January 11, 1994 -
January 13, 1994. The signing of a communique between the disputants resulted, acknowledging that on the whole the 
provisions of the Memorandum had been implemented. A third round of talks was planned for February 22, 1994. On 
January 31, 1994, the Security Council resolved to extend UNOMIG's mandate until March 7, 1994 (Resolution 896). 

Over February 22, 1994 - February 25, 1994, the third round of talks took place in Geneva under the 
chairmanship of UN Special Envoy. All the parties accepted a draft proposal made by Edouard Brunner, but the issue 
of Georgia's territorial integrity, and the relationship between Georgia and Abkhazia, remained major stumbling blocks 
for the parties. Unable to bring the parties to compromise on some crucial issues, the Special Envoy suspended the 
talks and planned for the parties to resume negotiations at United Nations Headquarters in New York on March 7, 1994. 
After this meetin~ in March 1894, the UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) chaired a separate meeting thbt 
resulted in the signing of a quadripartite agreement on the voluntary return of refugees. Despite a fresh outbreak of 
hostilities in Abkhazia (February 1994), enough progress had been made between the parties to allow the third session 
of talks to proceed over March 7, 1994 - March 9, 1994, in New York. Representatives of the CSCE and UNHCR were 
present for the discussions and a representative of the Russian Federation acted as facilitator for the meeting. The 
meeting ended with three issues still in contention: 
• "recognition of the territorial integrity of Georgia; 
• the repatriation of refugees and displaced persons; and 
• the role and area of deployment of a possible peace-keeping force" (United Nations, 1990: 576). 

On March 25, 1994, the Security Council urged the parties to resume efforts to reach a political solution 
(Resolution 906). Negotiations resumed on April 4, 1994, with the representatives of Georgia, Abkhazia, the Russian 
Federation and the UNHCR present. The Moscow meeting resulted in the signing of two documents, 'The Declaration 
on Measures for a Political Settlement of the Georgian-Abkhaz Conflict' and 'Quadripartite Agreement on Voluntary 
Return of Refugees and Displaced Persons'. In the provisions set out in the Declaration, the parties agreed to a formal 
cease-fire and to refrain from the use of force. 

Georgian and Abkhaz representatives in Moscow signed the Agreement on a Cease-fire and Separation of 
Forces on May 14, 1994. UNOMIG's tasks adjusted to accommodate the tasks set out in the new agreement. 
UNOMIG's tasks were: "to monitor and verify the implementation of the Agreement; to observe the operation of the 
peace-keeping force of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); to verify that the troops did not remain in or re
enter the security zone and that heavy military equipment did not remain or was not re-introduced in the security zone or 
the restricted weapons zone; to monitor the storage areas for heavy military equipment withdrawn from the security 
zone and restricted weapons zone; to monitor the withdrawal of Georgian troops from the Kodori valley to places 
beyond the frontiers of Abkhazia; to patrol regularly the Kodori valley;, and to investigate reported or alleged violations of 
the Agreement and attempt to resolve such incidents" (United Nations, 1990: 763). From May 23, 1994 - May 26, 1994, 
the UN Secretariat met with representatives from the Russian Federation to co-ordinate the roles of the UN observers 
and the CIS peacekeeping force, The mandate of the CIS peacekeeping force was extended until December 31, 1995, 
as was decided by the Council of Heads of State on May 26, 1995. UN Special Envoy continued with mediation 
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attempts in Sochi on July 7, 1994 - July 8, 1994, in Geneva on August 31, 1994 - September 2, 1994, and November 
15, 1994 - November 18, 1994. 

Talks broke down in December 1994, after the Supreme Soviet of Abkhazia declared that the territory of 
Abkhazia was a "sovereign democratic State" on November 26, 1994 (United Nations, 1990: 579). Vladislav Ardzinba 
was made President of the Republic of Abkhazia on December 6, 1994. The UN Special Envoy made another attempt 
to bring the parties to a peaceful resolution in Geneva from February 7, 1995 - February 9, 1995. Representatives of 
the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) were present as well as the Russian Federation representative, who was acting in the capacity of facilitator. 
This mediation attempt and subsequent attempts have failed to produce a full political solution. With no real progress 
being made in ongoing mediation, the Security Council extended the UNOMIG mandate on May 12, 1995, to terminate 
on January 12, 1996 (Resolution 993). 

Brigadier-General John Hvidegaard (Denmark) was the first appointee to the position of Chief Military 
Observer (CMO) for the UNOMIG mission. Hvidegaard assumed his position on September 10, 1993 and later 
relinquished the position on August 7, 1995. Major-General Per Kallstrom (Sweden) assumed the position of CMO on 
October 28, 1995. UNOMIG consisted of 135 military observers under Major-General Per Kallstrom's command, 
assisted by 64 international staff and 75 civilian staff. By March 31, 1996, the UNOMIG had been reduced to 128 
military observers, 50 international staff and 75 civilian staff. 

Georgia and Russia signed an agreement in 1995, under which Russia agreed to retain its military bases in 
Georgia. This alignment saw Russia agree to assist Georgia in its attempts at reunification with the regions of Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia. There were still signs of serious political instability in Georgia, as was evident on August 29, 1995, 
when opponents of President Eduard Shevardnadze attempted to assassinate him and some of his officials. In 
Georgia, Eduard Shevardnadze was elected President of Georgia by a clear majority in free elections held over 
November 1995. The elections were not held in the districts of Abkhazia as the central Government of Georgia did not 
exercise de-facto jurisdiction over the area. On January 19, 1996, in Moscow, the Heads of State of CIS decided 
extend the mandate of the CIS peacekeeping mission until April 16, 1996. The presence of the UNOMIG mission and 
the CIS peacekeeping force helped considerably in lowering the incidence of intense hostilities even though the UN and 
the CSCE were unable to bring the parties to a full resclution. The UN and the CSCE/OSCE co-operatad clc:.;ely i;-, their 
efforts to manage this dispute. 

Presently, the negotiations on the Georgian-Abkhazia dispute have reached a stalemate. Abkhazia has 
suffered extensive destruction, both of its structural, economic and administrative capacities. To add to the territory's 
problems, there were approximately 30,000 refugees to be repatriated or re-settled; approximately seventy-five percent 
of Abkhazia's inhabitants were either displaced or were refugees. The UN and the OSCE continue to cooperate to 
alleviate the refugee problem, sending a joint mission to the region to try to seek some solutions (February 21, 1996 -
February 24,1996). 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 239-240), Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas (1997: 173-177, 186-188,267-288,324-325), 
OSCE Internet Website http://www.osceprag.cz (December 19, 1997), Reuters (July 3, 1992), United Nations (1990: 
569-588,763-764) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. UN Fact-finding Team - Unspecified (1072) 3 - Unsuccessful 
2. Mr. Krusten, UN Special Envoy to Georgia (753) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia (749) 3 - 3 Partial Settlements 
4. UN Technical Planning Team (1073) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. UN Advanced Team of 17 Military Observers - pre-UNOMIG (1074) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
6. Boris Pastukhov, Deputy Russian Foreign Minister; UN Officials including Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary

General's Special Envoy; Vincenzo Manno, CSCE Representative (755) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
7. Professor Malinberi, UN Representative; Russia; Conference on Socurity and Co-operation in Europe [CSCE] 

Unspecified (756) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
8. Boris Pastukhov, Deputy Russian Foreign Minister; Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy 

(1150) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
9. UN Representatives - Unspecified; Russia (757) 2 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
10. Boris Pastukhov, Deputy Russian Foreign Minister; UN Officials including Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary

General's Special Envoy to Georgia (755) 1 - 1 Unsuccessful 
11. UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR); Russian Federation Representatives (1075) 2 - 2 Partial 

Settlements 
12. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; UNHCR Officials; Boris Pastukhov; CSCE 

Representatives - Unspecified (1151) 1 - Unsuccessful 
13. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; Feliks Kovalev, Russian Foreign Ministry 

Official (758) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
14. Edouard Brunner, UN Secrt:ltary-General's Speciai Envoy to Georgia; G. Kondratev, Russian Deputy Defence 

Minister (759) 1 - Unsuccessful 
15. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; Russia Representatives - Unspecified (761) 

3 - Unsuccessful 
16. Mr. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; Feliks Kovalev, Russian Foreign 

Minister; CSCE (762) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
17. Mr. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; Boris Pastukhov, Deputy Russian 

Foreign Minister; CSCE (763) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
18. CIS delegation led by Vadim Gustov, Head of the Federation Council Commission for CIS; Edouard Brunner, UN 

Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia (941) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
19. Edouard Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia; OSCE - Unspecified; UNHCR Officials; 

Russian Federation Representative as facilitator - Unspecified (942) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
20. Boris Pastukhov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister; Feliks Kovalev, Russian Ambassador at Large; Edouard 

Brunner, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Georgia (943) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
21. Uviu Bota, Edouard Brunner's UN Special Envoy's Deputy (944) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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oseE· 
1.CSCE Representatives - Unspecified; Russia (322) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 268: MAURITANIAISENE.GAL - BORDER INCIDENTS (APRIL 1989" JANUARY 1990) 

.JeJeLqonfl!2!Jy!~l}ilgel!!f!nt E".[[Qrt~.c.,;; __ .~~~.~';;;'_·. _. ~~~. _. _. ___ ... 
TotalOrgani$ationalMediations af]d Reter(al$.. 2 
Fatalities (Raw Calculation) . ....... . ... . 501 

Current Dispute Status • .. .• . ....•.....•... _Partial Settlement· 

Mediation by the Organisation for African Unity (OAU) in this ethnic-based dispute was unsuccessful 
in achieving a resolution between the disputants. 

Ethnic tension between these neighbouring West African countries was ignited by a fatal border incident along 
the Senegal River on April 9, 1989. Relations had deteriorated between the countries despite the fact that there was 
routine interaction, with transitory workers from both sides travelling from their homes in one country to work in the 
neighbouring country. The influx of foreign nationals on a regular basis caused some distrust between the two 
countries. In addition, Mauritania, with a majority population of Arab-Berbers, suspected the Senegalese of sheltering 
members of a black-African Mauritanian opposition movement. 

The border region was quickly reinforced by troops on both sides and two more fatalities were reported over 
the next couple of days. These deaths had a trigger effect and prompted a string of ethnically based riots and attacks in 
both countries. Even though a state of emergency was declared, the violence continued to escalate. In May 1989, an 
airlift was instigated to try to repatriate some of the foreign nationals. The repatriation efforts led to thousands of people 
being relocated to their country of origin, uplifted without their possessions. President Moussa Traore (Mali), OAU 
Chairman, attempted to mediate a resolution between the parties later in May 1989, but was unsuccessful in achieving 
any resolution. 

Diplomatic relations between Senegal and Mauritania deteriorated even further after the repatriation efforts. 
There were signs of hostile diplomacy, troop reinforcements along the border area, and reports of expulsions and forced 
repatriations. Another OAU mediation attempt by the OAU Mediation Commission and ('AU Chairman, President Hosni 
Mubarak (Egypt) did not result in a settlement between the disputants (November 1989 - June 1990). The Maghreb 
Union also tried to mediate but was equally unsuccessful. Negotiations also failed and in January 1990, the dispute re
ignited with intense fighting across the Senegal River. 

Fighting had abated by July 1991, and negotiations conducted around that date finally resulted in a partial 
settlement, despite the continuation of tension between the parties. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 240) 

The Mediators: 

OAU-
1. President Moussa Traore (Mali), OAU Chairman (457) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. . C}AUMediation Commission; President Hosni Mubarak (Egypt),gA,l.Jg~.!ii!rnClI1(4!5811:UflslJc:cessful .. 
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CASE 269~ YUGOSLAVIA - BALKANS CIVIL WAR (MID 1989 - ONGOING) 

... !2.!§!J2Q[!f,1i0~Ma.!lag€!"'!L?J]!J2fE.rJ.EL,_,;,~"""",~~_?§?"_,~_~~_~.'._ 
Tota.! Qrganisational Mediations and Referrals 187 
Fajalitj(~sJRaWCalculation)··· 27,000 
CurrentDispuleStatus ..Onqoing 

The complexity of the Yugoslavian dispute can be attributed to the multitude of issues in dispute. 
Yugoslavia had been divided along the lines of historical development, language, culture and religion long 
before the outbreak of civil war in 1989. Intensive mediation efforts by UN and European Union representatives 
were supplemented by a number of peacekeeping operations. The Conference/Organisation on/for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe (CSCEIOSCE) became involved much later in the dispute and have remained in the 
region to oversee recent developments. 

The Austro-Hungarian Empire had established a strong Catholic 'civilised' population in the north and the 
Ottoman Empire had consolidated an East Orthodox Muslim population in the south in the Balkan region, The various 
regions that made up Yugoslavia became fervently nationalistic, Serbia, Croatia, Albania, Slovenia, Macedonia, Kosovo 
and the region of Bosnia-Herzegovina all constituted what was the old federation of Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia can be 
described as a virtual melting pot with as many as nine different ethnic communities identified within its boundaries: 
Croats, Muslims, Serbs, Slovenes, Macedonians, Montenegrins, those identifying themselves as Yugoslavs, Hungarians 
and Albanians. 

Fighting broke out in Bosnia over September 1990, between the ethnic communities of Orthodox Serbs and 
Bosnian Muslims and fighting simultaneously erupted in Croatia between the Serbs and Catholic Croats. In Croatia, 
Serbian controlled enclaves declared their independence from Croatia and incited more violence. By January 1991, a 
face'off between the forces of the Serb,dominated Yugoslav National Army (JNA) and the Croatian government was 
evident. The situation had come about after the JNA had attempted to disarm the Croatian republican armed lorces. 
The JNA was ordered to forcibly suppress the Croatian,Serb insurgency within Croatia and this action only served to 
escalate the hostilities (March 1991). The Serbian republic then called upon the Croatian government to ensure the 
safety of Serbian,Croats, threatening to take action if nothing was done to control the attacks from the Croatian 
paramilitary groups. Direct confrontation between the JNA and the Croat forces was reported over April 1991 - May 
1991, where JNA forces had advanced into Croatian territory to deter fighting between Croatian authorities and Serb 
separatists. Fighting intensified to new levels June 1991, as the results of popular referendums in Croatia and Slovenia 
paved the way for declarations of independence from both of the new republics. The JNA was active in both of the new 
republics, opposing the declaration of independence on behalf of the resident Serb-Croats and Serb-Slovenians. "In 
Slovenia, where there was not any significant Serb minority, fighting was brief and JNA withdrew after an agreement 
brokered by the European Community entered into force at the beginning of July 1991. However, efforts by the 
European Community to stop hostilities in Croatia and to resolve the crisis in the framework of the Conference on 
Yugoslavia proved unsuccessful" (United Nations, 1996: 487). 

A complete state of civil war existed in Yugoslavia by July 1991. As well as escalating rapidly, the dispute 
spilled over into Bosnia, affecting Bosnian ports by September 1991. The JNA was now clearly associated with the 
Serb nationalist forces and by November 1991, the fighting had extended into Serbia as well. With the threat of further 
'spill-over' into other regions of Yugoslavia and neighbouring territories, a prospect particularly feared by Austria and 
Hungary, the international community began to act to contain and limit the spread of the dispute. 

UN involvement in the former Yugoslavia was initiated on September 25, 1991, after a ministerial meeting of 
the Security Council. The Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 713, that called on all member states to 
immediately implement a "general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to 
Yugoslavia" (United Nations, 1990: 488). Along with this call for an embargo, the Security Council expressed its 
approval for efforts made by the European Community and the Conference of Security and Co-operation in Europe 
(CSCE later the OSCE). Cyrus Vance (US), former US Secretary of State, was appointed by Secretary-General Javier 
Perez de Cuellar as his Personal Envoy for Yugoslavia (October 8, 1991)., On November 23, 1991, Cyrus Vance 
convened a meeting in Geneva of the heads of government and officials, inc!uding: President of Serbia; President of 
Croatia; Secretary of State for National Defence of Yugoslavia; and Lord Carrington, the Chairman of the European 
Community's Conference on Yugoslavia. The parties to the meeting came to an agreement on an immediate cease-fire 
and agreed to further United Nations involvement in the form of a United Nations peacekeeping mission. Unfortunately 
the cease-fire broke down almost immediately and efforts to obtain party compliance with the Geneva Agreement 
continued (Resolution 721, November 27, 1991). 

A small group of UN Secretariat staff accompanied a group of military officers and civilian police into the area 
in December 1991. Croatia and Slovenia received international recognition from many European Community member 
states in January 1992 and recognition of Bosnia-Herzegovina's independent status followed soon after in April 1992. 
On January 2, 1992, Cyrus Vance convened a second meeting, between military representatives of the Republic of 
Croatia and representatives of the JNA, in Sarajevo. The meeting resulted in the signing of an Implementing Accord on 
a new unconditional cease-fire. After the signing of the agreement, the Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali 
dispatched a team of 50 military liaison officers to the area to exercise good offices between the parties and encourage 
adherence to the cease-fire arrangements. Shortly after the team's dispatch, the Security Council approved the 
establishment of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR). 

United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) - February 21, 1992 - March 31, 1995. 

UNPROFOR's main objective was to create conditions conducive to peacefully negotiate a complete settlement of the 
Yugoslavian crisis. In pursuit of this overall objective UNPROFOR's mandate in Resolution 743 (February 21, 1992) 
altered to adjust to new dispute conditions. The mission was mandated: 
• "to ensure that the three 'United Nations Protected Areas' (UNPA's) in Croatia were demilitarised and that all 

persons residing in them were protected from rear attack; 
• to include monitoring functions in certain other areas of Croatia ('pink zones'); 
• to enable the Force to control the entry of civilians into the UNPA's and to perform immigration and customs 

functions at the UNPA borders at international frontiers; 
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+ to monitor the demilitarisation of the Prevlaka Peninsula and to ensure control of the Peruca Dam, situated in one 
of the 'pink zones'; 

+ to monitor the implementation of a cease-fire agreement signed by the Croatian Government and local Serb 
authorities in March 1994, following a flare-up of fighting in January 1993 and September 1993; 

+ to ensure security and functioning of the airport at Sarajevo, and the delivery of humanitarian assistance to that city 
and its environs (June 1992); 

+ to support efforts by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to deliver humanitarian relief throughout 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (September 1992); 

+ to protect convoys of released civilian detainees if the International Committee of the Red Cross so requested 
(September 1992); 

+ to monitor the 'no-fly' zone, banning all military flights in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the United Nations 'safe 
areas' established by the Security Council around five Bosnian towns and the city of Sarajevo; 

+ to monitor the implementation of a cease-fire signed by the Bosnian Government and the Bosnian Croat forces in 
February 1994; 

+ to monitor cease-fire arrangements negotiated between the Bosnian Government and Bosnian Serb forces which 
entered into force on January 1, 1995 

+ to monitor and report any developments in the border areas of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia which 
could undermine confidence and stability in that Republic and threaten its territory" (United Nations, 1996: 744-
745). 

The Security Council authorised UNPROFOR to use force in self-defence in reply to attacks against the 'safe areas' and 
to use air power in co-ordination with the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) to back up UN activities in the area. 
UNPROFOR had an authorised strength of 44870 but the maximum personnel deployed only totalled 39,922 in 
September 30, 1994. UNPROFOR was headed by a series of Force Commanders during its mandate: Lieutenant
General Satish Nambiar (India) from March 1992 - March 1993; Lieutenant-General Lars-Eric Wahlgren (Sweden) from 
March 1993 - June 1993; Lieutenant-General Jean Cot (France) from June 1993 - March 1994; General Bertrand de 
Lapresle (France) from March 1994 - March 1995; and lastly, General Bernard Janvier (France), who began his posting 
on March 1, 1995. 

The Secretary-General appointed Thorvald Stoltenberg (Norway) as his Special Representative to Yugoslavia and first 
civilian head of UNPROFOR. Yasushi Akashi (Japan) took over the position from Thorvald Stoltenberg in January 
1994. Yasushi Akashi was himself succeeded by the Secretary-General's Special Envoy to the Former Yugoslavia, Kofi 
Annan (Ghana), on November 1, 1995. 

UNPROFOR was later replaced by three separate but inter-linked UN missions in Security Council Resolution 982 on 
March 31, 1995 and these were called: United Nations Peace Forces (UNPF) serving from March 31, 1995 - January 
31, 1996; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in operation over March 31, 1995 - December 20, 1995; and 
United Nations Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia (UNCRO) which was deployed over March 31, 1995 -
January 15, 1996. The missions were divided into three separate operational commands in March 1995: Major-General 
Eid Kamel AI-Rodan (Jordan) commanded the UNPROFOR force in Croatia; Lieutenant-General Rupert Smith (UK) 
commanded the UNPROFOR contingent in Bosnia and Herzegovina; and the UNPROFOR unit in the former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia was led by Brigadier-General Juha Engstrom (Finland). 

In March 1992, the situation in Bosnia deteriorated rapidly and fighting became intense with the siege of 
Sarajevo, Bosnia's capital, occurring in April 1992. After June 1992, the Muslim-dominated republic of Bosnia became 
the focus of much of the fighting. Serbs and Croats began to encroach on the territory, making significant territorial 
gains over this period. In May 1992, Bosnian-Serbs declared independence from Bosnia and pushed the dispute to a 
new level. On July 24, 1992, the Security Council asked the European Community and the UN Secretary-General to 
consider the expansion of the European Community's Conference on Yugoslavia. The European Community 
subsequently invited Secretary-Ge'lsral Javier Perez de Cuellar to co-chair the International Conference on the Former 
Yugoslavia (ICFY) with the President of the Council of Ministers of the European Community. 

The International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia was convened in London on August 26, 1992 -
August 28, 1992. Among the parties in attendance at the ICFY were foreign ministers from most European states, the 
UN Secretary-General, and the President of the Council of Ministers of the European Community. The President of the 
Council of Ministers, representing the European Community, and the UN Secretary-General acted as co-chairmen in 
this initial conference. The ICFY decided to create a Steering Committee which was to be co-chaired by the UN 
Secretary-General's Personal Envoy, Cyrus Vance (USA) and the European Community mediator, Lord David Owen 
(United Nations, 1996: 492). Lord David Owen succeeded Lord Carrington as the European Community mediator and 
Thorvald Stoltenberg took over from Cyrus Vance in May 1993. Later in June 1995, Carl Bildt (Sweden) succeeded 
Lord David Owen. 

From December 18, 1992, to November 9, 1994, the matter of the 'general and complete arms embargo' 
imposed on Yugoslavia was questiored by the General Assembly. The General Assembly urged the Security Council to 
exempt Bosnia and Herzegovina from the broad arms embargo and thus allowed the residents of this region to defend 
themselves, a self-defence action considered to be a fundamental right. It was not until the 1995 Peace Agreement had 
been adhered to that the embargo provisions were terminated on June 18, 1996. 

The ICFY was a useful mechanism for the parties during the dispute. It was a well-utilised forum for 
discussion between the parties and helped to negotiate a cease-fire agreement in Croatia (March 29, 1994) and to 
formulate prospective implementation plans. Amongst other notable achievements, the ICFY "recommended the 
preventive deployment of UNPROFOR in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia; negotiated joint understandings 
between the Governments of the Republic of Croatia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro); 
provided a framework for addressing humanitarian issues; negotiated confidence-building measures; defused tensions 
involving ethnic and national communities and minorities; and sponsored efforts looking towards reconstruction and 
economic development in the area" (United Nations, 1996: 492). Progress was made by the ICFY in improving the 
working relationship with parties in economic, political and institutional channels throughout its operation but the ICFY 
was eventually discontinued after January 31, 1996. Co-Chairmen, Cyrus Vance and Lord David Owen, were able to 
bring the parties to agree on a series of peaceful settlements over the period from January 1993 to March 1993, 
culminating in the Vance-Owen Peace Plan on March 25, 1993. The participants in these agreements included: 
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President Alija Izetbegovic (Bosnia and Herzegovina); Mate Boban (Leader of the Bosnian Croats); Radovan Karadzic 
(Leader of the Bosnian Serb3); and the Bosnian Government. The Vance-Owen Peace Plan set out the measures to 
expand the UN peacekeeping role in Bosnia and Herzegovina, allowing the creation of a demilitarised zone, monitoring 
of borders and a cease-fire, restoration of economic and political infrastructures and a separation of hostile forces. 

The Croatian Army launched a serious attack on UN positions on January 22, 1993, and the Security Council 
called for an immediate cease-fire in Resolution 802 (1993). UNPROFOR's main moment of success occurred later in 
January 1993, with the complete withdrawal of the JNA from Croatian territory, including the Prevlaka Peninsula (United 
Nations, 1996: 515). Hostilities reached an intense level again on March 13, 1993, when fighting in eastern Bosnia and 
Herzegovina flared. Bosnian-Serb paramilitary forces attacked a number of cities in the region, including Srebrenica. 
UNPROFOR also reported aerial bombing of two villages just east of Srebrenica by unidentified aircraft. As a result, the 
Security Council extended its ban on aircraft in the 'no fly zones' over Bosnia and Herzegovina to include fixed-wing 
aircraft and rotary-Wing aircraft (Resolution 816; March 31, 1993). A Security Council fact-finding mission assessed the 
situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina over April 22,1993 - April 27,1993. The mission comprised representatives from 
Pakistan, thF! Russian Federation, Hungary, France, Venezuela and New Zealand. Following the mission's rer::Jrt, the 
Security Council declared in Resolution 824 (May 6, 1993) that, "in addition to Srebrenica, Sarajevo and other such 
threatened areas, in particular the towns of Tuzla, Zepa, Gorazde, Bihac and their surroundings, should be treated as 
safe areas by all the parties concerned" (United Nations, 1996: 525). The resolution also called for paramilitary groups 
to respect the nature of the 'safe areas' and cease all hostilities in these areas and withdraw, and allow UNPROFOR 
and the humanitarian aid agencies to continue their work unimpeded. 

In May 1993, the fighting in central Bosnia intensified between the forces of Bosnian Croats, the Croat 
Defence Council (HVO), and the forces of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The predominantly Muslim, city 
of Mostar was particularly affected in this confrontation. Efforts to end the hostilities were made by the Security Council, 
the Co-Chairmen of the ICFY Steering Committee and UNPROFOR, but all were unsuccessful. Security Council 
Resolution 836 (1993) expanded UNPROFOR's mandate to allow it to take necessary measures, including the use of 
force, if it needed to act in self-defence (June 4, 1993). The situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina continued to 
deteriorate from June 1993 - February 1994. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) was further involved in 
launching air strikes on mortar and artillery positions around Sarajevo. 

UNPROFOR's continued presence also acted as a buffer between the disputing parties in the UN protected 
'safe areas'. When hostilities began afresh on September 10, 1993, the UN Secretary-General's Special Representative 
and the Force Commander engaged in mediation, assisted by a direct call from the Security Council. The parties 
eventually agreed to a cease-fire on September 15, 1993. The ICFY Steering Committee Co-Chairmen was still making 
efforts to mediate a peaceful resolution at this time. UNPROFOR managed to mediate a Christmas Truce Agreement 
which was to last from December 23, 1993 to January 15, 1994. The cease-fire was extended on well beyond January 
15, 1994, with a lasting cease-fire agreement on the position of UN 'safe areas' reached later in March 1994. It was 
surprising that the agreement was reached at all considering the hostile actions perpetuated through February 1994. 
The mortar shelling of civilian targets around Sarajevo caused 68 fatalities and 160 civilians were wounded (February 4, 
1994, February 5, 1994). NATO was authorised to respond with air strikes and, after the announcement of authorised 
air strikes, the parties in Sarajevo reached a cease-fire agreement (February 9, i 994). This cease-fire was reached 
after intensive UNPROFOR-brokered talks between military and political personnel. Another cease-fire agreement was 
arranged over February 18,1994 - February 23,1994, and came into effect on February 25,1994. On March 29,1994, 
a lasting cease-fire agreement was reached by Serb authorities and the Government of Croatia in one of the UN 'safe 
areas'. The new agreement was witnessed by UNPROFOR's Force Commander and representatives of the US, the 
Russian Federation and the ICFY Steering Committee. The UNPROFOR mission, which had the task of monitoring the 
cease-fire of March 29, 1994, reported that the cease-fire had lasted with almost total compliance to the conditions for 
cessation of hostilities (May 30, 1994). 

Another of the collaborative mechanisms for dispute management, created during the Yugoslavian dispute, 
was the ad hoc Contact Group for Bosnia and Herzegovina. "The ad hoc Contact Group for Bosnia and Herzegovina 
originally included French, German, British, US and Russian government's representatives. The first meeting was held 
in London, on April 25, 1994 .... and is an example of coalition politics which is played behind the formal international 
institutions" (Bothe et alia, 1997: 29). The ad hoc Contact Group involved the participation of the foreign ministers of the 
above mentioned countries, the European Union Commissioner for Foreign Affairs and the two Co-Chairmen of the 
ICFY Steering Committee, Cyrus Vance and Lord Owen (LJ'lited Nations, 1996: 495). 

In August 1994 and September 1994, sniper attacks became commonplace in Sarajevo, despite and earlier 
agreement against their deployment. ICFY mediation efforts in August 1994, saw the Serb authorities and the Croatian 
Government agreeing to establish eight 'expert groups' to assist in the preparations for negotiations on economic 
issues. Negotiations by the ICFY continued in co-operation with Russian Federation and US representatives. Dubbed 
the 'Zagreb Four', the group conducted a number of mediation attempts from August 1994 - March 1995, achieving 
some success in resolving Croatian economic issues. In October 1994, the western pocket of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
called Bihac, became the site of heavy fighting between the Bosnian Government and allied Bosnian Croat forces 
against the Bosnian Serb forces. Bihac's status as a designated 'safe area' was violated on a number of occasions until 
November 1994. On November 26, 1994, the Security Council demanded the withdrawal of all Bosnian-Serb forces 
from the Bihac region and called for an immediate cease-fire. UNPROFOR proposed a three-point plan for 
implementing a cease-fire in the Bihac region (November 27, 1994). The 'Contact Group' and the Secretary-General 
actively supported UNPROFOR in its efforts. As the Bosnian-Serb authorities did not readily accept the UNPROF08 
proposal, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali visited with parties in Sarajevo, meeting with President Izetbegovic 
(Bosnia and Herzegovina) to discuss the Bihac situation and UN operations in the area (November 30, 1994). Radovan 
Karadzic (Leader of the Bosnian-Serbs) did not accept an invitation to meet with the Secretary-General. Former US 
President Jimmy Carter visited Sarajevo and Pale in mid-December trying to mediate a cease-fire but was unsuccessful. 
A later visit by the UN Secretary-General's Special Representative, Yasushi Akashi (Japan), managed to secure a 
cease-fire agreement from the parties (December 23, 1994) and a guarantee of the cessation of their hostilities 
(December 31, 1994). 

Over February 1995, provocative attacks from snipers in Bihac threatened to see a resumption of hostilities 
and a collapse of the December 31, 1994, cessation-of-hostilities agreement. In Sarajevo too, the snipers made attacks 
on UNPROFOR and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) aircraft and civilians. "From March 
1995 to November 1995, the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina was dominated by three main developments. Firstly, 
there was an unprecedented ievel of military activity, including offensives by all sides, accompanied by major 
movements of refugees and displaced persons and violations of international humanitarian law, particularly Bosnian 
Serb forces. Secondly, both UNPROFOR and NATO used force against the Bosnian Serbs. Thirdly, the United States
led peace initiative, together with a country-wide decrease in fighting in October 1995 and November 1995, provided a 
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solid opportunity for a political solution to the conflict. The continued lack of diplomatic progress and the breakdown in 
March 1995 of the December 31, 1994, cessation-ot-hostilities agreement caused fighting to spread from the Bihac area 
to central Bosnia and Tuzla and then to Sarajevo" (United Nations, 1996: 556). To cope with the spread of the dispute, 
the UN forces in the former Yugoslavia were reorganised. United Nations Peace Forces (UNPF) was the label used to 
encompass all of the UN operations active in the former Yugoslavia after the UNPROFOR mission split up on March 31, 
1995. The total personnel active in the UNPF (includes UNPROFOR, UNCRO, UNPREDEP and UNPF- Headquarters) 
reached a strength of 57,370. 

1. United Nations Protection Force - U'NPROFOR (March 31, 1995 - December 20, 1995) 
UNPROFOR was established after Security Council Resolution (982) on March 31, 1995, this mission was mandated to: 
+ "to perform the functions envisaged in Security Council resolutions relevant to the situation in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. In November 1995, a United States initiative led to the Peace Agreement initialled and subsequently 
signed, in December 1995, by the leaders of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and the Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). As requested by the Agreement, the Security Council authorised Member 
States to establish a Nato-led multinational Implementation Force (IFOR) to help ensure compliance with the 
provisions of the Agreement. After IFOR took over from UNPROFOR on December 20, 1995, the latter's mandate 
was terminated." (United Nations, 1996: 750) 

UNPROFOR was under the command of Antonio Pedauye (Spain) and its appointed military commander was 
Lieutenant-General Rupert Smith (UK). In November 1995, the UNPROFOR troops numbered 24,178 and included a 
Rapid Reaction Force, observers and civilian police. At its maximum, UNPROFOR was operating with 30,869 
personnel (August 31, 1995) and at its withdrawal there were only 2,675 UNPROFOR staff in the country. 

2. United Nations Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia - UNCRO (March 31,1995 - January 15.1996) 
This operation was established by UN Security Council Resolution 981 on March 31, 1995. UNCRO's operation lasted 
from March 31,1995 - January 15, 1996. The Croatian mission was mandated to: 
+perfurm the functions envisaged in the cease-lire agreement of March 29,1994; 
+ facilitate implementation of the economic agreement of December 2, 1994; 
+ facilitate implementation of all relevant Security Council resolutions; 
+ assist in controlling, by monitoring and reporting, the crossing of military personnel, equipment, supplies and 

weapons, over the international borders between Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Croatia and the 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) at the border crossing; 

+ facilitate the delivery of international humanitarian assistance to Bosnia and Herzegovina through the territory of 
Croatia; 

+ monitor the demilitarisation of the Prevlaka peninsula" (United Nations, 1996: 753). 

Head of Mission, Byung Suk Min (Republic of Korea) administered UNCRO, from March 1995 - January 1996. The 
Military Commander of UNCRO was Major-General Eid Kamal AI-Rodan (Jordan) who served in that position from 
March 1995 - December 1995. As with the UNPREDEP force, UNCRO was under the overall control of the UN 
Secretary-General's Special Representatives, Yasushi Akashi and Kofi Annan. At its height on May 31, 1995, UNCRO's 
strength totalled 15,522. 

2:. United Nations Preventive Deployment Force - UNPREDEP (March 31, 1995 - Ongoing) 
UNPREDEP was established under UN Security Council Resolution 983 on March 31, 1995. The Force, comprised of 
1050 troops, 35 military observers, 26 civilian police and 203 staff members. UNPREDEP was under the overall 
command of the Chief's of Mission and Secretary-General's Special Representatives, Yasushi Akashi (March 31, 1995 -
October 31, 1995), Kofi Annan (November 1, 1995 - January 31, 1996), and then Henryk J. Sokalski (Poland) from 
February 1996 to the present. Brigadier-General Bo Lennart Wranker (Sweden) who was appointed on March 31,1995 
to the position of Force Commander and continues in this position. Brigadier-General Juha Engstrom (Finland) served 
as Force's Military Commander from March 1995 - February 1996. This mission was mandated to: 
+ "monitor and report any deployments in the border areas (with f :bania and ~he Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

Serbia and Montenegro) which could undermine confidence and stability in the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia and threaten its territory" (United Nations, 1996: 756). 

From May 1995 - November 1995, there was a total of twenty-three mediation attempts by the ICFY Steering 
Committee Co-Chairmen, the Secretary-General's Special Representatives, the ad hoc Contact Group and European 
Union representatives. None of these attempts lead to a significant point of resolution, though some achieve limited 
agreements. 

Over September 1995 and October 1995, Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy, and 
the United States Ambassador to Croatia, Peter Galbraith, made intensive mediation attempts in Croatia. Their 
mediation efforts continued during the peace talks in Dayton, Ohio, USA (November 1995). Meanwhile, Greece and the 
Former Republic of Macedonia signed an agreement that consolidated friendly relRtions between them on September 
15, 1995. The Interim Accord was the result of continued efforts by Cyrus Vance, the Secretary-General's Special 
Envoy, who had been facilitating the meetings between the two states since July 1993. 

The Security Council, the ad hoc Contact Group, and the Co-Chairmen of the ICFY, continued to support 
peace efforts in Bosnia and Herzegovina over October 1995 and November 1995. An agreement was reached between 
President Siobodan Milosevic (Serbia) and President Franjo Tudjman (Croatia) on November 3, 1995. The agreement 
resulted in the signing of the Basic Agreement on the Region of Eastern Siavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium on 
November 12, 1995. The Agreement allowed for peaceful integration in a region of Croatia known as Sector East and 
also made provisions for some displaced Croatians to return to their homes. US mediation efforts (October 5, 1995; 
November 1, 1995; November 21, 1995; December 8, 1995; December 9, 1995) were fruitful and resulted in the Dayton 
Accord, the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina. On November 21, 1995, the parties 
involved in the peace talks in Dayton, Ohio, initialled a Peace Agreement and it was later officially signed at a ceremony 
in Paris on December 14, 1995. This significant agreement followed two incremental agreements at a Peace 
Conference in London on December 9, 1995, and December 10, 1995 (United Nations, 1996: 495). 

The Peace Agreement set out plans for UNPROFOR's withdrawal and the creation of a temporary 
multinational military implementation Force (IFOR), comprised of UN Member States or regional organisations, to 
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ensure that there was full compliance with the terms of the Peace Agreement. IFOR was to have the co-operation of 
NATO and the United Nations Intemational Police Task Force (IPTF), also suggested in the terms of the Peace 
Agreement. The Security Council approved UNPROFOR's withdrawal and replacement by IFOR on December 15, 
1995 (Resolution 1031). The transfer of authority, from UNPROFOR to IFOR, took place on December 20, 1995, and 
IFOR commander, Admiral Leighton Smith (USA) assumed command authority. 

United Nations Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina - UNMIBH (December 21.1995 - Ongoing) 
In compliance with another of the provisions of the Peace Agreement of December 14, 1995, the Security Council 
authorised the establishment of the United Nations Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina (UNMIBH) in Resolution (1035) 
on December 21, 1995. Initially, the UNMIBH mission was known as the United Nations International Police Task Force 
(IPTF). The IPTF's mission included: 
• "monitoring, observing and inspecting law enforcement activities and facilities, including associated judicial 

organisations, structures and proceedings; 
• advising law enforcement personnel and forces; 
• training law enforcement personnel; 
• facilitating, within the IPTF mission of assistance, the parties' law enforcement activities; 
• assessing threats to public order and advising on the capability of law enforcement agencies to deal with such 

threats; 
• advising government authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina on the organisation of effective civilian law 

enforcement agencies; and 
• assisting by accompanying the parties' law enforcement personnel as they carry out their responsibilities, as the 

Task Force deems appropriate; 
+ considering requests from the parties or law enforcement agencies in Bosnia and Herzegovina for assistance, with 

priority being given to ensuring the existence of conditions for free and fair elections; 
• co-operating with a NATO-led multinational Implementation Force (IFOR)' authorised by the Security Council te 

help ensure compliance with the provisions of the Peace Agreement, and with the High Representative, appointed 
by the Peace Implementation Conference and approved by the Security Council ... " (United Nations, 1996: 758). 

To establish the force immediately, Antonio Pedauye was appointed as Interim United Nations Co-ordinator for UNMIBH 
and served in that capacity from January 5, 1996 - January 31, 1996. Later, Iqbal Riza (Pakistan) was appointed as the 
Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Co-ordinator of the United Nations Operations in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina on February 1, 1996. Peter FitzGerald (Ireland) assumed the position of Commissioner of IPTF on 
January 29, 1996. Overall, UNMIBH operated with a staff of between 1,197 and 1,721. 

Early in the dispute the CSCE had been involved in two successful mediation attempts both achieving cease-fire 
agreements (July 3, 1991 - July 4, 1991; August 2, 1991 - August 9, 1991). It was not until December 1995 that the, 
now renamed OSCE, increased its involvement in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Under the terms of the Peace Agreement of 
December 14, 1995, the OSCE was charged with the task of organising an electoral process, assisted with technical 
advice from the UN. 

oseE Mission to Bosnia and Herzegovina (December 8,1995 - Ongoing) 
The OSCE established the OSCE Mission to Bosnia and Herzegovina on December 8, 1995 in Budapest. The Head of 
the Mission began to exercise his duties on December 29,1995 in Sarajevo. The Mission's mandate involved the 
OSCE's 190 members in efforts to: 
• "provide assistance for the preparation and conduct of municipal elections in 1997 and, when appropriate, to 

provide assistance in the establishment of a permanent election commission; 
• ... assist in democracy building and be active in human rights promotion and monitoring, in particular in support of 

the Ombudspersons throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina; 
• continue assisting the Parties in implementation of regional stabilisation measures; 
• and, the- Head of the Mission Wt;. co-ordinat~ closely with the Chairman-in-Office and report to the Permanent 

Council regularly, at least every two months; 
• ... supervise elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1998 (Projected dates of September 12, 1998 - September 13, 

1998); 
• ... maintain the necessary level of presence and involvement in the electoral process in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 

the implementation of the results of the 1997 municipal elections; 
• ensure closer co-operation with other international and non-governmental organisations and to develop common 

projects, with the aims of increasing the effectiveness of the international effort and avoiding duplication of 
activities" (OSCE: April 28, 1998). 

Ambassador Robert L. Barry (USA) is the present Head of the Mission and is assisted in his tasks by a Senior Deputy 
Head of Mission, four Deputies with specific portfolios, a Political Director and a Spokesman. The size of the Mission 
was authorised to expand to 246 personnel if required. 

Despite extensive international involvement in the dispute, the creation of 'safe areas', the agreement of the 
disputants to numerous cease-fires and the decisive use of air strikes as a last resort, fighting in the dispute continued 
to occur intermittently after the signing of the Dayton Agreement of November 1995. 

Over the course of this dispute, approximately 3.3 million civilians have already become refugees and more 
than 60,000 fatalities have been reported. The violence was particularly bloody and inhumane, with brutal atrocities a 
common occurrence - summary executions, massacres, the formation of concentration camps and random 
disappearances frequently appeared in news reports about the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The nature of the 
widespread violence was often reported by UN observers and the media as 'ethnic cleansing', a term given to describe 
the method of ensuring geographical homogeneity in parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina (November 30, 1992; December 
1, 1992; May 5, 1993; May 19, 1993). As a result of increasing humanitarian concerns in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the 
matter was addressed in the International Court of Justice from March 20, 1993 - September 13, 1993. 

The problems within the former Yugoslavia remain unresolved. 
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Atiyas (1995: 185-201), Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 241-243), Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas (1997: 479-493), Burg in 
Esman and Telhami (1995: 235-271), Durch (1993: 468-471), Hong (1997: 159-169), OSCE Internet Website: 
http://www.osceprag.cz (April 28, 1998), Schake in Lipsey (1997: 95-117), United Nations (1996: 485-566, 744-759), 
Wilson (1994: 140-162) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Javier Perez de Cuellar, UN Secretary-General (113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Cyrus Vance, Former US Secretary of State and UN Special Envoy to Yugoslavia (399) 6 - 2 Cease-fire, 1 Partial 

Settlement 
3. Cyrus Vance, UN Special Envoy; Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (521) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Marrack G01 !Iding, UN Under Secretary for Political Affairs (561) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. UN and EC/EU Representatives - Unspecified (298) 7 - 2 Cease-fires, i Partial Settlement 
6. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General; John Major, British Prime Minister; USA; Genmany; EC (527) 1 - 1 

Partial Settlement 
7. Major General Philippe Morillon, Head of UN Peacekeepers in Bosnia (529) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
8. Cyrus Vance, UN Special Envoy; Lord Owen [EC]; Thorvald Stoltenberg [UN] (1114) 1 -1 Full Settlement 
9. General Lars-Erik Wahlgren, UNPROFOR Force Commander (819) 2 - 1 Cease-fires, 1 Partial Settlement 
10. General Lars-Erik Wahlgren, Head of UNPROFOR; Cyrus Vance [UN]; Lord Owen [EG] (1107) 1 -1 Cease-fire 
11. Cyrus Vance [UN]; Lord Owen, [EG]; Thorvald Stoltenberg who replaced Cyrus Vance as UN Special Envoy; 

Reginald Bartholomew, US Special Envoy (822) 1 - Unsuccessful 
12. Cyrus Vance, UN Special Envoy to Yugoslavia; EC/EU and UN Representatives - Unspecified (1127) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
13. Cyrus Vance, UN Special Envoy to Yugoslavia; Lord Owen, EC Mediator replacing Lord Carrington - - Co

Chairmen of the ICFY Steering Cornoittee (528) 19 - 1 Agreement to Further Taiks, 1 Cea~e-fire, 4 Partial 
Settlements 

14. Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Lord Owen, EC Mediator - Co-Chairmen of the ICFY Steering 
Committee (823) 16 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlement 

15. Andrei Kosyrev; Vitally Churkin; USA; UN - Unspecified (825) 1 - Unsuccessful 
16. Brigadier-General V. Hayes, UNPROFOR Chief of Staff; General P. Morillon, UNPROFOR Commander (826) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
17. General Jean Cot (UNPROFOR); General P. Morillon, UNPROFOR Commander (827) 1 - Unsuccessful 
18. Brigadier-General Luis Felin, Deputy UN Commander (829) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
19. UNPROFOR - Unspecified (1111) 5 - 3 Cease-fires, 2 Partial Agreements 
20. UN Security Council Fact-finding Mission [France, Hungary, New Zealand, Pakistan, Russian Federation, 

Venezuela] (1113) 1 - Unsuccessful 
21. UN Representatives - Unspecified (146) 3 - 1 Cease-fire, 2 Partial Settlements 
22. Kurt Vollebaek, UN Special Envoy Stoltenberg's Deputy (831) 1 - Unsuccessful 
23. Viktor Andreev, UN Civil Affairs Coordinator for Bosnia (833) 1 - Unsuccessful 
24. UN including General Jean Cot of UNPROFOR (834) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
25. Yasushi Akashi, UN Secretary-General Special Representative to the former Yugoslavia (837) 14 - 1 Agreement to 

Further Talks, 2 Cease-fires, 3 Partial Settlements 
26. Lt. General Sir Michael Rose, UN Commander in Sarajevo (838) 7 - 2 Cease-fires, 2 Partial Settlements 
27. "Contact Group" - headed by the UN and EU Co-Chairmen of the ICFY Steering Committee (953) 16 - 2 

Agreements to Further Talks 
28. Charles Thomas [US Member of the "Contact Group" and mediator]; later joined by other members of the "Contact 

Group" (946) 1 - Unsuccessful 
29. "Contact Group" representatives; Richard Holbrooke [US Assistant Secretary of State]; William Perry [US Defence 

Minister] (949) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
30. Yasushi Akashi, UN Special Representative; UNPROFOR officials; Commander-In-Chief of NATO Command (845) 

1 - 1 Cease-fire 
31. Yasushi Akashi, UN Special Representative; C. Redman, US Special Representative; Vitali Churkin, Russian 

Deputy Foreign Minister; A. Kosyrev, Russian Foreign Minister (848) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
32. Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Lord Owen, EC Mediator; US; Russia; Vitali Churkin; Warren 

Christopher; Hans van der Broek; British, German, Greek, Belgium Foreign Ministers; Alaine Juppe (849) 1 - 1 
Agreement to Further Talks 

33. Sergio de Mello, UN Mediator (851) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
34. UN French Battalion (852) 1 - Unsuccessful 
35. Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Lord Owen, EC Mediator; Kai Eide, International Mediator; EU, 

US/Russian Ambassadors to Croatia (854) 1 - Unsuccessful 
36. Lt. General Sir Michael Rose (UNPROFOR); V. Andreev, UN Senior Civil Affairs Officer (855) 1 - Unsuccessful 
37. UNPROFOR Forea Commander - Unspecified (1110) 1 - Unsuccessfui 
38. Boutros Boutros Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 1 - Unsuccessful 
39. Lt. General Sir Michael Rose; UN Officials; Yasushi Akashi, UN Representative (857) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
40. UNPROFOR and UNHCR - Unspecified (947) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
41. US, Russian, ICFY Representatives - UN, and EU diplomats called the "Zagreb Four", including Ambassador Eide 

and Ambassador Ahrens (950) 1 - Unsuccessful 
42. UNPF Theatre Force Commander - Unspecified (1117) 1 - Unsuccessful 
43. Lt. General Rupert Smith, replacing Lt. General Sir Michael Rose (951) 1 - Unsuccessful 
44. Andrei Kosyrev, Russian Foreign Minister; Robert Fraser, US "Contact Group" delegate; Yasushi Akashi, UN 

Representative (952) 1 - Unsuccessful 
45. Andrei Kosyrev, Russian Foreign Minister; "Contact Group" - Alexander Zlotov (964)1 - Unsuccessful 
46. ICFY Representatives and the "Zagreb Four" (1109) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
47. Carl Bildt, former Swedish Prime Minister and new EU mediator replacing Lord Owen; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN 

Representative (961) 2 - Unsuccessful 
48. Peter Galbraith; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative (988) 1 - Unsuccessful 
49. Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Special Envoy to Yugoslavia replacing Cyrus Vance (965) 3 - 1 Cease-fire 
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50. Lt. General Sir Michael Rose; Yasushi Akashi, UN Representative (853) 4 - 2 Cease-fires 
51. UNPROFOR Chief of Mission - Antonio Pedauye (1112) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY· 
1. EC "Troika" Mission of Foreign Ministers: Luxembourg, Italy, Netherlands (319) 3 - 3 Cease-fires 
2. EC "Troika" Mission /CSCE (324) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
3. EC Foreign Ministers/US State Department (325) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
4. EC Foreign Ministers [Peace Conference on Yugoslavia] (1019) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
5. EC/EU Representatives - Unspecified (298) 9 - 2 Partail Settlement, 2 Cease-fires 
6. Jose Cutleiro, EC Mediator (522) 2 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
7. Lord Carrington - EC Mediator (188) 11 - 4 Cease-fires 
8. James Baker, EC Foreign Ministers (524) 1 - Unsuccessful 
9. Lord Carrington - EC Representative; Jose Cutileiro, Portuguese Diplomat and EC mediator (525) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
10. Lord Owen, EC (604) 2 - 1 Cease-fire 
11. Willy Claes, EC Peace Envoy and Belgium Foreign Minister (828) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
12. Lord Owen, EC; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Willy Claes, Belgian Foreign Minister; European Union 

Minister's Meeting (832) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
13. Lord Owen, EC; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Willy Claes, Belgian Foreign Minister; Hans van der 

Broek, EC Extemal Political Affairs Commissioner; EC Foreign Ministers (835) 1 - Unsuccessful 
14. Lord Owen, EC; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Klaus Kinkel, German Foreign Minister (836) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
15. Lord Owen, EC; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN Representative; Charles Redman, US Special Representative (840) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
16. Karolos Papoulias, Greek Foreign Minister as EU Council of Ministers President (844) 1 - Unsuccessful 
17. Vitali Churkin, Russian Foreign Minister; Peter Galbraith, US Ambassador to Croatia; UN; EU (847) 1 - 1 Cease

fire 
18. Carl Bildt, New EU Mediator (960) 2 - Unsuccess:ul 
19. Carl Bildt, New EU Mediator; Richard Holbrooke, US Assistant Secretary of State; Senior "Contact Group" 

Representatives (962) 2 - 2 Partial Settlements 
20. Carl Bildt, New EU Mediator; Richard Holbrooke, US Assistant Secretary of State; Igor Ivanov, Russian First 

Deputy Foreign Minister and "Contact Group" Mediator (963) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
21. Richard Holbrooke, US Assistant Secretary of State; Robert Frasure (US Contact Group); Nelson Drew (US 

National Security Aide); Joseph Kruzel (Dep. Ass. Secretary of State); General Wesley Clarke - Frasure, Drew, 
Kruzel - Replaced by Roberts Owen, Brig. Gen. Donald Kerrick, James Pardew after their accidental (968) 1 - 1 
Partial Settlement . 

22. Carl Bildt, New EU Mediator; Richard Holbrooke, US Assistant Secretary of State; Igor Ivanov, Russian First 
Deputy Foreign Minister and "Contact Group" Mediator; "Contact Group"; Warren Christopher, US Secretary of 
State (987) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 

CSCE· 
1 .C:$C:~ [Conference on $ecuritYCindC;(joperation in Europe ] .. ~lJll§pecifiEl~ (:3gg)J- 1 CEl,?s,El..-tire 
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CASE 271: LIBERIA - CIVIL WAR (DECEMBER 1989 - ONGOING) 

_Ic2ta,lf?9!!!licJ!AIf!!!a,gfjJ'!2.e,,'!lf1f°t1t> .. _ .... _____ ~;~". __ _' __ ~_.~~?-'~_ ... __ ."_~.~_. __ 
Total OrganisationalMediations andRelw?ls ... 13 ." 
Fafa/ities(Raw CalcLifatfon) . .. - . "150,000 
Current DfspoteStatus ... Ongoing 

Mediation by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and UN had little effect resolving this civil war. 
The intransigence of the parties, Charles Taylor in particular, made it difficult for the mediators to make solid 
progress. The United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) was "the first United Nations 
peacekeeping mission undertaken in cooperation with a peacekeeping operation already set up by another 
organisation" (United Nations, 1990: 379). 

In December 1989, the National Patriotic Forces of Liberia (NPFL), led by former government official Charles 
Taylor, attacked government forces in north-eastern Liberia. The NPFL launched their attacks from bases in Sierra 
Leone. "The NPFL was composed of political dissidents and ex-soldiers who fled Liberia after a 1985 putsch failed to 
unseat President Samuel Doe; Libya and Burkina Faso had backed the coup attempt" (Bercovitch and Jackson, 1997: 
244). Charles Taylor had been charged with theft whilst a government employee and had escaped custody in the US. 
By early 1990, there were already several hundred deaths reported as a result of the violence between the government 
forces supporting President Samuel Doe and the dissident forces. As the violence continued, government repression 
became more brutal. 

In May 1990, the NPFL moved south and by July 1990, the rebels had entered the Liberian capital, Monrovia. 
By this stage, the Doe government had almost collapsed. It was at this time that the NPFL split with the formation of a 
new faction under the control of Prince Yormie Johnson. One of the most brutal atrocities reported occurred on July 29, 
1990, when five hundrpd rGfugees were slain in a church by government troops. Despite US mediation in September 
1990, the fighting continued. 

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) had become involved in seeking a solution to 
the dispute early in its development. The sub-regional organisation became one of the main peace-brokers at the 
forefront of international attempts to mediate in the Liberian Civil War. ECOWAS established the ECOWAS Monitoring 
Group (ECOMOG) in August 1990. ECOMOG's mission was to try to stop the war and oversee a cease-fire between 
the parties. ECOMOG comprised approximately 4,000 troops assembled from the forces of five Western African 
nations: Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. Both the President of Liberia, Samuel Doe, and the leader 
of an NPFL faction opposing Charles Taylor, Prince Johnson, agreed to the presence of ECOMOG. Charles Taylor, still 
leading the main section of the NPFL, rejected ECOMOG involvement. ECOMOG facilitated a meeting between 
President Samuel Doe and NPFL factional leader, Prince Johnson, on September 10, 1990. Fighting broke out at the 
meeting and after being taken prisoner by Prince Johnson's forces, President Samuel Doe was killed. 

ECOMOG launched an offensive to break up warring factions and their attempts were on the whole 
successful. In November 1990, a cease-fire agreement was reached and this expanded to a broader peace agreement 
in February 1991. Part of the peace plan included the establishment of an Interim Government of National Unity 
(IGNU). Dr. Amos Sawyer, an academic and lawyer, was appointed as the President of the IGNU. By February 1991, 
the four main factions in operation all laid claim to the leadership of the government: Charles Taylor, leader of the NPFL; 
Prince Yormie Johnson, NPFL factional leader; Amos Sawyer, acting ECOWAS-appointed interim President; and 
Brigadier-General David Nimley, late President Doe's successor. 

In June 1991, former supporters of the late President Samuel Doe formed a new group, the United Liberation 
Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULlMO) based in Sierra Leone (United Nations, 1990: 377). The new movement 
also started to fight in the war against the NPFL. Over this period, Charles Taylor remained intranSigent, refusing both 
to disarm and to participate in the interim government. ECOWAS managed to bring the parties to agree to the terms of 
the Yamoussoukro IV Accord on October 30, 1991. The terms of the agreement included modalities of peace plan 
implementation, encampment and disarmament of the factions by ECOMOG and the establishment of a transitional 
e!ectoral authority. 

In August 1992, the tension between the ULiMO and the NPFL erupted into violence and in October 1992, the 
NPFL attacked ECOMOG forces in Monrovia. ECOMOG retaliated with well-orchestrated aerial attacks. Over 1993 -
1994, ULiMO and ECOMOG made gains against the NPFL but Charles Taylor managed to hang on to power in his 
movement. On June 6, 1993, there was another major massacre reported near Harbel in which some 600 refugees 
were killed. At this stage the dispute caught world attention and UN involvement was initiated. The UN Secretary
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali sent his Special Representative Trevor Livingston Gordon-Somers (Jamaica) to the area 
to assess the situation in Liberia (November 20, 1992). In addition, the Special Representative visited Benin, Burkina 
Faso, Gambia, Guinea, Cote D'ivoire, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Nigeria. 

Over 1993, UN Special Representative Trevor Livingston Gordon-Somers held five top level meetings with the 
parties in conjunction with the ECOWAS representative and ECOWAS Executive Secretary, Abass Bundu, and OAU 
representative, President Canaan Banana. In September 1993, Nigeria decided to withdraw its military assistance in 
ECOMOG, a move that seriously diminished the strength of ECOMOG. The UN was more willing to SFJe the Liberian 
situation handled by the ECOWAS organisation rather than become committed itself, and so lent its support ami 
backing to ECOWAS measures. 

The United Nations Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) was established by the UN in Resolution 866 
(September 22, 1993). UNOMIL was mandated: 
+ "to monitor the implementation procedures of the Cotonou Peace Agreement (July 25, 1993) in order to verify their 

impartial application; 
+ to exercise its good offices to support the efforts of ECOWAS and the Liberian National Transitional Government to 

implement the peace agreements; 
+ to investigate allegations of reported cease-fire violations; 
• to recommend measures to prevent their recurrence and report to the Secretary-General accordingly; 
• to monitor compliance with the other military provisions of the agreements and verify their impartial application, 

especially disarming and demobilisation of combatants; 
+ to assist in the maintenance of assembly sites and in the implementation of a programme for demobilisation of 

combatants; 
+ to support humanitarian assistance activities; 
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• to investigate and report to the Secretary-General on violations of human rights; 
• to assist local human rights groups in raising voluntary assistance for training and logistic support 
• to observe and verify the election process, including legislative and presidential elections" (United Nations, 1990: 

732). 
After Security Council Resolution 856 (August 10, 1993), the UN sent an advance party of military observers 

into Liberia. The Chief Military Observer, Major-General Daniel Ishmael Opande (Kenya) arrived in Liberia on October 
10, 1993 and served in that capacity until May 1995. The position was later taken on by Major-General Mahmoud Talha 
(Egypt) from November 1995 - May 1996, and then by Colonel David Magomere (Kenya) in June 1996 and is still active 
in the position. Major-General Daniel Ishmael Opande was soon joined by another 166 UN observers in mid December 
1993. 

On July 13, 1994, The UN Security Council called on the interim government to bring together the parties in a 
meeting no later than July 31, 1994. The meeting was never arranged. The UN Secretary-General advised the Security 
Council that he had decided to send a fact-finding mission to Liberia on August 26, 1994. Lakhdar Brahimi headed the 
mission, the UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy and assess the area from August 16, 1994 - August 26, 1994. 

On September 7,1994, the parties, in cooperation with the Chairman of ECOWAS, President Jerry Rawlings 
(Ghana), and UN and OAU representatives, agreed on the terms of the Akosombo Agreement. The new agreement 
reaffirmed many of the conditions of the earlier Cotonou Agreement of July 25, 1993. The fundamental terms of the 
Akosombo Agreement included an immediate cease-fire, modalities of cease-fire implementation, conditions for the 
disengagement of forces and some principles set out concerning the assembly and disarmament of groups. Fighting 
still continued to pepper the negotiations. An attempted coup by one of the opposition groups on September 15, 1994, 
was unsuccessful. A cease-fire arranged in December 1994 only lasted until April 1995, after another brutal massacre 
claimed 62 victims. 

Trevor Livingston Gordon-Somers served as UN Special Representative in Liberia until November 1994. He 
was replaced by Anthony B. Nyakyi (United Republic of Tanzania) on December 28, 1994, who remains active in this 
role. 

A peace accord was sign8d in Abuja, Nigeria, in August 1995, and the civil war appeared to be abating. A 
transitional government was to be established with the parties taking their assigneJ seats in the Monrovian government. 

In 1996, the transitional government process fell apart after a factional leader disputed his arrest on murder 
charges. Fighting and civil unrest followed and the capital was in a state of anarchy. The dispute remains unresolved in 
Liberia with none of the parties able to assert commanding control of the situation. The efforts of the international 
community continue but are hamstrung by the intransigence of the parties in their efforts to achieve a full resolution. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 244-245), United Nations (1990: 375-378, 732-733) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS-
1. Trevor Livingstone Gordon-Sommers, UN Special Envoy (398) 2 - Unsuccessful 
2. Trevor Livingstone Gordon-Sommers, UN Special Envoy; OAU; ECOWAS (430) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
3. ECOWAS Chairman; President N. Soglo (Benin); Reverend Canaan Banana [OAU Envoy]; James Jonah, UN 

Under Secretary-General (715) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
4. Trevor Livingstone Gordon-Sommers, UN Special Envoy; A. Bundu, Executive Secretary of ECOWAS; President 

N. Soglo; C. Banana, OAU Envoy (716) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. UN Security Council (007) 1 - Unsuccessful 
6. UN Fact-finding Mission and UN Special Envoy, Lakhdar Brahimi (1071) 1 -1 Agreement to Further Talks 
7. Trevor Livingstone Gordon-Sommers, UN Special Envoy; UN; Liberian NGO's (718) 1 - Unsuccessful 
8. Trevor Livingstone Gordon-Sommers, UN Special Envoy; Jimmy Carter, Former President of USA and private 

individual; O. Asamoah, Ghanan Foreign Minister (719) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
9. Jerry Rawling (ECOWAS Chairman); UN and OAU representatives - Unspecified (720) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
<0. ECOM()G and UN Observers (932) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
~ 1. ECOWAS and UN (934) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 

OAU-
1. OAU; USA; Ghana - Chairman of ECOWAS (722)1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 278: IRAalKuWAIT AND COALITION FORCES m GULF WAR (AUGUST 1990 m MAY 1991) 

•. To.Y!U29{).f!£qt}yl§{)§1.f)~e.,f!l.f!{)!'J~J!£rt~;:.:.;~ __ """~"'"~.m ••••• ,~gi~."_ .."~" ___ ." 
Total Orf)Clni§ationaI.Mediafionsand R(}ferra/s 3 
Fat~lities(Raw CalculatIon) .' .. ...... .. 100,000 
Current Dispute Status .... Victory· 

Both the UN and the European Community (EC) were involved in dispute management during this 
territorial dispute. The EC offered its services to mediate but was never accepted by the disputants in the 
capacity of a mediator. The UN Secretary-General mediated twice but was not successful in resolving any of 
the dispute issues. UN retaliatory involvement prompted the withdrawal of Iraqi troops and the continued 
presence of UN observers in the United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission (UNIKOM) helped to stabilise 
relations in the region and maintain calm after the initial crisis. 

This dispute occurred after Iraq had made accusations that Kuwait's oil production had diminished oil prices. 
Underlying these accusations were Iraqi designs on Kuwaiti oil fields and a longstanding Iraqi claim that Kuwait was 
originally Iraqi territory prior to its independence. Iraqi forces invaded Kuwait on August 2, 1990. The UN Security 
Council condemned the action on the same day (Resolution 660) and later imposed a mandatory arms and economic 
sanction on Iraq on August 6, 1990 (Resolution 661). With the invasion complete, Iraq had full control of Kuwait and the 
majority of the world's oil resources. A tense situation ensued, with some Arab states, the USA and their European 
allies forming an anti-Iraqi coalition. A Sanctions Committee was also established under Resolution 661. In addition, 
the UN condemned the Iraqi hostile action and its usurpation of the legitimate authority of the Government of Kuwait. 
The Security Council adopted twelve similar resolutions over the period from August 2, 1990 - November 29, 1990. 
Resolution 678, adopted on November 29, 1990, stated that the UN Security Council was prepared to authorise "all 
necdrsary rT'RanS" to compel Iraq to withdraw from Kuw?it, A short deadline was given to Iraq so thOi! all diplomatic 
efforts could be used before a resort to force was employed. The 'pause of goodwill' was to end on January 15, 1991. 

Despite mediation attempts by UN member states and the meeting of UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de 
Cuellar with President Saddam Hussein (Iraq) in Baghdad (January 12, 1991 - January 13, 1991), there was no 
indication from Iraq that it would withdraw from Kuwait. On January 16, 1991, UN forces initiated a full-scale military 
offensive. The UN offensive, led by the US and the allies, began bombing Iraqi positions and Iraq retaliated with Scud 
missile attacks on Israel and Saudi Arabia. The Iraqi attack aimed to draw Israel and Egypt into the dispute to escalate 
it to regional proportions, but neither state retaliated. The UN-authorised allied forces soon had complete control over 
the aerial situation. An Iraqi attempt to invade Saudi Arabia was defeated by the allies on January 29, 1991, and on 
February 24, 1991, the allies launched a full-scale invasion to re-claim Kuwait. After six weeks of intense offensive 
action on the ground and in the air, the allies liberated Kuwait City on February 27, 1991. Iraq withdrew its forces and 
announced its readiness to comply with the terfT'S in UN Resolution 660 on February 27, 1991. Iraq had surrendered 
unconditionally. The Security Council suspended the UN-authorised offensive on February 28, 1991. On March 2, 
1991, the UN Security Council called again for Iraqi compliance to the twelve resolutions passed earlier (Resolution 
686). On March 3, 1991, Iraq announced that it was ready to comply with the UN resolutions and a formal cease-fire 
was announced. 

On April 3, 1991, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 687, a document of formalised cease-fire terms 
which could be implemented as soon as Iraq acknowledged its acceptance of the cease-fire. By April 6, 1991, Iraq had 
approached the UN and notified the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council that it was now 
prepared to accept the terms of the cease-fire set out in Resolution 687. Under the terms of Resolution 687, the UN 
created a demilitarised zone (DMZ) on the border between Iraq and Kuwait which would be monitored by UN observers. 
On April 9, 1991, the UN Security Council approved the establishment of the United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Observation 
Mission (UNIKOM) under Resolution 689. UNIKOM was initially unarmed and comprised of 300 military observers. An 
advance party of UNIKOM began its mission on April 13, 1991 and by May 6, 1991, the mission was fully deployed. 
The maximum authorised strength of UNIKOM was set at 3,645 but this figure was never reached. By March 1996, the 
force numbered 1,356 ir. ;.otal. UNIKOM's mandate was: 
+ "to monitor a demilitarised zone (DMZ) along the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait and the Khawr 'Abd Allah 

waterway; 
• to deter violations of the boundary; and, 
+ to observe any hostile action mounted from the territory of one State against the other" (United Nations, 1990: 

775). 
Later, on February 5, 1993, after some serious border incidents, the Security Council increased UNIKOM's strength and 
expanded UNIKOM's mandate: 
+ "to take physical action to prevent violations of the DMZ and of the newly demarcated boundary between Iraq and 

Kuwait" (United Nations, 1990: 775). 
The UN set up a number of other agencies to assist UNIKOM: a UN Special Commission to oversee the 

destruction of Iraq's chemical and biological weapons; an Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission to demarcate 
the illternational boundary between the two states; and a United Nations Corr.jJensation COI,',mission to assess 
compensation for the parties who suffered damage and loss during Iraq's unlawful invasion of Kuwait. 

Major-General Gunther Greindl (Austria) was appointed as the UN Chief Military Observer for UNIKOM from 
April 1991 - July 1992. Major-General Timothy K. Dibuama (Ghana) replaced Major-General Gunther Greindl in July 
1992 and served as Chief Military Observer until August 20, 1993. 

Over May 1991 - January 1993, UNIKOM observed three types of cease-fire violations in the DMZ: minor 
military ground incursions; minor air incursions; and police activities by policemen armed with military-style weapons. In 
January 1993 there were some more serious border incursions into the DMZ and the Mission applied to Iraq directly to 
see the matter resolved. The performance of UNIKOM was recognised by the Secretary-General and the Security 
Council in April 1996, and the presence of the mission was credited with 'contributing to the calm that prevailed in the 
area' (United Nations, 1990: 685). 

After the Iraqi defeat, the Shiite people in southern Iraq, and the Kurds in northern Iraq, launched their own 
unassisted rebellions against the Iraqi authorities. Their rebellions went well initially but then their forces began to lose 
ground and both groups suffered severe reprisals from the Iraqi government. The allied coalition forces had maintained 
a strong occupation of southern Iraq until May 1991, and in Kurdish territory in the north, the allies had established safe-
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havens. With the continued involvement of the allied forces, tension remained high between the Iraqi army and the 
coalition forces and there were intermittent reports of hostilities between them. 

This phase of the dispute ended with fatalities well into the 100,000. Iraq continued to be the cause of tension 
in the region and the centre of international tension with the UN and the US. In December 1992, Iraq launched an aerial 
attack in the no-fly zone and elicited a strong aerial response from the coalition forces. By January 13, 1993, Iraq had 
made another attempt to invade Kuwait and coalition forces launched a full-scale attack with 114 jet fighters. Despite 
mediation attempts by UN officials with the Iraqi foreign minister, Tariq Aziz, there was no progress made towards 
resolution. This second phase of the Iraq dispute merely subsided unresolved. In October 1994, Iraq ignited another 
crisis when eighty thousand Iraqi troops massed on the Kuwait border. The coalition forces were deployed in the area 
and the tension escalated to crisis point. Soon afterwards the crisis abated when Iraq eventually acknowledged 
recognition to Kuwait in November 1994. In April 1996, the Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali recommended 
that the UNIKOM mission should be streamlined and the Security Council agreed to adjust the number of observers to 
50 in total. It was decided that the mission would be maintained and its presence reviewed later on October 4, 1996. 
The success of UNIKOM can be attributed, in part, to the cooperation of Iraq and the Government of Kuwait with the 
mission. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 250-251), Durch (1993: 258-271), Huth (1996: 212-213), Rakisits (1994: 58-103), United 
Nations (1990: 681-688, 775-776) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Javier Perez de Cuellar (113) 2 - Unsuccessful 

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY' 
1. EC - Unspecified (29B) 1 - Offered O~ly 
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CASE 279: AZERBAIJAN/ARMENIA· NAGORNO-KARABAKH CONFLICT (AUGUST 1990· ONGOING) 

J o.LB:LC;gD!ligUyI9[1?g~f12.ef1Lf:.fJeEl~~;,.,."_~~"_~ ______ .,_,~~ __ ~~_._,_. 
Total OrganisationalMediations qnd Rel~rmls 64. 
Fatalities (B§w Calcufation) . ..... . 20,000 
Current Dispute Status .. . Ongoing 

UN involvement in this dispute was minimal and was officially forfeited in favour of the 
Conference/Organisation on/for Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE/OSCE) dispute management, 
though the UN offered its official support to the CSCE/OSCE in Security Council resolutions. Despite intensive 
efforts by the CSCE Minsk Group to mediate a resolution, it was largely unsuccessful due to extenuating 
mediation cunditions. 

The political status of the region known as Nagorno-Karabakh was at the centre of this dispute between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan. Before 19S5, mainly Armenians, who accounted for approximately seventy-five percent of the 
population, inhabited the Nagorno-Karabakh region. During the Soviet period, the region was placed under the control 
of the Azeri Soviet Republic. The Armenian Party sought the return of Nagorno-Karabakh to Armenia and alleged that 
the Armenian majority in Nagorno-Karabakh had been subjected to discrimination under the Azeri Soviet Republic 
administration. Azerbaijan though, sought to maintain its territorial integrity and retain control of Nagorno-Karabakh. 
The Nagorno-Karabakh Regional Council applied to the Supreme Soviets of Armenia and Azerbaijan for the legal 
transfer of Nagorno-Karabakh's sovereignty to the Armenian Soviet Republic and this only served to intensify the 
dispute (February 19S5). Armenians were massacred in Azeri towns as a result of the transfer of sovereignty 
application. Armenians in Azerbaijan and Azeris living in Armenia became refugees as a result of the rising tensions. 
Azerbaijan went as far as imposing a blanket embargo on Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia. The embargo still remains 
in force. In turn, Armenia's retaliat"l y embargo completely isolated the Azeri ~rovinc9 of Naschitchewan from 
Azerbaijan. 

After the break-up of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in 1991, Armenia and Azerbaijan both 
became fully independent states and acknowledged their new status and territorial integrity when the new states joined 
several international organisations. The independence of the new states merely altered the defining context of the 
dispute, changing it from an intra-state dispute within the USSR to an inter-state dispute. Armenia maintained that the 
dispute was between Nagorno-Karabakh and Azerbaijan but it was evident that the Armenian government was 
supplying Nagorno-Karabakh with military aid and economic support. Besides these ties, Armenia still maintains close 
political links with the Nagorno-Karabakh leadership, though this influence did not translate into a strong control over the 
Nagorno-Karabakh military or political decision-making (Dehdashti in Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas, 1997: 460). 

In April 1991, clashes along the Azeri-Armenian border and in Nagorno-Karabakh itself escalated when 
Armenia made accusations of Soviet complicity in the Azeri attacks. The Soviets negotiated a cease-fire but ethnic
based violence continued to rage along the border. The death toll stood at approximately SOO people at this stage of the 
dispute. 

Nagorno-Karabakh declared independence in September 1991 and received Armenia support for this action. 
Azerbaijan, on the other hand, declared direct presidential rule over the Nagorno-Karabakh enclave. In September 
1991, the Presidents of Russia and Kazakhstan made the first moves to find a peaceful resolution to the dispute. When 
the USSR dissolved on December 26, 1991, Armenian forces launched a full-scale invasion of Nagorno-Karabakh in 
January 1992. In January 1992, Azerbaijan and Armenia both became members of the CSCE and the CSCE 
immediately became active in the mediation of their dispute. It was proposed as early as January 1992, that the CSCE 
should send a fact-finding mission to the area. The CSCE decided to send an urgent fact-finding mission to Nagorno
Karabakh on February 5, 1992 and marked the organisation's first intervention into the area within the former Soviet 
Union. Turkey also offered assistance in mediating between the disputants (Reuters, February 5, 1992). The CSCE 
five-member mission, led by Karel von Schwarzenberg (Czechoslovakia), visited Nagorno-Karabakh for five hours on 
February 17, 1992, amidst hostilities. The mission leader, Karl Johannes von Schwarzenberg, was an aide to 
Czee ',oslovakier , President Vaclav Havel (Reuters: February 12, February 17, February 20, February d, 1992). un 
February 21, 1992, the Nagorno-Karabakh parliament, predominantly in support of the Armenian majority, appealed to 
the UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali for resolution assistance. The CSCE team returned to Nagorno
Karabakh for a longer visit over February 1S, 1992 - February 25, 1992, but managed to mediate a cease-fire for the 
duration of this visit 

The CSCE brought together a meeting of eleven of its members to prepare a peace conference in Minsk, 
Belarus (March 1992). The 'Minsk Group' comprised high-level representatives from Azerbaijan, Armenia, Russia, 
Turkey, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, France, Switzerland and the USA. Nagorno-Karabakh attended the meetings 
as an interested third party. The membership of the Minsk Group altered after 1992 but the main actors, Azerbaijan, 
Armenia, Russia, Turkey, France and the USA, continued to function within the group. The nature of the changing 
membership of the Minsk Group has been cited as one of the problems faced by the CSCE. With each change, and 
there have already been four rotations of Chairmanship in the Minsk Group, the dynamics of the mediator-disputant 
relationship would alter. Mario Raffaelli (Italy) was appointed PrFJsident of the 11-member Minsk Group arid conducted 
numerous mediation attempts with the group over 1992 - 1993 (Reuters, August 24, 1992). On September 10, 1992, it 
was reported that the italians, appointed CSCE mediators in March 1992, had been pressing the parties to agree to a 
new cease-fire that would be monitored by a team of international observers. 

Later attempts by Russia and Iran were able to secure several cease-fires, but none of these were very 
durable with fresh hostilities erupting soon after each agreement (February 1992). In February 1992, it was reported 
that at least 1,000 people had been killed over the four years of ethnic conflict so far and the hostilities were escalating 
in intensity. Armenian forces had gained full control of the Nagorno-Karabakh territory by May 1992. The war continued 
for another two years with the sides virtually stalemated. 

Expansion of the dispute occurred in May 1992 after Turkey threatened to invade on the side of the Azeris in 
support of the Azeris declaration of Azerbaijan independence after the dissolution of the USSR. In response to the 
threat of Turkish intervention, the new Comrnonwealth of Independent States (CIS) announced that its members, former 
Soviet republics, would act in defence of Armenia. A clash of this nature would drag the religious differences between 
the neighbouring Muslim and Christian states into the dispute. Turkey, Iran and the members of the CIS all had a 
strategic interest in the outcome of the Nagorno-Karabakh territorial dispute. Russia and Turkey attempted to mediate a 
settlement between the parties after the Turkish threat of intervention had been dispelled. Other mediators, fearing a 
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broader religious war, also stepped up mediation. Retaliation by Azeri forces in June 1992 returned some of the 
territory to their control. Fatalities were increasing by hundreds each month. The UN sent a fact-finding mission to all 
three territories (Azerbaijan, Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh) over May 23, 1992 - May 26, 1992, to assess the 
situation and meet with the representatives of each area. "The mission, headed by Francesc Vendrell (Spain), a senior 
official in the UN Department of Political Affairs, is to examine ways of assisting peace efforts by the CSCE" (Reuters, 
May 12, May 23, 1992). The CSCE was later granted a UN mandate to mediate between Azerbaijan and Armenia in 
the Nagorno-Karabakh territorial dispute. 

The CSCE engaged in intensive mediation attempts over June 1992 at a series of ii-nation conferences held 
in Rome. Under the chairmanship of Mario Raffaelli (Italy), agreement was reached by the parties for the 
implementation of a cease-fire, the dispatch of international monitors to the Transcaucasian hotspot and the 
continuation of talks at a later peace conference scheduled for June 23, 1992 in Rome (June 15, 1992 - June 19, 1992). 
The breakthrough in the CSCE talks came when the USA warned Armenia and Azerbaijan that their relations with the 
USA could be affected if they continued to refuse to settle their dispute peacefully (Reuters: June 18, 1992). However, 
after the taking of the Armenian stronghold town of Leninavan by Azeri troops on June 18, 1992, the talks, ::>.nd 
subsequently the cease-fire, broke down almost immediately. Unofficial negotiations in the Kazakh capital, Alma-Ata, 
on August 27, 1992, produced a shaky border cease-fire. By September ii, 1992, a total of 90 cease-fire violations had 
been observed since September 1, 1992 and there was concern that these attacks would escalate if a durable cease
fire was not established in Nagorno-Karabakh. Both Armenia and Azerbaijan maintained that the cease-fire did not 
apply to the Nagorno-Karabakh territory. The CSCE was not involved in the negotiation of this cease-fire and so there 
was some confusion surrounding its implementation and false expectations as to its coverage (Reuters: September 11, 
1992). 

Other problems the CSCE had to deal with included: the CSCE's limited experience in dispute mediation; 
unclear roles for the participating CSCE institutional mechanisms; uncertainty regarding Russia's foreign interests in the 
CIS; and any vested interests in the Nagorno-Karabakh territory, Armenia or Azerbaijan, entertained by Minsk group 
members. Though it is difficult to evaluate the degree to which the Minsk Group member-states' interests effected the 
Group's mediation attempts, it can be assl!med that the Group's activities were not devoid of motive in the pursuit of 
regional interests. The disputed region Wb.S the focus of US oil interests. It was of significant Gelo-strategic importance 
to Russia, being proximate to the Black Sea, and Russia also hoped to bolster its economy by promoting closer 
economic ties with this resource-rich region. Member states operating in the Minsk Group were perceived as either pro
Armenian or pro-Azerbaijanian based on their vested interests in the region. Russia had once threatened to begin an 
economic embargo on Azerbaijan whilst offering military support to Armenia, just to coerce Azerbaijan to ally with 
Russia. France had strong historical ties with Armenia. In this way, France could generally be perceived as pro
Armenian and Russia and Turkey could be perceived as pro-Azerbaijani an. More complex layers of regional interests 
underlined the involvement of these regional actors and they could just as easily change their alignment based on 
where their optimal strategic advantage lay. Iran, like Russia, was weary of the CSCE and the Minsk Group as dispute 
management institutions because of their Western affiliations. Iran was· left out in the cold, not being a member of the 
Minsk forum and it was evident that Iran preferred to shun favouritism and maintain solid relations with both Armenia 
and Azerbaijan rather than see the regional balance of power alter. Turkey wanted the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute 
settled to avoid foreign involvement in the region, fearing more specifically, the prospect of Russian and Iranian 
intervention. For Turkey, Azerbaijan was a strong regional trading partner as well as a predominantly Turkish-speaking, 
Muslim neighbour. Azerbaijan has been ruled by Turkish-speaking Azeri Muslims since 1923 (Reuters, September 2, 
1992). 

The mediation efforts of the Minsk Group were hobbled by the fact that the disputants thought they could gain 
more via war than via dialogue. It was not until a new leadership took control in Azerbaijan, under First Secretary of the 
Azeri Communist Party, Haydar Aliyev, that progress was made in the negotiations (June 1993). The new leadership 
was more Russian oriented and closer relations to the CIS evolved. With a more open relationship developing, Russia 
was able to mediate between the parties in addition to the attempts made by the Minsk Group. As a result of the 
activities of the CSCE, direct dialogue was resumed between the representatives of Nagorno-Karabakh and Azerbaijan. 
This progress did not prevent hostilities from breaking out again in late 1993 in an offensive instigated by the Karabakh
Armenians. 

At a two-day conference of the CSCE in Rome, Sweden tonk over the chairmanship of the Minsk Group 
(November 30, 1993). Jan Eliasson, acting UN Under Secr~tary-General for humanitarian Affairs, was appointed the 
task of mediator in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute, after his UN contract expired. 

Russian mediation continued without consultation with the CSCE and consequently the relations between the 
CSCE and Russia became tense. The rnediation climate became more complicated with the mediators acting out of 
self-interest and the parties utilising their pivotal bargaining position to pitch the mediators against each other. In March 
1994, the resolution process resumed after Azerbaijan suffered some serious losses in the dispute. This environment 
allowed Russia to mediate a new cease-fire agreement that took effect on May 12, 1994. The apparent success of this 
cease-fire, in lasting well into 1997 with only the occasional outbreak of hostilities, could be attributed to the impact of 
battle fatigue amongst the parties (Ellingwood in von Lipsey, 1997: 222). 

The Conference of Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) was renamed the Organisation of Security 
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) at the regional organisation's 1994 Budapest Summit, ratified on January 1, 1995. 

A major step towards unifying mediation strategies was made at the OSCE Budapest Summit Meeting over 
December 5, 1994 - December 6, 1994. The meeting of the OSCE Heads of State or Govemment decided to increase 
the level of OSCE involvement in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. The competition between the Russian mediation 
attempts and the OSCE attempts was eliminated in the Final Declaration. The declaration ensured that mediation by 
the OSCE and Russia would be "a single co-ordinated effort within the framework of the OSCE" (Dehdashti in Bothe, 
Ronzitti and Rosas [eds], 1997: 471). Part of this declaration saw that Russia was appointed to the position of Co
Chairman of the Minsk Group and was therefore a permanent participant in the annual Minsk Conferences. Russia's 
new position in the Minsk Group increased the level of co-operation between the two mediators and also helped the 
dispute resolution process to progress. The OSCE decided that an OSCE peacekeeping force would be deployed if the 
parties would first agree to end hostilities and agree to a framework for resolution. The OSCE would also seek the 
approval of the UN Security Council for the implementation of a peacekeeping force and requested that the Chairman
in-Office investigate the modalities of initiating a peacekeeping force. A High-Level Planning Group (HLPG) was 
established in Vienna to begin formulating a plan to implement a peacekeeping force. The proposal to send an OSCE 
peacekeeping force of approximately 3,000 mUlti-national troops received approval from the USA but did not find favour 
with Russia. Russia wanted to maintain regional dominance and did not want the international community fully involved. 
The possibility of engaging an OSCE multi-national force dwindled in unison with the international community's 
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willingness to become committed to another potentially drawn-out dispute. Experiences in Bosnia and Chechnya acted 
as a deterrent to becoming deeply involved in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute (Ellingwood in von Lipsey, 1997: 223). 

In the first half of 1995 the OSCE mediation attempts saw the parties deadlocked over the status of Nagorno
Karabakh. By June 1995, the key issues had been isolated and negotiations focused on resolving these difficult 
problems. The main issues of contention involved: the withdrawal of troops from areas in Nagorno-Karabakh; the 
settlement of the political status of Nagorno-Karabakh; the safe return of approximately 380,000 Armenian refugees and 
1,000,000 Azerbaijanian refugees; the proposed implementation of a OSCE peacekeeping force. The full independence 
of the Nagorno-Karabakh region was strongly rejected by Azerbaijan. And, equally, Russia objected to independence or 
a transfer of the Nagorno-Karabakh territory to Armenia, fearing a similar domino effect amongst other Russian 
Federation states contemplating a move towards full autonomy. Dehdashti concludes that 'neither Russia nor the 
OSCE can be considered 'neutral' to the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. In its capacity as an inter-State organisation, the 
OSCE seeks a solution within the framework of the existing State system. With regard to their preference for an 
autonomy solution for Nagorno-Karabakh, Russia and the OSCE even have corresponding objectives" (Bothe, Ronzitti 
and Rosas [eds], 1997: 475). 

On August 10, 1995, the OSCE Chairman-in-Office (CiO) appointed a Personal Representative to Nagorno
Karabakh. The current Personal Representative, Ambassador Andrzej Kasprzyk (Poland) was appointed on January 1, 
1997. The Personal Representative's tasks were mainly to "assist the CiO in achieving an agreement on the cessation 
of the armed conflict and in creating conditions for the deployment of an OSCE peace-keeping operation, in order to 
facilitate a lasting comprehensive political settlement of the conflict in all its aspects; report on all aspects of his activities 
to the CiO of the OSCE, report through the CiO to the Co-Chairmanship of the OSCE Minsk Conference and, as 
appropriate, to the Minsk Group, and receive instructions from the CiO" (OSCE: June 5, 1998). The Personal 
Representative was to be assisted in these tasks by 5 Field Assistants. 

So far attempts to achieve a full resolution have failed and by the end of 1995 it was estimated that some 
20,000 people had been killed in the fighting and approximately one million civilians had been displaced by the warring. 
Both Armenia and Azerbaijan still struggle with civil unrest and political upheaval is a frequent occurrence. The 
infrastructure and economies of both states suffered, as did the territory of Nagorno-Karabakh. Robert Kocharyan, 
President of the sE>.i-deciared Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh, c' .. ltinues to engage in talks with the OSCE to ~ry to 
resolve the dispute. 

Overall, the CSCE/OSCE mission was not successful in bringing about a resolution between the parties and 
was affected by a number of factors: 
+ the competing interests of external actors in the fate and status of the Nagomo-Karabakh territory - Armenia, 

Azerbaijan, Russia, Iran, Turkey, and to a lesser extent, the USA. 
+ wavering Western interest in the resolution of the dispute. 
+ generally disorganised and awkward mediation procedures set in place by the CSCE Minsk Group. 
+ Western reluctance to engage in a full peacekeeping mission. 
+ 'shuttle diplomacy' of the Minsk Group inadvertently eliminated much of the implied legitimacy that the involvement 

of the USA and Russia lent to the Group's mediation attempts. Evidence of this change can be seen in the USA's 
marginalised role in the Minsk Group after 1993 (Ellingwood in von Lipsey, 1997: 221). 

+ competition between the Russian mediation attempts and the CSCE attempts was only eliminated after the 
Budapest Summit Meeting in December, 1994. 

+ the disputants thought they could gain more via war than via dialogue, preferring to pursue territorial objectives 
rather than engage in meaningful negotiation. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 251-252), Dehdashti in Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas [eds] (1997: 43-44, 459-478), 
Ellingwood in von Lipsey (1997: 215-228), OSCE Internet Website: http://www.osceprag.cz (June 5, 1998), Reuters 
News Service (February 5, February 12, February 17, February 20, February 28, May 12, May 23, August 24, 
September 2, September 11, 1992) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS • 

1. Cyrus Vance, UN Special Envoy; Retired US Ambassador Herbert Ok un [Vance's Deputy in Yugoslavia] (1096) 1 -
Unsuccessful 

2. UN Fact-finding Mission led by Francesc Vendrell [Spain]; Senior UN Official at the Department of Political Affairs 
(1100) 1 - Unsuccessful 

3. Aldo Ajello, UN Special Representative (732) 1 - Unsuccessful 

oseE· 
1. Nine-Member CSCE delegation led by Karel Johannes Von Schwarzenberg [Czechoslovakia] (1093) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
2. Five-Member CSCE Fact-finding Mission led by Karl Johannes Von Schwarzenberg, Czech President's aide; 

Unspecified British official (1094) 2 -1 Cease-fire 
3. Russia and CSCE - Unspecified (912) 2 -1 Partial Settlement 
4. CSCE Committee Meeting - Unspecified Senior Officials (1095) 1 - Unsuccessful 
5. CSCE - Unspecified (322) 9 - 1 Cease-fire 
6. CSCE Summit Representatives - Turkey, USA and others in a forum (1097) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
7. Jiri Dienstbier, CSCE Chairman [Czech Foreign Minister] (1098) 1 - Agreement to Further Talks 
8. CSCE Representative - Unspecified; Mahmoud Vaezi, Deputy Foreign Minister of Iran; President Akbar Hashemi 

Rafsanjani [Iran] (1099) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
9. CSCE "Minsk Group" Eleven Member Committee under the chairmanship of Mario Raffaelli [Italy] (1092) 5 - 2 

Agreements to Further Talks, 1 Cease-fire 
10. CSCE 51-Nation Summit (1101) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
11. CSCE - Representative from Turkey (1141) 1 - Unsuccessful 
12. Mario Raffaelli, OSCE Minsk Group Chairman [Italy] (806) 2 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
13. CSCE Minsk Group - Headed by Mario Raffaelli (Italy), Former Italian Under-Secretary at Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs; Ambassador Mario Sica, Deputy Chairman as Acting Chair (1092) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
14. CSCE Conference Forum (1104) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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15. CSCE Minsk Group - Headed by Mario Raffaelli (Italy), Former Italian Under-Secretary at Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Vladimir Kazimirov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister; John Maresca, US negotiator; Officials from Russia, 
USA, Turkey (803) 1 - Unsuccessful 

16. Vladimir Kazimirov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister and CSCE Representative; John Maresca, US Special Envoy 
to Nagorno-Karabakh; Volkan Vural, Hikmet Cetin, Turkish Foreign Minister's Deputy Under-Secretary (805) 1 - 1 
Partial Settlements 

17. Vladimir Kazimirov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister and CSCE Representative (807) 6 - 1 Agreement to Further 
Talks. 

18. Italy; CSCE - Unspecified (808) 2 - Unsuccessful 
19. CIS Interparliamentary Assembly; Russia's Foreign Ministry; Aaland Peace Institute; Vladimir Kazimirov, Russian 

Deputy Foreign Minister and CSCE Representative (809) 1 - Unsuccessful 
20. Jan Eliasson, Swedish Diplomat and new CSCE Mediator (811) 1 - Unsuccessful 
21. Jan Eliasson, Swedish Diplomat and new CSCE Mediator; Vladimir Kazimirov, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister 

(812) 1 - Unsuccessful 
22. Leader of CSCE (1140) 1 - Unsuccessful 
23. OSCE Delegation - Including Anders Bjurner, Swedish diplomat, and Vladimir Kazimirov as OSCE Chairman (913) 

3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
24. Joseph Presel, US Emissary to OSCE's Minsk Group (914) 1 - Unsuccessful 
25. Heikki Talvitie, Finnish diplomat and OSCE Chairman of Minsk Group (915) 1 - Unsuccessful 
26. Istvan Gyarmati, Representative of the OSCE Chairman of Minsk Group (916) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
27. Vladimir Kazimirov, Russia, and Rene Nyberg, Finland - OSCE co-Chairmen of Minsk Group (917) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
28. Valentin Lozinsky, Russia; Heikki Talvitie, Finland; Vladimir Kazimirov, Russia and Rene Nyberg, Finland - OSCE 

co-Chairmen of Minsk Group (918) 2 - Unsuccessful 
29. Frank Lambach, Germany's envoy to the OSCE Minsk Group (919) 1 - Unsuccessful 
30. Joseph Presel, US Emissary to OSCE's Minsk Group; Sam Brown, Ambassador to OSCE Minsk Group (920) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
31. Valentin Lozinsky, Russia and Heikki Talvitie, Finland, and Vladimir Kazimirov, Russia - OSCE co-Chairmen of 

Minsk Group (980) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
32. Valentin Lozinsky, Russia and Heikki Talvitie, Finland - OSCE co-Chairmen of Minsk Group (981) 1 - 1 Partial 

Settlement 
33. Valentin Lozinsky, Russia and Heikki Talvitie, Finland, and Vladimir Kazimirov, Russia - OSCE co-Chairmen of 

MInsk Group; KlausKlinkel,G.~rrTl.anForeign Minister(~g3) 1- Agreelll~ntt()J=llrthE,'r,ICllk~. 
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The OAU and the UN mediated during the course of this ethnic dispute. Both organisations 
sponsored observer missions and the UN initiated an assistance mission to aid refugees. None of the 
organisations' successful mediation attempts were enough to resolve the disputants' substantial problems. 

Continuing conflict between the two main tribal groups, the Hutu and the Tutsi, escalated into this brutal 
dispute in Rwanda [See earlier cases of Tutsi-Hutu rivalry: Case 105: Rwanda/Burundi - Hutu and Tutsi Ethnic Conflict 
(January 1964 - January 1965) and Case 262: Burundi - Hutu Tribal Conflict (August 1988 - Ongoing)]. 

Rwanda is a densely populated country of over seven million people and is situated in central Africa. It is 
bordered in the north by Uganda, in the south by Burundi, in the west and north-west by Zaire, and in the east lies 
Tanzania. Rwanda had been in a trusteeship under Belgian control from 1918 - 1962. In 1962, Rwanda became 
independent. The ethnic make-up of Rwanda divided the population into three major identities: Hutu (85 percent); Tutsi 
(14 percent); and Twa (approximately one percent). Ethnic division was officially condoned and reinforced by 
government agencies that required ethnic identity cards for administrative purposes. The lines of ethnic division 
became more rigid at all levels of societal interaction. The Tutsi dominated the political and economic arena until a Hutu 
'social revolution' ended the Tutsi monarchy in 1959. (United Nations, 1990: 341) After this Hutu 'revolution', many Tutsi 
fled, seeking refuge in nearby countries, especially in Uganda. From time to time, these exiled Rwandan nationals 
::lUnc!";ed armed attacks across the border witt". the aim of eventually returning to their Rwandan hClleland. About ten 
such offensives were launched over 1967 and, with each new attempt, came equally violent and repressive ethnic 
reprisals. 

Major-General Juvenal Habyarimana seized power in a military coup d'etat in 1973. After the founding of a 
new republic under the National Revolutionary Movement for Democracy and Development, the regime's policies 
revisited the days of ethnic discrimination in the administration. Ethnic discrimination ensured that Tutsi representation 
in government was only 10 per cent of the allocation. An element of regional rivalry also exacerbated ethnic division, as 
President Juvenal Habyarimana maintained strong ties with his northern roots. President Juvenal Habyarimana 
announced that the government would be opened up through democratisation to a multi-party system. Following this 
announcement, a major incursion across the Rwanda-Uganda border was launched by the Rwandese Patriotic Front 
(RPF) on September 30, 1990. The RPF was comprised of Tutsi refugees from Uganda who sought to overthrow 
President Juvenal Habyarimana's regime and repatriate refugees. The fighting only :::ubsided after thousands of 
Belgian, Zairean and French troops had intervened to contain the affected area in the northern Mutara region. The 
border fighting was very intense and resulted in hundreds of fatalities. The OAU and Belgian mediation attempts proved 
unsuccessful and by the end of October 1990, the government was claiming Victory in the confrontation. As a result of 
the attack, the government cracked down on Tutsi, accusing some of the opposition parties of treacherous acts. Some 
of the opposition groups were targeted simply because they were in opposition to the government and some were 
targeted because they had expressed a desire to open a dialogue with the RPF rebels. 

Attacks by the RPF forces persisted well into December 1990 and January 1991. Hostilities were intense into 
March 1991 even though peace initiatives were attempted. On March 18,1991, President Sese Seko (Zaire) managed 
to secure a cease-fire between the parties. The cease-fire did not hold for very long with guerrilla fighting perpetuating 
antagonism between the parties. Efforts to resolve the dispute issues still proved unsuccessful until a new transitional 
government was formed in Rwanda in April 1992. Despite renewed fighting from May 1992 - June 1992, internationally 
introduced peace initiatives made progress. 

A negotiated settlement at Arusha in the United Republic of Tanzania on July 22, 1992, permitted the 
involvement of a 50-member Neutral Military Observer Group (NI.10G I) furl.ished by the OAU. There were continual 
accusations of cease-fire violations by both sides but, in spite of this, talks progressed. A power-sharing agreement was 
signed by both parties in October 1992 and in this agreement they endorsed to the end of the hostilities. Not everyone 
was in agreement with the terms of this document and ethnic violence continued intermittently through to the end of 
1992. 

Talks, sponsored by the OAU and Tanzania, were held between the Rwandan government and the RPF 
rebels over early February 1993. The talks were interrupted when hostilities flared again. The RPF made a major 
offensive in retaliation for an earlier Hutu attack that had resulted in fifty-three fatalities. France ordered in troops to 
protect its nationals in Rwanda. The UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali sent a UN goodwill mission to 
Rwanda and Uganda over March 4, 1993 - March 18, 1993. Mediation by the OAU and Tanzania continued over March 
5, 1993 - March 7, 1993, in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania's capital. As a result of the continued mediation attempts, the 
Government of Rwanda and the RPF reactivated a cease-fire on March 9, 1993, and peace talks resumed in Arusha 
after this agreement was signed. The Arusha talks resumed on fvlarch 16, 1993, with the head of the UN goodwill 
mission, Macaire Pedanou, present along with representatives from the two sides. The meeting concluded on August 4, 
1993, after both parties had agreed to further involvement by the UN and OAU in the form of a mission to the area. 

From April 2, 1993 - April 5, 1993, the Secretary-General authorised an assessment of the situation in 
Uganda by a UN Technical Mission. On April 6,1993, the Technical Mission visited Rwanda on a similar mission. The 
Technical Mission reported that UN military observers would be safe to conduct observation tasks in the border region 
without the backing of a stronger military presence. The military observers were deployed on the Ugandan side of the 
border because of the strong RPF presence on the Rwandan side of the border. 

On June 22, 1993, the UN Security Council initiated the United Nations Observer Mission Uganda-Rwanda 
(UNOMUR) in Resolution 846. UNOMUR's purpose was to: 
• "mo'nitor the border between Uganda and Rwanda and verify that no military assistance - lethal weapons, 

ammunition and other material of possible military use - was being provided across it" (United Nations, 1990: 728). 
After the resumption of violence in April 1994, UNOMUR was unable to fully implement its mandate. Despite 

its inability to fulfil its mandate, the mission provided a useful channel for the UN to build confidence among the parties 
before and after the signing of the Arusha Peace Agreement (August 4, 1993). In early August 1993, the OAU 
sponsored NMOG I mission was renamed NMOG II after it was expanded to include some 130 observer personnel. 
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UNOMUR also helped to lift the air of tension between the Rwandese parties in the process. An advance party of 
UNOMUR arrived in Uganda on August 18, 1993. UNOMUR finished its mission officially on September 21, 1994. The 
UNOMUR mission was under the command of the Chief Military Observers: Brigadier-General Romeo A. Dallaire 
(Canada) from June 1993 - October 1993; Colonel Ben Matiwaza (Zimbabwe) over the period October 1993 - March 
1994; and Colonel Asrarul Haque (Bangladesh) from March 1994 - September 1994. The mission strength was limited 
to 81 military observers and the mission headquarters was based in Kabale, Uganda. 

A UN reconnaissance mission was sent to Rwanda from August 19, 1993 - August 31, 1993. Top UN officials 
conferred with the Secretary-General of the OAU and the Government of Tanzania. After hearing the report of 
reconnaissance mission, the UN Secretary-general proposed the establishment of a larger UN mission to Rwanda. The 
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) was established by the Security Council on October 5, 1993 
(Resolution 872). The original purpose of UNAMIR was to assist and supervise in the implementation of the Arusha 
Peace Agreement of August 4, 1993. The Mission's mandate was altered to accommodate developments and new 
agreements between the disputants but its main concern was the safe and voluntary repatriation of refugees. UNAMIR 
also incorporated the latest OAU mission, NMOG II, a team established by the OAU to supervise the cease-fire of 
October 31, 1993. The Mission's mandate specified that it was to: 
+ "assist in ensuring the security of the capital city Kigali; 
+ monitor the cease-fire agreement, including establishment of an expanded demilitarised zone and demobilisation 

procedures; 
+ monitor the security situation during the final period of the transitional Government's mandate leading up to 

elections; 
+ assist with the mine-clearance; 
+ assist in the co-ordination of humanitarian assistance activities in conjunction with relief operations; 
+ act as an intermediary between the warring Rwandese parties in an attempt to secure their agreement to a cease-

fire; 
+ assist in the resumption of humanitarian relief operations to the extent feasible; 
+ monitor developments in Rwanda, including the safety and security of civilians who sought refuge with UNAMIR; 
+ contribute to the security and protection of refugees and civilians at risk, through means including the 

establishment and maintenance of secure humanitarian areas, and the prOVision of security for relief operations to 
the degree possible; 

+ ensure stability and security in the north-western and south-western regions of Rwanda; 
+ stabilise and monitor the situation in all regions of Rwanda to encourage the return of the displaced population; 
+ provide security and support for humanitarian assistance operations inside Rwanda; 
+ promote, through mediation and good offices, national reconciliation in Rwanda" (United Nations, 1990: 729). 

UNAMIR was based in Rwanda's capital, Kigali. The maximum UNAMIR was authorised to deploy was 5,500 
personnel from May 17, 1994 - June 8, 1995, but the force's strength fluctuated over its term and its mandate ended 
fully on March 8, 1996. Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh (Cameroon) was appointed to the position of Special 
Representative to the UN Secretary-General snd Head of the UNAMIR Mission (November 23, 1993 - June 1994). 
Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh had been serving as the Minister of Extemal Relations for Cameroon prior to this 
appointment. In July 1994, Shaharyar M. Khan (Pakistan) took over the position and served until March 1996. The 
Mission's field activities were put under the control of: Major-General Romeo A. Dallaire (Canada) from October 1993 -
August 1994; Major-General Guy Tousignant (Canada) over August 1994 - December 15,1995; and Brigadier-General 
Shiva Kumar (India) over the period from December 1995 - March 1996. 

The Arusha Peace Agreement of August 4, 1993, stated that the incumbent Head of State would remain in 
office until the electoral process had been completed. Thus, Major-General Juvenal Habyarimana was sworn in as 
President of Rwanda in a transitional government on January 5, 1994. Problems arose between the main parties over 
their respective representation in the transitional government and the transitional national Assembly. The political 
impasse resulted in a return to violent civil unrest. There were reported demonstrations, roadblocks, political 
assassinations and politically-motivated murders. UNAMIR provided backup for the Rwandan National Gendarmerie 
and helped to stabilise the situation. 

On April 6, 1994, President Juvenal Habyarimana (Rwanda) and President Cyprien Ntaryamira (Burundi) 
were both killed in a s,"spicious p!':me crash at Kigali. The two presidents died aftei attending a regional meeting at Dar -. 
es Salaam. After the fatal crash, there followed a series of vicious events: the systematic genocide of between 500,000 
and a million Tutsi civilians and Hutu identified as 'moderates' and intelligentsia, who were accused of sympathising with 
the Tutsi; a brief civil war which saw the government forces fleeing from the country; and increased refugee numbers 
broadening the humanitarian catastrophe (United Nations, 1990: 346). The RPF resumed its attacks and made some 
ground but its attacks did not deter the massacres. Kigali was virtually divided into two by the end of April 1994. One 
half was controlled by the RPF and the other was under the control of the Rwandese Government Forces (RGF). While 
the massacres continued, the international community hesitated and did not intervene to prevent further massacres. By 
mid-July, 1994, the RPF had control of the country, causing about a million Rwandans to flee the ongoing violence. 

UN mediation continued through 1995, when the problem of repatriating refugees reached a critical point. 
The refugee problem had an impact in other aspects of the Rwandan dispute in broadening humanitarian and economic 
concerns and increasing the tension in the region. Another political assassination was reported in May 1995, when a 
mode~ate Hutu leader ~"as killed in Kigali. The ousted Hutu government and H'Jtu militia groups began to organise 
armed guerrilla attacks along the border region. Retaliation by the RPF government was brutal in an attack on a Hutu 
training camp at Lake Kivu that claimed the deaths of 141 rebels. On June 20, 1995 - June 28, 1995, the UN Secretary
General's Special Envoy, Aldo Ajello visited Rwanda and neighbouring regions to assess the feasibility of deploying 
military observers to prevent a 'spillover' of the dispute into the neighbouring regions. Rwanda was in favour of 
implementing the preventive measures but other countries in the region were reluctant to agree. UN Secretary-General 
held meetings with senior officials in Rwanda from July 13, 1995 - July 14, 1995. Among those in attendance at the 
meetings were Rwandan officials: President Pasteur Bizimungu, Vice President Paul Kagame and Prime Minister 
Faustin Twagiramungu. The matters of national reconciliation, border security and a possible 'spillover' of the Rwandan 
dispute were all discussed at the meeting but no firm resolution resulted. A potential 'spillover' effect was being 
predicted with the allegedly constant flow of arms and military supplies crossing the borders to Rwandan rebels. Of 
particular concem was the effect of the Rwandan dispute on neighbouring Burundi and Uganda. The Secretary-General 
addressed the issue of Rwandan stability extending beyond its own borders in November 1995. Boutros-Boutros Ghali 
appointed a Special Envoy, Jose Luis Jesus (Cape Verde) to deal directly with the 'spillover' issue. In October 1995, 
Special Envoy Jose Luis Jesus held talks with the Governments of Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and 
Ethiopia and also held conSUltations with the OAU on the matter. Although there was no agreement reached on the 
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deployment of military observers in surrounding territories, the parties were able to agree on plans for a regional 
conference. The regional conference had been organised by Jimmy Carter, former US President, and was held on 
November 29, 1995. At this meeting senior representatives of Rwanda, Burundi, Zaire, Tanzania and Uganda, pledged 
to keep the problems related to the Rwandan dispute isolated from the rest of the region. 

As the refugee problem was being addressed, the continued involvement of the UN was questioned. On 
October 16, 1995, the UN Secretary-General established a six-member International Commission of Inquiry to conduct 
a thorough investigation of alleged arms flows to the former Rwandese government forces in the Great Lakes region of 
Central Africa. The investigation agreed that there had been violations to the UN arms embargo and the Commission 
was asked to maintain a low-key monitoring operation in the area. The other UN mission, UNAMIR, began its 
withdrawal from Rwanda on March 9,1996 and by April 19, 1996, the mission had completed its withdrawal. On April 
24, 1996, Marrack Goulding, Under Secretary-General for Political Affairs, announced that the Rwandan Government 
had agreed to establish a UN Office in Rwanda after he had conducted talks with government representatives in 
Rwanda. 

The Rwandan dispute was bloody and violence emanated through the countryside, even permeating through 
to the refugee camps. Mediation by the UN, the OAU and Tanzanian diplomats had no effect in stopping the hostilities. 
The issues at stake in the dispute have not been fully resolved and intermittent acts of violence continue. The 
intervention of French troops in the area was only mildly effective in protecting the civilian population. Overall, 
approximately one million civilians have perished over the period from September 1990 - December 1995. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 252-253), Clements and Ward (1994: 189), Kobak in Lipsey (1997: 149-171), United 
Nations (1990: 339-374, 728-731) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS -
'I. UN Goodwill Mission k. Rwanda and Uganda (1076) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Macaire Pedanou, Head of the UN Goodwill Mission to Rwanda and Uganda (1080) 1 - 1 Full Settlement 
3. UN Technical Mission (1077) 2 - 2 Partial Settlements 
4. UN Reconnaissance Mission of Senior Officials; Tanzania; OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim (1078) 1 -

1 Full Settlement 
5. Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Rwanda (149) 3 - 2 Cease-fire 
6. UN Assistance Mission to Rwanda [UNAMIR] (475) 1 - Unsuccessful 
7. Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh, UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Rwanda; President A. H. Mwinyi, 

Tanzania; John Malecela, Tanzanian Prime Minister; S. A. Salim, OAU Secretary-General (515) 1 - Unsuccessful 
8. Igbal Riza, UN Assistant Secretary-General for Peace-keeping Operations; Major-General Joseph Maurice Baril, 

UN Military Adviser to the Secretary-General (551) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
9. UNAMIR officials Chaired by UN Commander, Major General Rorr,eo Dallaire (816) 7 - Unsuccessful 
10. Shaharyar Mohammed Khan [Pakistan], UN Special Representative to Rwanda (1081) 1 - Unsuccessful 
11. Major General R. Dallaire; Shaharyar Khan Mohammed, UN Special Representative to Rwanda (817) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
12. UN Under Secretary-General- Unspecified (817) 1 - Partial Settlement 
13. UN Fact-finding Mission [China, Czech Republic, Germany, Honduras, Indonesia, Nigeria, USA] (1083) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
14. Aldo Romano Ajello [Italy], UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy (1084) 2 -1 Partial Settlement 
15. UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali (427) 1 - Unsuccessful 

DAU-
1. Wilfried Martous, Belgium Prime Minister; President Museveni, OAU Chairman (459) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
2. Salim Ahmed Alim, Secretary-General of the OAU (462) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. OAU - Tanzanian Representative (1 079) ~ - 1 Ceasc;·fire 
4. Ami Mpungwe, OAU (443) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement 
5. Ami Mpungwe, OAU; Joseph Rwegasira, Tanzanian Foreign Minister (469) 2 - 1 Partial Settlement, 1 Full 

Settlement 
6. Salim Ahmed Salim, OAU Secretary-General; Joseph Rwegasira, Tanzanian Foreign Minister (478) 1 -

Unsuccessful 
7. OAU Foreign Ministers (055) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
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CASE 281: GAGAUZ-DNESTRlMoLDoVA - SECESSION ATTEMPT (OCTOBER 1990· JULY 1992) 

"TQt?!.f.£,!!~cJJY1?!!~E!.g_~'!2~f71f!fQrJ§.._"~_. __ .~._.~_."""_~1--~~ __ ,_,_, 
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The Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe achieved limited success over the period of 
its involvement in this secession dispute. The efforts of the organisation did help to stabilise the region and 
the OSCE Mission to Moldova remains active in the field and continues to have a stabilising effect on the 
situation in Gagauz and Dnestr. 

After the dissolution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in August 1991, Moldova, a republic in 
the west of the former Soviet Union, experienced civil strife when a Moldovian minority group began its struggle for 
recognition and autonomy. Approximately sixty-five per cent of the Moldovian population are Romanian-speaking, with 
ethnic Ukrainians and Russians accounting for another twenty-five percent of the population. There is only a very small 
percentage of Turkic-speaking Moldovians living in the south, a minority identifying themselves as Gagauz. Being such 
a minority, the Gagauz felt oppressed by the Romanian-speaking ethnic Moldovians and so sought autonomy. In 
October 1990, Moldovians were angered by the declaration that the Gagauz would conduct elections of their own. 
Moldovian authorities forcibly tried to suppress this separatist move and violence erupted when Russian interior ministry 
troops arrived to back the Moldovian authorities. 

Matters deteriorated even more rapidly in November 1990, after a second region in eastern Moldova similarly 
declared its independence. An organised, armed resistance movement supported the 'Trans-Dnestr Republic'. After 
serious fighting broke out, Moldovian troops tried to regain control of the town of Dubossary. USSR First Secretary, 
Mikhail Gorbachev intervened with diplomatic measures and managed to restore S0me order to the region in December 
1990. 

In August 1991, Moldova announced its own independence from the freshly dissolved USSR. Moldova was 
not united in its bid for independence, and the Dnestr region opted to remain a part of Russia. By September 1991, 
Dnestr had begun to reinforce its own claims to independence by building its own forces. Over December 1991, the 
southern Gagauz region was also backing its independent stance by strengthening its forces. Sporadic fighting 
continued in Dnestr throughout 1992 until March 1992, when the hostilities gained a sharp momentum. Russians 
arrived in Dnestr to assist the Russian/Ukrainian-speaking minority in their independence struggle. Ukraine saw the 
possibility of infiltration by Russian forces as a threat to its territorial integrity and so began to mobilise its border forces 
as a precaution. 

Both Russia and the CSCE made diplomatic efforts to resolve the dispute in April 1992, but the fighting 
continued. Heavier weapons and rapid troop deployments intensified the fighting over May 1992. After continuing 
failure at the negotiation table, Moldova declared war on Russia in June 1992. It was evident that the intervention of the 
Russian 14th Army stationed in Dnestr had prompted Moldova's declaration of war. There was a high risk of dispute 
escalation as this crisis point developed. Fortunately, the parties signed a peace accord in July 1992. The accord was 
implemented in August 1992, and a multilateral peacekeeping force, comprising troops from Russia, Moldova and 
Dnestr, was deployed. Gradually, through more negotiations, militias were disbanded and the Russian 14th Army 
withdrew. The cease-fire implementation had begun to work successfully. Though there were some difficulties in 
gaining agreement over the withdrawal of the Russian 14th Army and some residual tension in the region, there were no 
serious problems encountered in exacting the terms of the peace agreement. 

Negotiations still continue to try to resolve constitutional problems but the fighting has not resumed. The 
continued presence of the CSCE in the region has helped to stabilise relations and improve dialogue over the remaining 
unresolved issues. A preliminary CSCE mission of experts was sent to Moldova on January 31, 1993 - February 3, 
1993 after receiving an invitation from the Moldovian Government. The CSCE Mission of experts was to investigate 
Moldovian legislation, and the handling of minority rights and inter-ethnic relations. The mission was short-term and 
Wi<" establish8rl under Paragraph 4 of the Moscow Document 1992 (Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas, 1997: ~ nO-101). 

The CSCE Mission to Moldova was established on February 4, 1993. The Mission bega:i its operation in 
Chisinau on April 25, 1993. Eight members were authorised for the Mission and Ambassador John M. Evans (USA) has 
led the mission as Head of Mission since September 1997. 

The mandate of the Mission was specifically: 
+ "to facilitate the establishment of a comprehensive political framework for dialogue and negotiation and assist the 

parties to the conflict in pursuing negotiations on a lasting political settlement of the conflict, consolidating the 
independence and sovereignty of the Republic of Moldova along with an understanding about a special status for 
the Trans-Dnestr region; 

• to gather and provide information on the situation, including the military situation, in the region, investigate specific 
incidents and assess their political implications; 

• to encourage the participating States concerned in pursuing negotiations on an agreement on the status and the 
early, orderly and complete withdrawal of foreign troops; 

• to provide advice and expertise, as well as a framework for other contributions, on such parts of a political 
settlement as effective observance of international obligations and commitments regarding human and minority 
rights; democratic transformation, repatriation of refugees, definition of a special status of the Trans-Dnestr region; 

• to initiate a visible CSCE presence in the region and establish contacts with all parties to the conflict, local 
authorities and local populations" (OSCE: December 19, 1997). 

Russia's role in the maintenance of regional stability has played a big part in the outcome of this dispute. 
Russia has tried to maintain its old USSR sphere of influence via OSCE policy (Burci in Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas, 
1997: 300). "The efforts to include monitoring of the Russian-led operations in the mandates of the OSCE missions in 
Moldova ... have been unsuccessfuL... The activities of the OSCE missions are subject to restrictions which prevent 
them from assuming a major role in the peacemaking progress. In the case of Moldova, in particular, the Russians have 
prevented the OSCE's participation in the negotiations on the withdrawal of the Operational Group of Russian Forces" 
(Greco in Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas, 1997: 285). 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 253-254), Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas (1997: 75, 100-101, 175, 177,285), OSCE Internet 
Website: http://www.osceprag.cz (December 19, 1997) 
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The Mediators: 

OSCE· 
~SCE/OSCE Mission of Experts (1095) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. CSCE/OSCE (322) 3 . Unsuccessful 
3. Wilhelm Hoynck, CSCE Conflict Arbitrator and Secretary-General (305) 1 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. Philipp Hahn, Head of CSCE Mission to Moldova (797) 1 . 1 Partial Settlement 
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CASE 283: LIBERIAISIERRA LEONE -INTERVENTION AND THE SIERRA LEONE CIVil WAR (MARCH 1991 
-ONGOING) 
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A UN mediator was sent to initiate dispute management strategies with the parties but was unable to 
contact the leaders of the rebel parties. 

In December 1989, the National Patriotic Forces of Liberia (NPFL), led by former governrnent official Charles 
Taylor, attacked government forces in north-eastern Liberia. The NPFL launched their attacks from bases in Sierra 
Leone. After intense civil war, a cease-fire agreement was reached in November 1990, expanding to a broader peace 
agreement in February 1991. Liberia's state of civil war ended in February 1991, leaving the country with an unstable 
government. [See Case 271: Liberia - Civil War (December 1989 - Ongoing)] 

Part of the 1991 peace plan included the establishment of an Interim Government of National Unity (IGNU). 
Dr. Amos Sawyer, an academic and lawyer, was appOinted as the President of the IGNU. By February 1991, the four 
main factions in operation all laid claim to the leadership of the government: Charles Taylor, leader of the NPFL; Prince 
Yormie Johnson, NPFL factional leader; Amos Sawyer, acting ECOWAS-appointed interim President; and Brigadier
General David Nimley, late President Doe's successor. 

Members of the NPFL had engaged in cross-border attacks into Sierra Leone over March 1991, leaving heavy 
civilian fatalities. Operations by the Sierra Leone forces extended deep into Liberian territory, regions controlled 
primarily by the NPFL (April 1991). At the same time, NPFL troops were advancing in Sierra Leone. The main Sierra 
Leone guerrilla rT"JVerr.:lIlt, called the Revolutionary United Frll~t (RUF) under the leadership of Foday Sankoh, aid"Cl 
the NPFL with arms and supported the NPFL's struggle against the Sierra Leone government. The hostilities were 
reported to be intense and both of the advancing forces made victorious claims. Nigerian and Guinean troops were 
stationed along the Sierra Leone border in an effort to halt advancing NPFL troops (May 1991). It was reported that 
NPFL forces had advanced as deep as 150 kilometres into Sierra Leone. There were also suggestions that troops from 
Burkina were assisting the NPFL in this offensive. 

In June 1991, former supporters the late President Samuel Doe formed a new group, the United Liberation 
Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULlMO) based in Sierra Leone (United Nations, 1990: 377). The new movement 
also started to fight in the war against the NPFL. Increasingly, the NPFL operations became connected with the RUF 
from Sierra Leone as the rival Liberian movement enjoyed more govemment support. Over this period, Charles Taylor 
remained intransigent, refusing both to disarm and to participate in the interim government. ECOWAS managed to 
bring tRe parties to agree to the terms of the Yamoussoukro IV Accord on October 30, 1991. The t3rms of the 
agreement included modalities of peace plan implementation, encampment and disarmament of the factions by 
ECOMOG and the establishment of a transitional electoral authority. 

A coup in Sierra Leone in April 1992, revived efforts by the government to secure a peaceful settlement. 
These peace efforts were not successful but when tension between the ULiMO and the NPFL erupted into violence and 
in August 1992, the NPFL were forced to change the concentration of its military struggle from Sierra Leone back to 
Liberia. 

The RUF continued its struggle against the government in Sierra Leone and a state of civil war ensued. It 
appeared as though their main aim in the continuation of fighting was to rid the country of foreign forces. Guinean and 
Nigerian peacekeeping troops sustained further casualties as the guerrilla fighting became more intense. 

Throughout the conflict the fatalities mounted to 4,600 killed, some in gruesome massacres. The Sierra 
Leone government declared its preparedness to engage in negotiations but no formal conflict management process 
began in this dispute. A UN mediator was dispatched to the area but was unable to mediate between the parties 
because rebel leaders were unavailable. Sierra Leone was still in a state of civil war by the end of 1995, with factions 
fighting between themselves and rival factions. Civil war in Sierra Leone has claimt.C1 approximately 100,000 lives since 
1991. Refugees in the country number approximately 1.2 million and Sierra Leone continues to suffer from banditry and 
internal security problems. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 255-256), United Nations (1990: 375-378, 732-733) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NA TlONS· 
1. United Nations Mediator - Unspecified (146) 1 ~ Mediation Offered Only 
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CASE 288: TADJIKISTAN -INDEPENDENCE STRUGGLE (MAY 1992 • ONGOING) 
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The UN and the Conference/Organisation on/for Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCEIOSCE) 
were both involved in this post-colonial dispute as Tadjikistan struggled to gain full independence. The 
involvement of the international community came reluctantly and late. "Tadjikistan's geographic obscurity has 
caused this tragedy to be largely neglected in the West, although more people were killed in Tadjikistan in the 
six months of tighting between October 1992 and March 1993 than in any other conflict in the former Soviet 
Union, including the ongoing war in Nagorno-Karabakh" (Tucker in Lipsey, 1997: 249). Even though its 
involvement was late in the dispute, UNMOT was credited with having a major effect in stabilising the situation 
and UN mediators had success in arranging numerous talks between the parties and a cease-fire agreement in 
September 1994. 

The status of Tadjikistan came into question after the territory declared independence on September 9, 1991, 
after the break·up of the USSR (August 1991). Much earlier, in the Russian Empire, Tadjikistan was placed under the 
jurisdiction of the Republic of Uzbekistan. At this time, Tadjikistan enjoyed status as an autonomous region within the 
Uzbekistan Republic and in 1929, the independent republic of Tadjikistan was created. Tadjikistan was resource-poor 
and its population of approXimately 5.5 million, with twenty-five per cent comprising Uzbeks, survived on subsistence 
farming and cotton exports. The republic's economy relied on Russian subsidies. 

The Republic of Tadjikistan became a member of the UN on March 2, 1992. 
Hostilities began on May 3, 1992, initially with two armed groups in Dushanbp, Tadjikistan's capital. Of the 

two parties reported fighting, one was rei ,,·esentative of the old regime and the other was an opposition movement, the 
Rastakhiz (Resurrection). This intellectual movement campaigned for social and cultural freedom after the policy of 
perestroika was announced. The Rastakhiz wanted to see a return to traditional Tadjikistan language and religions. 
The Rastakhiz group was later vindicated of involvement in the violence but the incident gave the authorities ample 
reason to clamp down on opposition movements, prosecuting opposition leaders and banning the groups from elections. 
Despite the existing opposition groups being banned from representation in the election, many new political parties 
emerged after the 1990 elections. In the presidential elections held in November 1991, the Islamic Renaissance Party 
made the most gains. Though their campaign was highly successful, they suffered defeat in the very suspiciously run 
election. Rahmon Nabiev won the election and as President he attempted to ease the transition from Soviet state to 
independent republic by enforcing repressive policies. The repressed opposition movements protested and the pro
government groups held support rallies for the government. The protests and rallies culminated in the violence that 
occurred on May 3, 1992. 

With the assistance of Russia, President Rahmon Nabiev established an armed national guard to boost the 
government's presence in Dushanbe. Despite a compromise made by President Rahmon Nabiev in the formation of a 
coalition government, the government failed to gain recognition from the parliament and the fighting continued through 
1992. In September 1992, President Rahmon Nabiev was forced to resign at gun point and was replaced by Akbarsho 
Iskandoarov on September 7, 1992. The Tajik democrats and Islamists supported President Akbarsho Iskandoarov 
when he formed his new government of 'national reconciliation'. The new president announced that Tadjikistan sought 
to strengthen relations with Afghanistan, Turkey and Iran, thus shunning long-time ties with Russia. Tadjikistan's new 
foreign policy is regarded to have prompted faster action from Uzbekistan and Russia in Tadjikistan's development. 

UN action in Tadjikistan was initiated in September 1992, in response to an appeal to Secretary-General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali (Egypt) from the Republic of Uzbekistan. The Secretary-General decided to send a fact-finding 
mission to Tadjikistan and Uzbekistan over September 13, 1992 - September 23, 1992, to directly assess the situation. 
A UN Good Offices Mission visited the region in a 101l0w-up to the fact-finding mission (November 1992). The Good 
Offices Mission hc::i a series of conSUltations with officials in Tadjikistan, Kazkhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbeki:;tar. and th: 
Russia!: Federation. Civil disorder escalated in December 1992, with atrocities, executions and looting rife ;'1 the region. 
Later, on January 21, 1993, a small UN monitoring group was sent to the region to liaise with services in the field and 
keep the Secretary-General informed of the situation. UN involvement in the dispute centred on the repatriation of 
refugees and finding some political solution to the dispute. 

The UN Secretary-General appointed a Special Envoy, Ismat Kittani (Iraq) in April 1993. After Ismat Kittani 
was appointed to the position of Senior Adviser in the UN Secretariat in December 1993, Ramiro Pfriz-Ball6n (Uruguay) 
assumed the position of Special Envoy until February 1996. The tasks of the Special Envoy included: 
+ 'obtaining agreement on a cease·fire and making recommendations on appropriate international monitoring 

mechanisms; 
• ascertaining the positions of all the concerned parties and make good offices available to assist in establishment of 

a process of negotiations for a political solution; and, 
• enlif'ting the help of neighbouring countries and others concerned in achieving those objectives' (United Nations, 

1990: 592). 
In early 1993, the new government also implemented a policy of repression fearing the threat of blossoming 

opposition movements. Consequently, the leaders of the opposition groups were forced to seek refuge in Afghanistan, 
Moscow and Iran. 

UN Special Envoy Ismat Kittani visited Tadjikistan, Uzbekistan, Kazkhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Russian 
Federation and also the Islamic Republic of Iran, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia over the course of April 1993 - July 1993. 
Discussions were held with the government of Tadjikistan and the opposition groups in an effort to seek a peaceful 
political solution to the dispute. Over August 17, 1993 - August 26, 1993, the UN Special Envoy visited Afghanistan, the 
Islamic Republic of Iran and Pakistan and informed the Secretary-General that he had "found an emerging consensus 
on the need for a political settlement of the conflict in Tadjikistan" (United Nations, 1990: 593). Following this 
information, the Secretary-General held discussions with the Heads of State and the foreign ministers of many of the 
states involved: President Rakhmonov (Tadjikistan); President Karimov (Uzbekistan); and other UN member state 
representatives who were in attendance at a regular session of the UN General Assembly. Mediation efforts at this 
stage were unsuccessful and armed border incursions and fighting was still occurring on a daily basis. 
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On September 24, 1993, Russia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan had all decided to form a 
'peacekeeping' force for Tadjikistan under the auspices of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The 
meeting held in Moscow might have approved the formation of a peacekeeping force, but the force was far from the 
standards set for UN peacekeeping. The CIS group was not impartial, favouring the Tadjikistan government, and it was 
more readily prepared to use force to achieve its objectives. CIS forces have helped improve the stability of the country, 
allowing the parties to concentrate their efforts on resolving the issues at the centre of the dispute. 

The CSCE Mission to Tadjikistan was established at a CSCE Council meeting in Rome on December 1, 1993. 
The mandate of the Mission was: 
+ "to maintain contact with and facilitate dialogue and confidence-building between regionalist and political forces in 

the country; 
+ to actively promote respect for human rights; 
+ to promote and monitor adherence to CSCE norms and principles; 
+ to promote ways and means for the CSCE to assist in the development of legal and democratic political institutions 

and processes" (OSCE: December 19,1997). 
The CSCE Mission was originally to have only four members but the renamed OSCE Mission was expanded 

to include seven members on July 6, 1995. The Head of the Mission and another Mission member started their 
mandate responsibilities on February 19, 1994, in Dushanbe. Ambassador Dimitry Manjavidze (Georgia) has been the 
Head of the Mission since April 15, 1997. The OSCE involvement in the dispute has remained limited. OSCE 
representatives participated in a number of mediation attempts with the parties and is still committed to assist the UN in 
the monitoring of elections and human rights violations. In February 1995, however, the OSCE refused to send 
observers to monitor the 'seriously flawed' parliamentary election that failed to recognise opposition movements. 
Overall, the presence of the OSCE has had an effect, albeit small, in reducing the incidence of human rights violations 
(Tucker in Lipsey, 1997: 258-259) 

Ramiro Pfriz-BaIl6n, UN Special Envoy mediated on four separate occasions over the period from January 
1994 to March 31, 1994. Though there was no SUbstantial settlement reached in his efforts, he was able to bring the 
rallies to agree on participating in a series of inter-Tadjik talks on national reconciliation. The first round of official UN 
talks on national reconciliation were held in Moscow over April 5, 1994 - April 19, 1994; the second was held in Tehran 
over June 18, 1994 - June 28, 1994; interim consultations were held in Tehran over September 9, 1994 - September 18, 
1994; and the third and final round of the inter-Tadjik talks were held in Islamabad from October 20, 1994 - November 1, 
1994. All of the inter-Tadjik talks were well-attended including representation from the Tadjikistan government, 
Tadjikistan opposition, UN, OSCE, Islamic Republic of Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Russian Federation, 
Uzbekistan, and the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC). These mediation attempts, held under the auspices 
of the UN, achieved a number of agreements, most significantly, the Tehran Agreement of September, 1994, which 
established a cease-fire to begin on October 20, 1994, and agreement on a UN cease-fire monitoring mission in 
Tadjikistan. 

The Security Council decided to send a technical survey team to Tadjikistan. Comprised of 15 military 
observers, the survey team visited Tadjikistan over October 4, 1994 - October 12, 1994. The team was under the 
command of soon-to-be Chief UN Military Observer, Brigadier-General Hasan Abaza (Jordan) and was sent to 
Dushanbe, pyanj, Garm and Kurgan-Tyube. It monitored the initial period of the Tehran Agreement cease-fire that 
began on October 20, 1994. Also under the Tehran Agreement, a Joint Commission was established to oversee the 
implementation of the terms of the agreement. The Joint Commission was assisted by the UN and held its first meeting 
in Dushanbe on November 14, 1994. 

On December 16, 1994, the UN Security Council announced the establishment of the UN Mission of 
Observers in Tadjikistan (UN MOT). The UNMOT mission, with an authorised strength of 45 military observers, was 
mandated: 
+ "to assist the Joint Commission (established under the Tehran Agreement); 
+ to monitor the implementation of the Agreement on a Temporary Cease-fire and the Cessation of Other hostile 

Acts on the Tadjik-Afghan Border and within the Country for the Duration of the Talks; 
• to investigate reports of violations and report on them to the United Nations and to the Joint Commission; 
+ to provide its good offices as stipulated in the Agreement; 
+ to maintain clo; :, contact with the parties to the conflict, as well as close liaison with the Mission of the Conference 

of Security and Co-operation in Europe and with the Collective Peacekeeping Forces of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States in Tadjikistan and with the border forces; 

+ to provide support for the efforts of the Secretary-General's Special Envoy; and, 
• to provide political liaison and co-ordination services, which could facilitate expeditious humanitarian assistance by 

the international community" (United Nations, 1990: 765). 
UNMOT was commanded by Liviu Bota (Romania) from December 1994 - March 1995, and then by Darko 

Silovic (Croatia) from March 1995 - May 1996. Gerd Merrem was appointed to the position of Special Representative of 
the Secretary-General and Head of the UNMOT in May 1996 and remains in this position at present. 

Consultations continued under the auspices of the UN Special Envoy, Ramiro Pfriz-BaIl6n, through until 
January 1995. On February 3, 1995, a delegation of the Tadjik opposition, led by Mr. Turajonzodah, met with senior UN 
Secretariat officials at UN Headquarters in New York. The delegation agreed to a fourth round of inter-Tadjik talks to be 
held ill Moscow. Under Secretary-General Aldo Ajello conducted a series of 4 mediation attempts from February 24, 
1995 - March 9, 1995, and secured an extension of the cease-fire agreement. The fourth round of inter-Tadjik talks took 
place at the Kazakh capital, Almaty, from May 22, 1995 - June 1, 1995. Substantial agreements were made by the 
parties regarding the treatment of prisoners and detainee releases. 

The UN engaged the parties in numerous talks at differing venues until further agreements were reached in 
1996. The problems and progress in Tadjikistan's national reconciliation continue. Despite a number of extensions to 
the UN-arranged cease-fire, the Tehran Agreement of September 1994, the dispute still continues unabated. Russia's 
part in the conflict remains one of controversy, insisting that the cease-fire does not apply to CIS forces or Russian 
border guards stationed along the Afghan border. For its part, the CIS 'peacekeeping' mission continues to overtly 
support the pro-Soviet Tadjikistan government and has been clearly identified as being a party to the dispute rather than 
an impartial third party (Tucker in Lipsey, 1997: 263). 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 258-259), OSCE Internet Website: http://www.osceprag.cz (December 19, 1997), Tucker 
in Lipsey (1997: 249-267), United Nations (1990: 591-607, 765-766) 
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The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. UN Fact-finding Mission (1087) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN Good Offices Mission (1089) 1 - Unsuccessful 
3. Ismat Kittani, UN Special Envoy to Tadjikistan (160) 3 - 1 Partial Settlement 
4. UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali (427) 2 - Unsuccessful 
5. Ramiro Piriz-Ball6n [Uruguay], UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Tadjikistan; Russia (787) 10 - 6 

Agreements to Further Talks, 1 Cease-fire, 1 Full Settlement 
6. Russia; UN; Afghanistan; Iran; Kazakhstan; Kyrgyzstan; Pakistan (1085) 2 • 1 Agreement to Further Talks, 1 

Partial Settlement 
7. Ramiro Piriz-Ball6n [Uruguay], UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Tadjikistan; Iran (996) 1 - 1 

Cease-fire 
8. UN Technical Survey Team - 15 Military Observers under Brigadier-General Hasan Abaza [Jordan] (1090) 1 -

Partial Settlement 
9. Ramiro Pfriz-Ball6n [Uruguay], UN Secretary-General's Special Representative to Tadjikistan; Russia; CSCE; Iran; 

Kazakhstan; Afghanistan; Pakistan; ICO (997) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
10. UN Team; Irian officials (998) 1 - Unsuccessful 
11. Senior UN Secretariat Officials - Unspecified (1091) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
12. Aldo Ajello, UN Under Secretary-General (723) 4 - 2 Agreements to Further Talks, 1 Partial Settlement 
13. UN Military Observers - Unspecified (146) 1 - Unsuccessful 
14. Ramiro Piriz-BaIl6n, UN Special Representative; President Nursultan Nazarbayev [Kazakhstan]; OSCE; ICO; 

Russian Federation; Afghanistan; Iran; Kyrgyzstan; Pakistan; Uzbekistan (787) 1 - 1 Cease-fire 
15. SaparmyratNiyazov (President to Turkmenistan); UN Officials (97?) 1 - 1 Agreementto Further Talks. 
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CASE 290: RUSSIAICHECHNYA· CAUCASUS CONFLICT (OCTOBER 1992· ONGOING) 
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Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) involvement in this dispute only began 
in January 1995 after the situation between Russia and the breakaway republic of Chechnya had deteriorated 
considerably. OSCE mediation was attempted on eleven occasions over 1995, resulting in two substantial 
agreements, a cease-fire and a military agreement. Unfortunately, the cease-fire was broken almost 
immediately and the military agreement was never implemented. 

The small mountainous Republic of Chechnya is enclosed by Russia and Georgia and is strategic in its 
situation in North Caucasus. Within the estimated total population of 1.2 million, there are approximately 300,000 ethnic 
Russians. Ethnic Chechens were mostly Muslim and have a distinctly Chechen language and culture. Historically, the 
region of North Caucasus had always been one of Russia's expansionist objectives and this current crisis revisited 
Chechnya's age-old struggle for sovereign autonomy. The main problem in Chechnya's struggle for autonomy lies in 
the fact that the republic is economically dependent on Russia. Although it was agriculturally rich and boasted fine oil 
reserves, Chechen industry relied heavily on subsidies from Russia. As one of the autonomous republics of the USSR 
federation of states, Chechnya had only a limited autonomy and had striven for sovereignty over its own territory. 

In 1991, Dzhokhar M. Dudaev led Chechen nationalists in a putsch. On October 27, 1991, Dzhokhar M. 
Dudaev assumed the position of President in Chechnya and on November 2, 1991, the new President declared 
Chechnya an independent state. Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin reacted slowly announcing a state of emergency in 
Chechnya on November 9, 1991. President Dudaev, in turn, mobilised his troops to surround the small contingent of 
600 Russian troops from the Russian interior ministry who were stationed there. 1 he Russian Supreme Soviet feared 
the implications of enforcing a state of emergency in Chechnya and, worried about possible entanglement with Chechen 
secessionists, it voted 177 to 4 in favour of withdrawing the Russian forces. Russia was humiliated by the whole 
exercise, firstly, by the prevention of Russian back-up troops landing at the airport and secondly, by the forced 
departure of the interior ministry troops in no more than tour buses. After this embarrassing episode, Russia took a 
keen interest in supporting the opposition parties in Chechnya. From this incident until March 1992, Russia's policy 
toward Chechnya was one of negligence. 

President Dudaev gained popularity during 1992 and in March 1992, Chechnya refused to sign the Russian 
Federation Treaty, along with Tatarstan. At this time Russia was preoccupied with a border dispute involving 
Chechnya's neighbour Ingushetia and North Ossetia. Russia had little desire to be drawn into another incident with 
Chechnya and Russian policy over what was to be done about Chechnya lacked decisiveness. 

Early in 1993, it was evident that President Dudaev's popularity was waning in the face of growing opposition 
movements in the republic. In April 1993, the Chechen parliament passed a vote of no confidence in the government, 
forcing President Dudaev to abolish the parliament. This action triggered the outbreak of civil war in Chechnya. A 
referendum questioning the leadership of Chechnya firmly rejected President Dudaev as leader. In mid June 1993, 
three regions of Chechnya had decided to secede from "the criminal regime in Grozny" (Parker in Lipsey, 1997: 275). 
Russian support for the Chechen opposition movements found its connection, a mutual distaste for President Dudaev's 
leadership. Ruslan Labazanov led one such opposition movement. Another opposition movement, led by Umar 
Avturkhanov, had closer affiliations with Russia. With the support of Russia, Avturkhanov formed a Provisional Council 
and Russia afforded the new Council legitimate status. Russia injected supplies and financial aid into areas closely 
allied to Russia, specifically, the northern Nadterechnyi region. The rest of Chechnya was supposed to be suffering 
under a Russian economic blockade but one of the most important commodities, oil, was still reaching Chechnya. By 
the beginning of 1994, it was evident that Russia was supplying military equipment and supplies to the Chechen 
opposition movements. 

In November 1994, there was a iJuild-up o[ Russian troops along the Chechen border. Russian aircraft 
passed over Chechnya in the no-fly zones and Russian soldiers, who Moscow had claimed were mercenaries, were 
active in the attempt to seize Grozny on November 26, 1994. After a series of Russian demands for peace negotiations, 
cease-fires and moratoriums, Russian President Boris Yeltsin threatened to use all means available to Russia to quash 
ongoing violence in Chechnya and restore order (November 29, 1994). Russian assistance to the Dudaev opposition 
was no longer considered covert. On December 4, 1994 - December 5, 1994, Russian Deputy Defence Minister, Boris 
Gromov, admitted Russia's troop presence and involvement in Chechnya. Negotiations between President Dudaev and 
Russian Defence Minister, General Grachev on December 7, 1994, ended with an announcement that an agreement on 
the military aspect of a resolution had been achieved. The matter of achieving a political resolution, agreement over the 
issue of Chechen sovereignty was not reached. 

On December 10, 1994, Russian troops invaded the breakaway north Caucasian republic, Chechnya and 
there was heavy fighting, with many fatalities. Moscow sent 40,000 troops into Chechnya on December 11, 1994, under 
the command of Vladimir Mozhaev. 

The parties permitted the OSCE to mediate after OSCE Envoy, Istvan Gyarmati (Hungary), appealed to th& 
parties to allow OSCE involvement (January 9, 1995 - January 13, 1995). On April 11, 1995, the OSCE Permanent 
Council established a mission to Grozny to assist the transition toward democracy in Chechnya. The OSCE Assistance 
Group to Chechnya, as it was known, was mandated: 
+ "to promote respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the establishment of facts concerning their 

violation; 
+ to help foster the development of democratic institutions and processes, including the restoration of the local 

organs of authority; 
+ to assist in the preparation of possible new constitutional agreements and in the holding and monitoring of 

elections; 
+ to facilitate the delivery to the region by international and non-governmental organisations of humanitarian aid ... 
• to provide assistance to the authorities of the Russian Federation and to international organisations in ensuring the 

speediest possible return of refugees and displaced persons to their homes in the crisis region; 
+ to promote the peaceful resolution of the crisis and the stabilisation of the situation in the Chechen Republic in 

conformity with the principle of the territorial integrity of the Russian Federation and in accordance with OSCE 
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principles and pursue dialogue and negotiations, as appropriate, through participation in 'round tables' with a view 
to establishing a cease-fire and eliminating sources of tension; 

+ to support the creation of mechanisms guaranteeing the rule of law, public safety and law and order" (OSCE: 
December 19, 1997). 

The OSCE Assistance Group to Chechnya began its mission on April 26, 1995 and remains active in 
Chechnya. There have been no limitations set determining the length of the mission's involvement in Chechnya. The 
Assistance Group originally comprised of six diplomats and was later expanded to total twelve personnel. At present 
the Assistant Group has five members, with Leon Waschinski (Poland) filling the position as the Acting Head of the 
Group since January 1, 1998 (OSCE: December 19, 1997). The OSCE has provided the parties with a neutral forum for 
discussions, an essential environment for peace talks to proceed. 

Talks held under the auspices of the OSCE have, so far, been unsuccessful in achieving a resolution and the 
agreements that were made have not been implemented. Fighting between the Russians and Chechens has continued 
unabated. Chechen forces made two territorial incursions into Russia with the Chechen's seizing hostages. The 
repercussion of the hustage taking was intense fighting. Over two thousand Russians and approximately eleven 
thousand Chechens had died by the end of 1995. 

The death of Chechnya's President Dzhokar Dudaev in April 1996, caused setbacks for the secession 
process and for efforts to resolve the dispute. President Dudaev was killed in a well-planned Russian aircraft attack. 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin and the new Chechen President, Asian Maskhadov signed a peace treaty in May 1997. 
The OSCE Assistant Group to Chechnya continues its efforts to bring the parties to a full resolution, on both a political 
and a military level. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 260-261), Bothe, Ronzitti and Rosas reds] (1997: 46-48, 60,77,285-286, 334), OSCE 
Internet Website: http://www.osceprag.cz (December 19, 1997), Parker in Lipsey (1997: 269-282) 

The Mediators: 

oseE· 
~tvan Gyarmati, Hungarian Diplomat as OSCE Envoy (916) 1 - 1 Agreement to Further Talks 
2. Gyula Hom, Hungarian Prime Minister as OSCE President (975) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
3. Laszlo Kovacs, Hungarian Foreign Minister as Current OSCE Chairman; OSCE Officials (976) 1 - Unsuccessful 
4. Sandor Meszaros, Head of OSCE Chechen Mission; OSCE Officials (978) 5 - 1 Cease-fire, 1 Partial Settlement 
5. Sandor Meszaros, Head of OSCE Chechen Mission (later replaced by Olivier Pel en - French diplomat and Deputy 

Head of OSCE Mission to Chechnya); OSCE Officials (979) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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CASE 295: YEMEN· CIVIL WAR (NOVEMBER 1993 • JULY 1994) 
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All five attempts to mediate a resolution failed in this dispute over the unification of Yemen. Both the 
Arab League and the UN were unable to bring the parties to agree on a resolution. The intensity of the fighting 
and the intransigence of the parties hindered successful mediation. For further background to UN involvement 
in Yemen, see earlier disputes - Case 093: EgyptlYemen and Saudi Arabia - North Yemeni Royalist Rebellion 
(September 1962 - October 1(67), Case 148: North Yemen/South Yemen - Border Conflict (October 1971 -
October 1972), Case 199: North Yemen/South Yemen - Border War (February 1979 - February 1980). 

Originally, Yemen comprised two separate states, North Yemen and South Yemen. After each experienced 
civil conflict, these two states had also been involved in a number of serious disputes with each other since 1960. Over 
the course of these earlier inter-state disputes, the disputants had become acquainted with various international dispute 
managers. 

Diplomatic attempts were made in the early 1980's to unify the two states and unification was achieved by the 
end of the 1980's. The process of unification was far from smooth and Yemen's transition to a 'unified' state was not 
secure. The integration of the police force and the army was never completed and the leaders, Vice President Ali 
Salem al-Beidh (South Yemen) and President Ali Abdullah Saleh (North Yemen), were in a difficult phase of relations. 
Oil resources discovered in South Yemen that would have made seceding viable, resulted in a further breakdown of 
relations between North Yemen and South Yemen. 

Vice President Ali Salem al-Beidh failed to assume his govemment position in the northern capital of Sanaa. 
As the situation deteriorated, both sides began to strengthen their troop positions in November 1993 and there were 
some incidents of serious hostilities reported. Several political assassinations occurred in South Yemen in January 
1994. Militarised clashes occurred in February 1994, and only through the rapid mediatory action of Middle Eastern 
leaders was a cease-fire arranged. Over March 1994, the cease-fire environment was shaky at best and in April 1994, 
the full-scale warfare resumed. On May 21, 1994, the south seceded. The secession received some recognition from 
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and previously allied states. 

An Arab League Delegation was sent to mediate between the parties from May 11, 1994 - May 19, 1994. The 
delegation, led by Mohammed Said al-Beregdar, Arab League Assistant Secretary-General for Military Affairs, was 
unable to secure an agreement. The United Nations Special Envoy to Yemen, Lakhadar al-Brahimi, mediated three 
times from June 1994 - August 1994, but was unable to bring the parties to agree on a cease-fire. After the south had 
lost Significant territory, the northern forces took Aden in July 1994. Southern leaders fled and the civil war ended with a 
resounding victory for North Yemeni forces. 

The two leaders remained estranged after the event, though the exiled leaders from the south appeared to 
pose no immediate threat to the new regime. Yemen has remained united (December 1995) and has begun the 
process of rebuilding. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 264), Durch (1993: 206-218), United Nations (1990: 113-127, 702) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS' 
1. Lakhadar al-Brahimi, UN Envoy to Yemen (342) 3 - Unsuccessful 
2. UN - Unspecified (146) 3 - 1 Cease-fire 

ARAB LEAGUE' 
1. Arab League Delegation led by Mohammed Said al-Beregdar, Assistant Secretary-General for Military Affairs (875) 

1 - Unsuccessful 
2. Arab League - Unspecified (086) 3 - Unsuccessful 



CASE 296: NIGERIA/CAMEROON· DIAMOND AND DJABANE ISLANDS DISPUTE (DECEMBER 1993 a 

MARCH 1994) 
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Two high-level representatives from the OAU mediated unsuccessfully in this display of recurring 
rivalry between Nigeria and Cameroon [See earlier dispute, Case 211: Cameroon/Nigeria - Border Incident (May 
191'11 • July 1981 )]. 

With a long history of border confrontations between Nigeria and Cameroon, this dispute presented similar 
territorial issues but in a new location. This latest dispute began in 1993 and centred on the sovereignty of the Diamond 
and Djabane Islands, two resource-rich islands situated in the Gulf of Guinea, off the West African coastline. 

Five hundred Nigerian troops invaded and occupied the islands on December 30, 1993. After six Cameroon 
soldiers had died in the incident, Cameroon retaliated with several incursions into Nigerian territory. One such 
Cameroon incursion on the Bakassi peninsula resulted in twenty fatalities (February 19, 1994). 

The dispute escalated in later in February 1994, with France sending support troops and a frigate to boost 
Cameroon's forces. Following this increase in arms there were revitalised efforts to negotiate a settlement. 
Negotiations failed but later mediation by neighbouring African leaders and the OAU helped to abate the hostilities. 
French troops withdrew from the area and troops from Cameroon and Nigeria maintained a healthy level of separation. 

In April 1995, Cameroon submitted the dispute to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for a decision but 
Nigeria refused to abide by itsiudgement. The dispute over the territorial status of the islands remains unresolved. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 265) 

The Mediators: 

OAU-
-1-. -President Hosni Mubarak, OAU Chairman (131) 1 - Unsuccessful 
2. OAUT.eam led byM~-r.lv1atLJnga! {)AU Assistant Secre.tary-G~neral (862)1 -LJnsuccessful 
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CASE 304: ECUADOR/PERU - BORDER CONFLICT (JANUARY 1995 • MARCH 1995) 

This dispute saw a resumption of hostile border relations between Peru and Ecuador. [See earlier 
dispute, Case 210: Ecuador/Peru - Border War (January 1981 m April 1981)] Mediation by the OAS in this 
dispute was offered and the dispute abated with the underlying territorial issues remaining unresolved. 

The Peruvian-Ecuadorian rivalry was evident in earlier territorial disputes in 1977, 1981 and again in 1984. 
The dispute that began in January 1995, was a resumption of an earlier dispute that occurred in 1971, over the northern 
region of Peru, known as the Loreto region. Despite the Rio Protocol treaty of 1942, establishing Peruvian sovereignty 
over the territory, Ecuador maintained that it had been coerced into agreement over the treaty terms. In 1950, Ecuador 
was calling for a revision of the Rio Protocol, disputing the sovereignty of the Rio Cenepa River, an access way to the 
Amazon River, and charging that the Rio Protocol was invalid because Ecuador's agreement had been obtained under 
duress. In 1960, Ecuador declared the Rio Protocol void and called for re-negotiation over the status of their mutual 
borders. Peru refused to re-negotiate saying that the Rio Protocol was still valid. 

There was some report of militarised conflict along the borders in 1991, but progress made towards a possible 
settlement over the period from late 1991 - early 1993, saw the incidents abate (Huth, 1996: 200). Over this time, Peru 
had offered Ecuador joint economic development projects and navigation rights to the Amazon River and the two 
countries were considering the possibility of inviting a third party to mediate a settlement. A representative of the 
Vatican had been suggested as a possible mediator. In September 1993 however, the Peruvian President ended the 
policy of accommodation towards EcuFldor and announced in March 1994, that the 8io Protocol should not be revised 
and was still firmly in tact. 

In January 1995, tension between the two countries mounted as Ecuadorian helicopters fired on and 
destroyed a Peruvian border outpost. Both disputants immediately implemented troop deployment along the border 
areas. Following the troop build-up, the disputants engaged in a propaganda campaign, threatening retaliations and all
out war. Tensions escalated and eventuated in hostilities in the Loreto region in late January 1995. The heavy fighting 
continued into February 1995, with air strikes and tank attacks leading the offensives. 

In February 1995, the neighbouring states and the Guarantor Nations of the 1942 Rio Protocol (Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, and the USA) sought a solution to the problem. Later in February 1995, after this inteNention, a cease-fire 
was agreed to. Fighting continued through until April 1995 when finally the cease-fire was implemented and the two 
parties withdrew their troops from the border regions. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 269), Huth (1996: 199-200), Tillema (1991: 42) 

The Mediators: 

OAS· 
-i.-Cesar Gaviria, OAS Chief (1005) 1 - Mediation Offered Only 
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CASE 309: ERITREA/YEMEN • HUNISH ISLANDS DISPUTE (NOVEMBER 1995 • DECEMBER 1995) 

Jg!~onfljct·Man~9!!mefJ1gffoqL~· ~_:_'7'-__ =-1 O,,---.,~",.-.~_~~ 
TofalOrgflnis?fiQafll Meqiatlons?nd Referrals .. 3 .. • 
Fafalitfes(RawCalculation) ,. . ... .... '12 

CurrenfDispute Status Abated 

The Secretaries-General of the UN and the OAU tried to mediate a solution to this territorial dispute. 
Both of their efforts were unsuccessful, though they may have contributed, incrementally, to a cease-fire 
agreement. For further background to UN involvement in Yemen, see earlier cases, Case 023: Eritrea/Ethiopia _ 
Independence Attempt (July 1949 - December 1950), Case 093: EgyptlYemen and Saudi Arabia - North Yemeni 
Royalist Rebellion (September 1962 - October 1967) and Case 295: Yemen - Civil War (November 1993 - July 
1994). 

Eritrea won independence from Ethiopia in 1993 after a protracted war of independence which had lasted 
from 1965 - May 1993. Shortly after achieving independence, Eritrea declared sovereignty over three strategically 
situated islands in the Red Sea, known as the Hunish Islands. Eritrea's claim was based on the fact that the Ottoman 
Empire, Italy Empire, Britain and Ethiopia had previously owned the Hunish Islands. Yemen rejected Eritrea's claim and 
a Yemeni fishing community moved in to occupy one of the islands. Negotiations followed but were unable to secure a 
resolution. 

Yemen tried to establish tourist facilities on one of the islands and provoked a hostile response from Eritrea. 
Eritrean forces invaded the islands in early November 1995, claiming the islands were Eritrean territory and demanding 
that Yemen withdraw. Yemen strengthened its troop presence on the islands and the tension between the parties 
escalated, I3.S did the level of violence. Eritrean troops launched an attack on Yemeni positions on December 15,1995, 
ushering i" a periud of full-scale war. Sea, air and land attac:,s ensued and after three days of heavy fight!"g Eritrea 
had captured the island of Greater Hunish. Two hundred Yemeni soldiers were taken prisoner in the process. 

The UN and the OAU Secretaries-General made mediation attempts, but these attempts proved ineffective. 
Algeria, Ethiopia and Egypt also engaged in mediation and eventually the disputants struck agreement on a cease-fire. 
Yemen agreed to withdraw its troops from all of the islands and submit the dispute for arbitration. Overall, there were 
twelve fatalities recorded during the course of the dispute. 

Bercovitch and Jackson (1997: 272), Birgisson in Durch (1993: 208-218), United Nations (1990: 121-127,702) 

The Mediators: 

UNITED NATIONS· 
1. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, UN Secretary-General (427) 2 - Unsuccessful 

OAU-
~Salim Ahmed Salim, OAU Secretary-General (422) 1 - Unsuccessful 
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APPENDIX 4: Coding Sheet 

Data Format 

The data is set up in a standard SPSS data file (med99.sps). There are three records per case (conflict 
management event). The first record contains the dispute data, incorporating 66 columns. The second record 
contains the party data incorporating 77 columns. The third record contains the conflict management data including 
a 67 column repeating data format. The position of the data within the records is shown below. 

Variable Code Variable Labels Colunm# 

Dispute Variables Record 1 

Dl Dispute Number 1-3 
D2a Dispute Start Date (month) 5-6 
D2b Dispute Start Date (year) 7-8 
D3a Dispute End Date (month) 10-11 
D3b Dispute End Date (year) 12-13 
D4 Duration (grouped) 15 
D4a Duration (raw) 16-18 
D5 Fatalities (grouped) 19 
D5a Fatalities (raw) 20-26 
D6 Dispute Intensity 27 
DI Highest Action 28-29 
D8 Hostility Level 30 
D9 Reciprocity 31 
DI0 System Period Dispute Start 32 
Dlla Dispute in Progress 1945-55 33 
Dllb Dispute in Progress 1956-65 34 
D11c Dispute in Progress 1966-75 35 
Dlld Dispute in Progress 1976-85 36 
Dlle Dispute in Progress 1986-95 37 
D12 Geographic Region 38 
D13 Geographical Proximity of Parties 39 
D14 Issue One 40 
D14a Issue Two 41 
D14b Issue Three 42 
D15 Final Outcome 43 
D16 Reemergence of Dispute 44 
D17 Type of Conflict 45 
D18 Number Mediation Efforts 46-48 
D18a Number of Mediations Offered Only 49 
D19 Number of Mediators in the Dispute 50-51 
D20 Number of Negotiations in the Dispute 52-54 
D21 Number of Arbitrations in the Dispute 55 
D22 Number of Referrals to INO in the Dispute 56 
D23 Number of Multilateral Conferences in the Dispute 57 
024 Total Number Conflict Management Efforts 58-60 
025 UN Involvment in the Dispute 61 
D26 Super Power Involvement in the Dispute 62 
027 UN PeacekeepinglSanctionslEmbargos Operating 63 
028 Code Number of Previous Joint Dis ute Between the Parties 64-66 
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Party Variables Record 2 

PI Dispute Initiator (Party A) 15-18 
P2 Type of Power Initiator 19 
P3 Balance of Power Initiator 20 
P4a Party A Initiator in Previous Disputes 21 
P4b Party B Initiator in Previous Disputes 22 
P5a Identity Party A 23-26 
P5b Identity Party B 27-30 
P6a Time in International System Party A 31 
P6b Time in International System Party B 32 
P7 Alignment 33 
P8a Type of Actor Party A 34 
P8b Type of Actor Party B 35 
P9a Member of UN Party A 36 
P9b Member of UN Party B 37 
PIOa Power Party A (raw) 38-39 
PIOb Power Party B (raw) 40-41 
Plla Power Party A (grouped) 42 
Pllb Power Party B (grouped) 43 
PI2 Previous Relations Between the Parties 44 
P13a History Disputes with Other Parties Party A 45 
P13b History Disputes with Other Parties Party B 46 
Pl4a Political System Party A 47 
Pl4b Political System Party B 48 
Pl5a Political Openness/Democracy Score Party A 49-50 
P15b Political OpennesslDemocracy Score Party B 51-52 
P16a Political Closedness/ Autocracy Score Party A 53-54 
P16b Political Closedness/Autocracy Score Party B 55-56 
P17a Politiy Change During the Dispute Party A 57 
P17b Politiy Change During the Dispute Party B 58 
P18a Leadership Change During the Dispute Party A 59 
P18b Leadership Change During the Dispute Party B 60 
P19a Number of Parties Supporting Party A 61 
P19b Number of Parties Supporting Party B 62 
P20a Homogeneity Party A 63 
P20b Homogeneity Party B 64 
P21a Political Rights Party A 65 
P21b Political Rights Party B 66 
P22a Civil Liberties Party A 67 
P22b Civil Liberties Party B 68 
P23 Initiator Same in Previous Disputes with the Parties 69 
P24 Issues in Previous Dispute Between the Parties 70 
P25 Balance of Power in the Parties Previous Dispute 71 
P26 Highest Hostility Level in the Parties Previous Dispute 72 
P27 Outcome of Previous Dispute Between the Parties 73 
P28 Temporal Proximity the Parties Previous Dispute 74 
P29 Polity Change of Parties Since Previous Joint Dispute 75 
py, Leadership Change of Parties Since Previous Join~ Dispute 76 
P31 United Nations 0 erations Present in Previous Joint Dis ute 77 



Repeating Data Variable 

RDCM Repeating Data Variable 

Conflict Management Variabels 

CMI 
CM2a 
CM2b 
CM2c 
CM3 
CM4 
CM5 
CM6 
CM6a 
CM7 
CM8 
CM9 
CMlOa 
CMlOb 
CMII 
CM12 
CM13 
CMI4 
CM15 
CM16 
CM17a 
CM17b 
CM18 
CM19 
CM20 
CM21 
CM22 
CM23 
CM24 
CM25 
CM26 
CM27 
CM28 
CM29 
CM30 
CM31 
CM32 
CM33 
CM34 
CM35 
CM36 
CM37 
CM38 
CM39 
CM40 
CM41 
CM42 
CM43 
CM44 
CM45 
CM46 
CM47 
CM48 
CM49 
CM50 
CM51 
CM52 
CM53 
CM54 

Mediation Number in the Dispute 
Conflict Management start date (day) 
Conflict Management start date (month) 
Conflict Management start date (year) 
Conflict Management Type 
Third Party Identity 
Mediator Rank 
Strategies-Primary 
Supplementary Strategies 
Previous Relationship of the Parties with the Mediator 
Previous Conflict Management Attempts this Dispute 
Previous Attempts this Mediator in the Dispute 
Timing of Conflict Management Effort (grouped) 
Timing of Conflict Management Effort (raw) 
Dispute Phase of Conflict Management Effort 
Initiation of Conflict Management Effort By 
Environment of Conflict Management Effort 
Outcome of Conflict Management Effort 
Hostilities Reported at Time of Intervention 
Durability Outcome 
Rank of Negotiator for Party A 
Rank of Negotiator for Party B 
N umber of Mediators Acting in the Mediation Effort 
Functional Mediator Identity 
Mediation Effort Type 
Mediator Experience 
United Nations Mediator 
Conflict Management Duration 
Identifying International Organisation Mediating 
Highest Rank of Mediator Representing INO 
Number Mediators in INO Attempts 
Previous Conflict Management Type 
Previous Conflict Management Initiated By 
Previous Conflict Management Environment 
Previous Conflcit Management Outcome 
Previous Mediation/Negotiation Initiated by 
Previous Mediation/Negotiation Environment 
Previous Mediation/Negotiation Outcome 
Change in Negotiator From Last Effort 
Change in Mediator From Last Effort 
Previous Rank of Last Mediator this Dispute 
Previous Strategy of Last Mediation Effort 
Previous Relationship of Last Mediator with the Parties 
Previous Number of Mediators in Last Effort 
Number of Different Mediators in the Dispute so far 
Previous Strategy This Mediator in this Dispute 
Previous Initiator With This Mediator this Dispute 
Previous Environment With This Mediator this Dispute 
Previous Outcome With This Mediator this Dispute 
Mediator's Experience With The Parties In Other Disputes 
Previous Initiator with this Mediator 
Previous Environment with this Mediator 
Previous Outcome with this Mediator 
Mediators Experience with these Parties in Other Disputes 
Identifying INO in Conflict Management Attempt - Collapsed 
Identifying Interorganisational Mediation Relationship 
Outcome of Mediation Attempt - Dichotomous 
Previous to Current Interorganisational Relationship 
Current to Subsequent Interorganisational Relationship 

Record 3 
1-3 

Record 3 

5-8 
10-11 
13-13 
14-15 
17 
18-24 
25-26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33-35 
36 
37 
~8 

39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50-51 
52 
53-54 
55 
56-57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65-66 
67 
68 
69 
70-71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84-85 
86-87 
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Data Coding Sheet 

DISPUTE CHARACTERISTICS 

start record 1 
start column 1 

Dl DISPUTE NUMBER 
Each dispute has an individual code number (Appendix 2) 

I 1-3 

D2a DISPUTE START DATE (MONTH) 
Month the dispute started 

I 5-6 
(01) Jan (OS) May (09) Sept (13) 1 st quarter 
(02) Feb (06) June (10) Oct (14) 2nd quarter 
(03) March (07) July (11) Nov (15) 3rd quarter (17) 1 st half year 
(04) April (08) Aug (12) Dec (16) 4th quarter (18) 2nd half year 

D2b DISPUTE STAR:- DATI: (YEAR) 
Year the dispute started 

I 7-8 
From (45) to (95) 

D3a DISPUTE END DATE (MONTH) 
Month the dispute ended 

I 10-11 
(01) Jan (OS) May (09) Sept (13) 1 st quarter 
(02) Feb (06) June (10) Oct (14) 2nd quarter 
(03) March (07) July (11) Nov (15) 3rd quarter (17) 1st half year 
(04) April (08) Aug (12) Dec (16) 4th quarter (18) 2nd half year 

D3b DISPUTE END DATE (YEAR) 
Year the dispute ended 

I 12·13 I 
From (45) to (95) 
(96) = Ongoing dispute 

D4 DURATION (GROUPED) 
T(;:~I duration of the dispute in months 

I 15 I 
(1) 0-1 months (3) 4-6 (5) 13-24 (7) 36+ 
(2) 1-3 (4) 7-12 (6) 25-36 (9) Unknown 

D4a DURATION (RAW) 

I 16·18 
The actual number of months 

D5 FATALITIES (GROUPED) 

I 19 I 
(1) 0-500 (3) 1001-5000 (5) 10000+ 
(2) 501-1000 (4) 5001-10000 (9) Unknown 

D5a FATLAITIES (RAW) 
The actual number of fatalities 

I 20·26 

D6 DISPUTE INTENSITY 
Fatalities per month 

(1) 0-500 (2) 50HOOO (3) 1001-10000 (4) 10000+ (5) Unknown 
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07 HIGHEST ACTION 

(01) No militarised action (11) Nuclear alert 
(02) Threat to use force (12) Mobilisation 
(03) Threat to blockade (13) Fortify border-close air space 
(04) Threat to occupy territory (14) Border-air violation 
(05) Threat to declare war or coup (15) Blockade 

(21) Use of CBR weapons 
(22) Interstate war 
(23) Full civil war 
(24) Rebellion-insurgency 
(25) Independence war 

(06) Threat to use nuclear weapons (16) Occupation of territory-invasion attempt 
(07) Show of troops (17) Seizure 
(08) Show of ships (18) Clash 
(09) Show of planes (19) Other use of force-armed intervention to keep peace-security 
(10) Alert (20) Declaration of war 

08 HOSTILITY LEVEL 

(1) No militarised threat 
(4) Use of force 

(2) Threat to use force 
(5) War 

09 RECIPROCITY 

(0) No (1) Ye~ 

010 SYSTEM PERIOD 
The system period in which the major part of the dispute occurred. 

(1) 1945-55 (2) 1956-65 (3) 1966-75 

0118 DISPUTE IN PROGRESS 1945-55 

(0) No (1) yes 

D11b DISPUTE IN PROGRESS 1956-65 

(0) No (1) Yes 

D11c DISPUTE IN PROGRESS 1966·75 

(0) No (1) Yes 

D11d DISPUTE IN PROGRESS 1976-85 

(0) No (1) Yes 

D11e DISPUTE IN PROGRESS 1986-95 

(0) No (1) Yes 

012 GEOGRAPHIC REGION 
The gecgraphic region in ';;hich the dispute occurred. 

(1) North America 
(2) Central and South America 
(3) Africa 

(4) South West Asia 
(5) East Asia and the Pacific 
(6) Middle East 

D13 GEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY OF PARTIES 

(1) Both parties from region of dispute 
(2) One party outside of region 
(3) One party colonial power outside of region 

014 CORE ISSUE 

(3) Display of force 

(4) 1976-85 (5) 1986-95 

(7) Europe 
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30 

32 



(0) Unspecified 
(1) Territory/Sovereignty 
(6) Ethnic/Cultural 

(2) Ideology/Political 
(3) Security/Military 

D14a ADDITIONAL ISSUE ONE 

(0) Unspecified 
(1) Territory/Sovereignty 
(6) Ethnic/Cultural 

(2) Ideology/Political 
(3) Security/Military 

D14b ADDITIONAL ISSUE TWO 

(0) Unspecified 
(1) Territory/Sovereignty 
(6) Ethnic/Cultural 

015 FINAL OUTCOME 
The eventual outcome of the dispute. 

(2) Ideology/Political 
(3) Security/Military 

(1) Ongoing 
(2) La~se 

(3) One party victory 
(4) Abated 

(5) Partial settlement 
(6) FuJI settlement 

016 REEMERGENCE OF DISPUTE 

(1) Ongoing dispute 
(2) Later dispute emerge 
(3) Regional dispute 

017 TYPE OF CONFLICT 

(4) Continuing tensions 
(5) No later dispute emerge 

The level of internationalisation of the conflict. 

(1) Civillinternal conflict that has been internationalised 

018 NUMBER OF MEDIATION EFFORTS 
The actual number of mediations attempted in this dispute. 

D18a NUMBER MEDIATIONS OFFERED ONLY 
The actual number of mediations offered but not accepted. 

019 NUMBER MEDIATORS IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual number of mediators intervening in the dispute in total. 

020 NUMBER NEGOTIATIONS IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual number of negotiations attempted in the dispute. 

021 NUMBER ARBITRATIONS IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual number of arbitration attempts in the dispute. 

(4) Independence/Colonial and Post Colonial 
(5) Resources/Economic 

(4) Independence/Colonial and Post Colonial 
(5) Resources/Economic 

(4) Independence/Colonial and Post Colonial 
(5) Resources/Economic 

(2) Interstate 

022 NUMBER REFERRALS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual nurnber of referrals to regional or international organisations. 

023 NUMBER MULITLATERAL CONFERENCES IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual number of multilateral conferences managing the dispute. 
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41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46·48 

49 

50-51 

52-54 

55 

56 

57 



D24 TOTAL NUMBER CONFLICT MANAGEMENT EFFORTS IN THE DISPUTE 
The actual number of conflict management attempts made in the dispute. 

D25 UNITED NATIONS INVOLVEMENT IN THE DISPUTE 

(1) United Nations involvement in managing the dispute (2) No United Nations Involvement 

D26 SUPER POWER INVOLVEMENT IN DISPUTE 

(1) Super Power as party 
(2) Super Power as active ally (5) Super Power combined role as party/ally/mediator 
(3) Super Power as mediator (9) No Super Power involvement 
(4) Super Power key member of Organisation committee/group mediating 

D27 UN PEACEKEEPINGlSANCTIONS/EMBARGOS IN OPREATION 

(0) No UN Operations (4) Peacekeeping/sanctions/embargoes established 
(1) Peacekeeping established this dispute 
(2) Peacekeeping already operating 

(5) Peacekeeping/sancths/em'.largoes already operating 

(3) Peacekeeping established and already operating 

D28 CODE NUMBER OF THE PREVIOUS JOINT DISPUTE BETWEEN THE PARTIES 

The dispute code number (01) of the previous dispute between these two parties. 

D29 ENDURING RIVALRIES 

(0) No enduring rivalry 
(1) China-USA 
(2) Greece-Turkey 
(3) Iran-Iraq 
(4) China-USA 

(11) India-Pakistan 
(12) USSR-USA 
(13) China-USSR 
(14) Somalia-Ethiopia 
(15) North-South Korea 
(16) Lebanon-Israel (5) Afghanistan-Pakistan 

(6) Egypt-Israel 
(7) Argentina-Chile 
(8) Peru-Ecuador 
(9) Jordan-Israel 
(10) Syria-Israel 

(17) Thailand-Cambodia 
(18) Nicaragua-Costa Rica 
(19) Israel-Arab States 

end column 68 
end record 1 

PARTY CHARAcTERISTICS 

start record 2 
start column 15 

P1 DISPUTE INITIATOR (Party A) 
Party Code number of the initiating party. See Appendix B. 

P2 TYPE OF POWER INITIATOR 
Based on Cox-Jacobson scale scores (Appendix 2) 

(1) Superpower 
(2) Large power 

(3) Middle power 
(4) Small power 

P3 BALANCE OF POWER INITIATOR 

(1) Stronger (2) Equal to other party (3) Weaker 

(5) Micro power 
(6) Non-state 
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67·68 

15·18 

19 



P4a PARTY A INITIATOR IN PREVIOUS DISPUTES 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P4b PARTY B INITIATOR IN PREVIOUS DISPUTES 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P5a IDENTITY PARTY A 
Party i~ontity code (Appendix B). 

P5b IDENTITY PARTY B 
Party identity code (Appendix B). 

P6a TIME IN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM PARTY A 
Length of time in the intemational system as a legitimate state actor. 

(0) Not applicable 
(1) 0·5 years 

(2) 6·20 
(3) 21·50 

(4)51-100 
(5) 100+ 

P6b TIME IN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM PARTY B 
Length of time in the intemational system as a legitimate state actor. 

(0) Not applicable 
(1) 0·5 years 

(2) 6·20 
(3) 21·50 

P7 ALIGNMENT 
The political alignment of the disputing parties. 

(1) Members of opposing blocs 
(2) Members of the same bloc 
(3) Bloc member vs. unaligned 
(7) Regional organisation vs. unaligned 

P8a TYPE OF ACTOR PARTY A 

(1) State (2) Non·state 

P8b TYPE OF ACTOR PARTY B 

(1) State (2) Non·state 

P9a MEMBER OF UN PARTY A 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P9b MEMBER OFUN PARTYB 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P10a POWER PARTY A (RAW) 

(4) 51-100 
(5) 100+ 

(4) Both unaligned 
(5) Different regional organisation 
(6) Same regional organisation 

(3) Party ber~:"es a legitirr.:;.te state during the conflict 

(3) Party becomes a legitimate state during the conflict 

(3) Joins UN during conflict 

(3) Joins UN during conflict 

Raw power score from the Cox·Jacobson Scale (Appendix 2) 

P10b POWER PARTY 8 (RAW) 
Raw power score from the Cox·Jacobson Scale (Appendix 2) 
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P11a POWER PARTY A (GROUPED) 
(from Cox-Jacobson Scale) 

(1) Non-state actor 
(2) 1-7 
(3) 8-13 

(4) 14-20 
(5) 21-26 
(6) 27-30 (7) 30+ 

P11b POWER PARTY B (GROUPED) 
(from Cox-Jacobson Scale) 

(1) Non-state actor 
(2) 1-7 
(3) 8-13 

(4) 14-20 
(5) 21-26 
(6) 27-30 (7) 30+ 

P12 PREVIOUS RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTIES IN THE DISPUTE 
The nature of the parties' relationship prior to the dispute. 

(1) Friendly 
(2) No previous relationship 
(3) Antagonism 

(4) Previous conflict, no (military) hostilities 
(5) 1 Previous dispute 
(6) More than 1 previous dispute 

P13a HISTORY OF DISPUTES WITH OTHER PARTIES PARTY A 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P13b HISTORY OF DISPUTES WITH OTHER PARTIES PARTY B 

(1) Yes (2) No 

P14a POLITICAL SYSTEM· PARTY A 

Nature of the POLITY of the Party at the start of the dispute. 

(1) Democracy 
(2) Totalitarian 
(3) Communist 
(4) Authoritarian 
(5) Monarchy 

(6) Military regime 
(7) Non-state- becomes independent during the dispute 
(8) Non-state- ethnic/regional base 
(9) Non-state- politicaVmilitary base 

P14b POLITICAL SYSTEM PARTY B 

Nature of the POLITY of the Party at the start of the dispute 

(1) Democracy 
(2) Totalitarian 
(3) Communist 
(4) Authoritarian 
(5) Monarchy 

(6) Military regime 
(7) Non-state- becomes independent during the dispute 
(8) Non-state- ethnic/regional base 
(9) Non-state- politicaVmilitary base 

P15A POLITICAL OPENNESSIDEMOCRACY SCORE PARTY A 

Polity III Scale for Democracy 

(00) Through 
(55) Non-state actor 
(66) Interruption 

(10) Degree on democracy operating 
(77) Interreguum 
(88) Transitional (99) Data not available 

P15B POLITICAL OPENNESSIDEMOCRACY SCORE PARTY B 

Polity III Scale for Democracy 

(00) Through 
(55) Non-state actor 
(66) Interruption 

(10) Degree on democracy operating 
(77) Interreguum 
(88) Transitional (99) Data not available 
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P16A POLITICAL CLOSEDNESS/AUTOCRACY SCORE PARTY A 

Polity III Scale for Autocracy 

(00) Through (10) degree on democracy operating 
(77) Interreguum (55) Non-state actor 

(66) Interruption (88) Transitional (99) Data not available 

P1GB POLITICAL CLOSEDNESS/AUTOCRACY SCORE PARTY B 

Polity III Scale for Autocracy 

(00) Through (10) Degree on democracy operating 
(77) Interreguum (55) Non-state actor 

(66) Interruption (88) Transitional (99) Data not available 

P17A POLITY CHANGE DURING THE DISPUTE PARTY A 

(1) Nonstate to Democratic 
(2) Nonstate to Autocracy or Communist 
(3) Democracy -increase or change 
(4) Autocracy jrlcreasA '" change 
(9) No significant polity change 

(5) Type of Autocracy change 
(6) Change to Communist 
(7) Enters a Transition Period 
(8) A combination of Polity changes 

P17B POLITY CHANGE DURING THE DISPUTE PARTY B 

(1) Nonstate to Democratic 
(2) Nonstate to Autocracy or Communist 
(3) Democracy -increase or change 
(4) Autocracy -increase or change 
(9) No significant polity change 

(5) Type of Autocracy change 
(6) Change to Communist 
(7) Enters a Transition Period 
(8) A combination of Polity changes 

P18A LEADERSHIP CHANGE DURING THE DISPUTE PARTY A 

A change in the political leadership of the party during the period of the dispute_ 

(1) Leadership Change (2) No Leadership Change 

P1SB LEADERSHIP CHANGE DURING THE DISPUTE PARTY B 

A change in the political leadership of the party during the period of the dispute. 

. (1) Leadership Change (~, No Leadei~~lIp Change 

P19a NUMBER OF PARTIES SUPPORTING PARTY A 
Number of additional parties allied with Party A. 

(1) No other party involved 
(2) Additional 1-2 parties involved 

(3) Additional 3-5 parties involved 
(4) More than 5 parties involved 

P19b NUMBER OF PARTIES SUPPORTING PARTY B 
Number of additional parties allied with Party B 

(1) No other party involved 
(2) Additional 1-2 parties involved 

P20a HOMOGENEITY OF PARTY A 
Index of internal homogeneity (Appendix 2) 

P20b HOMOGENEITY OF PARTY B 
Index of internal homogeneity (Appendix 2) 

(3) Additional 3-5 parties involved 
(4) More than 5 parties involved 

(3) Unknown 

(3) Unknown 
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P21a POLITICAL RIGHTS PARTY A 
Index of political rights (Appendix 2) 

P21b POLITICAL RIGHTS PARTY B 
Index of political rights (Appendix 2) 

P22a CIVIL LIBERTIES PARTY A 
Index of civil liberties (Appendix 2) 

P22b CIVIL LIBERTIES PARTY B 
Index of civil liberties (Appendix 2) 

P23a RELIGION PARTY A 

(1) Protestant 
(2) Roman Catholic 
(3) Orthodox 
(4) Christian 
(5) Muslim-Islamic 
(6) Sunni Muslim 
(7) Shiah Muslim 
(8) Hindu 
(9) Buddhist 
(10) Jewish 

P23b RELIGION PARTY B 

(1) Protestant 
(2) Roman Catholic 
(3) Orthodox 
(4) Christian 
(5) Muslim-Islamic 
(6) Sunni Muslim 
(7) Shiah Muslim 
(8) Hindu 
(9) Buddhist 
(10) Jewish 

(11) Traditional-Indigenous 
(12) Indigenous-Muslim 
(13) Indigenous-Christian 
(14) Indigenous-Buddhist 
(15) Muslim-Orthodox 
(16) Muslim-Christian 
(17) Christian-Buddhist 
(18) Christian-Hindu 

(11) Traditional-Indigenous 
(12) Indigenous-Muslim 
(13) Indigenous-Christian 
(14) Indigenous-Buddhist 
(15) Muslim-Orthodox 
(16) Muslim-Christian 
(17) Christian-Buddhist 
(18) Christian-Hindu 

:'24 RELIGION IDENTITY OF PARTIES COMPARED 

(1) Same religion (2) Different religion 

P25 INITIATOR PREVIOUS DfsPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(0) No previous dispute (1) Yes (2) No 

P26 ISSUES PREVIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) Territory 

(3) Security (6) Other/Ethnic 

(2) Ideology 
(4) Independence 
(5) Resource 

(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P27 BALANCE OF POWER IN PREVIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) Greater disparity 

(2) same balance 
(3) less disparity' (9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P2B HIGHEST HOSTILITY LEVEL IN PREVIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(0) No previous dispute (2) threat to use force (4) use of force 
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(1) No militarised threat (3) display of force (5) war 
(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P29 OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) Ongoing 
(2) Lapse 

(3) Victory 
(4) Abated 
(5) Partial Settlement 

(6) Full Settlement 
(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P3D TEMPORAL PROXIMITY OF PREVIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THESE PARTIES 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) 1 month or less 
(2) >1 to 6 months 

(3) >6mths to 2 years 
(4) >2yrs to 5 years 
(5) >5yrs to 10 years 

(6) greater than 10 years 
(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P3l POLITY CHANGE OF PARTIES SINCE THEIR PREVIOUS JOINT DISPUTE 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) No polity change 

(2) polity change Party A 
(3) polity change Party B 

(4) polity change both parties 
(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P32 LEADERSHIP CHANGE OF PARTIES SINCE PREVIOUS JOINT DISPUTE 

(0) No previous dispute 
(1) No leadership change 

(2) leadership change Party A 
(3) leadership change Party B 

(4) leadership change both parties 
(9) 1 st in series of disputes 

P33 UNITED NATIONS OPERATIONS IN THE PARTIES PREVIOUS JOINT DISPUTE 

(2) peacekeeping 
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(0) No previous dispute 
(1) No UN operations (3) peacekeeping/sanctions/embargoes present (9) 1 st in series of disputes 

End column 82 
End record 2 

Start record 3 
Start column 1 

RDCM REPEATING DATA VARIABLE 
This is the key ('occurs') variable in the repeating data formal. 

End column 3 

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Start record 3 
Start column 5 

CM1 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT NUMBER 

CM1a MEDIATION / NEGOTIATION NUMBER 
A number allocated to each mediation event according to the sequential order of mediations 
or negotiations in the dispute 

CM2a CONFLICT MANAGEMENT START DATE (DAY) 
The actual day of the month of the conflict management attempt 

(01) to (31) according to the specific day of the month if known. 
(32) 1 st week (35) 4th week 
(33) 2nd week (36) 5th week 
(34) 3rd week 

(37) 1 st half month 
(38) 2nd half month 

1-3 II 
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CM2b CONFLICT MANAGEMENT START DATE (MONTH) 
Month the conflict management attempt started 

(01) Jan 
(02) Feb 
(03) March 
(04) April 
(17) 1 st half year 
(18) 2nd half year 

(05) May 
(06) June 
(07) July 
(08) Aug 

(09) Sept 
(10) Oct 
(11) Nov 
(12) Dec 

(13) 1 st quarter 
(14) 2nd quarter 
(15) 3rd quarter 
(16) 4th quarter 

CM2c CONFLICT MANAGEMENT START DATE (YEAR) 
Year the conflict management attempt started 

From (45) to (95) 

CM3 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT TYPE 

(0) No Conflict Management Activity 
(1) Mediation 
(2) Negotiation 

CM4 THIRD PARTY IDENTITY 

(3) Arbitration / Adjudication 
(4) Referral to Intemational Organisation 
(5) Multilateral Conference 

MediatorlThird party code number (Appendices 2) 

CMS MEDIATOR RANK (Highest rank of mediator in the mediation effort) 

(00) No mediation 
(01) Private Individual 
(02) Leader of a national organisation 
(03) Representative of a regional organisation 
(04) Leader of a regional organisation 

(06) Leader of an intemational organisation 
(07) Representative of a small govemment 
(08) Representative of a large government 
(09) Leader of a small govemment 
(10) Leader of a large govemment 

(05) Representative of an international organisation 

CM6 STRATEGIES· PRIMARY 
The primary strategy employed by the mediator. 

(0) No mediation 
(1) Mediation Offered Only 
(2) Communication-Facilitation 

CM6a SUPPLEMENTARY STRATEGIES 

(3) Procedural 
(4) Directive 
(6) Unspecified 
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17-18 

20 

21-24 

25·26 

27 

28 

(0) No mediation 
(1) Mediation Offered Only 

(3) Procedural 
(4) Directive 

(6) Communication-Facilitation/Procedural 
(7) ProceduraVDirective 

(2) Communication-Facililation (5) Communication-Facilitation/Directive (9) Unspecified 

CM7 PREVIOUS PRELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES WITH THE MEDIATOR 
Based on politicaVeconomic alliances 

(0) No mediation (2) Different bloc 
(1) No previous relationship (3) Same bloc as one party 

(4) Same bloc as both parties 
(5) Mixed relationship 

CMS NUMBER OF PREVIOUS MEDIATIONINEGOTlAION ATTEMPTS IN THIS DISPUTE 

(0) 0 
(1) 1-2 

(2) 3-4 
(3) 5-6 

(4) 7-8 
(5) 9-10 

(6) 11+ 
(9) No mediation/negotiation 

CM9 NUMBER OF PREVIOUS MEDIATION ATTEMPTS BY THIS MEDIATOR IN THE DISPUTE 

(0) 0 
(1)1 

(2) 2 
(3) 3 

(4) 4 
(5) 5 

(6) 6+ 
(9) No mediation 
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CM10a TIMING (GROUPED) OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT EFFORT 
The number of months elapsed at the time of intervention. 

(0) pre 
(1) 1-2 

(2) 3·6 
(3) 7-12 

(4) 13-24 
(5) 25-36 

CM10b TIMING (RAW) OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT EFFORT 
The exact number of months elapsed at the time of intervention 

CM1l DISPUTE PHASE CONFLICT MANAGEMENT EFFORT 

(3) Hostilities 

(6) 36+ 
(9) No Management 

33-35 

(1) Dispute 
(2) Crisis (4) Crisis Post-Hostilities 

(5) Dispute Post-Hostilities 
(6) Settlement (9) No Conflict Management 

CM12 INITIATED BY 
Request for conflict management initiated by 

(0) No management 
(1) One party 

CM13 ENVIRONMENT 

(2) Both parties 
(3) MediatorlThird Party 

The physical environment in which contlicl managemenllakes place. 

(1) Party A's territory 
(2) Party B's territory 
(9) No management 

CM14 OUTCO~E 

(3) Third Party territory 
(4) Neutral site 

The specific outcome of the conflict management attempt 

(0) No management 
(1) Offered Only 

(2) Unsuccessful 
(3) Cease-fire 

CM15 HOSTILITIES REPORTED AT TIME OF INTERVENTION 
The presence of military hostilities during conflict management attempt. 

(1) Yes (2) No (9) No Conflict Management 

CMiC DURABILITY OUTCOME 

(4) Regional organisation 
(5) Internatior.'ll organisation 

(5) Composite 
(6) Offered only/unspecified 

(4) Partial agreement 
(5) Full settlement 

Number of weeks that the cease-fire or settlement has lasted (rate of compliance) 

(6) Unspecified 

(8) 8 weeks + 
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36 

37 

38 

39 

41 
(0) Less than 1 week 
(1) 1 week 

(2) 2 weeks 
(3) 3 weeks 

(4) 4 weeks 
(5) 5 weeks 

(6) 6 weeks 
(7) 7 weeks (9) Unspecified - Not applicable 

CM17a RANK OF NEGOTIATORS FOR PARTY A 
Negotiators in the conflict management attempt for Party A 

(0) Offered Only 
(1) Primary Decision-Maker 

(2) Senior-Level Decision-Maker 
(3) Low-Level Representatives 

CM17b RANK OF NEGOTIATORS FOR PARTY B 
Negotiators in the conflict management attempt for Party B 

(0) Offered Only 
(1) Primary Decision-Maker 

(2) Senior-Level Decision·Maker 
(3) Low-Level Representatives 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) No Conflict management - Not ApplicaJle 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) No Conflict management - Not Applicable 

CM18 NUMBER OF MEDIATORS ACTING IN THE MEDIATION EVENT 
Identification of the number of mediators involved in the current mediation attempt and the interests represented. 

(1) One mediator 
(2) Two mediators - representing same interests 
(3) Two mediators - representing different interests 

(4) Group mediator -members with same interests 
(5) Group mediator -members with different interests 
(9) no mediation/not applicable 
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CM19 FUNCTIONAL MEDIATOR IDENTITY 
The nature of the group the mediator represents. 

(1) Individual (4) Functional Non-Govemmental Organisation 
(2) Regional Organisation (5) State (7) Unspecified 
(3) International Organisation (6) Mixed (9) No mediation/not applicable 

CM20 MEDIATION EFFORT TYPE 
The wider diplomatic context of mediation effort. 

(1) Ongoing effort 
(2) Solo effort 

(3) Unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

CM21 MEDIATOR EXPERIENCE 
Known previous experience of the mediator in any international conflict situation. 

(1) No previous experience 
(2) 1-2 previous mediations 
(3) 3-4 

(4) 5-6 
(5) 7-8 
(6) 9+ 

(7) At least 1 experienced mediator in Group/Pair 
(8) Unknown Mediators Experience 
(9) Not applicable 

CM22 UNITED NATIONS MeDIATOR 

(1) United Nations Mediator (2) Non United Nations Mediator 

CM23 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT DURATION 
The length of time that the conflict management attempt took to achieve an outcome. 

(1) 1 Day 
(2) 2-5 Days 
(3) 1 Week 

(4) 2-3 Weeks 
(5) 1 Month 
(6) 6-7 Weeks 

(7) 2 Months 
(8) 3+ Months 
(9) Unknown/not applicable 

CM24 IDENTIFYING INO IN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT ATTEMPT 

(01) UN 
(02) Arab League 
(03) EU 
(04) OAS 
(05) OAU 

(06) OSCElCSCE 
(07) ASEAN 
(14) OAS-UN 
(15) OAU-UN 
(09) not applicable 

(12) Arab League-UN 
(13) EU-UN 
(18) EU-OSCE 
(19) UN-OAU-Arab League-OIC 

(9) no mediation 

(16) OSCE-UN 
(17) ASEAN-UN 

CM25 HIGHEST RANK OF REPRESENTATIVE OF INO IN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT ATTEMPT 
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(0) Unspecified Organisation Actor 
(1) Head of Organisation: Secretary-GeneraVPresidenVLeader 
(2) Security Council of the Organisation 

(5) Special Envoy or Special Representative of the Head of the INO 
(6) High Ranking Military Official or Field Commander 
(7) Appointed High Ranking INO Official 

(3) Organisation's Permanent Structural Committee or Body 
(4) Commission or Special Mission or Task Force 

(8) Appointed Low Ranking INO Official 

CM26 NUMBER OF ACTORS IN INO CONFLICT MANAGEMENT ATTEMPT 

(00) INO body involved 
(01) Single mediator 
(02) INO body-specified 
(03) 2 mediators 
(04) Multiple mediators 

(05) 1 INO mediator-Diplomatic mediator 
(06) 2 INO mediator-Diplomatic mediator 
(07) Multiple INO mediators-Diplomatic mediators 
(08) Referral to INO only 
(09) Unspecified INO mediator (10) Not applicable 

CM27 GEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY OF MEDIATOR 

(0) Not applicable 
(1) Same both parties 
(2) Same as one party 

(3) Mixed multi team 
(4) Different from parties 
(5) INO or individual mediator 

CM28 UNSC PERMANENT MEMBERS AS STATE MEDIATORS 

(0) Not Applicable (6) USA-USSR (13) UK-France 
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(1) USA 
(2) USSR (to 1991)/Russia 
(3) UK 
(4) France 
(5) Taiwan (to 1971)/China 
(12) USSR-China 

CM29 POLITY OF MEDIATOR 

(0) Not Applicable 
(1) Democratic state 
(2) Non-Democratic state 

(7) USA-UK 
(8) USA-France 
(9) USA-China 
(10) USSR-UK 
(11) USSR-France 

(3) Mixed-multi team 
(4) Non-State mediator 

CM30 POLITY COMPARED WITH PARTIES 

(0) Not Applicable 
(1) Same as both parties 
(2) Same as one party 

(3) Different to parties 
(4) Mixed-multi team 
(5) Non-state mediator 

CM31 PREVIOUS CONFLICT MANAGEMENT TYPE 

(14) UK-China 
(15) France-China 
(16) USA-USSR-UK 
(17) USA-UK-France 

(0) No Previous Conflict Management Activity 
(1) Mediation 

(3) Arbitration / Adjudication 

(2) Negotiation 
(4) Referral to Intemational Organisation 
(5) Multilateral Conference 

(9) No conflict management 

CM32 PREVIOUS CONFLICT MANAGEMENT INITIATED BY 

(0) No previous management 
(1) One party 

(2) Both parties 
(3) Mediator 

(4) Regional organisation (6) Unspecified 
(5) Intemational organisation 

(9) No conflict management 

CM33 PREVIOUS CONFLICT MANAGMENT ENVIRONMENT 

(0) No previous management 
(1) Party A's territory 
(2) Party 8's territory 

(3) Third Party territory 
(4) Neutral site 
(5) Composite 

CM34 PREVIOUS CONFLICT MANAGEMENT OUTCOME 

(6) Offered only/unspecified 
(9) No management 

(0) No previous management 
(1) Offered Only 

(2) Unsuccessful 
(3) Cease-fire 

(4) Partial agreement 
(5) Full settlemc,lt (9) r~o management 

CM35 PREVIOUS MEDIATION OR NEGOTIATION INITIATED BY 

(0) No previous mediation-negotiation 
(1) One party 
(2) 80th parties 

(3) Mediator 
(4) Regional organisation 
(5) Intemational organisation 

CM36 PREVIOUS MEDIATION OR NEGOTIATION ENVIRONMENT 

(0) No previous mediation-negotiation 
(1) Party A's territory 
(2) Party 8's territory 

(3) Third Party territory 
(4) Neutral site 
(5) Composite 

CM37 PREVIOUS MEDIATION OR NEGOTIATION OUTCOME 

(0) No previous mediation-negotiation 
(1) Offered Only 
(9) Not applicable 

CM38 CHANGE IN NEGOTIATORS 

(2) Unsuccessful 
(3) Cease-fire 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

(6) Offered only/unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

(4) Partial agreement 
(5) Full settlement 
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(0) No previous negotiations 
(1) Different negotiators 

(2) Different-same rank negotiators 
(3) Exact same negotiators both parties 

CM39 CHANGE IN MEDIATOR 

(0) No previous mediator 
(1) Different mediator 
(2) Different party-same rank 

(3) Different rank-same party 
(4) Different/same rank and party 
(5) Exact same mediator 

CM40 PREVIOUS RANK OF LAST MEDIATOR 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) No mediation/not applicable 

(00) No previous mediation 
(01) Private Individual 
(02) Leader of a national organisation 
(03) Representative of a regional organisation 
(04) Leader of a regional organisation 

(06) Leader of an intemational organisation 
(07) Representative of a small govemment 
(08) Representative of a large government 
(09) Leader of a small govemment 
(10) Leader of a large govemment 

(05) Representative of an international organisation (99) not applicable 

CM41 PREVIOUS STRATEGY OF LAST MEDIATOR 

(0) No previous mediation 
(1) Mediatic1 Offered Only 
(2) Communication-Facilitation 

(3) Procedural 
(4) Directive 
(6) Unspecified (9) Not applicable 

CM42 PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP OF LAST MEDIATOR WITH THE PARTIES 

(2) Different bloc 
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(0) No previous mediation 
(1) No previous relationship (3) Same bloc as one party 

(4) Same bloc as both parties 
(5) Mixed relationship (9) Not applicable 

CM43 PREVIOUS NUMBER OF MEDIATORS IN THE LAST MEDIATION EFFORT 

(0) No previous mediation 
(1) One mediator 
(2) Two mediators - representing same interests 
(3) Two mediators - representing different interests 

(4) Group mediator -members with same interests 
(5) Group mediator -members with different interests 
(9) Not applicable 

CM44 NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MEDIATORS IN THE DISPUTE SO FAR 
The exact number of mediators that have intervened in the dispute to this point (raw total) 

CM45 PREVIOUS STRATEGY EMPOL YED BY THIS MEDIATOR IN THE DISPUTE 

(0) No previous mediation effort 
(1) Mediation Offered Only 
(2) Communication-Facilitation 

(3) Procedural 
(4) Directive 
(6) Unspecified (9) Not applicable 

CM46 PREVIOUS INITIATOR WITH THIS MEDIATOR IN THE DISPUTE 

(0) No previous mediation effort 
(1) One party 

(2) Both parties 
(3) Mediator 

(4) Regional organisation 
(5) International organisation 

CM47 PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENT WITH THIS MEDIATOR IN THE DISPUTE 

(6) Unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

(0) No previous mediation effort 
(1) Party A's territory 

(3) Third Party territory 
(4) Neutral site 

(6) Offered only/unspecified 
(9) Not applicable 

(2) Party B's territory (5) Composite 

CM48 PREVIOUS OUTCOME WITH THIS MEDIATOR IN THE DISPUTE 

(0) No previous mediation effort 
(1) Offered Only 
(9) Not applicable 

(2) Unsuccessful 
(3) Cease-fire 

(4) Partial agreement 
(5) Full settlement 

CM49 MEDIATOR'S EXPERIENCE WITH THESE PARTIES IN OTHER DISPUTES 
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(0) No Previous Experience 
(1) With One Party Only 
(2) Both parties but in different disputes 
(3) Both parties in same dispute 

(4) Both parties in same and different disputes 
(5) Experienced but not wilh these parties 
(9) not applicable 

CM50 IDENTIFYING INO IN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT ATTEMPT· COLLAPSED 

(01) United Nations 
(02) Regional Organisations 
(03) Cooperative Organisation Mediation 

CM51 IDENTIFYING INTERORGANISATIONAL MEDIATION RELATIONSHIP 

(01) Independent Participation by the United Nations and Regional Organisations 
(02) Coordination between the United Nations and Regional Organisations 
(03) Cooperation between the United Nations and Regional Organisations 

CM52 OUTCOME· DICHOTOMOUS 
The specific outcome of the conflict management attempt 

(1) Unsuccessful- There was no discernible alteration in disputant relations. 
(2) Successful-Includes successful Referrals, Partial Agreements, Cease-fires and Full settlements. 

CM53 PREVIOUS TO CURRENT INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP 

(03) No Previous Interorganisational Relationship by the United Nations and Regional Organisations 
(04) Independent Participation to Independent Participation 
(05) Independent Participation to Coordination 
(06) Independent Participation to Cooperation 
(07) Coordination to Independent Participation 
(08) Coordination to Coordination 
(09) Coordination to Cooperation 
(10) Cooperation to Independent Participation 
(11) Cooperation to Coordination 
(12) Cooperation to Cooperation 

CM54 CURRENT TO SUBSEQUENT INTERORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIP 

(03) No Previous Interorganisational Relationship by the United Nations and Regional Organisations 
(04) Independent Participation to Independent Participation 
(05) Independent Participation to Coordination 
(06) Independent Participation to Cooperation 
(07) Coordination to Independent Participation 
(08) Coordination to Coordination 
(09) Coordination to Cooperation 
(10) Cooperation to Independent Participation 
(11) Cooperation to Coordination 
(12) Cooperation to Cooperation 

CM55 SURVIVAL TIME (RAW) 
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86-87 

The number of weeks elapsed from the beginning of the dispute to the time mediation ends. (Where 1 day = 0.14, 2-5 days = .70, 1 week = 1, 2-3 
weeks = 3,1 month = 4,6-7 weeks = 7, 2 months = 8, 3+ months = 12, Unknown =-) 
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CM56 EXPOSURE TIME (RAW) 
The number of weeks elapsed from the time mediation begins to the time mediation ends. (Where 1 day = 0.14, 2-5 days = .70, 1 week = 1,2-3 
weeks = 3,1 month = 4, 6-7 weeks = 7, 2 months = 8,3+ months = 12, Unknown =.) 

91-93 

CM57 TIMING OF MEDIATION (RAW) 
The number of weeks elapsed from the time the dispute begins to the time mediation occurs. This variable is a conversion of Variable CM10b -
converting the measurement of months to weeks. (Where 1 day = 0.14, 2-5 days = .70, 1 week = 1,2-3 weeks = 3, 1 month = 4, 6-7 weeks = 7, 2 
months = 8, 3+ months = 12, Unknown =.) 

94-96 



end column 96 
end record 3 
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APPENDIX 5: Variable Descriptions 

(Descriptions presented here are reproduced from the Bercovitch's Correlates of Mediation Codebook) 

Power 

This measure of the power of a disputing party is a modified version of the Cox-Jacobson Scale1. 
The power index score for a nation is calculated by adding its scores on the following measures. 
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All currency-based measures are in US dollars at current prices. Since the purpose of the modified scale was to 
compare states at a particular point in time, it was felt unnecessary to convert figures to constant prices, as was done 
in the original. 

GNP AND MILITARYSPENDING 

Score $Billion Score $Million 
1 0-0.9 1 0-9 
2 1-3 2 10-50 
3 4-6 3 51-100 
4 7-9 4 101-250 
5 10-19 5 251-500 
6 20-29 6 501-750 
7 30-39 7 751-1,000 
8 40-59 8 1,001-5,000 
9 60-99 9 5,001-10,000 
10 100-199 10 10,001-25,000 
11 200-499 11 25,001-50,000 
12 500+ 12 50,000+ 

GNP - Score Qer CAPITA - $ GNP - Score TERRITORY - Km2 

1 0-199 0 0-50,000 
2 200-599 1 50,001-200,000 
3 600-999 2 200,001-500,000 
4 1,000-4,999 3 500,001-900,000 
5 5,000-10,000 4 900,001-2,500,000 
6 10,000+ 5 2,500,001+ 

POPULATION 

Score Millions 
o 0-1.9 
1 2-19 
2 20-59 
3 60-99 
4 100-249 
5 250+ 
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Cox·Jacobson Scale Ratings for State Size 

Actor 1945-55 1956-61 1962-72 1973-80 1981-95 

United States Super Super Super Super Super 
USSR Super Super Super Super Super 
China Large Large Large Large Large 
France Large Large Large Large Large 
Germany (West) Middle Large Large Large Large 
United Kingdom Large Large Large Large Large 
Japan Middle Middle Large Large Large 
India Middle Large Large Large Large 
Italy Middle Middle Large Large Large 
Canada Middle Middle Large Large Large 
Sweden Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Switzerland Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Argentine Small Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Australia Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Brazil Middle Middle Middle Middle Large 
South Africa Small Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Belgium Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Denmark Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Indonesia Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Netherlands Small Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Poland Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Spain Middle Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Austria Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Cuba Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Germany (East) Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Israel Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Mexico Small Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Norway Small Middle Middle Middle Middle 
Pakistan Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
UAR (Egypt) Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Yugoslavia Small Small Middle Middle Middle 
Czechoslovakia Small Small Small Small Small 
Finland Small Small Small Small Small 
New Zealand Small Small Small Small Small 
Philippines Small Small Small Small Small 
Turkey Small Small Small Small Small 
Venezuela Small Small Small Small Small 
Nigeria Small Small Small Small Middle 
Luxembourg Small Small Small Small Small 
All Others Micro Micro Micro Micro Micro 

Cox, R.W and Jacobson, K.J., The Anatomy of Influence, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973; pp437-443. 
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Homogeneity 

The internal homogeneity of each of the disputing parties is to be measured on the basis of religion, language, and 
race, with the index of homogeneity an average of the three scores. Each measure is coded according to the 
following criteria: 

Homogeneous - No single significant majority (10% or more of the population) or significant 
combination of smaller minorities (15% or more of the population). 

2 Having a single significant minority (10-25% of the population) or a significant combination of 
smaller minorities (15-25% of the population). 

3 Having a majority population (51 % or more) but also having a large single minority or group of 
minorities (26-49% of the population) 

4 No majority group, but only one very large minority/plurality populati()n (>30% of population and 
> 10% more of population than any other single group). 

5 Greater fragmentation - More than one very large minority or several smaller minorities, but no 
majority or plurality population 
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Domestic Political Behaviour 

This is coded according to two seven-point scales developed by the Freedom House Survey Team. The domestic 
political behaviour (or human rights record) of each state can be given a rating with respect to both 'political rights' 
and 'civil liberties'. On each scale, 1 represents the most free and 7 the least free. The following is our slightly 
modified version of the Freedom House coding criteria (Freedom House Survey Team, 1990, Freedom in the World, 
Freedom House, New York; pp22-23). 

2 

3,4,5 

6 

7 

POLITICAL RIGHTS 

-Free and fair elections; those elected rule 
-Competitive parties or other political groupings 
-The opposition has an important role and power 
-Self determination or high degree of autonomy 
-Self determination for minority groups, or minority participation in government 
through informal consensus 
-Decentralised political power and free sub-national elections 

-Still free, but elements such as violence, political discrimination against 
minorities and foreign or military influence on politics may be present. 

-As well as the elements noted in category 2, polities in these three categories 
have increasing levels of: 

-military involvement in politics 
-lingering royal power 
-unfair elections and one-party dominance 
-civil war 

And decreasing levels of: 
-freedom to organise non-governmental parties and 
political groups 

-reasonably free referenda or other significant means 
of popular influence on government 

-Repressive polity 
-Military junta, one-party dictatorship, religious hierarchy, or autocracy 
-Only minimal political rights, such as competitive local elections (This category 
can include traditional monarchies which mitigate their lack of political rights 
through toleration of political discussion and acceptance of petitions from the 
ruled) 

-Political rights are absent or virtually non-existent 
-Extremely oppressive regime 



2 

3,4,5 

6 

7 

CIVIL LIBERTIES 

-Freedom of expression, assembly, demonstration, religion, and association 
-The individual is protected from political violence and harms inflicted by the 
courts and security forces 
-Free economic activity 
-Equality of opportunity 
-Government free of corruption 

-Minor deficiencies in some aspects of civil liberties, e.g. some human rights 
abuses in the courts, or some press censorship 

-Polities in these categories have increasing levels of: 
-state oppression 
-censorship 
-prevention of free association 
-racial, religious, or sexual inequalities 
-State and anti-state political terror 

-And decreasing levels of: 
-personal freedom 
-freedom of expression, movement, and association 

-Little religious freedom 
-Few personal social freedoms 
-Restricted private business activity 
-Restricted expression and association 
-Political prisoners and other political terror 

-Virtually no freedom 
-Society shaped by an overwhelming and justified fear of a repressive state 
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Dispute Issues - Substance 

Coding 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Type of Dispute Issue 

Unspecified 
A residual category where no clear issue or additional issue is identified, 
Territory/Sovereignty 
Territory/Sovereignty disputes involve control of contested areas and incompatibility of claims over 
sovereignty of a specific territory, Many artificial boundaries were created for convenience, for colonial 
powers, or accompanied independence, The idea of a "nation-state" could be construed as a misnomer
tribal affiliations cross boundaries and divide nations, Regional interests and commonality between 
peoples can create a basis for uniting in pursuit of common interests and causes, Territory is valued as 
an issue for different reasons and is relative to different parties - as a source of identity, sovereignty, 
power, resources and economic security, 
Ideology/Political 
Conflicts over ideology and political power, where the status and nature of a party's political system, 
values and beliefs and participation, create an environment where each party or groups in a society may 
fear, resent, and wish to conquer each other. This may be the basis for regime changes, revolutions, civil 
wars, and the basis of 'Cold War' influence on the polity of a state, 
Security/Military 
Security/Military issues incorporate the violation of territory, borders, and sea areas, disputes over free 
navigation, a change in military balances, military incidents, war, and irredentism, These may influence 
the polarity of the international system and create a change in balance of powers in the international 
system, the diplomatic interests of states, and are often the basis of diplomatic incidents and Cold War 
rivalries, 
Independence/Colonial or Post Colonial 
Independence/Colonial wars and Post-Colonial issues often entail issues of identity, unsettled boundaries, 
economic concerns of a group, etc, Secession movements for a region within a state act against the 
administering state power, or pursue national or group self-determination, statehood and decolonisation. 
Resources/Economic 
Resource issues are often based in economic, development, and political power disagreements, where 
the survival of a group or state as an entity and the social way of life and traditions of a group are at risk, 
Control and access to natural resources is often equated with economic power and development. The 
control, requisition, blockading, or integration of material resources, property, and economies may be at 
the core of many international confrontations. 
Ethnic/Cultural 
Ethnic conflicts are often examples of "ethnic cleansing" or genocide by a majority group, where 
differences arising out of a shared identity based on ethnicity, kinship, religion, language, and culture etc, 
are not tolerated or accommodated by the ruling group in the state, Cultural status issues involve a threat 
to the non-material values, internal prob,-.:ms, state oi the regime, population problems and the autonomy 
of ethnic groups and their identity within a state, The pursuit of nationalism implies a securing of the 
identity, legitimacy and justice for groups of peoples within a state, or of different nations, 
Sovereignty/unity, independence movements affect the state or government or control of central authority, 
Self-determination is often pursued through secessionist movements. Irredentist conflicts over the right to 
territory as the "home" of an ethnic group is the basis of many historical rivalries between ethnic groups 
and max be compounded bX the control and access to resources etc, 
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Rank and Position of Organisation Mediator 
The rank and position or status of mediators from international and regional organisations (Variable CM25) have 
been identified and organised as follows (note that not all of the categories are relevant for all organisations, 
especially where the organisation is non-state/political in nature): 

Coding 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Rank and Position of the Mediator 

Unspecified Organisation Actor 
This mediator was ideniified as an organisation mediator but the details of identity and rank remained 
unspecified. 
Head of Organisation: Secretary-General, President, Leader 
The executive position of authority in the organisation. In most organisations this is the Secretary
General, although in some there is also an alternative position of President. Frequently mediation may be 
requested by specific groups or councils within the organisation or equally are offered by the Head of the 
organisation him/herself. 
Security Council of the Organisation 
The organisation may have a permanent council to deal with urgent problem of security and peace. One 
or both of the disputants or other parties that are members of this organisation usually initiate mediation by 
:eferring the dispute to the Council. The reftirral placos the disputants' issue on the international agenda 
and poses the possibility of international intervention. 
Organisation's Permanent Structural Committee or Body 
Organisations are composed of permanent bodies such as councils, general assemblies, secretariats, 
committees, heads of member states etc. who deal specifically with the business of the organisation. 
These permanent bodies are, in some cases, mandated to specifically deal with the pacific settlement of 
disputes and are able to establish sub-committees to deal with specific dispute issues, e.g. UN Good 
Offices Committee. 
Commission or Special Mission or Task Force 
Frequently the task of fact-finding and negotiation is delegated to a special mission estaulished for a 
specific dispute. Special missions are generally more mobile than permanent organisational bodies and 
can be sent directly to a dispute situation to engage in assessment and dispute management duties. 
Special Envoy or Special Representative of the Head of the Organisation 
Appointed by the Head (Secretary-General, President, etc.) this representative usually represents the 
Head of the organisation when it is imprudent for him/her to mediate personally. For example, the 
situation may be too controversial or the Head of the organisation may not wish to give the situation such 
a high profile by attending personally. 
High Ranking Military Official or Field Commander 
This category relates to high-ranking military personnel stationed in the field, generally the head or 
Commander of an organisation's peacekeeping mission or taskforce. 
Appointed High Ranking Organisational Official 
A high ranking organisational official, diplomat or dignitary of a member nation, this mediator has been 
selected to represent the organisation. 
Appointed Low Ranking Organisational Official 
This organisation mediator can be categorised as a low ranking representative or official, and may have 
no former diplomatic or representative experience with the organisation. 
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APPENDIX 6: Organisation Mediators 

United Nations - Mediators 

UN (unspecified) 
UN 5 nation Commission to Eritrea: South Africa, Norway, Pakistan, Burma, Guatemala 

146 
378 
1065 
1064 
379 

UN 15 Member Technical Team members from OAU, Arab League, OIC; Mohamed Sahnoun, UN envoy to Somalia 
UN 15 Member Technical Team headed by Robert Gallagher and assisted by reps. of the OAU, Arab League, and OIC 
UN ad hoc Committee: Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, Greece, Liberia, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, 
Peru, Turkey, USA 

1066 UN agencies; Red Cross (ICRC), NGO's 
1074 UN Advanced Team of 17 Military Observers (Pre UNOMIG - was later absorbedinto it) 
475 UN Assistance Mission to Rwanda (UNAMIR) 
423 UN Assistant Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs, Jonah, James O.C. 
897 UN chief military observer to Angola, Garuba, Gen. Chris (Nigerian general) 
72 UN Chief of Staff Truce Supervision Organisation., Bull,GeneralOdd 
230 UN Chief of Staff In Palestine: de Ridder, Col. . . 
231 UN Chief of Staff, Truce Supervision Org. Burns, Major-General 
233 UN Chief of Staff, Truce Supervision Org. Riley,Major-General 
71 UN \':~liElf ofpsacekeeping in Sqmali?,Anna.n,l<ofi 
833 UN C[vllAffClir$coordinatorforBosnfaAndreev,Viktor 
851 UN Civil Affairs Chief, de Mello, Sergio 
OS:' ' lJN qlP (KashmirC()mmissionj' .•..••. .,: .• ,; 
816 UN C;ommanderinRwanda,Daliaire, Maj.Gen. Romeo; UNAMIRofficiais 
817 UN Commander, in Rwanda, Daliaire,Maj.Gen. Romeo; ShahafyarKhanMohammed(UNspecial repl() Rwal1da) 
838 UN Colllrnander inSarajevo, Rose, Lt.Gen. Sir Michael (new) 
82~rUNCqmrn(lncjer Felin,.[3rig. Gen:[uis (deputy) . .... . ." .... 
855 UN Commander,Rose, Lt. Gen, Sir Micharl;ViktorAndreev(UNSeniqrCiviiAffairs Officer) 
857 UN Commander,RosEl,:U:G:en. sir Michael; YasushiAkE18:hliLiN 'special rep.);lJN~OfilCl~ls··· 
951 UNCommanderLt-GenRupert Smith (new commander replacing U-GenSirMlchaeIRose) 
1119tJNdolTlmissi()n:torl!\~66:e§ia~ ..••• . • ... ,..·c ..:' . ,~ •. •.. .. 

135 UN Commission, Lozano, Dr Alfredo (Colombia) 
623UNCoOlmissionCnairrnan. sampar. Dr~Hernando(tbJ()m6ia) 
946 UN - Contact group: Charles Thomas (US member of 'Contact Group" and mediator); joined later by other members of 

199 
200 
843 

949 
952 

953 
955 
956 
957 
958 

964 
968 

969 
189 
615 
226 
911 
1100 
1083 
1071 
1088 
541 
543 
575 
852 

the "Contact Group'.. ...• ...... ........... ..... ... .. .... .. ., ............................................ , ...... , .•.... ' ......... . 
. UN-Contact Group; Britairl,Ganada, France'; West Germany, USA(un~p~cifleCl)"~;c~E~ . 
UN -Contact Group/KurtWajcjheim,UNSecreta.ry-GElneral ............................... ,..... . .... .. 
UN-.C§ntact Group :Redman,.Gharles (USsp~9ralreg.);AmbassadorAleksei Nikiforov (Rus~@;Jlavid MaQoiog(UK);. 
MicnaeISteliner(Germany): Jacques de Sedohy(FI@ce).····.·· 
UN - Contact Group reps; Richard Holbrooke(USAss. Sec. of State); William Perry (US Defence Minister) 
UN - Contact Group: AndreLKosyrev (RussianFM);laterRobert Fraser (US'Contact Group" d~legate) and.Alexander-
Zlotov (Rossian"Contact n;oup" dele0r.te);YasushiAkashi(UN mediator) c.··· . 

UN - Contact Group: reps. from Russia, USA, Britain, France, Germany 
UN - Contact Group; Alexander Zlotov (Russian"ContactGroup'Jep~) 
UN - ContactGroup: Robert Frasure (US "Contact Group" rep.) 
UN -Contact Group: AlexanderZlotov (Russian "Contact Group" rep.)on solo mission 
UN - Contact Group: Robert Frasure (US "Contact Group" rep.); later joined by Alexander Zlotov (Russian "Contact 
Group" rep.) 
UN - Contact Group: AlexanderZlotov (Russian "Contact Group" rep.); Andrei Kosyrev (Russian FM) 
UN - Contact Group: Richard Holbrooke (US Sec.of State); Robert Frasure (US Contact Group); Nelson Drew (US 
National Security Aide); Joseph Kruzel (deputy Ass. Sec. of State); Gen. Wesley Clarke - Frasure, Drew, Kruzel, 
replaced by Roberts Owen, Brig-Gen Donald Kerrick, James Pardew after their accidental deaths 
UN - Contact Group: Igor Ivanov (Russian First Deputy FM) - on behalf of the 'Contact Group' 
UN Conciliation Commission (Congo) 
UN delegation led by Mr. Urquhart; UN; Angola 
UN envoy: De Soto, Alvaro 
UN Devlopment Programme Humanitarian adviser, Roland Hodson 
UN Fact Finding Mission led by Francesco Vendrell (Spain), Senior UN Officials at the Dept. of Political Affairs 
UN Fact Finding Mission (China, Czech Republic, Germany, Honduras, Indonesia, Nigeria, USA) 
UN Fact Finding Mission to Liberia and UN Special Envoy, Lakhdar Brahimi 
UN Fact Finding Mission to Tadjikistan 
UN fact-finding mission -15 member led by Lt.Gen. Martin Vadset 
UN fact-finding mission - Four-member headed by Maj.Gen. Timothy Dibnama of Ghana 
UN fact-finding sub-committee: reps. of Ivory Coast, Cuba, Iran 
UN French Battalion 



619 
1089 
1076 
1080 
276 
1075 
1151 
133 
1051 

1050 
1037 
1038 

1039 

1040 
1052 
1057 
624 
321 
10 
12 
17 
18 
49 
51 
52 
80,e 
104 

.117 
237 
238 
268 
528 
625 
627 
678 

811 
822 

823 
824 
831 
965 
961 
832 
835 

988 
836 
840 
854 

849 

744 
745 
742 

903 
1072 
250 
413 
1056 
1055 
249 

UN Good Offices Committee/UN Security Council 
UN Good Offices Mission to Tadjikistan 
UN Good Will Mission to Rwanda and Uganda 
UN Good Will Mission to Rwanda and Uganda head Macaire Pedanou 
UNESCO Rep. MacBride, Sean 
UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR); Russian Federation reps. 
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UNHCR officials; Brunner, Edouard (UN Sec.Gen. sp. envoy to Georgia); Patukhov, Boris (Russian Dep. FM); CSCE 
UN Indonesia Committee Cochran, Mark (US) rep . 
UN initiated and chaired Supervisory and Monitoring Commission (CSC), including governrnent reps., 
RENAMPdelegations, reps. Of Italy, Frandce, UK, USA and the OAU 
UN Inquiry and Conciliation Commission 
UN interim commander UNEF II • Gen. Ensio P.H. Siilasvuo Winland); US Sec. of State, Kissinger 
UN interim commander UNEF II - Gen. EnsioP.H. Siilasvuo (Finland) and Chiarof Military Working Group of the 
Geneva Peace Conference; UN Sec.Genrep. R. Guyer 
UN interim commander UNEF II -Gen. Ensio P.H. Siilasvuo (Finland) and Chiar of Military Working Group of the 
Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East 
UN Interim commander UNEF 11- Gen. EnsioP.H. Siilasvuo (Finland); US and USSR reps, 
UN Joint Commission for the Formation of the Mozambique Defence Force (CCFADM) underUN chairmanship) 
UN Joint Group investigating PoljticallyMotivated Illegal Armed.Groups(including ONUSA:rep.- UN) 
UN Kashmir Commission; Mr. Allee; President Truman 
UN Liason Officers (unspecified) 
UN mediator: Dixon, Sir Owen (Australia) Judge of Australian High Court. 
UN mediator, Graham, Dr F rankp',{U$l 
UN mediator in Palestine Bernadotte, Count 
UN meqiator Bunche, DrR. . .. '.' ... 
UN mediator, Tuomioja, SakarI (Finland) Ambassadorto Sweden 

.UN mediator, Plaza, Dr. G, (Ecuacjor) FormerPresident 
UN mediator, Rolz-Bennett, Senor Jose (Guatemala) . '. . . . ....••. 
UNrnedia.tor, Minnoz, Senor~LJisWeckman(Mexico) ArnbassadorinBonii< 

.. UN mediator Rydbeck,QIa.f (S'Neden) permanentrepa.tUN 
. UNrTl~alator Palme, Olof(SWeclen)!ormerPMi . . 
UN mediator Beck-Fris, Baron Johan (Sweden) Retired Diplomat 
UNmediatorDorsinville;M.Max '.. .'. 
UN mediator Arnault, Jean 

.. 'UN medlatorCyrllsVance; Owen, .L()rd(ECMedfat()rrepla.d[l~l~qrd.Q~l'(irigrQ(ll.· .. 
UN mediator Nimmo, Maj,Gen.(UN Chief Military Observer) 
UN mediators Graham Dr. Frank; Gen. Devers, Dr. Graharn'sniiIHary~cfVls~r 
UN mediators: Goulding, Dr. Marrack (Head of UN Peacekeeping in Angola); Margaret Austee (Head of UN Mission to 
Angola) '.' '.. '. . ... '. . ...... '.' .. 
UN mediator: Eliasson, Jan (SwedishdiplomatandnewUN and CSCE mediator) 
UN mediator Thorvald Stollenberg (replacing Cyrus Vance) Vance, Cyrus; Lord Owen; Reginald Barholomew 
special envoy); 
UN mediator Stoltenberg, Thorvald Owen,Lorci 
UN mediator Stoltenberg, Thorvald 
UN mediator Vollebaek, Knut (deputy 10 Thorvald Stv,tenberg) 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg (UNmediator replacing CyrusVaflce) 
UN mediator Thoivald Stoltenberg; Carl Bildt(ElJmediator) 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; European Union (EU) Minister's Meeting; Willy Claes (Belgium FM); Lord Owen 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Claes, Willy (Belgium FM); Lord Owen; Hans van den Broek (EU External Political 
Affairs Commissioer); EU Foreign Ministers . 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Peter Galbraith 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Kinkel, Klaus (German FM); Lord Owen 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Redman, Charles (US special rep.); Lord Owen (EC mediator); 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Eide, Kai (International mediator); Dr. Owen; US, EU, and Russian Ambassadors to 
Croatia 
UN mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg; Churkin, Vitali (Russian FM); Warren Christopher (US Sec. of State); Hans van den 
Broek (EU External Political Affairs Commissioner); A. Juppe (French FM); FMs from Britain, Germany, Greece, and 
Belgium; Dr. Owen 
UN Mission: Jensen, Eric (Head of MINURSO) 
UN Mission: Jensen, Eric (Head of MINURSO); Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali 
UN Mission: Yaqub-Khan, Sahabzada (UN sp. envoy); Eric Jensen,head MINURSO (UN Mission for Western Sahara· 
Referendum) 
UN mission: Santos, Charles (Adviser to M. Mestiri) as leader of four-man UN team 
UN Mission· Fact Finding Team to Georgia 
UN Mission: Dey Ould Sidi Baba (Morocco); Mandel Pio Carrea (Brazil); M. Moise Aka (Ivory Coast) 
UN Mission: Maj.Gen.Padma Rahadur Khatri(Nepal) chairman, with reps from Colombia, Finland, Poland,Zambia 
UN Observer Mission in EL Salvador (ONUSAL) 
UN Observer Mission in EL Salvador (ONUSAL); Boutros-Ghali, Dr. Boutros,UN Sec.Gen. 
UN Observer Team (unspecified); Mgr Emanuele Clarizo (Papal Nuncio) 



651 
1042 
562 
683 
402 
414 
755 

UN Observer appointed by UN Sec.Gen., de Ribbing, Mr. Herbert 
UN Observer Guyer, R.; UK Foreign Minister 
UN Observer mission in EI Salvador 
UN Officials; Dr. Kurt Waldheim (UN Sec-Gen) 
UN Offic1als; Soviet Union (unspec1fied) 
UN Officials; Mr. Casper Weinberger; Mr. Richard Murphy 
UN Officials including Edouard Brunner (personal rep. 10 UN Sec-Gen); Pastukhov, Boris (Russian Deputy FM); 
Vincenzo Manno (CSCE rep) 

191 UN Officials (unspecified); Mr Robert Gardiner, UN official 
977 UN Officials; President Saparmyrat Niyazov (Turkmenistan) 
708 UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) 
710 UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM); Imam of Hirab 
646 UN Palestine Conciliation Commission 
923 .' UN political affairs officer Samuel, Tamaral 
529 UN: Morillon, Maj.Gen, Philippe (Head of UN Peacekeepers in Bosnia) 
1117 UNPF Theater Force Commander 
1078 UN Reconnaissance Mission of Senior Offices; Tanzania; OAU Sec.Gen Salim Ahmed Salim 
71 UN rep"Goldberg, Arthur (US) . 
666 UN rep, Spinelli, Signor Pier (Yemen) 
1091 UN Secretariat Officials (Senior) 
427 UN Sec,Gen, Boutros-Ghali, Dr. Boutros 
521 UN Sec,Gen, Dr. BoutrosBoutros-Ghali; Vance, Cyrus 
527 UN Sec,Gen,Dr, Boutros Boutros-Ghali ; Major, John (UK PIv1);~SA,C3errn~Qy,EC 
530 UN Sec.Gen. Dr:Boutros Boutros-Ghali;vance,Cyrus; LordQwen :,.:·· . 
697 UN Sec.Gen. Boutros-Ghali, Dr. Boutros; UN officials 
699 UN Sec:Gen.Boutros-Ghali, pr,BolJlros;PresidenIMeles ZenaWi(Ethiopia).· 
113 UN Sec. Gen. de Cueller, Perez, 
560 UNSec,Gen,deCuellar,PerElz; Alvarode Soio, personal repJoPereideQl.leliai 
1045 .• UN Sec,Gen .. Javier Perez de Cuellar; Algerian and Mauritanian observers 
31 . UN Sec;Gen.Hammerskjoldi Dr. Dag . , . . '~.' •...•. , . 
661 UNSec,Gen~ Hammarskjold, Dr.; M~ Mahmoucl~hLa~i, ~Ncl~PU!y_~hi~fiQ~~OR()lglJin~ ... 
c235' .. UN$:e-c,Gen. Harnrnarskjold, Dag.and Maj-GeH~urns" . ~··c. .. ... .. 
236 UN Sec~Gen. Hammarskjold, Dag. and Dr. Urrutia(Colombianpiplornat) 

~227. UNSee.Gen. Trygvie Lie al1dEvatt, Dr.(UN Generi3.1Asj:;(lrllbIYPI~~idej1l»c.··· 
229 U~,Sec. Gen.Lie,Trygvie 

. 53 . 'UN$ec:t3en.Jhaniiu, , 
591 UN Sec.Gen, Thant, U; UN Security Council 
1148 . UNSec;Gen. Thant,U.;Tubma.n, Pres. of Liberia, (QAU rep;) 
1025 UN Sec.Gen. tJ Thant; Dr. Jose RolzBennett, UN reR. 
54'>UNS§c.Get1.W~ldheim, Dr. Kurt~. ... . .......... . 
203 UN Sec.Gen. Waldheim, Dr. KurVBrian Urquhart (UN Official) . 
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. ·673 . UN Sec.Gen.\Naldheim, Dr. KurtLlv1f.JgmeS Callaghan(UKEore1gn and CommonwealthSecrelary); Mr:RLunkov 
(SovietAmbassador in London)" ,.. . . . . 

682 UN Sec,Gen.Waldheim, Mr. Kurt; Mr. Fraser; Mr. Peacock;SignorWaispeare 
20Q' UNSec,Gen.KurtINaldheim,UN:"ContactGroup" .... "._." '. 
613 UN S.lc,Gen. W,,:dheim, Dr. K,; Mr. Vance; President Carter 
614UNSec,Gen.Waldheim, Dr. K.; Mr. Martti AhHsaari (UN Sec.Gen, special rep.) 
1126 UN Sec, Gen. Waldheim, Dr,; ASEAN 
1054 UN Sec.Gen. Kurt Waldheim, actingunder OAU auspices 
576 UN Sec, Gen. Waldheim, Dr. Kurt; M. Lewin, K. Waldheim's personal rep.; UN Security Council 
593 UN Sec.Gen. Assistant Alvaro de Soto; Goulding, Dr. Marrack. 
164 UN Sec.Gen Rep: Narasimhan, Mr. C,V,; Chef de Cabinet of U.Thant 
1028 UN Sec.Gen. personal rep. to Laos Edouard Zellweger ... 
241 UN Sec,Gen's envoy to East Timor: Wako, Amos 
246 UN Sec,Gen, special rep, Mayobre, Jose A. (ex,sec. UN Economic Commission for Latin America) 
251 UN Sec,Gen, Chief Military Advisor Rillye, Maj-Gen and Spinelli, Pier (UN European Office Director) 
437 UN Sec,Gen Rep, Dr.Doioudy . 
700 UN Sec,Gen special rep, for Somalia Kouyate, Ambassador Lansana; Leonard Kapungo, Director of UN's Committee of 

1031 
1084 
1116 
1150 
358 
1115 
1105 
149 
1067 
198 
512 

Reconciliation; UN officials 
UN Sec,Gen,rep, Brigadies-General Tulio Marambio (Chile) 
UN Sec,Gen, Special Envoy Aldo Romano Ajello (Italy) 
UN Sec,Gen Rep, Yasushi Akashi; Co-Chairmen of the ICFY Steering Committee 
UN Sec,Gen, special envoy Brunner, Edouard; Patukhov, Boris(Russian Dep, FM) 
UN Sec,Gen Rep/France Indonesia . 
UN Sec,Gen Person Rep,; UNPROFOR Commander; UN Security Council 
UN Sec,Gen, special rep, of Dag Hammarskjold, Herbert de Ribbing 
UN Sec,Gen's special rep, in Rwanda, Booh-Booh, Jaques-Roger 
UN Sec,Gen, speCial rep, Lansana Kouyate; OIC; Arab League;OAU . 
UN Sec,Gen, special rep, Escher, Dr Alfred Martin 
UN Sec,Gen, special rep, Fafal!, Senor Bibiano Osorio (U Thant's personal rep, in Nicosia) 
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645 UN Sec.Gen. special rep. Vigier, M. Henri (Dr. Bunche's personal rep. in Tel Aviv) 
648 UN Sec.Gen. Gramuglia, Dr.; Hr. Trygvie Lie; Dr. Evatt, President of the UN General Assembly 
787 UN Sec. Gen. special rep. for Tadjikistan Piriz-Ballon, Ramiro; Russia; CSCE; Afghanistan; Iran; Kazakhstan' Pakistan' 

OIC. ' , 
837 UN Sec.Gen.'s special rep. to Bosnia Akashi, Yasushi 
07 UN Security Council 
647 UN Security Council President Bramuglia, Dr.; China, Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Syria, Columbia 
1017 UN Security Council, Boutros-Ghali 
1062 UN Security Council President (on behalf of the Security Council) 
362 UN Security Council President Justinano, Sr.Renan Castrillo (Bolivia) 
373 UN Security Council rep. Vyshinsky, M. (Soviet member) 
895 UN Security Council team leader, Legwaila J. Legwaila (Botswana) 
712 UN Security Council Mission, Keating, Colin (NZleader of Security Council Mission); reps. from USA, Russia, China, 

France, Nigeria, Pakistan .. 
359 UN Security Council, rep. of UN Secretary-General, Indonesia 
1018 UN Security Council; Boutros-Ghali; Joe Clark (UN special rep to Cyprus) 
1113 UN Security Council Fact Finding Mission in Yugoslavia - France, Hungary, New Zealand, Pakistan, Russian 

Federation, Venezuela 
47 UN Security Council Investigating sub-committee for Corfu Channel Question 
1147 UN Security Council; Count Bernadotte 
09 UN Security Council, MacNaughton, General (Canada) Chairman 
13 UN Securily Council President Jarring, Gunnar 
1122 UN Spec.;c) Committee on the Problem otHungary 
706 UN Special envoy Kouyate, Lansana 
505 UNSpecial envoy Salvi, Dr. Con 
1 086UN$pecial envoy Ramiro Piriz-BaILof):Russia; Iran. ..... .......•. , ....••..........•.•....••...•... ' •.........•.............. " ....•........ '.' ..... ,. 
1096 UN SpedaJenvoy Cyru~ Vance, assisted by retired US ambassadorHerbe~ Okim(hisdeputyinYugoslayja) 
1114 UNSJ)ecial envoy CyrusVance;LordOwen, EC; ThorvaldStoitenberg,UN rep.... . ......• 
1 053 ·UNSp~claIMission-ninel3ecurity.CqunCiI Members (Brazji, Cz,echHerQblic, Djibouti; New.,zealand,Nigeria,()man; ....• 

RussionRederalion,USA)c '. .. . . , ..... , .. ' '., . , ...• ~ '. . . 

753 UN$pe_ciClleny()ytoGeorgla,Jvlr~rutsef1 . .... ... ......._... .... .. . ... ... . ................... . 
551 .UN Special envoY to Rwanda and Ass; SE)c-GenforPeacekeepingRlz9.,lgbal;MakGen.Joseph Ma:WiceBaril(U~ __ 

Military Ad'liserin RwandatoSec-Gen).-~.-·- .... '. ·.~T- ... ·.,: 
716 UN Special envoy Gordon-Somers, Trevor; Presidenl Nicephore Soglo (Benin); Rev. Canaan Banana (OAUenvoy); 

AbassBundu (Executiv~$e~.retary of ECOWAS) ... .. ... . .......... . 
718 UNSpecia!envp¥Gord6n-qomers,Trevo; UN; UberianNGOs .' 
719 UN Special envoy Gordon-Sorners, Trevor; Jimmy Carter; Obed Asamoah, Ghanian FM 
102 UNSpecialerivoyGuicciarar; VittOrio Winspeare .. . .. 
160 Ut'L$pegialenvoy toTadjikis.t'1I1,lsff)at~itani 
342,-UN Spec:fa[ehvoylbfahiri1i:lakhdar •.• 
398 UN Special envoy Gordon-Sommers, Trevor Livingstone (to Liberia) 
399 UN Special envoy Vance:Cyrus (former US Secretary of Sial e) 
425 UN Special envoy 10 Somalia Sahnoun, Mohamed 
549 UN Special rep. for AfghanislanSevaniBenon 
1041 UN Spedal rep. Javier Perez r" Cuellar 
515 UN SpeCial rep. Jaques-RogerBooh-Booh;Mwinyi, President Ali Hassan(T a,nzania); John Malecela(TanzanianPM); 

Salim Ahmed Salim (OAU Sec-Gen); .•. . . . . 
1081 UN Special rep. to Rwanda Shakarya MohammedKhan (Pakistan) 
606 UN Special rep. in Rhodesia Liet.Gen. Penn Chand; Lord Carver (Brilish Resident Commissioner;designate) 
727 UN Special rep. Ajello, Aldo; Richard Edis, British Ambassador; Denis Jetl, US Ambassador; Presidenl Mugabe 

(Zimbabwe); Roman Catholic Church 
848 UN Special rep. Yasushi Akashi; Churkin, Vilali (Russian spedal rep.); Charles Redman (US special rep.); Andrei 

Kosyrev (Russian FM) 
850 UN Special rep. Akashi, Yasushi; Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose (UN commander); Gen. Bertrand de Lapresle (military head 

of the UN Protection forces) 
853 UN Gpecial rap. Akashi, Yasushi; Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose (UN Commander) 
896 UN Special reps.: Beye, Blondin (UN special rep. to Angola); Paul Hare (US special rep. 10 Angola) 
898 UN Special rep. Beye, Blondin; President Mobulu (Zaire); Amara Essy (Ivory Coasl FM) 
899 UN Special rep. Beye, Blondin; President Frank Chiluba (Zambia) 
900 UN Special rep. Yasir, Khalid (Blondin Beye's deputy) 
901 UN Special rep. Mestiri, Mohammed (former Tunisian FM and special UN envoy to Afghanistan) 
921 UN Special rep. Vend rail, Mr. Francesc (UN Sec-Gen special rep. to East Timor) 
922 UN Special rep. Vend rail, Mr. Francesc (UN special rep.); Tamaral Samuel (UN special rep.) 
941 UN Special rep. Mr. Edouard Brunner; CIS delegation led by Vadim GustQv(Head of the Federation Council 

Commission for CIS) . , '. . 
942 UN Special rep. Mr. Edouard Brunner (for Sec-Gen); OSCE; UNHCR; Russian Federalion re as Facilitalor 
943 UN Special rep. Mr. Edouard Brunner; Boris Paslukhov(Russian deputyFM); Feliks Kovalev (Russian ambassador at 

large) 
996 UN Special rep. Ramiro Piriz-Ballon (UN special rep. to Tadjikistan) 
997 UN Special rep. Ramiro Piriz-Ballon (UN special rep.); Pres. Nursultan Nazarbayev (Kazakhstan); OSCE; OIG; 



Afghanistan; Russian Federation; Iran; Pakistan; Uzbekistan; Kyrgyzstan 
UN Special rep, Sr, Hugo Gobbi(special UN rep, To Cyprus), 
UN Special rep, Oscar Camilon (UN special rep, To Cyprus), 
UN Special rep, Joe Clark (UN special rep, To Cyprus), 
UN Special rep. Liviu Bota (Mr. Edouard Brunner's deputy) 
UN Special rep, Malinberi, Professor; Russia; CSCE 
UN Special rep, to Sec.Gen, Brunner, Mr. Edouard; Felix Kovalev (Russian foreign ministry official) 
UN Special rep, to Sec, Gen. Brunner, Mr, Edouard; Georgy Kondrutev (Russian deputy Defence Minister) 
UN Special rep. to Sec.Gen. Brunner, Mr. Edouard; Russia 
UN Special rep, to Sec,Gen, Brunner, Mr, Edouard; Felix Kovalev (Russian foreign ministry official); CSCE 
UN Special rep, to Sec,Gen, Brunner, Mr, Edouard; Boris Pastukhov (Russian Deputy FM); CSCE 
UN Special rep, to Angola Austee, Margaret 
UN Special rep. to Angola Austee, Margaret; USA, Russia, Portugal, OAU 
UN Special rep, to Angola Beye, Alioune Blondin 
UN Special rep, to Angola Beye, Alioune; USA; General Chris Garuba (UN military observer mission head) 
UN Special rep, to Angola Beye, Alioune Blondin; USA, Russia, Portugal 
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1014 
1016 
1020 
944 
756 
758 
759 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
767 
770 
772 
776 UN Special rep. to Angola Beye, Alioune Blondin; Edmund DeJarnette (US envoy); Laurie Stack (US Dept. for African 

Affairs) 
709 
741 
742 

UN Special rep, to Somalia Gbeho, Victor 
UN Special rep, Yaqub-Khan,Sahabzada (UN special envoyforWeslern8ahara) 
UN Special rep, Yaqub-Khan, Sahabzada (UN sp, envoy); Eric Jensen, head MINURSO (UN Mission for Western 
Sahara Referendum) . . ". .' . ... .. ... '. ......... . .... . 

743 UN Special rep, YaqI1b-Khiln, Sahabzada; USA; France; Britain; Cape Verde;Vsl1ezuela; Spain 
430 UN Special rep, in Liberia Gordon-Sommers, Trevor; OAU; ECOWAS.. .... . ........ . 
689'.. UN Special Mission: Mestiri, Mahmoud, leader 015-member UN tearn,includiog.sotiriosMousauri (UNspeciatrepJO:'~c 

. Afghanistan) ... . ..' . .•.. . . . . .. ... 

171 UNSpecialrep, Espiell, Hector Gros 
2()1 . UN SpeCial rep, Ahtisaari, MrMartti 
1077 UN Technial Mission (Rwanda) 
1060'" UN Technical Mission led py U.(3en, ·MartinVadsElt,GhieiotStaffUNTSO· 
1073 .LJN TechnicaIPlannillgTearn.. .. ..... ..... . ..... . ... . ..............•• 
428'LJN Technical TearntoSomalia,leadbyPeterJlanser (Fornier Ms,qec.Gflfl) ,. . 
1090 UN Tec~nical Survey Team-15 Military Observers underBrigadier,(3en.Hasan Abaza (Jorc!~n) in Tadjikistan 
644 lJNTruce Comm[ssion-cBelgiClliCcmsul chairmClh; Brunsscio;Col. (UNChieLO bserver)·. , ..•......... "':C~~ >i 
1082 UN Under-Sec, Gen, (unspecified) 

'151., UN Under:Sec.Gen, (speCIiif envoy{oAfghanistahlPordovez,Diegcit···· ... 
723 UN Under-Sec,Gen, Ajello, Aldo, leader of UN mission 
1012 UNUncler-Sec, Gen. Dag Hammerskjld;Dr. Ralph 
466 ..• UNUllder-§ec.(3en.Cor(jOIJe.zJ.QiEl90._ .. 
56f ..... UN UriQer'-S@,Gen:Goulding;Milrrackc;> 
585 UN Under-Sec,Gen, Mr. Abdulrahim Farah leading Three-man UN delegation 
704 UN Under-Sec,Gen. HumanltarliurAffairs Eliasson,Jan; Pres. Zena'Ni(Ethiopia); Hobert Oakley; US 

715 

749 
148 

520 
202 
675 
720 
757 
984 
932 
934 
1138 
1127 
950 
998 
1063 

424 
825 
202 
847 
1108 
1109 
290 
289 

Somalia .... . . 

UN Under-Sec,Gen, James Jonah; Soglo, President Nicephore (Benin - ECOWAS Chairman); Rev, Canaan Banana 
(Zimbabwe - OAU envoy) 
UN Under-Sec,Gen. Personal rep. Brunner,Mr, Edouard 
UN Under-Sec,Gen Abdulrahim Abby Farah head of 15-member multi-national technical commission; representing UN 
and OAU; 
UN (unspecified); Cyrus Vance, US Secretary 01 State 
UN/Angola (unspecified) 
UN, Soviet, US, Portuguese officials 
UN; Rawlings, Jerry (ECOWAS Chairman); OAS representatives. 
UN (unspecified); Russia 
UN and Commonwealth Secretariat officials 
UN and ECOMOG observers 
UN; ECOWAS 
UN;EU 
UN; EU; Vance, Cyrus 
UN, US, Russian, and EU diplomats 
UN; Iranian officials 
UN; OAU; Oragnisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC); Arab League; Jonah,James, UN Under Sec,Gen, for Special" 
Political Affairs and haed of delegation ... 
UN; OAU; Arab League, and Islamic Conference Organisation (OIC) 
UN; Churkin, Vitaly (Russian envoy); Andrei Kosyrev (Russian FM); USA 
UN/Angola (unspecified) 
UN and EU officials; Churkin, Vitali (Russian special rep,); Peter Galbraith (US Ambassador to Croatia) 
UN: ICFY Co-Chairmen Steering Committee 
UN: ICFY reps, and the 'Zagreb Four' 
UN/~AS, CIAV (IN Commission for Support and Verification); and Cardinal Obando 
UN/OAU (unspecified) 



424 UN; OAU; Arab League, andlslarnicConference Organisation (OIC) . 
1085 UN; Afghanistan; Iran; Kazahkstan; Kyrgyzstan; Pakistan; Russia 
1036 UNEF II reps. 
1043 UNFICYP reps. 
1044 UNFICypreps; UK Foreign Minister 
415· UNIFILj UN Olficials,Mr.Brian Urqua,rt 
159 UNIFIL (unspecified) 
1 049 •• UNfIL I rep, (unspecified); AmbassadorJ'hHip Habib, personal rep, to Us Presient 
1061 UNIMOG: Acting Chief Military Observer of UNIMOG,Brigadier-General S. Anan Khan (Bangladesh) 
1069:UNOSOMllreps ... . . -
1070 UNOSOMII reps; Ethiopiangovernment reps. 
1068 c;uNbsOM II Deputy Special Rep. (unspecified) . 
947 UNPROFOR; UNHCR 
948 .. UNPROFOR officials 
819 UNPROFOR head Wahlgren, Gen. Lars-Erik 
1110 UNPROFORForce Commander .. • 
826 UNPROFAR Commander Morillon, General Phillipe; Brigadier-GeneralVere Hayer (UNPROFAR Chief of Staff) 
827 UNPROFAR CommanderGen,Jean Cot; Morilion, Gen. Phillipe .. 
1111 UNPROFOR (unspecified representatives) 
1106 UNPROFOR-sponsoredtalks··· .. 
845 UNPROFAR officials; Akashi, Yasushi(UN Sec.Gen's special rep.); Commander in Chief of NATO Command 
834 UNPROFAR CommanderiCot,Gen.Jean; UN Officials . 
1107~NPROFOR head Gen. Lars ErikWahlgre:n;Cyrl's Vanc(l'V~; Lord O"'!(ln,.E9._. 
1111 ·UNPRQfOR.", ...._ .. _. 
1112 UNPROFOR Chief of Mission, Antonio Pedauye 
801UNTAGoffici?ls .... ....... ... ... . --"-

1048 UNTSO Chief of Staff chairing meeting - General Emmanuel A. Erskine (Ghana) 
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Arab league - Mediators 

Arab League Commission of mediation/conciliation 
Arab League Committee chaired by Shaikh Sabah al Ahmad as Sabah, Kuwaiti FM 
Arab League Committee rneeti~g:FM's Clf Suadi Arabia,Lebanon, Syria,Kuwait, Algeria 
ArabL~agueCountii '. . . 
ArabLeague Council Chairman; Abdul-Khaleq, Hassouna(Egypt), Arab League Sec.Gen. 

. Arab. League Conference of Foreign Ministers . -
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33 
335 
496 
1124 
1029 
88 
714 Arab League Delegation: Hala, Ahmed Bin, Arab League director of Arab Affairs Public Administration, and leader of 

Arab League delegation. . ... 
338 l\rabLeague Delegatior}(Ass. Sec-(3eh~akhclar allbrahim,Ahmed Abd~LAziz ~assem~Kuwaiti Ambassador to Syria) 
1034 Arab League Five NationCommittee 
535 Arab League follow-up Committee; Mr. Khaddam, Syrian FM 
1121 Arab. League Four-Man Committee (Egypt, Algeria, Libya, Sudan) 
318 Arab League Mediation Committee: foreign Ministers ot Saudi. 
284 ArabLeague Military Rep, Yunis,Maj.Gen.lbrahim (Head of Arab ~ea,gue military Commission) 
377 Arab League Political Committee (Lebanorl,Morocco,Saudi Arabia,Sudan, Yemen) 
565 Arab LeagueRep: Ghoniem, General Hassan 
34 _Arab League Sec-General,Hasounah 
303 ArabLeagueSec-Gener~l, Fiiad,Mahmoud '. . ..•... 
337 '\rabLea.gueSix-memberCommitte'on Lebanon (l'ospecified) 
316 ArabLeague Special Envoy, el-Kholy, Dr.~assan Sabry 
342 ; Ara6League-Special Envoy,15r~himi;l)kh~ar . .. 
339 ArabLeague"troika' Committee on Lebanon: King Aziz of Saudi Arabia; King Hassan (Morocco); Pres. Benjedid 
404< Arab~eague 'techrlicai commijtee'(unsPecifi~d) . • . .... '. .. .' 
1 063 Ara,~.~eagH~;~90(l.~!. ~a,rn~s! LJ~_UD~~.r~~c·§~n,.t()r,§pecial~Cllitic~LAffairsa,~~h~~cJ,pfcJ~1~ga,tion;UNLQALJ.1~QIL. 
567 :Ara.tJ_~El.Clgue;·Dr, i:HSboly.. · .. cr .. ........ ::.: ... .. ·•.· ..• i' ..••• .........• . :.:c.L< ...... ...... c: •• ~ ... ;.';::"';'.. .........."........ .~:.;'':; .. . 
875 Arab League: al~Bereqdar,MohammedSaid (Ass. Sec-Genformilit~ry affairs and leaderof Arab League delegation) 
424c 'Arableague;UN;OAU;a.nd Islamic (jonference Organisatlcm(OIC) •.•... --.• ~~, - . -~ _ ._==_~--~ 
1064 Arab League: 15 Member UN Technical Team headed by Robert Gallagher and assisted by reps. Of the OAU, Arab 

League,OIC 
'1065·'· ';Arab··l.El~guEl:;Mol"lamedSah[loun,UNspeglarel'l~oY-\O;SOrnaJia;;rO§mSersofI!leOAU"Ara15TeaglIea.n~DJC;fn]hefft·· 

., MemberUNTecnriicalJeall1
o

:" •...••.• •....•. .•...•... _ . ,.c,e.. 

· .• ·~~~l.····~F:~t:~~~MKtvlit~e~~~~~~;·~~~&:n;~b~~:&~~i-&f~t·b~B: . ·..._._.~~C~" .LI 
1123 ArabLeague Sec.Gen., Hassounah 
85 Arab[.:eagae: al,Yqfi, Dr $allm"asss~c-gel1erar;repsofEgypt; U6ya.;,t\lgeria;~Yrta,Kuwajt< . 
569 Arab League/USA 
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European Union - Mediators 

298 European Community - EC (unspecified) (from 1965-1993) 
429 EGdelegation led by Baroness Chalker 
524 EC Foreign Ministers; James Baker (US Sec. of State) 
325 EC Forl3ignMiriistersJUS$tafe DepartmenIfNethi3rland'sForeign Minisfer HansVancten Broek· 
319 EC "Troika" Mission of Foreign Ministers - Luxembourg, Italy, Netherlands 
324 EC"trio~a'/CSCE (unspeCified) .. .. . .. .... .. .. 
525 EG: Carrington, Lord (EGMediator);Jose Gutileiro (Portuguese diplomat and EC Mediator) 
828 EC: QiaEls, Willy (EGpea,ce.envoy and Belgian FM) 
522 EC: Gutleiro, Jose (EC Mediator) 
527 EC; Major, John (UK PM); Dr; Boulros Boutros-GhaH (UN Sec. Gen.); USA, Germany 
528 EC, Owen, Lord(EC Mediator replacing Lord Carringt~n); CyrusVang8 .. .......... ...... . .. . 
840 EC;Lord Owen (EC mediator); Redman, Charles (US special rep.);Thorvald Stoltenberg (UN mediator) 
1107 EC,Lord Owen; Gen. Lars Erik Wahlgren, headUNPROFOR;CyrusVance, UN; 
1114 EC, LordOwen; Cyrus Vanc6,UN; Thorvald Stoltenberg, UN representative. ". 

546 E~¢EiiropeartCoundl(EEt frClmj 951-19(5) 

1145·· EU E\1ropean Union (from 1993 on) (unspecified) 
1 019 EUForE)ign fv1Lni~tElrs~. ... .... ......... .. ... . . ........ ......... ..... .•.... .... .........._...... " •............................•..............•...........•.. 
. 835 . EIJ For~lgn Ministers: C/aE;s, Willy (BelgiumFM);Lord Owen;"I:horvafdStoltenberg; Hans van den Broak (EU External.·.·· 

·.··•• ... /<P9Iit19~LAflilirs CornrT1ls$iQbElJ)~.·> .. '-... .::'.;}.... ., . ·•···· ••. <.c~:, ,i.;;:.> 
960 EU, C~rl Bildt (former Swe,dish PM and new EU mediator replacing Lord Owen) 
961 . 'EU,'Ca,rl~ildt (EU mediator); Thorvald. Stoltenberg· .. 
962 EU, Carl Bildt (EU mediator); Richard Holbrooke (US Ass. Sec. of State); other 'Contact Group" reps. (see also under 

$63 
832 

.. ·.j138'··· 
1127 

i.·~44? 

847 
84.9 ," 

:'g~ntClQL~roupnand UN).. ..' ' ... ' ... ....... ....•...•.• .... ..... .T......... . ......... ... ......... ......_. . 
. EU •. c:arl BUdtlEU medlatorj;Richard Holbro()k~{USAss.Sec.of State}; (gbdvanov:{RussianFirst DepulyFM) 
E\1rClRElClnYQioQ(EU) Minister's. rvlE)etifl.g;.Willy gl.aE)s. (BelgiuI11Ffv1J;JClr9g""eQ;IhCl.ry,!19stCll.t~D~erg. 

"EJhW)l-; . " .....• ~ .. :, ..•. ,.c-c._"·· 
~~;yClnge.!.Gyr\1s;l,Jr\L ..'- . . '. ..c. • . ?'.' 

, cocc:-EVi~ea:P9~H~~~~K_ar9Jp&:,{Gf~~K FM; -a$~_~_ll~PQ.uI1cH.Qr Mini$J~,rs" PJ~$i.g§_ijj) ''';: ,) , ,~' ,~-

... >~lJ._.~D9,Uc~c()fI!gi,a,~. qb.u.r~i.~.!.yitali .. (~\1,~~iCl!1 .. ~PElgia,IX~p:li,e~tElr,§,a,lp.@it!1(lJ.§,:~rn~~Cl~~a,9().~,~(),.9r9~ti§t..., .............. , ..... c .. ,~" 
EV,~~n?vanden·.BroeJt(E:U External Politic~fAffairs90l11lT1issi()ner);Q~1JT~in,VltaJj(Ru.ssi.a~FM);WarrenChrislopher.;·] 

. ~(U$Sec;o! State); A:.Juppe (frenchF;M)iFM!lfrot1'lBriiain;Germany;;Gr~~f:e;~(ldBelgilJin;DriOwe~;ThorVald •• ': .. ,; 
Stoltenberg . " ,:: .... 

854,. E ~., .. lJ..~an<JF\u~si ClI"1Afl1.~a,~~Cldor~t()gr()':ItiCl; .E,i9e.!.~ClL (1I"1te.!'la,ti()I"1i1I.ITl~clia,t()r);R.r. g~e.I"1;!h.().r;.'i1lcl.~.t~ltEln IJEl,rg; 
. ~(iQ ...• ELJ;U$,Rqssian,and UNdlplol11(l.!s;·;{,'·>,.,c·;<' •...... • ......•...•......... ;' 

953 ..... 'Contact.Group":seniorreRs. of Russia, VSj\, Britain,France,~e.rrnany-rnedia,tingin~osnia ..... . 
S49"Col1laCtGroup' reps.; Richard I:fClfbrooke; William Perry . .. . . . ... . . . 
200 "Contact Group"/Kurt\A'aldheim, UN Secretary General 
199 . "ContactGrolJp'.Britain, Canada, France, West Germarw, USA .. '.. ..... .. 
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Organisation of American States ~ Mediators 

79 
366 
242 
1005 
143 
1033 
123 
1125 
234 
412 
248 

1131 
365 
244 
247 
720 
396 

793 
795 
796 

OAS (unspecified) 
.·OAS: OASCommission,Plate, Dr.Juan !.(Paraguay) 

OAS Council (unspecified) 
bAS c01.JncijPermanent ·MemberS and Gaviria, Cesar (oAs Cflief) 
OAS: 5 member mission: U.S., Argenita, Bolivia, Mexico and Panama 
OAS:? Member Commilte[ 
OAS Inter-American Peace Committee 
OASlnvesligation Committee (unspecified) 
OAS Investigation Committee (5 Nation committee on Haiti) 
QASlnvestigation Commilteeled by Senor Femando Lobo (Brazil), with reps from USA,Argenlina, Costa Rica, Paraguay 
OAS Mediation Committee: Ellesworth Bunker (USA); Dr. IImar Penna Marinho (Brazil); Ramon de Clairmont Dueres (EI 
Salvador) 
OAS Panel of Judges 
OAS Peace Committee 
oAs. PeageMission: Argentirta,l3razil,eolombia, (3uatemala, Panama, Uruguay· 
OAS: Mora, Dr. (OAS Sec.Gen.) 
OASJi~ps~;Rawlings, Jerry(ECOWASCNJrman);UN. .......... .. ................. ........ . 
OAS: President Osorio (EI Salvador), Peurifoy and McDermott (US Ambassadors to Guatemala and EI Salvador); Mgr 
Genn~royerolino (Papal Nurlcio), ...........•.. ,..... .. . ........ ............_... ......•. •..•• ....... . 
OAS;;$oares,. ~oao Baena(OASSec.qen.); FMs ofMexico,C(Jlohlbia;YE:lne~uE:lIa:~t)({§GentraIArrll;3ricat)states' '.~: 
OAS:Garamagna, Dc Sergio (OAS Internatio~al Commissionof Support and Verification(CIAV-OAS) representative) 

. Oi\S:Cararnagna, DLSergio(CIAV:OAS rep.·. and OAS rnissionJeader)rChui6h bllicilllslncludingMgc. Eddy', ... . 
Montenegro (Vicar of Managug)· .. . ... ,. .,.. . .. 

1032 OAS Sec.Gen., Galo Plaza Lasso (Ecuador) 
228'· ·······6AStearTI:.IoseChiJibogaD-(ECuad9rit~ohh·l5ner (USA);Jenlan(jOlobo(Brazilr[()~T~;QlJrntanilla(M~xico);·Gui1le[m.9iZ'·.·j 

... VaJlodo(Paraguay) ... .' , " . . .~.">, _ ,j 
680 OAS Team: FMsofGuatemala,Costa Rica, Nicaragua 
27Ci ~P8S1e~m:·repsfrom Ll$A;G~alernaIa,·Pom[nIc~n . ..RElPublic; 
78 OAS team; Dr Sevilla Sacasa (Nicaragua) rep on Permanent Council of OAS; reps 

Republic, Equador, Guatemala, USA ... . . . .... .... . . ..... 
•. 77~ ••.•. ~ ··,QASTearn; Alberto Fuertes·Mohr (GuaternalanFM);.Fsrnando Lara (CostaRica, FM); Loreni6GUererro .(Nicaraguan FM)·~.I 

216 OAS (President Curazo Odio of Costs Rica) 
290 .•... OASIlJN,CIAVIINComm,ss,onforSWporfand ·verrficatlon);ancfCararnafbbando·· 
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110 
107 
1035 
205 
395 

157 

862 
1058 
1059 
455 
457 
493 
494 
459 
473 
106 
671 
440 . 
416 
55 
76 
937 
57 
584 
1149 
240 
1046 
458 
256 

1047 
1047 
1064 

1065 

'148 

488 
254 

488 
672 
84 
501 
260 
446 
103 
422 
1078 
478 
1030 
1148 
351 

715 

716 

722 
765 
407 

OAU (unspecified) 
OAU 8 nation mediation committee 
OAU Administrative Sec.Gen.; Pres. Ngouabi (Congo); Pres. Mobutu (Zaire) 
OAU Advisory Mission (H. Selassie, Gen. Aakrah, Pres. Ahidjo,M.D.Telli) 
OAU ad hoc Committee on Chad: Benin, Togo, Congo, Guinea and chaired by President Stevens (Sierra Leone) and 
President Eyadema (Togo) 
OAU ad hoc committee comprising Heads of State of Algeria, Cameroon, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal, and Bongo of 
Gabon as Chairman President 
OAU Assistant Sec-Gen, Matunga, M.T. as leader of OAU team 
OAU Chairman, Pres. Gaafar Nimeiry (Sudan) 
OAU Chairman, Pres. Eyadema (Togo); Eden Kadjo (OAU Sec.Gen) and Kadjo's aides 
OAU Chairman, Kaunda, President Kenneth (Zambia) 
OAU Chairman, Traore, President Moussa (Mali) 
OAU Chairman, Diouf, President (Senegal) 
OAU Chairman, Sassou-Nguesso, President (Congo) . . ... 
OAUChciirman, President Museveni (Uganda); Martous,Wilfried(Belgian MP) 
OAU Chairman, Babangida, President Ibrahim (Nigeria) 
OAUGommittee of Wise Men; reps of Sudan, Mali, Nigflriu, Guinea, Ivory Coast 
OAl! Conciliation Commission 
bAUCounc:l1 
OAU Council and 5 member committee (Ethiopia, Gambia, Mali, Nigeria, Tunisia) 
OAUForeign Ministers .. . . .. 
OAU Factfinding; PresSenghor(Senegal); Pres. Ahidijo (Cameroon);pres,Mobutu (~air~); 9~n. Gowan (Nigeria) 
OAU.Four:manmission ledbYQAU Sec-Gen Salim Ahmecj Salim . '.. . .. . .... . ... 
OAU Heads of State 
OAL) 'Implernentatioiicommitte~: Presidents of Kenya, Nigeria, Sudan,T anzania, GLlirieaiMinistersfiorn Mali,SierraLeQne 
OAUMediator:Tubman, Pres. ()fLiberia . . ..... .. ... .. .... ..... ..... ..... . ........................... . 

... QAUMediators:Tubrnan(presideo!of Liberia and OAUrep.);Diori (President of Nigerl,C1nclKeita(Pre~~orMali) 
OAUMediation Commission -Guinea, Niger, Senegal and Togoreflresentatives. 
OAUMediation Commission;OAUChairman; President Mubarak of Egypt- •.. 
OAU Mediation Commission: Eyadema (President of Togo); Kountche (President of Niger); Senghor (President of 
Senegal); Bearogvi (Prime Minister of Guinea); Mboumosa, Eteki (OAU Sec-Gen); Abdelghani (Algerian rep.); Ghalib, 
Arteh(Somalian Secretary ofStatej .... .. . . .. 
QAUMediaJing Group led by Rrs; Mugabe (Zinbabwe); South African Foreign MfnlsleYPikflotha 
OAU Media.ting Group led by prs, Mugabe (Zinbabwe); South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha 

.' OAU Member of15 MembeYUN TecbnicalTsclrnheaCIea;by RobertGalJa.gherahifassistedbY-reps;onheOALJLAtab~&Ci 
~eague, OIG" - --- ___ :_-__ ~ ._-- - -~ -".:> _-0.-- ___ ---,0 - • - -- - "-- ~-

OAU Member of team: Mohamed Sahnoun, UN special envoy to Somalia; members of the OAU, Arab League and OIC 
in the 15 Member UN Technical Team 
OAUMember of 15-membEJrmultinationaltechnicalcornrllisslOn; representir.a U.N,and dAO; led6Y Abdulrahim Abby 
Farah (U.N, Under Sec.Gen) ... . .. . . 
OAU Mission led by Mr. Peter Onu (OAU Secretary General), and including Lt. CoL GoshuWolde 
OAU Mission: Justin Bomboko (Congo-Kinshasa FM); Vice-President Murumbi (Kenya); John Williams (Sierra Leone 
Minister of Information) . . .. 
OAU Mission led by Mr. Peter Onu (OAU Secretary General), and including Lt. CoL Goshu Wolde 
OAU Political Bureau and Defence Commission 
OAU Sec. Gen. , Ekangaki 
OAU Sec.Gen. Mr. Ekangaki; President Siyad Barreh (Somalia) 
OAU Sec. Gen., Mboumosa, Eteki 
OAU Sec. Gen., Oumarou, Mr. Ide 
OAU Sec.Gen., Riad, Mahmoud 
OAU Sec. Gen., Salim Ahmed Salim 
OAU Sec.Gen Salim Ahmed Salim; UN Reconnaissance Mission of Senior Offices; Tanzania 
OAU Sec.Gen., Salim Ahmed Salim; Rwegasira, Joseph (Tanzanian FM) 
OAU, President Mobutu (Zaire) appointed by OAU Council of Ministers and Assembly 
OAU, Tubman, President of Liberia (OAU representative); Thant, U., UN Secretary-General 
OAU, President Omar Bongo (Gabon and OAU mediator), Traore, Moussa (President of Mali) chairman, President 
Ibrahim Babangida (Nigeria), President Chad Ii Benjedid (Algeria) 
OAU, Rev. Canaan Banana (Zimbabwe· OAU envoy) Soglo, President Nicephore (Benin· ECOWAS Chairman); 
James Jonah (UN Under Sec-Gen) 
OAU, Rev. Canaan Banana (OAU envoy); Gordon-Somers, Trevor (UN envoy); President Nicephore Soglo (Benin); 
Abass Bundu (Executive Secretary of ECOWAS) 
OAU; Ghana, as ECOWAS Chairman; USA 
OAU; Austee, Margaret; USA, Russia, Portugal 
OAU Special Committee on Mercanaries: Burundi, Central African Republic,Congo-Brazzaville, Congo-Kinshasa, Ethiopia, 



Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania,Uganda. Zambia.· 
OAU Sps.ci?lcommittee and Presidenti\1 i\zhavi (Sudan) 
O/l.U Team:reps from Sudan, Mali; Nigeria, Guinea,Ivory Coast 
OAU Team: Dr. Ouko; Mr. Kodjo 
OAUTeam. 
OAU (unspecified); Herman Cohen 
OAU/France . 
OAU/lnternational Red Cross(unspecified) 
OAU; Tanza.nia . 
OAU/UN (unsps.cified) 
OAU;UN;OIC .. 
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408 
267 
262 
938 
471 
125 
406 
1079 
289 
424 
1051 OAU: UN initiated and chaired Supervisory and Monitoring Commission (CSC), inciudinlJ government reps., RENAMP 

1054 
430 
443 
469 
1067 
1063 

delegations, reps. Of Italy, Frandce, UK, USA and the OAU 
OAU: UN Sec.Gen.Kurt WaldheilTl, acting under OAU a.uspices 
OAU;~COVVAS; Trevor Gordon~Sommers(UN special rep~ in Liberia) 
OAU;AmiMPungwe [anzanianAmbassador) 
OAU; Ami Mpungwe (Tanzanian Ambassador); Joseph Rwegasira (Tanzanian FM) 
OAU; Arab league; Kouyate,lansana, Sec.Gen. Special rep; OIC 
OAU; Oragnisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC); Arab League; Jonah, James, UN Under Sec.Gen. for Special 
Political Affairs and haedof delegation; UN 

598 Oakley, Robert (US spetialenvoyloSomalia) 
704 Oakley, Robert .(US. e~voy); .Jan EIi~sson(UNUnd~r-S~c.Gen: for .HumanitarianAffCiirs);. Pres}e.nav;i .(Ethiopia) 
156 Obancto, Cardinal . . .. ......... ...... . 

290 Cardinal Oba.ndo; UN/OAS,CIAV(IN Comrnissionfor Suppgrt ana Verification) 
208 Obote.,.PresicteoJ(Uganda):Ma2daka, Uga[ldanfM:Mr • Aniolc:lSmiih . . .. . ... - ....... -..•. > .• 

208 . ()d?k,?,. ~.9?DcJ?J1 FM;MrArJ1~I(L$ll1ilh;Pr~~~ g~9te..(Ugan9Ci)c_ ..... ....... . 
·296····· Qffici,J.!sf(oni ~ordon,Yell1eniPalestine, Sugan,the-Arab Maghreb,.PLO 
1067 OAU; OIC; Arab League; Kouyate, Lansana, Sec.Gen. Special rep. 
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912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 

919 
920 
942 
975 
976 
978 
979 

980 
981 
993 

997 

OSCE (Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe: see also CSCE) Minsk Group; Russia 
OSCE Delegation led by co-chairman Anders Bjurner (Swedish diplomat) and Vladimir Kazimirov (Russian deputy FM) 
OSCE: Presel, Joseph (US emissary to OSCE's Minsk GroulJ) 
OSCE: Talvilie,Heikki (Finish diplomat and new OSCE Minsk Group co-chairman) 
OSCE: Gyarmati, Istran (rep. of the OSCE chairman) 
OSCE: VladimirKazimirov(Russian deputy FM) and Rene Nyberg (Finland) as OSCE co-chairmen 
OSCE: Rene Nyberg (Finland); Vladimir Kazimirov (Russia); Valentin Lozinsky (Russia); Heikke Talvitie (Finalnd) - as co
chairmen of OSCE Minsk group 
OSCE: Lambach, Frank(Germany's envoy to the OSCE Minsk Group) 
OSCE: Joseph Presel(US emissary to OSCE Minsk Group); Sam Brown (Ambassador to OSCE Minsk Group) 
OSCE; Mr. Edouard Brunner (UN special rep. For Sec-Gen); UNHCR; Russian Federation re as Facilitator 
OSCE: Gyula Horn (Hungarian PM as OSCE President) 
OSCE: Laszlo Kovacs (Hungarian FM a current OSCE chairman); OSCE officials 
OSCE: Sandor Meszaros (OSCE mission head to Chechnia); OSCEofficials .. 
OSCE: Sandor Meszaros (OSCEmediator) -replaced by OlivierPelen (French diplomat and deputy head of the OSCE 
mission toChechnia)' .... .. . ..... . 
OSCE: Valentin Lozinskiy (Russia); Heikki Talvitie (Finland) as co-chairman of OSCE MinskGroup; Vladimir Kazimirov 
OSCE: HeikkiTalvilie (Finland) as co-chairmen of OSCEMinsk Group:ValenlinLozinskiy (Russia) 
OSCE: Heikki Talvitie (as co-ch~irman of OSCE Minsk Group); Vladimir Kazimirov; Valen'i'l Lozinsky; Klaus Klinkel 
(Gerillan FM) . . ..... .. .. ........... . ... . ....... ........... ... .. ...... ....... •.... ... . ... .. ..... . . 
OSeE; RamiroPiriz-Ballon(UNspeCial rep.); pres. Nursultan Naz~rbay~vJKazakhstan); ()JC;Afglianistan; RUssian 
Federation; Iran; Pakistan; Uzbekistan; Kyrgyzstan . . .. . . . .... 

322 C;SCE (Conference on Security af]d.Cooperationin E:urope:197~-1995).: $ee,\Iso OSCEO~95 on) 
1140 CSCE leader 
1087 CSGEMissiorLofexp~rts 
1141 .CSC_E(TurkEJyrep.) ....•...................................................................... .., 
10945 MemoerCSCE Fact Finding Mission led by Von SchwarzElobergandinciudimJlltJK.official 
1093 9 Member CSCE delegation led by Karel Johannes Von Schwarzenberg(Czech) 
1101'CSCE5tNationSumr['lif . .... '.~. -..~ 

1098 CSCEchairman, Jiri [)ie.nstbie! (QzElch FM) .. 
. 1095CSOE Cbmmifteemeetlng'(senlor officals) 
1104 CSCE Conference Forum 
li0S ••.. ". CSCE Mediaf(':f(ltalianofficar~ unspecified) 
797 C;$Q~fv1§ida.t()r: Hahn, PhiliplJ (headof C;SCE Missioll to MoldovaL 
1692CSCj::Min§~'Group(chair MarioRaffaelli) . 
1102 CSCE Minsk Group, Raffaelli (chair), Mario Sicca (acting chair - Italy) 
il03.CSCEMinskGroup:Raffaelli; Mario (CSCE Minskgr6up head); Jol'mMaresca (US medialor);Vlacli!11ir 

755 

1097 
305 
324 
808 
1135 
756 
762 
763 
787 

805 

806 
807 
809 

811 
812 

Kaiimirov(RussiandepufyFM, . ... . . 
CSCEReps; Iran Deputy FM Mahmoud Vaezi,lranPresident AkbarHashemi Rafsanjani 
CSCE Representatives; Brunner, Edouard(UN Sec.';an. Specie

' 
::nvoy to Georgia); Patukhov, Boris (Russian DePcFl.1); . 

UNHCR officials •. . ......... . .,'. ....= ~ ....... . 
CSCE Rep. Vincenzo Manno; Pastukhov, Boris (Russian Deputy FM); UN Officials including Edouard Brunner (Personal 
rep. to UN Sec-Gen) 
CSCE Summit reps (with USA, Turkey and others in the forum) 
CSCE Sec-Gen. Hoynck, Wilhelm (Conflict Arbitrator of CSCE) 
CSCE/EC 'trioka' (unspecified) 
CSCE; Italy 
CSCE; Russia 
CSCE; Malinberi, Professor (UN rep.); Russia 
CSCE; Brunner, Mr. Edouard; Felix Kovalev (Russian foreign ministry official) 
CSCE; Brunner, Mr. Edouard; Boris Pastukhov (Russian Deputy FM) 
CSCE; Piriz-Ballon, Ramiro (UN Sec.Gen. special rep. for Tadjikistan); Russia; Afghanistan; Iran; Kazakhstan; Pakistan; 
OIC.CSCE); officials from Russia, USA, Turkey 
CSCE; Maresca, John (US special envoy to Nargorno-Karabakh); Vladimir Kazimirov (Russian deputy FM, CSCE); 
Volkan Vural (Hikmet Cetin's deputy undersecretary) 
CSCE: Raffaelli, Mario (former Italian diplomat and CSCE mediator) 
CSCE: Kazimirov, Vladimir (Russian deputy FM and CSCE rep) 
CSCE; Kazlmirov, Vladimir (Russian deputy FM, CSCE); CIS Interparliamentary Assembly; Russia's Foreign Ministry; 
Aaland Peace Institute 
CSCE: Eliasson, Jan (Swedish diplomat and new CSCE mediator) 
CSCE: Eliasson, Jan (Swedish diplomat andCSCE mediator); Vladimir Kazimirov (Russian deputyFM) 
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116 ASEAN Conference 
1126 . ASEAN; Waldheim, Dr. (UN Secretary-General) 
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APPENDIX 7: United Nations Peacekeeping Operations, 1945 - 1995 

UN Peacekeeping Operation Acronym Start Date End Date UN Resolution Cost Authorised Strength Fatalities Outcome 
($USm!ll;:ml Size 

1. UN Emergency Force - Case 054: United Kingdom, France UNEFI Nov 1956 Jun 1967 'GAR 998 220 6073 3378 90 Successful 
and Israel/Egypt - Suez Canal War (Oct 1956 - Nov 1956) 

2. UN Operation in the Congo - Case 075: Congo Post ONUC Jul1960 Jun 1964 SCR 143 400 19825 5871 237 Successful 
Independence Struggle (Ju11960 - mid 1963) 

3. UN Temporary Executive Authority/UN Security Force in West UNTENUNSF Oct 1962 Apr 1963 'GAR 1725 0 1576 1576 0 Successful 
GuineaiWest Irian - Case 086: Netherlands/Indonesia - West 
Irian Administration Dispute (Jan 1962 - Aug 1962) 

4. UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus - Case 101: Cyprus/UK - UNFICYP 1964 Ongoing SCR 186 42.4 gross 6411 1251 militray 170 Ongoing 
Cypriot Civil War (Dec 1963 - Nov 1967) (for Jul 2001-Jun 35 police 

2002) + 13.6 from 41 civilian 
Cyprus + 6.5 from 104 local 
Greece in 

(for 2001) voluntary 
contributions. 

5. UN Emergency Force - Case 157: Israel/Egypt - Yom Kippur UNEFII Oct 1973 Jul1979 SCR340 446 6973 4031 52 Successful 
War (mid 1973) 

6. UN Interim Force In Lebanon - Case 064: Lebanon - First Civil UNIFIL Mar 1978 Ongoing SCR425 106.2 !;r'lss(for 7000 4486 military 244 Ongoing 
War (May 1968 - Jun 1959) Ju12001-Dec 131 civilian 

2001) 340 local 
(for 2001) 

7. UN Transition Assistance Group - Case 125: Namibia- UNTAG Apr 1989 Mar 1990 SCR435 383.5 7500 4493 19 Successful 
Independence Struggle (1966 - Mar 1990) 

8. UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia - Case 197: Cambodia UNTAC Feb 1992 Sep 1993 SCR 745 $1.6billion 22000 22000 78 Successful 
(Kampuchea)Nietnam - Cambodian Civil War (Jan 1979- (includes 44.6 for 
1994) UNAMIC) 

9. UN Protection Force - Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, UNPROFORI Feb 1992 Ongoing SCR 743 4.6billion 44870 39922 167 Limited 
Serbia and Montenegro, Macedonia - Case 269: Yugoslavia- Success 
Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing) 

10. UN Protection Force in Bosnia-Herzogovina - Case 269: UNPROFOR II Feb 1992 Mar 1995 SCR 795 38599 38599 Limited 
Yugoslavia - Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing) Success 
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UN Peacekeeping Operation Acronym Start Date End Date UN Cost Authorised Strength Fatalities Outcome 
Resolution ($US million) Size 

11. UN Peace Forces - Case 269: Yugoslavia - Civil War (mid UNPF Mar 1995 Ongoing SCR 981 UNPROFOR UNPROFOR UNPROFOR 131 Ongoing 
1989 - Ongoing) - Restructures UNPRFOR II replacing it with III III III Overall 
three interlinked operations - UNPROFOR, UNCRO and 1.6billion 57370 39384 
UNPREDEP. Overall Overall Overall 

12. UN Protection Force in Bosnia-Herzogovina - Case 269: UNPF- Mar 1995 Ongoing SCR 981 30869 230869 Ongoing 
Yugoslavia - Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing) UNPROFOR 

13. UN Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia - Case 269: UNPF- Mar 1995 Jan 1996 SCR 982 15849 15849 Ongoing 
Yugoslavia - Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing) UNCRO 

14. UN Preventive Deployment Force in the Former Republic of UNPROFOR III Mar 1995 Ongoing SCR983 1144 1144 Ongoing 
Macedonia - Case 269: Yugoslavia - Civil War (mid 1989 - -UNPREDEP 
Ongoing) 

15. UN Mission in Bosnia and Herzogovina - Case 269: Yugoslavia UNMIBH Dec 1995 Ongoing SCR 1035 144.7 gross 2057 4 military 8 Ongoing 
- Civil War (mid 1989 - Ongoing) (for Jul 2001- 1680 poliGe 

Jun 2002) 339 civilian 
1508 local 
(for 2001) 

16. UN Operation in Mozambique - Case 177: Mozambique/South ONUMOZ Dec 1992 Dec 1994 SCR 797 471 6625 6576 24 Successful 
Africa -Intervention and Civil War (1976 - Oct 1992) 

17. UN Operation in Somalia 11- Case 261: Somalia - Civil War UNOSOM II May 1993 Mar 1995 SCR 814 942.4 28000 9412 134 Unsuccessful 
(May 1988 - Ongoing) 

18. UN Mission in Haiti UNMIH Sep 1993 Ongoing SCR867 1.1 6567 74 0 Ongoing 
19. UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda - Case 280: UNAMIR Oct 1993 Ongoing SCR872 193.5 5400 5522 16 Ongoing 

Uganda/Rwanda - Hutu and Tutsi Tribal Conflict and Invasion 
Attempt (Sep1990 -_QDgoing) 
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APPENDIX 8: United Nations Observer Missions, 1945 - 1995 

UN Observer Mission Acronym Start Date End Date UN Resolution Cost Original Size Observers Fatalities 
($US million) Authorised 

1. UN Special Commission on the Balkans - Case 002: Greece - Civil Wa~ ~< 345 - UNSCOB 1947 1951 SCR339 1.31 18 ? 0 
1950) 

2. UN Truce Supervision Organisation - Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Jordan - UNTSO Jun 1948 Ongoing SCR50 22.8 218 153 military 38 
Case 015: Israel/Arab States - Israeli War of Independence (May 1948 - Jan (for 2001) 102 civilian 
1949) 109 local 

(for 2001) 
3. UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (Kashmir) - Case 012: UNMOGIP Jan 1949 Ongoing SCR47 7.3 39 45 military 9 

Pakistan/India - First Kashmir War (Oct 1947 - Jan 1949) (for 2001) 24 civilian 
42 local 

(for 2001) 

4. UN Observation Group in Lebanon - Case 064: Lebanon - Civil War (May 1958 UNOGIL Jun 1958 Dec 1958 SCR 128 3.7 591 591 0 
- Jun 1959) 

5. UN Yemen Observation Mission - Case 093: Egypt/Y emen and Saudi Arabia- UNYOM Jul1963 Sep 1964 SCR 179 1.84 189 25 0 
North Yemeni Royalist Rebellion (Sep 1962 - May 1970) 

6. Representative of the UN Secretary-General- Case 119: USA/Dominican DOMREP May 1965 Oct 1966 SCR203 .28 3 2 0 
Republic - Constitutionalist Rebellion (Apr 1965 - Sep 1966) 

7. UN India-Pakistan Observer Mission - Case 121: India/Pakistan - Second UNIPOM Sep 1965 Mar 1966 SCR 211 1.75 96 96 0 
Kashmir War (Aug 1965 - Sep 1965) 

8. UN Disengagement Observer Force - Syrian Golan Heights - Case 157: UNDOF Jun 1974 Ongoing SCR350 35.7 gross 1030 1039 military 40 
Israel/Egypt - Yom Kippur War (mid 1973) (for Jul 2001- 33 civilian 

Jun 2002) 88 local 

(for 2001) 
9. UN Good Offices in Afghanistan and Pakistan - Office of the UN Secretary- UNGOMAP/O Apr 1988 Mar 1990 SCR 622 14 50 50 0 

General. Case 196: USSR/Afghanistan - Intervention and Civil War (1979- SGAP 
Ongoing) 

10. UN Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group - Case 208: Iran/Iraq -Iran/Iraq War (Feb UNIIMOG Aug 1988 Feb 1991 SCR 598 180 399 399 
1980-1989) 

11. UN Angola Verification Mission 1- Case 165: Angola/South Africa - Intervention UNAVEM I Jan 1989 Jun 1991 SCR 626 14.7 70 70 0 
and Civil War (1975 -:Ongoing) 
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UN Observer Mission Acronym Start Date End Date UN Resolution Cost Authorised Observers Fatalities 
($US million) Size 

12. UN Observer Group in Central America - Case 206: Honduras/Nicaragua- OUNCA Nov 1989 Jan 1992 SCR 644 56.9 545 545 0 
Contra War (Jan 1980 - Feb 1994) 

13. UN Iran-Kuwait Observer Mission - Case 278: Iraq/Kuwait - Gulf War (Aug 1990 UNIKOM Apr 1991 Ongoing SCR 689 52.8 gross 1142 1099 military 14 
-Mar1991) (for Jul 2001- 57 civilian 

Jun 2002) + 165 local 
33.7 Kuwait's (for 2001) 
voluntary 
contribution 

14. UN Angola Verification Mission 11- Case 165: Angola/South Africa - Intervention UNAVEM II Jun 1991 Ongoing SCR697 25.5 135 85 4 
and Civil War (1975 - Ongoing) 

15. UN Observer Mission in EI Salvador - Case 184: EI Salvador - Civil War(Jan ONUSAL Jul1991 Apr 1995 SCR 693 28.9 34 3 3 
1977 -1992) 

16. UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara - Case 163: MINURSO Sep 1991 Ongoing SCR 690 50.5 gross 1700 229 military 10 
Morocco/Mauritania - Western Sahara Conflict (Oct 1974- Ongoing) (for Jul 2001- 34 police 

Jun 2002) 223 civilian 
126 local 
(for 2001) 

17. UN Advance Mission in Cambodia - Case 197: Cambodia (Kampuchea)Nietnam UNAMIC Oct 1991 Mar 1992 SCR 717 44.6 1504 968 78 
- Cambodian Civil War (Jan 1979 - 1994) 

18. UN Observer Mission to Uganda-Rwanda - Case 280: Uganda/Rwanda - Hutu UNOMUR Jun 1993 Sep 1994 SCR 646 2.2 81 81 0 
and Tutsi Tribal Conflict and Invasion Attempt (Sep 1990 - Ongoing) 

19. UN Observer Mission in Georgia - Case 267: Georgia/South Ossetia - UNOMIG Aug 1993 Ongoing SCR 849 27.9 gross 134 106 military 3 
Abkhazian Secession War (Mar 1989 - Ongoing) (for Jul 2001- 93 civilian 

Jun 2002) 169 local 
(for 2001) 

20. UN Observer Mission in Liberia - Case 271: Liberia - Civil War (Dec 1989 - UNOMIL Sep 1993 Ongoing SCR866 1.1 84 76 0 
Ongoing) 

21. UN Aouzou Strip Observer Mission - Case 220: Libya/Chad - Intervention and UNASOG May 1994 Jun 1994 SCR 915 .4 15 9 0 
Civil War (mid 1982 -1995) 

22. UN Mission of Observers in Tadjikistan - Case 288: Tadjikistan -Independence UNMOT Dec 1994 Ongoing SCR 968 2 40 17 0 
Struggle (May 1992 - Ongoing) 

23. UN Angola Verification Mission 111- Case 165: Angola/South Africa -Intervention UNAVEM III Feb 1995 Ongoing SCR 976 25.5 6437 135 4 
and Civil War (1975 - Ongoing) 
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Recent Operations 
United Nations Mission of Observers in Prevlaka (UNMOP): 

Activated in Jan 1996; Strength: 27 military, 3 civilian, 6 local; Appropriation included in the cost estimate 
for UNMIBH. 

United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK): 
Activated in Jun 1999; Strength: 4332 police, 38 military, 1228 civilian, 3176 local; Appropriation for Jul 
2001-Jun 2002 $US413.4 million (gross); Fatalities == 13. 

United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL): 
Activated in Oct 1999; Strength: 16654 military, 49 police, 297 civilian, 464 local; Commitment Authority for 
Jul 2001-Dec 2001 (six months) $US293.4 million (gross); Fatalities == 46. 

United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET): 
Activated in Oct 1999; Strength: 8125 military, 1489 police, 972 civilian, 1859 local; Commitment Authority 
for Ju12001-Dec 2001 (six months) $US300.8 million (gross); Fatalities == 16. 

United Nations Organisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC): 
Activated in Dec 1999; Authorised Strength: 5537 military; Actual Strength on Aug 31, 2001: 2398 military, 
475 civilian, 170 local; Appropriation for Jul 2001-Dec 2001 (six months) $US209.1 million (gross); 
Fatalities == 2. 

United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE): 
Activated in Jul 2000; Strength: 3866 military, 235 civilian, 163 local; Commitment Authority for Jul 2001· 
Dec 2001 (six months) $US96.0 million (gross); Fatalities = 2. 



APPENDIX 9: Models and Analysis of Variance Results 

EXAMPLE OF SAS PROC CA TMOD SYNTAX 

[where ' 

data URa; 
input I C T S 0 G; 

cards; 

run; 

proc freq data=URa; 
tables O*G*T*S*C*1/ sparse out= tabURa outpct; 
runi 

data URab; 
set tabURa; 
if count=O then count=O.005; 
runi 

proc catmod data=URab; 
weight count; 
response marginals / out=pred; 
model O=G T C S I G*C G*T G*S G*1 T*S T*C T*1 S*C S*1 C*1/ 

pred; 
runi 

, represents the entered data] 
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MODEL 1: NOTATION AND EFFECTS 

Model 1: Notation 

D6a 
Old Value 

Model 1: Effects 

D14 
Old 

D17 

5 
8 
9 

Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Old Value 

D26 

1 
2 

Old Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

9 

CM14a 
Old Value 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Modell: UN Saturated Main Effects 

Source 

INTERCEPT 
T 
C 
S 
I 

RESIDUAL 

Modell: UN Saturated Two-Way Effects 

Source 

I Dispute Intensity (Collapsed) 
New Value Value Label 

1 Unknown 
2 Low - 1-1000 fatalities per month 
3 High - 1001-10000+ fatalities per month 

C Core Issue 
New Value Value Label 

1 Territory/Sovereignty 
2 Ideology/Political 
3 Security/Military 
4 Independence/Colonial or Post-Colonial 
5 Resources/Economic 
6 Etilnic/Cultural 

T Type of Conflict 
New Value Value Label 

S 
New 

0 
New 

1 Civil/Internal Conflict (Internationalised) 
2 Interstate Conflict 

Type of SUj2erj2ower Involvement 
Value Value Label 

1 Superpower as party 
2 Superpower as active ally 
3 Superpower as mediator 
4 Superpower key member of INO committee-

group mediating 
5 Superpower combined role as 

party-ally-mediator 
6 Unknown 

Outcome 
Value Value Label 

2 Unsuccessful 
3 Ceasefire 
4 Partial agreement 
5 Full Settlement 

ANALYSIS-OF-VlI-RIANCE TABLE 

DF Chi-Square Prob 

3 20789.72 0.0000 
3 12.99 0.0047 

15 40.70 0.0004 
15 126.26 0.0000 

6 14.01 0.0295 

606 755.58 0.0000 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

DF Chi-Square Prob 
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--------------------------------------- -----------
INTERCEPT 3 104.36 0.0000 
T*C 15 11.46 0.7190 
T*S 15 58.68 0.0000 
T*I 6 11.54 0.0732 
C*S 75 244.42 0.0000 
C*I 30 68.52 0.0001 
S*I 30 36.74 0.1848 

RESIDUAL 474 68.56 1. 0000 

Modell: Regional Organisation Saturated Main Effects 

lEALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 518.16 0.0000 
T 3 813.95 0.0000 
C 15 685.91 0.0000 
S 15 146.32 0.0000 
I 6 75.88 0.0000 
RESIDUAL 606 1399.77 0.0000 

Modell: Regional Organisation Saturated Two-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANC~ TABLE 

Source DF Chi-square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 37.80 0.0000 
T*C 15 22.69 0.0909 
T*S 15 284.28 0.0000 
T*I 6 6.60 0.3593 
C*S 75 322.18 0.0000 
C*I 30 44.55 0.0425 
S*I 30 19.99 0.9167 

RESIDUAL 474 84.69 1.0000 

MI(O) 
Saturated Main Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 21832.13 0.0000 
G 3 135.69 0.0000 
T 3 193.79 0.0000 
C 15 207.42 0.0000 
S 15 174.97 0.0000 
I 6 16.88 O. 0097 

RESIDUAL 1251 3352.42 0.0000 

MI(a) 
Saturated 2-way Grouped Organisation Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 2531.79 0.0000 
G 3 55.28 0.0000 
I 6 69.42 0.0000 
C 15 436.07 0.0000 
S 15 137.81 0.0000 
T 3 326.91 0.0000 
G*C 15 468.40 0.0000 
G*S 15 159.42 0.0000 
G*I 6 76.99 0.0000 
G*T 3 524.14 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 1212 2155.35 0.0000 

Ml(b) 
Saturated 2-way Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 



Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 83.13 0.0000 
G 3 33.73 0.0000 
T 3 0.28 0.9645 
C 15 1.10 1.0000 
S 15 1. 61 1.0000 
I 6 4.25 0.6432 
G*T 3 87.05 0.0000 
G*C 15 113.93 0.0000 
G*S 15 80.34 0.0000 
G*I 6 37.23 0.0000 
T*C 15 31.22 0.0082 
T*S 15 268.74 0.0000 
T*I 6 20.59 0.0022 
C*S 75 588.92 0.0000 
C*I 30 194.00 0.0000 
S*I 30 37.89 0.1527 

RESIDUAL 1041 586.88 1.0000 

MICe) 
Removal of TI, TC and SI interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 121. 49 0.0000 
G 3 33.60 0.0000 
I 6 4.68 0.5849 
C 15 1.31 1.0000 
S 15 7.58 0.9395 
T 3 45.82 0.0000 
G*C 15 109.04 0.0000 
G*S 15 110.18 0.0000 
G*I 6 38.09 0.0000 
G*T 3 106.73 0.0000 
S*T 15 441. 56 0.0000 
C*S 75 696.05 0.0000 
C*I 30 250.35 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 1092 667.13 1.0000 

MICd) 
Removal of TI and TC interactions, inclusion of SI interaction: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
------------------------ ------ ~~- ----------------
INTERCEPT 3 98.39 0.0000 
G 3 32.03 0.0000 
I 6 5.07 0.5347 
C 15 0.56 1. 0000 
S 15 1.75 1.0000 
T 3 50.45 0.0000 
G*C 15 110.56 0.0000 
G*S 15 94.13 0.0000 
G*I 6 37.66 0.0000 
G*T 3 108.58 0.0000 
S*T 15 421. 38 0.0000 
C*S 75 664.92 0.0000 
C*I 30 196.98 0.0000 
S*I 30 32.59 0.3406 

RESIDUAL 1062 634.54 1.0000 

MICe) 
Removal of TI, TC and TS interactions, inclusion of SI interaction: 

Source 

INTERCEPT 
G 

I 

T 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

DF 

3 
3 
6 
3 

Chi-Square 

99.31 
38.31 
4.53 

300.95 

Prob 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.6054 
0.0000 
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C 15 0.73 1.0000 
S 15 2.74 0.9998 
G*T 3 658.49 0.0000 
G*C 15 258.07 0.0000 
G*S 15 195.22 0.0000 
G*I 6 57.54 0.0000 
C*I 30 169.42 0.0000 
C*S 75 863.60 0.0000 
S"I 30 52.78 0.0063 

RESIDUAL 1077 1055.92 0.6711 

MI(f) 
Removal of all T effects and interactions, inclusion cf 81 interaction: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 49.28 0.0000 
G 3 25.95 0.0000 
I 6 1.26 0.9736 
C 15 0.60 1. 0000 
S 15 0.73 1.0000 
G*C 15 83.93 0.0000 
G*S 15 71.16 0.0000 
G*I 6 13.44 0.0366 
C*I 30 134.93 0.0000 
C*S 75 591.28 0.0000 
S*I 30 47.23 0.0236 

RESIDUAL 435 331. 88 0.9999 



MODEL 2: NOTA TlON AND EFFECTS 

Model 2: Notation 

Model 2: Effects 

P20d 
Old Value 

P14e 

1 
2 

Old Value 

1 
2 

P9d 
Old Value 

P12 

1 
2 

Old Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

CM14a 
Old Value 

2 
3 
4 
5 

CM50 
Old Value 

1 
2 

Model 2: UN Saturated Main Effects 

Source 

INTERCEPT 
H 
D 
M 
PR 

RESIDUAL 

Model 2: UN Saturated 2.Way Effects 

Source 

H Homogeneity similarity 
New Value Value Label 

1 Same homogeneity 
2 Different homogeneity 

D Democracies in dis12ute colla12sed 
New Value Value Label 

1 Democracy involved as disputant 
2 No democracy involved as disputant 

M Similarity UN membershi12 status 
New Value Value Label 

1 Similar status with UN 
2 Different status with UN 

PR Parties Previous Relations 
New Value Value Label 

1 Friendly 
2 No Previous Relationship 
3 Antagonism 
4 Previ0us Conflict 
5 1 Previous Dispute 
6 1+ Disputes 

0 Outcome 
New Value Value Label 

2 Unsuccessful 
3 Ceasefire 
4 Partial agreement 
5 Full settlement 

G Grouped Organisations (Collapsed) 
New Value Value Label 

1 UN 
2 Regional Organisations 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

DF Chi-Square Prob 

3 81857.89 0.0000 
3 12.90 0.0049 
3 24.52 0.0000 
3 32.71 0.0000 

15 231.35 0.0000 

117 389.50 0.0000 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

DF Chi-Square Prob 
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--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 42587.17 0.0000 
H*D 3 69.10 0.0000 
H*M 3 24.22 0.0000 
H*PR 15 82.48 0.0000 
D*M 3 45.06 0.0000 
D*PR 15 88.74 0.0000 
M*PR 15 68.06 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 87 345.48 0.0000 

Model 2: Regional Organisation Saturated Main Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 1115.81 0.0000 
H 3 103.69 0.0000 
D 3 120.50 0.0000 
M 3 131.26 0.0000 
PR 15 421. 92 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 117 1105.71 0.0000 

Model 2: Regional Organisation Saturated 2-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 9752.07 0.0000 
H*D 3 212.65 0.0000 
H*M 3 144.92 0.0000 
H*PR 15 229.53 0.0000 
D*M 3 106.07 0.0000 
D*PR 15 295.32 0.0000 
M*PR 15 216.17 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 87 192.35 0.0000 

M2(O) 
Saturated Main Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 84724.23 0.0000 
G 3 43.80 0.0000 
H 3 180.68 0.0000 
D 3 269.03 0.0000 
M 3 187.03 0.0000 
PR 15 446.61 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 258 1893.90 0.0000 

M2(a) 
Saturated 2-way Grouped Organisation Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 4782.51 0.0000 
G 3 54.35 0.0000 
H 3 93.96 0.0000 
D 3 143.47 0.0000 
M 3 129.05 0.0000 
PR 15 562.85 0.0000 
G*H 3 61.48 0.0000 
G*D 3 58.30 0.0000 
G*M 3 65.16 0.0000 
G*PR 15 235.24 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 234 1495.20 0.0000 
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M2(b) 
saturated 2-way Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 3881.71 0.0000 
G 3 25.54 0.0000 
H 3 0.51 0.9175 
D 3 1.25 0.7419 
M 3 9.12 0.0278 
PR 15 201.74 0.0000 
G*H 3 1.1.28 0.0025 
G*D 3 34.76 0.0000 
G*M 3 55.17 0.0000 
G*PR 15 245.27 0.0000 
H*D 3 42.71 0.0000 
H*M 3 18.27 0.0004 
H*PR 15 132.99 0.0000 
D*M 3 73.56 0.0000 
D*PR 15 158.05 0.0000 
M*PR 15 130.21 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 180 860.71 0.0000 

M2(c) 
Removal of HD, HM interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 3902.79 0.0000 
G 3 32.09 0.0000 
M 3 10.90 0.0123 
D 3 1.67 0.6442 
H 3 0.19 0.9800 
PR 15 245.80 0.0000 
G*D 3 41.54 0.0000 
G*M 3 61. 55 0.0000 
G*PR 15 255.89 0.0000 
G*H 3 30.70 0.0000 
M*PR 15 116.28 0.0000 
M*D 3 66.90 0.0000 
H*PR 15 134.45 0.0000 
D*PR 15 155.94 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 186 914.63 0.0000 

M2(d) 
Removal of HD, HPR, HM interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 3945.79 0.0000 
G 3 26.89 0.0000 
M 3 13 .21 0.0042 
D 3 84.98 0.0000 
H 3 20.72 0.0001 
PR 15 250.17 0.0000 
G*D 3 74.24 0.0000 
G*M 3 49.32 0.0000 
G*PR 15 192.27 0.0000 
G*H 3 19.41 0.0002 
M*PR 15 73.97 0.0000 
M*D 3 94.70 0.0000 
D*PR 15 187.01 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 201 1049.07 0.0000 

M2(e) 
Removal of all H effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 



Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 2998.37 0.0000 
G 3 23.71 0.0000 
M 3 14.80 0.0020 
D 3 25.13 0.0000 
PR 15 87.15 0.0000 
G*D 3 4.56 0.2066 
G*M 3 27.03 0.0000 
G*PR 15 61. 96 0.0000 
M*PR 15 55.26 0.0000 
M*D 3 8.28 0.0406 
D*PR 15 52.59 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 63 86.18 0.0279 

M2(b) = 1YI2(PRa) - Saturated 2-way Effects 

M2(PRb) 
Removal of PRD interaction: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 3898.32 0.0000 
G 3 35.74 0.0000 
H 3 13.00 0.0046 
D 3 78.19 0.0000 
M 3 25.10 0.0000 
PR 15 294.34 0.0000 
G*M 3 47.16 0.0000 
G*PR 15 191.38 0.0000 
G*H 3 31.15 0.0000 
G*D 3 10.04 0.0183 
H*M 3 19.31 0.0002 
H*D 3 28.36 0.0000 
D*M 3 71.75 0.0000 
H*PR 15 168.80 0.0000 
M*PR 15 190.78 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 195 1018.76 0.0000 

IYI2(PRc) 
Removal of PRD and PRM interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-SqJ-::re Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 4058.94 
G 3 29.67 
H 3 5.59 
D 3 149.57 
M 3 72.79 
PR 15 239.55 
G*M 3 17.92 
G*PR 15 200.05 
G*H 3 46.34 
G*D 3 39.28 
H*M 3 17.72 
H*D 3 35.52 
D*M 3 73.90 
H*PR 15 89.20 

RESIDUAL 210 1209.54 

M2(PRd) 
Removal of all PR effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source 

INTERCEPT 
G 

DF 

3 
3 

Chi-Square 

19926.39 
11.32 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.1332 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0005 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0005 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.0000 

Prob 

0.0000 
0.0101 
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H 3 8.89 0.0308 
D 3 22.40 0.0001 
M 3 1.71 0.6337 
G"D 3 0.51 0.9177 
G*M 3 12.94 0.0048 
G*H 3 10.78 0.0130 
H*M 3 9.39 0.0246 
H*D 3 22.12 0.0001 
D*M 3 31. 40 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 15 26.50 0.0331 

M2(PRe) 
Removal of GD and all PR effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 23456.38 0.0000 
G 3 14.37 0.0024 
H 3 8.69 0.0337 
D 3 28.41 0.0000 
M 3 2.30 0.5132 
G*M 3 13.36 0.0039 
G*H 3 10.75 O. 0132 
H*['1 3 9.95 0.0190 
H*D 3 21. 65 0.0001 
D*M 3 33.96 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 18 27.00 0.0789 



MODEL 3: NOTATION AND EFFECTS 

Model 3: Notation 

Model 3: Effects 

CM14a 
Old Value 

2 
3 
4 
5 

CM21b 
Old Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 

CM18a 
Old Value 

1 
2 
3 

CM25a 
Old Value 

CM39a 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Old Value 

0 
1-4 
5 

CM50 
Old Value 

1 
2 

Model 3: UN Saturated Main Effects 

Source 

INTERCEPT 
X 
A 
R 
CM 

0 Outcome 
New Value Value Label 

2 Unsuccessful 
3 Cease fire 
4 Partial agreement 
5 Full Settlement 

X Mediator Experience ( Collapsed) 
New Value Value Label 

1 No experience 
2 1-2 previous attempts 
3 3-6 previous attempts 
4 7+ previous attempts 
5 group experience 

A Mediator Number Colla12sed 
New Value Value Label 

1 One mediator 
2 Two mediators 
3 Group of mediators 

R Organisation Rank (excl. unspecified) 
New Value Value Label 

1 Leader-Head INO 
2 Security council INO 
3 INO body-committee-council 
4 Commission-Special Mission 
5 Special Envoy-representative of Leader 
6 Commander-high rank military official 
7 Appointed high rank INO mediator 
8 Appointed low rank INO mediator 

CM Change in Mediator 
New Value 'dlue Lar,,,,l 

1 No previous mediator 
2 Different mediator 
3 Exact same mediator 

G Grou12ed Organisations (Colla)2sed) 
New Value Value Label 

1 UN 
2 Regional Organisations 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

DF Chi-Square Prob 

3 1451.68 0.0000 
12 980.09 0.0000 
15 1765.83 0.0000 
21 1394.79 0.0000 
12 364.17 0.0000 
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RESIDUAL 3537 8830.42 0.0000 

Model 3: UN Saturated 2-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------- -----------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 327.22 0.0000 
X*A 60 761.76 0.0000 
X*R 84 1734.27 0.0000 
X*CM 48 399.45 0.0000 
A*R 105 1100.11 0.0000 
A*CM 60 201. 05 0.0000 
R*CM 84 666.90 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 3156 1336.98 1. 0000 

Model 3: Regional Organisation Saturated Main Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 1490.31 0.0000 
X 15 368.17 0.0000 
A 12 211.22 0.0000 
R 21 875.62 0.0000 
CM 12 480.75 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 3537 4098.26 0.0000 

Model 3: Regional Organisation Saturated 2-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 166.00 0.0000 
X*A 60 275.94 0.0000 
X*R 105 535.50 0.0000 
X*CM 60 59.36 0.4991 
A*R 84 300.66 0.0000 
A*CM 48 98.89 0.0000 
R*CM 84 410.73 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 3156 251. 07 1. 0000 

M3(O) 
Saturated Main Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 2759.83 0.0000 
X 12 963.38 0.0000 
A 15 842.45 0.0000 
G 18 1561. 39 0.0000 
R 21 1230.43 0.0000 
CM 12 677 . 59 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 25119 15010.70 1.0000 

M3(a) 
Saturated 2-way Grouped Organisation Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 900.92 0.0000 
X 12 33.16 0.0009 
A 15 16.48 0.3510 
G 18 38.94 0.0029 
R 21 13.06 0.9064 
CM 12 28.61 0.0045 
X*G 72 1354.34 0.0000 
G*R 126 715.86 0.0000 
A*G 90 673.27 0.0000 
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G*CM 72 800.13 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 24759 10075.22 1. 0000 

M3(b) 
Saturated 2-way Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 768.52 0.0000 
X 12 8.13 0.7750 
A 15 16.10 0.3757 
G 18 17.87 0.4640 
R 21 27.91 0.1427 
eM 12 9.44 0.6652 
X*G 72 532.67 0.0000 
A*G 90 521. 27 0.0000 
G*R 126 296.13 0.0000 
G*CM 72 528.46 0.0000 
X*A 60 311.44 0.0000 
X*R 84 1538.26 0.0000 
X*CM 48 339.48 0.0000 
A*R 105 1113.61 0.0000 
A*CM 60 249.08 0.0000 
R*CM 84 476.26 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 24318 4639.12 1.0000 

M3(c) 
Removal of XR interaction: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 774.43 0.0000 
A 15 13.01 0.6013 
G 18 22.48 0.2114 
X 12 10.18 0.6003 
R 21 15.46 0.7993 
eM 12 6.73 0.8747 
A*G 90 477.58 0.0000 
G*R 126 341. 61 0.0000 
G*X 72 699.28 0.0000 
G*CM 72 519.67 0.0000 
X*CM 48 530.70 0.0000 
A*X 60 340.53 0.0000 
R*CM 84 647.94 0.0000 
A*CM 60 265.60 0.0000 
A*R 105 965.05 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 24402 6177.38 1. 0000 

M3(d) 
Removal of CMR and XR interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 782.88 0.0000 
A 15 12.85 0.6138 
G 18 33.85 0.0132 
X 12 10.15 0.6026 
R 21 19.17 0.5743 
eM 12 12.78 0.3852 
A*G 90 554.98 0.0000 
G*R 126 539.29 0.0000 
G*X 72 853.05 0.0000 
G*CM 72 579.87 0.0000 
X*CM 48 795.01 0.0000 
A*X 60 455.26 0.0000 
A*R 105 1005.43 0.0000 
A*CM 60 217.52 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 24486 6825.31 1.0000 
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M3(e) 
Removal of R effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 117.54 0.0000 
A 15 1. 73 1. 0000 
G 18 12.22 0.8358 
X 12 1. 00 1.0000 
CM 12 2.19 0.9990 
A*G 90 287.94 0.0000 
G*X 72 334.66 0.0000 
G*CM 72 347.77 0.0000 
X*CM 48 113 .99 0.0000 
A*X 60 180.30 0.0000 
A*CM 60 109.15 0.0001 

RESIDUAL 2688 759.64 1.0000 

M3(f) 
Removal of X effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 165.84 0.0000 
A 15 2.79 0.9997 
G 18 3.28 0.9999 
R 21 7.52 0.9969 
CM 12 2.14 0.9992 
A*G 90 266.41 0.0000 
G*R 126 255.14 0.0000 
G*CM 72 413 .57 0.0000 
R*CM 84 561.33 0.0000 
A*CM 60 253.49 0.0000 
A*R 105 350.89 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 4434 1464.96 1.0000 
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MODEL 4: NOTATION AND EFFECTS 

Model 4: Notation 

CM6c PS Primary Strategy (Collapsed) 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

2 1 Communication-facilitation 
3 2 Procedural 
4 3 Directive 

CM11 DP Dispute phase Conflict Management 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

1 1 Dispute 
2 2 Crisis 
3 3 Hostilities 
4 4 Crisis Post-Hostilities 
5 5 Dispute Post-Hostilities 
6 6 fettlement 

CM10d MT Timing (CollaEsed) 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

0 1 Pre-intervention 
7 2 1-12 months 
8 3 13-36 months 
9 4 37+ months 

CM13 ME Environment 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

1 1 Party As territory 
2 2 Party Bs territory 
3 3 Third party territory 
4 4 Neutral 
5 5 Composite 
6 6 Unspecified-offered only 

CM14a 0 Outcome 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

2 2 Unsuccessful 
3 3 Ceasefire 
4 4 Partial agreement 
5 5 Full settlement 

CM50 G GrouEed Organisations (Collapsed) 
Old Value New Value Value Label 

1 1 UN 
2 2 Regional Organisations 

Model 4: Effects 

Model 4: UN Saturated Main Effects 
ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 4 5052.36 0.0000 
PS 20 2427.98 0.0000 
DP 20 3386.26 0.0000 
MT 20 4187.08 0.0000 
ME 20 5736.68 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 5100 13059.34 0.0000 
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Model 4: UN Saturated 2-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 4 427.07 0.0000 
PS*DP 100 401.00 0.0000 
PS*MT 100 619.03 0.0000 
PS*ME 100 1153.34 0.0000 
DP*MT 100 1147.61 0.0000 
DP*ME 100 785.97 0.0000 
MT*ME 100 766.18 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 4580 2400.19 1.0000 

Model 4: Regional Organisation Saturated Main Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 3 2019.53 0.0000 
PS 12 324.59 0.0000 
DP 15 238.98 0.0000 
MT 15 1205.:i8 0.0000 
ME 15 865.68 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 3180 4446.00 0.0000 

Model 4: Regional Organisation Saturated 2-Way Effects 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 3 144.71 0.0000 
PS*DP 60 249.35 0.0000 
PS*MT 60 222.58 0.0000 
PS*ME 60 650.29 0.0000 
DP*MT 75 436.95 0.0000 
DP*ME 75 304.63 0.0000 
MT*ME 75 513.98 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 2832 1198.58 1.0000 

M4(O) 
Saturated Main Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 4 6658.51 0.0000 
G 4 382.77 0.0000 
PS 20 2320.90 0.0000 
DP 20 2805.83 0.0000 
MT 20 4271. 02 0.0000 
ME 20 3328.14 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 10280 22482.74 0.0000 

M4(a) 
Saturated 2-Way Grouped Organisation Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 4 1249.47 0.0000 
G 4 18.00 0.0012 
PS 20 1578.99 0.0000 
DP 20 1600.74 0.0000 
MT 20 1030.25 0.0000 
ME 20 1266.88 0.0000 
G*PS 20 799.87 0.0000 
G*DP 20 839.70 0.0000 
G*MT 20 731.88 0.0000 
G*ME 20 1741. 33 0.0000 
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RESIDUAL 10200 16959.02 0.0000 

M4(b) 
Saturated 2-Way Effects: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 

INTERCEPT 4 458.78 0.0000 
G 4 1.71 0.7898 
PS 20 20.27 0.4413 
DP 20 8.46 0.9884 
MT 20 3.33 1. 0000 
ME 20 11.52 0.9316 
G*PS 20 342.72 0.0000 
G*DP 20 221.79 0.0000 
G*MT 20 159.30 0.0000 
G*ME 20 495.56 0.0000 
PS*DP 100 620.21 0.0000 
DP*MT 100 939.41 0.0000 
DP*ME 100 973.67 0.0000 
PS*MT 100 879.77 0.0000 
PS*ME 100 914.66 0.0000 
MT*ME 100 1649.89 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 9600 6436.77 1.0000 

M4(c) 
Removal of DPMT interaction: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 4 504.32 0.0000 
G 4 1.16 0.8844 
ME 20 11.71 0.9257 
MT 20 8.44 0.9885 
DP 20 10.47 0.9589 
PS 20 24.56 0.2187 
G*ME 20 640.84 0.0000 
G*MT 20 182.25 0.0000 
G*DP 20 281. 65 0.0000 
G*PS 20 365.56 0.0000 
ME*MT 100 2264.87 0.0000 
MT*PS 100 1079.84 0.0000 
ME*DP 100 1574.15 0.0000 
ME*PS 100 1229.49 0.0000 
DP*PS 100 796.82 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 9700 7376.18 1. 0000 

M4(d) 
Removal of DPMT, DPME, DPPS interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 4 555.88 0.0000 
G 4 1.92 0.7502 
ME 20 20.57 0.4228 
MT 20 23.60 0.2602 
DP 20 1158.51 0.0000 
PS 20 38.21 0.0084 
G*ME 20 850.77 0.0000 
G*MT 20 263.64 0.0000 
G*DP 20 557.39 0.0000 
G*PS 20 604.27 0.0000 
ME*MT 100 2610.07 0.0000 
MT*PS 100 1653.44 0.0000 
ME*PS 100 1480.79 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 9900 9859.17 0.6125 
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M4(e) 
Removal of all DP effects and interactions: 

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE TABLE 

Source DF Chi-Square Prob 
--------------------------------------------------
INTERCEPT 4 111.15 0.0000 
G 4 0.21 0.9947 
PS 20 16.84 0.6632 
MT 20 11.86 0.9207 
ME 20 5.30 0.9996 
G*PS 20 82.83 0.0000 
G*MT 20 167.14 0.0000 
G*ME 20 245.66 0.0000 
PS*MT 100 749.11 0.0000 
HT*ME 100 1029.17 0.0000 
PS*ME 100 456.70 0.0000 

RESIDUAL 1300 1370.96 0.0838 
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APPENDIX 10: UN DOCUMENT ~ "Cooperation Between the 
United Nations and Regional Organisations/Arrangements in a 
Peacekeeping Environment ~ Suggested Principles and 
Mechanisms", March 1999 

CONTENTS 

Introduction 

Part I 
United Nations Framework for Cooperation with Regional Organisations: Chapter VIII of UN Charter 

Part II 
Suggested Principles and Mechanisms to Enhance Cooperation between UN and Regional Bodies 

Annex 
Regional, Subregional and Inter-regional Organisation/Arrangements Cooperating with the United Nations in 
Peacekeeping and Peace-related Activities 

1. In 1998, the United Nations (UN) commemorated 50 years of peacekeeping. For most of those years the 
international political landscape was dominated by cold-war politics which made it difficult for peacekeeping to 
be used effectively as an instrument to maintain international peace and security. With the end of the cold war, 
the political landscape had changed and the Secretary-General issued An Agenda for Peace, which offered "the 
United Nations a new vision of its role in international peace and security". 

2. At the end of 1987, there were five UN peacekeeping operations. In 1994, the number had increased to 18 and 
more than 78,000 personnel were serving in UN peacekeeping and related missions. The UN annual budget for 
peacekeeping in 1994 rose sharply to US$3.6 billion and remained at about the same level in 1995. Between 
1948 and 1997, 111 countries had provided over 750,000 military and civilian personnel for UN operations. 
Approximately 1,500 peacekeepers have died over the past half century while serving in these peacekeeping 
missions. 

3. This increased peacekeeping activity has strained the Organisation's resources and capacity because of both 
quantitative and qualitative changes in the operations themselves. Today's operations are considerably more 
complex and demanding. Various factors contributing to the changing nature of peacekeeping operations 
include the intra-State nature of conflicts; the lack of full consent and cooperation of the parties; the breakdown 
of law and order and general banditry as a result of the emergence of ind!sciplined militia and armed civilians; 
the collapse of State structures; and the targeting of civilians in such confl;.::ts, with consequential humanitarian 
disasters, including mass movements of people who become refugees and displaced persons. 

4. The bitter setbacks to UN operations in Somalia and the former Yugoslavia, the genocide in Rwanda, the 
demand for resources to sustain peacekeeping operations have all led to the re-examination of the use of 
peacekeeping as a credible instrument of maintaining international peace and security. After these setbacks, the 
number of UN peacekeepers fell from a peak of 78,744 men and women in mid-1993 to approximately 14,500 in 
November 1998. 

5. As it celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1995, thF:' newly rekindled hope that the UN could be the guarantor of 
peaceful development, human rights and stability was on the verge of being dashed. The Organisation found 
itself functioning in an environment characterized by conflict and donor fatigue. The Secretary-General warned 
that "the United Nations faces imminent crisis and along with it the risk of collapse of the entire structure of 
peace that (we have been building) for half a century." 

6. It must be emphasized that Article 24 of the Charter of the United Nations confers "on the Security Council 
primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security". 

7. The United Nations faced explosive growth in the peacekeeping responsibilities assigned to it, as mandated by 
the Security Council, from 1992-1995. However, the resources provided to implement those mandates were not 
always commensurate, as evidenced in Somalia, Bosnia and Rwanda. The ensuing retrenchment in United 
Nations peacekeeping operations was accompanied by a rise in the role of regional and subregional 
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organisations in the peace-making, peacekeeping and enforcement action capacities. Many of the regional and 
subregional organisations faced the same resource constraints in the conduct of their peacekeeping activities, 
thus highlighting the importance of matching resources to mandates, irrespective of which organisation has 
been assigned to implement those mandates. The situations in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Haiti, Croatia and its 
Eastern Siavonia region, Georgia, Tajikistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia and Papua New Guinea have 
all focused attention upon potential partnerships with regional, subregional organisations and/or arrangements 
in resolving complex emergencies, as envisaged in Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. 

8. The involvement of a well resourced and established organisation such as NATO, with its deployment of over 
60,000 troops to implement the military aspects of the Dayton Agreement, was a welcome development. 
However, it must be emphasized that no other regional organisation has the same capacity as NATO in this 
regard, nor is it envisaged that NATO would be likely to respond to peacekeeping or enforcement action needs 
outside of Europe (nor for that matter, to all the contingencies within Europe). Thus, it is not possible to 
evaluate, in total, the strengths and constraints of regional organisations, vis-a.-vis the United Nations, to 
conduct peacekeeping operations, because each organisation is fundamentally different in terms of its 
membership, charter and resource base. 

9. As of March 1999, there are 16 regional, subregional organisations and arrangements which are cooperating or 
have shown interest in cooperating with the UN in peacekeeping and other peace-related activities (see Annex). 
Most of them have responded to the Secretary-General's call for partnership. Among them, three are regional, 
eight are subregional, five are inter-regional, in terms of membership. Nine h3ve observer status with the UN 
General Assembly. About one-third of them have well-established mechanisms for peace and security, many of 
which are for preventive diplomacy and peace-making but also for support of peacekeeping operations. Eight of 
them have developed or are in the process of developing mechanisms for deploying peacekeeping operations 
either alone or in conjunction with the UN. In the 49 UN peacekeeping operations launched in the last 50 years, 
there has been cooperation with regional organisations or arrangements in one form or another in 15 of them. 

10. The Lessons Learned Unit has conducted an in-depth study of six cases on cooperation between the United 
Nations and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements, which have involved co-deployment 
(Liberia, Georgia, Bosnia); joint deployment in peace support (Haiti); operational support (Eastern Siavonia); 
and diplomatic support (Cambodia). The European Union (EU) is often referred to as providing operational 
support to all the six operations studied. It should be stressed that these six cases may not be reflective of the 
many other circumstances in which the United Nations and other regional or subregional organisations might in 
the future cooperate in a peacekeeping environment. However, through this study, a number of common 
concerns were identified. In order to facilitate the continuous update of the suggested principles and 
mechanisms in accordance with new experiences, this document is being produced in a binder form. 

11. The Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, at its 1998 session, stressed that cooperation between 
the UN and relevant regional arrangements and agencies in the context of peacekeeping must abide by the 
letter and spirit of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. In addition, such cooperation must take into account the 
p'.<isting ins!~IJments and mechanisms operating in each of the regional arrangements and agenci"''': concern2ri. 
-:-his should be reflected in the study of the Lessons Learned Unit regarding cooperation with regional 
arrangements and agencies in the context of peacekeeping, which should be disseminated to relevant regional 
arrangements and agencies. 

12. In undertaking this study, the Lessons Learned Unit consulted extensively with a number of regional, 
subregional organisations and arrangements, in particular the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the Organisation of American States (OAS), the Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). the European Union 
(EU) and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Together with representatives from 
UN Secretariat departments and offices, all these organisations, except the OSCE which could not send a 
representative due to its preoccupation with the deployment of the Kosovo mission, attended a workshop in 
Long Island, New York, at which a first draft of this study was discussed. Following these discussions, a revised 
version was sent back to all participants and the OSCE for further comments prior to finalization. All the seven 
regional and subregional arrangements responded. 

PART I 
United Nations Framework for Cooperation with Regional Organisations: Chapter VIII of UN Charter 

13. Although Article 24 in Chapter V of the Charter clearly vests the primary responsibility for the maintenance of 
international peace and security with the Security Council, the Charter provides a role for regional organisations 
and arrangements in the maintenance of peace and security in their respective regions. Article 33(1), in Chapter 
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VI, provides that parties to any dispute endangering international peace and security "shall, first of all, seek a 
solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional 
agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice." Under Chapter VIII, Article 52(1) 
stipulates that nothing in the Charter is to preclude "the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for 
dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as are appropriate for 
regional action." It goes on to invite Member States entering into such arrangements or disputes through such 
regional arrangements or constituting such agencies to "make every effort to achieve pacific settlement of local 
disputes through such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the Security 
Council." 

14. On the issue of enforcement action by regional arrangements, Article 51, under Chapter VII of the Charter, 
recognizes the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence. Chapter VIII, Article 53 (1), provides that the 
Security Council "shall, where appropriate, utilize such regional arrangements and agencies for enforcement 
action under its authority. But no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional 
agencies without the authorization of the Security Council." Additionally, Article 54 provides that the Security 
Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in contemplation under regional 
arrangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

15. As the cold war ended, it was hoped that the relevant parts of the UN Charter concerning the role of regional 
organisations and arrangements in the maintenance of international peace and security could be invoked 
effectively. In An Agenda for Peace, issued on 31 January 1992, the Secretary-General recommended a greater 
role for regional organisations in peace-related activities: 

"But in this new era of opportunity, regional arrangements or agencies can render great service if 
their activities are undertaken in a manner consistent with the purposes and principles of the 
Charter, and if their relationship with the United Nations, and particularly the Security Council, is 
governed by Chapter VIII. ... Under the Charter, the Security Council has and will continue to 
have primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and security, but regional action as 
a matter of decentralization, delegation and cooperation with the United Nations efforts could not 
only lighten the burden of the Council but also contribute to a deeper sense of participation, 
consensus and democratization in international affairs .... and should the Security Council choose 
specifically to authorize a regional arrangement or organisation to take the lead in addressing a 
crisis within its region, it could serve to lend the weight of the United Nations to the validity of the 
regional effort." (A/47/277-S/24111, paras 63-65). 

16. The Supplement to An Agenda for Peace, issued on 3 January 1995, outlined the forms that cooperation 
between the UN and regional organisations was taking at the time in the context of maintaining peace: 

a) Consultation: The purpose of this form of cooperation is to exchange views on conflicts that both the UN and the 
regional organisations may be trying to solve. In some cases, consultation is formal, with periodic reports made 
to the General Assembly; in other cases, it is less f{lrmal, with the Secretary-General calling consultative 
meetings with the heads of all regional organisations and arrangements cooperating with the UN. On specific 
conflicts, the UN has maintained close consultations with the relevant regional or subregional organisations. 

b) Diplomatic Support: Regional organisations have participated in the peace-making activities of the UN that have 
led to the establishment of peacekeeping operations and supported them by diplomatic initiatives. The OAU, the 
Arab League and the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIG) played this role in supporting the UN efforts 
in Somalia. The OSCE has been playing this role, for instance, on constitutional issues in Georgia and 
Tajikistan, and the UN has been supporting the OSCE on the issue of Nagorny Karabakh. 

c) Operational Sup~ort: This cooperation varies according to requirements on the ground. One example was the 
provision by NATO of air power to support the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in the former 
Yugoslavia. (Although NATO does not consider itself a regional arrangement under Chapter VIII). Another, was 
the support provided by the NATO-led multinational Implementation Force/Stabilization Force (IFORISFOR) to 
the United Nations Transitional Administration in Eastern Siavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium (UNTAES) in 
establishing a safe and secure environment in that region of Croatia and the operational support provided by the 
CIS forces to the UN observer mission in Tajikistan. The European Union has provided support in Eastern 
Siavonia, Bosnia and Liberia while the Western European Union (WEU) has provided support to demining 
activities of the UN peacekeeping forces in Iraq/Kuwait. 

d) Co-deployment: UN field missions have been deployed in conjunction with the peacekeeping forces of 
ECOWAS in Liberia and Sierra Leone, and of the CIS in Georgia and Tajikistan. This model has again been 
followed in Bosnia and Herzegovina where the UN and regional organisations are co-deployed with different 
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mandates, but for the common purpose of bringing peace and stability to the country: The United Nations 
Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina (UNMIBH) includes the International Police Task Force (IPTF), which 
among other things monitors the local police; the NATO-led multinational peacekeeping force (IFORISFOR) 
helps maintain a safe and secure environment; OSCE assists in the organisation of elections; the Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) provides care for refugees; while the European 
Union provides development assistance; and the Office of the High Representative is responsible for overall 
coordination. Each organisation is also responsible for monitoring protection of human rights. 

e) Joint Operations: In Haiti, the UN and the OAS jointly launched the International Civilian Mission in Haiti 
(MICIVIH) for which the staffing, direction and financing were to be shared between the UN and the OAS. This 
arrangement has worked and it, too, is a possible model for the future that will need careful assessment. 

17. On 28 January 1993, the Security Council invited regional organisations, within the framework of Chapter VIII of 
the UN Charter, to study "ways and means to strengthen their functions to maintain international peace and 
security within their areas of competence, paying due regard to the characteristics of their respective regions." 
The Council also called on regional organisations to consider "ways and means to further improve coordination 
of their efforts with those of the United Nations" (S/25859). On 3 May 1994, the Security Council further 
expressed its view that one of the factors that should be taken into account when considering the establishment 
of new peacekeeping operations was the existence of regional or subregional organisations and whether they 
were ready and able to assist in resolving the conflicts (S/PRST/1994/22). 

18. On 25 September 1997, the Security Council convened at the foreign minister level to consider the need for 
concerted international action to promote peace and security in Africa. The Council requested the Secretary
General to submit a report regarding the sources of conflict in Africa, ways to prevent and address those 
conflicts, and how to lay the foundation for durable peace and economic growth in that continent. In response to 
that request, the Secretary-General issued his report on 13 April 1998, submitting it both to the Security Council 
and the General Assembly, given the scope of the challenges to be addressed. 

19. Although the report dealt with Africa, its recommendations on peacekeeping and support for regional and 
subregional peace initiatives dealt with UN cooperation with any regional, subregional organisation and 
arrangement. In fact, the report cited the experience of UNTAES as an example of what the UN peacekeeping 
could accomplish, even in the most challenging environment, when it was deployed with a credible deterrent 
capacity (in this instance, a regional peacekeeping force), equipped with appropriate resources, and backed by 
sufficient political will. 

20. "Within the context of the United Nations primary responsibility for matters of international peace and security, 
providing support for regional and subregional initiatives in Africa is both necessary and desirable", the report 
stated. "Such support is necessary because the United Nations lacks the capacity, resources and expertise to 
address all problems that may arise in Africa." However, the Secretary-General warns that delegation of 
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security to regional or subregional organisations 
does not represent a panacea for the difficult problems facing peacekeeping. "R~gional c~:janisations can face 
political, structural, financial, or planning limitations. At times the impartiality and neutrality of their Member 
States may be questioned, for historical reasons or for political or economic reasons. '" Judgement and caution 
must be exercised in associating the United Nations with regional, subregional or multinational efforts, but the 
potential for positive cooperation should continue to be explored." 

21. In discussing the Secretary-General's report and acting on its recommendations, the Council decided on 28 May 
1998 (resolution 1170), to establish an ad hoc working group to review all the recommendations in the report 
related to international peace and security and to submit specific proposals for concrete action by the Council. 
Based on the recommendations of its ad hoc working group, the Council adopted a series of presidential 
statements and resolutions from September to Novemher 1998, each dealing with specific recommendations of 
the Secretary-General's report. Again, although focussed on Africa, the statements and resolutions had 
relevance for all regional, subregional organisations and arrangements involved in the maintenance of 
international peace and security. 

22. In a presidential statement of 16 September 1998 (S/PRST 11998/28), the Council affirmed the role of the United 
Nations in setting general standards for peacekeeping, and urged compliance with existing United Nations 
guidelines, including through the use of Ten Rules Code of Personal Conduct for Blue Helmets. Training for and 
conduct of peacekeeping should give due emphasis to international humanitarian law and human rights, 
including the rights of the child and gender issues, the Council stated. It stressed the need for it to be fully 
informed of peacekeeping activities carried out or planned by regional or subregional organisations and 
encouraged the Secretary-General to establish appropriate UN liaison with regional and subregional 
organisations. It invited those organisations and Member States to provide the Security Council and the 
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Secretary-General with information on their activities in the field of peacekeeping. 

23. On 18 September 1998, the Council adopted resolution 1197 on the need for the UN to provide support for 
regional and subregional initiatives and the strengthening of coordination between the UN and those 
organisations and arrangements in conflict prevention and the maintenance of peace. The resolution requested 
the Secretary-General to assist Member States in the development of commonly accepted peacekeeping 
doctrine and to share existing peacekeeping doctrine and concepts of operations with the OAU and subregional 
organisations in Africa. It encouraged the enhancement of consultation and coordination between the UN and 
OAU and between the UN and subregional organisations in Africa and recognized that the nomination of joint 
Special Representatives may be useful to further those aims. 

24. In a more recent presidential statement, issued on 30 November 1998 (S/PRST/1998/35), the Security Council 
underlined the increasingly important role of regional arrangements and agencies, and of coalitions of Member 
States in the conduct of activities in the peace and security field. It reaffirmed its primary responsibility under the 
Charter for the maintenance of international peace and security and that peace and security related activities 
undertaken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies, including enforcement action, should be 
carried out in accordance with Articles 52, 53 and 54 of the Charter. The Council also recognized that its 
authorization of action by regional or subregional organisations, or by Member States or coalitions of States, 
could be one type of effective response to conflict situations. To monitor any activities that it had authorized, the 
Council expressed its readiness to examine appropriate measures whenever such an authorization was being 
considered. 

25. The Council noted that a wide variety of arrangements and relationships had developed in different instances of 
cooperation between the UN, Member States and regional and subregional organisations in the maintenance of 
peace and security and that monitoring requirements would vary and should be tailored according to the 
specifics of the operations in question. The Council was of the view that, wherever necessary or desirable, 
monitoring of such activities could be enhanced by the inclusion of certain civilian elements, for instance, 
dealing with political and human rights issues, within missions and operations. It also recognized that the 
attachment of a UN liaison officer or team could improve the flow of information between the Council and those 
engaged in the conduct of operations authorized by it. It also shared the Secretary-General's view that one 
possible means of monitoring the activities of forces authorized by it was through the co-deployment of UN 
observers and other personnel together with an operation carried out by regional or subregional organisations or 
by a coalition of States. 

26. In the same statement, the Council underlined the importance of establishing a clear framework for cooperation 
and coordination between the UN and regional or subregional organisations or a coalition of States, whenever 
the UN deploys forces alongside the forces of such organisations or coalitions. "Such a framework should 
include specifying objectives, the careful delineation of the respective roles and responsibilities of the United 
Nations and the regional or subregional organisation or coalition concerned and of the areas of interaction of 
forces, and clear provisions regarding the safety and security of personneL" 

27. The six case studies conducted by tile Lessons Learned Unit have revealed that, despite the difficulties, there 
are many advantages that emanate from cooperation between the UN and regional, subregional organisations 
and arrangements in peacekeeping and peace support operations. Through such cooperation, the international 
community can mount effective strategies for preventing crises, for peacekeeping and peaCe support, as well as 
for humanitarian assistance and peace-building. Cooperation between the UN and regional and subregional 
organisations/arrangements enables the sharing of responsibilities, based on the comparative strengths of each, 
leading to complementarity and the avoidance of competition. Although there may be cases when a regional or 
subregional body will choose to become involved not because it enjoys a comparative advantage, but for a 
political or other imperative. 

28. While Security Council action can be inhibited by the use of vetoes by one or more permanent members of the 
Council, action in regional, subregional organisations and arrangements can be inhibited, as well, by the lack of 
consensus, which is the basis of decision-making in many of these organisations and arrangements. UN support 
provides legitimacy to operations established by a regional or subregional organisation/arrangement, while 
support for a UN operation by a regional or subregional body provides a stronger political base for the operation. 
Cooperation between the UN and regional organisations also enables the UN to be kept informed of activities 
undertaken or being contemplated by regional and subregional organisations/arrangements. 

29. Further, cooperation between the UN and regional and subregional organisations/arrangements may allow the 
regional organisations to assist in the diplomatic efforts that create peace mechanisms and that lead to the 
establishment of peacekeeping operations. In certain situations, some parties to a conflict may prefer UN 
involvement, while others prefer that of a regional organisation. Thus, cooperation between the UN and regional 
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organisations/arrangements provides mechanisms for compromise that can break a stalemate and that can also 
serve as an incentive for the conflicting parties to cooperate. 

30. Regional, subregional organisations and arrangements may know more than the UN about the root causes of a 
conflict in their respective regions and may have a better knowledge of the parties and personalities involved in 
the conflict. Therefore, these organisations and arrangements can be sources of extremely useful information 
which would enhance the effectiveness of UN efforts in the management of those conflicts. Some regional 
organisations may have greater flexibility than the UN in the allocation of resources and, therefore, are able to 
deploy assets, including troops, faster than the UN within their own regions. Further, resource-rich regional 
organisations/arrangements are able to provide adequate resources to support their own operations. 

31. While UN involvement in a crisis country provides a focal point for international support and resources, regional 
and subregional organisations/arrangements can be very useful in launching peace-building activities in support 
of UN peacekeeping operations and cooperation between the UN and such organisations/arrangements can 
facilitate post-conflict reconstruction. Cooperation between the UN and regional, subregional organisations and 
arrangements can also provide both entities with an exit strategy allowing either to put in place and manage 
successor arrangements that can continue the work begun by the peacekeeping operation. 

32. In recent years, some regional, subregional organisations and arrangements have taken major steps towards 
the development of effective mechanisms for peacekeeping operations, either on their own or in joint 
deployment with the UN, or at the behest of the UN. As of February 1999, the regional, subregional 
organisations and arrangements developing mechanisms for conflict resolution, which may include deployment 
of peacekeeping operations, are as follows: 

Western European Union (WEU) 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) 
Organisation of American States (OAS) 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 
Southern African Development Community (SAD C) 

33. Despite these encouraging developments, such partnerships for peace and security remain largely sporadic and 
ad hoc. More effort is needed in support of building the institutional capacity of regional and subregional 
organisations as well as the mechanisms for coordinating their contributions. The continued commitment of the 
United Nations, in particular, the Security Council, with primary responsibility for the maintenance of 
international peace and security, remains crucial in attaining further progress in this regard. 

34. In his speech on the future of peacekeeping operations delivered at Georgetown University in February 1999, 
the Secretary-General expressed concern on the increasing reliance of the Security Council on regional, 
subregional organisations and arrangements in maintaining international peace and security. He pointed out that 
apart from NATO "few others have, or claim to have, the saule operational expertise." He stated: "It is therefore 
unfortunate that in recent years the Security Council has been reluctant to authorize new United Nations 
peacekeeping operations, and has often left regional or subregional organisations to struggle with local conflicts 
on their own. --- That puts an unfair burden on the organisation in question. It is also a waste of the expertise in 
peacekeeping which the United Nations has developed over the years." He stressed that this capacity of the 
United Nations must not be dismantled. 

35. In order to make full use of the benefits of a close relationship between the UN and regional, subregional 
organisations and arrangements, an awareness of the advantages of such cooperation in peacekeeping 
operations should be emphasized so that existing arrangemeilts can be strengthened and latent and potential 
cooperation developed. In Europe regional organisations and arrangements no longer act in isolation but 
together in a closely coordinated and mutually reinforcing fashion. This is particularly so with NATO, OSCE and 
the European Union. 

PART II 
Suggested Principles and Mechanisms to Enhance Cooperation between the UN and Regional Bodies 

36. It is neither possible nor appropriate to establish a universal model defining the ideal relationship between the 
UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements in peacekeeping operations for several reasons. 
For one, different levels of cooperation are required in different types of peacekeeping operations. The 
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characteristics of each regional, subregional organisation and arrangement differ considerably, as do their 
resource availability and institutional capacity. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify certain general principles 
on which cooperation could be based. It is in this context that the following principles to enhance cooperation 
between the UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements in peacekeeping have been 
identified. 

A. Suggested Principles to Enhance Cooperation 

I. The Security Council has the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security 
under the Charter, and it is in this context that effective cooperation must take place. The use of regional, 
subregional organisations and arrangements cannot be seen as diluting this responsibility. Constancy of 
engagement by the Security Council is crucial to the credibility of the UN. 

II. Regional organisations and arrangements have a responsibility under the Charter to address regional 
conflicts; at the same time, the Security Council must be kept informed regularly of the measures that are 
being taken or being contemplated by regional, subregional organisations and arrangements. 
Peacekeeping operations by regional organisations and/or arrangements command greater consensus if 
authorized by the Security Council before they are established. 

III. Cooperation between the UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements should be an 
ongoing and dynamic process so that the b8nefits of the cooperation can be reaped in preventive 
diplomacy, conflict prevention, peacekeeping, peace support and later, in post-conflict reconstruction and 
peace-building. 

IV. Cooperation is enhanced if the mandates given to UN operations and those led by regional, subregional 
organisations and arrangements are concise and clear. The adequacy of the mandates, particularly the 
humanitarian and human rights aspects, given to UN operations as well as those provided to regional and 
subregional entities is also critical. 

V. Early and comprehensive consultation and effective information sharing between the UN and respective 
regional, subregional organisations and arrangements is a sine qua non for good cooperation and should 
begin before operations are established and should continue once the mission is deployed. 

VI. In planning a mission, the United Nations and the respective regional, subregional organisation and 
arrangement should, as much as possible, utilize each other's expertise. 

VII. A framework for cooperation should be agreed to between the UN and the concerned regional, subregional 
organisation and arrangement before the respective operations are established. This framework should 
clearly spell out the responsibility of each entity in the mission area. 

VIII. Cooperation should be based on comparative advantages the UN and relevant regional, subregional 
organisations and arrangements possess, leading to complementarity of efforts and elimination of 
duplication and competition. 

IX. The effectiveness of and the political support for a regional or subregional peacekeeping effort can be 
enhanced if all members of the region or subregion make a direct contribution to the operation. Such 
commitment tends to strengthen the unity of purpose of the entire membership of the regional, subregional 
organisation and arrangement. 

X. Given that the maintenance of international peace and security is primarily the responsibility of the Security 
Council, assisting in capacity building and funding for peacekeepiflg efforts of region a!, subregional 
organisations and arrangements that lack resources for peacekeeping should be a concern of the Council. 
The international donor community should also try to assist. 

XI. The UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements should have a common understanding 
of basic doctrine, operational rules of engagement and rules of engagement that could be applied in 
different types of peacekeeping operations. 

XII. It is important that the UN and regional organisations use the same terminology of peacekeeping and have 
the same understanding of the terminology, that they understand each other and avoid misunderstandings 
that could undermine the other's efforts. 

XIII. Well-organized, trained and logistically supported personnel, whether they are from the UN or regional, 
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subregional organisations and arrangements, are a prerequisite for successful peacekeeping efforts. The 
UN should ensure that its personnel for such operations are well trained and should assist in the training of 
personnel from regional organisations and arrangements, consistent with UN doctrine and training 
standards. Regional organisations can assist in mobilizing troops from their particular region to serve in UN 
peacekeeping operations. The UN could also cooperate with the regional or subregional entities in 
designing training programmes for local police based on UN standards. 

XIV. In their respective and collaborative activities, both the UN and regional, subregional organisations and 
arrangements should give priority to respect for human rights and the principles of international 
humanitarian law. Both should also encourage the conflicting parties to respect human rights and address 
official impunity. 

XV. While the objective of peacekeeping operations is to assist the process of peaceful settlement of a conflict, 
it is essential that both the UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements take a long-term 
view to sustain peace after the peacekeeping operations have withdrawn. Organisations and agencies that 
would continue the peace consolidation efforts through successor arrangements should be identified early 
and be introduced gradually to activities in the mission area before the peacekeeping operation withdraws. 

XVI. A supportive and involved civil society can contribute greatly to national reconciliation and the effectiveness 
of successor arrangements and help avoid a recurrence of the conflict. The UN and regional or subregional 
bodies, with the support of the local authorities, could seek ways to strengthen civil society for the purpose 
of improving capacity in countries in conflict. A coordinated and comprehensive public information strategy, 
targeting not only the local population but a regional and international audience as well, would assist in that 
goal. 

XVII. In the implementation of mandates it is important that technical processes be followed, as much as 
possible, in order for credible results to be attained. This includes realistic timetables for executing 
programmes, such as holding of elections, and implementing reconstruction or disarmament, 
demobilization and reintegration programmes. The UN and regional, subregional organisations and 
arrangements concerned should have a common understanding of and appreciation for realistic timetables 
for technical processes and, as far as possible, the parties to the conflict should be encouraged to support 
such realism. 

XVIII. Sustained international support for a peacekeeping operation also contributes to increased cooperation 
between the UN and the relevant regional, subregional organisation and arrangement. 

B. Suggested Mechanisms to Enhance Cooperation 
37. For principles of effective cooperation to be usefully implemented on the ground, peacekeeping operations need 

to identify mechanisms that would be in accordance with their mandates and in keeping with the nature of 
cooperation desired between the UN and the relsvant regional, subregional organisation and arrangement. 
Again, the cases studied by the Lessons Learned Unit have suggested certain general mechanisms that would 
be useful to most operations in enhancing cooperation. 

I. Cooperation can be enhanced by establishing channels for regular communication between the UN 
Secretariat and the secretariats of regional, subregional organisations and arrangements. These channels 
should be reviewed periodically for efficiency and reliability. The international community should also seek 
ways to strengthen the secretariats of regional, subregional organisations and arrangements, for example 
by assisting with the training of their personnel in the management of peacekeeping operations. 

II. As soon as it seems likely that a peacekeeping operation involving cooperation between the UN and 
regional, subregional organisations and arrangements is to be established, a planning cell bringing 
together all the possible actors in the operation could be set up for the purpose of joint planning and 
information sharing. A wider planning forum could be established at this early stage to look beyond the 
peacekeeping phase to the post-conflict peace-building and reconstruction phase and include all actors 
that would have a significant role to play in each phase. This would include representatives from entities 
involved with political negotiations, provision of humanitarian aid, monitoring of respect for human rights 
and institution-building, as well as those who could provide funds for these activities. 

III. The UN and regional or subregional organisations and arrangements operating in a common mission area 
should have a mechanism for cooperation, preferably headed by senior officials at the same rank, to 
facilitate consultations, communication and coordination. These senior-level meetings should be regular. 
Quick decision-making will be facilitated if the head of each operation is authorized to take as much of the 
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operational decisions without necessarily referring to his or her respective headquarters. Delegation of 
authority to the field will enable a quick response to the situation on the ground. 

IV. Other mechanisms for cooperation may include the signing of memoranda of understanding and the 
exchange of liaison officers between the mission headquarters of the UN operation and the regional, 
subregional organisation and arrangement operating in the same mission area. The negotiation of 
memoranda of understanding itself forces a communication between the involved organisations at all 
levels, which can have a beneficial effect. The usefulness of liaison officers can be limited if either entity 
finds their functions to be unduly intrusive or extraneous. Further, there could be some exceptions to the 
need for maintaining close ties. One such case would be if an entity has a mandate to organize elections 
and the other to monitor them, then some distance between the two would be prudent, to avoid any 
perception of undue influence. 

V. Once the peacekeeping mission has been deployed, a strategic planning group, consisting of 
representatives from all the major organisations working in the mission area, could be established to 
provide strategic thinking, anticipate events and to plan accordingly. For maximum efficiency, the strategic 
planning group should be provided with support services. 

VI. The UN as well as regional, subregional organisations and arrangements, recognizing the critical role that 
individuals at the field level play in terms of both interpreting and implementing their respective mandates, 
should continue their efforts to identify the most qualified individuals a.vailable to head their respective 
operations. 

VII. For regional and subregional peacekeeping efforts that lack resources, the UN should consider the 
establishment of a financing mechanism that could be mobilized quickly as the need arises. 

VIII. In order for the UN and regional, subregional organisations and arrangements to harmonize training efforts, 
and develop common terminology and a common understanding of the principles on which rules of 
engagement are based, joint training should be intensified. This could be done through joint training 
workshops, training-for-trainers courses conducted by the UN in troop-contributing countries, introduction 
of UN training standards in all national peacekeeping training courses, among other measures. Regional, 
subregional organisations and arrangements could develop frameworks to ensure that their training is 
consistent with UN doctrine on peacekeeping. 

IX. Both the UN and regional organisations should give priority to adequate arrangements for the protection of 
their personnel and property in the mission area. Mechanisms should be developed to enable the sharing 
of security information and resources to enable the conduct of important security tasks, such as joint 
patrolling, security assessments, common systems of signals and communications, cooperation in 
providing medical assistance, sharing of fuel and air transport and other emergency evacuation vehicles, 
among others. 

X. Given the need in many peacekeeping operations to provide humanitarian aid to the local, civilian 
population, it is important that a field level mechanism be developed that would bring together the civilian 
and military actors to coordinate action for humanitarian assistance. This mechanism, whether a civil
military coordination cell or another consultative forum, would aim at sharing information, setting targets, 
pooling resources, and avoiding duplication and competition. The mechanism should include 
representation from the local authorities and the donor community. Such a joint consultative mechanism in 
the mission area that includes donors, brings the views of the donor community directly to the senior field 
officers of the UN and the relevant regional, subregional organisation and arrangement. 

XI. At the inter-governmental level, the mechanism of an international conference ihat would bring together the 
UN and its agencies, members of relevant regional, subregional organisations and arrangements, the 
donor community and multilateral financial institutions, and other concerned States is recommended. The 
conference would allow the international community to mobilize essential resources and build international 
support for the peace process. 

XII. The mechanism of a "Group of Friends"-- particularly either the Secretary-General or the Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General -- which would include concerned regional and extra-regional 
Powers that command influence over parties to the conflict, can be another effective tool for mobilizing 
support for the peace process. 

XIII. The UN and regional or subregional entities in the mission area should harmonize their public information 
strategy to keep the local population, as well as the international community, informed of the respective 
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mandates and the actions being taken, and to strengthen local and international support for the mission. 
The public information strategy, which should be developed by the most senior UN official in the mission 
area along with his or her spokesperson in consultation with the relevant regional, subregional organisation 
and arrangement, could include the provision of objective information to the local population on 
developments related to the peace process. This would be of particular value in countering hostile 
propaganda and in countries without independent media. 

XIV. Consideration should be given to the proposal that the UN and regional, subregional organisations and 
arrangements working together in a mission area accept a common code of conduct for their personnel 
and establish transparent mechanisms to address grievances of the local population arising from the 
actions of their international staff. The code of conduct could be included in a memorandum of 
understanding. As far as possible, the UN mission and that of a regional, subregional organisation and 
arrangement working together in a common mission area should try to harmonize personnel rules and 
regulations to promote a team spirit and avoid unhealthy competition. 
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ANNEX: Regional, Subregional and Inter-regional Organisations/Arrangements Cooperating with the United Nations 
in Peacekeeping and Peace-related Activities 

Name I Region 
I 

Area of activities: Recent activities 
! actual !eotentiall 

\ 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Africa 1 Preventive diplomacy; · Diplomatic initiatives for the political settlement of 

I peacemaking; conflicts in Angola, Burundi, the Comoros, Congo, 

I peacekeeping; i The Democratic Republic of the Congo, 

I 
[humanitarian 

I 

Eritrea/Ethiopia, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Rwanda, 
assistance] Sierra Leone, Somalia and Westem Sahara. 

, 0 Deployment of the Neutral Military Observer Group 

I (NMOG) in Rwanda and a military observer group 

! i in Burundi. 
! i · OAU Military Observer Mission in the Comoros. 
! · OAU Observer Mission in South Africa in response 

I I 
1 to Security Council resolution 772 (1992). 

I I · [OAU will participate in the referendum monitoring 

I 
in Westem Sahara]. 

i · OAU convened with UNHCR a regional conference 

I on assistance to refugees, retumees and 

I 
displaced persons in the Great Lakes region in 

----_ .. _--_. February 1995. --------
Central African Customs and Africa 

I 
[Peace·building] 

Economic Union (CACEU) ! 

Economic Community of West African Africa I Peace·making; · Contribution to the adoption o(various peace 
States (ECOWAS) peacekeeping agreements in Guinea Bissau, Liberia and Sierra 

Leone. 

I 
· ECOWAS has been playing a central role in the 

implementation of the Liberian and Sierra Leone 
peace accords, including the deployment of 

1 peacekeeping forces (ECOMOG) in both 
! countries. ---- I Peace·support Diplomatic initiative for peaceful settlement of the Inter·governmental Authority on Africa · Development (IGAD) I conflicts in Sudan and Somalia. 

Southern P.frican Development Africa ! Peace·making; I · Diplomatic initiative for peaceful settlement of the 1 

Community (SAD C) ! peacekeeping 
1 

Congo conflict. ! -
Association of South· East Asian Asia and the 

I 

Preventive diplomacy; I · Diplomatic initiative for the political settlement of 
Nations (ASEAN) Pacific confidence·building I the Cambodian conflict. I 

(the Zone of Peace, 

I Freedom and 
Neutrality; the South· 
East Asian Nuclear· 

I Weapon·Free Zone) 
Organisation for Security and Europe Preventive diplomacy; I · Peace·rnaking in South Ossetia (Georgia), Nagorny 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) peace·making; 

I 
Karabakh (Azerbaijan) and Republic of Moldova. 

humanitarian · Cooperation with the UN in the political settlement 
assistance; electoral I of conflicts in Abkhasia (Georgia) and Tajikistan. 
supervision; human I · Observer missions in !he former Yugoslav Republic 
rights monitoring; I of Macedonia, Estonia, Latvia and Bosnia and 
[peacekeeping] 

I 
Herzegovina. 

· Electoral supervision and human rights monitoring 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

1 

Lead organisation for the implementation of the 

I 

· relevant annexes of the Day10n Agreement on 
arms control. 

· Monitoring of local police in Eastem Siavonia. 

· In cooperation with EU, sanctions assistance 
missions in Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, 

I the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
---.--- i Romania and Ukraine. 

European Union (EU) Europe (may Conflict prevention or ! · EU Observer Mission in South Africa, in response 
also carry preventive diplomacy; 

I 

to Security Council resolution 772 (1992). 
activities in post'conflict · Peace· making in former Yugoslavia; co·sponsors 
other regions) development wilh the UN of the International Conference on the 

assistance Former Yugoslavia. 

· Sanctions assistance to Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Hungary, the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, Rornania and Ukraine. 

· Humanitarian assistance through European I •. Community Hurnanitarian Qffice {~!::I.Ql ____ . 
Western European Union (WEU) Europe (rnay Peacekeeping; peace · Mine·clearing operations in the Gulf during the 

also carry enforcement; conflict between Iran and Iraq in 1987·1988, mine· 
activities in [humanitarian relief clearing and embargo enforcement operations in 
other regions) operations] the Gulf. 

0 Monitoring and enforcement of the arms embargo 

"''' '" 
in the Adriatic; monitorin~ and enforcement of the -
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I I sanctions agai~st the former Yugoslavia in the 
----.-.. -..... -.-....... -----------:----.,--=--:----t--.----.--.---.~--.---. ___ . ___ ._. ___ . __ .L_. __ ~nube oP..§!.a,-;:t:-lon--'·--;--_:---::--_:----cc-co 

Commonwealth of Independent States Europe ! Peacemaking, ! • Deployment of Peacekeeping Force in Abkhasia 
(CIS) peacekeeping, peace (Georgia) and Collective Peacekeeping Forces in 

accords Ta·ikistan. 
Black Sea Economic Cooperation 

_ (BSEC) 
Europe [Peace-building] 

Organisation of American States 
(OAS) 

Americas . Preventive diplomacy; 
! peace-making; human 
! rights monitoring; 
! peace-building 

i m 

I l 6 

I • 
Electoral assistance to a large number of countries. 
Human rights monitoring through the Intemational 
Civilian Mission in Haiti (MICIVIH). 

Mine-clearing assistance to Nicaragua 
- Caribbean Community Americas I [Preventive diplomacy; i 

! fact-finding; I 

Asian-African Legal Consultative 
Committee (AALCC) 

Commonwealth Secretariat 

Africa, Asia, 
Middle East 

I confidence-building; .Ii 
! good offices] 

[Preventive diplomacy; 
peace-making; peace
building] 

• Initiative to promote a wider role for the 
International Court of Justice in the context of the 
peaceful settlement of disputes. 

• Promoting the concept of "safety zones" in the 
context of refuQee problems. 

Africa, Asia- i, Preventive diplomacy; .1", • TAhfe.co~monwealth ObsselV~r Mission in South 
Pacific, , peace-making; peace- nca, In response to ecunty Council resolution 
Caribbean, I building i 772 (1992). 

__ ...... __ .... _________ ... ~l.~an'!~ __ .L._ ........ __ .. _______ .. __ L __ .... _. __ . __ .. _. ___ ._ .. ,,_. __ 
-Leagueof Arab States (LAS) Africa, Middle I Preventive diplomacy; • Mediation efforts betws·enTtie-warringfactions in---

East i peace-making; the Somali cBtlital, Moyadishu, 1992; partiCipation 

--
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation Euro-Atiantic 
(NATO) 

Organisation of the Islamic Africa, Asia, 
Conference (OIC) Europe, 

Middle East 

! [peacekeeping; peace- in the National Reconciliation Conference. 
! building] • Diplomatic initiatives for the peaceful settlement of 

Peacekeeping and 
peace-support 
operations 

Preventive diplomacy; 
peace-making; [peace-
building; peacekeeping] 

I 

I 

i the conflict in Bosnia and HerzeQovina. 

· 
· 

I · · I 
I 

I 
I · 
i 
I 

I · I 

I 
· 

I · ! 
! 
I · 
I · 

Monitoring and enforcement of the maritime 
embargoes against the former Yugoslavia. 

Enforcement of a "no-fly' zone over Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. 

Air protection for UNPROFOR. 
Assisting in establishing a safe and secure 
environment in Eastem Siavonia. 

Implementing the Military Annex of the Dayton 
Peace Agreement for Bosnia and Herzegovina 
through NATO-led multinational peacekeeping 
force (IFORlSFOR). 

Supporting the Civil Implementation of the Dayton 
Peace Agreement through SFOR. 

Supporting the OSCE Kosovo Ground Verification 
Mission through NATO Air Verification Mission 
and a NATO Extraction Force. 

Diplomatic initiatives for the political settlement of 
the conflict in Somalia; participation in the National 
Reconciliation Conference. 

Diplomatic initiatives for the peaceful settlement of 
the conflict in Bosnia and Herzego'lir.::. 

Diplomatic initiatives in Afghanistan. 

Source: Based on "United Nations Peacekeeping Information Notes, Update May 1994", S/RES/968 (1994). 
(Updated 1998) and on contributions received from regional, subregional organisations and arrangements. This 
Appendix was reproduced from http://www.un.org/Oepts/dpko/lessons/regcoop.htm. 
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